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i7 Preface
Tats YEARBOOK. is intended to be primarily a highlighting of the essen-

e

elefnents of those basic mathematical understandings which should
be continually developed 'and extended throughout the entire mathei
matics curriculum, grades a-12 and beyond; This is the content of
Chapters 2 through 8.

Growth in understanding, of,a, fundamental idea and bf-its e tensions
is a contihuods prooess that is. facilitated by properly chos assroom
techniques. J-Ience our second objective is to ,defame and illustrate some
classroom procedures and their psychological bases, which we feel are

. alSo appropriate and important at all leVels , of instruction. This ybu
will find in 0,-hapter 10.

In Chapter 9 we have tried to illustrate, ik not to define, a n i<-7.613\-'
jective of mathematical training; namely; training in mathematical
modes of /taught. These modes are not quipe mathematical concepts
them v s, but are rather understandingand procedures Which are
ph 'in he study of all mathematical-topics.

hey include ideas and zocesses whiqL:Might by somebe labeled
problem solvingoilnd by other7creative thin) ing..Litt16 if any of this can
be taught as a separate topic in a text or a unit in a curriculum. Students
can be helped to develop creativity' and problem solyingability, we
believe, only if their teachers constantly and repeatedly lead them to
and through problem solving and discovery processesand encourage them
to strike cat mentally for thernselves into problem Situations or into
areas new to them. Chapter 9, then,- forms a bridge between the inathe-
matical,congepts of Chapters 2 through 8 and the Methodological. ideas
of Chapter 10. Some of our moskfldsirable objeZtives;While 1eqt firing an
understanding of mathematical .ideas by both, teachers a.ridTpupili4will
be achieved best by teachers who consciously adopt blassroorn* proce'-
cures which develop mathernatical thinking habits and techniques. A

Our thhd objective is to assist teachers andsupervisors to extend and
applAthe ideas of the book in their own situations. This i§ the objective
of Chapter 11. A sinNe...hobk can only present a broad outline of the
mathemati'C's erggram in grade though 12. Even if rnoie details
could be included ib this booke, they might, without careful study and
inthrprefation, co fuse rather than clarify that which is the real intent
of>this book. Incl ed in Chapter 11. are some suggestions for extending
the insights and sting the interpretations which reader., might ber,

expected. to get f 1 this book.
It is inevitable that this twenty-fourth yearbook should be compared'

with and Related .to the twenty-third yearbook,' In siglas Into Modern
.
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Mathematics. Although the twenty- fourth was neither conceived nor
written as a supplement to the twenty-third, they sfiould supplement
one another well. We have sought to make this book .a self contained
unit insofar as any single book on such a broad topic can be. TO do this
we have written chapters entitled "Number and Operation," "Relations
and Functions," "Proof,""and "Probability" which in title overlap those

. of the -third yearbook. However, where that book stressed mathe-
matical th ry and modern mathematics, we here are trying to suggest
how basic and sound mathematical ideas (whether modern or not) cap
be made continuing themes that ate. .recognized by teachers and pupils
as a part of a spiraling growth and development of mapematiCal under-
standings from the kindergarten through grade 12 an beyond:.

This yearbook was originally proposed to the Board of DireClitrs ofk the National Council of Teachers pf Mathematics, at its April 1954
meeting,. by its Yearbook Planning Committee,, F. Lynwood Wren,
Francis G. Lankford, Jr., and Daniel W.- Snader, as ayearbook on "in-

'service education for mathematics teachers." The committee's, sugges-
tibn was adopted after the, hoard modified its description by addjng:
"This book is not intended,to be a textbook on methods, nor a survey
Of curricula, but rather a highlighting of the most basic mathematical
themes which should b(central to the' entirety of a modern mathematics
curriculum, and of the similarly key concepts of modern teaching tech
niques. These themes should be displayed as concretely as possible and
atas many-different levels of instruction. as may be." Phillip S.'..Tones
was then selected to be th edtto4 of the book. Theundersigned corn-

,

mittee developed the framewor -broad outlinee and policies within
which the authors have written.

The committee soon realized that to w e concretely at a wide range
of grade levels would take several authors ith varied experience for
nearly every chapter. It furtherrealized that the book should itself have
some unity and continuity which would require face-to-face discussion
and even argumentation pmong its authors. &nee the committee sug-
gested to President M rie Wilcox and the Board of Directors that funds

. be sought to pay for m etings of the writers and committee where the
book's purposes, conten nd organization could be jointly discussed, '
where illustrations and criticisms of first Sand second Nlrafts could be
shared, and where some actual writing could be done.
-. \The board en4rsed this proposal and urged president Wilcox to ask

the National Science Foundatton for ftinds. Funds for these purposes
were granted in October of 1956. Whatever good this book may have.
would have been less withoutthe discussions and revisionsdinade possible %.

by the funds alloCated by the Foundatigp...
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.
,Ioa4dition to paying for such meetings, these funds also made it pos-

sible. to reproduce over a hundred copies of an early draft. of the book,
to be read and criticized by a number of teachers in daises and seminars
all over the country in the spring and summer of 1957.

We regret that some who helped us cannot be listed because some
critiques were summaries of the thinking of groups and others were
mailed to us withOut names; nevertheless, we wish to acknowledge With
thanks the help of the following persons, who cannot, however, beheld
responsible for any of our errors or failures.

George E. Adams, Jr., Marjorie Y. Adams, Jackson B. -Adkins; R.
Ames, John B. Anglin, Elsie Baehre, Jessie, Ayres Bailty, John Bartelt,
James S. Beadle, Milton W. Beckmann, Roy 0. Birmingham, Jr.,
Josephine Bodever, Alpheus Booker, Mary T. Boulware, Boyce Brown,
John GJryan, Joyce Btirchinal, klarold R. Burke, 13a&ara S. Burns,
Richard B. Burns, Miriam Burris, Frank C. Carpenter, Jack Carpenter,
A4udrey D. Carr, Helen Chaffee, Dorothy Clark, John R. Clark, Arthur
Collard, Thomas 0. Corlett, Robert. G. Crook, MerVyn Dauenbaugh,
Nathan L. Davis, Dale Davison, Aristides Dentetrion, Geraldine Dolan,
Laura K. Eads, Harriett E. yrnery, Kathryn Evans, William H. Evans,
Walter J. FerdotirLouise Ftchett, -Cttrroll E. Fogal, William A. Gager,
Paul R. Gagneaux, Ferdinan 1 Gezich, John V. Ghindia,'Jonathan. Gill-
ingham; Moses L. Glenn, Ed .h M. Glidewell, Richard Gorham, Elnice
Greene, Jack A: Gustafson, Ruth M. Hannum; Irell S. Harp, Thomas Y.
Harp, Arthur W. Harris, M. L. Hartung, Billy F. Hobbs, Virginia Hoge,
Lucille Houston, Roy ,. Howell, Jesse Humberd, Donovan A. Johnson,
Rolikrt L. Johnson, William L. Jonas, Robert Jorgenson, Clark Kaplan,
Houston,T. Karnes; .Josephine Anne KegeireisAtanley Kegler, Kathleen
Keller, Calven E. King, Helen Kriegsman, Donald E. Kuhnle,Mary
Carolyn Labbe, Dorothy M. Leffler, Curtish Leicht, Catherine A. V. Ly-
ons, Evan Maletsky, Ronald 0. 'Massie, I. E.' Meserve, 'I'. L. Meyer,
Dorothy R. Mier, Willis M. Miller, Howard Mion, Francis Mueller, T....
Nelson, Frederick A. Parker, Philip Peak, Christine Poindexter, Frank,p.
Prather, II. Vernon Price,. Louis 'E. Prieskorn, Mary Anne Prunier,
Charles N. Race, Myrtle. Rehwinkel, Robert L. Root, George H. Ross,
Myron Rosskopf, MEV bon Rohrbaugh, Veltna I. Rust, Fred Sehleiber,*
Marie T. Shires, Donald M. Silberger, Helen 1i. Simpson, James T. Sims,
Sister Margaret, Joseph Sloboda; Jr., Janie Smallwood, Vernona L.
Smukal, Roger F. Soucy, Andrew Stevenson, De Vere VC Stevenson,,
Alan D. Stewart, Edwin H. Stieben, Henry Swain, Dorothy Sylling,
Walter Szetela, Julia Teffrier; John E. Trtre-;,Bruce R. VOgeli, Marguerite
A. Watkins, Anna D'. Weatherford, J. Fred Weaver, Catherine N.
Wheat, Marie S. Wilcox, EdvfrardJ..Willis, and John Earl Wood. ti

ii..
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Finally, all the writers and the committee, as well as Paul Clifford
and Max Beberman, have shared in discussions of all chapters. How-
ever, since we occasionally failed to be in-complete agreement, no writer
nor committeeman can be held responsible for statements other than
those in the chapter he wrote, but if there is any excellence in the book;
credit for it must be shared with all who have worked so hard on i4

And, as the book goes to press, we feel we must add a word of 'sincere
_thanks to Myrl Ahrendt, Executive Secretary of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics, who has labored hard and- 'conscientiously to
seeOur manuscript through the physical process'which has made it into
this book.

f.

The Committee .

HAROLt P. FAWCETT
ALICE M. HACH
CHARLOTTE W. JUNGE
HENRY W. SYER
HENRY IAN ENGEN
PHILLIp S. JONES, Chairing
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The Growth and Development of
Mathematical Ideas in Children

Or How and Why To Use This Book

PHILLIPS. JONES

/TM

WE WHO are planning and writing this book 'have on occasion dis-
agreed as to the relative importance of some of the goals of mathematies
education, and as to the best methods for achieving them, but we are

-agreed that the following are axioms:
Axiom 1. The best learning is that' in. which the karned facts, concepts,

and processes are meaningful to and understood by the learner.
Axiom 2. Understanding and meaningfulness are rarely if ever "all or

none" insights in either the sense being achieved instantaneously or in
the sense of embracing the whole of a concept and its implications at any
one time.

The sudden perception or flash of insight, which is one of the joys of
mathematics learifiing and teaching comes only to those who have, with
thought, struggled to extend or apply concepts which ,have been par-
tially understood earlier. Further, meanings and understandings them-
selves change continuously as they are extended, broadened, and applied
in different situations. For example, the early elementary pupil who
suddenly perceives that 9 plus any other single,4igit number is the tech
number whose units digit is one less than the sine digit number prob-
ably first sees this after having added a number of specific combinations
such as 9 ± 3 = 12, 9 + 4 = 1349 = 15, and so on. Even if he
had been told this rule, it is doubtful that it would have beeh really mean-
ingful to him until after he had worked out several_examples.- Later the
idea can be extended to such. combinations as 29 + 6 = 35, 49 + 8 =-
57, and so on, and then to 25 + 9 = + 9 = 76, and so on. Still
later, perhaps, when he has begun to do column addition he learns that

a

s..--L>

111.



GROWTH OF MATHEMATICAL ID,VA$

addends may be regrouped without changing the sum. Thus the sum

3
4
6

.8'
2

may be thought thRigh mentally either as 3 + 4 =-\ 7 + 13,
13 4-- =.1 21, 21 2 23,-or as 3 + (.4 + 6) + ,(8 = 3 4-
10) = 3 + 20 =:1,23, is latter may seem to be different in principle
from the rules for'ad ing :nines; but both are merely special cases of
the associative lath which, in algebra, is written a + (b c) (a-+ b)
c. However, even befoie studying algebra, and without anY use of the
term associative law, the stndent can._ work out the reason for hiS rule
for adding nines by thinking: 9 + 3 = 9 + (1 2) = (9 +.1) + 2 =
10 + = 12 or 29 + 6 29 (1 + =-T (29 + 1) + 5 = 30 + 5 .=
35. When. all of this haS happened, his understanding.:of an important
idea has groWn and developed from 'being used and understood at a
very Simple:nonverbal -level to the recognition of a brohdly applicable
principle with a name (associative laW axiom).

The :actual sequence of extensions and 1n-sights will vary frompupil
to pupil and teacher to teacher. 911-1r point is that thg ideas should he
understood; at each stage, but that the nature =and gengrality of the
pupil's .conception;will 1 so grow and develop and should not in general
be expected to be complete at any stage. In fact,the associative law;the
use and understanding of which has its roots in the early elementary
years, is an increasingly important ingnany matheinatical:
theories, 'such aS vectors,. matrices, and lineai alg7bras, still tohe met.
by the student after he has cothpleted secondary school.

The two axioms with which we began imply two theorems and a couple
of corollaries. They , .

THEOREM 1. Teachers must plan so that pupils continually have recui-ring
but varied contacts vnth the fundamental ideas and processes of inathematicS.

'These contacts,should often 8"8 in different contexts. They should be..
both at higher levels of abstraCtibn arid generalization And also in the
form of concrete applications or realizations of old generalizations in
new situations. In both new genetalizations and new specific Cases, or
applications it is important that the studentbe deliberately led to see
the continuing'theme,' the general principle, which was-Alet earlier and
now is being extended or applied. For - example the child who has learned
that 3 X 10 = 30, 3 X 2 = 6 may then be lead to thffk for himself

7

12



HOW AND WHY TO USE THIS BOOK.

that 3 X 12 = 3(10 e -
2) = (3 X 10) (3 X 2) = 30 6 = ,36 be

for' he learns the Mechanical process or algorism represented by , .

12
-3

36

The fact that 3 X 12 i= .3 (10 2) Coutdrhave been developed, opt
of such .still.earlier concepts as that multiplication by an integer; 3, is

._equivalent to repeatikaddition, and (hat 12 means 10 2. Thus, if 12-
were repreSented by two piles Of apples, one with 10 apples and the other
with 2,( three times this quantity could be represented. by three *piles of
10 eaph and three ,of two each,. or a total colleetion of 36. Later the'
student meets this same principle when he learns that three packages
containing 1 lb. 4 oz. eacji together contain 3 lb. 12' oz: Again, 'geo-
metriCally, the area of th wo rectanglesn Figure 1 i8 3 X (5 ± 4) =
(3 X 5) (3 X 4) = 15 ± 12. = '27 = 3: X p sq.lt., and in studying
angtilar measure in either geometry or trigonometry 3 X 15°13' =
45°39'. This same7princiPle which he may, in.algehta, learn -to write as
a(b c) = ab 4- acfand call thd.distributive law will helRhim to under-
stand why a negative number times a negativekumber is d'efined to be -

a.positive number. It also, of course, is the concept underlying factoring
in algebra and the processes of multiplication and division in arithmetic
and algebra.

3 ft.

5 ft. 4 ft.

FIG. 1

As each of these topics is studied the teacher should point out the
"general principle being used, its occurrence in earlier situations, and
exactly how it is being used extended now_

Displaying such examples-of the continuing growth and extension of
basic mathematical ideas is the function of the rest of this book, not of
this chapter. To point out how and why to read the rest of this book
we need one more theorem. -

THEOREM 2. Teachers in all grades should view their tasks in the light
of the idea that the understanding of mathematics is a continuum, that
understandings grow within children throughout their school career.

This theorem implies immediately the corollaries that (1) Teachers
should find what ideas have been presented- earlier and deliberately-use
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4them as much as possible as the basis for the teaching of new ideas. (2)
TeaChers should look to the future and teach some concepts and under-
standings even if complete .mastery cannot be expected.

Teachers should do this in order,to build readiness for new topics; We
have all at sometime had a flash of insight or perception of relationships
come tous as we.went over a topic a second time iii a later ca use of in ,

a new context: This growth' in understanding could not have ,game the
second time over if there had not been. a first time! We must all be con-
tent, even be anxious, 10 be the unsung heroes of some later teacher's
triumph. Let's hope we also take care to reap the, fruit of the seeds sown
by our predecessors!

Careful consideration for the vertical organization and continuity of
our mathematics program not only in its content but even in its presen-
tation, esptIci lly. in its emphasis on the understanding of basic ideas,
will not only tend to create readiness for new learnings, but will tend
to eliminate possible-soufs of later interference. The elementary teacher,
who is aware that in. the .eighth or ninth grade his pupils will learn of
the negative 4nimberswhich Make subtraction always possible,. will be
a little cautious about insisting that one can never subtract a larger;
front a smaller ,number. Early stress on subtraction and division a. , by
definition, the inverses of addition 'and multiplication not on y ntr"
duces preliminary ideas of proof and of the structure of mathematical s
tems, but also will help teachers to lead students to Understand why one
can not divide by zero as well as why one "changes the. sign and adds" and
"inverts- and multiplies" in certain well-known situations.

Theorems 1 and 2 and their corollaries indicate the readers whol*e
hope will find value in this book and the uses to which' we hope it, ill
be put.' t

We hope this book will be valuable to all teachers of Mathentatics, K
through 12. Since it is clear that these teachers do not all have the, same

. .

background nor the same problems, we have 'occasionally despaired df
writing in one book materials which would be understandableby and
useful to all teachers.. However, we are so convinced of the importance
of continuity in the mathematics program as a whole that we decided
to attenipt, the task. .

nWe do not believe, for example, that proof plays the same important
rolecin

.children
first grade as does number. However, in the early elementary.

grades.children do prove that 7 = 3 = 4 by showing that 4 ± 3 = 7,
and a third grader can reason that 8 ± 5 = 13 because 5 is 2 ± 3, 8 ±
2 is 10, andlence 8 + 5 = 10 + 3 = 13. Thus, his introduction to the
nature of and need' for proof and for reasons can actually be begun in
his. early study d number.

I -
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So reader ye urge all of you to follow. through the book with us!
You whispare ilementary school teachers will find in each chapter some
discussions which.apply to your grades. These are, in general, preshted
early in each chapter. We hope you will read a little further ,than this
in each chapter in order to 'ice how the structure of mathematics, not
merely of computation, may be based upon the foundations which you
lay. However, when the discussions of number ideas seem -clearly to
have moXed far beyond your instructional level, turn to "Relation .trnd.
Function," "Proof," and so on, to see' what these may hold for you.

You who are junior and senior high school teachers can scan our ,ssays
for connections with earlier work which may be emphasized in your

e- teaceiig, as well as for hoW you; too, may help basic. mathematical
understandings grow in .the minds eh-our students. Read tioth what may
came before and what may come after your present level of instruction..

And4finally, may we say -a few words about what, is not-here? Just as
chapters on "Proof" and "Probability"-,nre included even though they
may be central ideas. which should be and are less stressed at the early
elementary level than later, so, too, there certainly are important ideas

ti and concepts Ivhich, belong in the mathematics Brogram for which we
didn't find any'roorn-in this took. -We selected what to us seemed the
most important continuing concepts but we do not pretend that® the

'hook covers everything that should be taught.
However, when you,seem to miss algebra or geometry do not assume

that we have relegated them to an unimportant role in the school of the
future. Look thfough "Number and Operation," "Relations and Func-
tion," even. "Proof," "Measurement and Approximation," and "Lan-
guage and Symbolism m Mathematics." You will find algebra in all
these chapters and in others too. Similarly geometry may be found in
"Proof," "Relations and Function," and "Measimement and Approxi-
mation." is our belief that continuity, growth, and development of
understanding may Le. planned for and achieVed in many curricular
contexts .both traditional and nontraditional. You need not have an
integrated curriculum to do this, though .sonic will think it easier to
plan in such a setting. However, the central themes which we wish' to

'stress are not revealed or emphasized 1 course titles such as algebra,
geometry, and: trigonometry. Hence we have not used these coutses for

. the framework of our book. We believe that the major concepts of these
courses fall under one or more of the central concepts which we have
discussed. However, space has not peidinitted us to expand these dis-
cussions' to display everything which may be claSsified with each -conet3\
or theme. We hope you will read in each chapter, and that you will seek

ft
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and see in it the topics you are now teaching (plus perhaps a few, more)
from a new viewpoint.

Further, we recognize that at least two of our chapters, "Pro-bability"
and "Statistics," represent topics which certainly are not now accorded
a central or unifying Tole in l!iur eleinentary and secondary school cur-
ricula. We included them becauselve feel certain that recent rapiddevel-
opments in both their theories' and apPlications justify in claiming fpr
them a more central position in the curriculum of the uture. We did
not setsout to prophesy or to Advocate changes, but felt it to be proper, 1
even to be a duty, to recognize Changes which seemed desirable to all-of
us. We have tried to makri clear as we went wherever our prophecies'
have outrun our experience.

Don't skip merely because some new terms or symbols are being used
the underlying ideas may be old and familiar ones which new terms and' -

symbols may simplify. Similarly, don't skip because the material being
discussed is cold stufffollow along in search of some new aspects of
teaching.

SCan the "Preface" for another statement of our objectives, read at
least part of ifach chapter, and finally turn to the last chapter for sug-
gestions as to how to extend further your study, of these ideas and their

A use in both teaching and curriculum planning. We do not believe there
' is just one correct sequence or grade placement of .topics. We are con-

cerned that every teacher be aware Of his position in and contribution
to a planned spiral development of ideas in his school. Thus the "Flow
Chart" in Chapter 11 is not a grade placement chart nor do we'regarli it
as defining a correct or rigid sequence. It is intended as an example of
aInelpful analysis which might profitably be thought through for itself
b the staff of every school system. ,-------,

We .hope you will also observe that there are some themes or recur-
ring concepts running through this book. For example, even the most,
elementary mathematics, counting, is an abstraction. Abstractions and
their related generalizations .are what 'make mathematics usefulthe
same principles apply in many situations. In teaching, one should plan
to complete the cycle, moving from concrete to abstract to concrete '
realizations, applications, or models of a theory. Move from special to
general, and back to further specializationg. New ideas are often dis-
covered inductively and/or by seeking new extensions which will still
preserve the essential properties of the old. system from which they
stem. But let's move on and see what you find as themes for our book!
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Numbei and Operatipn
1,3 )

E. GLENADINE GIB, PHILLIP S. JON'S,
AND Clit1kOTTE W. JUNGE i'>. °

6

"Mathematics is the queen_ of the sciences,- and arithmetic
the queen of mathematics.'.' ` ^e. F. GAUSS

("Reeling and Writhing, of course, to begin.with;... and then
the different branches of ArithmeticAmbition, Distraction, ;
Uglffication, and Derision."LEWIS CARROLL (C. L. DonnsoN)
in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland

A DAY without number! ... how often children are askpd- to specu-
late on such an event in an attempt to err isage the importance of.
mathematics. What would happen if there were no numbers? What
changes wQuld come to some of the things we take for granted in every-
day living? No prices would appear or the food we wish to 15'uy, at the
corner grocery. We would need to determine other ways of recording
time for all numerals on the calendar, and the clock would disappear.
We would find ourselves perplexed in trying to figure out a way to re-
Tort business transactions. Our latest scientific developments would
become extremely difficult if not impossible to understand-or use. Yes,
probably the oldest unifying theme in mathematics is that of number..
,Number is both a familiar idea and a fundamental idea to all of us.

In fact, it is so much a part of our everyday lives that we may easily
lose sight of the natursof its development. In this chapter it is-our pur-
pose (I) to display the fundamental ideaS of number and operation and
(2) develop with boui readers an appreciation for these fundamental
ideas. of number and operation. as they exist in the structure of mathe-
matits, not only from a viewpoint of logical structure but also from a
viewpoint as to how these ideas develop int-he minas of. students. More
specifically, we shall examine the nature of number, how the natural
numbers are used to invent new numbersthe fractions, the positiv
and negative numbers, the irrational numbers, and the complex nu

.
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t ' .
bers. As'we proceed, we. l'ia I follow the eider of the major steps in

. ,

,. which new 4mbers are introduced today iny6ur schools. We also still .

Consider the fundamptal operat. Arithmeticaddition, 8A
traction, multiplicationNnd, division I each`kind of nunfber.

The de4opmeni of Mathematics may be regarded as the'develop nt
of-two central themes, namely,fluinbeandOth, By the latterwe'rder
not only to geomettic form, but also to the .structure of mathematical
rel'atiows,%and: theories as develaped in seqffences ot postulates and

,theorems. These sequences and4their aceompanyini proofs are found '
not only in geometry, butialso are logically a'cessary in algeband all ..

-\.._ other divisions of mathematics,. all of which in turtil'ave their founda-
'tioils in elementary school arithmetic.
. Inthe seve.n1, teenth century these two themes, number and form, wire
inkgrated to form mathematical analysis, the analytic geometry, and :

1 -the calculus. More recently; in the laIter'part e the nineteenth century, ,---
we also have the intermingling of these tWothemes, number ttnd logical
structure or form, in an attempt by Peano2 and others to taxiorriatize
not,only natural numbers but all numbers. . A . ..

AS man has eneountered,newproblems, he has created a need fof new
numbers. Consequently, over the ages he has successively invented new
numbers to satisfy' new needs. At each step, old numbers have been
the building blocks for new numbers. His guide in using these building
block's has been that of.preselving such basic properties of old numbers

i as order and equivalence and the commutative, associative, and dis-
tributive:laws of 'operation with these numbers. Although some modern
algebras and their arithmetics fail to ha,ve_all of these properties, such
properties will- continue to be fundamental in elementary and secondary
sehoonathematics: This is true not only because :numbers with these
propfrties ere the first_ develop historically; but also because these

thematisal properties correspond to the way in which most of the
objects of our immediate physical world behave. For example, the 'num-
'ber' of.apples in a pile is the same whether the pile was formed by put-
tingdown first three apples and then two apples or first two apples and
then three apples. ("--

We believe that three major considerations should be reviewed by a
teacher in iilan mg for maximum meaning and understanding. They'

n
are (1) logical considerations which are based on..the structure and logic

'A mathematics itself, (2) the considerations of histofythe chronological
sequences of events w 'eh .sometimes furnish the only real reason for the
existence of particular to s or units being taught, such. as root, inch,

A superscript in the text. refers the reader to bibliographical references at
the end of thIs chapter...
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NUMBER AND opEttAirok_i,

a

,
N .

if ale w, and (p) the pedagogical segti ea ssequeiice baked on sound -
psychological contiderations.whereby. the 4.

-
eacher -weighs' such things as '

..
the necessity of proceeding from theuse of objects as reKesentati'ons.o

.

'ideasto agstiluittorisjogitz4ions; and then returning to a,pilk the -
. . ,. ,. . .f

ge_peralizations to specific situations: Congideration' shouldialSo be given
tofe*els of learning in moving fromress mature to more ruatuo ideas.

No longez""ye confrqiit a child with a neitv idea by using the adult
.....,

.level ofr<a, written 'algorism zin# expecti 0g him to memorize it. Rather,
.I. ,

, lye recognize that the development of_rnathematical concepts i,4 a growth A
process going from levels of working with manipulative materials through
various levelS' of worlingd:with abstract symbol, FQr exanitje, a child .

,, in the lower elementary grades niay be able to atermine,b7y'usnfg niamip- .0 '''
i irlatiVe materialS. how maigr, candie'S he can btiy for fifteen ceriN-if- be
, ki-ioWS that three candies co, five cents. By putting three objects it.11 .

five Objects,.another three o ects acid anotibr five objects, and another
three objects with anothge bjects he finds that he can get nine call:
digs for fifteen cents. La r, .i i the liper elementary schfol, he .may

.11express this as . ...- _L.! --1., %

candied
cents

3
or,

.
- =5.

?

155 15

From his undo anding of classes of equivalent frqsctions,.htknows that
n is anothe'r name for %5, and therefore, the number of cydies Must
be nine. Still later in the secondary school, he may express this situation
as

biitt he
reiplace

3 n
5

= 5

solves the problem by determining the number with which to
n in the following inarineri,,./

5n .= (3)(15)

5n = 45
n = 9.

Sometimes, the going from one leN'rel to another is almost instantaneous.
Agaim it may take several years as -noted in the preceding illustration.

WE LEARN NUMBER NAMES
Logical, Chronological; and Pedagogical Approaches. These

approaches to the development of numbers all tend to indicate a simi-
lar type of teaching sequence and method. Seemingly, the integration

_1)
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of' titese consideratiOns into arsound claslroOm nrocedurers*- easiei. for
the developtilitent of the confept of "number than it is in sql-ile later areas
where a parallelism is not sb obvious' or may,not;evenek&: Tb see this
parallelism, let up .con' sider simul..aneously the numilprjecpqriences of pre-.

.....
b

liAtori c mIt i and the preschool child.. --.

It is beliexed,from recent.stuilies of anthropolcigists and excava ion's of,f-
archeologists' that rehistorie mi.tp would keep a rbcord of the n ber
o`f objects, such skins or heads, bY making tally marks on 41, stick of
wood, or in the se of the 'earliest knoWn mathematical writing) on a 7-
leg bone of a prehiStoric wolf. This prehistoric bone, unearthed in -Mo-
ravia in:19313,3 bears on it scratches in an orderly'arriya.groupof five,
a second group of five, and so orb' A five such grodps of five scratches,
a longer not ;h appeared, .followedvhy a continuation of subgroups of
five until a total of fifty-five scratchps had been recorded'.

What were the purposes of these scrit..thes No one knows exactly
-nor are we certain that prehistoric man was keeping a -recel of his
possessions by tallying. The chances, howeN'rer, that these would have
been arrangedin this fashion by accident arrsOslight and the connection
%vIthjallying with notched sticks and knotted ropes so clear that there

'is little doubt that some prehistoric' man was -working with number
ideas. Primitive people hasp been observed to. make,a one-to-one corre-
spondence between sheep, skins, wives, children, and collectiOns of .

pebbles or notches on such recording surfaces as sticksor bones of ani-
mals.

Studies4. 6.. 6.7 have sho that number has been a part. of the ex-.
periences of many preschoo. child . These have Alen for the most
part informal experiences. A chil olds up three fingers to report his
age. He.sees that there is a plate the table for each member of the.
family. He speaks of thelour candle-holders and the four candle to be
placed in the holders..He.learns to determine each move in a gam of
pi'archesi by -counting the spots on a die. He keeps his-Wore in a dai
game by making tall x marks on the playroom blackboard.

From trief account of the beginnings of number in our culture,
note the similarity .4.prehistoric,-man and the preschool child in t
establishing a one-to-one correspondence between two sets of objects.
Later, a set of marks or symbols replaced one ofa!the groups of things.
This progress from things to symbols and the use of correspondences
suggests an approach desirable in the developmentof the idea of number
within classroom situations.

More specifiCallycone of children's early experiences with number
comes with identifyTng the concept of two common to his two hands,

2U



NUMBER RAND RATION

A

FIG. 1

Fla. 2

11 -

na. 3

his two c es, his two feet, his two ears. He recognizes a, one-to-one corre-
spondenc between the elements in the sets shown in Figure 10fhis
common roperty of these groups or- sets is given the name, '2'.* He

. learns tat there is- not a one-to-one correspondence between elements
in suc sets, as shown in Figure 2.. The cardinal number of the set in
Fi G 2 A call be given the name The cardinal number of the
set in Figure 2 B cannot be given the name '2'. It is giyen another
name, '3'.. Havin*arrived at 'soite understanding of what sets la \:.e--the
cardipal number 2, the child is able to select the collections whose num-
ber may be appropriately labeled by the symbols 'two' or '2' from such
,groups as illustrategure 3.

The Coileept of Set and Cardinal Number. In referring to the pic-
tures of groups of objects in the preceding section, we have called them
`sets'. One of the most fruitful ideas for the mathematician in recent
years. has been the concept of set. Regarded as an undefined term in
matliNatics,, the word 'set' is synonymous with such words as 'collec7
tioti', 'aggregate', 'menge' (German), and)tnsemble' (French). In effect,

* Single quotation marks will be used to denote the numeral or the name of the
number.
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*e car} iiirthat iiset is Cotection of things. Th bjects making up the
set maid to be meth or elements of the set. So e scheme' must be

Ntgwen sothaf, we may knew.w1ether or not a particular element is a meth-
ber of that setter elaMirre, the sett may be all the elementary teachers in
Lincoln School; it may be the set of all presidents of the Mathematics
Cliih,si'nce its founding; it may be the set of all students in Mr. Srrillifs al-
gebra class at West Highwhere Nancy White is no a member of the set
since she is in Miss Dunifs class; it may be the set of all even integers
whose members we can determine by merely testing whether or not the
integer i divisible by 2; it may be the set of natural numbers from 1

,through .10. Thisiset may 12e'represented by (1, 2, 3,,4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 101.
We can easily tell that 3 and 4 are members of this set while 12, %, and

$441. are' not members of the set. It may be the set of all medians of a
ved triangle; or, it may be the set (an infinite let, incidentally) of 'all

pal of numbers, x and y, such that they would satisfy the condition that
x + = 8.

Tw sets are said to be equkalent If for every element of one set there
is one and only one element of the other set; that is, if for given Sets A
and B, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the individual

4 elements of Set A and of Set B (Fig. 4). Equivalent sets are said to have
the same cardinal number; e.g., the cardinal number of Set A is 3 and
the cardinal number of Set 13, is 3. In dealing with equivalent sets and
their cardinal numbers we disregard the specific nature of the objects
being matched whether it be a set of pebbles matched with a set of
sheep, a set of plates with a set of people, or a set of,symbolswith the
set of fingers of a hand. We are concerned only with the cominiin prop-
erty of the sets known as their cardinalitytheir fotu-ness or their
fiveness. If the sets are not equivalent, they lack common cardinality.

Set A Set B
Fla. 4

The equivalence of two sets may be demonstrated in several different
way's. For example, we can show that a set of balls and a set of blocks
are equivalent by matching as shown in a or b of Figure 5. Either of
these schemes shows that for every element of one set, there is one and
only one corresponding; element of the other and consequently shows
that the two sets are equivalent.



LUMBER AND OPERATION

(a)

(b)

13

Let us consider the sets in Figure 6, labeled A, B, and C. Although
Set A is a set of toys, Set B is a set of fingers, and Set C is a set of
letters, each of the elements of one set may be placed in one-to-one corre-
spondence' with an element of each of the other sets; that is, each ele-

. ment in Set A may be matched with. an element in B. and with an ele-t
ment in C, as illustrated in Figure 7. Similarly, each element in Set B

B
FIG. 6

B

Fla. 7

may be matched with an element in Set C and with an element in Set
A. Since the elements of these sets may be put into one- to-one corre-
spondence, they arg said to have the same cardinal number. This com-
parison of sets of elements with respect to cardinality is possible witho t
the use of number nam or counting. For example, we may see that each
person in a given set of ieople matches with a chair 1hz a given set of
chairs and yet,be unable o say how many chairs or how many people
there are 'in either set. If there are some empty chairs after everyone is

2,9
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sLted, we know that we have more chairs tlfn people but we may not
be able to say tow many of each.

It is convenient, however, to have names for each of the cardinal
numbers. These names may be anything we wish. For instance, we call
the cardinal number ot,Sets A, B, and C, 'five' because historically this
word :was invented, used, and understood long before the importance
and, usefulness of this approach to cardinal numbers by wk.411 of equiva-
lent sets vas recognized. Yet, this number could have been given any
arbitrary name, such as, `lu', `bee',.`zoke', `zume', Vunr, `cinq':

THE COUNTING NUMBERS-1, 2, 3,
The Natural Numbers: Throughout the elementary and secondary

schools, we are concerned primarily with the counting numbers. They
are man's way of indicating how many objects are contained in a given
collection. These counting numbers, the simplest of numbers, 1, 2, 3,
11, 12, 13, 101, 102, 103, 1001, 1002, 1003, are the building
blocks for the other numbersfractions, .positive and, negative integers,
irrational numbers, and complex numbers. Other names commonly used
for these counting numbers are 'integers', 'whole numbers', 'cardinal
numbers', and 'natural numbers'. In mathematical 'usage, as opposed
to common usage, there is a distinction in these names. The integers
include both positive and negative numbers and zero. Just as we termed
equivalent all finite sets that can be put into one-to-one correspondence
with each other and have associated a number name with each set of
all, such sets, so infinite sets that can be placed in one-to-one correspond-
ence are said to be equivalent and to have the same cardinal number.
For example, we can place in one-to-one correspondence the set of even
numbers and the set of positive iniogers as

1 2 3 4 5 6

2 4 6 8 10 12

Al] sets which can be put into one-to-one correspondence with the set
of positive integers are equivalent infinite sets and are given the cardinal
number aleph-null, tto. Aleph-null is the first. or least `transfinite' cardinal
number..

The term, 'cardinal number', is applied to both finite and transfinite
numbers. The technical term that means only counting numbers is 'nat-
ural numbers'. We shall use this term when referring to the counting
numbers, the numbers that are commonly called whole numbers in ele-
mentary school mathematics.. .4?
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Early Number Experiences. Children's early number experiences
may follow eitheran ordinal or a cardinal approach. Using an ordinal
approach, a childlearns the number names in sequenceone, two, three,
four, . He learns that the name three coma after two, thaight
comes before nine and after seven. He may then mechanically match a
sequence of number names with a sequence of objects. WThen he is count-
ing rationally, that is, with understanding and insight into the counting
process, he realizes that the last name used is the name of the cardinal
number of the entire set. He knows that the arrangement of the objects'
does not make a difference as long as each object is matched with a
number name in the ordered sequence of cardinal numbers.

Using the cardinal approach, one of a child's early experiences in a
study of number is to recognize and learn the natural numbers as names
for standard sets or groups. We shall follow'from this approach. A child
identifies the following collections as among those which may be given
the name 'five', and learns to record tli common property with the
numeral, '5'. Any one of the Sets, A, B, or C in Figure 7 or {NO
or even { 6, 2, 8, 4, 7} may be used as a standard set for 5 and there
need be no previous knowledge of such symbols as '1', '2', '3', '4', or
of an order for these symbols in order to obtain the cardinal number,
5. However, it also world be possible to use the previously memorizen;
ordered set of symbols {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} as the representative set for defiriing
the cardinal number, 5.

Ordering Standard Sets. To continue to define so-called standard
sets independently of each other would result in a long list of names to
be. associated with a corresponding number of standard sets. Td deter-
mine the cardinal number of a set it wouldbe necessary to try 'to estab-
lish a one-to-one correspondence between the giyen set and the elements
of many standard sets until a standard set was found such that each
element in the standard set was in. 'one -to -one correspondence ..with
each element. in the given set. This soon becomes a most inconvenient
way of determining the cardinal number ot a given set.

This can be done more easily by considering an additional property
of the natural numbers, a properq that is related to the very feature
which has made them seem naturaVVe shall let the sets in Figure& be

A ,L
FIG. S
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representative sets for 1, 2, and '3 respectively. We Could soon have an
assorted array of standard sets, as,allustrated in Figure 9.

If we compare any two of these 'ets by matching elements, either
they are equivalent or some elements of one set are left over.

A A

A A
FIG. 9

A

A A
A.AA

A. A'
/),

A A
A A

A A
AAA

FIG. 10

Using this idea of nonequivalence, we can arrange an ordered sequence
of models as in Figure 10 ,where the successor of a given set is ,a set
equivalent to the given set with one more element in it. We then can
assign names and symbols to the cardinal numbers of these sets. These
;cardinal numbers are ordered by the ordering of the representative sets.
Thus, 1 is less than 2 is less than 3 because 2 is 1 + 1, 3 is 1, rt.
is (n 1) + 1. Once this ordered system is created and the order memo-2
rized, counting a cottectian means assigning to everymember of the set
aterrn in, the ordered sequence of number symbols. If any set of discrete

. elements is ordered in some way,,'we also can use the ordered sequence
of nurneraLS to describe the position or place of a particular element in
its set. For example, John sits in the fourth row from the windows in
the third seat from the front of the room. Or, in Figure 11 the -third ring
from the left may' be identified as illustrated.

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, . ..1

The ability to set up correspondences in this specialized way comes
into existence when the first few number words have been committed
to memory in their ordered succession and a scheme (including a system,
of numeration) has been devised to pass from tiny natural Number to
its successor. Each new natural number after 1 may be derived froui'.,1'

?q,
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its predecessor by adding 1. Without our ability to arkange things in
ordered succession, little scientific progress could have been made. The
last element in the set of numerals 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
needed to match with the set of objects names the number of the set of
objects or elements. By this matching process, we are able to answer
two questions"How many?" and "Which one?" Children may learn
'these number names with an understanding of the sets they label before
they can read the name or recognize the numeral. Furthermore children
need not know the words 'cardinal' and `ordinal' to understand and use
these ideas.

THE SYSTEM OF NUNIERATION "

Early Systems. From the earliest times, most civilizations have had
some system of numeration. At first these spterns were unrecorded for
men developed mathernaticaL understandings and used mathematical
ideas long before they had any methods of recording these ideas: Manipu-
lative materials (pebbles, sticks) and mechanical counting and calculat-
ing devices (abacus, counting board) were used to keep records of posses-.sions and transactions. -

These early numeration systems, while varying one from another in
form and complexity, also revealed a high degree of similarity in terms
of basic principles. Each involved 'the use of a base, a' way of grouping.
Some systerris were based on five, ,the Egyptians and Romans used a
base of ten, the Mayas of Yucatan used the .base of twenty, the Baby-
lonian system was based on sixty, and some primitive tribes near Aus-
tralia had a base of two For the Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, the'
number represented by a collection of 'number symbols was essentially
independent of the position or sequence in which the symbols were
written. Remnants of thdse, various systems are seen in our number sys-
tern today, such its the use of score for 20, and the division of hours and
degrees into 60 minutes, and the Roman numerals which are still used
for such purposes as inscriptions on public buildings, numerica'l tablets,
cornerstones, ornamental clock faces, and for designating chapters of
books. .

From 'the early unwritten numeration system, the present decimal
numeration system has evolved. While it is called ,'Hindu-Arabic', it is
in reality a composite of ideas from many civilizations, including the
Babylonians ,and the Greeks. It cannot rightly be claimed in its entirety
by any particular group. Using the ideas of symbol; 'base, and positional
notation, we often gain further insight into our decimal system by using
other bases instead.of ten. For example, using the symbols to which we

27
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TABLE 1

Set of elements. .

Set of ,numerals (base ten).... 1 2 3 4 .5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Set of numerals base.seven)... 1 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 12 13 14 .15

are accustomed and counting on the base of seven, we determine the
cardinal number of thel set of elements by pairing them with number
symbolS as illustrated in Table 1.'

In other words the same number is represented by 12 in the decimal,
system and by 15 in a numeration system based .on seven.

Table 2 illustrates the use of the base of two. If we use the duodeci-
mal system (base of twelve) we must add two new symbols for the '10' ,

__and '11' of the decimal system. Letting these symbols be 't' and 'e', we
"count as illustrated in Table 3.

TABLE 2

Set of elements
Set of numerals (base ten) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Set of numerals (base two) 1 10 11 100 101 110 111 1000

TABLE 3

Set of elements
Set of numberaLs (basten) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Set Of numerals (base twelve) 1. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ,t e 10 11 12 13

-

For a natural number written in the duodecimal system, '13' repre-
sents 1 twelve and three which corresponds to 15 (1 ten and 5 ones) in
the decimal system, to 33 on the base of four (3 fours and 3 ones)' or 30
nn the base of five .,(3 fives and 0 ones).

Why then do we have the base of ten? It is strictly aninheritance from
ancient times. Had we had twelve fingers instead of ten, we have reason
to, believe that the duodecimal system would today be in world-wide
use among civilized 'people.

Our. System ok"Numerals. The Hindu-Arabic system of notation,
like most great achievements, is relatively simple. It is an additive sys-
tem, utilizing (1) ten syMbols ('0', '1', '2', '3', '4', '5', `6', '7', '8', '9'),
and (2) Pbsitional notation. Each numeral is a name of a cardinal num-.

ber in its own right and represents a standard set. Furthermore, each
numeral has another role. By its position in the name of an integer, it
indicates the size of the subsets which it enumerates: '3' is the numeral
for a set of three elements; '80' is the numeral for a set of 3 collections
of 10 each or of thirty elements.

. 4 1 11

V . 9
.....,.80

ft e.
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Let us consider the numeral, 6666. The digit, '6', represents 6 of some-
thing. The place in which the '6' is written indicates whether the some-
thing is ones, tens, hundreds, and so on. An example is illustrated in
Scheme 1.

6, 6 6

ScansE 1

6 ones or 6 X 1 or 6 X 10° (10" = 1 by definition)

6 tens or 6 X 10 or 6 X 10'
,

6 hundreds or 6 X 10 X 10 or 6 X .102

6 thousands or 6 X 10 X 10 X 10 or 6 X 10°

As one progresses from right to left across the numeral, '6666', the
number represented by each '6' is ten times the value of the one preced-
ing it, or, if one reads from left to right, each succeeding digit represents
one-tenth the value of the one preceding it. Thus, thc cardinal number
represented by any digit is dependent upon the digit itself and thw'place
it occupies.

These fme principles, operative in natural numbers can be extended
to decimal fractions. In the numeral '1.1', thc value of '1' in the 'tenths'
place is one-tenth thc value of that in the 'ones' place. Decimal fractions
also compound in powcrs of ten as do the natural numbers. Let us now
consider the numeral, '6666.666' as illustrated inScheme 2:

SCHEME 2

6 6 6 6 . 6 6 6
I

thOusandths or 6 X
1000

or 6 X 1 or 6 X 10-3
101

1 16-hundredths or 6 X or 6 X or 6 X 10-2

1 16 tenths or 6 X or 6. X or 6 X 10-1

6 ones or 6 X 1 or 6 X 10°

6 tens or 6 X 10 or 6 X 101.

G hundreds or 1; X 100 or 6 X 162

6thonsands or G. X 1000 or 6 X 10'

1 Go l as,

.

29
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OPERATIONS WITH NATURAL NUMBERS
Addition. Early in his study of number a child Sees that the, collec-

tion of 6 is the s: e as a combination of collections of 3 and 3, of 4 and
2, of 5 and 1, an, so on. Later, he becomes familiar with the sign ('=')
between numerals and learns that the collection designated by the sym-
bol' on one side of the sign is equivalent to the collections designated by
the symbols on the other side. Fof example, a set of balls whose number
is .4 and another set of balls whose number is 2 may be combined to form
a set of balls whose number is 6 (4 2 = 6). This bringing two sets or
collections together is known as addition: It results in the same pattern
that the child recognized in his study of the group of 6 where he learned
that '4 2' is another name for 6.

At advanced levels in the understanding of this same idea, in the sec-
ondary school and junior college, we may say that if we have two sets,
A and B, we can consider a third set which contains every element which
is in either A or B. This new set is called the union of A and B (A U B).
If A and B are finite, disjoint sets, that is, nonoverlapping such that no
element may be in both sets, and have cardinal numbers 'a' and 'b'
respectively, then we can denote the cardinal number of the set A U B
by 'a b'. The operation that determines this number, a b, is addi
tion. Consequently, we may come to think of `6 2' as a number, as
merely another name for `8', and not as an operation of addition as thought
of earlier in the elementary school.

It is important for the development of number sense or understanding
that children practice thinking of the single numbers as represWing
many different pairs. For example, a child may think of 7 as 3 4,
5 2, 6 1. He later Uses this idea in adding 6 + 7 by thinking 6 7
is the same as 6 -I- (4 3) and then as (6 + 4) 3, as 10 + 3, and
finally as 13.

This process of regrouping 6 (4 3) as (6 4) 3 is seen to be
an instance of the associative law and is perceived eventually as a basic
common property of all elementary number systems in arithmetic,
algebra and even vector algebra. More generally, if we should have three
,nonoverlapping or disjoint finite sets, A, B, and C, with a, b, and c, the
cardinal numbers of the sets, then the cardinal number of the union of
these three sets will be the number (a b) c = a (b c)rdepend-
ing on the order in which we conceived of the sets to be combined.

Diagramically- , letting a = 3, b = 5, and c = 6, the union of Set A,
Set B, and Set C may appear as illustrated .in Figure 12A or B. Since
the final new set and the elements in it'will be the same in either case,
we have a (b c) = (a + b) c which is the associative law of
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,addition. It simply, means that in adding 3, 5, and 6, one can add 3t*
and

5 and to that sum add 6, or to the sum of 5..and 6, add 3.
, A child also learns that putting 2 balls with 4 balls gives him the same
results as putting 4 balls with 2 balls (4 -I- 2 = 6 and 2 -I- 4 = 6). The
recognition of this property is very helpful to children in learning num-
ber facts, for if they know that 3 4- 2 = 5, then they also know that
2 4- 3 = 5. Given such exercises as

32 23 32 21
+21 +21 +12 +32

they can identify those that will give the same sum even without adding.
This corresponds to the fact that in operating with sets, A U B is postu-
lated to be equal to B U A. That is, to cgmbine Set B with Set A gives
us the same set as combining Set A with Set B. If the sets are finite
and disjoint, the corresponding cardinal numbers,, a and b, have the
property that a b =,b a. This property is named the commutative
law of addition. Thus, adding numbers is founded on experiences of
combining sets of things.

The commutative and associative laws of addition are the principles
which make possible checking column addition by adding either from
top to bottom or from bottom to top or in some irregular equence when
it is advantageous to forego order to group by tens, and. so on. For ex-
ample, we may add the ones in the example below by adding 6 4- 3 8
4, or by the order 4 -I- 8 -I- 3 -I- 6, Or (6 4) -I- 3 8.

36
23
18
44

For children- it suffices to generalize the associative and commuta-
tive laws out of experiences with combining and counting collections or
sets. Later,- in the secondary school students state these idea's of order
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an4 grouping in addition, as.statements about numbers, a + b = b ±
a aAd (a + b) ± c = a + (b ± c).

Subtraction. Children's first experiences-in using the idea of sub-
traction involve the taking of objects a given collection and
determining how many objectS remain. tarting with a collection of
objects, they separate it into two collectionsthat which was left and
that which they took away. For example, '5 . 2 = 3' where 5 was the
number of the set to be separated, describes for them the result of
removing a set of objects whose number is 2 and leaving a remaining
set of objects whose number is 3. .

Subtraction also is used in answering such questions as "How much
larger is one group than another?" "How many are taken from a
collection of elements if there are so many.elements left?" and "How
many more are needed to complete a set?" All of these involve sub-

44.1traction. Furtherrnore, a f these involve addition in the sense that
one of the numbers invo ved is the sum of the other two.

Thus, addition is a fundamental operation, independently defined;
subtraction is merely its inverse derived from addition and not existing
logically until after addition and its algorism have been set uP, e.g., if
3 + 4 = 7, then 7 3 = 4. We emphasize this relationship between"
addition and subtraction from the outset by teaching addition and
subtraction facts together, and by emphasizing the presence of the
addition idea in the applications made of subtraction. An additional use
of this idea occurs when children see that they may check their subtrac-
tion problems by addition.

an ,cChildren learn that the mathematical models, a + b = c an c b =
a, may fit several situations in Ile physical world. They come to realize
early in their study of operations with numbers that situa ions which
appear different in the physical world may call for the same mathemati-
cal process. Each may help to understand the other. For example, a
child who has 5 cents and needs 12 must come to realize that although
he must add 7 to 5 to get 12, the number 7 was obtained by subtract-
ing 5 from 12.

Children learn that subtraction is not always possible, and indeed,
4 9 is meaningless in natural numbers. From such experiences ele-
mentary school children conclude that they cannot take ,a larger number
from a smaller one. Yet, even while hothe elementary school, they may
play shuffle board or other games where they may go in the hole, and they
may hear of temperatures below zero. An elementary teacher should not
insist that ."You cannot take a larger number. from a smaller," but should
assure her children that such a problem may be worked but that in doing

I
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this, another kind of number is needed. "Later, we will discuss these
numbers which make subtraction always possible.'

Multiplication. There is a variety of situations which can bex used
to introduce multiplicapon of natural numbers. Let us suppose tliat
"each of 5 children at a party is to get 3 balloons as a favor. How many
balloons do we need?" "If each of three biothers puts 5 marbles in a bag
for his little sister, how many marbles does she get?" "If we have 3
dozen eggs, how many eggs do we hare?" Children see these situations
as addition problems, addition problems where the groups be com-
bined are of the same size. Diagrammatically, the ba n problem is
illustrated in Figure 13, and the marble problem is illustrated in Figure
13 A.

0Q1c5-Thic)9999
QQ-000 0 0 0 0 0

Fio. 13 Fio. 13A

These diagrams serve tcr emphasize several important ideas relating
to multiplication of naturaLnurnbers. Multiplication of natural number's
is equivalent to rkpeated addition; that is, 5 threes is the same as 3 +
3 ± 3 ± 3 ± 3: 'She term `ab' is equiv<nt to b b b ± fol.
a terms, if a represents a positive integerc, In set terms; the Cardinal
number (2 X 3) may be defined to be the cardin61 number of a set formed
by the union of. 2 disjQint sets of 3 elerrients each; i.e., 3 + 3 or (a X b)
may lijcewise be defined to be the cardinal number of a set formed by
the union of a disjoint sets of b elements each.

The diagram of the marble problem above presents "another basic
fact. Multiplication of natural numbers is commutative, that is, 3 X
5 5 -X -3. Children use this idea in learning the multiplication facts.
By ,.earning one fact a child has learned two facts, for, although he knows.
that 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 + 3 is different from 5 + 5 + 5, he learns that
given the pair of numbers, regardless of the order, their product is the
sale. Later, this idea is viewed and used as a basic property of all

6
elementary number systems and of many algebras, that is, ab = ba,
the commutative law of .multiplication.

Multiplication of natural numbers is associative; (2 X 3) X 4 = 2 X
(3 X 4) or 6 X -4 ---- '2-7 12.. This idea combined with the commutative

Jy.for multiplication leads to such short cuts as one takes when he

co . 116. a:****N116

, f.. - 46 .. 11, I.
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mentally views 2 X 8 X 5 as 2 X 5 X 8= (2 X 5) X 8 ---- 10 X 8=
80. In practice adults do not think of all these separate steps. Working
with such combinations does help children, however, to build the
meanings and understandings which are sometimes labeled 'number
sense' and later called 'mathematical maturity'. Similarly when one
mentally does .3 X 20 he should not have to visualize this as

20
X 3

andhen think 3 X 0 = 0 and 3 X 2 = 6, but he thinks 3 X 20 =
3 X (2 X 10) = (3 X 2) X 10 = 60. As he gains experience he arrives
at a point where he sees 2 X 40 as (2 X 4) X 10 or 80, 20 X 40 as
(2 X 4) `X 10 X 10 as (2 X 4) X 100 or 800.

The mature arithmetician does not think out each step of this process,
nor does ,he learn it as a process taught in school, but his understanding
of the decimal system of numeration and of the associative and com-
mutative principles leads him to make such combinatiorT automatically
and subconsciously. This level of learning will be reached only if teachers
point out and use these principles repeatedly at all levels of instruction.

Another ,tflea which is used repeatedly at all levels is the distributive
law. For example, since 5 may be thought of as 3 + 2 then instead of
of 3 X 5 we may think of it as 3(3 + 2) or 3(3) + 3(2) = 9 + 6 = 15
as illustrated in Figure. M. More generally, for any 'numbers, a, b, and
c, a >S, c) = (a X L) (a X c). Since the two sets are equivalent,
they have the same cardinal ntnitbers, that is, (3 X 3) + (3 X 2) = 3
X 5. We will sfee in a short time that this idea is essential in deriving
a rule for such.o_ perations as finding the product of 43 and 65.

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0
.

0 0 0 0 0

FIG.

The commutative,.associative,Anci distributive la vs are the basis for
deriving most of the important properties of systems of umbers.

Division. We have seen that the model for solvin such examples
as 3 X 5 = 15 is of the form 'a X b = c', where the number to be found
is c., Should it be necessary to find one of the factors, as 3 X ----- 15
or X 5 = 15, when given cand one of the factors, either a or b, then
the inverse of multiplication is necessary. This inverse process is divi-
sion.

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0

*. Wir
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Suppose that we had 15 candies to be tied in packages of 3 each.
How many packages of candy would we have? In numbers, 15 ÷ 3 = n.
We separate the 15 candies into groups of 3, finding that we can make
5 packages. Another problem, conceptually dlerent for elementary
school children, is stated by dskffig what woulT be the share for each
perp:in if we divided 15 candies among 3 children:\thaf is, if we would
separate the 15 elemen4jnto 3 equal (same number in each) sets. In
numbers, 15 ÷ n = 3. au first situation'involved our taking n grOups
.of 3 from 15 and determining that n was 5. In the second problem we
were forming 3 groups from 15 and determined the size of each kroup
to be 5 oth situations were solved by 3)15. These two applications of
divisio are commonly known as quotative (measurement) and partitive
(sharing division situations. Although not so defined in the classroom
with children, children are given many experiences with both kinds
of problem situations so that they may come to learn to recognize that
these different situations have a common solution because they both
call for finding one of the factors when we knoNhe other factor and
the product.

As with addition and subtraction, an important use is made of the
inverse relationship between multiplication and divi;ion when multiplica-
tion is used to check the result of division. Both the process and its
fundamental character should be pointed out to students. If they learn
early that any question about division must be settled by reference to
the fundamental operation, multiplication, they will not have so much
trouble later with the fact that division by zero is impossible. When
faced with

0 6 0 ,6 = ?'r' ii r, -6 f

they will convert them to 0. = ? X 6, 61t= ? "X 0, 0 = ? X 0 and see
that the answers are "0," "no number," and "any number" respec-
tively. When the students are more mature they may be warned against

the improper_ use of the word 'infinity',and the symbol , co' Co co)

and interested in the ideas associated with the fact that we may write

lim
6

= co if ' co ' has been carefully and properly defined.
.-0 x

OPERATIONS AND THE NUMERATION SYSTEM

in the eleinentary -school one cannot be rigorously logical, but one
can build concepts that are consistent and easily extended to more

. 11- 0 0
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abstract ideas in the secondary school. At the elementary level we
regard the four operations with natural numbers (addition, subtraction,
multiplication, "and division) as processes of combining two or, more sets
into one set and separating one 'set into two or more sets.

The principles of the decimal system of- numeration constitute the
foundations upon which the rationale of the four operations is built not
only witl natural numbers but also with decimal and common fractions.
For instance, in adding two- and three-place numbers, children learn to
analyze situations and to devise algorisms in a variety of ways, as shown
in the following exarnple:

79 6 may be regarded as

79 6 = (70 --I- 9) + 6, to be completed by counting, or
79 + (1 5) = (79 --I- 1) + 5

= 80 + 5 85, solved by grouping in tens, or
79 + 6 = 70 + (6 + 9),z.to he completed by adding ones.

The algorism for adding 32 and 46 may be viewed as

32 46 =

=

(30 + 2) (40

(2 6) + (3071-

8 --I- 70 or 78,

6)

40)

or as, 32 + 46 = 32 40 + 6
= 72 + 6 or 78.

In doing the above problems children have used the ideas of. the
commutative and associative laws without ever hearing the words.
Later, in algebra, these laws are written as:

a -F. b = b ± a (Commutative law of addition)

ab = ba (Commutative law of multiplication)

(a b) c =-ci + (b c) (Associative law of addition)

. (ab)c = a(bc) (Associative law of .multiplietion)

We will later note the use of these in factoring, in creating an under-
standing of the operations with signed numbers, and as a guide in
extending our number system.

In subtraction, the place value idea and the process of separation are
'basic principles underlying' both-the meaning and the algorism for the

4

5
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operation. The numeration system indicates the way in which the
algorism shall be written. It also is the basis on*Which we operate in the
process of regrouping a larger unit into smalra units, such as,

7000
329

6671

where 700 tens is regrouped into 699 tens and 10 ones, as

6990.+ 10 699 10.
320 9 or 32 9

6670 + 1 667 1.

In multiplication, the system of numeration and the distributive law
give us a way of writing the partial products. For example, 46 X 23 is
written (40 6) (20 3) or (40 X 20) ± (40 X 3) + ,(6 X 20) ±
(6 X 3). This is commonly written as -

23
X46

where we find 6 twenty-threes or (6 X 3) + (6 X 20) = 138. Similarly,
40 twenty-threes is written (40 X. 3) + (40 X 20) = 920. We may
write

23
X 46

138
92

1058

where positional notion makes it possible to express 9 0 by '92'.
The division process too depends on our system of numeration. If

we think of 465 ÷ 3as sepaniting 465 into 3 equal groups then we think
of our problem as 3)400 ± 60 ± 5 or as 3)300 + 150 ± 15 = 100 ±
50 + 5 = 155. However, if we think of 465 ÷ 3 as finding the number of
groups of 3 in'465, then this may be viewed as subtracting 3 in multiples
of 100, 10, and so on, as

3)465
300
165
150

15
15

100

50

5

155.

II
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Just as the place-val e principles of our decinial system of. numeration
and the general princ les for operationi with numbers have been used
here in the developme the algorisms we now employ, so we should
take advantage of every opportunity to illustrate and ernphasize the
meaning, use, and importance of these principles:,When we attack our
mathematical problems by using automatically the ways of saying;
thinking, and writing numerals we have been taught, we:'are manipu-
lating by habit, without reference to meaning. While we possess a
perfect symbolism, we often use it with little sense. The system thinks
for us! It is good to set up habits of accurate, rapid computation, but
computation will be quicker and more accurate and the .processes will
be remembered longer and more easily applied to new situations if they
have been lea-rned through developmental processes with an understand-
ing of their meaning.

SPECIAL NUMBERS
One. Every natural number is special, just as is every person, be-

cause it is unique. However, 1 is extra special for several reasons: (1)
it.is the first natural number, (2) it was the child's building block out
of which all natural numbers may be formed. (any number plus one
produced a successor number), and (3) 1 times a number equals that
same number (1 X n = n). It is for this last reason that mathematicians
call 1 the 'multiplicative' identity element'. It is.the element in the set
of natural number's\fehich. when used as a multiplier with any other
element produces that other element a' s the product. For example, 1
four or 1 X 4 = 4. 1 X a = a. This property is retainedby the natural
number 1 as the number system is e ended through elementary mathe-
matics into algebra and into more a vanced mathematical topics.

This property is the basis for sever 1 other properties. It is from this
property that we know that a 1 = a, because a = 1 X a. Similarly
a ÷ a = a/a = I (a 0) because a = 1 X a. That a/1 =.a and-a/a = 1,
for every a except 0, are important ideas in dealing with fractions.
For example,

24
12 1

12
= X

2
1 X 2 or 2.

12

Stressing these facts early helps to avoid later difficulty in adding
mixed numbers in both arithmetic and algebra.

Zero. Zero is the cardinal number assigned to the empty or null set,
the set containing no elements. This is familiar in everyday experiences
the empty cookie jar, the no score made in the dart game when the dart
always went off the board, no money left from the allowance, no pencil.

\
110
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. In some respects zerctis very much like one. Zero is an identity element.
It is the additive identity, that is, a 0 = a, for all numbers a.
As with 1, this leads to additional properties, namely, a 0 = a and
a 7- qz = 0.. Zero also presents special properties and problems in con-
nection with multiplication and division. We will discuss these uses, -

properties; and problems later.
Zero and one are most important numbers.

RATIO-LIKE NUMBERS
e

Tlite natural numbers are adequate for counting and calculating
when we wish to determine how many. But how caii we use these numbers
to measure a half cup of milk, a part of a yard of ribbon, one of three
equlil shares of a quantity of meat? For these purposes, the natural
numbers are inadequate. We need n *numbers. Fractions were in-
vinted to deal with parts of things and £C; make division always possible.
Wftecap that given a pair of natural numbers such as 5, 3-there was
notsatirias a third number to represent the quotient, 5 3.

Fractions. Historically, fractions owe their creation to the; transi:
tion from counting to measuring. The very word 'fraction' tells us some
thing about the early -significance of these numbers for it comes from
the same Latin root as fracture; in German, fractions Were once called
gebrochenzahleh or broken numbers. The symbol for a fraction -is a pair
of numerals. For the "elementary school 'student one member of the pair
specifies the number of parts into which the unit has been divided and
the other of the, pair specifies the number of these parts with which

-we are concerned.
The earliest occurrence of fractions dates back almost to the pre-

historic period. In the earliest- Egyptian writings, we find that the
Egyptians used fractions which today we describe as unit fractions, e.g.,

Instead of restricting themselves to fractions with unit
numerators, the Babylonians restricted their denominators to 60 and
the powers of 60. It is to this faCt that we attribute our modern use of a

'minute as 3io of a degree or of an hour, and a second as 340 of a minute.
This restriction of the denominator to powers of one number is basic to
our `decimal fractions' in which denominators of 10 and powers of 10
are indicated by the position in which we write the digits 0, 1, 2, . .. 8, 9.

The first recognition that any pair of numbers might be used to
represent a new number, a fraction, occurred in the early days of Greek
mathematics. So, we find the development of fractions from those which
were limited in their numerator or in their denominator to those which
could have any number as a numerator and any number, excluding-
zero, as a denominator.

. Or 4.- 4 4
.. fru., - - 4-
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.

Today, in modern mathematics, fractions may be conceived of as an
ordered pair of integers. This concept of fractions is more abstract than,
the notion of fractions as associated with things such a measures of

.,grain, pieces of pie, or (lots of land. Before discussing this thergatical
approach, let's turn to some daily life applications of fr ctions used in
the initial development of these ideas in the elementary school.

Interpretations of Rational Numbers. A fraction r rational num-
ber such as may be used in a variety of ways to escribe physical
situations. In some uses fractions are measures of a qu ntity or the re-
sult of an operation; in others they represent relations tween sets.

Asa measure, the fractional numeral, may be conceived of .0.s
(1) naming the number property of a set of 3 elements ch of which is
' of some unit. If Figure 15 represents a candy bar divided into 5 equal
parts, we may represent as the 3 shaded parts. (2) It may be regarded
as representing X of 3 units. If Figure 46 represents 3 candy bars, placed
side by side, and divided into five equal Parts, tl-Lshaded_portion repre-
sents-M of the 3 candy bars. Also % may lie x'.aided as representing-the
outcome of the process of division. For. example., 3.4- 5 = %, because,

we will see later, 5 X M = 3.,Further, when-13 is diviiled by:5, the
quotient earlier expressed as 2 with a remainder of 3 may now bcwritten,
as 1M 'ott 2 +

FFla. 15 IG..16

AS a. representative of a'relation, the fiactional numeral- designates a.
ratio. The ratio %, which also may be expressed as "the ratio of 3 to
5," or "3 out of .5,".or "3:5," is interpreted in its applications to mean
that giyen. 2 groupi of objects, for every 3 elements in one group, there
are 5 elements in the other. The two groups may contain 9 and 15 ob-
jects respectively, or '30 and 50, 45 and 75, and so on. The essential
condition is that if the -first group Contains 3 X k objects, then the
second group containg.5 X k objects. Similarly if the ratio of the side
of a square to. its diagonal is given as 1 to this does not mean that
the particular square being considered has a length of 1 unit and its
diagonal is -12 units but rather these 2.lengths maybe represented by- .
2 numbers such that if the first is some number, say n, units long,
then the length of the second is represented by the number, (-12. X n).

t!
so lir 0 0 0
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Only integers such as 1, 2, 3, 4, ... (and later the negative integers1, 2, 3, 4, . .) may be used to mike rational fractions such
as 9/5. However, our last example, the ratio of 1 to .N/, indicates that
we may also use any real numbers such as 1/15 7, -/ iwforming ratios,.
We will discuss such numbers later. Here we will illustrate ratio in
terms. of pairs of positive integers. If a and b are a pair of numbers
which are used to name a ratio a/b or (a, b), then all pairs of numbers
(ka, kb) obtained by multiplying a and b by the same number k rep
resent. the same ratio. Thus the ratio 3/5 may also be represented by
the number pairs (9, 15), (12, 20), (15, 25), (30, 50), (36, 60), (45, 75),
and so on, all of Which represent the same ratio by this definition. In
fact, a ratio can `be defined as a set of ordered number pairs all of which
are equal in accord with this or a similar definition of equality..

. A typical ratio" problem would then be: "If the ratio of the 'number
of Pete's hits to the number of times he has been at bat is 300 to 1000,
and he has been at bat 20 times, how many hits has he made?" This
merely says the (300, 1000) and (?, 20) are both members of the same
set of equal number pairs. Noting that ;,io X 1000 = 20 we realize
that the number represented by "?" must be J10 X 300 = 6. This
problem also illustrates that a ratio may frequently be thought of as a
rate. Thus Pete was hitting at the rate of 300 hits per 1000 times at bat
or of 3 hits per 10 times at bat or of .3 hits per time at bat. Of course,
.3 hits is nonsense in baseball, but the idea of a ratio gives meaning to
the statetnent as a whole.

We recognize, of course, that this problem could have been written
and solved as an equation, 1000n = 300 X 20. This is often mild] a

300 n
1000 20'

:prii,portion, or :is the substitution of 20 lor b in another equation, some-
tiines called a formula,

300
X b,

1000

where b .represents the number of times Pete hai been at bat and h
represents the number of hits.he will have. had if he is batting 300. We
believe that all of these approaches, and two others, should be taught
clearly and as related to one another as the topic. of ratio is developed
throtigh the grade's at progressively higher levels of maturity. The two
other approaches we refer to are the graphical approach and the ap-
proach via the power function y = ax" which ultimately. unifies direct

41
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and, inverse 'variation with graphs, ratio, and proportion. This power
function will ha. discussed in the next chapter, "RelatiOns and Func,
tions,". which will also .extend further the discussion of sets of ordered
pairs of numbers. .

Let us return here to the discussion of rational numbers and their
equivalence which .we began above. We recall that 'the.early Greeks.
were the first to use any two integers in writing fractions. We now note
that some 'Greek writers wrote the two numerals on one lines thus, 3,5
(using Greek numerals);. some wrote the denominator above the. num-
erator, 3-;ome wrote the numerator above the denominator, 4. In all
these cases there were three central ideas: (1) new numbers, today called
fractions, rational numbers, or rational fractions, were Constructed out
of old numbers; (2) a rational fraction is a pair of natural numbers; (3) .

the two numbers of..a particular pair do not both play the same role,
that is, they are not interchangeable and must be distinguished from
each other. '

Early Ideas of Equivalence Classes. Just as a natural number can
he designated by such different numerals as 5, (3 2), (4 + .1); so
a rational number can be designated by different pairs of. numerals.
As a common concrete. approach, .a unit, as in Figure 17, which has been
divided into 2 equal parts may bedivided into 4 equal parts by dividing.,
'each half into two equal parts or into 8 equal parts by dividing each

Fro. 17

half into 4 equal parts. From this we see intuitively that two-fourths is
equal to one-half and that four-eighths is equal to two-fourths or'to one-
half. From this and other examples students discover that a new but
equivalent fraction may be derived from another fraction by multiplying
its numerator and denominator by the same number. We then may have
an infinite set of different number names for the number property of a
part of a unit.. From such experiences evolves the generalization that if
the numerator and denominator of a fraction are multiplied by the
same liumber or divided by the same number, the resulting new fraction
is equal to title earlier fraction. Ina purely logical organization of the
fractional part of our real. number system, we will see that this becomes
a theorem derived not from diagrams or objects but from a definition of
equal fractions.
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FRACTIONS AS ORDERED PAIRS OF NATURAL NUMBERS
Probably the best definition of % from a mathematical viewpoint

is that % is merely an ordered pair of natural numbers which could just
as well have been written (3, 5). The ordered merely means that (3, 5)
is not the same as (5, 3) just as % is not O.! same as 54. The order in
which the numbers are named makes the difference. We will explore this,
mathematical definition further in the next section. The preceding con-
crete interpretations may be used as steps leading students over the
years from representations of fractions by things to the abstraction of a'
rational number. The ordered pair (3, 5) together with the'mathematical
principle's governing the operations wfth it are a single mathematical
model which can be used to represent these several types of conceptual,
phySical, or concrete situations as 3 of, 5 equal parts of a unit, or a
comparison between a collection of 3 and-a collection of 5.

A, rational number is also on occasion ,defined as a number . which
may be written as p/q, the quotient or ratio of two integers p and q.
Our definition that a rational number is an ordered pair of integers
(p, q) is equivalent to this. Although logically arbitrary, this abstract
approach to our definitions is being guided by our intuitive identifica-
tion of the pairs (1, 2), (2, 3), (3, 2), (2, 1) with our old friends the
rational fractions

We now ask, "Are two different pairs ever equal- and if so when?"
';'This question cannot be answered with 'logical rigor until we define

equafity for ordered pairs of integers. Past experience with fractions
suggests that a useful definition is: Two ordered pairs of integers (p, q)
and (a, b) are equal if and only if pb = qa. This defines equality of our
new ordered pairs in terms of the equality of our old friends, the integers,
since p, q, a, and b are integers. (Actually, in this chapter, we have not
yet extended our. number system from the natural numbers to the
integers, but all that is saidshere applies to both.) For example, (1, 2) =
(2, 4) = (3, 6) and (3, 5) = (6, 10) but (1, 3) (3, 1) nor does (2, 0)
(0, 2). These statements follow from the facts that 1 X 4 = 2 X 2;
that 2 X 6 = 4 X 3; that 3 X 10 = 5 X 6; that 6 X 15 = 9 X 10;
that 1 X 1 3 X. 3; and that 2 X 2 0 X 0. These equalities furnish
the real mathematical proof that ; 2 = 34 = We derive the equal
pairs from one another by. multiplying (or dividing)' each integer of one
pair by the same integer. In general terms, the theorem that (P, q)
(kp, kg) follows from our definition of equality of pairs, because p(kg) =
q(kp). This is the mathematical proof of the rule that a fraction is un-
changed if,its numerator and denominator are multiplied or divided by
the alms number. We previously discovered this by breaking into parts
such materials as geometric figuris, pieces of pie, and candy bars.
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OPERATIONS WITH RATIONAL NUMBER
Earlier in this chapter we saw how we could operate with the natural

numbers. We recognized the usefulness and importance of the fact that
the natural numbers obey associative, commutative, and distributive
laws with respect to the operations of addition and multiplication. We
would hope to define operations with fractions such that these laws still
hold true.

Addition and Subtrac . We recall '2 + 3' expressed the number
resulting from the'nnion o ti whose cardinal numbers were 2 and
3 and that we could also express the result of this uniori.by the numeral,
'5'. At the early intuitive level we associated with 1 part which has
been obtained by dividing a whole into 2 equal' parts. If we wish to
comhin6 M of a unit and of that saine,unit,,the sum may be written

+ W., However, if we wish to express this as one fractional
numeral, then we must get a common unit of measure. Earlier we have
noted that fractions may be changed to equivalent fractions if we
multiplY their numerators and the denominators by the same nonzero
number. Our problem then becomes that of finding a common unit that
can be used as.ti measure for each of the two fractions. We regard as
3. X and 36 as 2 X Thus 3 one-sixths and 2 one-sixths are 5 one-
sixths. This is consistent with addition of natural numbers for just as
3 ± 2 = 3 ± 2, 9g + 3g = 3 s + Similarly, just as (1 + 3) +4
2 = 1 ± (3 + 2), or 4 ± 2 = I 5, (N, 36 = +
(9g + 36) or + 36 %6We may write '34 W .as '%

or'%'. Thus, addition of fractions involves first getting equivalent
fractions with the same number as the denominator and then adding
the numerators.

=
Another important fact which follows fromththe definition of equality

of fractions is that 32 = 6N.7 = to% This should
he associated with several types of problems and related ideas. For ex-

ample, in dealing with improper fractions 46 may be regarded as 3 + 1
3

IThis becomes
3

:3 3
1 -

3
I -1 Let us note the relationship of the

fact, a/a = 1, to the processes of addition and subtraction.
3;

5 17 5+g±a = 5+ 1 + += GI,
4k1 + 4 = 3%

= -13
2t
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Children come to see that the idea in the relatiorrship aja = 1 is re-
lated to the.regrouping necessary to combine fractions in addition and
subtraction:

We have emphasized that in dealing, with natural numbers subtrac-
tion is the inverse of addition. We have defined the operations with
fractionssuch that th have the same basic properties. The commuta-
tive and associative laws hold for addition of fractions just as they did
with natural pumbers. The process of subtracting fractions is the.inverse
of adding fractions; that. is, 5c ,36 = n such that n =5G, or
n =

Multiplication and Division. In developing an understanding of
the meaning of fraCtions, we learned that fractions not- only enable us
to deal.with parts of things but that they.also make poSsible the divi-
sion of one number by another.We' recall that multiplication: of natural
numbers could be regarded as repeated addition; that is, 3 fives (3 X 5)
Could also he obtained by adding five and five and five. This ,defini-
tion of multiplication soon breaks down if the number .system is ex-
tended to include numbers other than the natural numbers. However,
We use this idea to help us find a suitable- definition for the multiplica-
tion of fractions. For example, 3 oneIfiftlis or 3 X ;g can be viewed as
ji ;.g or as 9g. If we wish our new numbers, fractions, to behave
as did our old number's, then it must be true, that 3 X 3 will have the
same result as 3 X 34). We verify this at the elementary level with dia-
grams as in Figure 18.

2
,, y

t I
1 I I

. \t
! 1 1

1 .of 3 1 Of 3 1 of 3 -= of.3 I of 35 5 . 5 5 5

Ft o. 18
1

In t2sirig thi dit diagram (Fig. 18) it should be pointed. out not
only that th shaded portion is ";,g of 3" by reference to earlier discus-;
sions, but also that it represents the answqr to 3 5.= n,. because 3 =
5 X' n. We then make the generalization that the product of a frac-
tion and a whole number is a new fraction whose numerator is the
product of the whole number and the numerator of the fraction and
Aiose denominator is the denominator of the fraction.

In summary, when the multiplier is a fraction, the idea of repeated
addition gives us no direct help, but the commutative law makes it
applicable. In the minds of. elementary school children, X 3
is similar to an earlier experience ",i,g of 3" = .f). This dictates that if
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a physical object such as a length of 3 inches were to be divided into 5
equal lengths, each would be of an inch. We may either divide 3 by
5 or we may multiply 3 by These are the early experiences which
ultimately lead to the generalization that dividing by a number gives
the same results, as multiplying by its reciprocal. All of thCse ideas and
approaches at some time fit somewhere into a growing and maturing
idea of fractiOns.

However, because its reasoning is somewhat sophisticated for elemen-
tary schooLehildren, an initial approach to learning to multiply X 3
from 3 X by the idea of commutativity is not too desirable. There
also is a danger that students may think they are deriving the result
rather than just defining it. Consequently using an inductiVe approach
has merit both psychologically and logically as a way of developing their
beginning ideas. In using it we may start writing

Also;

4 X 12 = 48 and 3 X 12 = 36
2 X 12 = 24 1 X 12 = 12
1 X 12 = 12 X 12 = 4.

X 12 = 6
1 X 12 = 3

6 X = 3 and 6 X = 2
3 X = 3 X = 1
1 X -= 1 X =

+X z =-A-

oing, children come to realize that as the multiplier increases,
roduct does likewise, and that if the multiplier is divided by 2 or
the product is likewise divided by 2 or 3.

T is inductive approach makers three important additional pOints.
First, when a multiplier is less than 1, the product will be less than the
other factor. Later, children see that if both factors are less than 1, the
product is less than either in contrast to that which had been true in,
multiplication of natural numbers. Secondly, it focuses attention on ii4s**77:
general pattern. It is a means of helping children look for systematic
changes and relationships, to think in terms of if and then. For example,
if in multiplication we decreased one factor, we decrease 'the product;
or more precisely, if we divide one factor by any number, then the prod-
uct will be divided by the same number. Finally, and still more generally.
every time a student discovers something for himself by any process,

1
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he is getting some introductidn to the processes 'of .problem-lsolving and.
'creativity.

Just as we related the Multiplication of fractions to that of natural.
numbere, -We relate the divisiOn of fractions to that of naturia numbers.
We may now ask the question,' "How many one - thirds are there in 2?"
We.recall from durearly ideas of fractions that there are three 1.
By this children are led to.understand pat J.' ÷ Y./ = 3, and.from this
that 2 .M =7; 6. Further examples will lead to the generalization
that division of a number by 14-i is equivalent to:multiplkation by n,
From Figures 19 and 20, they can also see the. idea of divisiorr-by re*-
grouping. (1) How many YI's in 6? That is if.'6 n, then n =

= 8..0r (2) How many 23 's in 834? If .8M t2A
= n, then 1j," t)6 = 1;6= 39i. Thus, n = 33f).

Fla. 19

1 2
; 1

.
1.

4
;

5 6
I _ 1 I1

4 = (4 X 3) 2

which may be generalized to . ,

Itu. 20

We can also develop processts for such problems 4s-,1 t'',96 by noting
that since 96 is,twiee Much. as 3/3, or 2 X 6 9:6-Alien we 'would
expect 1 4- 96 to be only half as mttch- as 1, ÷ t6. =. 3,
then 1 ÷ =

Or, 1 ÷ 96.= (1 X 3). ÷ 2 = 1 X 1,(2..
1.

This inductive prOcess may then eontinuedWith atch e.);amples as
-4 ÷ = 4 X 3 12

4 2 4= x-
5 3 5 -2'; 5 X .2, -

or to the familiar statement of the 11.00 eut-,--,tedividi,,,hy. q
invert the divisor and multiply.

CI

Ilion,:
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As a student begins his study of algebra, he is ready for more emphasis
on the inverse relationship between multiplication and division. He sees
that

a c ? x
b 2 7 TI

is equivalent to

a x c
:X

b y d

We see from this that the numbers to (be substituted for x and y
must be such that x/y X c/d = a /b. At first i n n merical examples such.
as % 3g = x/y, we work out step by stepie replacement of x/y
by numbers such that % = x/y X n or % = ( ) X %. We think:
"We. could achieve our goal of converting Fi to Y4 in two steps. First
we could think of a fractional numeral which ,if pit in the parentheses
would make the right-hand member a symbol for one. This first substi-
tution would then be M, since M h = 1. We must next put into he
parentheses the number symbol which will convert this from 1 to a
symbol for %. This Must then be %, or = (3% X X 3g or x/y =
Yi X From experiences as these, students see that if a/b c/d =
x/y, then x = a/b X d/c.

A second a proach whereby a student may increase his understanding
of division f fractions is by writing

a
b

c

Then the teacher leads him to review the ideas that fractions with unit
-denominators.are simpler, and that if one multiplies the numerator and
-:denominator by the same number, he derives an equivalent fraction.
tbe'440116wing gives some idea of the way a student of algebra might:

44 rf,k;trrive at the algorism.
a a d a d

c a d=
d c c

=
d b c

d 2
ij
e 'recurring emphasis on a

1, ar-id Y= a/a =
a

48
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DECIMAL FRACTIONS AND PER CENT
A child's first experiences with decimal fractions are as a set of frac-

tions whose denominators: are limited to 10, 100, 1000, 10",_ and
Which can therefore be represented by use of the place value concept in
a number system based on 10. We derive the procedures for converting
so-called common fractions to decirrial fractions, and conversely, from 's

our earlier notions of rational fractions and our definition of decimal,
fractions: Thus the problem of converting to a decimal fraction
merely asks = ?/1,00. We find the fourth number by determining
by what we must multiply 25 in order to obtlin 100 and then multiply-
ing 2 by that same number, that is,

2 x
25x 100

Thus n = 2 X 4 -= 8, and 3,i5 = Sioo = .08. At more mature levels,
these steps are seen to merge into one; we merely divide 2 by 25. This
one-step process may also be approached directly as based on the fun-
damental idea that a fraction is-the quotient of two numbers.

Children first meet never-ending or infinite processes when they find
that IA =. .333 . Rather than avoiding or slighting discussions of
infinite processes and the limits which are associated with them, their
abstractness and importance should he motivated by some attention to.'
them early and by then returning em.in later work. Understandings
are not all-or-nothing affairs, bu gro ,, develop, and expand as a con-
cept is met repeatedly in" different texts and at different levels of ab-
straction and generality. With this in view it becomes important.that
we point out and reteach such matters as often as is poSsible withibany
examples at successively higher levels of organization, and with the
recognition that we aren't expecting complete understanding and mas-
tery at the first approach, but that we are building toward such agoal.
Thus the remarkable fact that 1.(1, and so on, lead to infinite,
repeating decimals is first merely observed; it may then be illustrated
by showing that is less than .4 and greater.than .3. An enlarged scale
would lhow .33 < < .34; .333 < .j1.1 < .334; and so on. Intuitively
we see that ,!,-(/ corresponds tv a single point which is within the nested
intervals .3.4, .33 .34, .333.334, and soon, and we gain some feeling
for as the limit.of .333. but as not exactly equal,to any-terminat-
ing decimal fraction.

Two questions may arise quite naturally from these situations. They
are "How can we tell which fractions will terminate and which will
not?", and "Can we reverse the process? Is there an ordinary fraction

I 9
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associated with every infinite decimal?" Each of these questions can
be answered at different levels of rigor and abstraction and by using dif-
ferent mathematical tools. We will only sketch some of these answers
here.

Every fraction whose denominator is the 'product of 2's and/or 5's
will produce a terminating decirrial fraction. (Such a fraction is sometimes
referred to as an infinite decimal fraction which after some point repeats
only zeros.) We can see this because if we have any fraction such as

7 7

200 2 )N X 2 X 5 X 5
we could mak6/ its denominator a power of 10 by pairing each 2 with a
5 as long as they last and then supplying any 5's or 2's needed to complete
pairs by multiplying the numerator and denominator by the same fac-

tors. Thus, .035. Con-

versely,
(2 X 5) X (2 X 5) X (2 X 5) 1000

versely, if the denominator contains any factor which is not a factor of
10 it will be impossible to make it into a fraction whose denominator is a
power of 10 and hence, it can not be written as a terminating decimal
fraction.. Thus, whether or not a fraction terminates depends on the re-.

lationship of the factors of its denominator to the factors of 10, the
base of our. number 'system, after the fraction is written in its lowest
terms.

We can show that a unique rational fraction corresponds to every
repeating decimal. Perhaps the most elementary approach is typified
by the following example. Assume that we have emphasized that the
dots foll-owing .142857 . . . mean that it is really an infinite decimal and
the bar over .142857 means it repeats those same digits in the same

fbrder, thus, .142857 142857 142857 . . .. Then, if N is the rational num-
ber represented by .142857..., 1,000,000 N = 142857.142857 .. Sub-
tracting one N from 1,000,000 N, we have 999999 N = 142857 or N =
142857©_ 1
999999 7

When geometric sequences and series are studied later, this problem
can be solved in a second, more mature, and more rigorous manner. A
geometric series is the sum of a sequence of terms such that each suc-
cessive term is obtained by multiplying the preceding term by a con-
stant, called the common ratio. Thus the following are geometric pro
gressions:

2 + 6 + 18 + 54 + 162
+ I + * + + +

a + ar ar3 ara + arn-1 ar"
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The sum of n terms of the latter is S ^
, and, if r, the common

ratio, is less than 1 in, absolute value, the limit of S as n increases without
bound exists and is given by

alim S =°
1 rgym r

This limit is called the sum of the progressio&
Periodic decimal fractions then are but geometrical series in disguise.

For example, the infinite decimal fraction 0.21 ... or 0.212121 ... ac-
tually means

21 21 + 21
100 10,000 1,000,000

21This is a geometrical series with first term, a = and common ratio,
100

r =
100 The summation formula shows that

21
100 21 7lim S =

-*ea

= §5 .2121271
n

1

When infinite repeating decimals are discussed we should also refer
to and illustrate the fact that there are also numbers which are rep-
resented by infinite nonrepeating decimals. These are the irrational
numbers such as-0 = 1.4142 ... and r = 3.14159 .. : which are rep-
resented by infinite decimals that never repeat the same digits in the
same order. '

In order to compute with these numbers, we must cut off the in-
finite decimal at some point. When we do this, we select- a tional
number to be used in computation. Rounding off these infinite

a
cimals

introduces approximations in our work. It is here that students should
come to understand that there are mathematical theories of approxima-
tion and approximate computation, which are good, important, and
correct branches of mathematics and not mere substitutes for careful
word or lack of knowledge. Computation with approximate numbers
will e discussed in a later chapter of this book.

Proklems Involving Decimal Fractions and Per Cents. Problems
involving decimal fractions and per cents most frequently involve three
numbers, aR25 % of 48 is 12, or .2 of 15 is 3. In practical problems any
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One of these three numbers might be unknown at the outset. Thus our
first example might have arisen out of any one of the three questions:

What is 25% of 48?
What per cent of 48 is 12?
12 is 25% of what number?

Because these three situations typify practically all per cent problems
as well as those which occur in connection with decimals, common frac-
tions, and ratio and proportion, teachers and texts have often taught
problem solving under the heading of three cases with three associated
rules. We believe that this formalizing of the problem solving process
is undesirable from the viewpoints of meaningful teaching and conti-
nuity. The unifying idea suggested above is merely that in every case we
are given a situation in which the product of two lumbers eqttls a
third irate X time = distance; per cent (in hundredths) X base,. =
percentage; principal X rate = interest (or discount); sales X rate
commission, and so on]. Students begin to solve problems of this type-,
as soon as they begin to learn multiplication. (As soon as they learn
2 X 3 = 6, they shOuld begin to think "if 2 X something = 6, the \
`sometting' is 3.") They continue to solve problems of this type as
they learn that division is the inverse of multiplication. They progress
through such stages as are represented by.: "34 of 12 = n';; "34 X 12 7-
\n"; ";(1, = n/12"; ?`.25 X 12 = n"; "25 % of 12 = Finally, in
algebra, they represent all problems of this type by the general sentence
x z and acquire the ability to solve for one unknown whenever they
are given values of the other two. If the emphasis throughout has been
on the underlying common relationship and the connection between
multiplication and division, we believe they will not only be able to
handle whatever case comes along, but will also have begun to urdpr-
stand and appreciate how one mathematical model may represent many
different daily life and physical situations.

-:

RATIONAL NUMBERS AS ORDERED PAIRS
We have said that our new rational numbers may be constructed as

pairs of old numbers, and we defined two (p, q) and (it, b) to be
equal if and only if pb = qa. Now let us consider the fUndamental opera-
tions from this abstract viewpoint.

Addition and Subtraction. With the idea that a fraction.is merely
an ordered pair of _integers, we have no need to talk of like. quantities
or common denominators. Instead, we define addition of rational 'num-
bers as (a, b). (c, d) (ad -1- bc, bd). The ordered pair formulation
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of our problem would be (1, 2) + (1, 5) = [(1)(5) (2)(1),
(2)(5)] = (7, 10) or Xo. From this definition of addition and our earlier
definition of equality we can show that addition of fractions also obeys
the commutative and associative law's, so important for the natural
numbers. For example, by definition (a, b) (c, d) = (ad + bd) and
(c, d) (a, b) = (cb db). The two right hand pairs are' the same,
however, because by the commutative law for natural numbers, cb =
bc, da = ad, db = bd. Thus, (ad + bc, bd) = (cb da, db). We will leave
it to our reader to show that addition of these pairs is associative, but
we would like to point out, how to derive a rule for subtraction of pairs
from the rule for addition..

Subtraction is the inverse operation of addition. In a subtraction
problem we are given the result of an addition and one of the addends
and asked to find the other addend. Starting with Yi = ?/? and
converting this to the ordered pair form, it becomes (3, 4) (1, 3)
(?, = (x, y). Converting this to addition, the fundamental operation,
we have (3, 4) = (x, y) + (1, 3). From this we derive (3, 4) = (3x +
y, 34). Our definition of equality states this will_be true if and only if
3(3y) ,= (3x + y) or 5y = 12x. This last relationship is satisfied if
x = 5 and y = 12, that is, if (x, y) = (5, 12) i.e. /34 = 512. Note
that 5y = 12x if X = 10 and y = 24, or x =-- 15, y = 36, and so on.
These correspond to the pairs (10, 24), (15, 36), all of which are equal.
This illustrates the fact that any single fraction represents a family or
set containing an infinite number of different equal fractions. Such a
set is sometimes called an equivalence class. When this terminology
is used, a fraction may be defined as the equivalence class of equal
pairs of integersr-From this viewpoint no particular pair is regarded as
the fraction itself, but each pair is a representative of the equivalence
class which is the fraction. This idea of a fraction parallels the concep-
tion of a cardinal nuniber as the common property of all sets which can
he put into one-to-one correspondence with each other. Any one of the
sets could be used as a representative set.

Our arbitrary definition, (a, b) (c, d) = (ad + bc, bd), corresponds
to what we get if we apply the rules of ordinary ninth grade algebra

to a
-F,

c-
namely ad +

. This first year algebra procedure is usuallyd bc
taught by extending and generalizing the process of arithmetic in a,
formal way to operations with literal syMbols. Not only should students
see this parallelism of algebra and arithmetic clearly,-but they 'should
also come to appreciate' the basic principles underlying the operations
with natural number (commutative, associative, distributive laws), and

ti
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the fact that there is no reason to expect our construction of new num-
bers by generalization and abstraction to stop with the literal expressions
of elementary algebra.

This. idea of viewing one number system as an extension of another
may be clarified by returning to the idea of families of ordered pairs

<, mentioned briefly above. We have concerned .ourselves earlier with
'families or equivalence classes of fractions. Now let us consider another
set of pairs, those having 1 as the second element in each pair; for exam -
ple, (2, 1), (5, 1), (96, 1). Consider their sum, (2, 1) -17 '(5, 1) = [(2) (1) -1-
(1)(.5), (1)(1)1 = (2 -1- 5, 1) = (7, 1). In general (a, 1) (b, 1)
(a + b, 1). In other words the sum of any two members of this family
of pairs with 1. in the second position is still a member of, the family.
The first element of the sum of two such pairs is the sum of the two
integers which were the 'first elements of the two original pairs. This
process sets up a one-to-one corresponAnce between the set of all
natural numbers and the set of all pairs whose second element is 1. Un-
der this correspondence, the sum of two natural numbers corresponds
to the sum of the two corresponding pairs. Mathematicians call such a
correspondence an isomorphism. When _se set of numbers is isomorphic
to a Part or is a subset of another set of numbers with respect to both
addition and multiplication, the second number system is said' to be an
extension of the first. When we have shown that the natural numbers
are isomorphic to the ordered pairs,- (a, 1), with respect to Multiplica-
tion, we will have shown that this set of 'orcrered pairs is a proper exten-
sion of the natural numbers, since by associating'each pair (2, 1), (6, 1),
(a; 1) and so on with the natural numbers 2, 6, a, and so on ,we set up
an isomorphisin between a subset of the set of pairs and the natural
numbers.

Multiplication and.Divisioh. The next step in this approach states
that by definition, (p, q) X-(s, t) = (ps, qt). If 3 is identified with the
pair (3, 1), thie;rule includes all cases such as 3 X 3 as well as X
*g. The latter in this notation would be (2, 3) X (4, 5) = (2 X 4, 3 X
5) = (8,1.5). Again, this definition was psychologically motivated by
the fact that ordinary fractions had been used and operated with in
this manner for centuries before modern mathematicians set out. to
analyze the structure of mathematics more rigorously.

We can now complete the identification with the natural numbers of
the family of pairs whose second element is '1, that is, pairs of the form
(a, 1). We see (a, 1) X (b, 1) = (ab, 1); that is, the product of two
members.f this subset' of all pairs is still a member of the same subset,
a pair whose second element is ti The first element of the pair, ab, is
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merely the product of the first, integers of each pair. This set of rational
fractions is then an extension of the set of natural numbers under our
definitions, of addition and multiplication, because the natural numbers
are isomorphic to a subset of the rational' fractions, the set of all pairs
(a, 1).

.

Although it is not 'at all certain now that such an abstract approach
makes a psychologically sound beginning on fractions for school children,
there, is some experimentLion which tends to show; that it. may at least
be accePtable at the junior high school level-. This is worthy of more
experimentation since the -approach is in many ways more simple and
more. mathematically mature than are-more concrete approaches.

In any event, such 'an abstract approach should be well within the
range of superior senior high school students.

Proqs thht ordered paiti';oliloy the commutative, associative,
iistribiltive laws whe4 theoperations are defined as above may be good
exercises in algebra foesdperior high school students, giving them insight
into the structure df tVe 'number System and into the nature of modern
mathematics and its philosophy, provided that teachers point out
of these implications.

Division of fractions is probably the most difficult operation to teach.
c-Division exists only as the inverse operation to multiplication. Questions,
ideas, or problem -about division must be checked by referring to multi-
plication. Thus,

(ar b) (c, d) = (?, ,?) or (a, b) (c, d) y)

should for thought purposes be written as (c, d) X (x, y) ---- (a, b)`.
Then, by the definition of multiplication (c, d), X (x, y) = (cx, dy). If
this is to be eqUal to (a, b), we must have (cxb) = (dya). 'These two
expressions will be t qUal if x = da -= ad and y = cb bc. In other
words, (a, b) (c, d) = (ad, be). Numerically, this says

3
0,4) ÷ (2,5) = (3 X-5,4 2) = 3 x 5 _ 3

;4

y 5
'4 X 2

In effect, by one single sequenceof steps this both derives and makes
unnecessary the old rule. that, to divide a fraction by a fraction, one in-
verts the divisor and multiplies.

NUMBERS AND DIRECTION
-Signed-Numbers. In ,thqly. mentary school, children were assured

that someday they would be able, to take.a larger number from a smaller.-
number. Students have already felt the need fOr some .number which
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would giv them the. aqiiwer to 5 8, or a number which would describe'
our score in a gauie when we wenI iri!the hole, or a way of recording the
temperature /when the terrriometer reading goes below zero. When we
are conekrned Withornagnitudes which ,can be represented by lines ex-
tending eithgr_ of two diame4rially opposite directions, we have need
for anbtfier kind of nurrtireil, numbers which have come to be known as
direeted nirmlors, gigned numbs, s, or .positive and negative integers.

The, creation of negativr&um6ers was also motivated by. thd desire to
meta subtraction always possible and to make equations such as x
b = a alivrws. solvable. Just' Wahiidren comprehend that some tools
are used for differenepuiposes and that on occasion different tools may
be used for the same purpose although in sliglAtly different ways, So they
lean; that differentnumbers are used for diffetent purposes. Historically,
the use of directed numbers or Sifted -numbers-was evaded* by mathe-
Matioians even afar]. the necessity for them was known to exist. Natural
numbers or integers were used when things were to be counted, fractions

or- rational numbers were: used when things were, to be measured, IRA
negatiYe'nuinbiers did not occiir naturally in relation to concrete objects..
However, One of the earliest attempts to interpret negative numbers
was that of Fibonacci,.an Italian of the thitteenth century. He decided
that in determining profit, a negative result implied a loss. Here we have-
the baSic idea underlying this extension of number; . that is, direction.

Developing the Idea' of Signed Numbers. AS an introduction to
the study of signed numbers it is useful for students to identify positive
and negative. numbers with such situations as air, overdrawn bank
count, 13, temperature below 206, distances so.ove and below sea level.
Their introduction, to these new numbers is often not by means of their
basic 'properties, as numbers, but by means of he uses which may be

. rriad4ief them. The applications of positives and negatives to denote
opposites are useful for motivating the study of positive and negative
integer's. If we were to omit all illustrations by number lines and "Prob:
lems wliere ideas of negative numhcrs may be:,.rased, negativenumbers
would probably appear as absurd to the modern-day high schdestudents
as they did to the early algebraiSts. Applications'and graphical represen-

, f\
;-tritions still _pla4r a role in gainingjacceptance and understanding for new

mathernritical An! cepts., .

. For purposes of deriving Operations and&relatitrio inVOlving signed
numbers, their principal property is not a physical idea of oppositeness
butthe inoperty that ever ti positive number, -r-n, has a negatiye, n,
such that their sum (+n) + (n) = 0, and conversely, for every nega-
tive number th a corresponding posittve number with the property

N..
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that (n) + (+n) = 0. Thus, 1, 5, 8, M, all have negativds, 1,
5, +8, VI, such that the sum of corresponding pairs is zero.

We preserve the properties of order by ordering the integers from small-
er to larger as n, 3, 2, 1,0, +1, +2, +3, ±n. We will
soon see that this is consistent with the earlier notion that if a positive
number is added to any other number, the sum is larger than either..
Here zero takes on a new role as a number. It is neither positive nor
negative but the number property of an empty set, and the integer which
follows 1 and precedes +1. Graphically it is now used to label a point
or an origin on a line from which points corresponding to positive and
negative numbers extend infinitely in both directions.

Addition and Subtraction of Integers. We can explain the addi-
tion of signed numbers in terms of counting or by addition of arrows
(vectors). Thus, if the addition sign is interpreted as meaning move to
the right and the subtraction sign is interpreted to move to the left, then
(+3) + (+2) dleans to start at +3 and move 2 units to the right.
(-113) + (-2) means to start at +3 and move 2 units to the left as in
Figure 21.

-3 -2 ,-1
1

+2 +3 +4 +5
(+3) + (+2) - 5

I

-3 1 +1 +2 +3 +4 +5

i (+3) + (-2)-1

FIG. 21

A second intuitive approach to the addition of signed numbers ja by
an inductive process. For eZample, we, may *give students a series of
problems as

(+4) + (+3) = n (+4) ± (+2) = n .(+1) + (+1) = n
(+4) + ,(0) = n (+4) + (-1) = n (4) + (-2) = n.

We would expebt the first four problems to be done quickly and easily.
The last two may cause some difficulty. Yet students can be led to see
from the first four examples that as we add a smaller number to, the

--same 'number the result is smaller. Hence, since I is one less than 0,
4 + (-1) should be one less than 4 + 0, or 4 + (-1) = 3, and so on.

A third approach, based on more sound mathematical situations,

5%
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develops the addition process out of the desire to have our associative
and commutative laws apply to these numbers. For example,

5 + (-3) = [2 + 3] + (-3) = 2 + [(3) + (-3)] = 2 + 0 = 2
and,

5 + 3 = [( -2) + (-3)] + 3 = (-2)
-f- [( .3) + (+3)] = 2 + 0 2.

We note that in this approach we have used the fundamental idea that
(+n) + (n) = 0 and have assumed both the associative law and
that (-5) may also be expressed as [(-3) + (-2)].

Similarly in subtraction an inductive approach may be made in the
following way

(+7) (+4) = +3 (+7) 41) = +6
(+7) (+3) = +4 (+1) (0) = +7

cs.

.(+7) (+2) =. (+5) (+7) (-1)' = +8
.(+7) (-2) = +9.

Students 'observe that as the number to lie subtracted decreases' in
size,, the difference increases, and they extend this notion from (+7)
(0)'= +7 to (+7) (-1) +8.

Let us consider the graphical approach to subtraction (Fig. 22).
Remembering that subtraction is the inverse operation of addition,
(+5) (-2) becomes 5 = 2 + ?. The vector a represents 5, the
sum of vector b (b = 2) and vector ?. Since the sum of two vectors
is the, vector reaching from the tail of the first to the head of the seCond,
the vector n which added to b will give a = 5 is seen to be ? = 7.

4 3 2 1
1

b

D +1 '. +2. +3. +4 +5 +6
FA,

I I I I I I

a
9

Vector subtraction, 5eir- ( 2) =g.7
s^ Fin. 22

%EN

+7

This basic idea that subtraCtion is the inversc'of addition may be
applied directly to numerical examples as a devic,e for leading students
to discover the rules for subtraction. If a student systematically works
a number of subtraction problems by converting them to addition, he
will eventually (sometimes with some help) see a pattern. Of course

8
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the examples must be planned to include the various combinations of
positives and negatives such as 7 (-2) = n which means 7 = (-2) +
n, 7 (-2) = n which means = (-2) + n, 7 (+2), .7
(+2), and so on.

All this leads to the generalization that to subtract a signed number
we change the sign and add. It is interesting to note that this is basically
the same as the rule that to divide by a fraction we invert and multiply.
Both of these are special cases of a general principle that the result of
an inverse operation (subtraction or division) may be, obtained by
changing the second number to inverse (negative or reciprocal) and
then performing the direct operatTon (addition or MUltiplication). Some
people; in teaching, tacitly assume this principk and derive the rules
from it. Logically this principle is a theorem which follows from the
definitions of the inverse operations and the inverses of the elem'ents
(numbers) of the system. .

The rules for addition and multiplication with positive and negative
numbers are arbitrary rules, established by -definition. Analogies and
inductive procedures are often used to develop an understanding of the
rules and of the fact that we were motivated to define them in this way
to preserve the associative, distributive, and inverse, element principles,
but the procedures are not a substitute for an understanding of the in-
herent properties of numbers.

Multiplication and Division. We can interpret multiplication on
the number line in a manner similar to the multiplication of natural.
numbers. We recalethat by definition, 3 X 5 with natural numbers was
5 + 5 + 5 = 15. In positive integers (+3) (+5) is interpreted as (+5) +
(+5) + (+5) = +15. A natural extension of this definition to negative
integers would be (+3) ( 5) = ( 5) + (-5) + (-5) = 15. For ex-
ample, if Dick loses $5 on each of 3 days, then he has lost $15, or 3( 5) =
15. If we wish the commutative law to apply here as with other num-
bers we must define (-5)(-1-3) =. 15 because (+3)( 5) = (-15). By
generalizing from arguments such as these we help our students to un-
derstandboth that the operations with signed numbers are arbitrarily
defined, and that there are reasons for choosing to define them so.

We also may use an inductive approach to motivate the definition of
multiplication of signed numbers. Thus,

4 4 4 4 4 4
X3 X2 X1 XO X-1 X-2 etc.

12 8 4 0 4 8
Let us look at the product, of two negative numbershow should we

define (-5)(-3)? We knowithat by definition (+3) + (-3) = 0. By the

.5 9_
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distributive law, if it applieS, ( 5)[(+3) + (-3)] = (-5)(+3) +
(-75)( 3) = 15 + (-5)(-3). But (-5) 0 = 0, hence (-15) +
(-5)(-3) must equal zero if signed numbers are to behave consistently
with unsigned numbers. Thus we define (-5)(-3) to be +15, since
(-15) + (+15)- = 0. More directly, in some ways, one could have writ-
ten (- 5)( -3) = (-5)(4 7), = (7-5)(4) (-5)(7) = 20.
(-35) = +15. This procedure assumes without proof that multiplica-
tion distributes with respect to subtraction. Through procedures such
as these students come to understand why multiplication of two numbers
of like signs is defined to give a positive result and multiplication of two
numbers of unlike signs to give a negative result.

We recall that a/b = c means that be = a. For example, 1% = 3
means that (3)(5) = 15. Division is the;inverse of multiplication. The
sign: rules for division are therefore rules to be derived from, the multi-
plication rules.

('1'5) n ( -3)3) (n) = ( -15) and that n =( 3)
(-0.5)

means that (-',.;3) (n) :---.,- (+1,5) and that n = 5.
'

(-15)°' rn means- that .(4-3) (TO =-1.'7-:15) and thitirn = .-5.
(+3) :

(+15) n means that (+3) (n) = (d-15) and that n = +5.
(+3)

Here again concrete, physical analogies, diagrams, and induction have
been 'used in the early stages of development, but basic principles are
not ignored but pointed out repeatedly and concretely.

OPERATIONS WITH. SIGNED NUMBERS. AS ORDERED PAIRS
OF RATIONAL NUMBERS

Let us look at the ideas of number represented by the symbols, 5, +5,
and 5. Although we have associated them with two (or three) differ-
ent kinds of number, they have many common properties. We recall
that (3..+-2), (4 + 1), (1 + 4), (6 1), (7 2) all belong to the class
5, _a natural number. We recall that F1,. .,, all belong to
the equivalence class, a fraction.

From this viewpoint we can regard. +5 as the symbol for the set of
, ordered phirs of numbers such that the first minus the second is 5, such

as (8, 3), (6, 1), (7, 2), (10, 5), (115, 110). Extendiag this idea further
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(3, 8), (1, 6), (2, 7), (5, 10), (110, 115) all belOnetO-th4 Oa Ss, of. :
ordered pairs of numbers such that the second minus the first is15. Ve.°
can associate this class with :5, a negative number;

At advanced levels of thought two ordered pairs of iiiierie;(1-:m.fmbei;s',.
(a, b) and (c, d) are defined to be equivalent if and only if
Of course, the thinking that ledlo this definition waSbdsediOli th'wffpter
that with natural numbers if a b = c d, then a7:t,i?.'7-=',
example, (7, 2) = (9, 4) because 7 + 4 = 11 = 2 .±.19;..
could also have written 7 .2 = 9 4. HoweVer;fivitknkfti.i.at:pirn,:
bers we could not have assigned any meaning to 4, but
with ordered pairs we may also Write (2, 7) and ",(f1,-..$),;(itiashrl:t114,-.
they too are equal because 2 + 9 = 7 + 4-

We can now compare the ordered pair apprOaCte,t6.,Mgnecl;;Om*r8
with our earlier definitional approach. By our44efinition.Of
pairs with both membe s the same are equalfithialriV '(111-.6)
because a b = a + b. urther, any pair of:thigtylie,Orrespcint S,:to..
zero becau en added t any other pair the
original. To test this we mus firstPdefine additiOn'bf.:01/:S.,By definition7
(a, b) d) = (a + c, dor (2, 5)
motivated by [Ind correspondS'to .the fact th4,,(2 17- f,5)"±:,(9 =
11 7. In ordered pair. notation (5,4- k; 0 tp:(.1-5).
and (0 + in, 5T+ m) corresponds. to The7,14:5,)';+'."(t COtre- .
sponds to (' k, 0 (0.± to, 5 -k 44). O+
k + 5 ± in). Since the'twe ehinents of thiS,10t:iiitir ace; identical, the
pair corresponds to zero and,,the sum ofthe::6i.dere4..PaiiseotteSponds
to (+5) +. (-5). O. VV,,e haye essentiallY'',1*OVed-tht.fOi'addition the
set of positive and negative. integers, :and 0,
+1, +2; +3,: i isomorphic to the sot:4, elsWo: ,ot.cip'al; Ordered
pairs of intege6, under these definition's:Of Note
that correspondinetol every integer nsr.oftlinrily,Wiitten.there is an
infinite set of Paii.s, 5. corresporidS:tO.:(1::+i.M,:6.:±. m) for all
values of in Art3 n,fembir of this set ccitild:be:ised:t6:tepi7esent it and
would beha,,e the'same as any other o(tliiS fl-,iis.Ceitipaids, with our
previOus wdr,1 with fiactions where 34 .nn `infinite
family (170/277i or OM; 270 all of Oileh.-*Were 'equal: ;and behaved
alike.

A

After we define multiPlication ofthese:tIcw, i)it.A..:Cai.reSponding to
signed tthrn6erS we could :ptOire them: t6 'the: usual, set of

,integers with tespeet to' niultipl.ication too We. X!fitild then go one step
further and show' that the se'rof all:pcl,i6:(4;:,0).;ApSe second element
is zero' is, isomorphie: under both' addition. and: n!'ultiPliction to the set

°
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of all natural numbers and zero.. This would show that this system of
pairs is an extension- of the system of integers. Further if we had used

,

rational number (and irrational number) wherever we used integer above,
the arguments would Haire been the same; that is, the (positive) rational
and irrational numbers can be extended in this same manner to a system
of signed rational and irrational numbers, or, in other words, to the set
of all real numberA.

At thisdeyel Of abstraction we define the product of two signed num-
'bers when they are represented by ordered pairs, as

(a, b) (c, d) = (ac bd, be ad).

By way of illustration with the same examples as we used when they
we're represented by single numbers with +, signs this definition

, 'would. give:

J

(+5)(+) = .(5, 0)(3, 0)- = (15.± 0, 0 -I- 0) = (15, 0) = +15

(-5)(+3), .(0 0, 15 + 0) = (0, 15) = 15
(+5)(-3)'°= (5, 0)(0,'3) = (0 0, 0 + 15) = (0, 15) = 15
(-5)(-3) = (0, 5)(0, 3) = (0+ 15, 0 + 0) = (15,0) = +15.f

We define division by the equation

(a, b) (c, d) = (x, y) if and only if (x, y) (c, d) = (a, b).

Following the patteps of our.previous discussion with rational numbers
we would .deriVe u'ratheAfelaborate expression for (x, y) which, since it
is less intuitively

.

obvious and less useful than other forms, we will leave
to the reader to work out oy .

Sin86 the rules for operating with negative numbers are applicable to
all rational numbers, not merely to the integers which we haye used in
our illustratibns, the operations of subtraction and division are now
always possible in the field of rational numbers (with the exception of

gdivision by zero) and all linearequations are now solvable. The categories
of numbers still needed in eleinentary mathematics are the irrationals
and the complex numbers.

BEYOND THE RATIONALS

Irrational. Numbers.. Using only the rational numbers we are
unable to solve some quadratic equations such as .x2 = 2 which may
arise from such a'simplegeOrrietric problem as the deterMination of the
length of the hypotenuse of a right triangle.
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This incompleteness in our number tystem may be pointed out to
students as early as when repeating decimals are first met. We noted
earlier that each rational number is represented by either a terminating
or a repeating infinite decimal. There also are infinite decimals which
neither terminate nor recur. For example we can construct the number
.101001000100001... where each '1' is followed by a set of zeros con-_
tain'ing one more zero than in the set preceding the '1'. Such an infinite
decimal would never repeat and never terminate.

A more familiar though less obvious example of a nonrepeating, non-
terminating decimal is found in r = 3.14159... . By this we mean that
there is a succession of rational numbers; namely, r1 = 3, r2 = 3.1,
ra = 3.14, r4 = 3.142,75 3.1416, which differ from r by smaller
and smaller amounts such that r can be made to be good an approxi-,
znation to ir as is desired by taking n sufficiently large.

The ancient Greeks realized and proved that there was no rational
number whose square is 2. But such numbers as the square root of 2
are required for geometry. If a square is .1 unit on each side, then the
length of the diagonal of that square is a number whose-square is 2. It
was customary with the Greeks, as it is today, to express lengths or dis-
tances in terms of whole numbers and the ratios of whole numbers,
rational fractions, but whole numbers and their ratios were closely tied
in with the philosophy of the Pythagoreans. Consequently they were
disturbed to discover the existence of a constructable but "incommensura-

lble" distance, the diagonal of a square (Fig. 23). Just as we'have con-

1

FIG. 23
,..-

structed numbese to solve such equations as' 4 7 n or 3n = 10, so
additional ntimbers had to be constructed to be sol kris of conditions
such as x2 = 2 and to represent lengths such as diagonals of squares. To-
day there are severe' satisfactory ways of doing this, but all of them have
been developed within the last century. SyMbolically. we represent the
solution of x2 = 2 by /2, or in general, a Aution of x" c by -ij.
Formally, d is a member of the solution set of the condition e = b if and
only if da = b.'The numbers represented by these Symbols must be con-
structed from the set of rational numbers just 'as our rational numbers
were constructed- from the integelrs. This construction is different froth
those previously encountered and involves the concept of limit..
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Actually children meet the idea of a limit early and fairly oftd. When
we write 3/ = .3333... we mean that M is the limit of the sequence of
numbers .3, .33, .333, .3333, and so on, which may be derived by taking
the partial sums of the series .3 + .03 + .003'+ .0003 + . Children
may be fascinated by recurring designs such as in Figure 24' in which
the area of the innermost square quite clearly approaches zero, and the
sum of the areas of the squares considered separately, if the larger square
is one unit on a side, is 1±M±N±M -± 3is + ± This
infinite sum can be written as the sequence 1, 1 M, 1 %, 1 %, 1 1%6,
1 3m2, , where the second, third, and nth terms of the sequence
represent, respectively, the sum of 2, of 3, and of n terms of the series, a
geometric progression normally studied in detail in second year algebra.
However, this sequence, and hence the series, can be seen intuitively by
inspection or by drawing diagrams of the successive partial sums to ap-
proach 2 as a limit without having recourse to the formal processes for
summing a geometric progression.

FIG. 24.
Although, as stated, children meet the idea of a limit early and are

fascinated by it, both the concept and its rigorous treatment are moder
ately sophisticated. Comprehension of such concepts develops out of
repeated contacts with them at successively more mature, general, and
abstract levels. For these reasons we feel that teachers should. seek
opportunities to introduce these ideas wherever appropriate but should
not devote to long a period to them nor expect 'complete insight and
maSteriAn the students', early contacts with. them. For example, in...
recent years it has often been argued that such ideas, tht;ough logically.
unavoidable, are too mature to beintroduced into the .discussion of area

"even 'in demonstrative geometry. As a result of this some teachers have,
when deriving the fonnula.for the area of a rectangle, avoided discussions
of the possibility that the sides' might be incommensurable with each
other or with a unit of measure. With the restrictions noted above and
for the reasons stated there, we believe that the limit concept should be
introduced here and wherever appropriate. However, we, in this chapter,
must.turn back from the general concepts of limit to its relationships
to number, especially to irrational numbers. For a detailed discussion of
the limit concept see .Chapter VII of the twenty-third yearbook..
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An irrational number,, a' number which may not be written as an,=
ordered pair of integers, may be defined as the'limit of an infinite se-
quence.of rational numbers in many ways. Perhaps the most obvious
example and most direct process occurs when we slightly formalize t
division method for finding the square root of two..Testing quickly sho A

vz.
gam.

that since 12 = 1 and 22 = 4, the square root of two is between th0
integers 1 and 2. This assumes that certain properties of order exist,in )17, .

the rational number system,. for example, that if a, b, c are pOsitive-ja.nd ';
a > b then ac > be and a2 > b2. We wit! not take. the time; to eldmrate
these .principles of order and the associated inequalities here, but :we :
strongly recommend them to our readers for further study and for in-
corporation into the teaching of algebra, geometry, and analysis in the
high school. and perhaps in some junior high 'classes.

This -first fact can then be written as 1 < < 2 and they interval
from 1 to 2 can next be subdivided into n parts: In our"decimal number
system it. would be convenient to take n = 19.,: By testing 1.1, 1.2,
1.8, 1.9 we find that 1.4.< < RPpeating this subdivisictn and
testing process wiltshow.succeg-sively that 1.41 < V2 < 1.42, 1.414 <
:72- < .1.415,::and so on Each .of these, intervoir; 1 to 2, 1.4 to 1.5, 1.41
to 1.42, 1:414 to 1.415 is nested within all the preceding intervals and
the get ,of nested intervals gives rise to .two sequences: the sequence of
lower bounds, 1, L4, 1.41, 1.414, , aad:the sequence of upper bounds
2, L5, L42, 1.415, it can be sho in (as it can he in this case)
that these-two sequenees approach the same limit, that limit is by defi-
nition- the square root of two: Equivalent to the proof that the two
sequences have the same limit would be a proof that the length of the
interv4ls'in bat nested sequence approaches zero as a limit. Intuitively
the latter approach is helpful becauge one can conceive of a point (Fig.
25) which is within all of the intervals. This would be the point corre-
sponding to.'. It could be constructed with a straight edge and Cbm-
passes (see Figure 23) 'nit could never be located by measuring with a
ruler.

1.42
a

1 - 1.4 4.5

NI
Fla. 25

Every. irrational number can .be described as the common part or
intersection of a et of nested intervals whose length approaches zero
aS a limit. Given two sets of nested intervals, thesum of thePorrespond-
ing numbers can be defined to: be the number represented by a new
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set of nested intervals derived from the two given ones. If the number
'M is defined by the intervals al < M < b1 , a2.< M < b: , d53 < M <
b3 , a; < M < bi and a'seeond number N is defined by the set of
nested intervals ci < N < di, then M N can be defined by
"(at ci) < (M (b1 + d1), (az + < N)

(b2 d2), (a; ci) + N) < (bi
Multiplication of numbers defined by nested intervals can be similarly
defined and on these definitions of addition and multiplication we can
base definitions oft their inverses, subtraction and division.

This system for defining numbers actually describes the rational
numbers, too, and hence can be thought of as including the entire system
of real numbers (irrationals, rationals, integers, natural numbers). This
is easily demonstrated by remembering that M .333.. can be re-
garded as .3 < < ,4, .33, < < .34, .333 < < .334, . Simi-
larly; although numbers such as .5 are called terminating decimals,
they, too can be written as infinite repeating decimals which can then
,be translated into nested intervals. Thus, .5 can be written as a repeating
decitnal in two ways, .5 = .5000... = .4995... . The second of these
says .4 < .5 < .5, .49 < .5 < .50, .499 < .5 < .500, and so on.
All. of this is really unnecessary in a sense, because we know that the
upper bound, .5, is the number we are describing exactly, but it does
show that nested intervals can be used to define both rational and irra-
tional numbers. The property of being represented by repeating se-
quences of digits in a place ivalue numeration system with any,,base,
b > 1, is a property which distinguishes rational numbers from irra-
tionals independently of the base. Both rationals and irrationals, and
hence all real numbers, can be represented by the nested interval tech-

,nique:
There are two other currently used procedures for defining irrational

numbers out of sets of rationals. George Cantor defined real numbers
directly as, the limits of sequences of rational numbers. A sequence of
rational numbers al , az , u3 , a4 , , is defined to hate a limit,
A , if for every positite number e there exists q.n N. such that for all
terms in the sequence after: the, Ar.th the difference between A and a
is less than e, that is for n > N. ,I A < 6. Using this definition
it can be proved ash theorem that a necessary and sufficient condition
for such a limit to exist, is that the diff;rence between two terms of the
sequence approaches zero as a limit, as the two terms are selected farther

.and farther along in the sequence. Such sequences are sometimes'ealled
Cauchy sefr1te11ce8. A more technical statement of the' theorem would
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then be: A sequence of rational numbers, ai , (12 , a4 , an ' is
a Cauchy ..8equence and represents a real number if for .every e > 0. there
exists an N. such that for' all n, m greater than N. an a,1 < e . Since-1
every infinite decimal fraction can be regarded as a sequence of rational
numbers which can be Shown to approach a limit, every infinite decimal
represents ,a real number. From. this viewpoint ca.nbejepreSented
by .3, .33333, and :5 can be represented by either .4, .49, .499,.

or by .5; .5, .5, - . Thus this Cantor 'sequence approach also, in-
cludes both rational and irrational in its definition of the real.
numbers.

Thee third approach to inationaLs.bY way of Dedekind cuts is closely
related-to the nestedinterval approach but makeS more use of set theo-
retic ideas. We shall not take the space to expound it' or other approaches
Buell* that *ie. continued fractions.

TranSeehdental `Nurilhers., One of the firSt irrationals to be met in
this Chtipter; in the, historical develnpinent of mathematics as well
aS in:the Secondary, school ,Currictilim, is the number today denoted.by
the Greek letter . This number isa member of a subset of the irrationals
which is more numerous (in the sense of infinite sets) than the Set of all
nth. roots of mtionala, but valid' was hot even proVen to exist until 1844.
This is the set of.numbers called transcendental: This name is used for all
numberahich are not algebraic where algebraic numbers are defined to be

' numbers which. On. be roots of equations of the form ace + +
+ + + a = 0 where it is a positive in teger,and all the ai

are integers:; Thus V2 and. as arc algebraic because they
are the roots respectively ,of x2 2 = 0, xa 2 = 0, and°3x + 2 = 0.
Other transcendental numbers met in elementary mathematics in addi-
tion to it are e,.the> logarithms of .many numbers, and the, trigonometric
'functions of many angles.',The fact that was not proven to be trans-
cendental (and the famous Greek pr.oblem of squaring the circle finally
thereby shown to be impoSsible:ofsSolution with straight edge and com-
passes) until 1882 shows Something of the difficulties of a theoretical
treatment of irrationals and transcendentals. This, however, does not
mean that secondary school students should not have at least heard of
them. Quite the reverse! Here is one of the,few places where secondary
school students Can be. brought close to the boundaries of modern mathe-
matics and helped to feel something of its vigorous vitality.

Computation with Irratiorials. In practical computations irra-
tional numbers are replaced by .rational approXimations such as
3 or a. 3.14159, or -V2 1.414. The topic of computation with
numbers arising from approximations is cctscussegpter in Chapter 5.

1.7
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y.
The Real Numbers. In conclusion .we will merely point out again

that although we have used ihd.deciMal place value notation sydem,
especially decimal fractions, in discussing irrationalS,.the basic distinc-
tions between rationals and irrationals are net properties'of any particu-
lar base gpr even of the general idea of place value number notation.
However, tile limit concept in some forni is inescapable in defining
irrationals and can be applied in such away that rations:Vane' irrittion-
als all are seen to'be. part of the same real number system. z , :

THE LAST (?) NEW NUMBER .
With the real numbers we can Solve all equations of the 'forrn,,ax' +

b = 0 and of the fOrm cx' d = 0 where a, .b, c, d are realrnnumbers;
where c and d have oppoaite signs: However, such a simple, little

equalion as e + 1 = 0 can not be solve. d using any of our real numbers.
There are raspy .inors equations.bpf interest to -both' .pure and applied
mathematicians which can' not be -siblePising only the real -ntimbers...
To end this, unhappy situation antlfherxnew number was tiefited:
elementary approaches this is cdmffionly.j'iepresented by the le*,
and i is endowed by definition with the property that This1:c
definition suffices to skew that solution of x2 + '1 =
assume that our readersaie familiar:with the further.definitions whereby '
this unit imaginary, i, is combined with real numbers 'to produce cb4iplex
numbers such as.2-F'i, 3 2i, V'.5, + 1.5i, and so on. The'general;com-
plex number is defined' .to be any number of the form a + bi where a.,
and b Jcp. resent real, numbers; .

The equality, Stun, 'difference, product, quotient, and integral poWers
of complex numbers, a + bi; are then usilly defined with such a strong
appeal to their analogy with real binornials%g to make these definitions
appear to students to be derivations. Thus (a bi) (c ± di) is, often .

mUltiplied out to give ac +. adi± bci bdi2, then i is replaced by 1.

and the final result written -aS.(qc ) --F (ad +. bc)i. Actually, this
latter expression a definition Of ( i), (c buernanyst is
never even see. it They ak taught to .uSe'th'e Analogy With, multi ica-
tion of binomials in bverynumericAl situation such as (2 + i)`
and the general 'definition is pointed.' out paSsingly.'if at all, .

Pedagogically this approach has the"values of being-concretl, capitaliz
ink on preVioitS ex:periences, using a (partially) meaningftil proceSsi'ather
than an irbitrarily presented and -Memorized rule. This'-preSen,im.tion
fails to xPlain' the logical foundations of theSe numbers and their

ernes. It fails fo show clearly their ,fundamental differences from
the real numbers as well as their similarities and the sources of tlies
similarities. In the. Writers' opinions, an approach. . which °Wts "suchi

. .
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fundamental ideas or leaves them unnecessarily obscured is not a fully
sound pedagogicafapproacif: We shall 'here present concisely a, podern
abstract approach tdcomplex numbers`'and then suggest con&iderations
from which our readers may develop a completely sound -pedagogical
approach. We shall be quite oincise because the detailmire so much like .4
those we have elaborated .coonection with the' integers and the
rational numbers.

In this approaCh a complek number is 'defined to be any iNrdered pair
- of real numbers.. Thus if-a and b are real numbers (a,,b) is a complek

number. We then give the following arbitrary definitions: .4,

Equality: (a, b) = (c, cl-) if and, only if a = p and b = d

.Additian: (', b) + (c, d)* = (a c, b ± d)

Multiplication: ca, b) X (c, d) = (ac bd, ad 4- bc).

Note that each of these definitions for ordered pairs is phraSed in terms
of previously established numbers (real numbers) And operations with
them. Using the idea that we stk want to define subt'raction and divi
sion to be the inverses of addition and multiplication we can work out
the formulas:

.(a b) (c, d) = (a c, b d)

ac bd be -ad(a, b) (C, d) ).
c2 c2 cl2It ,

These formulas are actually based on the idea that the pair (complex
number) (0, 0) when added to (a,. b) gives (a, b) andlthat the pair (1, 0)
when multiplied times (a,b)- gives (a, b). These pairs, (0, 0) and (4,
are called . the additive and multiplicative identities reSpectivoly. These

, pairs .cOrrespdnd in our new (cornplex) number system to .the zero and
one' Of our integers:

. .

We could now prove that the complex number. System also obeys the
Closure, associative,

ccommutative,.

and distributivf legs. ,which we have ..
preserved at each step of the process of, building new numbers:- In fact, 4.
lth we could have defined equality,- addition, and multi:

p ation of complex numbers any way that we wished, we.were actually
guided in our choice'of definitions by the desire to hakre our new numbers
again behave as much like. Our old ones as is possible. Actually the coin-
plex numbers:lack one property which is a most important and Useful it,
one in the Teal. field. This is the property of order. Vol. any two real
numbers a and b it is always true that a' > b, or a < b. The
ideas a. greater than and less than can not be defined .or..complex .nut
bers in such a way as to*haire the same properties as these do in the ma:16

1
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number system:. Inlhis"sense we ave up so i g when we extended
the ill numbers tt themomplac d. In thiErSense then the real num-
bers were the /044 nu Crs7-Le7thelast numUers Mth.all those proper-

, ,,.., ._
ties. tt .However, we also gained sin
numlers all equations of the for cex' + ale IC -qn-lX + an =' 0,
Where the ai and rearnurribera, not onl f ye_ a solution (aS proven by
C. F. Ceauss about 1800), but in fact li n roots. Actually this same

wstatemeht would be true even if the:.copfficients, ai , were complex+ It
is fqy this.reasort that ihe complex iiiiinlefiSsystem is,called complete--
Le., no new numbers 'are needed to. wive the jgeneral,equation even if .

the coefficients are themselv,as'epthplex:
Since we are assuming thakthose who ha read this far already know

* about- the traditional graphical representation and polar orin of cop-
plex numbers and thgir fascinating relationships with the trigonometric
functions' (if yon.,diPnot, see theceferenceg'iti Chapter 11), we will not

r?,
exound op thein or on their applications. SReMember,in the study of
lec,tricity'our unit imaginary is repregented by j'ratlitr thafi i.) r.

HoweVer, petlaeic'ally as wq451istorically, these comp ex numbers
are probably the dest ones ln. students to accept. The name imag-
inary is both xnerely a ttistOfical hanga...,vg and a pedagogical handiRap as
it seems to indicateethat there is soniftEing almost supernatura' about to

them. It wouldthe bail.. to'stress the terrilmplex, but one cannot omit
naentionirig imaginaty since It is so generally led..-Historimally and peda-
gogieally, making Skartical.repreSentations of ',both the numbvs and
the operations with them and, some discussion oStheir many andssyaried
applications will quicken their ae,eeptvice.411 of thele together with some
later discussion of the logical structure of number sysOms gild the reasons.
ford mettods of Mending t#emwill hylp stigients ultimately to de-

. ' veler in their understand not only of the* numbers butpf Eumber
,. .*

systems and mathematica-'as a whole. .i4 ,,,
N

We cannt leave the topics of wrntiers and operns without a word
or two on each of three

..
topics (1') still furtitr new numbers, (2) Vie role

.E.4 104,,
of structure in mathematics, arid (3) the connections between operations

GROWTH OF MATHEMATICAL, IDEAS

ng; namelyain I. field of complex

and relations.

.; e STILL; OTHER NEW r4.1MBERS ,
t''

We ,can. make no further extensions of our number system without
making some satrifices. In fact, as.we noted at A, wet tiad, to sacri
the older relations greater thanTand less than Nrlien we d4kd the comp ex

..
nurnbrs. However, if .,nee don't iiih;ed an occasional sacrifice there are

,.,,

many sets of. mathematical elements for which we can 'define operations
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comparable- to addition and multiplication. Some examples are: qua-,
terniCnis. which can be represented by quadruples of real numbers rather

. than by mere pairs, vectors which can be rowded as special cases of
matrices mild which can be defined as triples of real numbers, matrices

,-,..which are rectangular arrays of real numbers, Gaussian integers which are
numlIers of the form a -/Pi where a and b are restrictediobeing ordinary
integers, algebraic integers, p -adic numbers, and others. Quaternion, vec-
tor, and matrix algebras all sacrifiCe the commutative -law for multipli-
cation, it is not necessarily true' in these algebras. that A X B
B X A . Gaussian integers are much like our-ordinary integers '(which are
also called rational integers).:Thils, though 5,.Nalich is prime in the set
of ordinary integers, is (2 + i) X. (2 i) in Gaussian integers, factoriza-
tion is unique in Gaussian integers. However,lf we call intege the set

41,

of alri'immliers of thdform a b 5' Where a-and b rare ordinary or
rational integers, we.find that these new integers fair to satisfy the funda-'
mental theorem of arithmetic; namely, that every integercan be uniquely
(except for sign and order) .factored into prime factors. In this last sys-
tem, for example; 21 can be factored into primes in two different ways:

21 = 21 + O vr:-5 --- 53..7 = (1 4- 5): (1 5) .

These arithmeticsand algebras, and many more, have been and will be
further explored by many mathematicians. There is no end to mathe-
matics,its faScintition, and its Uses!

. .sTiwcru IN ARITHMETIC AND ALGEBRA

No simple finit arithinetics are defined by the two sets of tables in
Figure 26: The t bles for example; that in Arithmetic. I, b +
c = d, and in Arithmetic II, b X 'c = c.

It is an interesting. exercise for oneself or for a bright group of students;:..4
. to 'look for, tabulate, anolyze, and systetaatize the similarities' and the.

differences between Arithmetic.' And'/.Arithmetic II, between addition
and multrplication in generAl, betwt.en'addition in t1-0 two different arith-

', .
,

k.

a h c d e X. : hi. et. d e

b e (1' t; -LL a
b c de a lb. t YL b e d e b
c cdeab c a. te d

zd d t a b ci, d a (1,,:p de_ eabed e e .(1 e

r..*
FIG. 2G

Arithmetic I

abedef X abedef
abedei a a a a a a (P.
bedef at b abedef
c (I e f a ,b c aeeace'-
def abe (I a d a (I ai (I

e f abed e ae,e,nee
f abede f of edeh

Arit hinetic II

.1)
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metics, multiplication in the two. For example, (1) all four tables have
the property that none of the entries within the table uses a'number or
symbol which did not occur in the outer row and column. This property
is Called closure, *Which means that the sum (product) of two elements
in the basic set is also an element in the set. Other things which nray be
observed are that: (2) whatever two elements you pick, x and y, x y
y x'and xXy=y X x, (3) in each table there is a row (and column)
which is exactly the same as the top or outside row (left-hand column).
Property (2) is called the commutative law, and property (3) is expressed
by saying that there is an identity element for addition (a in these exam-
ples) and one for multiplication (b in these examples). Thus if x is any
other element in the above sets x -}-'.a = x and .x b = J. There are other
similarities and differences. For example, subtraction can be defined for
all pairs in both arithmetics, but division can be completely defined only
in Arithmetic I. Can you define these operations and explain why and
in which cases' one cannot completely define division in Arithmetic II?
Actually, these are examples of modular arithmetics, modulo 5 and 6,. and
can be written with numbers, representing a, b, c, d, e, f by 0, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5. Try it!- Can you figure out an explanation for why division will, be al-
ways poss'ible only in arithmetics with a prime modulus?

These arithmetics, though fascinating, are not to be explored here.
They are exhibited to illustrate the point that there are certain basic
ideas and relationships that occur time and again in mathematics, in
many different situations, soni'etimes disguised by different symbols and
terms, but still fundamentally the same ideas. If these basic ideas can be
perceived to be present in a new mathematical structure, the mathema-
ttcian can then immediately write down for the,new system the conse-
quences which he has previously shown must always follow when
the basic structure, however disguised, is present. For the student the
perception of this structure increases,his understanding of the new struc-
ture and also of why it was originally defined and built as it was.

There are many different typical mathematical structures. Two very
important ones which are also present in our arithmetic and algebra are
those called groups and fields.

.A group is any system having a set of elements with a single operation
and equality defined such that it

(1) is closed.
(2) is associative.
(3) has an identity element. (In qfdinary arithmetic this is zero for

addition and one for multiplication. It is dfor addition and b for
multiplication in Arithmetics I and II.)
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(4) for every element, has an inverse element. (An element such that
added to (or multiplied by) the given element their sum (or
product) is the identity element. Thus the additive inverse of +2
is 2 agid of 3 is +3 in ordinary arithmetic, while the multipli-
cative inverse of 2 is and of VI, is M. In Arithmetic I the addi;

. tive inverse of .d is c, in Arithmetic II it is d itself.)

If the elements of the group are also commutative the group is called
a commutative or Abelian group. Thus the positive, negative, and zero in-
tegers form an Abelian groupounder addition. The positive rational num-
bers form a group under multiplication. Arithmetics I and II each form
groups under addition, but II is not a group with respect to multiplica-
tion. Can you eel] why?

A field is a system having a set of elements with equality and two op-,
erations defined such that:

(1) It is a commutative group with respect to addition.
(2) It is a commutative 'group with respect to multiplication (if the

additive identity, zero, is omitted).
(3) Multiplication is distributive with respect to addition, that is

a .(b c) = ab ac.

Thus the rational numbers, the real numbers, and the compleF num-
bers are fields. So is A.rithmetic I. We could have said that in this chapter
we were going to study some of the groups and fields of modern mathe-
thatics. We felt that here, as in secondary classrooms, abstractions and
generalizations should, in general, be built up from beginnings which'are
more concrete and special. However, s have tried to show the impor-
tance of these ideas as we went along ande, how they are a continuous
thread running though all our arithmetic and algebra. In this section we
have merely hinted at the fAct that they are a part of the structure of
many other mathematical systems and that as such, they are most useful
and fruitful concepts for: the.advanced Mathematician and for the
students whose insights and understandings are increased and broadened
as he perceives them.

4
OPERATIONS AS RELATIONS

In the following chapter, "Relations. and Functions," a relation will be'
defined as a set of ordered pairs of elements: The meaning, significance,.,
use, and pedagogical advantages, of the concept of relation'will be dis-
cuSsed. and illustrated there...Hence we will merely note that operations
may be classified according to the number of elements involved, as uni-
tary, .binafy, ternary, and so on;anttfurther; they may all be classified,
,Under the heading of relationS'. Thus ,ordinary addition of integers. may
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be regarded as a binary operation and as a set 'of- ordered' pairs in whfch.
the first element of the pair is itself a.pair of.integers and thelecond elo-
ment of the pair of the relation is a single element, theitsum: This' can',.
be represented as illustrated in Table4..The 'heaping of the damainan.d.:
range will also be further illustrated ill the nekt *chapter.

TABLE 4
RELATION. "+" DEFINED FOR INTEGERS

First element . SeCon8'element

Domain: pairs of integers hanger integers

(2, 3)
(-3, 4)
(0,2)
(-4, 6) 9
( -5. 4) w 9
(0,0) . -0
etc. ''t etc.

--,- \
. . .. .,.

In set notation, this relation can be represented by :

. [1(2, 3), 51, 1( 3, 4), 11, KO, 2), 21, [( -4, 5), 91,1

[( -5, 4), 91,. KO, 0); 0] - } or by "I[(x, y).,4zj. I x + y..=..4., ,

This approach to the concept of an operation is interesting and .efi'-'-'
larges one's mathematical horizons, but is 'beyonOte-.s.Aope of this
chapter and probably not, relatively, a significant concept. far the sec--
ondary school. See Chapter 11 for bibliographies and sUgyed.slittns' for the

r, kfurther study and use of the materials in'thc chapter., .' 't
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Relations and Functions
KENNETH O. MAY AND HENRY VAN ENGEN

"The cultivation; of` the mathematical imagination depends
})-jefiSr on the child -being put into the right attitude towards

mathematical conceptiOns in hi earliest years; and, after thai,
on the right use beiiiginAde 41ertain nodes or critical points,.

occur here and there in each branch of mathernatics and
WI:AO:Should 'be dealt with in'-a;qpite different manner from:
the. rest of the couise.4i:--MARY EVERiST BOOLE in Preparation
of the Child for Sciinie.1904.

NUMitERAIRS IN EtENI,ENTARY AND
SECCE6ARY MATHEMATICS '

.,
, ,

EAcimts of mathe,matIceare very fami the words' 'relation'
and 'fUnction'. both WordS tare frequentlyu in a nonninthernatical

'..`.context as wejlits in p'. Miithern'tttiOal etc kt. In most instances, 'rola-
,: fon' is :used -eery 140, 'and} witthqniany. Sh011,of meaning.','Iti fact,

, in elementary seeinilaty'matheniatitcs.`filltiOn hasshad no preise
Meaning: ':-,, : : i'iX1'..- : ...4".. .

. -

.Tile vor#:,(funtsfiOn' has ;14 af precise.xneaning in secondary mathe-
matics f or 80;-oe.titile-; ,Ildvieier, ,, it i.§ frequently .pooily understood

i.efplintore fieifitently; not:*ven.inentioned as an important con.:
cePt*Ltii,nfli,grade al&ir,p,... , --,... A" ' ',1., ; ''

--,

ip -..ily. Wthese.' ....w'oidAslee used, ,%elation's.isnow:given a vary definite mathe.i
..r.:.`inaties.14neaningo and there`.ha,s been *change in thetifefiiition 4':fttnc

13,,e,./Opillp,theiiiatie-,111,:thinking'4,:s. brought about a. change in the

'.t iin!= a Ni eiy fundamental c hange. Contemporary Matlematics prefers,
44-f.s`,;,,

to define "ielation * 'ttn d funet'61' in terms s 6 "sets in' fl ct in contem-
igthrY;;Ttthenatics theIde f -S'pt is.Onsidered to be more fUnd'aTental
than the idea :.'..31 A ..' '''' ;

Sets of Mitabepeand ,pimber..0: ppear very :often ih daily
affiiirsAY4Trdli4:: 6?zs.1:11c*-... height-W charts, temperature -tine....,
charts, and oc4iif-li0ne&- : as think of otheF gases irktr3

'' vhioh .We .d'eiit ',withliaits:,61. numbers. or. xarnple, we can pair the
iv6igtit. (nuntbef of eimeesY. of it letter wit the postage (number of

,....:

-i, ,

' -, ... ,.,:i. t..)
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cents) 'it requires. we often pair objects other than numbers. In the
grade bodk, a final average is paired with each student at the end,
the year. Also, in a class recorerbook we pair with each,hour the names
of students in the class at that hour. ; °

Perhaps-,;the first pairing that 'the small child encounters is the asso-
ciation of names with objects. He soon ends that more thatrone object -
is paired with the same. name, and that more than one name .is often
associated mitt'. the same object. In. his°first arithmetical experiences
the child 'Darns to, count a collectiori of objects by pairing off the ob-
jects with names, !-bne', 'two', 'three', so orb. He' learnS that by,
this counting process a nuniber name is associated witheach collection;

- thai is, one can pair off collections with.numher names. In these and
many other instances the child learns to pair things, that is, to associate
things, to make thivgSntorrespOnd. Of °course, he does this without
heitig consciollOy'aware of the idea of pairing.

In the arools, we first study number pairs in tabular and graphical
form. The, elementary school pirpil.encounters tables and graphs as.
ways of showing hoW numbers are paired. This first encounter may be
a time-temperature graph in which he has recorded- the temperature

for.each hour of then school .day. In this case the graph visually shows,
such number pairs as: (8, 45°), (9, 47°), .(11; 55°), (12, 5G °), '(1;
(2, 61°); (3, 59°), .(4, 54°)...Her'T the first member of each pair records
the;ho4 of the day and the second element- records the temperature.

7..ironare familiar with grap1S,and.hence, we wit not sl4W. the pairings
',.as they.4-night'be presented in elementary school or junioi'high school.

The I''Cirrentary school pupil also meets pairings involving things other
than numbers. For example, (Iowa, 2,600,000)., .(Kansas,- 2,000,000),
(Illinois, 9,400,000), (Minnesota, 3,200,000), (Nebraska_, 1,400,000).
Her tes vepired with their populations. These are the raw data

...

frorrii. ich the pupil Could, make a graph. It is a set ofpairs which
lends.ariselfs* tabulation and' graphical techniques. .1

Since 'these -pairing situations occur so frequently, it is'ntit, surprising
that the study of pairs is of-great importance, in niath'ematiCs. We ;hall

.sec that the pairhig idea is the key to understanding many important
mathematical

Because tables.- and graphs are simple ways of visualizing pairing's,
they are.suitable for use in the elementary grades. After working with

.pairngs ris.shoWn in tables .and graphs, the pupil is ready fora more
'abstract method of ?showing how numbers are paired: The pupil learns
thrit.it is easy to write 'A- as a rule for pairing certain numbers.
The formula,- or rule, is more concise than the table Of.squares app.epx-
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jug in every student's matheinatics book which expresses the sane
pairing in tabular form. -

In many other situations the_ pupil learns to use formulas along with
tables and graphs, and much timeis spent in achieving an understand-
ing of these different devices for showing how numbers are paired. As
soon as the pupil has reached this stage, he is already dealing.with some
features of.niathematical relations; namely, (1) a collection of pairs
(which may be exhibited in a. table or graph), and (2), a rule or formula.
that indicates how the objects are paired: In our example above we
have a collection of pairs; 1(1, 1), (2, 4), (3, 9), ) and a rule = s2,
which tells us that the'seeond number in each pair is the square of flab
first. .

Too frequtntly, in algebra classes, the rule is stressed almost.. to the
exclusion of suclr other aspects of relations as number pairs ancisets
of number pairs. But there is need to keep all of these before the stu-
dent at all times. This is 'certainly desirable'because both' the formula
and the number. pair idea are important. The most effective work in
mathematics comes frOm using `them simultaneously. However, in
spite of the usefulness.of formulas, it is the pairs of objects with which
vie are' basically concerned. The formula is just a way of defining, de-
scribing, and dealing with a 411ection of pairs. Many different formulas
give the same collection of pairs. For ex4inp19,: .1 = s2, _4

and s =- '-/A -all define the same collection of PairS,,R1, 1), ( -1, 1),
(2, 4), (3, 9),.. .1. 'Since.' we are concerned in this .chapter with'. the
nature. of relations and the means by which the student may be brought
to understand:them, Nv'e shall approach the subject by considering
collections, or sets of pairs. of numbers.

SETS AND VARIABLES

The idea Of aset'of things is very common and quiie easy to grasp.
'Children think iu Orms of sets and operations with sets 'at a ,very early
age. Mathematii.ia.fis Rue taken the notion 'of set as a verybasic ele-
ment in the construction of virtually all mathematical systems, and
mt4.bf them think that sets should be basic to'our system of instruc-

- tion in the elementary and secondary. schools. Thus; it .becomes inn-
peralive that we explore the idea of sets. . .

A' set is essentially a collection of things. Associated sLith a set is a -

rule :which enables one to tell whether a given element belongs' to the
:Set or not. Without such a rule the idea, of set, might be vague. You can
think of all the things on your desk as a set of things. This set of. things
May consist of; pencil,' eraser, paper clip, -pipe; and pen. In order to,
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indicate that you are to think of the" °things as wholea .sqt\--wea
make. use ,of 'braces:. The set is symb ized by `{pencil, eraser, type's
writer, pen, paper clip, pipe} '..The ' { . ' indicate that you are to think
of this collection as a set of things and not as individual objects. But
where is the rule which tells us whether a given object should' be an
eleinent (a member) of the set? In this case the rule is suggested by
'the things on your desk'. If an object is on your desk it is in the, set;
if it is not on your desk it is not in the set.- ,..,..

""' The above set might appear in an elementarS7 arithmetic class,as a
set' of objects.to be counted: In more advanced Classes in the elementiii**,
school, the junior high school, and the Senior high school, sets of num- .'" °

,..

bers appear naturally. Let us see.how this could happen.. . .
Suppose that .a claSs decides to put on a benefit show.2They plan to

have a 35 cent admission_ charge. (Note that the class itself is a set of
indiViduals; uniaely, {Mary, Jane, ,,Joe, ' , Sam!. The students are
elements of the set, and the rule. is 'Is a member of the sixth grade'.)
In order to help the boys andgirls who will selltickets at the door the

t4ass makes a table such as illustrated in Table 1. . 4,

TABLE 1

Number of tickets Cost (in dollars)

1 .35
2 .70
3 1.05
4 1.40

1.75
a 2.10
7 2.45
8 2.80

Since the class, decides that it is unlikely that anyone will buy more
than eight tickets, they don't extend the table any further than shown.

Now in this situation we see two sets of numbers. The one set we'
will call 'D'; D {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8i, and the other 'R'; R {,35,*
.70, 1.05,. 1.40, 1.75, 2.10, 2.45, 2.80} . Note that D and R each have
eight elements and eight ,elements only, and that the elements in D
and R are paired as shown in Table 1. The element .70 of R is paired
with the element 2 of D. This can be indicated by writing '(2, ;10)%

Let us look more closely at D. It has eight members. The number. 2
is a member of D, or in symbols '2 e D'. .But 9 is not a member of D;
in symbols '9 4 D'. Similarly, 4.5 't D and 50 4 D. These and other,num-
bers are excluded by the, nature of the physical situation. We can de-
-,
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scribe D as'the set:of all. whole numbers less than 9. Similarly, R eon-
tains aonly certain numbers and not others.' It .might be described as
the first eight multiples of .35. .- .

Some children might think that a graph would serve the purpose in
this situation as Iva:as a ta.ble.:In such a case it would }30 wise to make
a graph. This is given in Fig-tire-1.

2.86

2.45

2.10

3 1.75
1:40

C..; .651

.70' .

8 4 5 6

Number of Tickets

Flu.

You, should .nOtice that the line. has not been drawn The pupils
should d-notice this also. The line is not drawn because there are only.
eight number pairs to plot. TheSe eight number pairs make* up a .set-.

. which we call 'P. F-= 1(1, .35), (2; .70), :(3, 1.05), (4,1.40), (5, L75),
.(6, 2.10), (7, 2.45), *(8, 2.80)1. . .

Certainly,' when teaching thiS, you would want to raise the question
about other ways to show how the elements of two sets of numbers .are
paired. The

the
will have noticed that the numbers in the second

column in the table are reSpedtively the' products of the corresponding
numbers in the first column and .35. Indeed, the table was constructed
by carrying out such multiplications or else by

same
additions of

.35, which is another way If accomplishing the same result. Aecerdingly,
it is natural to.forMulate a rule:. 'The second number in...each pair is

'v tile first times .35'. We now can easily formtilate a rule that-defines F:
'h1 `,first number in each pair must belong 'to ../), and corresponding
second number mint, be the *first number times .35,: In other words;
F tall number pairs whose first members belong to D and whose

a, second members are their first members tinies
The rule defining F can be stated in words, but stieh statements are

cumbersome. -Since the .student has already had some experience with
4fortn- ulas, what could'be more naturarthan to replace 'file second num-

..
ber Must be the first numbertirAs .35' by 'y Here, it is under-

79
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stood ,that we may replace -the. letter, 'X' by a name -of any member of -:'1'1'
, . .

D and co obtain an eqiiation giving.: y, the eoriespondiing.. member ..of.
R. For example; if we replace.'x'))y..`2", we get y = (.35) --X 2 ,----: .70.
KnoWing D. and the equation 'We can find all the number. pairs and so
determine F.' . . . . .

. From the illustration it is nowposSibleto.abstract the idea ofavari.
able as it is. used in mathematics.First;:rthere is 'a set of 'numberS, D,
Which'May be an arbitrary set; for example ;' (0, 4, 19, 456,.1980) -or all
Positive integers. Or it may be a set that is dictated, by tho requirement's
of some physical situation, as in the case jugtdiscirssed:or in a situation
in which yards '. of cloth are purchased. In the. last ease,. the numbers
in the set under consideration must be positive real numbers not greater
.than the maximum number of .yards for sale. ..... : ..

Now we 'Pray wish'to talk about an. arbitrary member of the serf).
In order to do this we use a:Synibol, usually a letter of the'alphabet,

. to..Stand for any, member of the set. It now becouipspokble, to.ivake,
sentences about -.any member of D. To illustrate, ,for Abe set,.. D. con-
sideret1 in .the ticket..probIern aboye, we l'et.. 'x'3'.:stand, for..), wane of a°
Member of D..-!There we can say that x,..... 0, x ..< .8;X E D, and so on.
Similarly, we can let..'y' stand fOr.-a-name °Ca member of R. Then 'y .=-':"
.351' is a sentence that roust ;be satiShed .by, a pair (x, y). for The pair .

to belong to F. In fact, If' ( the set 15f, (x, y) 'such that x iD and. y =
.35x) ; that iS,'F'... = ( (x,' y) such that x E,D and y = ..35x) ..'? .

Let us notice several Iiiiiigs about .'x' and 'y' in the :examples abOve.
First, they are symbols, letters'of. the 'alphabet: As anyone can Plainly .
see,...tpey are not number's,. Thef'simply"servcas placgholdefs, that is,
they .occupy places which initybo,pccupied by other symbols, particu-
larly, number symbols. The symbols that can be substituted are names
of members of -seme set. We aseribe,t4is .by Lying that 'x". and 'y'
stand for the narneI .o,f 'the eleifients of the setSD. and /? Te'spectively.
We call members -6-fese sets values of 'x' and 'y'. We have 'emphasized
that 'x' , find `!)' :au.. synib.Ols by,. us '.,..single quotation marks. Thus,
when we say ,that' 'x'..is a letter. of 't :al.p'habet, we° are talking about

t
the letter 'x'. When we say- thafin a Iset D, x < 8,-We are talking about
the members Of D. What we mean here is that the .sentence '..r < 8'
yields a st,Ittentent ,which' is true if we substitute for 'x'. a name of any
member ef:D. We'call-'x' and 'y' variables. Roughly. speaking, a.variable:
is a symbol for Willa -.one 'sub titutes\narnes,for..'Some.objects, ustiallya.,
number in algebra: A.variabl is always associVted witha set of objects

7 whoSe names can be'csubstituted -for it. These objects are called-values
_.

: a . 7;of the- variable. , . i
....
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We illustrate. with simple eZaniple. only one variable.
Let U 2,' 3, 4, 5,' 6, 7, '8, 9, 10, 1 1 , 12 `x! be .a variable.
Whose range is U', that, is, the name of any' member' of U may' replace. ,

. Then conSider the sentence. `4x 1 .> '10'. Substituting `0"- for 'x'' we get 4 X 6. 7- i >. 10 Which is false,tind substituting '4' we 4
get 4. X 4 -7 I > 10 which is true: In this way the sentence .`4x 1 >
10' can be used ris a set- builder to find a subset of U whose members

. -
satisfy it. By trial we cah,find that tlieset of. numbers that belong to U

. and satisfy 4x I >. 10 is 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10, 11;121..
Pedagogical Implications. The definition -.above desefibes a'"variable .

: in terms of how:it is used By .ti,), of contrast consider the following
definition st ill in general usc. .1 variable is a quantity that varies.. The pupil.
may.well be mystified by this definition; since it is hard to see how the'
letter 'x':can vary or how a letter can be aquantity. In our examples, 'x'
was merelya symbol that held a place, iti:1.1 sentence until we got ready
to replace it-with the name for some object .(number).

To help emphasize this thought let us take .another' illustration.
AConsider the 'Set N = {all positive and negative integers anti zero} :.,Let

. 'x' be the placcholder for any member-of'N. SuppoSe we write the'sen7.
thrice ox 1 > 24. As yet .we ha've, said nothing that can be. reacted
to as true or ftflse. The sentence 473x. 1 > 24 is much like the sentence
`It is a book'.- In each case we cannot tell. whether the sentence is true-.,

. or false until, in the foriner, the number name to.replace-`e.is Speci.fied
and in the latter the antecedent of 'it' is specified: 'However; if ..e do'
replace 5' by 'x' we sec. that the statement 5 (-5)
is false. Our next replacement may he '1000'. In this case 5z..:34§1013.1,77.'-!1.

. 1 > 24 is a truesstatempit..Note that what we substitute for
are alsosyrnbolS (e.g., nutnetal),though they are names of

.things (e.g., numbers)t Such 44-nbols;that stand for specifie.4,ifitinittue
objects,: are called constants. Thus all numerals are constants.' The
numeral 42' is a..nanie of.'(standifor) the number' 2: Other numerals

. which arenames for. the same number are `4'2', and Sub-
stituting constants for variables is one of theimportant operations %%all'
wilt the student, is familiar before he reaches neigh school.

You no;', see that the. variable -did not vary --stnd .cannot vary. in the
sense the word is used ordinarily: The is only a 'placeholder,
in a rnathematial sentence: It is a mistake to say that- a variable. varies
just. like traiperdlure because `va.riable' is not, used in that stilSe.
in inathematies. .TR mathematical terms' can describe. the PhysICal'
situation -in which terniteraturaries as follows: If we measure* the
temperature .at dperent times, we .get a set of numbqpairs..,In.these
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.pairs the first compenerit'k"say, the...tinie,andthe' second, component
is the corresponding temperature. We use varialtles' and say that
t temperatUre, D,...vorrt!spi)iids to each' time," t: Their the variatilt 'T'
takes difTerent values .at diffei9cht, tinies,1nt. the .ariable itself (the ;N-
letter 'T') does not vary, even though we clip u.se it effectively To de
scribe the physical changes in temperatiire,... 0 .,

This situatiOhaffords ,an excellent. chance for you-to teach .N.--ocabular3r
and language structure -in a_MathexiiatieS..class.,By, clarifying the mean-
ings of frequently ubed words you willave tlie:Stud 6.4 'much' confilsion

-and speed his .matheinatical progress:' illustrate; lit examine a.
frecujently used nmthad for. introducing the forkiuoi.41ii-! area of a

, .

reclanglo. th' $ixth .seventh grade; }is "ificd,i'ilt, in, or Imo her; the
pupil is led, to the generaliztitiOn that the :`areacji.ils the .length times
the This e pressibii,is-Aliortened to: Area 7--t-1.ength X Width,
The next step is the simple; in fact, too simple, 'step xilF;,Avhere

abbreviatio .for `Area% 'ff'for `Widtl and `L' for 'Length'. o

The pupil is accustei d to multiplying .r bers. New we appear
to be .a,sking -him to Multi , words and, le rs.. Of course; in this con-
text both wordS. a.nd letters ai ?mg, Used 'Its vaiablos (plaeeholders)

. whose role is le (tectiritili.osition in which the pupil is to substitute
appropriate uumerzds..1$ut this idea/4s frequently not .eiriphasind

Is it airy. Awliddr:that children Mid inathen.nities hard? If they
not lerin bIr the, secret of how stnbuls are used in mathematics froni
the beginning it must be difficult to find Olit.wliat it is all about. There

i$,a great need for 'a re-evalhation the methods used to introduce.
children to tlfe usq., of' variables. in' mathematics: The illustration used
at the outset-or this .chapter..WoUld seem to be shriller than the formdla

.for. the area of .a rectangle.- It %N.-mildserve more appropriately as a first .

contact with lilgebra than a formula for area. 4;:,
'Other Names for Some. Use; of .Variables. Variables appear in

Mathematics under difTereht names. One of..these is "unknOWn'. For ex-
a.h iple, when we. 2ask the student ,to solve the equation `3x =. ff% we
call `i' an unknown; 13.htMe :are:really asking him to find the value(')
of the variable 'x' whose names make true. statements when- sulistituted
.ror 'x' in c3x 2 So we see that'an unktiotvn: is just a variable that
appears!when.we-s9I've eqmitions.

Another alias is 'paralneter'it,Suppese yask the, student to 'solve
the equation'.2x, 2 = c. Sometimes `e' is described as a ,constant::o

4.

ObViously, it is not a tiamt of a Mnber, aid so is not a eonstailt. It
more appropriately ealled a parameter; Clearl3c it is a variable, sineo

- we' can sub;titure numerals for it. When We agk,the student.
2. = c, ive expect him. to write'4 2)/3': Now this is the
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formula that gives the solution to the equation for 'any value of 'c'.
That is, We can subStitigo:a numeral for the variable 'c' in bOth 3x
2 -7-'c and_x = (c 2')73..erfainly theni.,fc' plays the role of a variable,
sinceit is a symbol fpr which _Wp.:can' sUbStitute appropriate numerals.
Generally, a variable for ivluCli'iVe 'do not want to solve or which plays
some, auxiliary role is called, a...'parameter' to distinguish it from the
variables on which our attention is focused primarily.

Another example of the use of a parameter is in `graphing an equation
1'- !such as--ft y c. Actually, we cannot graph it,until we substitute

'c'. This face alone makes clear that -'c' is not a constant. On the
cor.itrary, `c4 is a variable' for which we substitute a name for any real
nupber. When we do substitute we get a straight lin'e whit is a geo-
iketric picture of The set of pairs (x, y) that satisfy the e F

'example': x y = 2 is satisfied by (1, 1), (2, 0), (0,.2), . All of the
Solutions make up a set of pairs whose graph is 'a straight line. For
each value of the parameter 'c' we get a set of ..number pairs whose
graph is a line. Corresponding to the set of all choices for 'c' we have
a family (set) of straight lines; so again; 'c' plays the role of a variable

' in a special way and is distinguished by the name 'par,ameter'.

. REJLATIO,NS

Many times in life yoti must use sets of number pairs or even sets
of nurotier triples, or. quadruples. In fact, the number of times a,cIay

nthat one needs single umbers is not great.. When the situa4ion,ip-volyes
nothing more than, counting, then a single number is sufficient to report
or record the result. The number of eggs in a basket and .the number of
dollars in your purse are examples of suelyituations. Even here more
thilub0 number may be involved, if the time or place of counting must
be recorded.

In Contrast, consider the items you buy at a grocery store. Here,
number triples-are usually involved. YolCknow the price per it and
the number of items. This pair of numbers enables you to find a third

,
kii

number whit you interpret. as the cost of the purchase. In reality you
use a' numbe triple. This situation prevails in t110 illustration used at
the beginnin -of the chapter. The cost per ticket was not recorded.
1:kcause it wa S.35; You could. alinost ignore it and pay attention': to

:only. such number pairs as .(3, 1;:05). So it is not top surjrising to be,
told that the study of.number pairs,. triples-,, and so,r, is very, useful
as a means of recording or studying events in vie..#1.

Look again at the table tile rifth grade class made to help ticket
sellers at their benefi-show(Table 1),. +1,

ton;have'already.Eoted that two sets ot.nu bers involved and

o.,;
41.
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that,the humberS in each of these two sets were putin one -to one cor-
respondence 'by the way their names were written in the "table. This
one-to-one correspondence was also giveliby means of the rule y = .35x.
ft,was'important, to note too tlie range of the variable and the range
ief.theNariable 'x' ranges dyer the set.D = .{0, 1;2;sip, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}
and ranges over the set I? = 1.35,..70, 1.05, 1.40; t.75, 2.10, 2.45,
00},

There is still another idea buried in this set of number pairs which
needs to be brought out, in any ;study; of elementary algebra:". Before

'identifying this idea precisely let us take a look at several instances
in which sets of number pairs have been,'plotted.

The set of number pairs F = 1(1, .35), (2, .70),. (3, 1.05), (4, 1.40),
4,5, 1.75), (6; 2.10), (7,, '2.45); (8, 2. )} used by the fifth grade at their
benefit show is graphed as in Figure 2."
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The set of number pairs '{ w) obtained by measuring the height,
h, (nearest inch) and weight, w, (nearest pound) of the members of a
high school class is plotted in Figure 3.

Figure 4 displays the set of pairs { (n, A)) representing the amount,
A, of money Mr. Brown has in his atecking -account ($100) after- n
years, assuming he forgot about his account entirely and received no
interest during a five year perfod.

1 2 3 4 5
Mather of Years (n)?

FIG. '4

The set of number pairs (x, y) giy,-en by the ula 't y. = 6'
(where the range of 'x' and 'y' is the dt of MI real numbers) is graphed
in Figure 5.

Figure 6 shows the set of number pairs { (n, c)} which would he

/
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obtained if postage were t0 for a letter weighing an ounce or less, 60
for a letter weighing more than one ounce but less than two, etc. The
dot at the right end of each segment indicates that the right end point
of each one (but not the left end point) is on the graph. (Seepage 108.)
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The shaded area in Figure 7 represents the set/ of number pairs { y)
such that F y > 6) (Note tat the boundary line is At included !) 10/:
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while the shaded area in Figure 8 represents the set ;of pairs
such that j72. + y2 < l6{ (Note that.the circular boundary is he);
cludedt). The graph of (x, Y) such that y x2) is shown. in. Figu
The graph of { (x, y) such. that y2 xj is shOwn in.Figure 10.
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'.'how let us examine these graphs and note some Ontatanding charac- p Aflet
teristics acrd `outstanding differences. -.''' : 1

1. In each case we haye a set of number pairs whose 'graph is a set
gof pointa in the plane.:' .

" 2.: Ira -each case there, are two sets of numbers, the set of first com
poiients:'and the 4it:6f :second components of the number pairs. The .:
ti.iinithrs iii these 'Sq.S: are paired in a inaver defined by the rule and,
Viiiinaiiied in the .graph: .-, ., '::

3. zrn some cases d member of the firstSet'15 paired with only onet,....0-
f-i - member, of the secopd. set (in Figs. 5 and 9; kir, exaMPle). In other

ca el se%....eral members of the second' set: are 'paired with the same first r,, ..e.

. :rneniber.. (in Figi. '7atid.10; foy- example). It might be interesting for, ,i.

y+On' to i'cliOk 41K the ,exarnPIea :and assign' them to one of the above.; .40';.,
,gategorica. ' '''

'Relation Defirc0: -the' iriipoitant,' thing for the secondary school::
ti, stiIdentis.t,o'beConde iarinliar:With the various ways to defnie relations:; ,'"'

2 4 4 .,

te 4,; ,=gairs',, formulvs, tablps; graplia; 4.t4 verbal descriptions. This "is pos.:
.-i..... Vhke wit out defining in' gerihr- what a, _relation is. However; the ques.

troin "W t rs A relation?". is.a naturatone:: It callS'upon us to point to
SpMe14ing and Ty; ilhat.:l'a:Thei-elation.' Clearly the formula; not
sltisfactory formulas yield. the, iarhe 'relation

T3ori the° other; litind, the s4.:Of .pairs : itself. seems a satisfactory' choice,. .

since if we,kiio,w 'this set Nke. kncw :ever3i.thtng-abOut the 'relation, and .

Ae,hOrditiglY,,it'SaST'tliat.athlatiori is a set ;of 'ordered Pairs:
Hehce, and of ordered ;Pairs is a.t.elation. If we'enre given a set of

4 ; ;':Ordered pairs; we may dhkribe it graphically or by iriiant of a formula,.
. a fuM,.asentence, or a table. But the relation is not Ahe. lin tic orr.'

::? .pictorial devices used to talk about it. Thh relation is the set ordered4 -f

pairs.
In the example, of ticketg:for the benefit show pictured in Figure

ompage.:69.the relation is given F =1(1, .35), (2, .70), , (8, 2.80) )
I (x,'y) such that x E.D dnd'y Here 'y = .35x' is,a formul

defining the:relation..The set of.first coMponents t D -, 8).
We call the set offirst elements of a relation its domain.;Hen
the domain of P. The setriTI-econd components of F is R (. .1, .70,

2.80): Wo.eall:theset of second elemerelatiange.'
Htitire, J. is the range,of:F.

("baelif the ad:vantage:3, of this point of view is that in elementary Irr_
structionwe the° graph as, the pieture of the relation, (that
is, therpicture:O(. the set of 4)rdered pairs), and this conforms to familiar
ways of ta.lkitq;: thinking,: and visdalizing. The formula is then treated
as apowhful;COMpaitational device fortalking aboutrthegraPh and/or

V

.1111,
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eamples given inOis chapter it is easy
tO.iden4fY...th.relatin:itseyf its domain, its ratidoi;,Its graph, and one
or inore'forinu101.44finejt.IFor example': for 'ete very..first..relation:
Mehtionea, (SO4.Q6), the'dOna.in D is the set of hourly -readings:
from S inclitsiVe; the range R is a set of terriPera.tures,
the 'grafk etchett;'.!,ind the relation F- may be defined..IV
F4' RUA' is.'D the temperature at the time XII
In the 'keond,,exai-4ple ge 66), the domain is a set of 'five states,
the range :,a, .sepzkt ns,and a defining rule is 'y is the population
of x'. . ,

To rePealt4;kpia, P..; is a set of ordered &pairs, with a mai
doinponents, a range, R, consisting of. the, 9cond

companetits,. and' at:' le (formula, sentence, eonditionSay y)',
111.6* WAhiekr ye.can:define the relation by = 1(.r;- y) such that

apd,v( )}. For example, in Figure 7, page 76, the rule

ri'definiiif a ,'elation the words 'such that' are abbreviated in
.way, thig most comnitn being, the stroke' I Then the relation Of.
eV 60 rx is h real number and y :

'Important Properties of Relations. In the preceding paragraph
::-.A*.11"leVe'cri5fine'd a relation as a set of 'ordered number pairs. In what

z re lile,the letter 'IV to designate a relation. Thus, /:'? = { (x, y) I x
l",er and y = el is a relation.

to write `xRy' for (x, e R. This notation is convenient
at.ti*11;',13140 language oftenprefers the `xRy' designation rather than

C'''IL'.'.tlie:;4etaip,.,51ination as given above. For example, `2: is flit father of y',

can be*rit,ten as `:rRy' where'? designates 'is the father of'. Note that
`is thelr(ith6.14 of also defines a set of pairs:Thus, the series Mr. Smith
ti.'4otin-11r. Smith Ii Susan; Afr. Smith R Kanny; Mr. Smith R Joe,
where' ,'designates 'is the father of' is. More conveniently designated by
R [(Mr. S, John), (Mr. 'S, Susan), (Mr. S, Fanny), (Mr. S, Joe)).

relations' can be expressed via,the `xRy' symbolism. Here are
OhXY'a few. (1).Let `R' mean 'is greater than', then `xRy' means x > y.
(/).,let 'I?' mean 'is taller than',, then '`..rRy' means 'x is taller than y'.
You can supply, tnany others. In each case it is instructive to set up
the relat;ered pairs,, and also in the `xRy' way .where

domain.oi'x' and the range'of .`y' are specified.
Now some relations have three especially important properties. The

most common of such relations is that designated by `=!.
PaopEtt* ,If xRx for all elements of the domain of R;'then R is said

to be 'reflexive.
Not all relations are reflexive.' Obviously, x is not true for any

) 89
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numerical replacement of 'x', but x = x is true for all such replacement.
. .

Such relations as 'is the sister of ' are not reflexive but `"as hea:vy as' is
a reflexive relation.

PROPERTY 2. If xRy then yRx for all x in domain of R.:td all y in
the range of R, then tO relation, is said to be symmetric. 499'

Equals. is a symmetric relation, for if .x =- y then
other hand -`is the brother of it not symmetric.

PROPERTY. 3." If XRy -and ..yRz, then xRz...lit this cas R is.sazd to be a
transitive relation. .

: Equals is a 'transitive relation, for if'x y and y = z, then x = z, I,,s
the brother of is not transitive; ilieither is the relation. likes transitive.

a
but is greater than is transitive.

6.
Relations which are symmetric,, transitive, and reflexive occur. fre-

'qtientlyin mathematics. Vey also occur in nonmathematical situations.
Consider the relation goes to the same school as; and let's apply it to all
'children who are ten years old in a given city at a given 'time, Designate
this:relation by 'R'. Now xRy, where 'x' and 'y' are pl.ceholders for the
;lames or children in the city,partiticstis all the children who are ten
yeArs old into groups (assume all the children go' to a. school), each
groupgQing to a particular school. This happens becauseW is an.equiva-

, leince relation, that is, it is syrnmetricyreflexive and transitive. A little
thought will show that such nonequivalence relations as is less than
and is the sister of will not partition a set into mutually exclusivegroups.

. Some Uses of Equivalence Relations. We have already seen that
-equals is an equivalence relation in the set of integers. If we define two
fractions a/b and, c/d to be equal provided ad = be (a/b = c/d if and
only if ad = Ws; then = is an equivalence relation over the set of frac-
tions. Let us convince ourselves that this is so. Since = the equals .

relation felationis reflexive. = then 6.= = is symmetric..I
= g and ff 2, tf1611.93. = '19, so = is transitive.

An equivalence relation partitions the set over which it is applied into
disjoint subsets. Let us apply this principle to the fractions of aritiimetic.`"..
We will select a few fractions and see what other names we can find for
them. All names-for the same fraction will be put into one set.s-

Start with 9. WhaVother names can "we find for its ObviDusly,4,16',
`96!, '912, '29W Q, '29..(i3', and so on, Mir' form thelsee 4

12 4 G 8 20 2n ...}
' 6' 9 12 ' 30' 3n

The rational number 2/3 can ifow.be defined as theset of all pairs a such lo

that 2/3 = a/b. See Edmund Landau: Foundations of Analysis (tr. by F. Stein-
hardt).'New York: Chelsea Publishing CO., 1951.

90
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In the same way form the set

.2

f5 10
164, T2

15

'n
-271

5n'

3
1

I

.:;:f
If this process'Were to,liecontinued ad in4niturn you would find that

no symbol occtirA in two different sets. In other words, the set of frac-
' tiOns. cati-be',Sartitioned into mutually exclusive, sets by means 'of the

equivalence relation? =. This'<;is not true of such a relation as >. You
may wish' to show:that this statement is true.

Htiw are these ideas used In arithmetic? The pupil I's:faced with the
task of adding'4 and As,it stands the problem is inconvenient. So
he selects another member of B (N) and another member of. A (%).
He knows. as a result of previous, instruction that is just another
name forfore so it can be used instead of `M'. Now the thing he should
see is that any number pair in,..13 plus any number pair in A always
results in a number pair which is an element of C. In other, words, the
pupil has a great deal of liberty as4O how he can go about adding M
and 34. He knows he'll never go.Wrbtigif he Kabstitutes the names from
one equivalence class for a name in'that same class..

FUNtTIONS
The mathemativil concept of relation as described on the preceding

paged is fairly close to the idea of relation,as used outside mathematics..
In contrast, the meaning of function in mathematics is practically in-
dependent ,of th0 ordinary usage of this 'word in such expressions as
"The function of the heart is to circulate the ,blood." However, :'the
modern mathematical concept of function is linked naturally to the

. historic 'use' of the word 'function' by matheinaticians and scientists,
Historically, 'function' has been used to indicate conditions under ch
one thing determines another. For example, the physicist y say
that distance is a function of time meaning that-if we know th time we '

can find the distance. Now in some of the relations considered in this
chapter, a knowledge of the first cOmpomFut of a pair belo,nging to a
known relation s us what the second component must be.'This was'
true ih the case of he states and pophlation, fore example, sinee each

Jell

state has a unique popii..Wn. We ,call such relations Itictions'.
We say that a functiottia:a relation in 'which each eleinent of the do.

main belongs to only one pair, This means that each first eliinent is

0 '
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paired with only one second element. It means also that a rule defining
the lelation must be such that if a value of,,'x' is given in the domain,
there is only one corresponding value for 'y'. Thus the.relation in Figure
7 (page 76) is not a function. since for a given value of 'x', x y > 6
has many solutions.

The graph of a function reflects in a very sr le way the fact that a
unique second ,component corresponds to each first Pomponerit.4-:
line drawn parallel to the y-axis crosses the gra h of a,-function only
once. Figure 9 (page 77) illustrates'this very ete . Iri Figure 10, a
vertical line, two units to the right of the origin, intersects the graph of
y2 =. x twice. Hence, the relation {(x, y) y2 = X} is not a function. But
the relation )(x, y) Ili; = x% shown in, Figure ,9 is a function, since any
line parallel to ,the y-axis intersects the graph, if at' all, only once. You

. may be interested,in applying the above criteria for determining whiCh
of the relations in Figures 2 to 8 are also functions.

You should see from the definition's given for function and relation
that' a set of pairs is always a relation but that it may be a special kind
of relation; namely, one in which a unique second element is paired with
each of its first elements. Hence, a function is a relation but d. relatidn
is not necessaTily a Sunctieen.

CARTESIAN PRODUCTS
. ,

`When we graph a set of pairs (x, y)..that satisfy a sentence such as.
y = x2, we are selecting a subset of all the points of the plane to pidture
the relation. Iii other Words;the universe in which we are setting up
the. locus of points such that y = x2 is the set of all pairg whose corn;
ponents are real num)Ars. Let `L', be the name for the set of all real
numbers; the set of all points in the plane from which we select our
graph is { (x, y) I x E.L and y E . It is convenient to have a short name
for this set which is the entire plane:We call it the Cartesian product
(after Rene 'Descartes), of /., and L and symboli;e it by `L" X-

NI-ore generally, if A and B are any two sets whatsoever; A X B is
the...set, of all pairs that can be formed by selecting a first component
froth and a second from B.

Suppose we are discussing A = {,1, 2; 3} . Then A X A is the set of
all those number pairs whose components are ,chosen fronr, A. In sym-
bols, A X A = y) i'# and y E A )(1,1j, (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 1),

# (2,: 2), (2, 3), (3, 1), (3, 2), (3, 3) }. The graph of the set A X A on a
Xeetangulac 'coordinate is shown in Figure 11..

Let A -=. {1, 2} and 73 { 3 4, 5} .. Then'the CarteSian product
A X.-B c {(x, y) Ix E A and y E B) = 1(1, , 5), (4-3),
(2, 4), (2, 5)). The.graph is shown in Figure 12.
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To fix the idea yOtt may be interested in forming and graphing other
Cartesian produe6. Let L be the set of all -real numbers, R the set-of all-
rational numbers; N the set- of all positive and negative integers, P
the set of all positive integers. Oh rectangular' tikes plot some members
of the following sets: (1) P X: P; (2) N .X P; (3) L X P: (4) L X L;
(5) N X R; and (6) R X R. -
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Now let's think of N X N as the universe in which we are working.
Figure 13 shows the graph of N X N fdr a portion 'of the plane.

If we wish to consider the set of points for which y e in this uni-
verse, the next"step consists of selecting a. subset of N X N according to
the rule 5/ = Tbis subset is S = { (x, y) I x e N, y t'N, and y z2}.
A fewof the elements of S are (1, 1), (-1, 1), (2, 4), (-2, 4), (3, 9),
and (-1-3, 9). Figure 14 shows part of S as apsubset of N X N.'Compare
this.with Figure 9. It shows the graph of the same gelation-in L X L.
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If the universe in which we are .working- is L X then the graph
L X L is the whole` plane. A subset of L X L may-be selected-according
to the rill0,/ = x'. Thit subset is K 1(x, y) j x e L, y e L, and y '= x).
If we, plot the elements of K there appears the familiar straight line as
in Figure 15. p

On the other hand, it the universe in which we are working-is N X N,
then the subset K' = 1(x, y) x e N, y. e N, and y = xl gives rise to the
graph in Figure 16.

-5 -.4 -3 -271'0-...,
:2

e
1b.

1 3 A,'
Co.

Fta.16,

x
5

The asic ide t, of graphing is very simple. One sets .up..a one -to:-one
corre..pondence )etween the totally of points in a,universe and the,to-.
tality of nitnibtr pa,irS, This tetali,,y of pairs fs a Cartesian product. '-
Then a subset o the universe is i ratified (a eondition' that. selects
certain pairs. The result-is called a iraph of he giN4-.n set and also, the
graph of the conditi

AIrtycan now give a be
DmilNITrolc: .1, relation Oliva .4el is a 'subset,of X A. If

note .the relation and (a; b) e R, then at times'm .Writc aRb.
Di3ri:N.ITiON:..1, relation whiM has only .one.second element pairr&I

:carh first element 11f the &umber pairs is called a 'function'.

P6INTS OF VIEW PRRTAINNG TO
RELATIONS AND FUNCTIONS ;-

The of a relation as a set, of ordered pairs and of a function;.
'special kind of relation are, enlightening-itnd useful in many ways.

.But it is evident that.a great deal can be done with Particular relations:
and function~ before the stindet4 reaches the slage at which point.this poia

ilecessary.. Indeed; he must bep;ine fatniliar ,with many specific

talon of relation and function.
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cases before he is ready. to grail the general idea.. Functions and relations
appear in niany'quite.differentsituations, in many disguises, and under

. many different Hence, they can be treated,frofn many points of
view, each of "Which rmikes,a.contribution to a-full undeallnding.

Often .a relation is;describedrasa correSpondence.We think of the set .

. of pairs as. a'set. of correspcmding numbers or objects. We think of thb ' :
.idle as ,defining-the correspondence.; We say that the rule defines. the
:correspondohce" by telling. which things correspond. If the,relation 'is a
function, then just one object irt thexagge corresponds to each object
in n-the doi*Atin:. If . Is ti: function; we may write 'F(4'..s:s Li. name fob.
the object correspou mg to `x'. Then 'the:rule may be written in the forrk,.. :
`y.'-:=- -F(c)'::F.O,r-Oxample, in,-.-the.benefit ticket situation,. P(x). =. .35x. ': '

_This familiar.- functional 'notation has given rise. to muchmisunder
standing. The practice of 'reading 'y = F(x)' as y is a f3,1ctioniir x is `
very confusing since y- is not a funet'on at all This ,1way' of talking is ,
related to Such-statements ,7ri. Coe is tcnction of price, which means that .

...cost lepends_on price..Bilt in rsueli;expresSions- 'fiictfon' is not being ,
used in the,-matlipMatical.sense: It is better to read,`y = -F(x)' as` `y -*.

equals F.a-tr.x' or: y =. the object that .cOrrespoEdsto-x'. .

Another'common way or speaCcingthat'sometiines causes cOrifusion.
is to citsQrilx1 `f (x)' as-thi value-.ofthe function. CorrespOnding. to x. T1*
arises from :confiising the formula' with. thef-Unction itself. tin the func-
tion, defined bY.i y ,-=7...x2, f(x) x) =--. P.. If We say that ys a function of° x
and identify "it anf,i:1(..)" 'with the .function itseii,. then it is natural to.,
say that y is the vain:co.,- the function, But the&nbol `f(x)' has the.ad-
vantage that i.inv.oh'es 'x' eXplicitly: This makes it convenient for in-:' .

dicating the y covsPoii;./ireg.'to a, particular... For example, j(2) is the
valuecOrrOspondingta 2.. This 'use- of..the functional notationisfarailiai,

- .

',a

and has lost none orits importance. . *.

.1The functional. notation can be :usedito write a more compact, expres-.''"-.
.sign for a set Of pairs ,that is a funbtion.:Since.therti8 just oneyalue of .

`y' for each e,of iip,3.Hse 'f(e to represent this y aid defihe
the function as.'ttm'setaf 'pairs 1-=. t(x, f(x)) IX E Di..For example,:

(x,r,i) such 1, p reaLliumber and y = x2} = (x, X') x. is real} ..
-We might even e just `.f (x;,;.!t911 leaving the domain to be understood.

Another very ireful poi of view arises from, considering maps. In a
cf.

map of a terrain;each point:on the Map corresponds to a point of the
terrain, each map featuie to a feature of the terfain.lfereis a set of Pairs
in whibli the:-firstmerribtr is a paint On4he:groulicii. the second pbiot oh a,

remarks apply to any plan, .chlirt, or pictorial 'representa'7.-Q
. "ticqN The .faiq, that maps are instances of function's-gives-A way of

!, .11 .

1r
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ducing the ideas of sets, pairings, and felations in terms familiar to very
young pupils.

But the above obtervation has much greater application. Every rela-
tion may be considef03

D of the relation as a
s a pairing of objects with their maps. As sug-

gested in Figure 17, w6- y
set that is mapped onto range R. Note that in Figure 17 the point

think of the domain-

a2 is mapped into two different points b2and 6; . Hence, this jnapping does
not yield a function. When we speak of relations as mappings we speak,
of the objects in the range as the images of the objects in the domain.
We also speak of object in the domain befng carried into corresponding

objects,,in the range'. This terminology is often suggestive and gives a
way to visualize a relatiOn that is quite different from the familiar
graphs.. ObVipusly, it may be used in cases where a graph might not be

. helpful, For example, the son-parent relation defined by 'x is a son of y'
may ,1_..., visualized by thinking of the domain D consisting of all sons
and 'range T consisting of all parents. Clearly every son has two
parents, so 'there are two y-values corresponding to each x-value. In
Figure 17 we may think of b2 and b; as the father and mother of az .
Even where a graph is convenient, the mapping point of view may be
informative. For example, the function defined by .y = x2 maps all
real numbers into nonnegative real numbers, an important fact for
the stbident to realize and one that can be easily visualized by thinking
of the sets of real numbers and the set of nonnegative reals., .

We have presented several different points of view from which func-
tioms and relations) may be considered. We may describe them as sets
of pairs, sets of points, tables, correspondences, or as KaRpings. We may

- emphasize the rule or we may concentratrattentior set. In the
ilgtorica development of mathernaticsthese difiezent aspects have been
stressed, to a varying degree at different times. The modern point of
view is not contradictory to any of them, but-unifies them all and

.
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';snakes clear that they are.all different ways of talking about the
thingsets oto ordered pairs..

T

Ckne can almost hear the argument, "What's been good enou for
madietnaticians for over 100.years ought to be good enough foeth ext
100 years, %thy change?" The reason lies, of' course, .``deep in the hat of
mathematits."

For more than half a century mathematicians have been working on
the foundations of theet`tabject. They have asked questions about the.'
key 'leas of mathernatici in' their effort to get these ideas arranged in a
logical sequence. They fiave been structuring mathematics. In the proc-
ess, mathematicians have found that the idea of set is very basic, in fact,
it is an idea-on which much of mathematics can be built.. This means
that they are talking a set language more now than they dafifty, or
even ten years ago. It further means that the definitiondof fundamerital
mathematical ideas are stated, in terms.oysets or in't-erms which are
readily reducible-to sets.

ame

This drive to reduce igatheatat(Lo its simplest:and clearest terms is
refleeted, in the definition of function and variable. The languageis so
chosen and the .concept so organized that all ideas lead.back'to certain
very elementary ideas aboutt'sets and elemehtS of sets..
',To illustrate the advantages of using set language let us try to formu-

late a definition of function in terms of the concept of correspondence..
We May say that a function is a correspondence in which a unique Object,.
corresponds to each one of certain objects. 'But Avhat is a correspondence?
The definition is not very enlightening until we know. what.--a corre-
spondence is. It does inno.see that 'correspondence' should he undefinedr---

- in mathematics, .yet it does not seem possibleto define it, except
terms of sets of pairs. And if we do this., we may as .welidefine .a relation
in terms of sets of pairs and consider 'correspondence' as another. term
for talking about relations..,13y using the eoncept.of a set as basic, we
remove the mystery from our subject and define important concepts in
simple terms more understandable to everyone.

It is not possible here to discuss all the different terminology used.to
talkaboutrelations and funvit_ions... flowever, if the concept is understood
it is easy to interpret properly most discussions found .in mathematical
and scientific. writing:For example, one often finds a function defined as
a "correspondence in which to every value of Ae variable there corre-
sponds one or more Value's of another variable.. If just one value cor-
responds, the function is called single- valued, otherwise multiple-valued.
Writers who use this terminology (and their number is decreasing)
are calling functions `singlto-valued functions' and ( er nelat ons- 'mut-
tiple-valued functions'.

-7.
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FUNCTION AND RULE

; In much of the work with functions, attention is can.centrated on the .
...i'rule that defines,the set;of pairs. Three. typical situations arise.

Situation I occurs when a set cif number pairs is given and we wish to!
find, if possible, a formula that enables us o pair thethe ents in the two
sets. This' problem-occurs freque y in statist' s, where the given
number pairs are the result of approxirriate observations. It occurs in
such/simple problems as finding the equation of a straight line on which
we are giVen two points or a point and the slope: In such cafes the func-
kon is defined without explicitly giving a formula, and he {problem is

to\find the formula. . \
Situation II occurs when a formula is known, so that we have the func-

_ A. tion defined by the forms 'I (x, f(x))1' or '{ (x, y) I y = f(x)1' and we wish
to calculate the second element in, a pair whose first element is given.

/ This is a matter of Substitution in th9/formula. It is among the first
algebraic Manipulations that the pupil' encounters.

Situation III occurs when a formula is given and we wish to calculate
firs' elements corresponding to a second element. We say elements,'
since there may be more thtin one. For example, the function defined
by 'y = x2 'lin the domain of 41 numbers is { (x, y) I x is'real and y'= x2}:

i We may ask, "HoW can we fill the blank in (_, 9) so that this number
pair belongs to the function?" The. answer is that either 3 3 will
do.. The problem from an algebraic point, of view is- that of lying
y = x2 HT x when y. is given. Thus thewhole problem of the solut n of
equations,may be viewed as an aspect of the study of functions a r,e-

lotions. '
All three of these situations occur in the practical (and theoretical) '''

applications of mathematics. Hence,-it is important in the study-of al.:.
.:gebra that students lakirrntio work with functions and relations in these
three different situatiols--.--1 common terminology, Situation I is usually-

..., ;called curve fitting or Iltdingi.the equation of a locuS. Situation II is
' usually called substitution' and evaluation; it is,aintRoduced in all be-

.

ginning lgcbra courses at an early date; Situation III is classified
as equation ,_oIving.

INVERSE FUNCTIONS AND RELATIONS r.

In the study of sets of number pairs, it sometimes becomes convenion4r-
or even necessary, to study the set of number pairs obtained by inter-
changing the first and second elements of each pair in the _set. Thus,

A rather than study the set (function) f = t(x, x2)1, it becomes conyenient
to study the relation r = { (x2, x)1 . The relation obtained by interchang-
ing first and sect d' elements in the pairs of a given relation is called

1
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the inverse of the given relation. Let1> s how this idea works by first
studying a finite set (it's simple tt, get across the idea.

Ilk function ic -= { (0, 0), 1, ), 1), p, 4), (-2, 4) ) hits as its
inverse r =. 1(0, 0, (1, 1), 1, 1 (4,12), (4, 2) }. Note that the-in-
verse of e function lc is the relation r (r is not a function). 'he-graphs
'shown in Figures 38a aild 18b will help clarify this point.

In Figure. 18b yn see that the, cbndition that just, one y-value
corresponds to each x value is not fulfilled since (1, 1) and (1, 1)
are element,5of r.

. Consider a seconcieexaniiiie., Let f' be the function ((1, (2, 1),..(3, 5),
(4, 6)). The inverse of f' is r' = 1(4, 1), (1, 2), (5, 3), (6, 4)1.. r' is a rela-
tion but it is also a! funcition -since it does not contain two pairs with 't

identical first elements.
Graphically it is readily apparent that the ptint (b, a) is a Teflection

of the point (a, b) in th i ector of the 90° angle in the first quaAnt.
nee (b, a) belongs to the i verse relation if and only if (a, b) belong**

to the original relation, graphing an inverse is simply a Matter of /re-
flecting the origilmal graph in the Undefined by 'y = x'. For-example,
from Figure 18a to Figure 18b ed into (4, 2), (2, 4)
into (4, 2), and so on. #

Itis often 'bf interest to ihquir as,tb whether nver of a given
funttion is also a function. A condi 'on is quite wri ten. The in-
verse of a ikinction' is also a functio pr, ded no vo different pairs
belonging to the original relation hive the' same secon ement. In
other words, for both a'function and its inverse to be functions, ach first (21

element must appear once and only once and each second elent nt once
and only once. Graphically any horizontal line must cross the g aph of

Xbe original function at-twist once. For example, the function of -Figure

a

-5-4 -3 -2-1
,/49" 2
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r
19 and its inverse are evidently both functions. On theoth r. hand, the
inverse of thezfun;tion graphed in Figure 9 (page 77) is a funsction''
as is 'evident from the graph of thiS inverse in Figure 10 (piige 77).
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,:=4
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1
3
4

a
' rx

1 2 3 4/

Fia. 19

The concept of inverse is closely related to situations of ty dis-
, cussed above; namely, thOse in which we are given the formul< defining
a function andlrish to find the first)comPonent (or comi)onen or-
responding to a given:second component..
'Since the inverse relation is obtained by interchanging compare

ikthe pp,irs;the formula defining the iverge is obtained brintaclla
variables. If a function is defined by 'y = f(x)', we are moserfan co `-1.
cerned with problems of type II, that is, given x,to find y. If we are con-
cerneh with a problem of type III, that is, if y = f(x),,and we are given y

' to find x, we may view the problem as of type II by interchanging vari-
al?s to x f(y), that is, to get a formula defining the invIrse func-
ti ik. Another way of descNian'ag' this. is to say that whether or not we

11 consider a function tk itsinverse isVist a n tter of which 'set of objects
, we wish to consider as first compoilen'ts. Going from a furction to its

inverse interchanges t elements injeach pair. But it is simply a:differ-
ent way ,of loyking at e same situation. %

In terms of (the map ng idea, the inverse of a relation is the mapping
that goes the other wag, .1'14 maps the old range (now the domain of the
inverse) into the .old domain (no.Ny the range of the inverse). It is the
reverse mappink
V

\

.
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In order to find the rule for the inverse one 'simply interchanges vari-
ables and solves for the other variable. If the solution is unique, we have
a formula that defines the inverse function. For example; the inverse of
the function defined by 'y -= 2x 6' is obtained by solving 1 2y 6
to get y = (x 6)./2. The(graphs of the two functions are shown in ,

Figure 20..

'Pia. 20
r--

Here it is readily observed that the one line is a reflectibn of the other,
line in the bisector of the 90° an le in quadrants I find III.

In this example the inverse of a t"ri is a function. By way of
contrast consider the function defined b 'y = x2'. The inverse is de-
fied by `x = y2'. Solving we get y = or y = -VZ-. For each value
of 'x' we get two y-values in the inver e Vx and -VZ, as illustrated
in Figure 10. (Note that 'Aix' stands for just one number, the non-
negative -number whose square is x.)

It is possible to define one-to-one correspondence very simply in
,terms of the function and inverse concepts. If the inverse of a function
is also a function we call it a one-to-one correspondence. This gives
precise characterization of the familiF process of .establishing one-to:one
correspondence by pairing off members of sets. Sometima functions ,

whose inverses are not functions are called many-one correspondences\
and their inverses arecalled one-many correspOndences.

1

IONS AND INTERSECTIONS OF RELATIONS
Sine-relations are sets, we can apply to them .the techniques of set

operations. First we recall theineaning of uni2,and intersection. Con-
...6 ,
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sider the set <1 =. {1, 21 and the set B = {5, 6, 7, 81. The union'of A. and
B is A U B It'll, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8}. The union of the two sets is simply the

. two sets. thrown. in .together to make or set. This is the simplest of ideas,
and is understood by even young children.

. By the intersection of two sets S and 73; we mean the set of elements ,

which are common to both. of the sets S and T. Thus the intersection of.
S= (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5). and 7' = {4;5, 6, 7, 8} is the sets r) T = {4,51.
The intersection. of the sets A and B of the previous paragraph has no
members. We call a set with no members the null set, and we write
(1, 2) n (5, 6, 7, 81 = 0. Sets whose intersection is the null sQt are
called disjoint sets. Yorimg children are used to forming the,union of
disjoint sets.' Indeed, the number of members in the union of two dis-
joint sets is the sum of the numbet'of members in the individual sets.
However, wean still form the union ofitwo sets that are ilotAlisjoint.
For example,'

.

. 5 U T {0,1, 2, 3; 4, 5} 1.1 (4, 5, 6, 7, 8) {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}

In previous sections we have classified the set.of number pairs,
f (x, y) I y2 = xl as a relation which is not a function. You will readily
recall the graph of this-set. It is -shown,ni l; figure '21. Let us call this
relation `r%

Now consider the two function f '1(x, y) I y = 1/x1 and F =-
1(x, y),1 y = -V;1 The graphs Of the function f and the function F
are shown in Figures 22 and 23.. .

The figures (21, 22, and indicate very clearly, that the relation
r = {(x,42 = is.just the union of the function f °and F, since if

Y
2 :

3

2

.1(x,y) y' xf = r

7-15-10- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

FIG. 21

11)3.

IMS
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we join the two graphs in Figures 22 and 23, we get the graph in Figure 21.
In symbols, r = f U F.

- 1540 -5P 5 10 15 20 2530

-2

Flo. 22. 1Pction f.

y

-15-10-5 a

- 2

-4
-5
- 6

Flo .23. Function P', '

The reader can easily verify for him'self tat the relation

C = { (x, y) I x2 -I- y2 = 16}

is the union of the two functions g = { (x, iy) I y A716 x2 and
= { (x, y) y = -1/16 x2} . Indeed;-.the graph Of. C is a circle of

radius 4 with center at the origin. The graph -of g is the, upper half of
this cirele, and the raph,0 is the lower half.: Evidently C = g U G.

Any relation can, in a similar way, be viewed as h, union of functions.
Of course, this can u ually be done in several different .wads, and more
than two functions m y be required.

A few more illustia ions of how the union and intersectionmf two sets
might occur in high dhocil algebra may be helpful. Consider the set.
S = 1(x, y) I x y >, 6 and the set T y) < 4} , The
graphs of S and T are shown in 'Figure 24.

5 10 15 20 25 30 35
x
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The graph of the union of S and T (S U T) is the set of all points in
any shaded region of the plane. The intersection of S and T, (S fl T),
is.the set of all points in the doubly shade region of the plane.

You now,have a picture of S U T = { (x, y) I x y > 6 or x y < 4)
(all the shaded area) and S fl T = { (x, y) x y > 6 and s y < 41
(the doubly shaded area). Notice that for the union the disjunction 'or'
was used between the two conditions x y 6 and x y < 4. In
other words, the number pair. (x, y) must be \in S or in T or in both
S and T if it is an element of S U T. For the intersection the conjunction
`and' was used. In this case the number pair (x, y) must be in bath S
and T if it is to be an element of S fl T.

Of course, you are familiar with the usual solution of two conditions
shell as x y = 10 and x y = 8. The solution is x = 1 and y =
How would this familiar probleth look in terms of thb set terminology?

The sentences x y = 10 and x y = 8 are conditions that define.
relations. The condition x y = 10 gives rise to the set

K= ((x, y) x y = 101,

and the condition x y = 8 gives rise to the set

Q= Rx, Y) I = 81.
The graphs of K and Q are the) lines shown in Figure 25.

In other words, we have pictured all the number pairs that belong to
K and the pairs that belong to Q, or we have graphed re.,.0 Q. K U Q
is the set of all number pairs which graph into on either of the two
lines. Now what is K fl Q? It is the nuip r pair associated with the

.1 o 5
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intersection of the two lines int the graph. K n Q = { (1, 9)1. This num-
ber pair corresponds to the intersection of the two lines.

Pedagogical Implications.Why use set terminology and symbolism
when solving simultaneous equations? You have no doubt experienced
puiiils solving two equations such as x ± 2y =- 6 and x 2y = 4 by
writing:

x 29 = 6 5 + 2y = 6
x 2y = 4

2x = 10
x = 5

Subsequent questioning showed that the pupil did not think of using
5 and to form a prtir, This is an essential part of the solution.

ObservE the- difference if we ask: Find the set { (x, y).1 x 2y =. 6
and x 2y = 4). In this case the question asks ekplicitly for a set of
pair!. bf couriN if taught properly, the usual language also asks for
pairs. But the,,set language helps the pupil understand what he is dO'ng
and hog his algebra is related to the graph. Moreover; the set id as
may be used to solve simultaneous equations by graphical means o to
find intersection{. before the pupihis facile with the mechanics of algebra.

By using the c ncepts of union and intersection, the teacher can shoW
students hew tcowrite renditions defining quite elaborate sets of poirits
in the plane. Experience shows that:students find it thrilling to be able
to define a set such-' a the interior of a square as the intersection of two
sets. The student can easily verify that

{(x,y)10x<1} 11{(x,y)10<y<1}
is just the interior of the unit square resting on the positive x-axis with
lower left corner at the origin. By graphing other examples and con
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stmaing examples of his own, the student will learn a great 'deal about
equations and inequalities.

Generally, in high school work the universe of discourse is taken for
granted. It is L X L, although most points that students plot arein
R X R, that is, the points that haveirational coordinates. But should
the student always be working in L X L? Should he not at times work
in P X P or in still smaller Cartesian products? For example, candy
bars cost 5 cents each. Assuming that no more than 12 bars will ever
be purchased, use, this information to construct a graph. From the
physical situation one sees that two sets are involved.

C.= {0, 5, 10, 15, , 60}

and B = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,..11, 12 }: The universe in which
we are working is B X C and we select a subset

(x, y) I x. a B, y e Grand y =

The resulting graph imbedded in its universe is shoivn in Figure 26.
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This same graph if drawn by an eight or ninth grader should loot like
that shown in Figure ,27.

much of the giaphing M junior high school _is done without due
_consideration of the '1'=ge of the variables involved. In the example
above the range of the variable 'x' is B and the range of the variable
`y'. is C.'The physical situation tells us that in each case only a subset'
of the positive integers is under consideration. Hence, the graph is shown
as a series of dots only. .I not a line graph. Lt is a dot grap

In junior high school m thematics 'we fail to mention the Cartesian
product of the domain, an tinge of the relation (or function , and; in
doing so, we fail to immess e pupil with the idea that he is selecting a
subset of the Cartesian product to define a relation (function). In most
cases the Cartesian product consists of all the points in the plane: There
are instances encountered in elementary work, however, in which the
Cartesian product consists of all possible pairs of integers, or the Car-.

testan prOduct of the set of integers and the set obtained by multiplying
each integer by five. The latter Cartesian product would be encountered
if we were to graph C = 5n wherein n may be replaced by, any positive
integer'. There is real reason to believe that graphing should be intro-
duced with exercises in which the pupils are required to graph both the
'Cartesian prOduct and the subset defining the relation. An :example
Graph all possible number pairs (a, b) which can be obtained from the
sets A = { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and B = {5, 10, 15, 20, 251; then find the subset
for which b = 5a.

These examples and several given at the beginning of the chapter
indicate the naturalness of using finite sets, finite Cartesian products,
and graphs 'containing only a finite number of points in beginning
algebra. Such sets are most appropriate for young; children. Situations
involvinefinite,sets arise vety often when we are, dealing with objects
that are not numbers. An example is the set of states and their popula-
tions given early in the chapter. There is no reason why we should not
range the states along the i'Laxis and indicate their population by a
graph. The Cartesian product idea enables us to broaden the graphing
concept and to make it virtually irttependent of the pupils' algebraic,
skill.

ELEMENTARY UNCTIONS IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS
The functions mostcommonly considered din the secondary schools

(linear, quadratic, polynomial, trigonometric, exponential, and loga-
rithmic) are widely used in science. The student should thoroughly
familiar with these function's. In this section we intend to suggest how
the ideas of this chapter can be used to make learning more efficient
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and. give stndent a deeper understanding of functions and rela-
tions through the study of these special functions,

.1ust. as you stbily other things by looking' at special situtitiOns--='
taking 'cross sections, so to speak-.:-wit study functions. and learn about
their .specialproperties by placing restrictions Ton the set of number
pairs (or on the first or second .elements.of thc, pairs): A simple example
willplustrate how such restrictions may be helpful in the study of fune-

-r-tions.
'Consider the function efined by the, rtil4 'y 2x + 1'.(x E 14.. Since

x . we know from all our properties of numbers that y e L. So, our
rule enable& us to find number pairs in L X L; ..that is,. a set of real
number pairs (x, y). . .

- Suppose we select rrom this set those number pairs. whose first .ele-
Ment is zero; that is, the pairs (0, y). To do this you write Y 2.0 + 1.;

= 1. This shoWs that the .p(1.6(0, 1) isthe only element-in the function'
whose firV, inbmtier is 0.'Graphically, We. haVe found 'the number pair.

:associated with the point at which the line crossed the y-axis: The y
intercept is 1..

On the other hand, we,inity wish to select a subset of the domain, y
D = 11, 2, 3, 4,.51 ' and study the correSpOndind'subset R, of t .
range..Our rule tells us that to D there corresponds, element for elemen
I? = (3; 5, 7, 9, 11, . From this yon get the feel that if you substitu
for `x' in 'y = +.1' (in succession) two nun ibers which differ by one,
then the corresponding y-values will differ by two.. Graphically, this is
interpreted tonicari that the slope of the line is 2. This slope is charac-
teristic -of the graph of 'y =, 2x + 1'. By suitable generalization we can

.bring the student to see that Yi being . constant is a property of any

linear function. .

The Linear Function. Consider the two,paraineter family of .func-
tions defined by 'y = mx. + b', where x, ni and b are elements .of L,
and consequently y E L. From this. family select those pairs for which
the first element is zero, that is, find all pairs (0, y). Simple substitution's
show that/0,.b) defines the pairs sought. In words, if we substitute '0'
for 'x', we must substitute `b' for 'y.' to get a true statement' We call

-h the y intercept..
Next think of (xi , y.) and (x2 , Y2) as two number .pairs which satisfy

1/2y = + b.. Study the expression ( -X x2).x2

y. y2 . b) -F ni(xi x2) m.
zl X2 - X1- - X2 (x, x2)
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Y2That is, the ratio Y1 is always equal to m, regardless of the choice of
fah

(x1 , yi) and (x2 , y2). We say Y2 is constant for any linear functio'n.
xl = x2

Since this ratio is called the slope of the line, we have showh that.lhe
dope of the line associated with y ,= mx b is m and that fheinne
crosses the y-axis at (0, b).

The. Quadratic Function. A quadratic function is defined 'bit
y = ax2 b where a b, and c are elements of L and a Or Or,
we may say it is the set of number. pairs (x, ax2 c)) .

Which elements of the function have second members zero? You can
, answer this questign by writing 0 = ax")-1- c. From this you see that

(b -V2abs 4ac 0) and ( b V-"a "4 b2
2

are the number pairs sought provided'b2 4ac 0. This work may be
' viewed in terms of inverses as suggested on pages 89 0 92. (0, c) is

the only element satisfying the condition y = az2 c with first
member 0. (Here c is the y intercept.)

Recall the role played by Vi Y2 in the study of the linear functiorrl
x2

Using a similar attack on the quadratic function reveals that

y2 a(xl xl) -F b(x2
a.2) b

xi xl X2

Y1 Y2From Figure 28 you see that is the slope of a secant -througW
x1 X2

P1 Y2) and P2(x2, y2). Hence, frdm Y1 Y2 a(xi x2) b we
X1 X2
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have a formula for finding the slope of a secant ttigh any \\''0 points

the parabolikt
yi y2 1 . t

A ,Iiy takingthe limit of as x2 approaches Xi we find the slope
xi. 4X2 .

-. of the tangent at Pi(xi , yi), that is,
v. .

lira Yi Y2 lira [a(xi ± x2). -I- b] = 2a.x1 + b.
c

.2-.1 X1 -. X2 x2-z1

Hence, the slopl of the tangent to a parabola at 1)1(x1 yi) is 2ax1 + b.
'Setting 2ax1 b = 0,'we find x1 = -b/2a. Since this is the value of,

`x' where the tangent line has zero slope and is therefore horizontal, it is
x-cooreate of. the maximum or 1ninimum point of the parabola.

The Polynothial ,Funetions.. The ,gekew,ral pOlynornial function is
defined %.3r a,x' a " ,ix"-1 + aixi ao = y where n is a pO§itive
integer and ai are-rational. Of course, the linear function and the
quadratic function, previously discussed, are special cases of the general
polynomial function.

The general polynomial is too complicated to study in a manner
similar to the linear function and the qukdratic function. However, a
few special cases should be studied. Among these-are:

(1) y = ax'; n an even positive integer and a > 0. These curves
have the general shape shown in Figure 29.

y
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a

If a < ii these curves open doWnward With the vertex 'still at the
(?4origin. .

(2) y = ax "; n an odd positive integer and a > 0. This one para-
meter filthily of curves has the general shape shown.in Figure 30.

Y

FIG. 30

If a' < 0, these curves are rotated about the x-axis through 180°.
In the secondary schools the simplified polynomial functions defined

by y = ax.,' where n may be replaced by any integer, are encountered
under the heading of direct and inverse variation.

If numbers are pa0ed according to the rule y = ax" for n >-0, then we
say that y varies directly as x" and, in particular, if y = ax, then y
ies directly as x. Of course, this forth may be generalized as illustrated
in the following: (1) y2 = ax. Iv this instance, y2 varies directly as x, (2)
y2 = ax3. Here y2 varies directly as- x3, and (3) y b = a(x ;c).
Here y = b varies directly as x c.

The rule 'y = a/x"' leads to the terminology 'y varies inversely as x".
It is always instructive to have beginning classes form sets of number

pairslvi two rules such as 'y = 5x' and 'y = x 5' and examine the

1 1 2
r.
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,

1?`.
-difference bqtic graphically and tabbewise. The one se f Au ers 4eads

e . ,_to the direct variation, terniinofogY and' the othe -does t. Graphing ..4"
die two sets of pairs makes_this dference very clear. , ,

.

The Trigonometric runctioAs. White it is frequently the case
that the triggnoraetridunctions are inpodUced for the 4prpog.e of-en-,
abling the pupil to solve right triangle you should keep in mind that
the triangle solving prope`sty of trigUiometric runctioas is relatively un-
important. It is'vastly more important for the high school student to
know that. these funclions are periodic. Their periodicity les-at the heart
of the most important Uses of the functions. Furtherrip?e, thiy are../ ,-the only functions studied,in high school Aich are periodic. ' ..,,

Rather than discuss all six trigonometric functions die will use the sine
function as an ilhistration of some of the important thingsoto know about
all trigonomdtrie functions. We assuas that the' function defined by
"y = sin x", (x E L and y E L) cis familier., e ,

If we -write S. = a sin bx', we see that it defines a:two-parameter
family. In high school it is desirable to plot successive'members of this ; . ,
family by assigning a value to 'b' and then assigning successive- values..
to 'a'. You then obtain a family of curves as in Figure 31.,

103 .

.

1r o

This shows the student that parameter 'a' is an amplitude factor.
Parkmeter 'b' is a. frequency factor. If you plot y = sin x; y = sin 2x;

y = sin 3`x; on the same axis you obtain the result illustrated in FigUre ?12.
The period of sin x is 2r. That is, sin x = sari(x + 2r) = sin(x

2nr) (n an integer). The periodicity is 'easily observed if you look
at the graphs in Figure 32. The student who plots a variety of -trigono-
metric functions such as those defined by y = cos 2x, y = sin(x 7/ 2) ,a

11.3

4
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3;

taribi, At Cs1:411.
V V 1

= sin x,
' y = sin-2x

y = sin 3x.
Fio.432/

y = 2 sin X + 3 sin 2x,
1.,

and y 3 sin x -I 2 cos x, will learn a great deal that will be vety useful
to him later in mathematics, in engineering, and in science. Students A
enjoy making these graphs, and the teacher can yse such exercises to .,

give practice in the use of tables, numerical compfitations, and trigono-
metric identities. . - ,

A
.

The solution of y ---- -sin x for 'x' is not possible if we restrict oltiselveS
to the simple operations of 'addition, subtraction, multiplicatidn, diision,
extraction of roots,'and raising to powers. So, we create a new symbolism
and a new function. We say that 'x'= sin y' defines a new relation galled
the 'arc sine'. If is, of course, the inverse of the pine function, but it is
not a fungtion as is clear from FiFilre 33. .

.i
° .y

x = sin y
or y = ar.csin x
or y = sin-LA

Fici. 33

For each, value of 'x' 'n the range of this inverse relation (that is,
1 < x < 1), there is a nite number of corresponding y-values.

But we can consider this relation s the union of fuctions. In Figure 34
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we show one of these. It is called the principal value of the ate sine and
is\ deSignated by writing the nikMe of the inverse with a capital letar..-

. Hence y = Arc.ein x defines function that is part of the inverse of the
sine function. All other val s of y that satisc = sin y are givenstiy
y = Arc sin x ± 2kr or j f 2kr Arc sin x, -where k is. any positiVe
integer. We see from the graph t raj< Arc sin x < ir/2/ ecial
names are nOtadopted for othti branches bi the-inverse sine.

Sometimes, il = arc sin x is written ill,placNip = sin, yr, However,
`aic sin x' is an ambiguous expression. Thai is, girany given value of
`x', it might represent any one of the infinite number of values of y that
satisfy x = sin y. It is for this reason that it is better to use the princi-
pal value and gether solutions by the formulas given above.

The Exponential and Logarithmic Punetions. The importance
of the exponentjal and logarithmic functions tr4escends their uses in
calculation. For this reason it is very important that the serious student
of mathematics hecome familiar with their propertied. In studying the
exponential functibn defined by y = a= (a > 1), the device of consider-

- ing only a subset of the domain will be found useful. Simple bases such
as a t 2, and special values of 'x'_ suck as 1, 0, 2, 2, 10, suffice to'
geb4a iiery'good idea of the function. ByVonsidering the ordered pairs, (1,
2), (2, 4), (3; 8), (4, 16), and so on, the pupil may be led to discoverlor
himself that multiplying the second components may be accomplished
by' adding the first. Thusif we take the first two number-pairs (1, 2) and
(2, 4), we can add the two first-elelents (1 + 2)3 look among the other
pairs for a pair having 3 as a first element. This pair is (3, 8). The second
element of (3, 8) is 2 X. 4. 'Hence by adding the first elements of two
pairs we have found the product of the second elements of these pairs.

Such experiments lead naturally to considering the inverse defined
by x = ay. As in the case of the sine function, the elementary opera-
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t
"ions

do .not suffice to solve for "0.1 But the inverse is' s. function, as
ndi cat& in Fi e 35. Hence, we adoicra symbol 'y = log x' for the

solution of x'= ar The inverse of y = a' is defined by y log,,x or by
X ay.

L

. By using simple bases and restricted domains these two funns
could be studied by very young pupils. After such rich experience§, They
would find the table of logirithms most nat'ural_For after all, a table of
commln logarithms is merely a more detailed listing of certain pairs of
nfirribers whoe second members are the logarithms of the first memberS;
i.e., (x, log x). the first .compopents are listed in the margins and the
second 'components, in the.body of the table. By reversing the point of
view And considering the first Components to be in the body of the
table, we have a table of piers of 40. This point'of view could do much
to remove the mystery from cha acteri 'secs and mantissas and to produce
students able to use logarithms in a rdance with comma sense.

Other Important )`unctions. lemintaxy functions discussed
above have a time-honored and well-justified position in the secondary
curriculum: But there are many other interesting functions with wol-th-
while applications that at Suitable for treatment. in the elementary
and secondary schools. We have given sonle 6-xamples in earher parts
of the chapter by using finite domains, and the reader can construct any
number of exatmples.

Too often students get he idea that a function is always defined by a,/
simple formula!' giving in terms of an elementaw formula involving'
`x'. This is not so as'we have seen in rum4trous examples in this chapter.
Any set orordered pairs is a relation. Thfre are always many rules de-
fining the relation, and it may be, that there is no rule involving only
elementary functions. The function concept should be presented, and
used, in its corn/Mete gen%ality in the high school. We mention here
a few examples of importad functions that will help widen the student's
horizon.
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Fxo. 36

In Figuire 36 is shown the graph of y = I I. For x > 0, the graph
coincides with the graph of y -= x. or x < 0, the graph coincides with
the graph of v = x. Familiarity wiih this graph (and with many others
that can be. drawn once it is understood; for example, y = Ixl + 1.
and y x x) will help the student master the important conckept
of absolite value.

Ther is no reason why the rule for ordering pairs should be the same
'rule throu hout the domain .off definition of the function. For example::
y = x for 0 x < 4, and y = 4 for 4 < x defines a perfectly good func-
tion. This gr .h is as shown. in Figure 37.

'107

FIG. 37

Here the domain of definition is all x > 0 and the range of the func-
tion is 0 < f (x) < 4. Functions of this kind appear frequently in psychol-
ogy and otN- sciences.

Another example: y = 1 for x > 0; y = 0 gir x = 0; and y = 1
for x < 0. The graph for this function is as shown in Figure 38. This
function is called the signum function and has many applications. We
write y = sg x as a defining equation for this function.
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he function graphed in Figure 6 (page 76) is called a step function.
an -step functions can be defined n terms of the notation, `[x]', which .

means e greatest integer less than or equal to x. The function of .Fig-
ure 6 is ven by C = 317.4 , w 0 1, 2, 3, , or C = 3w,
w = 1, 2,

An enormous variety of functions can be defined by using the above
functions or any rule suggested by scientific data and the level of the
student: Such functions may be utilized to give drill in algebra, graph-
ing, and trigonometry in contexts that intrigue the student. For example:
after graphing y = sin x, try y = sg(sin x).

SOME GENERALIZATIONS OF THE
DEFINITION OF FUNCTION

- Binary Operations. In.the last few sections of this 'chap er, we have
been considering important classes of functionswhich ,shoul be studied
in a high school program. There are other classes of jun4ions which
should be mentioned briefly even though they playlittle or no part in
the present day secondary program.

In mathematics the term 'binary operation' occurs frequently. Ele-
mentary school pupils are familiar with binary operations although they
do not know the term. The basic addition facts describe the binary

doperationon the set of integers. The operation is binary be ause only
two integers are involved.

Now it is possible to show that binary operations are spe al instances
of the function idea ;le., they can be defined in terms of sets of ordered
pairs where the first element of the pair is itself a pair of numbers. An
example will help to clarify this idea. Let I represent the set of positive
integers. Form the set A = 1[(x, y), z] x e I, y a I, z I, and x y = z} .
Some elements of this set are: [(1, 1), 2], [(1, 2), 3], [(4, 6), 10]. Stated
in the old familiar symbolisiil we have: 1 1 =.2, 1 2 = 3, and

'JR
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4 + t = 10. So, we see that it is possible to view A as a function with
pairs of numbers as first elements- and single numbers as second ele-
ments. A is the collection °Gall the additioVacts in a-Rthm.etjc.

With this illustration it will be eaSier to:comp'rehend the more precise
definition; namely, u binary operatipn on a,set ...,is a fitivtion whose
domain is K X K and whose range is K or a sibset of K. 'We usually
speak Of a binary operation from K X Z( td:K. To show how this defi-
nition works, take K as the set of all integers and zero. Hence,. K. X K
is the set of'all pairs of integers (zero included in the pairings). Now as
sociate each of theSe pairs (x, y) with an element of K(z) according to
the rule x + y = z. We now have a set {[(x, y), zJ} which defines the '9
binary operation -1- from K X. K to K, Note that for each first element
(x, y) there is one, and only one, second element z. Hence, the binary
operation is a function. It is easy to construct sets I [( x, y), .41 accord-
ing to the rule zy = z or x -I- 2y = z._These sets are functions. On the
other hand the set l[(x, y), z] } ,constructed according to the rule
'z' = x + .7d' is a nonfunctional relationa ternary relation.

It is easy to generalize these ideas on binary relations, ternary rela-
tions, binary function; and so on, to ordered n-tuples but this will be
left as an exerlise (or further reading) for those who are interested.

Set Functions. In many instances it is desirable to assign numbers
to sets. Thus. if A .- (1, 3, lO, 100} we can assign the number 4 to A;
i.e., the number of elements in A. Let us write 1 AI = 4. Of course there
are many rules we can use to assign numbers to Sets. The average grade
in a class; the height of the tallest boy in a class; the largest bank in a
state; and many other rules that easily occur to anyone can be used to
assign a number to a set of things.

Consider A = iii 1, 2, 31. Let us write all the possible subsets of A.
They are: Al = in A7 = 111, A3 = (2 }, A4 = 331, A5 = f074117
A.6 = (0, 2 }, A7 = f 0, 3 }, A8 = (1, 2 }, A9 = (1, 3 }, Au) = {2, 3},
An =-- (0, 1, 21, Al2 = 10, 1, 31, .413 = 10, 2, 31, A14 = {1, 2, 3},

A15 = A = (0, 1, 2, 3}

and A16 = 1 }. Not that there are 2* subsets of A and.that we call A
a subset of A as well as Alis , the null set. This arrangeinent provides a
universe of discourse, l A il, and if we dzsign to each subset of A the
number corresponding to the numberof elements in the subset we then
have a relationa set relation. It is { (Ai, Ni) lAic A and I A; I = Ni} .
A few elements of this relation (function) are (A1 , 1), (Az , 1), (A7 , 2), '
(Ale , 0). In words, a set fu tion is a set of ordered pairs whose first
elements are subsets of a giv n set A and whose second elements are
unique and assigned to these subsets according to some rule.

119
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Possibly the widest use of set functions occurs in the study of proba-
bility: Consider a collection of four balls in a bag,4Also, a,ssume there is
just one ball of each of these colors: white, green'lue, and yellow. Desig-
nate this collection by A = 1w, g, b, y . Let us draw balls from the bag
and call each such possible subset of A an event Thus drawing the subset

g} will be an event. There are sixteen possible events in this instance.
Also, assume that it is equally likely that each ball will be draWn and
thit after each draw the ball is replac and the bag shaken. The proba-
bility of the event hp} occurring is obviously %. We will write
P (w} P 1w, g} = % (the probabilit f drawing either a white or a
green ball); P1w, g, b, = 1; and P1 = 0.

So we see that for each subset of A we have assigned a number p
such that 0 < p < 1 and we call this set of pairs (subsets of A and prob-
abilities) a set function and in particular, a probability measure. It is
easy to set up other set functions. This you may wish to do.

SUMMARY

Webster's. New International Dictionary defines 'function' in .this way:
"A magnitude so related to another magnitude that to values of the latter
there correspond, values of the former." The words 'magnitude' and
`correspond' are key words in this definition. What do they mean?
Whatever the answer to this question, the notion is vague. This beingso,
the definition cannot be used by a mathematician. It does not satisfy, the
xequirements for precise statements demanded by the mathematical
world. Neither, does such a statement satisfy the requirements of good
teaching. Vague statements do not facilitate communication between
pupil and teacher.

In contrast, the definition based.on se considerations is precise and
clear. A function or a relation is a set of gdered pairs. This is a definite
entity; one you can almost put your hands on. This being the case, it
would seem logical that itibe considered as the basis for instruction in
elementary mathematics. ThoSe teachers with venturesome spirits may
wish to introduce the set definitions for relation and function in one
or more of their classes. The results may be rewarding.

See Chapter 11 for bibliographies and suggestions for the further study
and use of the materials in this chapter.
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EUGENE P. SMITH AND KENNETH B. HENDERSON

SOME COMMON- USES OF THE TERM.PROOF
tg,n

.1E ROOF of the superior quality of moron gasoline! Three billion miles
/have, been driven onDshkosh's new moron gasoline." Do. three billion

miles'of driving prove the superior quality of the gasoline as proclaimed
by this'udvertisement? Or, how bout this one. "Proof positive. Out of
three hundred people tested, 4 ut of 5 preferred Llama cigarettes for
mildness, coolness, and plain good smoking." Just what constitutes
proof anyway?

One boy sayS to another, "I'll prove which one -is the best fighter..
Come onout j....alley, I'll show ya!" He does win the fisticuffs. Is
this proof? 11 ''

Or, let us change the scene to that of a courtroom. For days the
prosecuting attorney sends witness after witness to the stand to fix the
finger of guilt On the defendant charged with murder. The defense
attorney cross-eXamines the witnesses and sends ills own parade of
defense witnesses, to the stand to try to establish the innocence of his
client. The jury listens to all of the evidence presented, and then at the
end of the trial retires to another room to decide upon ti verdict. Will
the jurors likely with proof or with probability?'

How do these il Ustrations compare with that of the second grade
youngster who is in an argument over the answer to the sUbtraction
problem "27 12"`?

"See, John; I'm \right, because fifteen plus-- twelve equals twenty-
seven." ,

1ArThis child is using\a. definition of su action'Ontuitiv_ely, of course}
to establish the validity of his answer. Assuming no mistakes in his
addition, does his argument

'in
proof or simply probability?

Proof is a common word in 'our vocabularies wfth various shades of
meaning in its daily usage, but it has a very special and precise meaning
in mathematics. As a mature concept, proof in mathematics is a sequence
of related statements directed toward establishing the validity of a

\
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conclusion. Each conclusion is (or 'can be) justified by reference 'to rec-
. .

ognizql and accepted assumptions :(including the assumptions of logic),
definitions; undefined terms, previously 'prol,'-ed propositions (including
those of logic), or a combination of theSe reasons: None of the above
illustrations is an example of proof in the mathematical semse except the
situation .involing the secomd grader. :The litth.;'1-i6y's conclusion FestS
on a definition of subtraction; in genIeral a T b: = c if and only if . '

a = b 'c5.1ince the condition a = b c (27 = 12 + .15) is satisfied,
the answer has been proved to be correct. ThusWe have a very simple'
case of proof as' the mathematician \sieWsit. The conclusionh 'each. bf
thcother instances is dependent upon what is commonly called ion.
In each of these latter cafes there is a necessity to .collect empirical
data concerning the situation, and the ultimate decision in each case
rests upon disc aceUmulated, evidence. Mathematical proof, on the other
hand, is independent of observation and experimentation except as these
processes may. suggest assumptions-which tire accepted by the mathe-
matiCian Its unproved prepositions, and.as they suggest conjectures to
he proved.

Prod, broadly, ,conceived in the teaching of elementary and secondary
school mathematics, is an evei-expanding concept groWing from the
'immature preschool and elementary school .stage of that which convinces
to the mature concept of proof as defined, above, which Keyser so aptly
calls if-then or Postalational thinking.' As Whitehead states in his stimu-
lating lectures on The Function of Recison, "We all start by being,empirr-
cistS."2 The .genesis of the niature concept of proof lies deep in .the.
empiricism, that is, in experimentation and observation of early child-
hood.

In the ensiling discussion the proe'essessof induction and deduction
occupy the spotlight.. The importance of thorough teach'ing of these
concepts was emphasized in the Final Report of the Joint Commission
in the following impressive. Manner.'

In secondary instruction. there should be conscious experience with both .
inductive and deductive reasoning. The character and requiSites of these two;..-r-^
procedures should be so clearly grasped that appropriate behavior on the part.,;
of the pupil is brought about in the direction both.of understanding and of mak-
ing applications. In sol<ing probjems the pupil should develop the habit of ask-
ing whether he is starting from general premises &nd its seeking consequences,
or, by examining particular instances, is aiming at universal conclusions.. He
should seek to 'discover and remove ambiguity ip the use of terms. Re should
understand the relation between assumptions and conclusions, and he should
grow in the ability to judge the validity of reasoning which purports to estab-
lish proof. Proper attention niust be 'given to generalizing' these behaviors and

22
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understandings. We may then hope that pupils will apply them to situations
arising in many differentefields of thought.

The rest of this chapter will be devoted to an analysis of the nature
of probable inference (induction) and necessary inference (dedudtion),
a presentation of some techniques used in each, and the relationships
and differences between the two types of inference. Illustrations have
been selected to demonstrate that,mathematics can be taught in ways
that will help children learn to test the implications of ideas, develop
accepted criteria for the adequacy of a proposed proof, and to gain some
facility in proving relationships themselves.,

In general, the first part of each of two major sections of this chapter,
Probable Inference and Necessary Inferente, is deifoted to ideas that
may be taught in the elementary grades. The material in each section
becomes progressively more advanced in terms of, grade level and in
terms of the concept of proof. The reader who reaches the limit of

-his interest in the first part of the chapter should,turn to page 140 where
the discussion of elementary ideas of necessary inference begins.

PROBABLE OR INDUCTIVE INFERENCE
Before examining probable or inductive inference in some detail, let

us: note a few-generalizations and raise some questions about the nature
of probable inference.. The premises for conclusions reached by probable
inference are factual data or evidence which are collected through the
five senses.. 9

You no doubt recognize that induction is at the very heart of the
scientific method, and hence to its procedures must go much of the credit
for the tremendous 'advance made by -civilization in this scientific age.
However, one needs only to took briefly at the history of science to realize
that many generalizations arising out of the organization and analysis
of sense data are only tentative. They must be dated; that i , they
represent our conclusions as of some given time, say January ,. 1959.
New evidence or new insights may result in a changed conclus

If this is so, how can one be sure that a given proposition reached
through induction is true? How can one be certain that predictio s based
on the proposition will agree with the observed facts? This is o ie of the
very difficult questions of probable inference; it is the proble of the
verification Of a conjecture, guess, or hypothesis (as the word s used in
science): We shall have more to say about verification later in this
chapter.

,

With this brief introduction we shall plunge directly into a'discussion
of some elementary ideas of probable inference. The topic of probability

.
4 1 0 S.
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as it is treated numerically and with logical rigor in mathematics is a
tricky and difficult one. In the past very little of this has been taught in
secondary schools.

Modern developments in mathematics and its uses are leading many
people to believe that more should be taught, but exactly what should
be *included and how it should be presented is still quite uncertain.
Chapter 6, on probability, contains extensive suggestions for the'teach-
ing of this topic at elementary and secondary school levels. In the
inductive reasoning or probable inference part of this chapter the
emphasis will be placed on developing an intuitive sense or feeling for the
distinction between that which is probably true and that which has been
proven. This may provide students with both a foundation- for a later
more numerical and precise treatment of probability and a better
understanding of the nature of proof. This may also suggest to teachers
devices for leading students to discover facts and relationship. Deductive
inference or proof is then the device which converts such discoveries
from conjectures which 'are probably true to established theorems.
The importance -of induction to mathematicians as a source of fruitful
conjectures is often obscured by their emphasis on logic. There are
several typical sources of probable inferences.

Recognition of Authority
At school, children ofn close, or attempt to close, an argument with

the statement, "My Dad (Mother) says so, that's why!" At home, the
tables are frequently turned, for the child considers it sufficient in argu-
ing a point with a playmate or his parents to counter with, "I know it is
true, because my teacher said ,so." These statements reveal one-of the
'first sources of convincing evidence to a' childthe recognition of
authority. A youngstef is also likely to recognize as authorities any
adults whom he knows and trusts (these may be personalities whom he
knows via radio and television as well- as personal acquaintances), and,
aftei hesiearns to read, he tends to accept as true any material that,*
reads that he does not label as "just a story." Gesell and Ilg point out that
up to eight years of age children even have difficulty differentiating
between fantasy and reality. This is also evidenced by the fact that they

must be reminded frequently when they are listening to a story that
it is just make believe or that it is real. This confusion of fantasy and
reality complicates any choice these youngsters must make among
authorities. Gradually the child begins to recognize conflicts among
authorities, to question intelligently the genemlizatiOns which he hears
or reads, and at about nine yeai.s of age independent critical thinking
emerges.'
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I should be -noted, however, that it is much easier to criticize the
S'tWments of others than it is to be critical and objective" about one's
own statements. The child at thislevel still does not generalize from his
own experience on the same level with which he can criticize the judg-
ments of others. In the elementary school, particularly, childten need
considerable direction and assistance in projects and experiments, in
organizing data, recognizing the relationships involved, and expressing
these relations,in language that they can clearly understand. Without
this guidance, these children have little chance to think for themselves
and must remain on a low level of blind depiendence upon authority as
th6 sole source of convincing evidence.

The most important authorities to a child who is learning mathematics
are his teacher of arithmetic in the elementary school, his teachers of
mathematics in the secondary school, and the authors of textbooks used
by the pupil. In some cases the parents play important roles in, this
respect as they help their offspring with 'homework and to capitalize
upon out-of-school experiences which promote the learning of quantita-
tive and spatial concepts. But the ,child himself as he grows to maturity
must become competent in judging the validity of information and
inferetice, for in our highly mathematized culture we are continuously
beset with statistics, statistical generalizations, and subjective judg-
ine'nts in support of propositions that we are pressed to accept.

Seeing Is Believing
.Childien are firm adherents to the old adage that seeing is believing.

"Well, I saw it with my own eyes, I ought to know," is a favorite justi-.
Cation of children for the validity of evidence. The things they see may
range from ghosts to space ships, but they always seem to speak with
conviction. The use of visual evidence is at important stage of develop
merit, for it is through this medium of sing and handling objects
that the child first learnsihis arithmetic. He knows that three. plus
four equals seven because When- he combines a group of threFTibjects
with a group of four objects, by actual count there are seven objects in
the new group. He can see this. In working with.common fractions he
can. learn 4-)y visual means using. commercial, teacher-made,,or
made devices that one fourth added to one fourth is equal to one half.
He can see that three fourths minus one twelfth is two thirds. These
visual aids can be used to verify the results of using the common
algorithms concerning operations with fractions. Better yet, they can
be used to help children establish the algorithms for themselves. Piaget

'emphasized the importance of such experiences when he observed that
"From 7-8 to 8-12 years 'concrete operations' are organized, i.e., opera-
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tional groupings of thought concerning objects that can be manipulated
or known through the es."5 He goes further to emphasize the impor-
tance of visual sche s in children's thought as a step toward more
abstract thought tha is independent of visual schemas of concrete ob-
jects.

A variation of the seeing -is believing' approach may depend on a rear-
rangement of materials or ingenuity in gdding the right lines to a figure.
That this may be true on varying levels of maturity is illustrated by
the following problems from informal geometry. A pupil wishes to find
the area of a rectangle, the dimensions of which are expressed in an
integral number of inches. He might place an inch-square on the rec-
tangle in a systematic fashion until he had determined; by -keeping a
tally, how many inch-squares could have been placed on'the rectangle.
Thus he would have determined its area. (This plan involves measure-
ment and counting concepts also.) Or he might have used the more effi-
cient system of drawing a family of lines one inch apart and parallel to
one side and another family of lines one inch apart and parallel to one
oie sides perpendicular to the first one. This would have divided the
rectangle into inch-squares. Again he could count these inch-squares to
determine the number of square inches in the rectangle. By measuring
the lengths and widths of a few rectangles, dividing them into inch-
squares (or fractions thereof if the lengths of the sides involve fractional
parts of the units used) and counting to determine the total number of
square units in each rectangle, any sixth or seventh grader can derive
the familiar relationship that the number of units of square measure in
the area of a rectangle is equal to the product of the numbers of linear
units in it8 length and its width. (For the sake of brevity this statement
is often shortened to The area of a rectangle is equal to the product of the
length and the width of the rectangle.) The pupils feel secure in their process
of reasoning and have no doubt of the truth of their generalilation which
rests upon the empirical data that they themselves have collected.

It is common practice to assume the formula for the area of a rec-
tangle in demonstrative geometry because a proof involves the theory
of limits. This assumption is then used as a basis for proving the formulaS
for finding the areas of the other rectilinear figures. If this is done, the
students' attention should be called to the nature and importanc& of
this unproved assumption and to the fact that their earlier experiinenta:
tion was not a proof 'but a verification that suet-1'a formula would be an
appropriate one.
r To illustrate how a rearrangement of materials may lead to further
generalizations, consider now the problem of the pupil who was trying to

O 0. el e
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get a formula for the area of a -parallelogram. Attempts to divide the
parallelogram into inch-squares Met with little success because the sides
of the original figure were not perpendicular and there were too many
three- and five-sided figures formed by -the sides of the parallelogram
which required estimation to determine what fraction of a square inch
they were. He then reasoned: "I know how to find the area of a rectangle..
Could there be a relation between the area of the paraliplogram and the
area of a rectangle ?" After some thought and experimentation, it sud-
denly dawned upon hirristMt he could cut a right triangle off one end of
the parallelogram, put it on the other end, and it appears to form a 'rec-',,,
tangle (Fig. 1). He noted tha# the length of the newly formed rectangle

1.

FIG. 1

was equal to that of the base of the parallelogram, but its width was
the perpendicular distance between the base of the parallelogram and
the side parallel to it, not the length of it side at all! He then proudly
pronounced, "The:area of a parallelogram is equal to the product of the
lengths of its base arid its width." This width, of'course, is what we would
call the height or altitude of the parallelogram. (A more precise and
correct statement of the conclusion might be as follows: "The number of
units of square measure in theiarea of a parallelogram is equal to the
product of the numbers of units of linear measure in its base and in its
altitude.") A similar procedure can be used to develop the formulas for
the areas of the triangle, trapezoid, and circle. It will be shown later that
regardless of how convincing these demonstrations may have been to the
Child, this process. of reaching a generalization still does not' constitute
proof in the mathematical sense of the word. At this maturity level,
however, evidence gained by empirical means is sufficient to permit the
child to generalize .the formulas for finding the areas of common rectili-
nedr figures and to convince him of the truth of these formulas. Further,
he was using if -then reasoning in order to extend his empirically derived
formula to additional figures.

In demonstrative geometry, fruitful conjectures may be suggested to
students by appropriate drawings. In a triangle, accurate constructions
suggest the conjectures that: (I) the angle bisectors are concurrent, (2)
the medians are concurrent, (3) thealtitudes are concurrent, and (4) the
perpendicular bisectors of the sides are concurrent. There are also

w
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OF:

many o.licasions when a carefully constructed diagr s be suffi-
cient to.aiscredit'a conjecture which happens tolpe false. For example,
geometry students often think that the bisector of an angle of any
triangle will alSo bisect. the side opposite the ecSd angle. Bisecting
the obtuse angle of a scalene obtuse triangle NI,' h one small acute angle
and one comparatively large acute angle will be sufficient to convince
the most ardent exponent of the conjecture that 'a'ny attempts to prove
his original statement would be a waste of time. The understanding that
a single counter example is enough to disprove a conjecture is an important
part of an understanding of the nature of proof.

Measurement .. .
.

Measurement provides another avenue for children to arrive ar truth.
This procedure also involves the .element of seeing is believing discussed

0 above. For example, one elementary school class determined the relation-
ship among pints, quarts, and gallons by using standard measures of
these sizes and pouring water from one to the other. Data could readily
be obtained at a more advanced level for finding the approximate
relationships between metric units and their corresponding English
units of measure. Rather than being told the conversion factors for chang-
ing one unit of measure into another, pupils are given the opportunity
to discover the approximate relationships and to generalize' them for
themselves. Such processes are pedagogically desirable because using
concrete materials and having pupils discover relationships increases
their understanding and retention of the ideas. However, a careful
discussion of the nature of units as established by aibitrary definif ns
is also important and makes this process a place where one can lso
begin to build an understanding of ate nature and role of defini in
a logiCal system.

At a somewhat higher level and in a conceptually different situation,
this method suffices for determining the formula . for the volume of a
pyramid when the formula for finding the volume of a prism is known.
The student obtains or makes two containers, one a prism and the Other
a .pyramid. The prism and the .pyramid should have equal heights and
bases of equal area. (It is more obvious to the experimenter if the bases
are congruent.) The problem of finding how many times the volume of
the pyramid is contained in the volume oRhe prism can then be solved
by using some appropriate substance, such as water, salt, or sawdust,
which can be poured from one.containerto the other. Children who do
not already know -11w . relationship will seldom guess that it will take_
three full pyramids to fill the corresponding prism.. Such experimentation
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with the consequent surprise ending makes a lasting impression upon
children. This same method can be used to find the relatioiaship between
the volumes of a: cone. and a cylinder.

Many teachers of geometry use exercises which involve measurement
of' angles or of line segments to suggest conjectures for formal proofs.
For example, homemade devices or commercially-made teaching aids
may be used to suggra_the conjectures relating an inscribed angle to
its intercepted arc, or the angle between two secants to the same circle
and the difference of the two arcs of a circle intercepted between the two
secants. Tables of data are made of readings taken from the devices, and
conjectures which then seem reasonable to the student are subjected to
the strict test of rigorous proof.

Again it should be emphasized that regardless of the volume of sup-
porting evidence collected by measurement: this does not prove the
conjecture in the mature mathematical sense of the word prove.

The Pragmatic Method
A fourth grade youngster was making a turtle trap. Eight or ten holes

had been bored along each side Of a square wooden frame. When this
job was finished the child discovered that the dowel rods which he had
selected would not go through the holes he had madelor them..

"I can't understand. I thought thcy would fit. I measured," the boy
exclaimed. -

When asked how he measured the boy replied, "13y my eye. I was
surc they were the same size."

In order to move ahead on the project the child selected a larger bit,
bored one hole, then checked to see if one of the dowel rods would fit.

-Since it did, he proceeded to finish his project.
This anecdote illustrates what might be called a pragmatic or does it

work type of reasoning so common in children's thinking. The algebra
student who is using the guess and check method in his initial work in
solving the equation, 3x 4 = x 6, is using this pragmatic method.
For example, he may guess that the x equals six. Substituting six for x
in the original equation does not result in a true statement; therefore
he knows his first guess is wrong. Repeating this procedure with a second
hypothesis that x equals five, results in a .true statement; the boy con-
chides then that .r equals five is a solution to the equation.

Counting
"In its simplest. form, induction may be illustrated .by the simple

process of counting, and the propositions announcing the- result would

ab
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be merely descriptive."6 Not only is it the simplest, but counting is
the most frequently used of all inductive methods. A number of the
illustrations already cited in this section also involve, counting. The
answer to the numerous questions involving "How many...?" or "How
much... ?" are directly or indirectly dependent upon counting or meas-
uring. For example, the-answer to the question, "How many pupils are
present in our class today?" may be found by counting.

Such statements as "There are thirty-six pupils here today," have
little or no predictive value, however. As was indicated by Searles6, this
statemefit is merely a summary or descriptive statement. Nevertheless,
such summary statements if collected over an extended period of time
may provide the particular premises for an inductive proposition. For
example, at One school the lunchroom supervisor had the job of ordering
an adequate supply of milk to serve the pupils of a school with an en-
rollment of 391 pupils. She wanted as much milk as the youngsters
would drink, but she did not want to order too 9auch for it would spoil
if kept too long. At first she ordered milicessing how/much she
thought the children would drink. She then kept a record of the number
of bottles of milk consumed daily'for two weeks. As a result of her study
of the data collected, till's lunchroom supervisor now has a standard
order with the milk company for 408 half-pints of milk-each school day.

This. illustration can easily be extended to the problem which the
milk company has in regulating its supply of milk to meet the needs of
its multitilde of .customers. One.* the important basic problems of
business and industry, of course, is this problem of supply and demand.

, Millions of dollars ace gained or lost in business and industry by predic-
- tions based on countable evidence gathered in past Srears. Obviously,

only probable inferences are possiliks in these situations for unknown
factors such as unexpected economic prosperity or depression, war, new
inventions or products, and the like may alter the actual use or consump-
tion of products.

Another familiar example involves the prediction of population-trends.
Before World War II, statisticians who dealt with p pulation trends
were pfedicting on the basis of census data of previous ecades that the
population of the United States was approaching a platea , an expected
limit. However, the so-called u. r babies that have been bo since 1944
and other factors have ,_sent the population soaring to over 170 million
and the predicted plateau has been by passed.

Five ideas have been illustrated in this section as bases for probable
inference. The suggestive subtitles.. were (1) Recognition of Authority,
(2) Seeing Is Believing, (3) Measurement, (4) The Pragmatic Method,
and (5) Counting. These methods are not distinct. In practical decision

lb to
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making these methods may be intertwined an interconnected in such
a way that it might be difficult to distinguish" them one from the other
as _they are used by any given individual. Nor is their use limited to
elementary and secondary school pupils. Adults, too, are dependent upon
the senses of seeing, hearing, feelinr tasting, and shelling for informa-
tion that may lead or help to lead to the solution of prOblems that con-
front them.

We shall now proceed to mores refined and Mature methods of probable
inference.

TYPES OF PRtAsiBLE INFERENCE USEFUL IN THE JUNIOR
D SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Even thou fi generalizations reached through an examination of par-
ticular instances cannot be classified as certainties (the statistician would
say that they cannot be assigned probability one), it has been pointed
out that people in the workaday world depend heavil upon probable
inference. In this scetion we shall continue our discus n of Methods .
that lead to convincing men of the rightness of their generalizations.
Five methods will be discussed: (1) The Method of Simple Enumeration,
(2) The Method of Analogy, (3) Extending a Pattern of Thought,
(4) Hunches and Their Relation to Proof, and (5) Testing the Hunches.

The Method of Simple Enumeration
Many of our beliefs:have their roots in simple observations we have

made over a period of time. For example, an elementary school youngster
states that all snow is white. This is not only a summary of this pupil's
past experience, but als6 represents a, prediction that any snow which 4.
falls to-the earth in the future will also be white.

This is a method used .by budding young scientists in their general
science classes as they heat ethyl alcohol in -antopen container to find the
temperature.at which it will boil. It was just through such a procedure
that scientists arrived at such an accepted truth as "In an open container
at sea level, sulfer boils at 445°C," Unfortunately, the students in our
secondary school classes too often know the expected outcome-of their
experiments before they beginthey attempt to confirm something
they already know. Furthermore, too frequently they perform-one ex--
periMent and generalize from this ifisufficient data..

A television commercial might proclaim the xesults of a scientific test
in the following manner:

Four hundred New York women in a recent test proved that Smith's lotion
can prevent detergent burn. These four hundred New York women soaked their
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hands for 30 minutes each day for two weeks in water containing a well known
detergent. Their left hands on which they had used no Smith's lotion became
rough, red, and sore. Their right hands, protected by rubbing on Smith's lotion,
were soft and smooth and lovely. Buy Smith's lotion today and avoid detergent
bairn. -

4

What is there in the fact that Smith's lotion has prevented detergent
burn on the n'tht hands of 400'New York women that would interest
other ladies who saw and heard this advertisement? If, we assume that
the statements in the commercial are accurate, does this represent proof
in the s9nse of a necessary inference or a probable inference? Such judg-
ments must be made daily by every reader, radio listener, and television
viewer as they are bombarded by propaganda not only from advertise-
ments but also from political speeches and other arguments designed to
influence public opinion.

Schaaf .describes how the members of a class in ninth grade algebra
studied their symbolic solutions of story problems involving signed num-
bers and then developed their own rules for the addition of positive and
negative numbers. (They had used a number scale to 'find their initial
answers.) He also reports that in formulatingtsuch a rule, there is ample
opportunity for the students to realize the necessity of considering sam-
ples of all possible types of addition problems, how one, contradictory
case can destroy a universal conclusion, and the dangers of hasty generali-
zation.' This method could easily be extended to determining a rule for
the subtraction of signed numbers.

Generalizations based on simple enumeration are assertions made
from a number of observed instances which are assumed to be represent-.

. ative but not assumed to be all of the instances of a given class. They
are also assumed to have predictive power; that is to say, if you'
were to boil water in an open container tomorrow someplace aking the
seashore, you could reasonably expect the water to boil at 212°F. Cer-
tainly this experiment, if you perform it, could not possibly have been
included as one of the instances on which the scientific generalizatio
or proposition was based. Obviously, universal propositions, that is, propo-
sitions which begin "All . . " or "No.. . ," can be destroyed by one
contradictory case. .

The hand lotion commercial is interesting because the viewer-listener
is led to make the general conclusion that all human hands are protected
from detergent burn by Smith's lotion. This then becomes the major
premise for a syllogism. (Syllogisms will be discussed in the section on
deduction or necessary inference.)

All human hands are protected from detergent burn by rubbing on
Smith's lotion. (Major premise.)

ID Ur II. . ,
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,

. My hands are hurnan. (Minor premise.) .

My haids are (can be) protected from detergent burn by rubbing on
Smith's I tion. (Conclusion:)

.

This conclusion represents a necessary inference; however, nothing is
ever implied in a conclusion that is not already irnpli in the premises
on which it is based. The major premise in this case iA... able infer-
ence for it is based on the empirical -evidence supplied by observing the
400 New York women.. What effect then does this have on ouf conclu-
sion? It simply means that. we must recognize that th, conclusion has
only probability in its favor despite the fact that it was rYdehed through
necessary inference.

You will recognize the following generalizations that have .been made
and -verified by simple enumeration: (1) water at sea level. presstire-

'freezes at 0°C. or 32°F., (2) all ravens are black, and (3) iron filings will
cling to all magnets. Other generalizations that have-been established
as false because contradictory. instances have been found include: (1)
all swans are white, (2) all redheads have bad tempers, and (3) matter
can neither he created' nor destroyed.

.

Euclid must have been convinced of the validity of his conjecture
that there is an infinite number of prime numbers by the never-ending
string of them that he found by testing larger and luger numberS to
determine whether Or not they wore prime. Euclid's proof in his Elements
that the ;Lumber .of prime numbers is .infinite is still admired for its sim-
plicity and beauty. U

As a Mathematical recreation, one junior high school teacher .asked
his class if they could find a relationship between the even numbers
greater than 4 and the sums of two odd prime numbers. Here are some
of the relations that the4 pupils discovered :.

43-

8

'10

12

14

= 3 + 3
= 3-+ 5
= 3 + -=

= 5 +
=3 +11

5 + 5

7 +7

.1 9

18

20

30

=

=-

=

=

3;

5

3

7

+' 13

+ 13

+ 17

+ 23

=

=

=

=

5 + 11

7 + 11

7 + 13

11 + 19 = 13 + 17
After working a while on this problem, one youngster exclaimed, "This
could go on forever. There is no end to it." Is there an end? Is there an
even number greater than 4 whose sum cannot be expressed as the sum
of two odd primes? AbOut 200 years ago a mathematician by the name
of Goldbach proposed a proposition that may be seated in this way:
A ny even number greater than 4 is the sum of two odd primes. It has never

v. S.
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been proved. Prove this °position and you will write your name in-
delibly into the history o ma ematics.

Many of our beliefs ha me into being as a result of using this
method of simple enumeration. Its techniques are invaluable to the scien-

0
tist whether he be a social scientist, biological scientist, or physical
scientist. The method as exemplified by the illustrations in the previous
paragraphs also serves the mathematician as a source of, promising con-
jectures.

The Method of Anidogy
"Analogy seems to have a share in all discoveries, but in some 4 has

the lion's share.",8 The teacher of. demonstrative geometry is familiar
with the Many similarities that exist between plane geometry and solid
.geometry. For example, the propositions related to parallel lines in plane
geometry have their connprparts in solid geometry in the nest of propo-
sitions that concern two parallel planes intersected by a transversal
plane. Analogies between the two subjects facilitate learning,' provide a
hierarchy of relationships that are more ea 6iby remembered, and suggest
many conjectures that may later be proved or disproved.

In plane geometi there is an infinite number of regular polygons.
(i.e., polygons that have equal angles and equal sides). Using thelpethod
of analogy pupils readily generalize, therefore, that there must 'be an
infinite number of regOar convex polyhedrons (i.e., geometric solids
with equal polyhedral ii)*Ies and faces that are all congruent regular
polygons). Further investigation of this conjecture reveals a surprising
result. There are five and only five regular polyhedronsthe tetrahedron,
the hexahedron, the octahedron, the dodecahedron, and the icosahedron.
Analogies may be useful, but they do not substitute for proof. They
provide only additional conjectures to be investigated.

In plane geometry pupils learn that the sum of the interior angles of
a polygon increases as the number of sides increases. Suppose that the
sides are extended successively to form exterior angles as shown in
Figure 2, How does the suni of these exterior angles change as the

.
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number of sides of the polygon is increased? The youth who uses the
method of analogy is going to be misled, for in any convex polygon, the
sum of the exterior angles formed by extending the sides successively is
a constant. The sum is 360° regardless of the number of 'sides. ..

In algebra;; students learn to factor such expressions as x2 + 5x ± 6,
X2 -F 6x ± 5, Eind.x2 + 6x ± 9. If the expressions are of the form x2 ±
bx ± c they readily learn the principles that c is the product of the sec-
ond terms of the binomial factors and that b is equal to the sum of the
factors of c. By analogy the pupils can apply these ideas to factoring.-
a2 ± 5a + 6, m2 ± pro + 5, and y= + 6y + 9. It is relatively easy to
factor this secon&grottp of examples if one knows how to factor the
first set, because there are likenesses in essential details. By analogy,
the same principles hold for examples such as x2 --Sx ± 12, p2 2p
24, b" ± b 12, and 2v2 16. e this

--

Slime of the most influential hypotheses -:oi. this scientific age have
thik 6 man'sigins in man's ability to use analogous reasoning. Niels Bohr
piErtr4;ik that the atom was similar to our solar system. Physics teachers
may gplaiii some of the intricacies of electrical theory by using the
analogy Of running water. The wave theory of light may be related to .

the rippling waves emanating'from the spot where a stone is dropped
into an otherwise placid pond of water. Polya, describes' how reasoning
by analogy 1ed Euler to the solution of the problem of finding the sum
of the infinite\series of the reciprocals. of the squares.

\ 1+YL-Fif) + Ms + %'5 ± %36 ±

It is interesting id note that Euler's solution of the Vroblem violated
the accepted proceres held by him and his contemporaries for finding
the sums of the finite series with which they had worked. Sometimes it
takes bold, unorthoddx methods to solve problems that resist attacks
by standard methods.

Extending a Pattern of hought
Great baseball players have become almost legendary figures in the

history' of the New York Yankee profesSional team. In the spring of 1951
a promising young rookie whose name was Mickey Mantle was taken
to the spring training camp. It was hoped that Mantle would continue
a succession of Yankee greats that included Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, and
Joe DiMaggio.. dne rabid fan made the following observation:

Babe Ruth, a great Yankee baseball player, wore the number 8 on his uniform.
Lou Gehrig, a great Yankee baseball player, wore the number 4 on his uniform.

4,
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Joe Di Maggio, a great Yankee baseball player, wore the number 5 on his
uniform.

Mickey Mantle should wear the number 6 on 'his uniform. (He does wear 7.)

Thkobvious prediction made by this hopeful fax from the data presented
above was that Mickey Mantle would become a great baseball player. A
more general statement is implied by this prediction, namely, New York
Yankee baseball players are grecit if the numbers on their uniforms are
consecutive with past 'great New York Yankee baseball players. This fan's
prediction has come true, for Mickey Mantle ha!s become a great base-
ball player. Does`this then represent a verification or a disproof of the
generalization concerning Yankee players? Who will wear Yankee uni-
form number 6? Is he &stined to be great by virtue of the number of
his uniform?

It seems that man possesses an innate- capacity to see relationships
and order in the events which he observeg. In",the illustratiOn ab-ove, a
baseball fan observed a certain continuity of' form. FeW if 4ny of us,
would grant that', the numbers of Abe uniforms worn by baseball players- -

had anything to do with their greatness, yet this example does illustrate
a method of, diseoverY that often? results in fruitful Conjectures. One,
might look upon this procedure as a special kind of analogy.

This is the method used by Edmund. Halley, the English astronomer,
when he predicted the appearance of-the comet which now bears
name. Halley, the first great calculator of comet orbits, studied, the pathi-r
Of twenty-four comets. These represented all die comets for 'which he

nd accurate observations. Twenty-one of the comets ap'pe5"red
from outer space and left: the areas of their obsevers by different paths.'

, Three of the comets appeared to follow the same orbit. Cotilti these
three comets really be sources of rep'orts of the same comet rev siting
the earth? he asked himself.. IP so, then its orbit must be an ellikse. It
also seemed reasonable to assume that if this werel the same celestial
body, then it should return to the, visibility of observers on the -earth at
approximately the same time intervals. Reports indicated that the three
comets had been nearest the sun on August 24, 1531; October 16, 1607
(an interval of 76.2 years); September 24, 1682 (an interval of 74.9 -
years)'. Hence, Halley concluded that the comet would complete, one
revolution in its orbit about every seventy-five or seventy-six years. On
the basis of this evidence he finally decides that the reports represented
observations of the same comet, and he predicted the comet's return.

An analysis of Halley's methods in the development of his theory con-
cerning the comet which' now bears his name reveals that he used a
variety of inductive procedures to arrive at his generalization. He noted,

a . ft 11;
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for instance, that the comets of 1531, 1607, and 1682 had similar orbits .

as they.flew across the heavens in their majestic ways. This is reasoning
by analogy. On the basis of these three, analogous cases that he had
enumerated he made the predictibn that the comet would return in 1758
or 1759. Several years after his death, the comet actually did return, in
March 1759! The comet also reappeared in 1835 and 1910. Its next
appearance is predicted for 1985 or '1986.

The dominating feature of Halley's discovery is not the analogy but
the striking eature is his extrapolation, the act of -going beyond the
data to the return of the comet. It is his logical extension of the
pattern in which he found the instances that makes this illustration
different from those ;cited in connection with the methods of simple
enumeration or analogy.

Three English astronomers have traced the reports of Halley's comet
as far back as 240 B.C. These men found records of what are assumed
to be twenty-nine appearances, of the comet. The intervals between its
successive appearances have varied from 74.5 to 79 years. This variation
is due to the disturbirig actions of the gravitational attractions of the
planets of our solar system as the comet moves about in its elliptical
orbit."

In elementary -arithmetic children generalize on the basis of their
experiences that the subtrahend in subtraction can never exceed the
minuend. From this generalization it follows logically that the difference-
in a subtraction example can never be greater than the minuend. The
mathematician is continuously seeking to relax such rules to gain more
generality. Why can't the subtrahend a greater than . the minuend?
Let us suppoge that it can. What then is the answer to the question,
7 8 = ? INC(' natural number will answer it; a new number, the nega-
tive number, must be invented. Mathematicians have chosen the sym-
bol 1. to express the answer to this question. With this invention they
have opened up a whole new domain of numbers that are similar to the
positive numbers already familiar to the child, for the negative, number
makes subtraction possible even when the subtrahend is larger than the
minuend. The use of inductive sequences to lead students to discover
for themselves the rules for operating with signed numbers'`Was 'dis-
cussed on pages 47 to 49 of Chapter 2. It was alio explained there
that whereas the definition (-2)(-3) = +6 was in a sense completely
arbitrary, it was, on the other hand, a,necessary definition if we wished
the distributive law to hold for negative as well as positive numbers.
This principle of.permahence of form when so used is a type of analogy.

This same principle provides the reason for defining fractional negative
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and zero exponents as' we do. Explanations of this rationale help "stu-
dents to Understood better both the definitions themselves and the role
of definition in a mathematical system. It should be noted however that
none of these developments by analogy or definitions embodying "exten-
sions of form constitutes proof.

It is difficult and probably impossible to separate completely probable
inference and necessary inference in many situations. For example, let
us consider the geometric figures in Figure 3. Th re are several ol4serva-

Fla. 3

tions that we can make about the relationships among the point, line
segment,square, and cube. One of the most obvious is that here are
geometric figures with zero, one, two, and three dimensions, respectively.
The line segment, the One-dimensional figure' (it has only length), starts
with a point and ends with a point. We may then consider that the line
segnieiit is bounded by two points. Observe then .that the one-dimen- .

sional figure is bounded by zero-dimensional figures.
The square, a twoLdimenSional figure, is bounded by foul line segments:

Hence, the two-dimensional figure is bounded by one-dimensional fig-
ureS. Similarly, we bbstrve that the cube which. is a three-dimensional
figure is bounded by six 'square faCes. Hence, we arrive at the generaliza-
.tion that each, of these geometric figures is bounded by the figure with
one less dimension: Whitt would this mean if we were to extend our
thinking to the fourth, dimension? Does it not seem reasonable to assume
that the corresponding fourth-dimensional figure would be bounded by .

cubes? By going brick, analyzing the process by .which a point might be
regarded as generating the line segment; the line segment, the square.;
and the square, the cube; one can find ,a simple process and derive an
algebraic formula for predicting ther. number of elements, (points, lines,'
planes) in etch' newly formed config'itration. From the three - dimensional
cube, we can extend the pro:ices§ 7by' in;alogy to find the points, lines; ,

planes', voluMes (cubes), arid content of the four-dimensional- tesseract
-and even on to higher dimensional configurations. We haven't the space

n.
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to do this here, but there are several sources which make the process
clear enough to be used with high school algebra and geometry students."

The point is that mathematicians, even before the physicists had need
for the concept, pioneered, the conception of a- fourth dimension, and
that this pioneering,owed much to the use of the idea of permanence of
form and the extension and modification of old concepts as a source of
fruitful conjectures and assumptions on which to base their deductive
proof in the extended geometry.

The illustrations which have been cited in this section up to now have
dealt with what is corpmonly called extrapolation. Extrapolation implies
the extension of ideas beyond the known oy: observed instances.

Wertheimer in describing a discovery io-Si Galileo indicates how he
used the method of extension of form to fill in a gap in his theOr3f- of
motion. Galileo had been trying to determine whe'ther or not free falling
bodies obey some general law that could be easily understood by man.-
The instruments with which he had to work were rather crude, and he
was having difficulty ccinducting his experiments. Finally he hit upon
the idea of using an inclined plane and Considering a vertical descent
as merely a special case of the inclined plane, the case of falling at an
incline of 90°. In the course of his experiments Galileo noted that as
spheres rolled down an inclined plane, their velocities became greater
and .greater (positive acceleration). As spheres were rolled up an inclined
plane, their velocities becaine less and less (negative acceleration). But
what about motion on a horizontal plane? Galileo conchided that the
motion of a sphere must have an acceleration of zero on a horizontal
plane. A modern physicist might express the concept in this way: "If a
body moves horizontally in,a given direction, it will continue to move
at a constant velocity for all eternity, if no external force changes its
state of motion."12 The key factor in making this generalization is the
extension of form. This time it is a gap filling process; it is interpolation.

It should be noted that the process of extension of form is merely a
logical extension of known and accepted relationships. It approaches the
formality, of deductiire inference, but it does not carry the authority,
the necessity of the implication, that characterizes deduction.

Hunches and Their Relation to Proof
Hypotheses, theories, and laws based on experiential data are the core

of the sciences. They are generalizations fundamentally dependent upon
probable inference from observable evidence. In mathematics the
generalizations that constitute the core of the discipline are the results
of rigorous probf. The test of these deduced theorems hi mathematics

I
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does not reside necessarily in its correspondence with man's intfirpretd-
tion of his experience although, as we shall see, experience may help him
in rationalizing certain elementary principles of mathematics. The test
of Euclidean geometry, for example, is in its logical consistency; that
is, the noncontradictory nature of the theorems within the system. If
contradictory theorems are validly deduced in a logical system such as.
Euclidean geometry, then the logical foundations of the system must
be examined for inconsistenkusurriptions.

One might reason then thaWo1Mctures and inductive reasoning have
no relation to the deductive science of mathematics. But Polya points
out that although, "We secure our mathematical knowledge by demon-
strative reasoning, ... we support our conjectures by plausible reason-
ing.!"?-For example, consider the elementary schabl child who was
struggling with the addition, of j,6 and, The youngster. insisted that
the answer was 9 (an all too common answer). The teacher was a pa-
tient and understanding woman who suggested, `6Let's check your answer
using our fractional parts." (These were circles; cut. into various frac-
tional parts.) The child apparently had little. conception of what a frac-
tion was, for ,he seemed surprised that two fifths was less than one half.
After a short period of experiMentation with the circles cut into frac-
tional parts,. the child decided that the answer should have been five
sixths. The process of changing the two fractions to sixths was also
made meaningful using the fractional parts. This boy had attempted
to support his conjecture by plausibly reasoning. When it failed to
support his answer he had 'find a new conjecture. Ultimately he got
a solution' using the Well-known algorithm. .

An intermediate algebra class- was studying the quadratic function
whichis 'determined by f(x) = .a,x2 bx c. They first studied the
effects on the graph of the function as changes were made in each one
of the parameters a, b, and c while the other two =were held constant.
The class was also asked to find graphically the real roots, x1 and x2,
where they exist when the furiction is equal to zero. A table of data
was then made from the results of different students! graphs (Table 1).

In a discussion following the organization of. the first five columns,
these four questions were.posed:

1.. What.is the value. of. x1.. x2? Record your answer in.the table of
data.

2. Is there any relation between the product of the roots of ax2
bx c = 0 and the arbitrary constants a, b, and C?

3. What is the value of xi + x2 ? Record your answer in the table.
4. Is there. anyAelation between the sum of the roots of ax2 bx

c 0 and the vallies of a, b, and c?
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TABLE 1

131

o. a b xi ZS Xl ZS XI

1 . 1 7 12 3 12 7
2 1 5 5 3.4 1.2 4.1. 4.6
3 1 4 4 2 4
4 1 4 5 5 1 5
5 2 2 ***-5 2 .5 1 2.5

.6 1 6 3 .50 6.5 3.3
7 3 6 8 .9 3 72.7 2.1
81' 1/ .7 6 t 6 ,.

9 4 0 '-1 .5 .5 .25 0

After a brief look at the table of data one boy ventured this guess,
"The product of the roots is equal to c." This was called the "Garrett
Conjecture," naming it after the boy who had made the guess.

"That seems to be true at least approximately, fol. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and
8, but look at 5, 7, and one of the girls suggested.

The "Gatrett Conjecture" was discarded after consideration of this
young lady's statement, and the students were encouraged by the teacher
to look for likenesses and differences among the two distinct groups of
equations stated above. After two other false starts the "Livingston
Conjecture" that "x1 x/ = c/a" was proposed. This gained considerable
support; although not 100 per cent, apparently because' of Examples
6 and 7.

A similar procedure was used to reach the conjecture that x1.-1 x2 =
b/a. The discussion followed a pattern that was analogous .to the

onetrelated to the product of the roots.
"Can we prove these relations?" someone asked.
The problem of proving the relations was assignstd as a. rt of the

homework with the caution: "We may not know enough yet to answer
this question. If we don't, then suggest what further information you
think is needed." During class discussion the next day several members
of the class inditated that they were sure that if the general equation
axe bx c = 0 could be solved for x, then the conjecture concerning
the relations of the toots could be proved or disproved. Some of the
students had attempted to solve the general equation by guessing, then
checking by substitution and by factoring, but they had failed to find
a soution. The students were then taught how to solve quadratic equa-
tions by completing the square. This method, after it was mastered, en-
abled the group to find the solution for the general quadratic function
above and hence to proceed to prove their conjectures about the product
and sum of the roots.
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This type of work on the high school level is somewhat comparable to
the procedures used by the research mathematician. The big difference
is that in the algebra class described above the teacher was able to or-
ganize the material to promote discovery. The research mathematician
must use his own ingenuity to structure the data to support a conjecture
and to discover a technique for proving the theorem suggested.

"Everyone knows that mathethatics offers an excellent opportunity
to learn demonstrative reasoning, but I contend also that there is no
subject in the usual curricula of the schools that affords a comparable
opportunity to learn plausible reasoning. I address myself to all inter-
ested students of mathematics of all grades and I say: Certainly, let us
learn proving, but alSo let us learn guessing.'"

Testing the Hunches
At the very outset it must be admitted that there are no means for

absolute empirical verification. The Ye are no criteria except psychologi-
cal ones for deterniining when a conjecture has been confirmed. A short
trip into some eleinentary theory of numbers will illustrate well the
hazardous nature of accepting conclusions on the basis of empirical
evidence. A ninth grade class was told about the search for an expression
that wocrld always yield a prime number..One bright young lady in the
class immediately began experimenting with various algebraic expres-
sions to qee if she might, gain fame by hitting upon one that would al-
ways yield a
some support'
for n. But unfo
was 1 Si
tried,
dow
an

rime number. First she tried n2 n 11, and she found
g evidence as she substituted 0, 1, 2,.3, 4, 9 in turn

unately when she tried n = 10 the resulting number
1 is divisible by 11, it is not a prime number. She next

11. Her excitement mounted as she substituted 10 (her
ffall on the previous expression),. thin' 4, 3, 2, 1, 0, 1,.2,
So for n in the expression and evaluated it. Maybe, you will be

terest d in testing this expression)y substituting various values foi
n. Can you find an exception that will destroy this girl's generalization
that "if n is an integer, then n2 n 11 is a. prime number"?

Perhaps you are familiar with the expression n2 n -I- 41. If you
start substituting 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on for n, you will find considerable0
support for this expression as one which will always result in a.prime
number. But just how much support is needed? 10 cases? 20 cases? 30

- cases? 40 cases? If you try the numbers from 0 to 40 inclusive you will
find that n2 n -I- 41 is a prime number. Would you now conclude that
the expression which for 41 cases has resulted in a prime number is al-
ways prime regardless of the value of n? Perhaps you would like to try

I I 2
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some negative numbers. For simplicity you could start at n = 1, 2,
and so on. Here you will find additional support for the conjectu?e that
n2 n ± 41 will always produce a prime number. If you think you have
enough evidence, you are doomed to disappointment for when n = 41,
a little simple factoring will indicate to you that 412 41 ± 41 is divis-
ible by al for 41? 41 ± 41 = 41 (41 1 ± 1) .----- 41 41. It should
now be evident that no expression of the form ax2 ± bx -1-,,,c Will always
yield a prime number, for when x = c (c 0), the number is divisible
by c, hence, it is not prime.

On the basis of empirical evidence alone we can never be sure wbethes
eir:aot we have made a hasty generalization. The statement that all
swans are white was yerified time and again before explorers had reached
Australia. However, on this continent in the Pacific, black swans were
found. This discovery, of course, falsified the generalization. Similarly
we saw in the above illustration that n2 n + 41 yields a prime number
for 80 consecutive integral values of n, yet for the eighty-first value the
expression is not a prime!

The illustrations cited above indicate an important point often over-
looked by the elementary and-secondary teachers of mathematics,
namely, that we need to consider not only the verification but also the
falsification of any given proposition. Consider this proposition: "If the
difference between the sum of the odd numbered digits and the sum of
the even - numbered digits of an integer is divisible by 11, thnoLL the integer
is divisible by 11' One member of an algebra class studyproofs for
various tests of divisibility had selected the number 665,3:7a to test the .

': .' 6 -Igeneralization. Since (9 ± 3 -1--- 6) (7 ± 5 ± 6) equals 0 aid by di-ll ra ...,,p
vision he found that 665,379 was in fact divisible by 11, this youngster
added his datum to the mounting evidence collected by th ',class veri-
fying the original proposition. In an attempt to extend this ietaliza-
tion, he also proclaimed that by replacing Ll by 13'n the proposition
he had a new conjecture which appeared to pe-,ttrtie:.'This pr sosition
was quickly falsified however with evidence ReSented by s I-mem-
bers of the class. It is worthy to note tYo.; .

s; aboutithi ation.
First, regardless of the mass of evidence at ered_ su t e 'firstis
proposition, it is not proved by accumea idn of t sad: re-
mains to be proved deductively. In the case 'on ..noadzproppsition;
only one contradictory case was needed to.-alpro:e:it: This iiielii,O4 of:.
disproof is by counterexample which is dii!=c*qd 471-idte-,ttit)rotigliV:ip..
the section of this chapter dealing-with neqessafi;infe.renbe, ri':,; '1'..:

There are propositions also where evidence):daY?bd_eblleeted to'4"rify,--,
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them completely or to falsify them as the case may be. For example,
let us consider, the conjecture that six is a perfect. numbef. (A perfect
number is a natural number which is the sum of all its divisors, except
itself, which are ''natural numbers.) Since the only natural numbers
which are -divisors of six (excluding itself) are 1, 2, and .3 and 1 ± 2
3 = 6, then six is a perfect number. Suppose it is proposed that eight is
a perfect number: The divisors of eight tojd considered are 1, 2, and 4.
Since 1 -1- 2 -1- 4 8, then eight isnot a perfect number and the propo-

.sition is false. Note in particular that the propositions concerning per
fect numbers could'be labeled-true or false on the basis of collected data
becaute they dealt with a finite universe, wheieas the proposition con
cerning the divisibility by.11 encompasses an infinite set, the set of all
integers. Although the proposition concerning diqibility by 11 can
never be completely verified by the collection of confirmatory instances,
it can be proved by the mathematician and even by high school students:
This again demonstrates the power of mathematical techniques.

Many times we are confronted with a. conjecture of what a mathe-
matician would 'characterize as an existence theorem. For example, some- 1
one might propose "There are black roses" or "There is a real number('
x such that I 3 = 2:" If a bush having black roses is found, then
the first statement is verified. However, if one has not been found up
to this time, this fact is no assurance one will.not be found within the
next hour or within the next .day. As for the other proposition, the
search for A solution by trial and error might continue for a long time
because it can be proved that there is no real number which when sub-
stituted for x will make the sentence I 3 = 2 a. true statement.
Hence, we say that the solution set for this equation is a null or empty
set.

Extending the illustration concerning perfect numbers, Some
maticians have proposed that "There are no odd perfect numbers."

7One way for you.to become famous, among mathematicians at least, is
to ft rd &perfeCt number that is an odd number. This is a rather interest-
irig..°Jipposi;tion, because the counterexample, if found, disproving the
propo4to0.:,,^,,,Tiould also establish an existence theorem; that is, that
ther044'4 -'0trA4d perfect number.'

'Edat as he looked at several prime numbers including 11,
i:.0423. among others, exclaimed,,"All prime numbers are odd

Ariiii*:.,:411iis a true statement? Obviously it is false, for, as one of
quickly pointed out, 2 is an even prime number. This

of the other illustrations point out that propositions using
e.. Oantifiers all or no are glsifiable (by counterexample) but pay
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not be verifiable. V-en t4ough thousands of white swans had been seen
adding credence to the proposition that all swans are white, one black
Swan seen in Australia was sufficient to destroy the generalization?

In elementary and junior high school mathematics we sometimes ex-
perience some difficulties using an inductive approach to develop a
mathematical concept if measurement is involved. For example, members
of ,a junior high school mathematics class were measuring the interior
angles of various sizes and shapeS of triangles to find the sum of the
angles of each type. Their teacher had placed three boxes on her desk
labeled: "1. Trianglessum of angles less than 140°," "2. Triangles
sum of angles greater than 1800," and "3. Trianglessum. of angles
equals 1800." The pupils were 'industriously measuring angles and sort-
ing their triangles. After a short while each box had some triangles in
it. At the end of this exercise could these boys and girls draw any valid.
conclusion from the data which they had collected? They could if they'
understood the approximate nature of measurement and if they used
an average (the mean) of the sums Of the interior angles. All of the sums,
after the measurements of the angles had been rechecked, fell within
the range from 178° to 183° inclusive. The mean, to the nearest degree,
was 180°, and the class readily accepted the conclusion that the sum of
the interior angles of any triangle is 180°. Variations from this mean were
attributed to small errors in measurement resulting from poor estimates
in reading protractors, from inaccuracies in the protractors themselves,
from the careless construction of the triangles, and from the approxi-
mate nature of measurement,

The leap from particular cases, sometimes called inductive premises,
to a universal conclusion is not a deductive process. However, the reverse
step of applying the generalization to particular situations is deductive.
For example, a prirnary-school child may, through a series of experiences,
note that three apples and two apples are five apples, that three cookies
and two cookies are five cookies, that three children and two children
are five children, and conclude that three of any class of objects and
two more of .the same things are five of the elements being considered.
From this universal conclusion it follows that a group of three balls
combined with a group of two balls will form a new group of five balls.
The child can readily, verify this deductive conclusion by counting.
Note that the inductive premises on which the child based his generali-
zation that 3 + 2 =-- 5 now become deducible by necessary inference
from the general statement.

Now it seems true that the inductive premises on which a generalized
statement is based necessarily follow from the generalization. In a case
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as_ simple as the one above, indeed it is obvious: Although it may seem
strange to you; we may not always-know all of the premises on which a
given scientific theory or law is based. This is especially true of complex
theories such as Einstein's Theory of Relativity.,A theory may well he
just an educated guess made from scanty evidence as compared to the
wide range of phenomena subsumed,by the theory or law.. Not long ago
an accepted. theory in physics implied the existence of a particle called
an'antiproton. No one had ever seen such a particle but on the strength
of the prediction from accepted theory, researeherS set about the task
of discovering the antiproton by experiment.

One might suppose,that the onlyway to,discover particle should be by experi-
ment,. but this is noti1/4;'so, although of course experiment is the judge of last- re-
sort. Sometimes theoretical physiciSts, from 'equations and calculations with
pencil and paper, have predicted the existence of particles that have never been
seen. These predictions, however strange some of them mt. 1.y seem, arise from a
necessity to preserve basic principles which form the foundation of our present
'understanding of the physical universe. When necessary, physicists have been
willing to entertain the existence of something never seen rather than imperil
these firmly established foundations."

The antiproton was not known or considered when the theory which
implied it was devised. The verification of its existence, however, was
essential to the verification of the theory. .

Note that these authors consider: experimentation, hence observational
or empirical data, as judge of last resort in the .physical sciences. (This
is not true of necessary inference.) The experimental verification of the
existence of the antiproton falls into place as one of the empirical Premises
for .the general theory. Its discovery no doubt provides some measure
of reassurance to physicists supporting the original theory. It should
be noted, however, that although verification M deductive generaliza-
tions from a complex theory or law justifies the law's introduction, it
provides no,guarantee that it will hold in the future. It should be clear
that if a dqluced hypothesis is found to be false, then the logical bases
of the theory or law must be re-examined.-

Historically many of the rules of Mathematics were made on the basis
of empirical evidence. For example, the ancient Egyptians, as they sur-
veyed the Nile Valley for the.purpose of taxation after the annual flood
of the Nile River, used the rule that the area of any triangle is equal to
one half the prothrt of 'its base and one of its sides. They did not specify
what angle was to he included between these sides." This same rule is
often proposed by junior high school youngsters in their study of infor
mid geometry. This method for finding the area-of atriangle works fine
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if the angle between the base and the side used is a right angle:It yields
approximately correct results for the area of any triangle whose altitude
and the side used, other than the base, are approximately equal. How-
ever, the critical examination of the area of an isosceles obtuse triangle
-whose base is the side opposite the obtuse angle will readily reveal the
need for revising the rule of the Egyptians.

'There are times when observations lead us to believe that a certain
relation is true. However, we may be uncertain as to how this new rela
tion fits into the general scheme of knowledge already accepted. The
empirical rule of the Egyptians mentioned above is such a relation. The -

junior high school student is more convinced of the correctness of his
guess that the area of a triangle is equal to one half the base times the
altitude when he sees that two congruent triangles may be fitted together.
to form what appears to be a parallelogram with a base and altitude
eqUal, respectively, to the base and altitude of the triangle. The area of
one of the triangles then is seen to-equal one half the area of the parallelo,
gra" Thus, his conjecture appears to follow as.-a logical consequence
of something he has already .accepted.

Anytime that inductive generalizations -may be interconnected in
such a *way that some of the conclusions may be deductively derived
from the others, the whole structure becomes more convincing. There
is little dopbt that the psychological importance of .such an interre-

.. latedness of our beliefs is considerable; neverthelesg, we need constantly
to be reminded that this does not constitute proof in the sen* of neces-
sary infere'nce.

It should be evident from the foregoing discusgion that there is no
such thing as absolute verification of an inductive generalization. Veri-
fication is,1 only relative. Inductive generalizations are tentative judg-
ments based on experiential evidence and, are to be held until further
notice. That is to say, if new and unfavorable evidencels accepted then
the conjecture will be abandoned or modified to include the new evi-
dence. - o

COMMON ERRORS IN THE USE OF PROBABLE INFERENCE

Before leaving the topic of probable inference or induction something
should be said about the faulty use of the method. The entire range of
human errors defies complete categorization, for the minds of men can
err in what appears to be an infinite number of ways. We have referred
to many' of these errors incidentally already. The following statements
represent asummary of some of the more common inductive fallacies.
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Individual Prejudices arid Preconceived Notions
All of us are influenced by .personal factors in our attempts to collect

data for the solution of a problem. This is especially true as it .pertains
to the collection and analysis of information on social issues and even
on educational theory. We tend to accept evidence that supports our
prejudices and forget the evidence against .them. Although we often do,'
not realize it, we see only what we want to see. Mathematics has a 'defi-
nite role to play in the impersonal collection and analysis of statistical
data.

Strangely enough; individual prejudices and preconceived notions
sometimes interfere in the learning of mathematics. Perhapsyon have
had pupils kilo were extremely reluctant to generalize rules or to accept

. rules for operations with negative numbers, the definitions of zero, frac-
tional or negative eXponents, or the tfbnometrie functions. of general
numbers.'!'Well it just doesn't seem right, and I don't think it should
be that way. How can you take a number (the base) as a factor a mega-
ti number of times?" one boy remarked as he "struggled with the
meaifing of 5-'. The: answer to 'his question is that you cannot take 5
as a factor negative four " times. For negative numbers the phrase ex-
$oneitt of the power must be redefined. Do we teach some concepts in
such a way that they must be unlearned when a pupil extends the idea?
If so, can this be avoided?

1Jasty GeneralizationJumping to Conclusions
What amount of positive evidence is necessary. to reach a 'universal

conclusion? This is a difficult question to answer.Eighty consecutive
inteOrfrom '-39 to +40 inelusKe indicate that when n is the expres-
sion is an integer, n2 n + 41 will always be a prime number."rhis is
considerable evidence. Yet when 41 is substituted .for n, the resulting
number is not prime!

The mathematician would say that no amount of observed. evidence
will establish a universal proposition (with probability 1). There is
strong evidence that Goldbach was correct'when he presented his con-
jecture that. any even number greater than four can be expressed' as !the
sum of tivo odd prime numbers. This *conjecture will not be inwluded

'among the accepted theorems of number theory, however, until it is
'proved deductively.

Nevertheless, we must not. lose sight of the fact that in practical
matters of everyday living, decisions must often be made on the:basis
of inconclusive evidenctH, at least on evidence that would not prOvide
positive assurance (probability 1). TheSe data may be a random sample
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of the total evidence relevant to a problem as in the case of the statisti-
cal study of the polio vaccine. On the other hand it.may.be the marshall-
ing in 6, court of law of all the evidence available, although known to be
incomplete, in an attempt to convict a suspect of some crime. Someone
has saiti'that seldom do we have proof in the deductive sense in a case
of law; 'most people are convicted on the basis of a high probability that
they are guilty:

In the past we have talked so much about the dangers of hasty gen-
eralizatiOn that we may have overlooked the fak that one of the signs
of genius'is the ability to generalize correctly on one or a few cases. Per-
haps we Should he teaching children to generalize as .soon as possible
but to check the predictive Value of their generalizations thoroughly
before they accept them as anything more than tentative. When possible
they.should prove th9ir conjectures and remove all doubt.

Begging theQuestion
The story is told of a check forger who walked up to a new and naive.

cashier to, cash a personal check. When, asked for- identification, the
forger Tallied out his wallet and showed the cashier a Picture. of himself.
'Yes sir, that's you all right," said the teller: "Here is your thirty-five

dpIlars.'Next." This is a clever and subtle way of- arguing in a circle.
Those of you who teach demonstrative geometry will recognize circu-

lar reasoning as one of the pitfalls in proving' originals. Perhaps for one
or two arguments or statements the pupil will inadvertently assume
what he is really trying to prove. The rest of hisarguments may be all
tight; however, the proof is fallacious because the pupil has reasoned
in a circle in a part,of his proof.

False Analogy
In the section nn the Method of Analogy we pointed out how pupils

in geometry may reason fallaciously that there is an infinite number
of regular polyhedra because there is an infinite number of regular poly-
gons.. It, is also a false analogy to assume that, because Mary and Bill
both have. pleasing personalities and above average intelligence, Bill Will
he a conscientious mathematics student hecause Mary is such a student.

PROBABLE INFERENCE IN MATHEMATICS- AND -THE
TEACHING OF MATHEMATICS..

The point has been made previously that induction is not proof iri
the mature mathematical sense of the term proof. NeverthelesS, probable
inference does play a role in- mathematics and in the teaching of_mathe-
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matics. Its role in mathematics is in the creation of new ideas such as
(1) the statements of reasonable and fruitful postulates, (2) the dis-
covery of conjectures requiring proof, (3) the discovery of proofs, and
(4) the use of analogous reasoning in the study and development of new
mathematics.

The role of probable inference in teaching is (1) to-help stu\ients under- ,
stand and appreciate the process of creation in mathematics (i.e., a
s,tudent should have experience not only in proving conjectures of
others but also in _proving his own conjectures), and (2), to help teach
for meaning and understanding. Inductive, informal, intuitive reasoning
characterizes an early stage of the process of growth and maturation
which culminates in a mature understanding of both probable' inference
and necessary inference, their interdependence, and their likenesses and
differences._

NECESSARY INFERENCE
We natturn our attention to necessary inferencedescribed by some

cuthors as the mathematical method or the mathematical mode of thought,.
. Two queStions.usually arise when a person passes from one or mom

sentences, called reasons or evidence, to another sentence, called a con -.
clusion. One of these is whether of not the sentences are true: The na-
turc of the reasoning involved in answering this question for .certain
kinds of sentences has been disbUssed in the first part of this 'cliapter..A
second question is whether or not the conclusion follows necessarily
_from the sentences advanced as-reasons (evidence) for it.

There are occasions when a person presents some reasons fora sentence
being true but does not claim that the reasons are conclusive. He will
admit that the conclusion does not necessarily folloW from these reasons.
The first part of this chapter has discussed this kind of reasoning. There
are other occasions when he feels that the feasons he offers are concluisive
and that 'the. conclusion, 'necessarily follows from them. We shall now
turn our attention :to' this kind of reasoning and to the knowledge which 7
can be taught to help pupils decide whether or riot in an argument which

.purports to be conclusive: the conclusion necessarily follows from the
reasons offered.

THE .CONCEPT OF INFERENCE

A pupil says,,"We will need two more bottlbs of milk because two
. ,pupils dqn!t, have any." In this. bit of ,reasoning the pupil is seeking to.

establish.the :truth Of ;We SCritence,-, 'We will need two more betties of
. - milk' by offering a-reason; 'two pupils don't have any': By accepting,'...> , .

t
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the reason, one tends to accept the conclusion which is associated with
the reason by the logical connector ThecauSe': ; .

This instance of reasoning is an inference. An inference, sometimes
called an argliment, is a set of sentences some of which are regarded as

. providing evidence for the truth of another. We ordinarily speak of the
:latter as the conclusion and the sentences offered in ,support of the cpn-
elusion as reasahs or evidence. A technical term used to denote a reason
or evidence is premise.

Analyzing an inferenceParticularly an involved inferencerequires
that one be able to distinguish between reasons and conclusions. In
doing .this we are aided by certain logical connectors whi6h often are
used to introduce reasons. Among these are the following:

because since
for eq°:'0, for the reason that
given assuming

;,.

in as much as in view of the fact that
may be deduced from for example
may be inferred from as shown by
on the hypothesis that as indicated by.

imilarly, each of the following often serves to introduce a conclusion:
therefore indicates that
hence- proves that
so' implies that
then I conclude that
conseepottly you can see that
ire can deduce that allows us to iuifer that .
leads me to believe that suggests that
it is obvious that . .4 it followS that.

Consider the following involved inference and notice the use of lin-
guistic cues which identify reasons and conclusions: .

Suppoie we want to add 3 and 16 and write a simple mime for the sum,
+ 4We know the sum is not.

3
= because is smaller than %. The sum Of,;

, 4-}-2" 6
and 3< must be larger than Ilcnce we can't add numerators and denomi-

nators just as they are. What we do is find a common denominator. In this case
4 is a common denominator since it'is-exactly divisible both by 4 and by 2. We .

next divide the common denoTninator,,4, by 2 obtaining "2.. We then multiply the
number named by the numerator and"the one named by, the denominator of the
fraction '1,16' by 2. The result is `31' .which, we know, is another name for
Therefore 3.1 ,1; 6. We, can therefcpkpbstittite `34,':fer ,`P2' in the .name.`%,+
(6' and get + A simpler. nafne than `% is'%' so our answer is

While this inference illusthites the use of signals for reasons and con-.
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lesions, it al fjp 'shows thatanot every reason or conclusion is so identi-
fied. For example, the third sentehre.inlhetrst paragraph is a reason,
yet it is not introduced by any identifying expression. When identifying
expretsions are not usect one must decide frem the context which sen-

nces are reasons And which. afe ,conTlusions. .

: T14 infel'ence quoted abode' so serves to illustrate a...point which is
well knAn. Aim,* frdip logical ohgineetors, e.g., 4thecause', 'hence',
`since', and 'therefore', used teignal a reason or a conclusion, there is
no pregiii'iy in thelferm or a septeue.which serves to identify it as a
'reason or a ccanej,usion. In fact, theWinie 'sentence can function both as
.a reason and as a conclusion: An example of this double function is the
sentence,, "34 = Thiventence serves as Nconclusion supported
by the reason ';t./.. 'W ... is another. 'name for M." Once it has been
established, it then serves as a reasoneapporting the conclusion, "We
cam . . . substitute 'Yelor 'W in WI The terms 'conclusion' and
`reason' are comparable to the terms'teacher' and pupil' in that a given
person may in one situation (Context), be ateacher and in another situa-
tion be a pupil. . rt

7
TEACHING ABOUT INFERENCES

Piaget and his collaborators17, 18 hafe studied the language of children
in an .attempt, to identify, and analyze their reasoning. This. research is
helpful .to a imary teacher in deciding what she cap do in laying a basis
.for the conce t of proof..

Piaget ident an argument with verbal 'persuasion. The use oF
argument by children begins when:they abandon istal force, threats,
teasing, or name-calling to attain their ends. At first, argumentation is
only a :sequence of sentences, e.g.,. "I want a drink.`Give me a drink."
These in* be 'related in the child's mind by something other, than tem-
poral o'r' der, but Piaget is not sure. The test he employed to identify the
presence.Qf logical relation was the use by the child of certain subordr
'nate conjunctions;The.first to appear w. s $arce quel,our 'becauseand
subsequently -`Puisgue"; our 'since'. These were used to introduce a
reason. He also found that these words were often used incorrectly. For
example, a child might say, ",The fatt is turned off bea.use the water
won't rim" dr "I: *id, a bath because I am clean." He believed this
inversion of cause and effect and hence reason arnkconelmipn was caused
by the juxtaposition of the two ideas in the child's mind with the 'be-

.

canse' functioning like 'and'. *
Viaget found what is 's6 apparent to parentC and primary teachers

. children's persisten ,waking why. What he realized, that some parents
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and teachers do not realize, was that, some 'whys' reflect only disap-
pointment or frustration. The child really. does not expect a reason;
perhaps only consolation. If he is proffered a reason, he rejects it even
if it is a good reason, perhaps by repeating, "But why?" or "But you
haven't told me why." In the context of the present chapter, we are
interested in the 'whys' that request explanationthe giving of, reasons.

The child gradually learns even before he enters school that, accord-
ing to the way we live, people justify their actions and beliefs and ex-
pect others to justify theirs. Sometimes this justification (reason giving);
is supplied along with the statement or request being justified, e.g.,'
"May I leave early because mother wants to take me downtown?"

'Sometimes it is supplied in responses-to the question "Why?" or "How
do you know?" Since such linguistic behavior occurs so frequently and
naturally and is basically reasoning, here is where the primary teacher
can tie in. She-can tie in not only in teaching arithmetic but in all teach-
ing, informal as well as formal. Through repeated uses of this kind of
language, pupils can gradually be led to sharpen their concepts of a
reason and a conclusion and the Correct use of 'because', 'since', and 'if'
to indicate reasons and 'then' and 'so' to indicate conclusions. Learning
will be by imitation rather than by formulating and applying a verbal
principle. The word 'conclusion' and its derivatives need not be taught.
Teachers knoW expressions, e.g., 'What you think', that are better un-
derstood and serve well enough to name this idea. If 'reason' in "Give
me a reason" its'not understood by first, graders, 'Tell me (us) why' or
simply 'why' will serve the same function. The teacher can correct
errors, e.g., "You should say, 'I am clean because I had a bath' not 'I
had a bath because I am clean', " but probably without announcing a

.pnnciple.
It is assumed that pupils will come to school with an understandiffg

of the use of such words as gall',.`some', 'nob', 'each', 'every', 'true', and
!not true'. If their use of these words does not indicate an understanding,
the teacher will have to teach the correct use. This teaching will probably
p'roceed like that described above. But developing informally the con-
cepts of reason and conclusion and the correct use of certain subordinat-
ing conjunctions represent the chief contribution of the primary teacher
to the concept of proof. Reinforcement of the, meaning of such words
as those mentioned above can continue in the intermediate grades. This
reinforcement will come as the terms are used in varied contexts. Addi-
tional words such as 'reason', 'conclusion', and 'therefore' can be added
to the pupils' vocabularies as they increase in intellectual maturity.

Particularly helpful in teaching the pupil to reason is, asking "Why?"
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or "How do. you know?" Piaget" believes that children arrive at answers
to arithmetic problems which are correct or incorrect yet- often do not
knoW why they did what they did in obtaining the answer. An example
he gives is the following: "When we ask: 'Why do you say 5?' of some-
one who has given the answer to the question: 'It takes 20 minutes to
walk from here to x. Bicycling is 4 times as fast. How much is that?'
the answer may be: 'Because I divided 20 by 4' . ." 2°' This is descrip-
tion by the child; het explanation. The error is explainable, according
to Piaget, in that, "The logical justification of a judgment takes place
on a different plane from the invention of the judgment." 20 This seems,
to indiCate that a teacher has to teach the child what a satisfactory
reason is for this context. This can be done perhaps by asking, "But
why did you divide 20 by 4?" or by saying, "You told me what you did.
But why did you do that? Why didn't you multiply 20 by 4?" Gradually,
the child's attention will be directed away from his action what he did
in obtaining the answerand to the language of _justification Or explana-
tion. He will learn unverbalized criteria of a good reason. Sharpening
and verbalizing these criteria may be left forsucceeding years.

As children become older and more mature, they will come to realize
that reasons can be arranged in a chain in presenting a More involved
argument. This .realization may come as they persist in asking "Why?".
An illustration of this might be the following exchange with the child
speaking first.

"What are you doing?"
"Vm dusting the roses."
"Why?"
"Because I want to kill the aphids on them."
"Why do. you want to do that?"
"Because the aphids spoil the flowers and we Won't hatre any nice

flowers to see and smell." -.
As the child experiences many instances of reasoning like this one,

he probably comes to see that one can gitre reasons ff3:x reasons. And this
essentially is the principle, that a sentence may sert.'e both as .a reasOn
and a conclusion.

THE CONCEPT OFNECESSAKY INFERENCE

Let us consider some inferences... Suppose a pupil reasons as follows:
"Most multiplication problems in our textbookresult in a Product which
is larger than either of the two numbers whickare.mtiltiplied. Since this
problem hi our book that I am doing is -a multiplicatiOn ,problem, my .

54
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answer (product) should be-Targer than either of the two numbers I
multiplied." Does his conclusion follow necessarily from the reasons he
advances? Obviously not, for he might have been doing one of the few
problems in the book in which one of the two numbers multiplied was
a fraction, It is possible for his conclusion to be false even though both
of his reasons (premises) are true.

Suppose the pupil reasons, "If a number is exactly divisible only by
itself and one, it is a prime number. 43 is exactly divisible only by itself
and one. Therefore, 43 is a prime number." Does his conclusion follow
necessarily from the reasons he gives? The answer is 'yes', assuming the
rules of reasoning we ordinarily use. And if the pupil had said, "43,is a
prime number because it is exactly divisible only by itself and one,"
many people would say his conclusion, namely 43, is e prime number,

"necessarily follows from the reason he gave. At least, they would say'
- that this is sound reasoning.

It was easy to decide in these instances whether or not the conclusions
necessarily followed. But what of this bit of reasoning: '6 = 7' is a state-
ment of equality because it contains an equals sign to the left and right
of which are names of numbers. Does the conclusion, '6 = 7' is a state-
ment of equality, necessarily follow from the reason supplied? This in-
ference has the same form as the abbreviated one in the previous pare,:
graph. Yet some of the same people who said the conclusion of the
previous inference follows necessarily would say that the conclusion of
the latter does not necessarily follow.

It appears we need dr definition of 'necessarily follows' to settle this
matter. However, instead of defining this term, let us define the term,
`necessary inference'. Then we can stipulate that the conclusion of a
necessary inference necessarily follows from the premises. 'Necessary
inference' can be defined in various ways. It is sometimes said to be an
inference in which the conclusion follows inescapably from the reasons
offered. It can also be defined as an inference which can be justified by
laws of deductive logic. A definition which is both precise and useful in
teaching is that a necessary inference is an, inference in which it is not
possible for the reasons to be true and the conclusion false. This is the
one we shall use. Later we shall refer to the other two statements about
a necessary inference and point out their use by a teacher in helping
students discriminate between inferences which are necessary and those
which are not.

A. synonym for necessary inference is valid inference. An inference
is not necessarywhose conclusion does not necessarily followis
called an invalid inference:

1.5 1t.-
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VALIDITY AND TRUTH
It needs to be kept in mind that validity is a property of an inference,

but is not a property of a statement. Truth is a property of a statement,
but is not a property of an inference. That is, we can correctly speak of
an inference being valid or invalid and of a statement being true or false
(but not both true and false). But we cannot correctly speak of an in-
ference being true or false or a staternen),..being valid or invalid. At
this point someone may take an exception to what has just been said.
He may point out that in responding to the inference, "Either an integer
is an odd number or it is an even number: Since the integer 10 is not an
,odd number, I know that it is an even number," he is inclined to say,
true. But the 'true' can be interpreted to be either a judgment concern-
ing the truth of the conclusion, 'It (10) is an even number', or synony-
mous with, 'I agree that you have made a valid inference'. With such
an interpretationwhich ,seems reasonable if one ponders the matter
a bitthe original statements about the relations among truth,
staterrients:'inferance; dnd Validity still hold true.

11here is one qualikiation which has to be made, however. The word
'inference' is used arnbiguous' Vr. It is sometimes used to designate the
set of reasons%and lconclusion. And it is sometimes used to designate
only the concluSion. In the latteer sense, one can speak of a true inference
and thereby refer- to tfi; ccfnclusic:M: Similarly.,; one an Spe6.k of a valid
conclusion as a convenient way of refeiiiinto Ihe validity of the infer-

.enee of which the conclusion is a.part: *
To ascertain the relations between the validity of an inference and

the truth of the sentences composing the inference, consider the following
inferences. As you read the statements in each inference, make a deci-
sion about their truth. Then decide whether or not the inference is
valid.

1. If the symbol for'or a whole number ends in '0', the number is exactly
divisible by 10. '1000' ends in '0', therefore, 1000 is divisible by 10.

2. If the symbol fora whole number ends in the number is exactly,
divisible by 3. If it is exactly divisible by 3, it is exactly divisible by 5.
Hence, if the symbol for a whole number ends in '0', the number is '
exactly divisible by 5.

3. If a number is exactly divisible by 3, it is exactly divisible by 7.
If it is exactly divisible by 7, it is exactly divisible by 5. Hence, if a
number is exactly divisible by 3, the number is exactly divisible by 5.

4. If two angles of a triangle are congruent, two sides of the triangle
are congruent. Two sides of an isosceles triangle are congruent. Therefore,

_two angles of an isosceles triangle are congruent.
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5. If a geometric figure is a square, it is a circle. If a gepmetric,
is a triangle, it is a circle. Therefore, if a geometric figureis: stittare,
is a triangle.

6. The diagonal of square A divides the square into
triangles. This is also true of the 100 other squares of
tested. Therefore, the diagonal of every square divides the :s;citifire:Intti-
two congruent triangles..

Let us now analyze these six inferences according to theftrnik eaciA;;.
reason and conchision and according to the validity ofiAjiii inference
(Table 2) .

TABLE 2

Inference . First .Reason Second Reason Inferenct

1 True True
2 False False
3 False False
4 True True
5 False False
6 True True.

(1 ::, 1'. ,

.Valid :3:1.. .Trut......;....
Valid' ',/..: "'sue: i - '
Valid ......:.. .... ,.:False':..:..:
Invalid ...ji"TOiii.
Invalid Ttilf,ie
Invalid. :.1:' ,'True: '

As can be seen froirrthc table, an inference andit*-cotichiSinn
respectively: valid and true (1 and.2), an4
true (4 and 6), and invalid and lalsep(5):

Inference 6 is the familiar proba.ble%infercneC.:,'Tikinfeienee-,''.66iild
be rated as good reasoning ciI soltn,d4regianingsiece::-.0ieso*adijig:141Dpls
are More general and are used fbrate, Prebablearidnecesst4' inferences
Alike. But since it is 'logically' possible for the reatting to be; true and
'the conclusion false, the,infercac is in.vand ".:

These exaxnples show that A. knowledge ot0:6f':tlie.tintli!-of:a, cnuelu-
sion is not helpful: in.determining the validityCPtfieipfereiree:..A.-knowl-
edge of the validity of an inference is by itself rirt'.h 1pfiil. ri deterini;ning
the truth of the can-011481cm% Nor is a-knowledge:'.Of*'-frptlifof.:reasons
offered for a coniplusiori;neebqarily an indie4ibb ;glut: tiie.ciinciiisiori is
true. It is only w.hen- We know that the reaeoilS:arActrite:Oit4e'ixiference
is valid that A're can know with certainty' that Itie: ebnehision *true,

JUDGING *INTUITIYgLY
OF AN INFERENCE

'To be sure,: too-trilakC,;j44gnpnts ru:bOOC-the
validity of infJenees eVeri though. they'".knCly. nri'liaiteriii3.. of :valid
inference. These j wiggle' tS arc raaliei tends
to be had on the definition:of- A:valid:MfdronCe.:.4-.it: is...possible for
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the conclusion to be false when the reasons are true, the inference is
invalid. One kind of intuitive testing of the validity of an inference,
then, consists of trying to find an instance .in which the reasons are
true and yet the conclusion is false. Suppose a pupil has always been
successful in checking his addition problems by casting out nines. He
might be inclined to say that if the problem checks by casting out
nines, the sum is correct. Another pupil might point out the following
problem which checks but whose sum is incorrect.

179 8
24 6

803 2
65 2

1062 0
The reason, i.e., the problem checks, is true but the conclusion, i.e.,
the sum is correct, is false. Hence, the inference is invalid.

This kind of testing is sometimes spoken of as finding a counter-
example. The specific problem above is an example which counters or
contradicts the conclusion 'stated'.. If one can find a counterexample,
the inference is imialid. Bti t 'aiie cannot find a counterexample, the

7 inference is not necessarily valid. It May be invalid, but the person
does not know enough about the subject to find a counterexample.
intuitive testing, the tendency is to accept the inference as valid if no
counterexample can be found. But the possibility of a counterexample
proyides thedesire to be certain that this is not possible. This can
be regarded as the motivation for a study of proof.

Related method of:using _a counterexample is the well-known
principle of logy that4o disprove a. proposition of the forth all A is B,
one can prove its contradictory, some 'A is not B. To prove this, one
needs to find at least one A which is not B. A child in responding to
the statement, "All the dogs on our street are nice," may say, "No,
Bruno is not nice. He barks at me and jumps on me." At a more ad-
vanced level, an authors of a trigonometry textbook writes:

Ye shall now consider functions of an angle which is the sum of two angles.
It seems reasonable to say that if the functions of 30° and 45° are known, the
functions of 75° can be obtained. For instance, issin 30° + sin 45° = sin 75°?

1
Obviously this is false because

2

-V 2
= .5 + .7. = 4.2 which would make sin

2
75° greater than 1. This proves that, in general, sin (A + B) sin A + sin B.
Likewise, sin 2A is not identically equal to 2 sin 4 because sin 60° 2 sin 30°.

In the same vein, to disprove a statement of the form, no A is B,
one can prove the contradictory: some (at least one) A is B. To a'pupil
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who claims that no similar triangles are congruent, the teacher can
exhibit two triangles XYZ and ABC, which have two angles and the
included side of one congruent. to two angles and the included side of
the other.

Teachers can make use of the principle of counterexample when
encouraging a pupil to test a generalization he has reached by induction.
If he says or implies that dividing .one number:iv another results in a
quotient that is smaller than the dividend,the teacher can pose the
problem 6 Pupils will learn by imitation this method of counter--
example to prove the falsity of certain statements. By the time they
reach the seventh or eighth gradei'they probably are mature enough to
understand the principle inyoltied if it is stated as: to disprotre.a state-
ment that claims somethirigis true of all members of a group, we need
onlya.to find one excepticin, in other' words, a counterexample:

Another way of demonstrating intuitively the invalidity of an infer-r..
ence is by means of logical analogy. Suppose a pupil reasons; "If a
polygon is equilateral and equiangular, it is a regular polygon. Polygon

is a regular polygon. Thus, polygon A BC DE is equilateral.and
equiangular." The pupil knows that all these statements arc true so he
elaints that this is a valid inference. The teacher might reply, "'According
to your. reasoning,' the-,following inference is also valid: If a person
is singing, he is alive. Tom is alive. Thus, Tom is singing. This conclu-
sion, as you can see, does not necessarily. follow. Yet this inference has
the Same form as the one yfiti made. How can one he valid and the other
invalid?"

This refutatiotr by logical analogy. is eflective if the analogy is appar-
ent to the person making the . invalid inference and if the refuting
inference ls in terms of sentences easily decidable as true or false. Of---
course, if an inference is not refuted by logical analogy, this does not
mean that the inference is valid But as in :using counterexamples, an:
inference intuitively is considered valid if a refutation by logical analogy
cannot readily he foUnd..

It is interesting note that refutation by -logical at logy can 'be
subsumed under the tacknique of using a counterexample. According
tothis point of view, what is being tested is not the particular inference
but the inference model or formula. If a particular inference fitting this
model can be found whose reasons arc true but whose conclusion is

. false,:the inference model is an invalid mink!. Finding such a particular
inferenee'''constitutes finding a counterexample. In.' the case of the

'inference above, the inference model may be regarded as: 'If p then q.

q therefore' p.' We were able to find an example of this model, that is,

a

/ 5 9
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a particular inference, which was invalid. This served as a counter-
example of the ,model. Hence, we know that by using this model and
true reasons we cannot be Sure that the conclusion is true. But more
about inference models.later.

MORE 'RIGOROUS TESTING OF THE ' VALIDITY
OF INFERENCES

Consider the following reasoning:

In arguing that a statement is true, the statement becomes the final conclu-
sion in the argument. Now if this conclusion goes beyond any of the reasons
used in the argument, it is invalid.. But if it does not go beyond the reasons, it
Ices not reveal any new knowledge, that is, knowledge not implicit in the rea-
sons. The fact is that the conclusion either has to go beyond the reasons or not.
Therefore, statements are either invalid or they do not reveal any new knowledge.

Does the conclusion of this involved inference necessarily follow from
the reasons offered? Some people will say that it does and that the
inference is valid. Others will say that it does not and that the inference
is invalid. How shall we decide which group is correct? Intuitive judg-
ment is of no help, for each- group is convinced they are right. It'is'.,
obvious we must have some rules to go by. One of the values of teaching,
students what it means to prove a statement is to enable them movett,
from a concept of a proof as that which convinces me 'to the conce of a
proof as that which satisfies'laws of logic. To put it another way, the aim
is to teach the student when he can say 'therefore' and when he cannot.
Without 'objective and generally accepted criteria, there is no way to
settle a difference of opinion as to whether or not a statement has been
proved. Instruction in the elementary and junior high grades paves the
way for clinching the more sophisticated concept of a proof at the senior,
high and junior college levels. .

At the senior high level, probably in plane geometry, the commonly
accepted names, 'valid inference' and 'necessary inference', may be
introduced at the same time the precise definition of such an inference
is given, namely, an inference is valid if and only if-it is not possible for
the conclusion to be false when the reasons are true. This more precise
concept of a valid inference seems to be useful before proceeding to teach
a technique for judging the validity of. inferences. We shall now turn
to two general techniques for accomplishing this.

EULER CIRCLES

This technique, credited to the great Swiss mathematician, Leonhard
F:uler, can be used to test inferences composed of, or reducible to,
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sentences of the form all A is B, no A is B, some B, and some
A is not B. It consists of using circles (actually any closed geometric

fi

figure will do) drawn in various relative positions to visualize the rela-
tions asserted by these sentences.

Let us diagram' the statement, 'All hexagons are polygons'. We shall
use two circles, the interior of one to represent the set of hexagons and tkir
the interior of the other, the set of polygons. By drawing, as shown in t
Figure 4, the circle, whose interior repreSents the.set of hexagons wholly .. Yfb:1

Fro. 4

within the one whose interior represents the set of polygons, we show
that all hexagons are included in the set of .polygotk. The circles also
dePict'the same proposition

'stated,
as IA hexagon is a polygon' or .in

if -then language as `forevery geometric figurei,if the figure is a hexagon,,
it is a polygon'.: .

All we know from the statement, 'all hexagons are polygons', is that
the set of hexagons is_ included in the set of polygons. We do not kno'w
whether the kart of the interior of the circle representing polygons
but not 'hexagons has a member or not. Hence we cannot validly infer
frdin this riTrTscntation that some polygons are not hexagons, sir not
all polygons arc h'exagons.These statements, we know, are true. But
they are so; for reasons other .than 'all hexagons are polygonS'.

If we know that ABCDEF is a hexagon, we can represent this state-
ment asin Figure 5, and if we combine this statement with the previOus
one, we have (Fig. 6).
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All hexagqns are polygons
ABCDEF is a hexagon

Fla. 6

Can we validly conclude that ABCDEF is a polygnn? The diagram
shows that we can. It is not possible for the conclusion to be false and
the two reasons true.

Is the following inference valid?
All numerals are symbols.
'7' is at, symbol.
'7' is .a numeral.
The conclusion certainly is true, but is the inference valid? To see,

we diagram it (Fig. 7).

All numerals are symbols '7' is a symbol
Fla. 7

When we put these two diagrams together, we can do it in at least
two ways (Fig. 8). Both diagrams represent correctly the two reasons.
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Singe there are two correct representations, there areitwo possible con-
elusions. The one given in the inference, therefore, is notunavoidable.
We can escape'the conclusion via the right-hand diagram which shows,
that whereas '7' is a symbol it is not necessarily a numeral.,

Let us now consider the statement, 'No triangle has two right angles'...
To .see clearly how this relation can be represented by Euler Circles,
wechange the statement to 'No' triangle is a figure having two right
angles'. This ai5pearS to be equivalent to the given statement. This

'latter statement implies that the set ot triangles is excluded from the
set of figures having two right angles., We can visualize this relation
by the 'diagram in Figure 9:

= Flo: 9

From this diagram We can immediately draw an inference concerning
the truth of these statements: (1) `No figure having two right angle's
is a triangle; and. (2) 'All triangles have-two riglit,angles'. The first is
true; the secondi5i false;

Is' the following inference _

No even number is exactly divisible by 3
14 is an even number.,
.-. 14 is not exactly divisible by 3.
To decide,' let :us reriresent,each reason by Eulei` Ciieles, and theri

combine the cirelOs., The two ClOsedcurves on the left-in Figitre 10 rep

tt

numb.er
exactly by 3

VIG. 10

_resent 'No' even nuntberis exactly, divisible by. 3', and the. right,-hand
diagram representS'14 is an even number'.

Combining the cloSed curves to represent -botlt,retisons, we have the.
diagram as-shown in Figure 11. T111: diagram showing that:the 'conclu-
sion '14 is not. divisible by 3' follows. necessarily, The inference k valid
even though' t he first reason is false. ,

'17
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FIa. 11

- Is the following inference valid?
No triangle is a hexagon.
No hexagon an octagon.
.*. No triangle is an octagon.
The inference sounds plausible 'perhapsi becapse all the statements

are true :and they appear to be relate'd by transitivity. But letfu, see
(Fig. 12).

No triangle is a hexagon Nerld:nigon is an netagon ,,,,.,

,,,,

. . ' no. 1 . . . .

..
14-,,'7.. wt.

. When we combine 'the Edict.. curves so as to preServe these 'telations,...

we'find ivc have three possibilities among others (Fig: 13).
1

2

Flo. 13 I

There are, berefore., dt!least three.possible conclusions: (1) no triangle
:is an octago

. all octagons are triangles, and (3) all Ariangles ark
oota .h nee, the one'pi.oposed in'the infeNn.ce does not, follow tieces-
sarily.
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Particular statements like 'Some algebraic equations have integral
roots' and 'Some arithmetic p!bblems arenot hard' can be represented
by Euler curves: In making the representation, we must reeiibei
that `some' is always used in the sense of 'at least one'.`Some equations'
implies 'there is at least one equation' (Fig.,..14).

0155

arithmetic'
problems .

Some equations have integral roots. Some arithinetie problems are not hard
Flo. 14

The 'indicates that there is at least one memOer in like cldss
i.e., at least one algebraic equation :having 'integral roots and at

,..
least, one arithmetic problem which is not hard.

Suppose someone argues, "Since.:.serne equations hayeintegal roots,
Some do not have integral roots."Athis easoning?,,It is not The
fact that the set 'consisting of things that aile both equatwnsand have
integral roots is nOt.empt,y,.thatis,.hasat'least, one Incinber, gives us
no infOrmation. about Whether the set consisting of things, that arc
equations and do not have integral roots is empty or not. As matter
of fact, we know that there are.equations.Which do not have integi*il
roots but:nottfOr the rettsOn'given in this particular inference.

Which of -the following statements follow necessarily frOrif 'SOme
arithmetic problenis are not..hard'?

1. Some hard problems are not arithmetiC problems.
2. Some hard problems are arithmetic problems.
3.. Some arithmetic problemsare:hard..
The alis.wer is that none sloes; for the reason, by itself, provides ho.

information about whether the other setsrepresentedin the overlapping
Euler Circles . are empty Or hot. These inferences illustrate again the
pOit.made earlier that a conclusion can be true bt.i.t.:*t:because of the

4,k roason(s):_given.
It can he seen,. then, that- Euler Circles afford a practicable way of

testing the validity of certain uninvolVed.inferences..The 'techniqUe is..
easy to.teach, as was found in The Project for the 'Improvement of
Thinking, which was carried on for two years in Evanston, New Tzier
and Niles "Township. high schools in Illinois. In the selected geometry
classes students were taught the technique. of 'Euler Circles by using a.
set of exercises individually titled; Classes and Class 'ittenibcrshipo'
Class ncinsion: and Exclusion and Ways of IllustratinpP7Icse Rglalion-

.

1
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ships, Ho'w To Use:Euler Circles To Test the Valt of Reasoning, RePre-
senting O er Statemen* (some p p is nOt q) _by Euler Circlos,
and Drawing Valichconelugans, 'Me Euler CircleotechitiqUe was chosen
rath4 than the more ehtant VW. diagram technique beeagke it seems
to be easier for students to visaizslt laps inclusioatincl Gaxelusion rela-
tionships.

FORMULAS.:OF VALID , ERENCE
',We will now cOnsider a topic h eh will enable us to understand the,

logic of the variousstrateifes available to 'L sisiderit when he is trying'',
to prove a proposition. Some of he strategies will be 'described in a
subsequent section. c

Let us suppose you are in a. criathIng store an hear this, argument:
;;, /

4 't
-If clothing material holds atress, this indicatts that it is a synthetic fabric.",

And if the material wears this also indicates that it is a synthetic fabric.
But worsted i4 not a synth tic fabric. Solt _won't hbld4a preSs and,h, won't wear
well. ;7 0

Is this 'a valid aretnente",Do the reastns prove4the Conclusion,. Let
worsted won't hold :pitte'ss and it wont wear well, true? On'%,way' of

*testing the argfunenW, to make aPaLtlogous argument using concepts
which we may understa'nclbetter than those in the preceding argume%t.
Let us use gepmetrie co,ncepts. We shall#Niake the following replgtee-
ments: ,

r

`Clothing wterial holds air'ess' by two triangles.are equiatogular,,;
`It (clothing material-4,iPa synthetic fabric' by Tley (two triangles)

are similar'
s.`The (clothing) material wears ,eell hy '1* two filangles are con-

gruent' <3,!,i

`Wor4ed is riot a synttetic fabqc by trivgles OBC and DEF are
not sinAt'. ,1;

With thesesubstitutions, t e argument bcomes:

ittlicates at they are similar. e tiku
If two triangl4s are equihngular,"this.:t adicate.s thti they a similar. And if

the two triangles are 'congruent, this alSO i
triangles ABC and'DEF are not similar: SO triangles .ABC and DkF are not
equiangular and they are not, congruent. 4 4 14!

Intuitively4thi4LAMMars f?J'ibe a valid argurropt. The reasons, if true;'''
seem fii(proVe theconclusion to be true. So, since this arguinient is anal-

, °gots to the first argument, we feel justified in yoteving that the
first argument is yatd and the conclusion proved' a truciiktatement*.*

04'One needs to remember that 'proof' and,'prove' oat used here in the sense of
mathematical or deductive proof; that is, tliglogical impossibility,pf the concl*
sion being false when the reasons are true.- 4

1)

'6.
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Our -jUstificatibn- is based on a principle of logic that validity depend's
only.. on the form. of the argument and not on its subject matter. This
means that two arguments of the same form areteither both valid or
both,,invalid regardless of their subject matter or content.

Now it is .obvii3us that there are many argUments'ef.many particular
forms...Ifc,,;-then, we.can identify those argument forms whkh are valid,
any time we can fit a particular argument to a valid farm we can be
certain that it is valid and that its conclusion is true if the 'reasons given
are true. Similarly, if we .know certain invalid argument forms, we can
he sore that any argument which fits one of these ,fprnis is invaliddt
can be seen that this technique is powerful=by far the most powerful
technique we lave .considered.

We can exhibit the form of quadratic equationskike.'2x2 + 3x +71 = .
0' by ..`axii";1- bx:-F c =.0' where `a', and 'c'-are parameters (variables).
We call .'ax2 bx. c = 0' a,,formula. Just as we can exhibit the form
of. Certain algebraic sentences by replacing some of the numa'als involved
by variables, so we can exhibit. the form of arguments by replacing the
statementir about a particular subject matter by variables. We shall

' ""TA3LE 3

Symbol Possible Translations Example

p
q

Not p.
It is not the c se that p.
p is false

p A q p and q

P V por

,;-/t: A .--q) It is not the ease that p and not q.

4,

P q If irthen q.
p only if 81.
p is a sufficient condition for q.
q is a necessary condition for p.

If p theryq and itptherrp.
q if and onli. its p.
p is equivalenttto q.1

'p is a sufficient and necessary
condition for fy..

TWO triangles are equiangular.
The triangles are similar.
It,is not the case that two triatiglifs

are equiangular.

Two triangles are equiangular and.
the triangles are similar.

Two triangles are equiangular QT.
the triangles are similar.

It is not the case that two triangles
re'equiarigular and the triangles

are'not similar.
if two4riangle3 are equiangular*

then the triangles are similar.

Twb, triangles are equiangular :if
and only if '.'the triangles are
similar. .

The sense of or is''not the mutually i3xc tsive sense, that, is, p or q but riot p
and q, but the inclusive sense, namely, p or q itnd.possibly p-and q. To remove
am4guity .the inclusive 'or' is soSetimes written as 'and./or'.

I 7
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call a sentence thus obtained 'a formula. The values (substitution in.7
stances).of the variables in such a formula will be statements. The value
of the formula (as distinct from the values of the variables in the formula)
will be arguments!' a"

But before we can write such formulas and use them to test the validity
of an argument, we will employ, some symbols which will correspond
to certain logical connectors in English, e.g., 'and', 'if .. then', 'or',
and a symbol to correspond to the ,English 'not'. We shall use the dic-
tionary as illustrated in Table 3 in which p and q are variables whose,
domain is statements.

We now can write some formulas for .valid arguments (Table 4).

TABLE 4
Formula Example

4) A 731 q

[(73 V 4) A pl q

q) (q

p (^12)

-4 ',I))

If two triangles are equiangular, then they are similar
and two triangles (i.e., ABC and DEF) are equi-
angular. Therefore, they ABC and DEF) are
similar.

9

Lines A and B are either parallel or lines A and B
intersect and lines A and .B are not parallel. There-
fore, lines A and B intersect.

If two lines are perpendicular, then. they form right
angles. Therefore, if two lines do not form right
angles, then they are not perpendicular.

If a number is divisible by 10, then it is not the case
that the number is not divisible by 10.

jtylow becdmes apparent that if a teacher teaches his students the
formulas most commonly used for proving statements, they will haVe
a way of testing the validity 9r arguments. If an argument: can be made
to fit one of these formulas, it is Valid. Most logic textbooks, especially
those containing a chapter on symboliC.Iogic, present many valid formu-
las. It can be seen, after a little thought, that the valid formulas are
simply representations of laws of logic in synibols other than the words
of ordinary language. We will see one advantage of this symbolism in.
the next section.

TRt;TII VALUES AND TRUTH. TABLES
The question, how do we- know that certain formulas are valid for-

mulas, naturally arises. Whatever answer is given must be based on
the definition of 'valid inference', viz., 'a valid inference is one in which
it is impossible for the reasons to be true and the conclusion false'. One

. answer is that for a valid forMula we have never yet found a substitu-
b tion instance in which the,,reasons were false and the conclusion true,: ,

3
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But this -is an unsatisfactory answer for mathematics teachers. Who
knows? Perhaps tomorrow someone may find just such an instance.'A
more satisfactory answer is that since we are concerned; according to
the definition oUvalid argument', only with the truth and falsity of the

-reasons and conclusion, we need, consider only these two as values of
the variables.in our formulas rather than an indefinite set of statements.
Hence in testing a formula we will replace the variables by '7" or 'F'
which may be interpreted as 'true' and 'false' respectively. We can thus
obtain' all possible subStitution instances whose reasons and conclusion
have different truth values (i.e../ true or false).

Before proceeding further, we shall have to establish some'rules'.for
determining the truth and falsity of compound sentences like. p A q,
p V q, and p qand even-for a simple sentence, like 'p when we
know the truth values of p and q"sePar ely. We shall do..this through
-the medium of ordinary English state mts.

Let us take theStatement, 'Angl A is -a right, angle'. According to
the way we ordinarily spe: , 'A gle A is- a right angle' is true, then
we sax that its contradictory, `It'd not the case that Angle A -is a

:right angle' is false. And if we know 'Angle A is a right angle' is false,
then we say:thatits -contradictory, viz., 'It is not the case that Angle A
is a right angle' is true. In short, a statement and its Contradictory have
opposite truth values. \V shall therefore use this, the way we ordinarily
speak, to define the trutti value of ---pthe symbol for a negationwhen
we know the truth Values of p. We -shall say:

When p is p is
T F
F .T.

An array like this..i3,4r-ieli enables us to ascertain. thearuth value of
one statement vaKhle when We ,knoW the truth value of anotheris
called a truth table. This table.-satisfie'S the criteria for.'a -function (see
Chapter 3) so .it is:called a truth-value function or, morAintply, a truth
function. If pi's considered to be the first member of the ordered paii,s,
the function provides a way of eafetilating the truth Value of the second
member,. p. On the other hand, if ---p is taken as the first menter .of
the ordered pairs, we can calculate the truth value of the second member,
p. "The ffinction thus obtained is the inverse of the first function.

Consider the statement, 'A. measure of Angle A is 909' along with ;the
statement, 'Augle is a right angle'. It is not possible for one to be
true and the other false. Either both of -these are true or both are false.
This is. the s:inie as saying that. they 'llave the sarrie truth value. State-

6 9
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merits which have the same truth value are called equOalent statements.
Let us symbolize two statements having the same truth valu& (being
equivalent) as '13 H q'. We can use the following truth table to define
p

When p is and qis
.T

is
T
F

6F
T.

We make use of this truth function in some OroofS :when we Make
substitutions. In any argument we may substittitenforany Statementan..
equivalent one without changing the validity of the.nrgument. pcam ptes.
of statements which are recognized as equivalent arc, the following:;.

This statement
3 + 4 = 7.
An angle may be copied

by using a protractor
or ruler and compass.

x + 6 = 12
9x = 36
Lines m and n are paral-

lel.

is equivalent to this statement-
4 + 3n= 7.
An angle may be copied

by 'uSing... ruler and
compasspra firotractor.

12 = x -F'.

x .= 4
Lines mi .7.1 arc not

_nonparaIle1. '

In addition to the statement, 'Angle A is a right anOe' let/US t, e the
statement, B is an acute angle'. Each of thesc,:StateinentScati be
true or false' (buts neither 'can be both -true. and false). Ne!CFn form
compound statement by joining these two statements by,
`Angle A is. aright angle and Angle B is an adnWailgler.W'd will ;41*
statementik this formed by joining two or more, statements hly 'rind"

conjync4on'and. each of the componeiit Statements denjnnets.'
What would -.We Want to know about thc truth Of 'the eOnjuncts4 to tie

say, 'Angle A is a. right angleitind -Anigle-.B ivnan 'acute .angle'
is true? We are willing to :say this: conjunction but, -only 4
cash of its cOnjuncts.is true.::Otherwise,.iVasaY,the!corijnnatinn is false.
We shall now use these fads to-tdefine 'tfie qHthe
symbol for a co nj unctiort--when. know iiic.fttfif,;;1114e's 'fif''p and q
separately. Let us do thi% by means +the truth

Notice that all po. re combiMitions of theArrith values of p and q
are presented. 1' th'table:Tis 4r, ,c0cithis arrvniF'at-the:trtith
value of p A q.givIal -tliCztruthnviiltie"S 'of ,p itn*4 sOPaia.t0Y.

.

ipt
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us .no* COi?sicier ;the CAnpotind .staternent, 'Angle A is a`-right

.arikle or. Angle B is. an 'acute angle'. We shall call a statement like this
Compound sentence consisting of to

or iiipre.Seterices joiried by. c?(..!'Eac?...,of the component sentences Of
the clisjunction' will he called disjuncts.

Wh&t,; `weliaxe to IchoW'about .thctruth of the-disjunCts,tn
able.W.Or that the disjunction,' `Angle A is a right angle Or. Angle 13:
man -abiife angle', is true? Up' fortunately, we cannot say for sure; for

-is ambiguous, It is solnOttmeS used in an inclusive sense so; that,
"A; is. a, .right angle, ori-A4gle'B is. an acute angle' :would be

either 'of the disjuncts is.'qng:andialso if J;Oth:Cir 'Or' is also u0Zci--
in an exclusive sense as itO'igur4x is a triangle ire x is) a madri-.
latkral'. This statement" i's't,rtie' V either of dip itistXcts is-true; but is
fillSe if both are sesscli'f,,.:".or'islittll we accept? We ;

' 1101ake the firsOecau4:thp.ingitiSi:vesens& fake care of,part of
the:Terise:Of'the. OX:OUSh'e. iitlea;,448:frie of the disjuncts

Ilis7sense, ps.rtial thOugh
IS7Ve shall therefore define the truth

values of 73;7:,:PC''''q-lishe 'for, ti disjtirictionby :the truth .table
*(Table V. ,

.'. ....:TABLV.A .

And q is .41 -:;) V q is

.

It bLiii that OM* .c IA whielkp:.,y4, is false is when bath'
q"il,re Otherwie,
. .

ThOrereinains':iiiie more' ki?aro a 1Ond entente to consider,
repreSented.hy;the'S6iiti*Oe,.IPA'rigle".."1 is rig angle, then Angie B
is an aerite,itinle're."6 :t6 'flame fdiNthis kin of a sentence. Let us
call it.a--cisMi4iotzai:'4:,ci:inditi6pal is a Q poun sentence formed from
two:seriterices'Ity.intrOdheing.'Ond..t;y, other by .`then'. The

),
1 Pot

i
'
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sentence following 'if' will-be called the.antecedent and the one following. .
`then' when 'then' is either written on implied, the consequent.

The conditiimal, 'If Angle A is a right angle, then Angle. B is an
acute angle', does. not assert that the antecedent is true. Nor does it
assert that theconsequent is true. It asserts only.that if. the antecedent
is true then the consequent is true. We would be willing to say that the
conditional is true if both the antecedent and consequent are true.
And we..would be willing to say 'it is false- if the. antecedent is true and
the consequent is fake. Expressing thig' last statement differently, 'If
Angle A is a right angle, then Angle B is an acute angle' is false when
'Angle A is a right.angleand Angle. B is not an .acute Angle' is true.
Hence;.`If Angle :1 is a right angle, then Angle B is an...acute .angle" is'
true when `Aligle':b is a right angle and Angle, B is not an.acute angle'
is false.

We shall therefore use this meaning for stipulating the truth values of
p symbol for a conditional. Specifically; we shall define p
as equivalent to --(p A ,q). By this we mean that p q shall haVe
the same truth values ".as --'(p A '.---q), i.e., when --(p A q) is true
p q will.be true and. when A .--q) is false, p q will be false.
We shall now work out the-truth table for --:(p froni..the truth
table for p A q. By definition (see page 160) we see the. results as illus-
trated in Table 3. . ,

Nom the truth 'value of q is .the opposite of the truth value of q.. .

So, the truth table of .p A q is as illustrated in Table

TABT.f...7el'
When p is And q is i3 And p A rq is

T. T I,' .F
F T ^T
T F F
F T P.

In arriving at this trutly.table, we tisc the truth values of p and ---,q.
The truth value of p is `true' only when both p and are true
and is `falsetherwise.

The truth table of fp N which is the negation or contra-
dictory 'of p A q, Will be asilhistrated in Table 8.
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Putting all these things together and remembering that p q. is
. defined as equivalent to (p we have the results as illustrated,

in Table 9.

TABLE 9

, 1.Ni:isn't, is And q is --(P A "-7) is And so p q is

T T T

T
7'

T
F
7'

From this table we can state the rules for determining the truth
.value of p q when We know the truth values of p and q. p q is true
if and only if either p is false or q is true. Only when p is true and q is .

.false is p q fake. We therefore see that q is also .equivalent to
(^'11)' V, q.

TESTING THE VALIDITY OF FORMULAS

We are now ready to test infejence foritiulas. 'Let is .begin with one
we commonly use: [(p ---q) A pJ q.. An instance ofthis is: if x = 10,
then 2x = 20, and x = 10. Therefore 2X = 20. We shall .set up a truth
table

.trut
table for-this, beginning with all possible combinations'of the truth

. values of p and'q in Colinuns 1 tind 2 (Table 10): Next we fill in Colutnn

TABLE 10

. (p Q). A P [(P (i) A PI 0 q
si,. .

T '''.., T T. 7' T
T le T
F : T F 7'
F % F . N .T F T

0
3 by using the rule that p .-,-. q is true if either p isltilse or q is true. We
then fill in Column 4 using the truth values in Columns 3 and 1 and the
rule that the truth value of a conjunction is true if both corijIiincfs are
truc, otherwise the truth value is false: Finally, we fill in the truth

''' values in Column 5 using thOse in Columns 4 and 2. We find that truth
.0,i "value of this formula is always '77 or true. This means that all the

'subsiitution instances (arguments) of this formula are valid. In general-.
'a formula is valid if and only if the truth value of_the formula is al--
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ways 1" , for obviously it is not then possible for the premises to
true and the conclusion false.

Let us lest the' validity of the formula, [(p V q) K
In Columns 1 and 2 of Table 11, we form all possible combinations of

TABLE 11

T
7'
F

T
. F

7'

-a A V a (A V q) A 15 q)A151!", -a

F 7' 7'
7' .7' 7' 7'
F. T . . P T
7' . Q F F T. `co;

truth values of p and, q. Using Column 2 and the rule that the truth value
of is the opposite of the truth value of q, we fill in Column 3. Using
Columns 1 and 2'and the rule that p V q is trucif either p or q is true,
then, we fill in Column 4. Using Columns 4 and 1 and the appropriate
rule, we fill in Column 5. Using this column and Column 3 and the appro-

rule, we fill in Column 6: Since the truth value in Column 6 is not
way 'T', this proves that the formula,'Up V q) A + ^1 is invalid.
As exercises, the reader-may test the validity of the following formulas.

[(13 4) A ^'p] "--'4 (invalid) (1)

If, we assert the falsity of they antecedent of a true conditional, we
cannot infer the falsity of the consequent.

As an example of this invalid formula, we have:

If rectangles have four right angles,,squares have four right angles.
Rectangles.' do not have four right arigle.*
Therefore'squares do not have four right angles.

The first statement, which is conditional, is true. The second state-
ment asserts the falsity of the antecedent of the conditional. But m'e
cannot validly infer the falsity of the consequent, viz., squares dO not
have four right angles.

[(p 4) A 41 p (invalid) (2)

If we'assert the truth of the consequent Of a true conditional, we can-
not infer the truth of the antecedent.

As an example of this invalid formula, consider:

If arithmetic is easy for Dorothy, algebra is easy for Dorothy!',-
±1.e-'Algebra is easy for Dorothy.

Therefore arithmetic 'is easy for Dorothy.



- -The first statement is: the conditional. The second statement .asserts
-.the. truth of the consequent of the conditional. Let's.say both of the
statements are true...Even so,. a:conclusion which asserts the truth of
the antecedent, viz., arithmetic is easylor Dorothy; does not necessarily
follow.

.

A 01 J-,-;! (valid) (3)
." If W-e assert thc falsity, of the Consequent. of a true conditional, We
can infer the falsity of the, antecedent. .

An examplOof this fotrnula is the following:
.

For all values of a and b,
if a is greater than b,.ib. is less than a..
.4) is not less than a.
TherefOre, a is not greater than b.

second .statementsse its the falsity-of the conSeqhent of the
true conditiOnal. The coliclusion; which is the assertion of the falsity
.of the!,antecedent, follows necessarily.

.

(p q) (q *.p). (invalid) (4)
. .

The converse of a true conditional the proposition formed by inter-
'c(tanging the antecedent and consequent) is not 'necessarily true.

It is true that if a'number is an even number, it is a, whole. number.
But the converse, viz., if a number is a whole number it is an even
number, is not true. It is true that if a -number is an even number it is
divisible exactly by 2. The converse, viz.; if a number is exactly divisible
by 2 Ads an even number, is also true. These Ocamples show that the
converse 'of "a,true conditional may be true and may. not be true. :We

. cannot. infer validly one way or the other.

(p :-... q) -7+ ( _.p.* --q) (invalid) .:, (5)
. ,,,,

The inverse of a' &ice conditional (i.e., the proposition formed bitnegating
.

the antecedent and consequent) is not necessarily true.
It ihs.true that if a teacher does not know. mathematics, he will be a

poor mathematics teache .. But the inverse of this conditional, viz., if a
teacher does know math matics he -will not be a poor teacher, is not
'always title.,

.(p * q) * _(--, q * ,,,p) (Valid) (6)

Tlyf truth of. the contra positive . of a proposition (i.e.,' the proposition
formed by negating the antecedent and consequent and intercha*ging them) 1.
follotvs.ne'ces0iily from the truth of the proposition.
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This expresses the same idea as Formula 3 and both are equivalent
to the forthula (p q) H (c-iq

We know that if a triangle is equilateral, it is isoscMes. We I:an validly
conclude tliat if a triangle is not isosceles, it is not equilateral. The second
statement is the contrapositive of the first.

(p A q (valid) (7)

This formula indicates why inconsistencies are to be avoided in any
deductive system like mathematics. As the fOrmula shows, if inconsist-
encies are allowed, any proposition whatsoever cam be proved If .1
and 1 1, we can readily prove that you own the Empire State Building.

In summary, the truth table technique can be used to test the validity
of formulas whose substitution instances are argumentS. Once valid
forinnlas have been identified,, these can be used to test the validity of
particular arguments.. If a particular argument fits a valid formula it
is valid. If a particular argument has a form whose validity is unknown,
a formula for the algument can be written And its validity tested by
forming its truth table. For example, by writing the formula [(p q) A
(r q) A A N r). for the argument on page 156 and
testing the formula, we find that it is a valid formula. 'Therefore, the
argument which is an instance of this fOrmuld is valid.

How much about forriaula.§ of inference:; and truth tables should be
taught students in high school mathematics courses remaiaas to be
decided. Hendrix" "reports leaching such topics to an eleventh grade
class in solid geOmetry. A:report" writtehby the students in an algebra
II class indicates that such topics are withiq the comprehension of
eleventh and twelfth grade students. There are appearing on the market
textbooks" intended for senior high school and lunior college which
present these toPics. Bright students in mathematics will enjoy studying
these topics.

STRATEGIES O1 .PROOF
When a teacher or student wants: grON5e a PropOsition, he will

find it Useful to know various plans or :.strategies of proof. These cab
be derived from some of the lonnuills.of inference already discussed.

Counterexanipie. As pointed out earlier, _finding- a countereicarnple
is a stratagem which can be used to disprov6 a proposition. For example,
if one student Argues that anr triangle whose sides are in the ratio 3.:4:5
has angles of 30°, 60°, and 90°, another student=can -disprove this state-
meat by exhibiting :a 3-, 5-triangle and either-measuring the angles
or computing their' value's by trigonometry. SupPose someone asserts
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thatif a student studies-every thy, he will pdss allilisteSts. This propOli-
tion can be disproved:by:citing one student who :4udiect every day and

not pass' all his tests. More generally, to a proposition,
cithe; prove its contrddictory :prove that its acceptance leads_. to a
Nontroxlictionbf,a postulate Or theorem..

JDetaching an. Antecedent. A very common form of argument is
illustrated by the following:., If two numbers are added, the order in
which they are added makgs no difference: (The nuinbers). 7 and 4 are
added. Therefore, the order in which (the numbers) 7. and 4 are 'added
milkeS no difference. This is a valid arguMent becadse it fits the;,1,7alid
inference formula;-. [(p+ q) A, 7)] q. Since the .two reasons of this
valid argument. are 'true, the truth of the concluSion is proved. You
can verify this by examining the first line of truth values in Table
.18' on page.163. .

This suggests dstratagem for proving a :proposition; q. Try to find
a true conditional in which q is the consequent, e.k., if p, then q. Then
try to prove that the antecedent, p, is true. If p is true; you can'assert:
the truth of ,,,tht consequent, .q. This :stratagem, can also be employed'
hen the pr(SpositiOn, q, to be proved is, a compound. proposition like

r A s, r V s, or r s..
Detaching an antecedent is also spoken of us modus ponons.
,Developing a Chain of Propositions. Sonietimes we can 'discover

how to prove a proposition, p, by realizing that we can prove p if we can
prOve q. And we. can prove q if we coil prove For some reason we
know that.r is true. We then can make the proof. Its validity is instified
by the valid inference formula:

[e. A (r q) A tq 71)1

A oment's reflection reveals that this stratagem is a repeatetRitip'Ixt
.

tion of the stratagem of ftetaching the antecedent. r being true and4i-;:.:4 q
alloWs us to detach. r 'Ond assert .q. q and q p allows us to detach q
and assert that p is true. ,

Proving a Conditional. To prose the proposition, if a triangle is
isosceles, the angles opposite the equal sides are equal, the proof.prdoceeds
by assuming .the antecedent and then arguing that the consequent is

.,true. The validity of the pdrts of the argument of the orpiment as ,a' whole can be ehecked lfy the procedure described in the previous section
If the argument is successful, this proves the 'proposition. In general,
to pro've a conditional, p q, assume the antecedent, p, and argue-that
the consequent; q, is true..

.
A second stratagem for proving a conditional, p.--* q, is .to prove its

4 44.
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eontrapositive, viz., c-p: This stratagem is justified by the valid
inference formula.; [(,q):----; 4). Suppose we ixish to pr !,we
the proposition, if:two lines are cut -by ft transversal making`the alternate ,
interior tingles equal, the lines are paiallel. We, write its contrapoitive,
i.e., the proposition formed by interchanging-the' antecedent, and the
consequent and negating each In the case of the proposition we ate
cOnsidering, the c,ontrapositive maybe stated` as: if two 5nos are not
parallel, then, tlie;alternate interior angles formed' by 'a transversal are
not equal: We then, piove this prOpoSiticiii, by using. the :stratagem
scribed in the preceding paragraph. This enables Usto argue ; that the
original proposition, viz if two lines arecut by a ftliSNiirs ]'tnakingti he
alternate interior angles equal, the lines are para11/1.; For our .,.;

reaktijn we cite the law of ontraposition, viz., (7 )..--)
Sometimes the conseq ent of the conditional is x conjunction as

the proPosition; if the bis for of the angle of an isosceleStiangle which
is not one of the equal an s Intersects, the siae o' osite this 'ari'gle,
is perpendicular to that side nd; bisects the w e. whichstratagem Whic
can be used is repeated applicat m of the str ern for proving a simple
co,nditiorrar Assuine the anteceden , and argqe that rime of the conjuncts

'of the consequent ,is true.;, Imo repeat the procedure frii each of the ;

GROWTH 'OP MATELEMAtICAL IDEAS

other conjuncts.
A. third way::of =proving a conditional of the form .p to find

some .statcrpcirt frieh that you can.ptove p r perhaps by
using.either of';:t14 two strategies just described. you can then infer.,

N
i °q, justifying the nference .by. the valid formtila:.

#f(P r) A .(r (11

you may want to assure yourself that, this formula is valid by forming
its truth Wye. -.1f you do,- you will have eight rowts.in, the table.

, . The advice "clear of fractions"ilihiCh many algebra teachers give stu-
dent5 who are Considering howitto'solVe an equatibn like Yt. = 1/x
illustrates the use rif. this stratagem. If we want to prove that ,fdr every
Valtit'of if 3,i + the x , we first prove that if 3

= 1/x, then 4x + 3x 12. Next we prove that if 4x + 3x = 12, :
then = 127. Hence we can infer validly that if 1;i -

then x = 12,,
Reditctio sad Absurdumy Thi4 stratagem is, not but many

mathematics students do not underseand it and think there is something
unsound about it Yet it is poverful and is frequently used The strata-
gem consists in accepting the contradictory of the proposition to be%-
proved and proving 'that this leads to an inconsistent proposition, e.g,

. , .

tt,'
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q A q, which. is necessarily. false. The reason for refusing to admit
such propositions was exPlnined On.page 166-.

The inference formula j-ust4ini,i,this:kind of indirea,,proof is interest-
rsing. Symbolizing.the propoSition to:prOve pi,its contradictory

becomes ---p.... We prove that which means that p is true.
The formula is: -I

trace the-stratagem leads to a.n inconsistent, statement, e.g., q A q
ethOd is known as reductio ad absurdumreduced to an absurdity.

,Intlirect Proof. Suppose a girl has only three dresses, say A, B,
which. Are appropriate to wear to a dance; and she is uncle 'ded on

ich:to select. The?' color of dress A will clash with The colon f the.
clirsage her date is sending so this dress is eliminated. Dress "B has a
loose hem, and the girl does not have time to sew-the hem. So this
aress is eliminated. Dress C, . ihe only one left, is the one she selects.
This case illustrates indirect reasoning. Froth it we can form a stratagem
of proof. First, formulate,a true disjunction whose disjuncts are ex-
haustive of the domain under considerdtion. An example is 'Lines m

. and n are parallel, or lines m and n intersect, or lines in and n are skew'.
One of these disjuncts has to be tree. Nett; prove fall; one by ime all
the disjuncts except one. Often this is done' by reductio' ad absurdum..
Finally, bat the valid inference formula:

[(p V q V V 0 A ( (-0,- A A )]

and thereby prove the remaining disjunct true.
, Proving a Statement of EquivalencegSuppose we wish to prove

that 2x x 7 and x = 13 ate equicialehl equations, i.e., (2x +
6 .= x 7) (-4 (x = 713). By this -"we mean that for every value of x,
2x =.1- 6 x = 7 'and x = 13 have 41F same truth value, i.e., both true
or both false. We remember (see:page :160) that a statement of eqi:va-
lence is a statement of double implication, that is, !p q' means 'p q
and q p'. In he case of our example, we can prove the two equations
equivalent if w can prove: (1) if 2x + 6 = x 7 then x 13 and
(2) if x =.,.-13 then 2x + 6 = x 7. Both of these are:conditionals,
hcne whatever trategies are applicable to proving conditionals are
applicable to proving statements 4:equivalence.

Mathematical Induction. Like indirect proof, mathematical in-
duction is...a stratagem used by students but often nopmderstond by
them. Some students are able to'rep'roduce a proof o, say, lhc- theorem
1 '+ 2 +' n n(n 4- .1)/2 by folluivin ,,the rules given in the

0
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textbook and-imitating the sample problem: But they seldom under-
;' stand the logic of this kind of proof. .

. Let us introduce. the logicof this stratagem by. an analogy:Suppose ,

there.is a row of dominoes. Each dpmino is standing on eri4 and is close
en'oegh to the one on its left so that if it is .knocked over it will knock
over'ilie one on its left. The row extends as far as the eye can see. Let
us assume someone designates a particular domino in the line which is
far from us and tells us to knock. it down: We can do thie'Simply by

, vfb 7, , knocking the first domino down, for we know that if any domino is
knocked`down it will knock dawn. the one on its left. The analogy with
ma,thematical,dnduction can now be seen. Take the theorem stated in
the previous paragraph, viz., 1 ± 2 + -1-n; = ,n(n .-I- 1)/2. Proving .

tha.t.if the theorem holds for any irate er, it holds for the next integer
can be compared with arranging the d 'noes so that if one is knocked .
over the next one will also be knocked ,er. Providing that the theorem .

holdS for 1 can be compared With knot g the first domino down.
f ..-.1% has been mentioned earlier in thi chapter: that mathematical
inductiondoes not.result in a probable infe ence but rather in a necessary
inference. to put it differently,.matheniatical induction'is not induction,
but rafher deduction. As.will be seed shortly, the stratagem-of mathe-
maticaPindUction 6iii be sub9sumed, under the stratagem of detaching,

-dthe antecedent, .
.1,

Courant and .Robbins" say : .

I
Let. us suppose-that we wish to establish a whole infieite sequence of mettle

rnatical propositions '.. ,: :
. .

...

. .

. . ' Ai., A2, .43 ,

which together' constitute the general proposition. A. SupPose that,a,Ny some
matheMatical argument it ig shown that if r is any integer and if the assertion.
A, is kribwn to. be-true,.then the trut41.4" the assertion A,1 will f011ow,and that .

b) the first. bropositiowA kis knOwn to,be true. Then all 'thy propoSitions of the
sequence must be title; and A is proved. ! ID .:. ' .0.... ..

(if a conditional whose, antecedent; to use Coura'nf and Robbins Mita-
liNi.t .carbbe seen that an argument by mathematical. induction onsfsts

tion,. is the conjunction of .-11 and --A; ---) A rii and %%hose consequent.
is A: Eich'of the conjuncts is proven true. We then.'detach the ante-
cedent and Assert the consequent,.A .'

THE RELATIONS, BETWEEN TRUTH OF TIIE STATEMENTS
.. CONSTITUTING THE INFERENCE. ANIt THE

, F VALIDITY OF THE 'INFERENCE 0 . 03t.

'GrIce:'Stud'ents have aoquired the concept of validity don inference
and truth of a statement, they can be taught the relations between the

.
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truth of the statementls constituting the inference and the validity of
the inference: We may identify four relations: .

1. A person may know in Some way that the reasons in an argument.
are all true. He also may know that the inference is valid. He then is

tajustified in stating that the conclusion i § ,true.
2. A. person may know that an 'inference is valid. He also may know

in some way that the conclusion is false. He then is justified instating
that at least one of the reasimisls false.

.

3. A person may know in sonui way that all the reasons .in -an 'argu-. .,:.

merit are true, but that the concinsion is f se. He their isjustified in
statingthat the inferencelsinyalid. .

4. A person. may.14rikv",insome sway that the 'conclusian of a proof is
true. He may also'bkW:ithat the inference is valic.iput-frarit only this
knowledge b'e cannoc.,lciOTVvhether the reasons arc true or not.

These relationshipk follow from the definition cif 'valid ii)fericel. .

The first relation is iliesoke use ti.) pass\from knowledge we present
have to new knowledge,We use it both inside and outsikle the classroom.
Most of the arguments we use and those, used On us ar.--e. nthymernes,
that is arguments in which one or morOcasons are unstated, or the
conclusion. itself is unstated. But the reasons. or the *conclusion.,usually,
can be stated by the ,tnakerof the argument if requested..

A common misconception related to this first relation should be '
mentioned. Many novices believe that ifi till the resons:.are Itilse and
'the inference is valid, the conclusion is .necessarily false. This b6lief,may .

be explained as erroneously assuming the truth of the inverse of the
first relalion'when stated as, `If all the reasons are true and the.inference
is valid, the conclusion is true'..Th4 this iiverse is not necessarily true
may be dernonstrated by the simplesyllol,'Sin: All squares are 'circles.

, All circles are quadriliiteralsJThefore, al snuarOgiare.quadrilaterals.
. a

Both reasons are false. The infereve is valid-and the conclusion is true.
The second relation may be bated as, `Iran inference is valid and

the' conclusion is false, then at least One of the reasons is false'. It is
used when we doubt the truth of a certain stateMent but the person
adv:incing it does nut. We :tic careful to see that his inference-based on \

this statement is valid anO6fiet,o,.. show that the necessary eonclu sion) .

is materitilly fidse. We:tliiiii,,cluvrtrev that the statement at issue is false,
4 'i-, t 1.providing, of .course, we ati ,-f;e gree that the other reasons .aye all

true. The expression, 'Al right, let,',s assurnidtinit, thiS staWmenit is true.
Now let's see .what folly " " or sir-nil:ix egpressioos arr often cries that
thgi- relation betWeen ti ruth of the constitutive statements of an
inference and the validit thei inference is being copsidered.

. tzeo.
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PROOF AND A GICAL SYSTEM.
TheThe capstohe of an unders nding of proof is an understanding of

the nature of a logical -system like mathematics and the role proof plays
in developing this system. Allendoerfer implies this when he says"
"At some stage in the high school mathematics curriculum therAhould
be a serious discussion of deductive Eiystems per se, and later alipfiOtitn-s
of this to mathematics and to nonmathematical situations shoidiVe
used to reinforce the understanding of the students about deductive
methods."

Let us consider briefly the nature of a deductive system which Might
be a part of mathematics. The symbols of such a system can be grouped;
in two sets. The smallest set consists of the primitive symbols,..:e.g.,

. 'point', 'join', 'set', 'operator', and These are undefined Am of
necessity must remain undefined within the system if circularity to
be avoided.

The second set of symbols consists of those symbols introduced into
. Ahe systern by definitions. The defining part of the definition contains

Drily primitive' symbols or symbols previously' defined in terms ofithe
. primitives. The definitions may be regarded as stipulations to how

vv,the new symbols are to be used. For exaMple, Ivemight want to use a
'simpler term (symbol) than 'a. rectangular parallelepVed all of whote
edges are equal'. If so we. could. define 'cube' by saying that wherever
`a rectangular parallele iped 4,11 of .whole edges are is 'Led, e
term.' uhe' may be use to replace it and-vice versa. 0; mog forma
we cou write, "cube df ftectangtular parallelepiped all of 1,hose
'edges are qual." The symbol 'cif' indicates that the sentence is itZefini7

' tiOn; that he term following the 'di is tile defining part 4f. the definitiot
and the to on the other side of the ''is. tie term defined:

. 41,

The deft itions may be PegaMad as the rules of syntax of the system.
.The .analo between/these rules and ,he rules: of gyntax:.$ 'English js.
intereStin To the set of,prin-titive synibols Of the sYstem,.:there corre- .

sponds th set of letters of the alphabet and the puRetuation 'marks. To
' the.rule of formation Of new symbols, there -caterespont the' spelling
...rules a d the rules of grammar. The tiefinitions (mks of Syntax) become

the c teria for a wel rformed expressions) They provide an effective test
fo te'rMinitig whether or not a given expression is a part of the system.
For example, and '> 7-4,' might not be aidmitted to the pYste$,
for one could point to no rule, defining these symbols.

The SentCiictw,of the system niay-alsb be grouped in twoYseti. In th'&'
Smallest set are those which tire the ,pi nitive sentences those from
which all the other sentences in the systeni arc deduced, These. are

. called the axioms '(or sometimes are called postulates) of the syStem..

a
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The second set of sentences are those which are deduced. from the
axioms by using agreed-upon rules ofinference. They are called theorems..
Proof-of the first theorem is a matter of deducing a Nnditional in which
the antecedent is a conjunction of some of the axioms, Ad the consequent
is the theorem. In the proof of subsequent theorems, the antecedent of
the conditional is a conjunction of axioms or theorems previously proven
and the consequent is the particular theoret0 to be.proved: .

A necessary condition for a satisfactory set of axioms is that they do
not Icad to inconsistent (contradictory) statements. The reason for de-
manding-this condition has been stated. on page 166. A further condition.
which is not necess'.#3r (unless'one first deinandS elegance) but is desirable
'is the independence of the axioms. That ts, none of the axioms shorild be
able to be proved fr.som some of the Others. .

The deductive syfstent which has been described is art uninterP
system. This is because no meaning, in the semantic sense, was g
the primitive s-Yrithols. If we want to interpret it, we must state rule's to

,correspondence which relate the prithitive symbols to '!thingr.Outside ta"r
system. For example,- we might decide that 'x'. is to correspond to any.+c
point on paper made by a pencil tud ` -A' is to'cOrrespond. to any line on
paper made by a Pencil. Thep 14. axioms:

1. There exist at least two
2. Every A is a collection of
3. If xl and x2 are .4!s, then' there is one and on' one A containing{

x2 and x2 . .1 a

would be interpreted as: . .

. 1.. There exist at least two points made by a pencil on pal*:
'2: Every line on paper made by. a pencil is a collectik6 of points

made by a pencil on the paper..
3. If there are two points .made by a pencil on

A
pitp.otheri one and

only one. line on the paper made by a pencil contains thy6".ity.o. points'.
In such a deductive system, the role of proof is that of prpVidin a;

test of whether or not a given proposition has the same. tittitjt.' Attie .as. !.
that Of the axiomsIf we arbitrarily assign the truth vtiluelftrn tO:the

k;i'
14,.-axioms, We can assign the same truth value to. any propertion 're

from the use of the axioms and the rules of ce ii..greecOpon. Hence ...:.
from another point of view, proo?!isit ivs.y
given proposition, other than 'an axiom, is o of the decikictye; system

. a brief descriptiOn of the nature n' kcal sySt "..filikes mat he:
matics. It is overly simplified ttecause: t hose of &P'section of
the chapter is to 'suggest ways of giving s nts .an understanding of
the nature of a mathematical system rathertlytn to expliCate tlieconcep
For a more complete explication, Allentloerfer's chapter in-the .ttren

'1,17%.
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GROWTH OF MATHEMATICAL IDEAS

third kearbboklif the National Council of Tpachers of Mathematics is
recommended':-

I - `-
The idea. of proof is probably easier for students, to underStartd:. than
the tidea,,d.Aructure. As has'been stated earlier, the concept 'of proof _

begins to. ,,formwhen the' :child learns to ask why. and to accept. some
'reasons reject others:But the idea of structure is a sophisticated idea

notniature until students have stlidied Considerable
.rilatlig,,matics in, college; NevOthelesS, aStart can be made in high school

; oth figs bTa and geometry. In the past where..such tt'Start has been
viitsTe; ft usUally has been made in demonstratiVe geometry. But whether
pectlikrotiCally, this is beSt reinainstdbedeterminedby.experirnentation,

, ""Euclideart'georrietry'hiS the adyaritake of not having so much:subiect
' . matter that is;;JirerequWte- tO.the,,Studyof!subsequent matheMatics as

afgebra,l-lerice,.the,teach6r.doesnot-feellieis handicapping:his students
in fiiiiire..Thathernaticg' COilised if he ilses class time to teach them an

, understAndin o. of a tiatheinatiCal System.But there is much ta be -Said
v.; IcT2 le*ifirming ;study, of -tlip'Sfifiettire -of mathematics in the first

. .
coksein algebra..ThiS cOurS6:eSsOitiallyriS a study of_the properties of:
a fiel,d(see eXa.P.tei`:T; should .be. possible.
Id epasidr iiaticinaT riOrtifirs-:as .1:a',Set..bL.nlitithers which :satisfie* :the
axioir14' dfiningf a Meld. Then .*h4ri.the:-nted for irrational, numbers is
ckrridristiated, i4e0 te,gether .witfi the rafionnl numbers can be shown
telir constitute another ..fiel.t0,46:field7of realnUmbers. l :

; .There ard,rathefiSirripl ystemswhich can.be developedh ivcoliiie in
finitherhatics in. serve admirably to

_
. . ..

114:; mathematical structure;; Ideas .:for . doing this can be obtained ..

from Chapter's III and V in the :i*enty-third .yearbook .National.
V. of TeheliciS of "Matheinatics2reited 'aboye:- Delibeake te
"'". or the natur a.mailleinatical"syStein is increasingly being ifico6o fitted

textbooks intended for use-wfirst.year..college mathematics courses.
"' "Let, tkirn, reported atteinPtS by high schOol teachers to teach

students about 'the nature of . :a mathematical system. .One ,example is ay

that by Fa«cett.29 Each...of Fiii;reett's students built his own syStem of 4q
se,simetry, whiclrhe called his "theory of Space," withotrt use of a tekbdA.

pr . year's, Work.begaii , with discussion of nonmathematical to
rniug.ht showingthe students the need for clear definition of key words.

Stuolerits were:led:to see the effect of definitions on cont;lusions; how a
_definition 'Conk'. lead to a -different conclusion. They also

heeame: aWare Of 'aiiibiguity, vagueness, and emotional oyertoiles
!fiksociated with' rfiany terms. in our Ordinary language. Fawcett then
guided them law a :realm of ideasideas about spaceifi 'Which these

1



three diffcultiea of Jr.Ripka wo Cbe rninitnized..,A.'gain,. by careful'.
01(40ttiikonts..were.led;t6 dk.C44.r the unavoida-

bility Ottuldettned'tWS4h'06siTig'ri.4mes for ideas about space.: ,Each
4Student then ''403..,eFfif;..S4::i.if term'ii114,interided to use: as undefined in hiS

tlieorY:of Space,a4iteriiied sailler,rins. by Means of these and certain
nontechnipa.t.wotd.:in.:tAErgliSii-,,Aanguage. lie also .pelected a Set Ol.:.

baSic :assumptions (axioms):. Ike .then..
proceeded tQ fOrin,U14te.`..pr, ko*.4:14S that appeared true and to prove

..1.those that Ci>01)4.t.itiro.1,:eit7hese then became the theorenis. of :his
unique theorY.pfS .0c:/,or;geornetry.

.:;Fawcett d general procedures.as follows:

Each pupil developed his onn
the oppor,iy nni.tY. to Clop it in his own was

: --litzT16.1.4416,rtedAttitis Were selected by the pupils.
to reduce the number of undefined terms to a.'4?01'.4:4itirqkiwvpia

rrrzbzza$i r,

4. Thee fern's heed* definition were selected by the pupils and the definitions,
c were as

.
Vitgrowth of the work rather than the basis for it.

'made by the pupils. Loose and ambiguous statements were
b criticisms and suggestions until they were accepted by

?foAiiiiifiio which seemed obvious to the pupils were accepted as assump-
trons.-

7.
af3. t h

8. No a

5. ily.giticins
rEffined'and'Up

uniaions were made by the pupils and were recognized by them
-et.Of Ifteir own thinking. .

pip..Ar",4s made to reduce the number of 'assumptions to a minimum.
.0:- The- atiOlef implicit or tacit assumptions was encouraged and rec-

;/4:43grozed:414 nt.
No .stat4m.ent of anything to be proved is given' he pupil. Certain prop-

erties of a .figiire argassumed and the pupil is encouraged to discover the implies-
..,!:,,t:!oiy3.44. .71; i*E360.00 rued properties.
'.::::.::41:!ige3'getiWalized statement is made before the pupil h'as had an opportunity

to think It12qtzt the implications of ,the particular properties assumed. The
generaliFatiOn is made by the pupil after he has himself discovered it. :

12. ThrgfIgh the assumptions made.-the 'attention of all pupils is directed
.,towaritAlie. discovery of a few theorems :whieh'seem important to the teacher.

13:Assumptions leading to theorems that are relatively unimportant are
suggested in mimeographed material. which is' available to all pupils but not
requited of any, . ' ...

.1.4i Matters of corninon4oncern such as the selection of undefined terms, the
4.1ang of definitiOns, the statement of assumptions and the, generalizing of an
implication are topics for general discussion while periods of supervised study
provide for individual guidance:

15. The major emphasis is not on the theorems proved but rather on the
..'method of proof. This method is.generalized and applied tonon-mathematical
situations.
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Of particular significance, as one will see if he. reads Fawcett's report, 4
was Fawcett's demonstration by repeated well-conceived exercises
abOut 'nontnathematical topics that the kinds of reasoning pe g
mathematics pervade nonmathernatical topics also. Students ' aM the
effect of- definitions in insurance, sports, tax laws, and, school
They ferreted out hidden . assumptions in reasoning employed in
vertising, editorials, articles in periodicals,. lectures; and political st e-
ments. The purpose of 'this kind of teaching was to enable the students
to transfer more readily their knowledge of proof to new contexts. That
such transfer occurred and that the students-did acquire an understand-
Mg of the nature of mathematical systern is evidenced by the protocols
Fawcett presents in the chapter, "Evaluation." This book contains a'
wealth of ideas fora teacher Who has interests similar to those of,Fawcett.

Should a geometry teacher not want-toembark on such a free- wheel-
ing apprOaCh as Fawcett's he still can give his students an experience in
building a system of geometry for themselves. One article" describes .a.
possible approach within the conventional geometry course whose scope
and sequence are determined by a textbook: When the chapter on parallel
lines is reached, the teacher can abandon the textbook temporarily.
He can draw two parallel lines on the blackboard and a transversal.
,Using letters to identify the angles...formed, he can get the studentS to
state propositions ,which appear to be true at first sight. These may be
written on the board. Drawing a perpendicular to one of the parallels
from the point of intersection of the transversal and the other perpendic-
ulax will uncover other propositions. So4ill drawing a perpendicular to

.one ofthe parallel's from the midpoint' of the segment of the transversal
included between the two parallels and _extending the perpendicular

until it meets the other parallel. .

The students can then ksetold to select a small number of these propo-
sitions as their "axioms," and to try to discover and prove propositions

4." about parallel lines and geometric figures composed in part of parallel
line segments by using these, axioms and whatever definitions they' de-
cide to introduce into their system. Since it is unlikely that even two

_Students will select the same set of axioms and defined terms, eachetu-
dent's mathematical system will be unique. Each student.will see hovi
a mathematical system is developed by developing one himself. 91$

Another occasion when this system - building can be' used is in the 4
study of circles. The same procedure described above can be used to get. .1

the work under way. Again each student probably, would develo,
unique mathematical system ickintifying many theoretically use

, .
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concepts, e.g., those to which the names 'chord', 'central angle',"tnient',
"secant', and "inscribed angle' are ordinarily assigned.. , .

A provocative variation of the geornetry,ofthe circle could be made
by the teacher telling the students; to consider the surface enclosed by

,,..the circle -as. the plane and to build a system of geoMetry descriptive of
plane. Such a system would force 'reinterpretation of such terms..as

planc" and "line','Both a plane and adine.would be finite in extent. Of
'course, rather than reinterpret,. the terms; new names could be given
the new- ideas. Butir.the old. terms arereinterpreted,. this would foster
in understanding' 9f a mathmatical systern, for the students would see
that undefined terms like-'plane' 'and `line' can .be interpreted in ,more

:.than due way. By direc.tIon of the students' thinking, the teacher could
. initiate an understanding of the ideas of consistency, independence, and
categoricalness pf a set of axioms.

An exp6rirrient similar to.Fawcett's but not as extensive was carried'
;out by.Henden?on in a one semester course irf solid geometry." The part
of :this- experiment relevant to this discussion was the two eXperiences

thestudents-had in building their own. systems of geometry. When the
chapter on-prisms was reached, each Student Out away his textboolcand
did not refer to it a,s far as the teacher' could determine fpr the tnjo weeks
spent on the unit, The teacher broughio class models of several dif-
ferent prisms.. By encouraging the StUdentsto state-the relationships.,,.,,
that appeared to be true about the priStns-a set of propositions was de-
veloped. The teacher then suggested that each student select a group of
these for the. axioms of his system of prismatic. geometry and try, to
prove sonic theorems. . -

Forty-three .different theorems were proVed by one or more of the
sixty-three students in the. classes. The smallest number of theorems
proved by a student livas four; the largest was. twenty -four. The median
was ten. Class time was spent either in supervised study or evaluating
The proofs of propositions that students had developed. Indirect, proof
Was'. often usetl."TermS were defined. If a concept was invented by one
student which seemed fruitful, it was adopted by other students.
example of thiswas concept named by `perpenprisrn' which the invei tor
defined as' we would define 'right priSm'. Many of the'.eoncepts ordina ly
used in the theorems about prisms were discOvered by the stude is
although the ideas were usually named.difTerefit13.t....In.this naming he
use of metaphors was interesting, e.g:,-.`box' for "rectangukir parallel

s.

epipetl' and'`dispersoidiand 'wedge' for `triangular. prisne.
Common errors in pioor,:.if*assuming.the converse or inverse of a

1
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proposition, reasoning in:a circle,, being unaware of hidden gratuitous
assumptions, and basing the proof of a general theorem on a special
case. As these errors were identified, they were discussed and the princi-
ple of logic involved stated. Students who made the errors corrected
them.

At the end of the two-week experience, the solid geometry text was .
brought out; and, by leafing through the chapter on prisms, the stlidentS! r
saw the conventional names and definitions for the concepts they had
identified. In this reading of the chapter some students saw theorems in
the book which they lind discovered and proved in their own systems.
This was a source of considerable satisfaction to them. One boy in all
sincerity thought that either the authors were unaware of a particular
theorem he proved or failed to realize its importance since they had not
included it in the text. ,

When the study of pyramids was reached, another experience in
building a mathematical system was provided. The procedure was similar
to that followed in the construction of the prismatic geometry with the
content being pyramids instead of prisms. It was gratifying to notice
the greater, sophistication, with which the students approached their
second building4 a mathematical system.

The experiments reported by Fawcett and others have he advantage
of teaching students about the nature of a logical system by firsthand
experience in building such a system. The students learn in a drainatic
way the unavoidability of undefined terms, and unproved propositions,
the freedom to name and define, and the significance of theorems as
consequences of the axioms. They learn conformance to rules of logic
as the criterion of correctiproof rather than intuition. Exc'ursions like
these do not necessarily result in a losS of knowledge of the theorems of
geometry. They do result in a concept of a logical system and the role
proof plays in developing the structure.

SUMMARY

The of proof is one of the piirotal ideas in mathematics. It enables
us to test the implication of ideas thus establishing the relationship of
the ideas and leading to the discovery of new knowledge.

To the unsophisticated, 'proof' is practically synonymous with 'what
convinces me'. A statement is "proved" when such a person is convinced
that it is. true.4Such a concept makes proof a subjective and personal
mater. The puipose of considering proof as a major idea in mathematics
is to lead students from such a subjective concept 'to a more objective
one, a concept based on criteria interpersonal in nature.

V
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People are continually.called upon to make iriferencesTo do this they
pass either consciously or unconsciously from one or more propositions,
called evidence. or reasons, to another prdfiosition called a conclusion.
If they rationally reconstruct the reasoning they or someone else employs,
two questions always are central:.(1) Are the reasons in fact true,and
(2) Does the conclusion necessarily follow? It was toward these two
questions that the chapter was directed. These were ithed as the bases of
organizing the discussion be .. se of their impoetance and because it
was felt all teachers from t mary grades through high school can
make a contribution toward an understanding of them.

The material truth of -a "statement, if it has such a property, is estab-
lished by inferenCes which are probable..., 'he necessity of a conclusion
riis established. by laws of logic. In develo rig these ideas it is a matter.
of the teacher's beginningwith the unverbalized and inconsistent. ways
by means of which the child saySin effect, "It is- true that ..." or
"Therefore, ....1' In the case of probable inference, the starting point is
persdpal experience very convincing but unreliableand authorita-
tive opinion. In the case of necessary inference, it is the sentences con--
taining 'why' and 'because' that the child makes. As he progresses
through, the grades, he is taught to check his judgments. He is taught to
check pl'obable inferences by securing data front, experience, and to
check necessary inferences by. applying principles of logic. Armed with
this knowledge, the student should be a more disciplined thilliker whether
he is thiriking about mathematics or everyday problems.
1''''See Chapter 11 far bibliographies and:,,suggestion.s for the further. Study
and..use of the materials in this chapter. :.
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,Measurement and Approximation *IP
JOSEPH N PAYNE AND. ROBERT C. SEBER

. . ..
. i. . .

MAN MEAsinot and ntlinbers ... from tile 'cradle (Weigrit: 6 ibs. 10foi - .

ozs.) ti") the grave (:1g& i2 yrs.,. 6 mos., 3'days). _.. 1.

AS a ehild 'groivshe'lnust learn to rhea Sure manyaspectsof his *environ-
ment, 1Ie, lettrns fo 'a.,incia...te a iituriber.with a given quantity. He must'

! learn also to deal. effectively with the numbers that he obtains.from tli-e-
measurement process ::These arevitaland `ecessary aspects Of the eddca-,
.tfon of every .child.- .`.. .. -; . .

.

This chapter. et three SheiLiis:: f ESiimation; (2) Measure- .,
ment;,0(.,) Ap,proNimation. Although the three topics are interrelated, ''.
each has aspe,cts.peculiarly its. own.; The section on estimation contains ;, ,
Suggestions.foY teaching estimates'of cOmptitatidns, of the.number of ob-,
jects, and Of measurements,It is : "devoted mainly tn Specili estiggestions ).
for teaching estimation tn elcinetitary and junior high scho4 pupils.
Many of the. ideas Presented provide the background for the last section
on appro?iirnation. IncreaSittly precise .estimates proVide a natitallead

,e* : '' . into a discussion. of mathematical approximation. Estitnates of .measure-'
merits pro-vide' the lead into the seeOnd section, Alcasurcthent. The ..sec.
tioli op measurement idealtt.With the nature of the measuring process

-.. and related ifleds. Proeedures are dctelopell for computing with numbers
., . . arising from approxitinttion. Section 3 &Ids With 'the "way approximatied .

' can boqreatedmtithernatieply. It should be of value to j.unior
-

and senibr
. . .

-high school teachers: , 1
.. ,

a I .
. ,

4411L2:, ''' j ESTINI,4TION" .. j
Which,owill'Joh '.;iffose.?. (Fig, ,l) Johnny is a three year tild con-

fronted With the eh 44. Of one 4:3f. tho `sets: If the, objects are pfece of
... ,

*candy; he will hkel .choose t first; if they are hitter pills, he will
likely choose the .-Secondi. It may be :that. Johnny cloes not know the

</Number. of bbjects. in either fiet and yet, he knotv's' that the first:set con- '.
7ains more'than tthe second,.and that the' sec;ond contains'fewer' thin! the ,

. first: jay ehoo:Ain'g 'both, he :chows that' the two Sets cOmbinecl are more..

.. than either; by choosing- neither one' he Shows that a `:set -of none is less:' .

,182
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than either of then/. Early in their lives, children demonstrate some
understanding of the idea of more than and less than. The idea is im-
portant mathematically and needs to be nurtured and cultivated
throughout the years in school.

Often in arithmetic and in more advanced mathematics we'are con-
cerned with exact computation but neglect an equally important aspect,
estimation. We may deep the algorisms for. multiplication with un-
derstanding anaI.fano challenge pupils to think about the other
relationships betty 4,numbers. We teach 'that 5 X 7 is 35 but leave
the child to his oNrn * in realizing that 5 times a number more than
7 is a product more than 35. Though we teach him hew to find the area
of a rectangle and introduce the formula A = ffv, we often overlook
the highly useful aspect of having pupils estimate., the length and width
of a room to get a sensible estimate of the area of the rectangular floor.
Without a design for learning which includes planed experiences in
estimating and ma "ng sensible approximations, it is highly unlikely
that students will, ach" ve this by themselves. Certainly, estimating re-.
sults of coMputations should become an integral part of the instructional
pifain in arithmetic.

Mental and Paper - Pencil Estimation in Computation. A child's i
early idea of more than and less than is associated with physical quanti-
ties. Through visual observation, Tommy knows that he prefers the
larger piece of cake, that he has more marbles than Jimmy, that 'he's
Smaller than his father, with little or no idea of how to number or meas
ure objects in his physical environment. As he learns to count by ones
to find the number of marbles or the number of pieces of candy, he
focuses more attention on the number concept as an abstraction from a
given set of objects. He1learns the meaning of 5 from seeing and counting
many sets of objects, each of which has one common characteristic,
fiveness. As he makes comparisons he recognizes t.,.a group of 8 con-
tains more than a group of 5. Then7iis his ideempand, he begins to
realize that each number is one more than the preceding one and that
it is one less than the one folloifig it. Furthermore, he leans that any
number is more than any of those which come before it, e.g., that 8 is

193
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greater than 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, or 1. He discovers also that 8 i
any number following,4t, i.e., 9, 10, 11, 12, . This early id a of more
than-ness and. less than-ness, the order relations, provides the ly back-
ground for all further study of estimates Of computations. I is uglad--
when students learn how to tell the larger of .two fractions n then to
make.estimatemputations with fractions.

Early Elementary: In kindergarteriand the lower elementary grades,"
teachers should provide:frequent oppprtunity for'pupils to estimate re

quits of corriputatfnUs. After the pupils 1i.nos, that 3 + 4 = 7, the teacher
might ask if 3 + '6As more than 7 or legs than 7. This question is based
ph the child's knowledge that 6 is more than 4. Later on as pupils learn
the tens, the teacher could ask if 30 +60 is more than or less thari 70.
As multiplication is introdheed, a similar procedure is aropriate. gor
example, knowing that 4 X 3 =:12, is 7 X 3 more'than or less than 12?
Thus, before the pupil knows the table/of threes completely, he has some
notion of the size of the phiiin t of 7 'and 3. In a later grade,cthe teacher
might ask if 3 X 70 is rn an or less than:1.20.-1'

The ability.,to estimate is extended when pupils are asked to give two-
numbers such that the result is between thein. KnoWing that 3 X 4 12
and 3 .X 10 = 30, students can be led. to see that 3 X 7 is between 12
and 30.. The .saine idea is expressed when a pupil.sayi that 3 X 7 is
more than 12 but less than 30. In a division example like 31 3,.Pupils
first' might estimate the result Lis alittle more than 10, basing their esti-

...mates on the known fa'et that 30 3 = 10. To''bring in the idea of' be-
tween-ness, pupils ran locate two numbers such that 31 -4. 3 is between
them. One pupil may know that 30 3 = 10 and that 36 3 = 1
hence, he may say that 31 3 is between 10 and 42, more lout
less than 12, Another pupil may think: 30 = 10; 33 -- 3 = 11 ;
hence 31 ÷. 3 is between 10 and 11 but nearer 10 than 11. A similar
analysis is appropriate for 32 21- 3, 29 3, and 28 3.1n locating two
numbers such that the result is between them, we should expect some
variation in pupil response, depending to -some. extent on the pupil's
facility in making estimates.

Later Elementary. Asa pupil progresses in-arithmetic, place value
as a characteristic of our, number system becomes increasingly important.
The position or place of the digit determines the value it represents; for

`) example, in 368, the 3 means 3 hundreds, the 6 means 6 tens, and the 8.
means 8 ones.,This idea of place value becomes increasingly important
in. estimating computations also. Illustrations of the use of place value,'
in estimating :ire shown when pUpils are led to discoveries such as these:
310 3 is more than,100; 6 .X 37 is between 180 apd 940;215 X 404
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. 'is about 80,000; 79,000,000c-i- 2 is about 40,000,00 (pupils may see
it More easily if written 79 million ÷ 2). ,,, .

.; Estimating resulls can.and shot4lebe extended to all parts of the in-
structional program in -arithmefic. As complex fractions- are studied,
pupils can be asked to estimate surly such as 534f--1- 45 f2. All pupils
should be led to set that the regaris betwo-c4f9 and .11. Some -pupils

students may see the result as a little more than .9A and. may think like
this: 5-,34, + ,if 6 = 9%6 or WA; since 42 is more than 41H6, 56 +

will be able to .give a smaller interval such as between 9 and 10. Brighter

-...........

4 1 2 is .a little more than 91 . While estimating a s m, like 12 ± 14 +
\ 4

9 ± 18, some pupils will think: Each number is.less an 20; hence Vie
sum is less than 4X 20 br 80. More observant young. tors will say tSat
ithe sum is about 4 .X 15 on 60.

Estimating products and quotients of decimal fractions helps pupils '
place the decimal point sensibly. FA a product such as 3.24 X 4.6, stu-
(lents.first should estimate; estimettes should bat the interval 12 to 20
becauSe3 X 4 = 12 and-4 X 5 = 20. For example; students could4be

lasked, 'Estirnate the product and then place the decimal point iii the
following."

1

tfr 3.24 (

X 4.6
1944,

1296
. 14904

A similar procedure is appropriate . for placing the 'decimal peint. in
-quotients. In anexamplasuch its 61.72 ± 4.2 Studepts can make a,priii-
jiminary estimate of 15 for the quotient. This should help' pupils place
the decimal point sensibly instead of following the rule blindly.

. .

ti) make estim.4t=f results involvingdecinials, pupils must recognize
the relative size. of numbers suchis 3.24, 4.6, 61.72, and 4.2, Often ptipils
fail to do this whet hey trroneously.conclude that the, size of a. number
is .determined. by theigurnberof.l.dig,its. 'I.' o'flielpImpils gain clearer in- ..-.

sigltiikto the;relative size Of such .nurnbArs, it is helpful to:have. puails.....
count ',1), tenths, 'hundredths; and thousandths: For example,. to get a
i9ition 'of the position of 3.2 in relati(7nto 3 find 4, count Isy tenths from-....

----f3. to 4: . , .

./
- 3.0, 3.1, 8.2;..3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9, 4.0:

r
The pupil can see that 3.2 is more nea thah` 4. A similar 1.xercise
is appropriate for comparing numbers' Ii 62.3 and 62.27 by counting

. by hundredths from 62.20 to 62.30

?

9

Ti
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-

ofPupils can learn to estimate results to obl4n a r
their capeEipencilicomputations. Also, estimating leads
work with slide rule calCulationswfieie one almost Biwa"'
estimate tio place the decinfal point in the result.

Students usually find it easy. to count,by 25's, 50!s, an

ter
an ...°

. A .
practical use of such counting in making estimates is shown in xample
,from:the grocery store,7

' , Martha, George is buying groceries iiiLa market. S e, omeS to
the, candy counter and wonders if the q.00 she figs is enough' iay f
her:groceries and buy a Si, .50, box of cho,colates. 'ro es
mates the cost of groceries'in!,her basket by roundink the Cost:'Of eac
item to the nearest 25 cents and and then mentally counts by 25's,05,Q9,
or .100'S, whichever is appropriate stimate the total.

Actual coat

$1.39
37

. .bg

: Actual total

iTst rounded to
earest 25 cents

'$1.50
.25

f.00
.75

,l(
From this iwtimate of 58.75, Martha George Might, decide. that she
should buy candy costing-only $1.00. With the totals cut from,grocery
slips, pupils can find the exact cost: and compare it Avith their estimate.
For variation, pupils. can round each item. to the nearest 100 Ind esti-

,mate the total by counting b tens. ..

Junior and Senior Him School. As th-e. forfnula for the^ cirv,,,urnz,..
fdrence of a circle is intr duced,. pupils may bring. In tin cans; bottle
topS, and ot%sir circular objects, measure the circumference and the di--:
ameter and then discover that '1.1ie circumference is about 3 times the
diameter. Then the formula, c.--- rd is intro. With the valid goal

...... .h) mind of getting students to mpute accur nd td use te formula
properly, frequently we spend 'ill the ti e these computations,
using 33 or 3.14 as an dpproximn I the nu er, ir.-It is equally im-
portant to help pupils.extend the Ability to estimate 'e results before
nd after the direct computatiori. Teachers should encou age pupils 0
aka estimate.ws while studying informal gep,metr_,y; square. 'riots, verbal s

p blerris, and ,applicaftoris in algebra and geometry.
bile finding arm* of triangles; rectangles, and other polygons, part

........kt.trne can be devoted to estimatiug do areas by estimating results xis,/

Mental Estimate
(Cumulative: total)

$1.50
.

2.00
3?60

. 3.75
$3.75
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of computatiOgs. For example, students can be asked to estimate the
' 'lugs' of thepolygons such as thos.g in Fi ure 2. For triangle, an est',1-4

'

5.62'

1914'

tstimatt of rea , .

Fw. 2

- mate of 3 o; 4_square*units would-seem reasonable. The area of the .

rectangle is about 100; some of the More able pupils might-see tl tarea
as 'about 1 0 square units, obtained.by multiplying 20 by-44.1

M pupil' undertake square root. in ihejuniorthicth school, they should
be enc ed to .estimate before trying .to(..5nd closer approximation:
qlear. pils should be led to see that,'75 is e, 8 and 9, that

'1 1 5 is between.13 and 14, before proceding 05find a cos lo ap'proxirea-
tion the divi n methodir gorispa. The division method for
fi ing the square root is rho e mean gful than the usual algorism and
should .be given -considerable kmph sis, particularly as square root is

:.introduced. This is true because the civision method4Ocilses attention
on the funthimental notion of he ssquire root of.a number. 'he division
method can re. more 'than just trial.and'error, For exanple, a prelimi7
nrir-Sr estimate of Vr75 might be 8.5,

Divide 75 bY-8.5"

. o make' theAecynd e§trrra'
°

'Use 8:6. °as the

8.8
8.555170

68 0
7 00-.
s 80

20

te, average 8.5 and 8.8, getting. 8:65;
t. -

trial divisor.
8.67

.8..6577-700
69.20

5
.5- 190

6100
6055

45
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This process can continue until the desired precision is obtained. From
the second trial division, it is clear that N/7-15 is 8.7, to the nearest tenth
and there is reasonable assurance that the result is 8.66, to the nearest
hundredth. As the 'averaging and division process continues, a closer
approximation is obtained although no decimal number will be the
exact square ,root of 75.. Teachers might point out that Nif-O" is an ir-
ratitpaal number. (See page 52 in Chapter 2, "Number and Operation."")

While Nyorking with formulas which require extensive computation,
it is helpful first to estimate the result. To find the result for

31.72 X.42.4
167

a pupil might estimate this way: "The result is about (30 X 40)/150
or (3 X'40) /15 or about 120/15 ofNabout 8." This kind of estimation
may help avoid errors in placing the decimal point. Such exercises are
also important in computations using the slide rule.

Often pupils use the rules blindly for finding the characteristie of the
logarithm of a number. It is important that they be given ample praextiee
in estimating the logarithm before extensive use of tables. For example,'
the log of 789 is between 2 and 3 because 102 = 100 and 103 = -1000.

As the reader has p&bably recognized, the more advanced work on
estimates in calculations is dependent upon the ability to multiply and
divide easily by 10, 100, 1000, and other powers of 10. Therefore, there
should, be continuing stress on multiplication and division by powers
of 1.0 as well as stress on the structure of the numeration system.

Summary of Recurring Ideas. From the study of estimation in
computation, certain ideas ecur in varying degrees of importance
from kindergarten through h gh school.

1. The order relations a er than and less than are important for al-
most all work on estimates of computations. The idi& begins in kinder-
garten and lower elem&tary grades -as pupils learn that every integer
is greater thud all that come before it and is less than all that fallow it
in counting' 'order. In the middle and upper elementary grades this
greater than -less than idea is extended to common and decimal fractions..

2. An idea of between -ncss begins somewhat later than the early con-
cepts of more than and itss than.,It represents a growth in the ability to
estimate, i.e., the ability to establish tsVo numbers such that the result
is betwe'en

'3. An understanding of the characteristics of our number system plays
an important role in the growth Of the ability to estimate. Place value is
particularly importp.nt.

- t) 8
.
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.4. To estimate effectively, it is necessary to be able to multiply and
divide easily by 10, 190, 1000, and other powers of 10.::

5. Implicit in all fork on estimation is the atte`rnpt to get pupils to
think about the result and make an estimate before plunging directly
into the.exact paper-pencil computation. The major attempt is to get
pupils to deal with numbers sensibly.

Estimating the Number of Objects. About how many people were
at the. meeting? About how many marbles are in the -jar? What is your
estimate of the number of children on the playground?

These questions suggest a second aspect. of estimation, looking at a
group of objects and estimating its number. The subject is often over-
looked and many people are unable to make a reasonable guess in such
situations.. This section contains some sUggestions for .helping pupils
grow in their ability.to make estimates of this nature.

Early ideas in estimating the number of objects involve only more
than, less than, many more, few more, and the like. Teachers can ask
questions such as Are there more people in that group than there are in
our class? Many more? Few more? Then, as pupils grow in their' ability
to make such estimations, cloSer approximations may be expected.'In
the' kindergarten and lower elementary,grades, pupils are led' to get a
mental concept of groups of 1, 2, 3; 4,.5. Larger groups are.usually vis-
ualized in terms of these smaller groups. For exampk, ten may be per-
ceived as 5 + 5 from the pattern

This same idea is used when we encourage pupils to estimate a larger
group by estimating the number. of smaller, more familiar groups it con-
tains. For example, a pupil can count the number of people in a reading
group, look at it to get some rdea'°of the size, and then apply this unit
of Measurement to the total class and make some gueSs about the number
of children. He can also count the number of. children in the room and
use this larger unit, of measurement to estimate the number of children
on the playground. To estimate even larger groups of people, studentse.might he asked, to focus attention on th u ber of pRiple at assembly
to get a larger unit for use in estimating , crowd in the foOtball stadium,

Such estimates mayNnvolve mental or paper-pencil computations. To
estimate, the number of nprbles in a jar, the child can count the number
of marbles on the botteninf the jar, estimate the number of layers (by
counting down the jar) and. then multiply to get an estimate of the total
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number. This could turn into an interesting guesSing game. To help pupils ..

-estimate the number of seats in an auditorium or church, have then?
count the number of.seats' in one row, the number of rows, and then
multiply mentally (or paperTpencil if too complicated) to find the total.
Numerous opportunities arise where teachers can take a few minutes
for this kind of estimation. At and Christmas, with Ale
abundance of cranberries, a guessing game is fun. The teacher' might

,hold up a handful of cranberries and ask pupils to estimate the number.
The inverse of estimating a given number of objects is. encountered

wh a number is given and a group of objects fs'to be chosen. "I want
100 sheets of paper." "Bririg me a en pins." "/ need 18 pieces of
candy." Procedures for teaching this type of estimation are similar to
those described earlier:

Estimating MeasurementC\The practical value of being able to
estimate the size orphySical otjhcts' is.recognized by almost all people.
"What is the length of this room?" "How far is it from the center of
town to your house?" "How many feet were ydu frpm the scene of the
accident?" "Does this lotto. weigh too much, to go for 4 cents?" "Hoow
long, should I allow for my drive to the airport?" 'How much grass seed
shotrld I buy for Thy laWn?" "Vow many square yards of carpeting do I
need?" A measuring instrument is not always handy or it may be diffi-
cult to.measure the quantity directly. The teacher should realize that
this kind of estimation is difficult and somewhat. cumbersome to teach..
There are several reasons for this. It is time,consutriing;,it may be diffi-
cult to apply a measuring instrument to the,quantity; and a certain
degree of ma.theniatieal maturity seems desirable, if not necessary. But
this does ndt mean that WesherIcl ignore this useful aspect of estimation.
It is even more reason for giving contlentra121 and systernatic study
to.this topic.

As with almost all measuring, we apply-a known unit to..anunknown
quantity- and, determine the number of units. Hence, the essential idea
of estimating. teasurements involves flist-hatid experience witlia...iarieV
of units of measurement and relatingAhese units to something.T4iliar
to the itidividual making the estimate. The need for' giving pirplls 're-
pealed experiencneannot be overemphasized. A clerk at the; meal; court!:
ter, upon-a request for a three pound roast, can take a large forequarter
of beef and slice a roast within an ounce or two. of the desired three
pounds. He has had much experience in estimating.

Linear Estimates. To make linear estimates, each pupil can Measure
the breadth of his hand. Using the hand as a unit of ineasurement, he
can be asked to find the width of several objects; desks, books. windows.:
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etc. Knowing the number of hands and the width of each hand, he
can make an estimate. Similarly, pupils can get -a smaller measuring
unit by measuring a joint of a finger, perhaps trying to find one that is
one inch long. Measuring his height and using this as a unit, a student
might estimate that the height of the room is three times his height, or
about 12 feet.

.

It is common to see the length of the room or the Width of alot stepped
\%off. This is done by knowing the length of the stride, nding the number

of steps, and then estimating the distance. Thus, p Ails can measure
their stride (perhaps take nn average of 5 Or 6 steps) and then practice.
using it.. If desired, the distance may be measured with A tape measure
or yardstick to check the estimate.

.

Estimating longer distances is not as simple because we cannot apply
a known quantity as easily and must rely on a mental approximation
of the number of units. It may be helpful to have pupils .take.the distance
that they travel often and know well, e.g., distance from home to school,
and try to apply this unit to other diotances. "-Well, it's about twice as
far from my house to yours as it is froth mine to school. It's 1.6 miles
from my4house to school. Hence, it must be about 3 miles from my house
to yours." As a child begins to travel, larger units make more Sense. It
is 35 miles to City A. It must be about twice as'fai-' to City B; .hence,
it is about 70 miles.

. .

.The Boy.Scout Manual contains many suggestions for making linear
estimations, directly and indirectly. For further information on this
topic, consult this-reference.

Estimates. of Other Measurements. Making estimates of other
measurements involves procedures similar to those suggested for linear
estimates. Area is usually estimated indirectly After measuring or step-
ping off linear 'measurements. The dimensions of a room may be esti-
mated to he 21' by 45'; hence, the area Would be estimatecras about 900

.square feet. Likewise, most estimates of volume, are. made. indirectly
usirg known or estimated linear measurements. To help"pupils estimate
weight, they might be .asked to estimate the weight of certain objects
before and after handling all ounce and a pound weight. It is difficult to
teach pupil's to estimate the length of time from one event to the next.
But they should be able to estimate driiring time between two cities if the
distance and average speed are known. Estimates of size of. angles are
usually made using the easily recognized 45°, 90°, 180°, and 270° angles
as guides.

One practical problem that arises in imatiOns is the amount of error
that should be allowed. To sonic ex pt theeowable error depends on.

2 j
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the use of the estimate. Certainly if a pupil can estimate with a 10 to20 %
error, he is doing well. In the early work on estimation, we xnay expect
much greater error. The study of` the error of an estimate provides a nicq
opportunity for some work on per cent by finding the, per cent of error -
of a given estimate. Likewise, pupils can calculate the amount of pet-
missible error when the per cent allowed is stated.

. We cannot expect a pupil to make satisfactory estimates of measure-
ments froth, a brief exposure to the tqpic. Elementary and high school
teachers should provide many and varied opportunities for pupils to
Make estimates of measurements. These experiences should be of the
kind which relates estimation of measurements to' the world and the
environment of the studertit.

$
1%IEASUREMENT

The concept of Measurement is used daily by everyone. It is so much
.

a part of our everyday life that we are seldom aware of its extensive use..
We get up at 7 a.m., allow 30 minutes for breakfast, drive our new 1959
car at .a speed under the 55 m.p.h, limit. We encounter difficulties park-
ing:our car is too long; there are too many cars and too fewparking

c- spaces.. On a trip to the super market we see that each item is labeled
witkone or more number symbols referring to price, length, area, volume,
and weight.' WO measure for draperies; rugs; and to find the amount of
grass seed for our lawns. Meters measure the number of units of-gas, water,
and electricity we use. There is little 'doubt -that measurement is an
integral pdrt_of our lives.

This section is devoted to the teaching of direct and indirect measure-
ment and Vated ideas such as standard units, precision, .a,5cur-acy,
tolerance, and tolerane6' interval. Considerable attention is given to
procedures for making cOmputations with numbers arising from a proxi-
mations, including numbers arising from measurement.

Direct vs. Indirect Measurement. In every instance, the ultimate.
-result of the measuring proceSs associates a number with some geometri
cal or physical q4ntity. This association may be made 'directly or in-

.

directly.
Direct measurements are made by a direct comparison of a unit of

measurement with the object to be measured. Examples of direct meas-
urement are: length of a room found by using .a yardstick or tape meas-
um', area of floor found by counting the number of tiles (square units). .
on the floor; volume ?.vithiri a bottle by counting the number of standard
cups-of water it takes to 'fill it. .

When the measure 4, a quantity such as time, temperature, velocity,

.2 0 2
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weight, or even distance is computed froin numbers obtained by actually
measuring some erther quantity, the first quantity is measured indirectly.
Instruments such as clocks, therr meters, speedometers, ancl''pring

rtscales are used to make measure ents indirectly. Such devices convert
the quantity being measured into forces which move gears, expand
metals, and in some way produce numbers which are read directly on a '
scale. Such measurements are made possible by combined matirmatical,
scientific, and mechanical knowledge. Some quantities are measured in-.
directly by using mathematical formulas to translate known direct
measurements into a number ftir the quantity. The area of a rectangular
fluor is found indirectly when the number of units in the length and thel
number of units in the width are substituted in 'the formula A = 1w.
(If 1 = 21 ft.ind w 10 ft., then the area is found indirectly; A = 21 X
10 or 210 sc .:-ft.) The height -of the flagpole (Fig. 3) is found indirectly

h

d

Fro. 3

by using the formula h = d (tangent Z y) and the direct measurements
of angle y and d. (If angle y = 41° and d. = 76 ft., then h = 76 (tangent
41°);. h = 76 (.860) or approximately h = 66 ft. Insome cases we are
unable to apply a measuring instrument directly to the quantity, e.g
finding the time Which'has passed since breakfast; in other cases, it is a

( matter of eonvenience. to make measurements indirectly, e.g., the area
Of floor and the height.of the flagpole.

Units of Measurement. From the study of measurement, pupils
should realize that standard units of measurement are arbitrarily chosen
although the units may have arisen historically. Furthermore, they
should recognize that, units Of measurement are standardized to enable
themo have widespread use. For example, a dooNmade in Indiana must
fit an automobile assembled. in Michigan. To help\achieye these. objec-
tives, a lesson such as the .folloWing might be planned. ilave pupils
place their elbOws on their desks wit the forearm pointed upward and
the fing,ers extended. Measure the length from the elbow to the finger tip
(this is the ancient cubit, a: unit of length)'. Record the measurement for
each pupil. They will recognize that a cloth 'merchant would profit by
having a short arm. Recognizing the r, ft-1r a standard unit, the class
can establish its. own by averaging the various, measurements. Then,
if each pupil is furnished a stick of this length, many measurements tan
be done with the unit standardized just for the class. If desired, the

. 9""
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class cubit can-be divided into smaller equal units to measure smaller.;
lengths. Le.
-Standard A+iiitso measurement are defined by 10,1,v.,The definitions of

'some units are rnade.by the U. S. Congress and some are made by, in
dividual states. A bushel of corn may have different definitions in neigh-
boring states:- In most of our trading and industrial establishments we
still use the English rAtern of weights and measures es blished by act '

of Congress. although t le metric system is permissible. B t the English
units of measurement he definfid by law in terms of the metric units
which are .generally= used in scientific work and which are being used

increasingly elsewhere,\ 393
The 3600yard is defined to be meter. This

7
makes an inch a little more di? 2:540005 centimeters. For industrial

c----',--. purposes the inch is often treated as exactly 2.54 centimeters. The defi-
nition of the meter itself, however, is in the process of being made more
precise.*

Students should be familiar with the variety of units ol.measurement.
%Examples of some units can be exhibited andused in the classroom to 4

give pupils repeated contact with the° units rand their use. Certainly
every pupil should be thoroughly familiar with commonly used hits
such as inch, foot, yard, mile, ounce, pound, ton, and soon. But in the,N°
present atom and space age, -there is a need for more attention to very '°
small and very large units of ,measurement. Contrast in lin'ear'units can

4-...

' The following is quoted from Science 127: 76; January 10, 1958.
0

New Standard of Length
The Advisory Committ4 for the Definition of the Metre, chaired by L. E.

,Howlett, director of the Division of Applied Physics,_Naticrnal Research COuncil
of ?Canada, has unanimously agreed on a new standard of lengtha wavelength'
of lightto be used instead of the...platinum-iridium bar kept at Sevres, France.
The leading contenders as the source for light for the standard have been the
following isotopes,: mercury -198, krypton-84, .krypton -86, and cadmium-114.
One of the wavelengths of orange'lid4 emitted by krypton-86 has been selected
as the standard, and the international meter will be defined as 1,650,763.73 times
this wavelength. Thd resulting standard will be more than 100 times as precise as
the present international meter.. , . .

Although in practice the flew standard is already in use, several steps remain
before the wavelength becomes officially recognized. T,he committee mentioned
above will send its recommendation to the In...,*.irtritional Committee of Weights
and Measures for 'consideration at its meeting in OCtober 1958; when approved
there, the reebnimendation will be presented to the International Conference on
Weights and Measures, whiLdi will meet in_1960; at at time thtstandard will be-
come the legal international standard.

.., \.
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be shown by these comparisons:

.00000001 cm.=-Diameter of hydrogen atom

.000001 in. °CrOsshairs - for telescope made
spider

Thickness of human hair
1Thickness of 3 sheets, of standard newspaper
bistance to one of the nearer stars (distance given in

ms of time it tak s a ray of light to reach earth),.

Contrast in velocity cyan be shown lor'c mparing the speed of a turtle
to the speed of sound; about 1080 ft. per sec., or about mile per sec.,
the velocity of a satellite in orbit at about 18,000 miles" per hour, and
the speed of light at.al-out 186,000 mileS per second, or about 670,000,000
miles per hour.

Students should be farOiar with the many measuring instruments
and realize man's quest for more precise instruments for metisuremdnt.
Foot rulers, yardsticks, meter sticks, steel tapes, tape measures, vernier,
and micrometer calipers are some of the instruments for measuring
length which can be deMonstrated in the classroom. Other instruments
can be used and demonstrated such as the protractor and transit for - -

measuring angles, amit platform balances and spring scales for measuring
weight.

Relationships Between Units. Letting generalizations grow from
several concrete examples is commonly accepted as sound practice in
teaching arithmetic. While teaching the basic addition facts, students are
given repeated examples such as combining 3 beads and 4 beads, 3
chairs and 4 chairs; 3 pencils and 4 pencils before reaching the generali-
zation, 3 + 4 = 7. A similar procedure is highly desirable for teaching
many of the relationships between units of. measurement. Students can
be given a rule marked in foot units only and one with inch units only.
By arranging interesting situations in which the student uses both rules
to make the same measurement, it seems likely that he will make more
observations about the relation between the foot unit and the inch unit.
For 1 foot unit he has 12 inch-units; for 2 foot units he has 24 inch units;
for 3 foot units he has 36 inch units. He pairs the number of foot units
with the number of inch units and generalizes thatthere are.12 inch units
for each foot unit, 12 inches = 1 foot.

At a more advanced level, we can help the student see how he might
record the results of his observations in the form of a table, generalize.
and then write a forniula expressing the relation.

.003 in.

.01 in.
5 light years

195

froM cocoon of broWn :
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number of foot units 1.
1 2 1 3

number of inch units 1'12 124 136

Examination of, this table might lead hil4conjecture' that_when the
number of foot units is 4, the number of inch units if 48. He might verbal-
ize what he sees in the table, 1f times the number of foot units ¶s equal
to the number of inch units. For the number of foot units, and the num-
ber of inch units, I, we write the condition that 12 times the number of
foot units is equal to thp number of inch units as 12F = I. (Students
should be reminded that' the formula does not state that 12 feet = .1
inch; rather, 12X the number of feet = number of inches.) Similarly he
can discover ew interpret theformolas, 3 Y = F, 36Y = I, for the num-
ber of yard marks, Y, arid the number of foot marks, F, and the number
of inch marki,./, The idea of the relatedness of the number of one unit
of measure and another unit of measure can be brought to fruition in a
formula, illustrative of the way (with considerable simplification) in
which a mature scientist examines a specimen of his environment, re- ,

cords pairs of numbers, and writes a formula to describe the results df
his observations.

The relationship between units of weight such as ounce and p d
can be shown by use of a platform balance. Fon liquid Measure, pupgs
can measure using the cup, pint, quart, and gallon and then generalize
about the relationship between. the units.

By qbserving physical exampleS of units of measurement the student
comes to know many of the directly observable units of measurement
and the relationship between the same units. But an individual's i -
diate sensory perception does not permit him to know relationships Such
as those existing between one inch and one millionth of an inch, one mile
and one light year, or one second and one century. How, then,. can stu- ,

dents come to know about the relation between such units? In these
casesAwe must rely on numerical processes. One inch = 1,000,000
millionths inches because 1 = 1,000,000 millionths. One light *ear is
defined cas the distance light travels in 1 year; hence 1 light year is
appro.3.&ately 186,000 X 60 X 60 X 24 X 365 miles. One century is
approximately 60 X 60 ,X 24 X 365 X 100 seconds. This provides an
opportunity to distinguish between relationships which are purely nu-
merical .(one contains 1,000,000 millionths), those which also involve
physical or empirical relationships (the length of one light year depends
upon the speed of light as well as the number of seconds in a year), and
those which are purely definitional in character (there are 12 inches in a
foot or an 'inch 402.54 centimeters). This latter conceptAhat basic
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units are arbitrarily definedis a fundamental notion which must
eventually be brought out clearly and not be obscured `by the concrete'
approach uggested above as a pedagogical device forgiving childrep an
insight into the nature of units and their interrelationships. A clear
understanding of this was netted in Chapter 4; "Proof," as one way of
pointing out the fundamental role and arbitrary nature of definitions in
all mathematical systems. .

As has been pointed out earlier, by the measuring process we assqii-
ate a number with some geometrical or physical quantity. Thus, meas-
urement would include counting the number of fingers, the numhOr of
people in the room, or the number of dollars and cents in the. bank.
But tlott. more common usage of measurement does not inclUde these
examples of a discrete number of (LILLects. In the more common usage
of measurement, a measuring instrument' and a unit of measurement
are imp ied. Furthermore, it is usually assumed that the quantity to be
measured cannot be numbered exactly.

A clear conception of the measurement process must include an un-
derstanding of its approximate iiatu r . In the early elementary grades,
a pupil might think that he can cut two feet of rope in the same sense
that he can pick up two penniv. He rileasures perhaps without realizing
that the length of rope is approximately 2 feet. But he will measure
lengths such as one which is about 23 ft. where he is certain to observe
that, "It does not come out even." He will see that it contains neither
exactly two feet nor exactly three feet. There.is nothing inexact about
the amount of rope; there is a definite, fixed amount. There is nothing
inexact about the number 2 or the number 3. But there is something
inexact about the description of the length of rope as 2 ft. No -matter
'how small the unit of measurement, the exact length cannot be deter-
mined. Thus, numbers arising from measurement made with rulers
and other instruments are approximate representations of the physical
quantity.

Precision of Mea*surement. The precision of a measurement is de-
fined by the unit used to make it. When a Measurement is made to the
nearest foot, the precision of measurement is 1 ft. Measuring .to the
nearest half inch gives greater, precision. The smaller the unit, the
greater is the precision of the measurement.

The error of measurement is the difference between the actual length and
the recorded length. Error of measurement does not refer to a mistake in
measuring. If line segment .4B (Fig. 4) is measured to the nearest half
inch, the length is recorded as 2 inchec. The error of measurement is
the length of YB, the difference between-the length of AB and the

2,17
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TM. 4

corded measurement of 2 ; inches. When AB is Measured o the nearest
inch, the length is recorded as 3 inches and the error of rn asurernent is`
(3 AB) inches. If AB is.more than 3 inches, the error measurement
is (AB 3) inches. It shOuld*be. clear that the error of measurement
cannot be determined just aOhe exact length of AB cannot be detei-
mined. We can only state tile length of the interval within which the
error must be contained.

To help pupils understand the meaning of precision and error of ..
measurement the teacher can plan a lesson similar to the following. Dis-
tribute a sheet of paper to each pupil containing several line segments of
different lengths. Also, supply students with a scale marked in one-inch
units only. Have the students measure each line segment with the inch-
unit scale and record their results to the nearest inch in a table. The pu-
pils can be told that the error of measurement is the difference .between
the,actual length and the recorded length. Then give the pupils a scale
Ararked in one-half inch units and ask them to record the measurements.
Then, using a scale marked in inch units only, repeat the process.
If the original lines have been carefully drawn by the teacher, the student
will obtain different numbers such as 3, 234 for successive measure-
ments, of the same line with different rulers! From such a laborator'y
le n, the students should realize that the smaller the unit of measure-
r, , the more precise is the measurement. -

By pertinent questions from the teacher, the lesson can be ex-
'`f tended to help pupils understand greatest possible error, the tolerance, as

it relates tp measurement. When line segment AB is measured to the
nearest inch, what is the recorded length?, (Fig. 5). AB Must be as long

? g 7
10

B

J.

FIG. 5

as 2_ to be recorded as 7 inches. AB must be shorter than ? to
be recorded as 7 inches Then,.the greatest possible error is (Students `.//
wi d a reminder that error is'the difference between the actual length
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and the reforda length.) -By use of questioas 1i e'se, rpils can see ;
that the greatest possibl error. is inch. Sim' ar quistioid ,
asked for measurement to thy- nearest half inch and nearest quarter -

inch. Trom such a -disotssion, pbpils areled-40 ntako theadded generali-
.

Zlitiln I Ti,te ,fgryik posslble error (the2toleranee). is piii-halt the -unit .rif , .

measurement. . °-

Tolerance Interi4M %any 14. the line' segthents AB CD, EF,
CH (Fig. 6) is measured to the nearest inch, 'the lerigth Will be recorded

:.
0 t 1 2

d ° I.

A B ;

I)
E F.

H

Ft°. 6

as 2 inches. .other words, any .length between Or and 2;g will .be .

recorded as -2" when measured to the nearest inch. The interval 1k"
to 2;" is mad the tolerance 'interval for a. recorded ,measurement of 2
inches when made to the nearest inch. Thus when measuring.with inch
units, we do not know the number which reppsents the kingth of any
one of the segments above.'But we do know that the number for any
one of them is in the tolerance interval 1.5 to 2.5. If another line segment
X ris measured to the nearest half inch as 6J.,()", the number,,61A does
not tell the exact length of. X Y; but we would. know that the actual
length of X Y is in the interval 6%" to 69!t"-.. Thus, in most cases, the
tolerance interval. is determined by the unit of Measurement. Tnrsuc',h cases,
the lOwer number of the tolerance interval is the recorded measurement
minus one half the unit of measurement; the upper number is obtained
by adding one half the unit of measurement. It is clear that in such
cases, the tolerance interval is twice the tolerance

In the previous examples, the units of measurement were stated and
we were able to give, the tolerance interval with certainty-. In scientific
and engineering- worfrit is important and customary that these facts
are written, read, aid used Carefully and properly. This is riot always
the ease. Many .times we must make an intelligent guess about the unit
of measurement from a recorded measurement. yoi. example, the mean
distance to the sun is sometimds written 93,000,000 miles; without
knowing for sure about the unit of Measurement, we might guess that
it is million miles .and infer that the tolerance interval. is .92,500,000
miles td 93,500,000 miles. For a recorded length of 16.3 inches, we pro
ably would assume that the unit of measurement is tenth-inch beta

MEASUREMENT AND APPROXIMATION
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-16.3 indicates this precision; if it were recorded as 16.30 inches, we would
assume the, measurement was made to' the nevest jtundredthi-inch. Much
of the work*ith mevurement .wi ife (pupils. Lc) mike a sensible
'guess about the unit Irom recorded ,n suArnent. Hence/it seems
reasonable(tG. ask pupils to give the unit of measurement; the greatest
4Ossihle' error, and the toler4nCe interval for-%verctl rneasurerAts
where the unit of measurement is net stated explicitly:

We shquld .encourage pupils to inqUire About the tolerance and the

'buysoltneasurenient
in .each newdmeasuring context. When a seamstress

'buys a yards of ma"terial,-Arie clerk does not glge her 2;2 to 3;j1ards of
material. She is assured of getting:at least 3 yards add the tolerance in-
.terval probably is 3 yards-3 yards Anches. If you go to iquaber yard
ancrpurchase A board 8 feet in length,l.vhatis the wait of measurement?
What erecision is reqUired in Milling this type of lumber? Does this
mean that, when you get hone you can' expel that the length 'of the
board is more than 7.5 feet and less than 8.5 feet? If a man is working in
a machine tool company and the blue pr'int calls for a' piece Which-is
inches long, is he iZasvine that he will be'performing hi* dutAproperly,
if he turns out a, piece whose length is between 1% inches and 1% inches?
No, he will either already haVe, been informed about the required unit
of measurement Employed or will inquire about it for any new clue .print
on -which it Is not specified. The understanding that inches may mean
1.5' inches or.1.50 inches Or 1.500 inches is important. In many cages the
teacher can-rely upon' the local environment to provide industries fforn
which the student, can obtain information regarding the units of measure-
ment used or the precision of measurement required. Students can be
encouraged to _inquire about the tolerance for a quart of milk, a gallon
of gasoline, and so on, ih their own state.

-
Wec,shoukl acquaint pupils with the standard ways in which precision

-<nieasurement is indicated. Most blueprints.use the ± notation to in-
dicate the .eolerance and'the unit of measurement. A measurement of 6
ft. f 12 in. -would mean that the tolerance lnterval is 5 ft. 1112 in. to
6 ft. 3 in. and that the unit of measurement'is 1 inch. A bolt and a bolt
hole both labeled as in. would not have the same tolerance; the bolt
might have as its diameter 0.25 .005 in. making thetolerance interval
0.245 to 0.250, and the, diameter of the bolt hole might be irrittn as

" 0.25 .005 in. making its tolerance interval .250 to .255. Scientific'
-...nitation is also used to indicate the precision of measurement. For ex-

ample, 2:63 X 104 c would mean that the measurement was made to
the nearest hundred cen ters. If it were recorded as 26,300 cm., there
might be some doubt about t precision of the measurement. Likewise,
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8: N-10-4 cm, would indicate precisionito tthe nearest mililonth-centi-
meter. .. \, %,... , .

By examiningviany practical illustations from science and indugtry,
stucleqs 4mit.bligln tO apilit,c.i4e..t.jae role Which em -nt ancrAip-

- t-

mix lation play In the crifrirs' production of Makly. items efrierators,
teleViVon sets, automobileswhich ,tr' produceil on _ass hly,lirrip,
each part mligtblioroducecl with its measure in algiyen tolerAnce inMrval

f in cyder that the.parts will fit together ancethe final Producti will perform
. prqperly. From the planning stage, thrp.ugh production, and the Oliecking

of the quality of the product an: applied mativhatical arAil itself---)-
. we are concerned about the tolerance interval and tts relation a/the final

A
+performance of the item.

,
, - - .

"-.--
COMPUTATIOi WITH NUMBERS. ARISING

FRO, .APPROkIMATPONS

Approximations arise from m y sources. It has.already b n shown,'
That numbers obtained by lipplyi urea ring instruthents to quantity
are approximations. Approximations arise. al o as we attemipt to write a
,.decimal representationfor4nuinbers. like. r , , -,V7, log 62; of
sine 32°. Numbers such as 171,000,000, obtained by rounding some ntun-
ber to the nearest million, .give rise to approximations. Computations
with hunibers arising from approXimations should be done with the' idea
of their nature el-4"V in mind.

7 Many standard. texts use Approximate'Numbers to denote'suelt nun, -.
bers. Althougll this terminology is simpler to -rise, the writers of this
chapter have chosen to avoid it because mathemtically, numbers are
not classed in this manner. Teachers who wish, to

a
continuelthe uge of

Approximate Numbers shbuld not feel that they are committing a grave
error. But they should be certain that students realize that this is a
Shoitene& and convenient terminology . No number is approximate. The
t';' in `5; ft.' represents a numbel. This number, by itself, is never
an approximation; hence. it does not really make much sense to call it
exacCeither. However, the number may be used to represent the
height in feet of a man, with the understanding that we do not know
the number welch represents his true height, but that 5j. is close to it.
The number V-2 is not .apProximate but any decimal expression for .

V-2- is an approximation to V-2.
In the section which follows, procedures. are developed for making

computations with numbers arising from approximations..Most of the
examples deal with numbers arising from measurement because of the

'
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*il
ease lof illustration. The reader should be aviare-Ahat'thel procedures.
should-be usThl for approxi atrons 'arising from any sourl:.

Adding' and Subtract' g. What is wrong with each of these ex-,amples? * '4.. A. -- ;\ .

-D

, - "----4 ... EXa le 1 . Example 2
Add 4,7 ft. ,SubtrOCt 6.4b7 in,

L9eI '3.824 ft. 3.8 in.
v

8.524 f. 2.997 in.

A In Example 1, the measurdnie.it of 4.7 ft. indicates that it is made'to
4_ 'the nearest tepth of a foot; thus,Alirractual length is as small as 4:65

or as large as (4:71;. The -measurement of 3.824 ft. indicates precision to
.,_, 4. the thousandths of a foot; thus, the actual length is as small as 3.8235 ft. -

,
qr as large as 3.8245 ft. If the actual.lengt% were the smallest possible,
the sum would be 8.475 ft:; if. they were the largest possible, the sum
would be 8.5745 ft. .

4.
4

o Smallest Largest

4.65 ft. 4.75 ft.
3.8235 ft. 3.8245 ft.
8-.4735 £t. 8.5745 ft.

The sum of the two measurements somewhere in the interval 8.4735
to 8.5745. The chances are only 100 that 8.524 (t sum recorded.
in Example 1) is the actual IT 'of e two to the nearest
thousandth of an inch.

In adding the two measurements iiihreample 1, the 'ncision of one of
them, 4,7 ft., has been .implicitly increased. by adding two zeros getting
4.100 ft., indicating precision to the thou)sandth-inch. The4recision of a
measurement tarmot bq increased in this manner, merely with a flick -of
the pencil.tTo make it Thore precise, a smaller unit of measurement must
be used.

The folly of such additions can be shown hyooplacing cross marks in
the spaces:

. !;'.

Example 1

eAdd 4.7xx ft.
3.8t ft.

212,

Example 2
Subtract 6.497 in.

3.5xx in.

7
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Not knowing What digits occupy the spaces, it is evident that thesum
in Example 1 Nand the difference in EXample 2 cy,nnot be obtained to
the nearest thousandth-inch.

FrorP=.the,previouk discitsion the following general principle is evident:
,

; ,

To add or subtract ik umbers arising from' first round
each number 'to thC\"ttnit of the least precise number and -thezt perform the
operation. ,

The principle stated above is easy to "apply when measurements are'
recorded in the decimal system or in the metric system. It is not as easy
when adding measurements such as 534 pounds and 6% pounds. The
main diffiCiilty arise; in assuming that 5',34 pounds represents a weight:
to tha nearest quarter-pound; in actual practice it may mean og pounds,

- 'a measurement to the nearest eighth-pound, Thiis, in actual practice,
yoU need to kniiW the unit of theasurement before you can perform the
computations with 'certainty of obtaining the correct precision in the
result. :

1,elativc:Error and Aecuracy. If the length of 'a desk is recorded as
31,2 feet to the the nearest half-foot, the greatest possible error is %4 foot
and the relative error-is the ratio of VI to 3% or 3;2 which is .071.
The relative error of a Measurement is defined as the ratio of the tolerance
Or maximum error to the measured value. Some persons in some situa-
tions choose to' express this fraction, as a per cent (7.1 per cent in the

bove example)'. This is then called the per cent of error. By definition a
n easurernont with a. smaller relative error is said to be more accurate-

an one with larger relative .error. This is a special technical use of
e words accurate and accuracy. It does not refer to the care with wWfi

the measurement was made; it is assumed that all measurements are
made with care 4.nd correctly'to the precision indicated for them.

It is not particularly easy to get pupils to realize the full impact;oythe
statements in the previous paragraPh. To introduce the idea, the teacher
may give several sets of measurements and ask pupils to find the error
and relative error as in the following examples. (In a work sheet given
to students; the error column would be. blank as is the relative error
colUmn.)

Example 1 12 ft.
18 ft.

f t.

Relative
Error Error

11% ft.
M ft.
IZ ft.

213
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5 ft.
5 Yds:

410 r miles,. pA 5 miles

1,000,000 miles -500,000 miles
1 mi. I mi.
.5 ft. .05 ft.

From examples like these, pupils can be led to see that the accuracy of
a measurement is independent of the unit IA measurement used to make
it. .

To teach an understanding of this have students examine the follow-
ing calculations of the relative error of the measurements 640 ft. to
nearest 10 ft., 64 ft., 6.4 ft., and .64 ft.

Relative error of 640 ft. = 5
640

.Relative error of 64 ft. = 5 = 5.

64 640/

Relative error of 6.4 ft. = '05 = 5
6.4 640

or about .07

or about .07

or about.07

kelativnerror of .64 ft. '005 = 5 or about :07
.64 640

Note, the relative error of each measurement is the same, about .07.
By siMilar calculations, note that the relative ror of each of the

measurements 365 in:, 36.5 in., 3.65 in., and .365 in; is the same, approxi-
mately .0014. Hence each of this last set of measurements ismore accu-
rate than any of the first set of measurements. Each of the measure-
ments 640 ft., 64 ft., 6.4 ft., .64 ftThas. 2 digits which affect the accuracy
of the measurement; each of the measurements 365 in., etc., has 3 digits
which 'affect the accuracy of the measurement. Digits which affect the
accuracy of a measurement are called significant digits. The more signifi-
cant digits a measurement has, the more accurate is the measurement.

From the discussion above, it should be clear that all nonzero digits
are significant: Zeros are 'sometimes significant; they are significant
When they are between nonzero digits as in numerals like 700.01, 60054,
and 3.005. Zeros are not significant in a numeral such as 0.004 because
the zeros do not affect the relative error and. hence the accuracy of the

2.1
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meaesurement. For example, let's oompare the relative error of .004 with
that of .4 under the assumption that in each case the tolerance is one
half a unit of the size represented by the position of the foth's. Thus

0 5
0000

the relative error of .004 = . = :125 while the relative error:4
5

40
5of .4 = 0.05

.4 40
=- = .125. This shows that the zeros in .004 are not "sig-

nifiCant."
In a numeral such as 64,000, it is difficult to determine the number

of significant digits because the unit of measurement is not known. If
it is 64,000 to the nearest thousand, then none of,the zeros is significant.
If it is measured to the nearest unit, all the zeros are significant. To'
avoid ambiguity in cases such as this one, a dot can be placed over-the
zero which indicates the precision of the measurement. For example,
97,000,000 would indicate measurement to the nearest hundred and
there would be 6 significant digits. A second and perhaps more common
way .pf representing significant digits in this case is to write the number
in standard (sometimes called- scientific) notation. In this system
97,000,040 to the neairest hundred would be written 9.70000 X 107.
It should be clearly recognized that the nTriber of significant digits is
only a rough index of the accuracy of a measurement. Significant digits
are introduced, to facilitate the procedures for the 'other operations
(multiplication, division, and square root) with numbers arising froth
approximations.

Multiplying and Dividing,. Morgan" is a model airplane enthusiast
and has several gasoline planes. He flies the planes by attaching a" piece
of string to a plane and, by holding one end, lets the plane fly in a cir-
cular path. Morgan wanted to calculate the distance the plane travelled
in one lap.. He measured the diameter of the circle to be 68 feet. He knew
that C 7T-D, and that -71- is approximately 3.1416. He found the cir-
cumference of the circle like this:

3.1416
68 feet

25 1328
188 496
213.6288 feet.

Is his calculation correct? IS the circumference of the circle 213.6288
ft.? After measuring the diameter to -the nearest foot (68 ft.) do yllt

. 'think that he could calculate the circumference to the nearest ten
thousandth of foot?
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Dan ,reminded Morgan that his measurement of 68 feet is made to
the nearest foot and hence the actual diameter' of the circle is between
67; feet and 68% feet. Furthermore, he noted that a.. 3 digit- approxi-
mation for r is more sensible to use. Then Dan showed Morgan that
the circumference of the circle could be as little as 211.950 feet and as
much as 215.090.feet. He showed Morgan these calculations:

\...With Diameter of 67.5 ft. With Diameter of 68.5 ft.

67.5 feet 68.5 feet
3.14 3.14
2700 2740,
675 685

0 2025. 2055
21.1.950 215.090

Morgan .could have been asked to compare toe digits in corresponding
places in the two products. The digits are the same, 2 and 1, in the
hundreds and tens columns, but different in thother places. Hence,
it is clear that the result should be rounded to 210 ft. "because there is
no certainty of any digit to the right of the tens place.

Perhaps you recognize the important principle that the accuracy of a
measurement cannot be improved by computation. That is to say, Morgan
couldn't get a measurement of the circumference of a. circle to the
nearest ten-thousandth of a foot by using a five digit number for 7r,

if his n&Aurcment originally had only two digit accuracy. He couldn't
improve his accuracy (.007 relative error in 68 ft.) by multiplying. He
merely put on an appearance of awaccuracy to which he was not en-
titled when he used 3.1416 for r and wrote his result as 213.6288 feet.

A rough guide for rounding an answer obtained by multiplying num
bers arising froin approximations is as follows (remember that the
number of significant digits gives a rough idea of accuracy):

In multiplying numbers arising from approximations, keep as many
significant digits in the product as there are in the number with the fewer
significant digits.

When Morgan found the circumference of the circular path which
the plane travelled, he multiplied 3.1416 by 68 feet. The number 68
feet has the fewer significant digits (2) and hence he should,have rounded
his answer to contain only 2 significant digits (210 ft.).

The folly of keeping more signifciint digits in the answer is illustrated
by placing an x (cross mark) for the digits whichare not 3fnon and
then attempting the multiplication.

2 I u
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3.14
6b. 8.x(

xxxx
2512

1884
21x.xxx

Since the digit in the tenths place of 68 ft. is not' known, we can
indicate it by a cross mark, carry out the calculation and get 21x ft.
which says that the result \should be written a.s 210' with two significant
figures.

A geometric illustration \ of the need for rounding the result may be
shown using a rectangle. Consider a rectangle, (Fig. 7) whose length is

recorded as 10.4 centimeters and width as. 4.7 centimeters, with each .

measurement given to the nearest millimeter (tenth-centimeter).
.2to of the possible rectangles are. drawn with the measurements of

each within the tolerance intervals. Of course, thp actual rectangle may
have two of its sides anywhere in the shaded area.

The area of the rectangle can be as little as 4.65 X 10.35 or 48.1275
square centimeters. The area can be as mucll as 4.7 X- 1045 or 49.6375
square centimeters. Thus, the actual area is in the interval 48.1275 to
49.6375 square centimeters.

Following the rule on multiplying IWmbers arising froth approximation,.
we ,obtain the following result for the area 'a the rectangle; 10.4 ctn.
by 4.7 cm.

10.4 cm.
4.7 cm.

7 28
41 6
48.88 or 49 sq. cm.

21.7
.1;
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Since 4.7 centimeters has the fewer significant digits (2); the result
is rounded to 49 square centimete-rs.`Writing our result this Vity implies
thlt it is correct to the nearest square centimeter. The tolerance inter-.
val which we computed was 48.1275 to 49.03751rathel. than 48.6 to 49.5.
This shows that ourruld about rounding products to the same number of
significant figares as in the least accurate fa.ctot is itself only Spproxi-
rnately correct. However, it is a good approximation and saves us from
two long multiplications.'

Division is the inverse of- multiplication. Therefore, it vould seem ,
reasonable to follow tile. procedure used for multiplicationmaking
divisions involving nuihbers arising from approximations.

_In dividing numbers, arising from approximations, keep as many sig-
nificant digits in the',Notimt as there are in the number with .the fewer
significant digits.

A similar rule-applies to squaie foot. Vor example, if a square,contaios
69 sqiiare inches, measured to the nearest square inch, to find the side,
take'the square root of 69 and retain two significant digits in the result.
Thus the side of a square whose area is 69 square inches is 8.3 ,inches,
correct to two significant figures..

To find the square root of a number arising from approximation, re-
tain as many significant digits in the result as the number contains;

APPROXIMATION
A physical conception of approximation and successive approximation'

arises with a measuring process and the use of 'smaller and smaller
units of measurement. A formal notion of approximation grows from
and brings new meaning to a 'student's work with estimations and
measurements. In each of these we found as a key idea an ordering of
quantity and of numbers. The idea of order continues in this role as
we attempt to give it depth and breadth by,vie'wing it in a .variety of
new contexts. One of these .is approximation.

The, continued study of mathematics demands that ruore and more
attention be given to a distinction between mathematical conditIons
and the physical situations which they describe. Even though Oils
distinction is made, there is little doubt abouttthe pedagogical value of
keeping both in view when dealing with either. In teaching !geometry
this point is illustrated when we hell) the student see a mathematical
proof in terms of a sequence of deductions made from assumed con,-
ditions. A drawing may suggest that a statement is true. Other drawings.,
may provide evidence that the statement is true, but they do not con-
stitute a mathematical proof. A mathematical proof exhibits relatiougt-
involving terms and statements. A student's understanding of these,

9 8/
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terms and statements is extended by considering these relations. We
help him see approximation in this way as conditions are developed
which define an approximation to a number or a point. In doing this
we find that algebraic and geometric conditions correspond, to one
another. Graphical and other physical interpretations of thek con-
ditions provide the opportunity to further develop an understanding
of the distinction between the use of mathematical conditions in de-
ductive schemes and the related' physical congtpts.

In this section you will find some of, the contexts in which we make
use of rational approximations. We find a concept of approximation
involved as a student extends 'his notion, of number from fraction or
rational number to irrational number. We find §,pproximations neces-
sary when we make use of trigonometrit or logarithmic tables and'
when we interpolate in them. Work with sequences of numbers brings
into play a concept of successive eapproximation which provides part
of the background for tile study of limits and calculus. A geometric
view of approximation is developed and related,to a number line. This
is indicative of the way in which we associate algebraic and geometric
concepts. We find that apprOximation is not a property of, a number
but a relation involving pairs of numbers. The relation is approximately
or is defined consistently with the use of the term 'relation' in
Chapter 3. Finally, these ideas are brought to bear on a brief discussion
of some_ types 9f approximat?ons which arise in science.

Rational Approximation. Children encounter a notion of approxi-
mation early in their school days when 4hey first meet the division '
algorism. In dividing 10 by 4 the student can view the information
obtained from the first 'step in the algofism in a,variety of ways. One
way to view. it is that it gives the first, or in this case the units, digit
in the quotient. But Ire_can also state that this tells him that 2 is less
than the quotient° 9.nd the quotient is less than 3; or the quotient is
between 2 and 3, or a first approximation to the quotient is 2, or the
quotient is approximately 2. The recognition that these statements
about the quotient are equivalent is important as we proceed 'in the
dire9tion of an algebraic or geometric treatment of approximation.
Thus the division algoiism can serve as a basis for discussions of deci-
mal approximations to rational numbers.

One way, in which Ave develop meaning in mathematics is by helping
students- recognize the common elements in different situations and
different approaches to or symbols for the same 'thing. In our example
where the division algorism is used to divide 10 by 4 We use the algorism
to justify the equality of 10/4 and 2.5.

The use of pairs and triples of numbers and the relations which are

,

_ . .
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defined by sets of them is common to the study of many mathematical
systems. Hence, emphasizing pairs and relations also helps teach mean-
ings. An approximation relation arises naturally in connection with the
use of the division algorism. It seems reasonable to use the algorism to
determine a ,decirnal representation of 10/3. In making use of the al-
gorism we find that at each step the remainder is not zero. This is not
like the case where the algorism is used to divide 10 by 4. The advantage
of viewing the algorism in a variety of ways is more apparent here.
We cannot conclude that 10/3 is equal to 3.3. However, the student
relates 10/3 and 3.3 through the use of the algorism. As teachers we
should encourage him to consider the nature of this relation by helping
him draw conclusions about 10/3 and 3.3 from his work with the divi-
sion algorism. He should see that the first two digits in a decimal rep-
resentation of 10/3 are 3 and 3; 10/3 is between 3.3 and 3.4; 3.3 is less
than 10/3 and 10/3 is less' than 3.4; 10/3 is approximately 3.3.

These statements'concerning the fraction represented by '10/3' can
be written in symbolic forr(as below.

3.3 is less than 10/3 and 10/3 is less than 3.4

3.3 < 10/3 and 10/3 < 3.4

10/3 is between 3.3and 3.4 ,

sir 3.3 < 10/3 < 3.4

10/3 is approximately 3.3

10/3 3.3

Many different problemE3. involving division provide the opportunity
for the teacher to ,,help the student discover that there are numbers
which cannot' be represented in decimal notation by a .finite sequence
of digits; and that sets of numbers represented by finite sequences of
digitt; are used to approximate these numbers such as 3.3, 3.33, 31333,

and so on, which are all terminating decimals each of whioli is a
closer approximation to 10/3 but none of which equals 10/3. In junior
high school the concept of approximation which arises in connection
with the use of the .division algorism and in working with fractions
which chilnot be,represented in decimal notation by a finite sequence
of digits serves as a background, from which the student can continue
to explore mathematically the notion of approximation. To do this,
however, he must begin to see the variety of mathematical statements
which are equivalent to one another.

It is important for the student to associate the notion of approxima-
.

.q, 4IP
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tion with a concept of order for numbers. The teacher can help him do
this by (1) using a symbol for approximation when it is appropriate, (2)
using the symbol which indicates that one number is less than another
number, (3) bringing out in class discussion that there may be many
different approximations to a given number, (4) relating the concepts
of order and approicirntition by examples similar to the one above, and
(5) developing the idea that approximation is a relation between num-
bers by exhibiting pairs of numbers in this relation. Each of these points *.
will be illustrated again as we consider rational approximations to
irrational numbers.

..: Rational Approximation to Irrational Numbers. junior high
school mathematics program serves to help the student the trans-
ition from arithmetic to the algebra and geometry of e high school.
Consequently we find viany topics in the junior high school program
in which the student can begin to make use of the id of formulating
and using mathematical conditions in his work. His rk with informal
geometry, formulas, equations, and graphs can lead to many interesting
discoveries. Here we suggest ways in which a concept of approximation
can be developed from a geometric situation. Informal geometry pro-

' vides numerous situations in which we use numbers which cannot be
represented by a finite sequence of digits. In the formulas for the area
or circumference of a circle wefind the number r. The length of the
diagonal of a unit squAre is /.. These numbers are related by approxi-
mation to numbers represented by finite sequences of digits.

In addition to the name of a geometric configtiration, such as a tri-
angle, we consider properties of the configuration.. For a right triangle
we find that- the area of the square_ constructed on the hypotenuie is
equal to the sum of the areas of the squares constructed on the legs of
the triangle. If .1 is a unit square (Fig. 8) and 13 is a unit square, we

Fin. 8

can demonstrate that, the area of square C is the stun of the/ares of
squares .1 :nal H. Figure J indicates one way in which this env( he done

- ThiA type of investigation provides some physical evidence that there

-

22
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FIG. 9

is a square whose area is equal to that of two unit squares. Now one
wonders what the length of a side of square C is. We might arrive at
the same question by considering the formula A --= s3, for the area of
a square. If 'A' is replaced by '2', is there a. number for which 2 = 82
is true? One way to answer this question might be to construct a right
triangle whose legs are each one unit long, then measure the length of
the hypotenuse. This process may not prove to be very satisfactory.
Suppose on the basis of measurement it is suggested, that the length
of ia side of square C is 1.4 units.: Since (1.4) 2 = 1.96 we find that 1.4
does not satisfy the condition 2.= s2. If the difficulty lies in the approx-
imate nature of the measuring process and we cannot obtain an answer
to our question by measuring, how can we answer it? This type of
situation provides an excellent opportunity to illustrate how mathe-
matical conditions can be used to obtain answers to questions.

What would be true 4if a number whose square is 2? The geometry
may suggest the observation: '

.1 is less than the number and the number is less than 2,

which can be written also as

1 < n and n < 2.
In addition to the condition that the square of a number is equal to
two, we have a condition which gives its order in the number system.
For the condition '1 < n and n < 2' we can consider replacements for
`n' for which the condition is true. Students may suggest some numbers,
from the set of numbers with which they are familial, for which the
condition '1 < n and n < 2' is true. Is one of these a number whose
square is 2? Suppose that the candidates are 1.2, 1.41, 1.5032, 1.76,
1.52, 1.42, 1.4.1n this manner we focus the student's attention, n the
set of replacements for 'n' for which the Condition '1. < n < 2' is true.
Checking to find out if any of these numbers has a square which is 2.
we find that some of these numbers have squares less than 2 and the
others have squares greater than 2. a

This procedure is suggestive of the way in which we are lead to con-
sider the condition '1.41 < n and n < 1.42' in place of the condition

. 9
%we. a. a.
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< n and n < 2'. The condition '1.414 < n < 1.42' is not true when
`n' is replaced by 1.2 or 1.76. The set of numbers for which '1:41 < n
< 1.42' is true does not contain 1.2, 1.76, 1.52, 1.4, 1.5. However,
1.4109, 1.4137, 1.418, 1.4199 belong-to this set:

We have dealt; at length with this particular example because it is
indicative of the manner in which we can begin to lay foundations for
a formal development of the concept of approxini,tion and successive
approximation. e find that in addition to considering a number, we
can encourage stu cn to think 'about sets of numbers, such as the
set of numbers bet,ween 1.41 and 1.42 or the set of numbers for Nrsiiish
the condition '1.41 < n k 1.42' is true. We can use mathematical con,
ditions in the discussion of approximation. Work of this type in the
classroom can help,..the student begin to appreciate mathematics as
more than a collection of problem solving techniques.

Even though the student is not familiar with irrational numbers,
the geometric context in which the question of the existence of a num-
ber, fOr which the condition `s3 = 2' is true makes it seem reasonable
that there is such a number. We must help the student understand
that this number is not a rational fraction. It is not in the set of numbers
with which he is familiar, but it can be approximated by rational num-
bers. These ideas can be developed by guidirig attempts to prodfice a
number whose square is 2.into the forinulAtion of conditions similar to:

1 < n < 2,
, 1.4 <, n

1.41 < n < 1.42,

1.414 < n < 1.415.

Some guessing, computing, and the recording of the results of our
observations as mathematical conditions are fruitful types of class
-activity. They provide. meaning for concepts before the introduction
of symbols, technical terms, or formal definitions and rules. In the case
of rational approximations we want the student to understand that

is approximately 1A1,. -\,// ti 1.41. This latter may be interpreted
.to mean that -\/ is between 1.405 and 1.415, but in this 'case we have
by earlier coMptitation also established that in fact is between 1.41
and 1.42. These statements can be written symbolically as

1.405

1.41

1.41

<

<

<

1/2

.

-V72

<

<

<

1.415,

1.415.

1 0' .
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11(e also want to help the student develop a notion of successive
approxiMation. The idea that 1.4, V2 1.41, 1.414
suggests that there is a set of numbers such" tat each number in the
set is related to A/.. by approximation. Tre numbers which belong to
this set will be determined by the condigns we use to define approxi-
mations to Assume. that we have developed the idea that sat-
isfies each"of the conditions:

1 <n <2
1.4 < n < 1.5

1.41 < n < 1.42

1.414 < n < 1.415
or that V2 is in each of the sets

In 1 1 < n < 2)
In11.4 < n < 1.5)

In I 1.41<n < 1.42}

{n11.414 <n < 1.415 }.

We might inquire about the numbers in the set In I 1 < n < 2 }. The '
first digit in the decimal representation of'each number in this set is 1.
1/2 is in the set In I 1 < n < 2} sinee..v satisfies the condition 1 <
n < 2. Therefore the first digit in the decimal representation of V2 is
1 . We may treat each number in the set In 1.1 < n < 2} as an pproxi-
mation to V-2.. We can define an approximation to A/2 as number
which satisfies the condition 1 < n < 2. However it is impo ant that
we may also give other definitions. V2 is also in the set In 1 1.4 < n <
1.5} . The first two digits in the decimal representation of each number
in this set are 1 and 4. Therefore the first two digits in the decimal
representation of A/2 are 1 and 4. We may define an approximation
to as a number which satisfies the condition 1.4 < n < 1.5.

Now we may compare then two definitions:
(I) An approximation to V-2. is a Umber which satisfies the condition

< ?2.
,,-

(II.) An approximation to number which satisfies the condi-,
lion

lb

1.4 < n 1.5. 4

4

0.

Or
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Each number which is an approximation to 2 using definition (II)
is also an approximation to -\/- using definition (I). Not all the num-
bers which are approximations to V2 using definition (I) are approxi-
mations to ..\/ using definition (II). In this sense we say that the
second definition gives closer approximations than the-first definition.

In addition to representing a number whose square is 2 by V-2- we
gain insight into the-nature of this number as we consider its position
in the rretnber system through decimal approximatiOns to it.

A/-2- 1.4," but 1.4 < < 1.5

A/-2- 1.41, but 1.41 < < 1.42

1.414, but 1.414 < < 1.415

Beginning in junior high school and continuing through high school
and college work in mathematics the student makes use of a variety
of symbolic forms to represent numbers. He encounters `z-',
`sin 22°', 'log 37', each representing a number. A concept of approxi-
mation in terms of the first two, three, four, or five digits in the decimal
representation of each of these numbers relates the number to a rational
number.

3.147 -/ 7,-; 1.414, sin 22° .37461, log 37.. 1.56820

Here w find the early notion of place Value in the decimal representa-
tion of a number extended to thinking of numbers being represented by
'sequences of digits.. Some of these sequences are finite, some are not..
When a number is 'designated by an endless sequence of digits we relate
it to a number represented by a finite sequence of digits by approxi-
mation: When a student uses .tables such as a five place trigonometric
table he should be helped to understand that .the table gives the first
four digits in the sequence of digits representing sin 22 °. The fifth
digit indicates the order of sin 22° in the number system. Froth the
entry .37461,eorresponding to in 22° in a trigonometrictable we know
that the first four digit., in the.sequence representing sin 22° are 3, 7, 4,
and 6. The fifth digit, 1, indicates that

...374605 < sin 22° < .374615

and, thus that the fifth digit may be.0 or 1. .

Geometric' Approximation. One of the f3seinating aspects of
mathematics is the variety tff vantage points from which one can view,
a tOpie, each pCoviding, something in itself and still contributing to the
others,. One of the goals of instruction in high school mathematics ,is

S. rk
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to help the student begin to understand the role of definitions and
deductive organization in mathematics. We should not overlook the
opportunity to utilize the students' experiences with rational approxi-
mation as we move in the direction of formal definition and proof.
This section contains a discussion of approximation in a geometric
context which is suggestive of the way in which an order of the points
belonging to a line is associated with an ordering of numbrs.

We think of an ordering of the points belonging to a line corresponding
to tar notion of an ordering of numbers. We indicate this by saying
that for points P and Q in Figure 10 belonging to a line, P precedes Q.
The line segment with end points A and B, where A precedes B (Fig. 11),

Fin. 10

A P B

Pm 11_
, .

is the set ofpoints. P-for which the condition 'A precedes P and P pre-
cedes B' is true, along with the points .4 and B. The set of points I P A
mcedes P and P precedes B) is called an open segment. An open
segment from A to B is the segment from A to B exclusive of its end
points.) With ea.ch open segnAnt, as with. a' segment; we 'associate a
number called its length.

With these ideas in mind we might ask under what conditions can we
state that '1' is,:elose to Q'? Our physical conception of closeness might
suggest that P is close to Q if Obe distance betweCn P and Q is small.

' But what is small? A distance less than one unit? Less than one-half
unit? Less than one-tenth unit? In making our definition we make an

`arbitrary choice of one of these lengths and work with it. One way in
which we can define '13 is close to Q' is by the condition that the dis-
tance from P to Q is less than .one unit. An equivalent way of stating
this definition is `P.and .Q belpng to, an open seg,-nen4 of length one?.

.

(Fig. 12). For a point P as sho4 in Figure. 1/3 we Can determine the

unit.

P
Fin. 12

mom
P Q

Fib. 13. Open segment of length one.

or ID- 0
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set of points, Q, for which it is true ;that ,p is close to Q'. Locate a point
A (Fig. 14) such that A precedes. P and the length of the segment from)(-4---

A t B
Fia. 14

A to/P is one. Loc.Iq'a ,fitB such that P precedes B and the length
of thelegment from P to : is one. For each point Q belonging to the
open segment from A to .B it is true that P is close to Q.

We might inquire about the meaning'of the statement 'John's house
is close Bi 's house'. We would like to know first under what con-'
ditions is tru or any pair of individuals, A and B, that A's house is
close to 's house. Begin by considering pairs of individuals for which ,

the condition 'A's house and B's house are on the same street' is true.
Now add the condition 'there are less than ten houses between A's
house and B's house'. In this manner we can list e set of pairs of in-
dividuals for whom it, is true that A's house and Pk- -louse are on the
same street and there are less than ten houses between A's house and
B's house. This is the same as .the set of pairs of individuals for whom
it is true that A's house is close to B's house by definition.

Take a picture from a magazine, locate twenty points on.this picture
and label them P1 , P2 , -, P2 . Set a compass to measure a unit of
length. Using the definition, P is close to Q if and only if there is an-
open segment of length one which contains P and Q. We can thus list
the set of pairs of points -(P, Q) for which it is true that `P is close_ to
Q'.

An example like this provides a setting in which we can (1) point
out that even our notion -of closeness or proximity yields to a precise
definition, (2) consider equivalent conditions in the sense that they
determine the same sets, (3) help prepare the student for future study
of mathematics, particularly with regard to limits and calculus, and
(4) illustrate that a closeness relation, as we have defined it, is different
from an equivalence relation, such as congruence, in the following sense.
Three conditions for the congruence of line segments. are: (1) AB is
congruent to AR, (2) if AB is congruent to CD, then CD is congruent
to AB, and (3) if AB is congruent to CD and CD is congruent to EP,
then AB is congruent ti) EF.1We say that the congruence relation is
(1) reflexive, (2) symmetric, and (3) transitive. Although closeness is
reflexive and symmetric, it is not transitive. Things Ag'se to the same
thing may not be close to each other.

By providing experiences for the student with c,onditions in contexts
similar to those of the preceding paragraphs, we can-help ,him extend

a e.
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earlier notions of approximation. We can help him to see that relations
such as is close to and is approximately can be treated mathematically.
These contexts also serve to illustrate the continued, although more
formal, use of an order relation in the definitions of 'is close to' or 'is'-
approximately'. Eve more important, as we find corresponding con-
ditions in different contexts we begin to look for a mathematical struc-
ture or structures common to these contexts.

In the high school mathematics program we should make use of every
opportunity to exploit the analogous concepts of geometry and algebra.
One of these Is 'closeness' for pairs of points and tapproximativeness'
for pairs of numbers. Each of these is defined in terms of an order rela-
tion. Making use of a one-to-one correspondence relating points belong-
ing to a line and the set of real numbers we can develop the analogy of
geometric and numerical approximation.

We illustrate the pairing of points belonging to a line and numbers
in the usual manner. The pairing illustrated in the drawing (Fig. 15)

A 0 I B CD E

1 0 1 2 3 4

Fta. 15. .

can also be given in the form B:2; the point B is paired with the num-
ber 2. Similarly for A :--1, 0:0, I:1, C:3, D: 7, and E:4. We assume that
if we pair a point A with a number a and a point B with a number 'b,
the order of points belonging to the line corresponds to that of numbers.

A precedes B if and only if a 'cz: b. We define the length of the segment
from A to B, provided A:precedes B, A :a, and B:b as b a. We iden-
tify the open segment (Fig. 16), {P I A precedes P and P precedes B}

A B
1 0 1 2 3

Fta. 16

where A :1, B:3, and P: p with the. set of numbers 1731 1 < p < 31.
Correspondingly we call the set {p I 1 < p < 31 an open interval of
numbers and define its length as 3 1 = 2.

On page 216 we gave the definition '1' is close. to Q if and only if P
and Q belong to an open segment of length one'. Again, correspondingly
we will define for numbers p and q, p is approximately q if and only if
there is an open interval of length one which contains p and q. With
this definition we can verify as either true or false each of the state-
ments: 1.7 is approximately 2, 3 is approximately 5, r is approximately
3, -V2 is approximately I. '1.7 is approximately 2' is true since the

'22
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open interval (p 1 1.5 < p < 2.5) is of length one and contains 1.7 and
2. '3 is approximately 5' is false. We can verify this by showing that
the assumption that there is an open interval, of length one containing
3 and 5 leads to a contradiction. If the open interval { p 1 a < p < bi is
of length one and contains 3 and 5, then

b a = 1, a < 3 < b, a < 5 < b.

If a < 3 < b, then b < 3 < a. If 5 < b and 3 < a, then
5 3 < b a. But since b a = I we have 5 3 < 1. Consequently
we have the contradiction, 2 < 1 and 1 < 2.

The idea that intervals of numbers corres d to line segments is
useful in graphing. Just as we graph the set of solutions of equations
such as y = x and y = z2 we can graph the set of solutions associated
with 'approximation conditions such as y z and y z2. Drawing a
graph of, a relation helps us visualize the relation as a set of points in a
plane. We make use of a one-to-one correspondence between the set of
points called a plane and the set of pairs of numbers. This correspondence
is illustrated by the usual method of graphing using rectangular coor-
dinates. The definition of a relation as a set of ,pairs is interpreted geo-
metrically as a set of points in aplane. Any collection of points in a
plane such as 'a curve or a region is a relation. A student's concept of
an approximation relation i4 enhanced when he views it as a strip of
points in a plane.

To illustrate this we will use as the definition of an approximation
relation, z y if and only if z and y belong to an open interval of length
one. The graph, of an approximation relation can be conveniently treated
in the classroom by considering the condition x y along with the
condition x = y. If we treat x and y as coordinates of a point, then we
interpret the set of solutions of the equation x = y as the set of points
whose coordinates are equal. Similarly for x y we interpret the set
of solutions as the set of points whose coordinates are approximately
equal. IVe also thino_f the set of solutions of the equation x = y as
the set of points belOnehg to a straight line. Correspondingly we think
of the set of solutions of the condition x y as the set of points which
almost belong to a straight line with the equation x = y. We make use'
of our definition of x y to determine whether or not we can conclude
that the point (x, y) almost belongs to-the line with the equation x = y.

One way to interpret the definition y if and only if x and y
belong to an open interval of length one" by a graph is as follows/ Use
the correspondence, X:z and Y: y. Locate a point X 'on the line se ment
as shown in Figure .17. The points close to X are in the open segment

C.
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AB

Y x .z + 1
FIG. 17

from A to B. A precedes X and A is one unit below X. A corresponds to
x 1. X precedes B and X is one unit below B. B corresponds to x 1..
If Y is.close to X then Y is between A and B. The corresponding con-
dition on the coordinates x and y is x 1 < y and y < x 1. For the
x and y coordinates of a point in a plane this can be interpreted as
stating that the y-coordinate is between one less than the x-coordinate
and one greater than the x-coordinate. For example, if the x-coordinate
is 3, then the y-coordinate is between 2 and 4. (3, 2.1),,(3, 2.9), and
(3, 3.5) are points whose coordinates satisfy the condition N.Q. y.

To graph the set': fif points whose coordinates satisfy the condition
x y we graph the set of points wtiose coordinates satisfy the con-
dition, x 1 < y and y < x 1. First we can graph the set of points
whose coordinates satisfy the condition x 1 < y (Fig. 18). We can

Fxo. 18

also graph the set of points whose coordinates satisfy the condition
y < x 1 (Fig. 19), The set of points whose coordinates satisfy both
of these conditions is illustrated in. Figure 20 as the intersection of the
regions shown in Figures 18 and 19. The points whose coordinates
satisfy x y are those shown in Figure 20. In this figure we see these
points as the points between the lines with the equations y = x 1

and y = x + 1.
We can now compare the set of solutions of the conditions, y =
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FIG. 19
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FIG. 20

and y x. The set of solutions of the equation y = x is pictired as a
straight line. The set of solutions of the approximation condition z y,
is the strip of points in the plane between the lines with the equations
y = x 1 tind y = x

The graph of the equation x = 2 in a plane is a straight line parallel
to the y-axis. The graph of the approximation condition, x 2, with
the definition of approximation we are using at the moment, is the set
of points between the lines with the equations x = 1 and x = 3 (Fig. 21).

As we consider the graphs of the sets of solutions of equations w6
can also consider the graphs of the corresponding approximation con-4
ditions. Several of these are illustrated in the Figures 22, 23, and 24.

I go IL, fik, 0. w. 11.
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Fia. .24

Approximation in Science. A concept of approxiMatiOn which
develops as a student considers a measuring process, arithmetic cal-
culations, and mathematical conditions to define an approximation
relation can be useful to a science student. He needs help in learning
how to forinulate mathematical conditions appropriate to a variety of
problem situations. A source of problem material with which a student
can practice relating. mathematical conditions to physical contexts
is his own laboratory manual for a science course: The teacher can also
use these manuals in addition to the text book to obtain illustrations
of the types of situations in which a concept of approximation is used.

Common types of situations in which a concept of approximation
is involved are (1) the use of mathematical, conditions which involve
irrational x*umbers or rational numbers with no finite decimal repre-
sentation,u(b) the use of mathematical tables, tables of physical con-

;stunts; or a computing device such as the slide rule, and (3) the use of
drawings, graphs; and data to suggest mathematical conditions which
define relations and functions. As a student studies algebra and geometry
we can help him recognize that a term such as 'approximately"which
is used rather loosely in ordinary conversation can be used precisely
in mathematics and science by formulating mathematical conditions
to define it: If a definition is giVen and never used it seems unlikely
that a student will view it as important or learn it. Once an approxima-
tion relation has been defined the situations listed above proVide oppor-
tunities to make use of the definition' .

In a problem which involves the area of a circle whose radius is 3
inches we use the conditions .`A = and '7. = 3'. We conclude that

2 q3
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A = 9a. However, 97r is irrational and may be related to sonic, rational
number- by azproximation. Depending upon the definition of apprwd-
mation used, 9-7r may be related to 275 27.9, or 28.16. Similarly from a
problem which involves a right triangle and the-conditions as + bs
c2, a = 3, b = 2, and c > 0, we conclude that c = V15. The num-
ber 1,/i3 can be related' to 4, 3.6, or 3.60555. Again; the relation
used is an approximation .relatiori. Vir3 4, 3.6, Vi33
3.60555. The rational number to which VT3-may.be related brapproxi-

/mation will depend upon the definition of ",:7" used. If v1-5 x
Means x 1 < A/113 < x +.1, then all of the statements N/173 ,-:71 4,

3.6, -Vf3- cz---' 3.60555 are:true. However, if N/15 x means
x .0J < V17.3 < x + .05, then 1/173 .4 is false, but VT 3.6
and \ 3.60555 are true.

In using a slide rule to compute the product (34)(19), since the num-
bers 34 and 19 are represented by. lengths on the rule, we can only
state that (34)(19) is approximately some number. Suppose it is stated
that (34)(19) ti 640 and that this means that the first two digits in a
decimal representation of (34)(19) are G and 4, then the .statement
that (34)(19) ti 640 is correct, On the other hand if (34)(19) ti x means
that x 5- < (34)(19) < x --I-- 5, then the statement that (34)(19) ti
640 is false, but (34)(19) 650 is true.

In dealing with an equation such as y = 2x 1, where x and y be-
long to the set. of real numbers, we picture a set of solutions of y =
2x 1 by listing a finite number of -solutions, (0, 1), (1, 1), (2, 3)
(.3, 5) (Fig. 25), and then drawing a line through these points (Fig. 26)

V

(3,5)
4

3 (2,3)

(1,1)

0I 1 2 3>x
(0, -1)

Fro. -25

Supposv, however. we have a finite set of pairs of numbers, .such as
(0; 7-.9),* (1,11.3), (2, 3.1), (3, 4.6). We can plot-cach pair of numbers
as a poiut. Fie:tire 27 indicates that we might say that these points
are approximately on a line. If we interpret `line' as the set of solutions
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FIG. 26
.

Fla. 27

of an equation y = mx b, where m, b, x, and y belong to the set of
real numbers, then the statement that the points (0, .9), (1, 1.3),

(2, 3.1), and (3, 4.6) are approximately on a line may mean that the
coordinates of these points satisfy an approximation condition, y
mx + b. Although statistical conditions concerning least squares may-
be used to draw conclusiona,about the best values. for m and b, we can
also formulate conditions involving m and b by assuming that (0, .9),
(1, 1.3), (2, 3.1), and (3, 4.6) satisfy y mx + b. We define y mx b
is defined by y 1 < mx b < y + 1. From this assumption and
definition we conclude that:

.9 1 < b < .9 + 1,

1.3 1 < b < 1.3 + 1,

3.1 1 < 2m b < 3.1 + 1,

4.6 1 < 3m b < 4.6 + 1.

233
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If m = 2 and b = 1, then each of these conditions is satisfied. This
is sufficient to conclude that (0, .9), (I, 1.3), (2, 3.1), (3, 4.6) satisfy
the approximatidn condition y 1. When the set of solutions of
this condition is pictured as a strip of points in a plane, we see that the
points (0, .9), (1, 1.3), (2, 3.1), (3, 4.6) belong to the strip bounded
by the lines with the equatioss y = 2x 2 and y = 2x (Fig. 28).

Y

y 1
(3,4.6)

(2,3,1)

(1,1.3)

(0, ,.9)
3 4 o

y 2x 02

Fia. 28 c

Similarly when we consider sets of solutions of equations and their
graphs, such as y = ax", y =' abk:,- where a, b, n, k, y, and x belong to
the set of real-numbers, we can also examine the sets of solutions of
approximation conditions y ax", y abkx and their graphs (FigS.
29 and 30). These ideas in a mathematics".class should be useful to a

2 I tt
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/
FIG. 30
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science student when he collects data in the form of pairs of numbers.
These, pairs of numbers are in turn represented graphically with the
idea that this data provides evidence that a relation is approximately
linear, polynomial, or exponential.

This suggests that a common and important meeting place for the,
ideas of function, -relation, and approximation is the determination of
t mpirical formulas. These are formulas defining functions which deter-
mine pairs of numbers that are approxiMately equal to th6 pairs re-
corded as the results of measurements or observations of .a statistical
nature. The determination of linear empirical formulas requires the
testing and recognition that a set of pairs of numbers representing ob-
servations closely approximate pairs satisfying an equation of the form
y = mx b, and then the determination of appropriate values for in.
and b. Both the testing and the determination of values for the con-

lAtants interweave simple ideas of graphs, slope, intercepts, and simul-
taneous equations. Such work is important, useful, wit the range of
algebra and geometry students, and displays sigrnifica thematicalt .01 3

principles and relationships. At more advanced levels the same general
processes of (1) testing for the type of formula to be used and (2) deter-
mining the constants for relations of the form y, = axn, y = abkx, .y
axe bz .c have all the values noted aboire. and in addition give
meaningful uses of and practice with logarithms, logarithmic and semi-
logarithmic graph paper, parabolic curves, and finite differences., We
haVe not the space here to outline the processes and detail the peda-
gogical values implicit in teaching them iii the secondary schools, but
such discussions are available in many places and we recommend them
ti) our readers.

The early recognition of order relations, greater than and less than,
on sets of numbers and the use of these relations in ma- king estimates
provide eNperiences from which a child can abstract. This abstraction

7
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first takes the form of the symbolic expression of '7 is less than 13' as
'7 < 13'. Later he, considers the condition 'x < 13' where x is a natural
number and recognizes that `x. 13' is true of some natural numbers
and false of others. This is a natural setting in which he can focus atten-
tion on the set of numbers for which 'x < 13' is true. Similarly in meas-
uring he learns that the length of ;a line segment is approximately 6
inches. He learns that this may mean the length is between 5.5 inches and
6.5 inches or that the length is between 5.75 inches and 6.25 inches depend-
ing upon thetnit of measure. This first acquaintance with an approxima-
tion relation serves as a background from which the conditions '1 6'
and '5.5 < 1 < 6.5' are abstracted. In this manner the physical notion
of qUantity gives way tb the consideration of ;mathematical conditions
and their relatedness in deductive schemes. Here, -for example, the con -.
ditions are related by definition as 5.5 < 1 < 6.5 is used to define the
condition 1 6. This process of abstraction continues as the student
is encouraged to consider any set, S, with an order relation, <1, read
`less than or equal to', defined by the properties:

(1), a < a (reflexive)

(2) if a < b and b < a, then a = b (iintisymmetric)

(3) if. a < b and b < c, then a < c'Jtransitive)

T a ncept of approximation which a student develops in the secondary
school thematics program by considering mathematical conditions
involving n order of real numbers or of points belonging to a line
serves asp rt of his preparation for the study of limit processes and
of 1/ i atical constructions which contain order relations.

See apter 11 for bibliographies and suggestions for the further study
nd se of the materials in this chapter:'

8



Probability

DAVID A. PAGE

. .

14a'A.PPLICATIONS of the theory of probability are so numerous today that
it would take an entire. chapter to begin listing them. Probability and
its technological brother, statistics, are used by most major industries
in this country to keep check on the -quality of the articles produced.
Physicists develop new theories of atomic phenomena which use proba-
bility as a fundamental tool.. Military experts plan the..defehse of our
Country using. the results of research- in probability: Since probability.
theory is a mathematical idealization of certain .aspects of human

'uncertainty, it is not surprising that it has such widtspread applications
so much of human activity must take place in the fade of uncertainty.

I the sentences above are paraphrased for students, they may grant
that the subject of probability is indeed important, but such reverence

.alone will not ekeep them studying it long.. Students loknot maintain
daily interesrin a field because they have been cofiNcineed that it is
important. Rather they are interested because they enI.Oritidapyby day,
beeause they find it inherently fascinating. This chapter _Xplores some
ways in which a teacher might attempt to make some afAhe important
aspects of the theory of probability alive and interesting for.: students

:between kindergarten and grade 12.
One word of caution is needed here. Probability. (oritatistics com-

bined with probability) is now almost never taught,asseparatesubject
and is seldom even touched. upon in gradesq0throughl% 'Currently.

. there is an important debate over ,whOl?erl'statisties.
:

should be introduced as a separates ct k:. iii ours .1 a:11Vir gehools.*
4This chapter should not be interpretOppeCo 'the introduc-

tion of such courses'. The author beli6e's fdet matter
.

of
probability is primarily important ilt`t144.3pt ) e31061.in sh;Sar Its it

See' the Report of the College Entranee
on Mathematics and the preliminary text: In4;.acriiisitO;:yTobakirpticvid-Siaziiifeal
Inference for Secondary SchoolsAn I xperiin_en&il't,'nuse; It:iq:aZa Lgble from.
the College Board.
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can be used.,to add interest, understanding; and pleasant calisthenics
to the more fundamental. parts of the curriculum.

Probability theory is often thought of as dealing with the occurrence
of randoni events in nature, such as whether a tossed coin will come down
heads or tails or whether when dealt a hand in a game of bridge this
hand will contain 4 aces or whether three bombs are adequate to destroy
a factory. In recent years the theory oiliroba.bility has become a purely
mathematical topic which does not deal in any way with the happenings
of real events around us. Just as in studying mathematical geometry
one finds that lines and points are not carbon lines on a paper or chalk
lilies on the blackboard but rather abstractions which are suggested
by such pictures, similarly mathematical probability theory-is the study
of an abstract formulation of probability wh& is suggested by the
occurrence of random events in nature. From a rather small number of
postulates together with a body of knowledge derived from .other areas
of mathematics one proves theorems concerning probability. Teachers
should know that in .its advanced, modern cloak; probability theory
has as much claim tobeing a purely mathematical doctrine as any other
area of mathematics.* I

It is certainly not now feasible to teach probability theory as a pure.
mathematical subject in high school or earlier. But many of the notions
important In probability theory can he grasped in a clear, intuitive way
by children. This article tries to show how the teacher in the first twelve
grades can sprinkle in, here and there, bits of interesting work dealing
in an informal way with the ideas of probability. The inclusion of such
sprinklings has at least three purposes:

To familiarize the student with some of the fundaniental, intuitive
ideas of probability and expose him to real and imagined experiments
which should precede a thorough and rigorous stud3c of they subject.
(EXample: independent events. See page 260.)

2.. To provide a novel and interesting context for standard ma.the-
..matica,1 ideas and thereby to deepen the students' understanding of
atiOnterest in these ideas. (Example: developing space perception by

19gx.ith a 3-dimensional lattice. See page 254.)
o :students and teachers a new and refreshing method for

ruling on mathematical ideas which are already taught as
Standard curriculum. ( Example: solving linear equations.
coefficients. See page 268.)

.
.:04tobbins, Herbert. "The Theory of Probability." Insights Into Modern

,Oheinatics. Twenty-Third Yearbook. Washington, D. C.: National QOuneil of
eachers of mathematics, 1957. p. a36.
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PROBABILITY IS PROBABILITY

What can we tell students about the meaning of probability? It is
common tO'say that if you toss a coin, the probability that it will come
down heads What exactly does this mean?

Quealion Answer
1. Does it mean that if you toss a coin two times it must come

down heads one time and tails the other? No
.2. Does it mean that if you toss a coin ten times it must come

dOwn heads five times and tails five times?", No
3. Does it mean that if you toss a coin a thousand times it must

come down heads somewhere between 450 and 550 times? No
4. Does it mean that if you toss a coin twenty times in a row it

is impossible for it to land heads each of the twenty times? No

Then what does it mean to say that such an event has a probability
of ;? In trying to change the questions given above into correct state-
ments about probability one might say something like:

1. If you toss a coin two times, it is more likely that it will land
one head and one tail (without regard to which comes first)
than that it will land two heads.
But isn't this the same as saying:
If you toss a coin two times, the probability is greater that it
will land once heads and once tails than that it will land two
heads.

2. If you toss a coin ten times, there is a better chance that it will
land five heads and five tails than any other single alterna-
tive.
But isn't this the same as saying:
If you toss a coin ten times, the single outcome with the
highest probability is five heads and five tails (again we are
not concerned with the order in which the heads or tails
occur).

3. If you toss a coin one thousand times it is very likely that the
number of heads will be betWeen 450 and 550.
But isn't this the same as saying:
If you toss a coin one thou'sand times the probability is high
that the number of heads will be between 450 and 550.

4. It is most unlikely that if you toss a coin twenty times, it will
land heads each of these twenty times.
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But isn't this the same as saying:
The probability is very low that if you toss a coin twenty times, it
will land heads each of these times.

Thus every time you make a correct statement of what to expect of
a coin-toss, you are forced to use some expression (perhaps more dis-
guised than those above) which Contains a word such as chance,, likeli-
hood, unlikely, almost certain, almost never, and so on. But these expreS-
sions are essentially synonymous to an expression containing the word
probability itself. The explanations are circular.

One way to tell what.probo..bilityNeans is to give a collection of postu-
lates which tell how to use the word mathematically.' Since we have
already indicated that a postulatiMial approach to probability is beyond
the capability of schoolchildren, what can a teaCher do who wants to
introduce some of the ideas of probability? The answer is: Use the
word probability as accurately as you can, work with the ideas of proba-
bility which follow., and don't try to say what probability is. Students
are quite accustomed: to picking up ideas from context. Keep the con-
text reasonably correct and they will infer correct notions.

ACTIVITIES FOR ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
Throughout the elementary grades there are many opportunities to

give children: a better understanding of standard topics while giving
them some ideas about probability.. In kindergarten and first grade,
children can carry out a project of dice-casting. Give each 'student a die
or let students take turns with fewer dice. The goal is to make a large
number of throws and torecord the results. If throwing dice is objection-
able, students can spin pointers or select pieces of paper with numerals
on them from a hat. When a student throws a die and reads it, he must
look at the spots and identify the number to which the set of spots
corresponds. The results are recorded on a chart such as illustrated in
Table 1.;;'

,4

;TABLE 1

1 2 3 4 6

///// NH, //// ///// ///// /////// / /HP

The chart form can be one that the student has made for his own use,
or it can be duplicated in advance by the teacher, or there can be a
-ingle chart on the blackboard for the entire class to use. With .children
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who are quite new at working with numbers and who are likely, therefore,
to make madi mistakes, the single chart is better. Each student should
come to an experithent table to make his throws so that the teacher can
check on his decisions concerning the results of his tht:ows. If a nondice
experiment is used, the number of columns in the chart must be adjusted
to the number of possible outcomes.,At the beginning it should be be-
tween 5 and 10.

The student records his result by makino tally mark in the ap-,
propriate column of the chart. (In doing this he has to recognize an
Arabic numeral.) To make it easy to compare the number;. of entries in
each column some definite pattern ()Smoking the marks should be agreed
upon. In the example above the agreement, was that after five marks
have been made in a row the next mark begins the next row. Were is an
ideal place to introduce the standard system of tallying:

//
Its°, here is the place to encourage students to invent other methods
of keeping track. Continue the experim-ent until there has been a total
of at least one hundred throws recorded on the chart. With students
whti have used individual charts at their sears; collect all the data of the
entire class onto a single chart of this type. Now there is an opportunity
for counting. Count the number of tallies in each column. Also count
the "total number of tallies. For practice, count the nutnber of tallies
in the first three columns and the number of tallies irithe last three
columns, and so on. Usually somewhere fairly 'near of the total
number of tallies will occur in each column. In particular it is quite
unlikely that in one hundred total throws, any column will be missed
completely. It is also quite unlikely if, say, 102 throws 'are made that
exactly 17 'tallies will appear in each column. Just by noticing the
random way in which the tally marks were put down in the first place,
students develop a better intuitive idea of randomness.

Ask students questions like these:
1. If we only made six throws, would it have to be that one mark

landed in each coluni\i? (No)
2. If we made six throws and then made another six throws and

then another six throws, and. so on, would very many of these
individual six-throws give exactly one mark in each of the six
columns?
(Answ(c: only a few would. If students don't agree on this eon-
chSion or don't feel strongly about any conclusion, have them
carry out the experiment.)
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3. After seven throws were made, could one column still remain
empty? (Yes)

4. After ten throws were made, could one column be empty? (Yes)
Continue asking questions like this going up five throws at a time,

asking about fifteen throws, twenty throWs, twenty-five throws, and
then moving ten throws at a time until you-get to, say, the following
question: .

. 5. If you made a hundred throws, would it be possible for one column
to be empty? (Yes, it would be possible but it wouldn't happen
very often.)

6.. If ..you made a hundred throws and then another hundred throws
and then another hundred throws and so- on, would very many of
these hundred-throws give yolKcharts in which one column was
completely empty? (No, very few of them would.)

For classes that are interested in the topic and able to go farther with
it, there are many more questions that you could ask at this time, many
of which would provoke dispute and need to besettled by experiment:

7. Does the location of the first, say, -twenty marks in the table
affect where the next mark will go? Specifically, suppose that
after twenty marks are made, one column is blank; does that mean
it is pretty certain that a mark will next fall in the blank column?*
(No. Hut some §tudents may be hard to convince.) .

8: Suppose we throw ten dice once instead of one die ten times.
flow will the outcome be affected? (You wouldn't expect the
exact same results, but the chances will remain the same.)

.9. If you throw 4 dice Oyer' and over again about how often will
they all come down sixes? (About once every 1300 tunes. A good
answer from 'a student at this stage might be': much less than
once every 100 tinies.)

Students will have no other way than experimenting to answer such
questions except for the intuition of some gified'students.' You will see
how to handle such questions mathematically later in the chapter.

The student should gain from this early Mork C with .dice or similar devices
the feeling that "the chances" of one throw landing in any one of the -six columns
are the same .as the chances of landing in any other of the six coluMns. In more
formal terms (not necessary for use with students) he should allze that, the

usix possible outcomes of a single throw are equally likely. His of.
'This question alludes to the frequently encountered (but fallacio.us) notion of

the Law of-Averages. If you toss a coin, say, four times and get all heads, QII the
next toss you are alrmist certain, by the "Law of Averages," to get a tail on the
fifth try. The error in this kind of thinking will be more apparent later in the
chapter when Independent Events are discussed.

2f
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more complicated ideas will depend upon his gaining first an accurate notion
of equally likely events:

Some of the ways (counti.ng, tallying, numeral recognition) in which
these dice throwing and similar...activities reinforce ordinary work in.
early arithmetic have been indicated above. You can increase the
arithmetic complexity of such activity by substituting for dice regular
-solid figures of more than six sides with numerals on the sides.* If you
use..a solid which does not have pairs of parallel, sides, you will need, to
read the side which is down instead of following the usual. procedure
of reading the side which is up as you do with dice.

An instructive comparison or, better yet, a preliminary to this exercise
is the experiment of flipping a coin and. recording the results in a two-
'column chart which has one column labeled heads and the other column
labeled tails. Have students in the early grades report that they are
learning coin flipping at your own risk! However, if you want to bring
in this idea, you can use checkers or similarly shaped objects with one
on one side and two on the other or 5 on one side and 10 on the other.

.There are also games for children on the market which use plastic
cubes labeled with letters of the alphabet rather than with the spots
of ordinary dice. j' Such cubes can be used to Study. spelling and proba-
bility together as will he pointed out later. In' particular they 'can be.
used for the student activities suggested thuS far. Ultimately, numbered
cubes will be more useftil.

If shop facilities are available, wooden cubes. an inch or two on an
edge can be labeled with letters, numerals, or spots. Or they can be
coated with-blackboard paint and then they can.be labeled.and-relabeled
With chalk to suit the activity at handl.

. .

Many simple probability devices can be constructed and appreciated
. by elementary school students. They can open a hook at, random and
take the last digit of the page numeral. Be careful *of 'well' worn books
that tend to open at certain pages! The numerals in telephone directories

Caution: If you use a many-sided solid which is homemade out of paper or
cardbcard, it may easily turn out that the distribution of weight in it is not
symmetricsome joint may have a lot of glue in itand then the side opposite
the heaviest side will be favored. The sides will not give equally likely outcomes.

t One such game is ThroW and. Spell manufactured by the Toycraft Company,
Chicago 5, Illinois. Along with 15 alphabet cubes is included a cube labeled with
Arabic numerals which eliminates any stigma,that may be attached to ordinary
dice.

$ The blocks must be quite accurately cubical or the various'faces will not be
equally likely. This suggests an appropriate variety of topics for able high school
students looking for projects. Build rectangular solids of various shapes. Try
to- find a connection between the dimensions of the blocks and experimentally
determined probabilities. Extend to nonrectangular solid's.

24
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can be' used in many similar ways, Challenge your students to think up
other systems which give equally likely outcomes: If there is some doubt
about a student's system, test it by repetition. For example, if an experi-
ment has three possible outcomes and after 100 repetitions, two alterna-
tives have` occurred. 25 times each and the other alternative has occurred
50 times, you ,.know that either a very unlikely event has occurred or
else the alternatives are not equally likely. If you want to make a care-
ful test, you are out of the range of students in the early grades. For
your own information or for older students, consult the chapter on
"Statistics" in this Yearbook.

ACTIVITIES FOR MIDDLE GRADES
,

Somewhere around grades three to five, students can carry out
experimentS similar to the one just described out in which they throw
two dice at a time. In order to tell the 'two dice apart, use dice otdiffer-
ent cotrs. Using dice that-are easy to tell apart is extremely important;
don't decide at the Iasi minute to use the dice you used before if they
are imperceptibly different from each other. When students were
throwing only one die, it made no diffence if different students had
different colors of dice. Therefore, if you purchase them, it might be
wise to buy differently colored dice, say, three different colorS at the
outset. (For obvious reasons, it is probably wise for the school to furnish
the dice as experimental equipmmat and for the teacher to collect 'them
at the end of each experiment,) Call one of the two 'dice the first die
and the other the second die, and keep these names the same. If yoU are
working with one red and one white die, you might agree o call the
red one the first die, and the white one the second die. (If stu ents have
trouble keeping this straight, you can, use a mnemonic device such as
"first, in the morning there is' a red sunrise and second, during the day
it gets white".):

Have student's make many throws, each time throwing the pair of
dice. A good procedure to follow here is to have students work in pairs,,
one student throwing the dice and the other student recording the results.
After a while students Can interchange duties. Students can record their
results on a chart such as illustrated in Figure 1.

The design, of this chart, in particular the horizontal choice for first
die and vertical choice for second die, is not accidental. It is intended as

. an analogue to plotting points in the first quadrant of the coordinate
plane. Thik analogy will be more apparent when we come to the next
version of this same experiment. ..:.,

Notice that each time a student Makes a throf of two dice, -he obtains
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two numbers, a first number and a second number. The first number is
given hy the first die and -the' second' number by the second die: in.,techni61 language, the student obtains an ordered pair of numbers:
If you explain to Studints that an ordered pair of numbers is a pail or
couple of numbers w.here:you knoW that one of the numbers is the first
'and the other number is the second, students could probably make more
sen6e out of the term ordered pair than many of the words they are
sometimes expe.eted.to be familiar with in arithmetic (for example,

K\ subtrahend' and `minuend').
At this point it is worthwhile to. have students invent a notation for

recording the results of a single throw when they do not make use of a
chart as above: For a throw in which the first die gives.3 and the second
die 5, typicalototations that inventive students might suggest are
illustrated in Figure 2. You might point out to students that a notation

which would be good for them to know about because they will use it
in a very Similar Way later on in school is the following:

(3, 5)-
.

A good drill activity Whieh'sludents will hardly think is drill is the
following: let one team throw a pair of dice and using the notation

/7-

217
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4). ,suggested abbve, (3, 5) And so on, have them record the results of each ,

`-'-1 throw onl blank sheet of paper ratlier than a rectangular chart. Thus,
such ititeilm might pioduce a nakewhich begins as illustrated in Figure 3.

tr
11.

(4, 1), (3,*3) (2, 6) (3,2)
A #c

6)-41.7 (4, Ti (2, 5) (I, 3)

lit et,

Flo: 3

Tben' the second team ,t orking from this d,aeic sheet transfers the data
onto a 6-by-6 chart, of dots like iteone shown below. Notice tha-the
talley,marks imprve the analogy betNyeen the activity of the second
team and plotting points n the first quadrant'of the coordinate plane.
After recording 40 ordered' pairs the chart might look like the one illus-
trated in Figure. 4

6

/ /
5

/1/

Jew //// ///

c'S

ki

/ //

/
4 5 , 6

First Number

Fr 6. 4

You can. extend this process of recording ordere '.pairs of numbers
on a chart to bigger nuriili6rs: For examp)e, yOu can give students a

. Aittoed sheet with a 20-by-20 array of dots and another. sheet which,
simply lists ma ordered pairs of numbers/ constructed from the. whole

-numbers 1 throug 20 ,Instead of merely using a list of ordered pairs
i;
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students could obtain these ordered pairs of numbers by tossing two
regular icosahedra (20-sided, solids) or by spinning pointers each of
which points to one of twenty different numbered regions.Also if you
want to reinforce work with fractions, instead of giving.them an array
of dots numbered 1, 2, 3, .. you can give them an array of dots
numbered 1, 1;3, 1M, 2, 2;:i, In a sirnilar mariner you can use
decimals. If you have evenly spaced dots, it is probably wise at, this .
stage to use only sequences of numbers in arithmetic progression, that
is, where the difference between successive numbers is the same.

AN EARLY TASTE OF. GRAPHING AND
'COORDINATE GEOMETRY

Before going further into the idea of probability, 'you now have
developed the tools for giving lots of interesting and iMportant exercises.
Here is an example of a sequence of questions which you now might ask
your students:

1.. If Bill throws and gets (2, 5) and Tdm throws and gets (5, 2),
will they each unlike the corresponding tally mark by the same
pOint? (Answer: no.)

_

2. Where will they make their tally marks? (Answer: illustrated
in Figure 5.)

Bill

4
N

Z
1
A

6,

5

4 ''' .

.
3

Tom

1 2 3 4 5 6
First Number

no. 6

3. If Bill makes marksfor (2, 3) and (2, 4) and (3, 5) and (4, 6) and
(Tom makes marks for -(3, 2) and (4, 2) and (5;3) and (6, 4),.show

2.19
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where the location of each of their sets of marks would be. (Answer:.
illustrated in Figure 6.)

6

5.

4

3

-1 2 3 4
First Number

Fro. 6

0 Bill

0 Tom

4. §uppose Bill's mails were like those shown in Figure 7, and sup -
pose 'tat in each case Tom had the reverse, that is whenever Bill

6 0 0 .0

50 O

4

z

3®

0

10

0 Bill

e TQm

3 4 5
First Number

Fla: 7
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had something such as (1; 5), Tom had the reverse (5, 1). What
would Tom's chart look like?* (Answer: illustrated in Figure 8.)

6

5

z

I 3

2

1®
1

0
3 4

First Number

Flo. 8

® 0

®

Watch the students as they construct Tom's chart. Some will go to
each point and find its ordered pair of numbers, interchange first and
second numbers, and then find the corresponding new point. Such
students are operating correctly but they haven't yet caught on. When
they 'catch on, they will construct the second chart just by looking at
the first one. Give more such questions to children who have not caught
on. Finally give them Bill's chart as illustrated in Figure 9. What does
Tom's reverse chart look like?'By now many of -them should be ready
to reply almost instantly: "It's the same chart!" The reverse of. Bill's
chart is precisely the same chart.

When students see the easy way to do such problems, they have
observed that one set of points is symmetric to the other set of points
with respect to a diagonal line (Fig. 10).

Do not expect students to be able to tell you what 'symmetric' means
or even to learn the word unless you do considerably more work on the
topic. But such a brief exposure to the notion of symmetry will pay off
when they rneet,it again more formally.

It would also be a good idea to use the word inverse here from time to tims
in place of reverse in preparation for later work in mathematics. See the discussion
on the inverse of a function ihn chapter on "Relations and Functions" in this
Yearbook. -710

2 5
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'6

z

5

O ,

0

FIG. io

Here-are a few other questions which you could ask students at this
stage to provide early groundwork for more formal work in graphing
of inequalities later on.*

1. One time when Bill threw the dice several times it turned out that
the number he got from the first die was always more than the
number le got from the second die. For example, he got (5, 1),
(2, 1), (6, 5), (4, 2) but never a pair such as (2, 4) or (5, 5). What
can you say about how his chart looked?

*For a discussion of the graphing oinequalities and to see how this work
sets the stage. see Chapter 3 of this Yearbook.
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Answer: An occasional brilliant child will see,jniiMediaely:
region in which Bill's ordered pairs must fall. 114:64t
need to start plotting pairs.with first number bigger,thari:se064:...
number. If necessary, a student can plot all 15,sucli.otAerdbairs,:
Most students will catch on after plotting a :le.w?...Of
each of Bill's throws, it must have fallen 'Sotnewhiire!Withir;.the':.
following region of circled dots (Fig. 11).

6

6

m.4
CA

2 lo

1 . Ci

t r-
, MO. 11

2. In all of Bill's throws anfAher
he got from the fitstdie" was never than'.(lit.it'sorrietitne4 equal
to) the number from the second die:: Wit4,..04VyOti -...a.y-abOtit how
his chart 16oked? '

Answer: AlLcif:the throWs -fell some:Whet:01:i Ale f6116xVing region
of darkened dots (Pig. 12).

For the last two questions student-le.1iceii.'hi....pliik, inequalities
using a ver'yres4ic'ted domain of nutribe'rs;:Moci:ciuesaa oil type
and related student aetiyities.Willbe sUggekkalater chapter.

PR6BABILiT11::53. .:*-a .
. . .. .

After student's haVt had some.. pr it)...04:(0itig.;dipp;titid finding
the correspduding pOint for citeir (Or.
of dots,' ask them. .W.hielf (lots. lire Thitt is; ask them
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C) 0

3 4 5
First Die

Fro. 12

if there are some dOts on a0iickone has a better chance of.landing than
on the others. When presented with such questions, a few students
may claim that the central dots are more likely, and an occasional
student may claim that the dots which involve Sixes are more likely.
The first misconcetation probably. comes from general intuitive feefing
that the middle is better than the edge. The second misconception comes
from .a misapplication of. correct knowledge about dice, e.g., getting a
6 is more likely than; Oiling a 2; The student who thinks afi is.-more likely
than a 2 has-forgotten for the raement that his ideas are correct when
the 2 and the 6 are the sum of thetwo numbers from two dice (and lie.is
ahead of the story as it is dev'eloped here). As yet we are talking about
the two numbers separately without adding' them.

The majority of students will conclude correctly that there' is as
good a chance of landing on any dot as there is of landing on any other
dot. But how many different dots are there as choices? Thirty-six. Then,
what are the chances of landing, say, on the upper left-hand dot? One
chance in 36. What are the chances of landing on the dot at the lower
right-hand corner? One chance in 36. What are the chances of landing---
on. the dot corresponding to (3, 2)? Still one in 36. The language one
chance in 36, comes easily to students and they should be encouraged to
use it a while before making the next step: saying, one thirty-sixth.
In fact, students who have not studied fractions sufficiently will need
to continue to follow the so many .1,&ances in so many pattern.

2
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NoW in the array of 36 dots draw an oval which includes two dots
(Fig. 13).

6

5

A
a 4

1
1 2 3 4

First Die
F1,0. 13

Ask students what the chance's are, that in one throw of two dice, they
will get one of the dots inside the,oval. Two chances in, 86. Now, draw
a vertical line to the right of the leftmost column of dots as in Figure 13
and ask' what the chances are that in one throw they will get a dot to the --
left of the line. Six chances in 86, As a bit of humor (but with a purpose),
draw a line at the right of the rightmost column and ask what the chanceS-
are of getting b: dot to the right of that line. Students will laugh, but
press for an answer to the question. In time someone will see that he ;
can give yon a perfectly good answer using the same language patternji,
as was used for the other answer: no clians.e in 86. Ask many more ques-
tions .of this type singling out various regions of sots. In some cases
choose regions in which the .thit§ are widely separated such as those
illtiptrated in Figure' 4.

Answer: for the solid loop 3 chances in 36, and for the dashed loop
9 chances in 36.

Eventually, encircle the entire array of 36 'points and ask for the
chances that in one throw they will get a dot within the loop. 86 chances
out of 36.

The next step is to recognize that expressions such as two chances in
36 and one chance in 18 are synonymous. With students who are familiar
with fractions, this will he an easy Step. For students who do not know

255
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6

/ _;

.1 2 3 4
`First Die

FIG. 14:

fractions, here is a way to giire them an interpretation Of the ,essentials
of reducing fractions. For the case of two chances in 86, encircle the
two original dots, and then encircle in pairs all of the other dots .: 15).

I

( )

3 ,4
First Die

no. 15

(Adjacent pairs of dots are encircled only for convenience.) For students
who do not immediately recognize that there are 18 pairs of dots in the
preceding figure, this becomes an exercise illustrating the operation

2 5 6
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of division.* In any casestudents should deterthine that there are 18'
ovals in the figure and that one's chances of landing in one oval are as
good as those of landing in any other oval. Thils, the chances of landing 0.t.
in the first oval discussed are 1 out of %8. Similar grouping procedure
should be carried out until students can translate rather freely fro
10 out of 36 to 5 out of 18 or from 18 out of 36 to 1 out of 2. Students
'who knoW about fractions will see that an expreSsion such as 18 ouls.'of
36 resembles a fraction such as 1%6 in that in each case one is Siinliing `kly

abobt two whole numbers 18 and 36 (an ordered pair of integers). ..:!7
Also an expression such as 18 out of 36 is simplified in a way:similar to
the simplification of fractions to 1 out of 2. Students who are ready" to
work with fractions should, now shift from, for example, the expression'
the chances are Scout of 5 to the expression the Chances are %. Then it is
an easy step to say the probability.is The-;reit of this chapter will
follow this pattern 'of wording. Teachers who do not want to bring in
fractions wilkneed to translate back to the less technical language.

Next have students write beside each of the 36 dots a numeral which
gives the s-uirt of the cOi7esponding first number and second numbert
(Pig. 16).:

4 15
"CI

L14.

2 13.

8,

5, 6

4 5 6

3. 4. 5.

2 3 4
'First Die

Fio. 16

9, 10.

7

9.

6. 7.

5 6

Experienced teachers will recognize that the grade le.vel under discussion
juriips about rather ertatically. Such discontinuities seem to be necissary in a
single chapter which deals with.13 grades. It is' hoped that each Mcher can
extract a consistent story for the level with which he.iS concerned.

t Here is the place where it becornes'important that each die gives a number
Tether than say a letter. .
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Ask students questions such as these:
Find all the dots where the. sum is, say 6. Put a loop around them.

How many are there? `(5)
What is the probability that if you tlu.ow two dide, the sum will be

6? a66)
What is the probability that the sum witl be 2? Gis)
What is the probability that the sum will be 6 or less? (1536)
What individual sum is most likely, that is, what individual sum has

the highest prqbability? (7, because there are more dots corres-
pOnding to 7 than any other sum.)

What is the probability that the sum will not be 12? (There are 35
dots corresponding to not getting a 12 so'the probability is 3%6.)

What is the probability of getting a sum which is 7 or 8? There are 11
points corresponding to getting 7 or 8. Notice here the language training
in a precise use of the word One has obtained 7 or 8 if he has obtained
7. Also, one has obtained 7 or8 if he has obtained 8. Thus, the probability
of getting a 7 or 8 is 1M6.*

What is the probability of getting in one throw 7 and 8? Since it is
impossible in one throw to obtain a sum which is both 7 and 8, the

Iprobability of getting a 7 and an 8 is 0.. Here the student is presented
:with a sharp contrast between the words 'and". and 'or'. What is the
probability of getting less than 7 as a sum and'getting 2 as a sum? The
event getting ress than 7 and getting 2 occurs only when you get 2. Conse-
quently, the probability of getting less than 7 and getting 2 is %6.

What is the probability of getting less than 7 or getting. 2? This event
occurs any, time the result of the toss has a sum less than 7. Thu!,
the probability of' getting less than 7 or getting 2 is 1%6. Note that while
it is good practice with fractions to reduce '%6' to `512', when working
with probabilities it is usually better not to reduce fractions but to
leave them all with the highest denominator since this is the form in
whichyou add, subtract; and compare them.

Now you are in a position to investigate one of the fundamental
facts about probability. The probability of getting e sum of 7 is
The probability of getting a sum of 6 is 536. The probability of getting
a sum of 6 or 7 is 536 (6 or '1M6. Does-it always work that way?

The word 'or' is used in two ways in common language. Sometimes 'A or B'
means 'A or B but not both: and sometimes it means 'A or B including the pos-
sibility of both'. In probability work the second meaning is'usually intended.
In the example just 5iven it does not matter'whieh way you interpret 'or' because
it is certainly impossible to get both a 7 and an 8 as a sum in one shake. See' the
chapter on "Proof" in this Yearbook for a further discussion °Ube two uses of
'or'. .
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No For exaMple,"the'probability of getting a,suin hieh is greater than
3 is 3%6, and the probability of getting a sum whi h is less than 11 is 4
3%6- Is the probability of getting a sum 'which is eater than a.or less
than 11 equal to ..3 ,i6 --F 3%6? No. (It is only 3%6; any number is
greater than 3 or less than 11.) By now,you see that:_

A probability is a number'whicii must be greater than or equal to zero
and leeskithan dr equal to I.

No event has probability. 3M6 :-F--4%03. For what events can you
find the:probability of one event or a second event by adding the separite
probabilities?.If yiiu refer to the six-by-six lattice of points ror two
dice, it is easy; to: The probability of the event correspondhag
to getting a point tin the Solid. oval or the dashed oval, as in Figure 17; can
be found. by adding. the ,probabilitY of gAting in the solid oval and the
probability of gettihg in the, dashed jai. But (Fig 18) the probability of

! 6

.
First Die

6

Fro. 17. Probability of getting in the solid loop: ,i6; probability of getting
hi the dashed loop: Ilia;:probability,of getting in the dashed loop or solid loop:

getting a point either' in the dashed oval or in the solid oval is not the
sum of the separate probabilities. Looking at charts it is easy to see that
you can add probabilities to obtain. the prObubility of an or-event if the
two loops involved do, not have any points in cornmon.-What can you
say about the.physical events theinselves if their,-eorresponding loops
do not have any points in common? If there is a,point in both loops,
then there is away in Which `both events An occuiOhnultaneously: In

1;f!
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- FIG. 18. Probability of getting in dashed loop
Vii..

probabilt oiligeTting ir::(
solid loop: ligs; probability of getting in dashed or solid loop: 1966.

the second illustration above, if the sum is 12, both of the evenfe, .the'
'solid loop event, and'the dashed loop event, have occurred.'

Events Which cannot occur. Simults.neousiy are called mutually ex-,
elusive. events. In the, immediately preceding figure, the event Orrespond-
ing to the dashed loop-and the event corresponding to the solid loop
are not Mutually exclusive., HoWever, t)le event getting a 5 or a-6 and
the event getting a 9 are mutually exchisii- If one of them happens,
the other one cannot happen.

From the point of, view of -probability there is a more precise Way
to say two events cannot occur simultaneously. Suppose to abbreviate ..
we call one event ' A' and another event `B'. Then if A and Bconot
occur simultaneously, the,: probability Of, (A- and B) is zoro. 'Hat- is;
if there are no points in the overlap of A and B then the prabability of
landing in the overlap is zero. To summarize then, we can say that for,
an event A and an event Bi if the probabilitY. of (A and B) zero, theri
the probability of (4 or B) isthe sum of the probability of and the
probabil. y of B. In Order to save .space and-make reading easier we, shall
abbre 'the Probability of A and, p as "Pr(A and. B). Using this ab-

ation a fundaMental principle of probability becomes;

(I) For' vents A. and B, if Pr(A and B) -= 0, then
.Pr(A or. B) = Pr(A) Pr(B).

.r '
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Now can we generalize this principle so that in it's new form it applies"
to sets of dots that do overlap? The trouble with sets of dots- that do
overlap is that when you add the corresponding two probabilities
count the points in the overlap twice. The set of points in the,overlap
corresponds to the event (A and B). Thus, to get rid of,5the effect of
counting the overlap twice,you .need to subtract it once. That is, you

IA

76

Event 13 Event A
and B411

FIG. 19

Event' A Event A or B

need to subtract Pr(.1 and B) (Fig. 19). Thus the new generalization
beconies:

(ny Eck any events' A and B,-Pr(A. or B) = Pr(A)
Pr(B) Pr(A and B).

.

Nii;)te that generalization (I) is a special case of generalization (II)
where Pr(A and B). = 0.

Here is an example of generalizatiOn (II). Suppose
that

Then

and

and

event A. is getting a.2 or a 7

i .

event B is.getting an 11 or a 7.

Pr(21)

Pr(B)

Pr(A and B) = seg
A
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0 wr -s-a- .

fi! ' Now we check' is Wilt on 6-byL6 chart (Mike) of 42ts. The prob..
, ability of the event 'A or B the probability *getting 12 or a,7 or of

..11' getting an 11 or a 7 which is the e as the pi:ObaViity of getting .1 2
op a 7 or an il; By;-bounting dotS in 713Y-6, chtirt,. we see that this. ,.,

probability. is %6 and wee have confirm n example of Principle H.
A gocid problem for y8ti to investigaieyourself and also to give to

bright high fchool students is to sholii tat the following generalizadon
a for three sets is correct:

qp

A;(III) Foreverits Ai B, and ,.61,:, ":Pi(A or B C) = Pr(A) '+ Pr(B)-F
Pr(C) Pr(A and it) Pr(A apJ C) tbr(B,anil C)* ,
i.` 11± Pr(A and Bland

4) .1,A$

Verify it:lor some three events A, B, and a,befefre trying to `establish
thAtt (III) holdOn general.% ..4.

, il!:' y.

6 (4
if`

4.>
d)

a. / 1:4
441.

.1-. 0-", .. I 4...v-
4., /.
...:-.4,...

-: s

1
I- ....f

..
... ....:..t.........- ,,.

.4 41: 5
First Die

Fru. g.)

Suppos* tha AiN-§k A:At:4f dotS on a 6-1)4)5-6 lattice is made up tinly,v
ortrots belonging to another set of dot.%..13 (Fig. 20). Each of the dots

Many Of the suggestions for high school studen it4his chapter and some
of the more elementary ideas (taken at a rapidpaceThave 1::,43,tried with'
sidera-ble success by the High School Mathematics Projectt(VICSM) at the
Univapity of Illinois.

',e

at.{41

2 6 ..2
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inside the dashed oval is also a dot inside the solid oval. What does this
mean as far as the physical events A and B are concerned? If you throw
the dice and get a dot in the dashed oval; you,know it also must be a
dot in the solid oval. When you get a dot in 'A, it also must be a dot
fn B. In other words, Whenever event A occurs, event B must also occur.
In this case we know that there are more dots in i3 than in A (or pos-'
sibly the same number if A and B are the same event). Thus Pr(A) <
Pr(B). We can summarize this rule as:

(IV) If the occurrence. of an event .,1impliesthat an event B has also
occurred, than Pr(A). < Pr(B).

Teachers who are at all acquainted with the ideas of set theory may
.'suspect that it is applicable to this work in probability. If you plan
to present the elements of set themY to your students, then work on

.

probability is.a nice applic4tion of it.
. Briefly, if A and B are twosets of points, then the.uition of. A and B

(A U B) is the set, of all pointS each of which belongs either to A or
!: B. Tile intersection of A and B ( :1 11 B) is the set consisting of all points

each of which belongs to both a.4` and B. If every point' which belongs-
to A algo belongs. to B we say that A is a.subset-of B.

.

As examples of these terms of set theory suppose that thinking of a
G -by-6 lattice of dotswe define sets A and B.as follows:

A: 1(1, ) (1, 5) (4, 4j (5, 2) (6, 2)} n;

B: 3) (1, 5) (4,. 4) (1, 6) (5, 6)1.

,Then the.intersectio of fl_ and B (A 11 B) is:

A n B: 1(1, 5) (4, 4) 1

and the usiion of A, and B.(A U B) is
,A, t2

. ''
f.,

A U B:: K1, 3) (I , '5) (4';,4) (5, 2) (64) K2,.,3) (1, 6) (5, 6)1
,. .,.,

n

. and tile thieiseciloii of A and. B is a subset of the union of A and B
.'' (as is true for any tw.o spts.A and B). .

.

You will nkdice thatNI A andtB are ale. sets of, points earresPondine-
to t,SO events the& tIA evtent One event and the other1 event corresponds ,

-;?to the iv,tersection of A and tLwhile the event One acnt or the other event
corresponds to the uition 'of Acknd B. If a first event correspopds to a
set A and a second event corPespglls to .a set B and if the occurrence

of the first eveat-alway-s Means thlit t second event has occurred, then .

44
it

2 63
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A is a subset of B. It will be left for teacheri who are working with'set
theory to translate the rest of the chapter into set theoretic terminology.*

. .

PROBABILITY DIAGRAMS IN MORE
THAN TWO DIMENSIONS

Next, we want to extend 9ur treatment of probability to situations
where more than two dice of other things are used. As a first step in
this extension, students should recognize that the array of 36 dots in
the previous discussion was a square array. only as a convenience. For
example, we would cut the square array into strips of six dots each, such
as illustrated in. Figure 21. Then the set of six encircled points above

.First die 2 First die 1
41 First die 3

6
6 0 5 .9.
50 1 2 3 4 5 6 4O Za3

PS 4 - Second die 3

rg 32- 2 05l 1

First die 4

6 5 4 3 2 1

Second die

First die 6
1 2 3 4 5 6

Second die

First die 5

4 5
4

ri320
1-

Fla. 21

corresponds to the event getting a sum of 7. It is more difficult to work
with such a scattered diagram than it is with a 6-by-6 square but there
is no fundamental difference. With patience we could do anything with
the scattered diagram that we can do with the square array. In fact,
we could take apart each row of dots until we -merely had 36 separate
dots splattered miscellaneously.. As long as we know which dots cor-
respond to which outcomes with the dice, we could work with any such
diagram, You will see that when more than two objects are being con-
sidered, it is helpful to work with diagrams which have been partially
cut apart.

Suppose you have three pointers which you spin and each pointer

For a more thorough treatment of the iheory. of .sets.see Chapter 3 of this
Yearbook and Chapter III of the Twenty-Third Yearbook.

26
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. gives you one of the numbers 1, 2, 3, or 4 with equal probability (Fig.
22). When you spin all three pointers, they give you a first number, a

First Pointer .. Second Pointer
no. 22

second number, and a third' number. That is, they give you an ordered
triple of numbers. A convenient way to recordfor example, that the
first pointer gave a 4 and the secon ointer gave a 1-while 'the third
pointer gave a 3 (as shown in th figure) is to write, similarly to the
previous convention:

Third Pointer

(4, 1113).

Noilv what is the 'probability that when you spin the three pointers, the
result will be (1, 4, 2)? By now, your students should see that there are
4 X 4 X 4, or 64 possible ordered triples as outcomes. If some of them
have difficulty seeing,that there are 64 possibilities, have them start 'to
list all possibilities. Most students will see a system before they finish
the list, of 64 ordered triples. As before, if we assume that the pointers
have good bearings and if the field behind each of 'them is symmetrically
divided into four regions, then these 64 ordered triples are equally likely
outcomes. Therefore, the probability a particular outcome, that is,
of a particular ordered triple such as (1, 4,.4) is %4. The probability of
any other ordered triple is, also %4. What kind of a diagram of dots shall
we make to illustrate this situation? Judging from the. previous examples,
it ought to have 64 dots. (Students will easily see that if there were only
two pointers instead of three, a square array of 4-by-4 pbints would do
the job.) It shoUld not be difficult for your students to see that in.this
case what we need is a "square array" of 4-by-4-by-4 dots; in other words
we need a cubical array which is 4-by-4-by-4. Drawn with only the
outside dots showing, such an array is pictured in Figure 23. Itis aiffit
cult to work with such a picture because inside dots are hard to locate.
Elementary school children should build a 3-dimensional model out of"
balsa wood or Tinker Toys and devise 'some way of marking 'AiCh
dot is under discussion. For example; they could tally by hanginga small
Piece of wire over the spot corresponding to a particular spin of the
three pointers. After establishing an arrangement you can repeat the

es

37,

2 6 (5
4
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qe°%%
...061)

'Sly" 3

1 2 3

First Pointer
FIG. 23

same kind of exercises that you did with a 6 -by-6 array of. dots..For'..
example:

Where are all, the points corresponding to second pointer gets Ct,1
Where are all the pOints where the sum of the three:numbers is 4?
What is the probability of getting a sum 4? ' ,

What is the probability, that the sum of the three'sinittibeCs will;beleSS::.,
than 6?*

. .

Notice the training in space perception and preparatiOn for hardesOlitt
geometry problems here. BY doing more work of thiA.Idnd, you increase
the students' intuitive background in work. with 3 dirnen4orisi

For older students and after younger students. have work.4d with a.
37dimensional model until they are familiar with it,it.is,iinpoitant that
they cope with the problem of dealing with .stich-,a, 'thiie-climensional
figure on twollimensional paper. To do this they eati 3- rumen -.
sional figure into slices. In order that;these,ssliet.s reSemik the p*plev,igus
array Of 6713y-6 dots, let the first slice be the pIhne: of 16 doti,Aearest
to the paper (as you see the picture, assuming that-the otherr dots are
behind the paper). The first slice we take off:of the cpbelooks like Figure q
24. As 'we. cut off successive slices, we get-figures like`; the one titiotre but
With ,difTerent third pointer numbers. Since' thele are:, fotirlsuch slices,
the three-dimensional figure ean'be Pibtured'tis Figure 25.. Studetts. .
should see easily that thel.e..are 64pohlts; and that to each spin of the
three pointers there corresponds '..eicaetfy one;.$0,;:,40.Oriverely to

This is a fairly tough'question andlitidents higrilectr to locate One by one ,

all of the points for w ch the sum pf ;ate three nurnberS is either. 3, 4,'.or .5, that is. . ez
less' than 6. Noti t-students are graphing an .inequality in 3 dimensions as '0

rithey answer this stio. : : '_
. -,.,, fl,!,* I' .,.: :":;:;.:'

.47

'

-4:3:
%sf;a;.4. ;



Third Pointer at '1'
4

3

2 3

First Pointer
Fro. 24

I 3rd at '3'

4
ts
Z

,2 » F 2P

1.: lr
2...,3 '4 1

,Fys
25

4*
d.Z.3

2.
1.1 ,

1 2 1.
FirEit No,

3rd at 'A'

:;Y:c - 4 4..
of the 64 points, ,..trkre,cPrrehpopls e.spin of: the three

pofnter5 PreirionAly we :6-by-6 figure into
sr iniace16 eguslyr, .cec, libk,40trip'S:".Irdi'v. we have diced up: 4. 3-
ilinietiisinina 4433;(74-1?y5t figiirN it-ito, four 2cinnensional 4-by-4 figures
placed s8' iliatSeYateionVenien4t6 use in order taleep track of. spins.

p4ititin to a'sk thk.f011owini kinds of questions:
cobabllity of getting a 2 on t,h4 first rtter, ,a, 3 on

the seCOWpointer, .:4441 n.4 on the ,thir.pointer.? (AnsWer:
Ote of th164.Pdinti3...'kviek cbrrPsPooqs to f2, 3, 4)-Y

What ts the':PKbability Of getting4t z on any one the porn
.:a2 on46,y other pointer, hnd a. 3 qtr. .the other point-erl? (An4er:

814e does not; ;specify-. which pointer gives
w In Oh .number, tidy oft follOwmg, outcomes do: 2,3)

P; (3, 4*, (3, (q;1,a), : :-'
,

ht! f8 the *7be,:b14 'snrn;i101` he numbers given, by
the three swer:It4-, he following .ordered

20:), ( 1, 2).)
of the three numbers 12?

tr'4*sitir04.144,
What'iS-theiiinbAiliter,:ihat the su
(Ansiver;' ,,i..The'',,on17 way -thAt the snit can be 12 is for each

.,
Peinter'to .gite.4., There ia; one piiNt-corAponcling to (4, 4, 4).)
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5. What is the probability that the sum of the numbers given by
the three pointers is 15? (Answer: 0.)

6. What is the probability that the sum of the three numbers given
by the pointers is 6? (Answer: The possible ordered triples are

(1, 1, 4) (2, 1, 3) (3, 1, 2) (4, 1,.1)

(1, 2, 3) (2, 2, 2) (3,.2, 1)

(1, 3, 2) (2, 3, 1) .

(1, 4,1)

so the probability is 1%4. The students should be encouraged to
notice that these points are located in a regular fashion (Fig. 26).)

6 4 0
Z
'CI 3 '
=
ci 2

1
1

3rd at '1'

®

2 3

.

*
4

4

A'
.0 3
=I 2

1

*

1

3rd at '2

*
*

2 3 4

4
A'
-1:1 3 !=
° 2 t

1
1

3rd at '3'
A.

.

o
2 3

?.

4

.6.
Z
=
8

di

4

3

2

1 *
1

3rd at '4'
.

.

2 3 4
First No. First NO. First No. First No.

FIG. 26
. .

In the 3-dhhensional cube these points are a diagonal slice. (Teach-
ers should notice the preparation for graphilk the equation
`z-F y.+ z*=-' 6' in 3-dimensional coordinate geothetry:) More ele-

Jhentary students who have constructed a cube of 64 points .can
locate these 10 points and see directly that they comprise a diag-
onal slice:, ,
What is the probability that the sum of the three.numbers given-,

y. t1 pointers is 7?, (Answer: 1%4. By now students should be-
odevi.systematic ways to determine how. many ordered triple§

give- 7 as a sum. For example, there are 6 triples involving the
numbers 1, 2, and 4. There are 3 tripleS involving the numbers
1,, 3, and 3 and there are 3 triples using .the numbers 2, 2, and 3.
These 12 are all the:triples thatgive a sum 7. How do you know?)

8._ What is the probability that the sum given by the three pointers
is 9? (Answer: 1%4)

9. What sunk has the highest Probability? (Answer: The sums 7and
8-each haVe probability 1%4 which. is the maximum, probability.
Notice that if you consider all the possible sums,

3, 4, 5,- 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12
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there is no one center number but .7 and .8 are on either side of
'the center.)

10. What sum has the lowest,probability? (Answer: The sums 3 and
12 each have probability j64 which is the minimum probability.)

11. What is the probability that the number given by the first pointer
minus the ,number given by the second pointer plus the number
given by the third pointer is zero? (Answer: If (x, y, z) is an
ordered triple, then we are looking for points where x - y z
is 0. For the points we want, it must be that x z = y. (Ele-
mentary school students or others who are not familiar with
algebra calk Lust look for the ordered triples which work):

(1, 3, 2) (1, 4, 3)

(1, 2,.1) (2, 4, 2)

(2, 3, 1) (3, 4, 1)

The probability is ,i4.)
-12. What is the probability that the number, given by the sum of

the numbers indicated by the first two pointers minus the number
indicated by the third poyiter is tw2? (Answer: The triples which
work are:

(1, 2, 1) (2, 1, 1) (3, 1, 2) (4, 1, 3)

(1, 3, 2) (2, 2, 2) x (3, 2, 3) (4, 2, 4)

(1, 4, 3) (2, 3, 3) (3, '3, 4)

(2, 4, 4)

The desired probability is 1%4,) .

13. What is4tke .,probability that on one spin the three pointers will
not give a Sum 'of 12? (Answer: We know there are 64 ordered
triples in all. Ohly one of these gives a sum of 12. Therefore 63
of them give' a sum' hat is not 12. The desired probability is 6%4-)

Thvilast qUestion above suggests another general principle of prob-
ability.rf you have selected a set of dots corresponding to an event A,
there is another event B corresponding to all the rest of the points:. If
there are K points in set A, then there are 64=K points in et B. The
probability of A is K/64 and the probability of B is (64-K)/64. That is,
Pr(A)! -F- Pr(B) 1. Since B contains all the points not in A, the event
B is the event A does not occur. We can abbreviate by saying that event
B is the event not-A. Then Pr(A) Pr(not-A) = 1. Event A and
event not -A. are 'called complementany events. The results we have ob-

2 6 9
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tained here are not peculiar to a situation in which there are elckbtly
64 possible: outcomes. Since Any eirent either occurs or does not occur;
it must be that: .

(V). For any event E, Pr(E) .Pr(not-E) = 1

For teacherS who are introdneing some of the notions of set theory,
we are dealing here with the concept of the complement of a set:, If
you have a universe. of points with which you are dealing (herethe 64....
points in the cube) and a given set A in this .univerSe, the set called
the complement of A consists of all the points in the universe which aiikt,4
not in A. Principle V above is a statement in probability language that
for any set. A, the union _of A and the complement of A is the entire
universe.

TeaChers who are using. work in probability. to support More difficult
work in arithmetic than is exemplified in the previous 13. questions can
construct questions which entail much more arithmetic such as:

440:144. What is the probability that on one spin the three pointers will
land so that if the number on the first pointer iS multiplies by
itself and the result is then multiplied by: the number froth the
second pointer and from this result is subtracted the number .

given by the third pOinter, the reshlt.will be 14?

INDEPENDENT EVENTS
Thus far we have dealt with probabilities where two dice or three °

~pointers were concerned. Suppose, as a change, we throw one die and
, one 'coin...If 'you want to avoid dice and coins, you could use one two

'sided checker and one pointer, or any other two convenient devices.
When you throw one die and one coin, using 'H' for heads and 'T' for
tails, the following ordered pairs are possible

(H, 1) (H, 4) 1) (T, 4)

(H, 2) (H, 5) (T, 2). (T, 5):

(H, (F1, 6) (T, 3) (T, 6).

If the coin and die are symmetric, these 12 possible outcomes are equally
likely and each has probability X2. As in the preceding examples you
can now ask.for the probabilities of many events. For example,' what is
the. probability of getting Heads and getting an even number? There are
three ordered pairs that work: (4, 2), (H, 4), (H, 6), and the probability
is 9i2- ,

Now consider the following examples. If you throw just one coin,
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If you throw just one die,

Pr(getting 5) =

If You throw one coin .and one die,

Pr (tails and 5) =

Consider another example. If you throw one die,

,Pr(getting an even number) =

If you throw one coin;

Pr(heads)

If you 'throw one coin..and.one

261

Pr(getting an even number and lreads)

Again ask students, does always work this way? Can we say that for
any two events .A and B,. if Pr(A) x and pr(B).-=- y, then Pr(A
and B) x. y? Forprealgebra students you might ask, "Can you alwayS
find the probability.of both events happening by multiplying the separate
probabilities?" Many times it works .but it doesn't always work. For
an extreme example, suppose yon are; throwing one die one time.Let. A .

be getting a 5 (in one throw) and B be gating' a. 6 (in-one throw). Then
Pr(A) = j and Pr(B). = ;i, but what is the probability of 'A and B?
The event A and B is the event getting a 5 and a 6 in one throw. The
Pr(A and B) is 0 because one gives you only one number. Here
is another counterexample:.

Consider one throw of one die.
. .

PrIgetting an evOn number and getting a number less than 41'. is the
as Pr {getting 2}..= '
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So the Multiplication rule for finding the probability of the combination
of two events does not work here either. IP

You have seen that for some kinds of events A and B the rule Pr(A
and-,R) = Pr(A),Pr(B) ,works and for other. kinds it does not. This.
distinction leads to an important definition.

An event A and an event B are said to be independent events if

Pr(A and B) = Pr(A). Pr(B).

We can turn our definition of 'independent eventearound intd'another
important principle:

(VI) If A and B are independent events,-
then Pr(A and B) Pr(A) Pr(B).

The definition of independent events above does not help you directly
to decide when events involving :dice, pointers, or coins can be treated
as independent. It tells you how to handle the probabilities provided
that you know two'events are independent. The 6-by-6 chart that you
made for a throw of two- dice assumed that.events involving one of the
dice are independent of events involving the other. For example the
event A = getting a 4 on the first die and the event B getting a 1 on
the second die are independent events beCause Pr(A and B) = Pr(A)
Pr(B) that is, J,36 = Similarly the event C = not getting a 5 on
the first die and the event D = getting a number larger ,than on 2 the second
die are independent events. If you look at .the 36 possible outcomes from
a pair of dice, you will see that 20 of them have first die not a 5 and
second die larger than 2. Thus 'you know that Pr(C and D) 2%6.
But Pr(0' = and Pr(D) %. Consequently events C and D are
independent events.

Deciding in advance when two events are independent. resembles
somewhat the problem-of deciding what things in the physical world are
straight enough that you can think of .. as straight lines, and apply
Euclidean geometry to them. It iS a p oleimof judgment and common
sense to decide 'when a mathematical systeth can be applied profitahly
to a physical situation. -

Physical events which do not have anything to do With each Other,
which do not affect cir influence each other, are the kind to which we
apply the mathematical idea of independent events,

If you throw two dice in the usual *ay, -yOu,. are confident that the
-outcome from one die dOes not influence the outcome from the other
die. If you glue a fed die and a white together and throw them, you know
the outcome on One die greatly influences, in fact it determines, the



.White Die

outcome of the other die (Fig. 27). Getting a 1' on white and getting a 2
on red are no longer independent events. If you throw this pair of dice,

lay, 37 times and Make a chart of your results, it might look like, that
shown in 'Figure 28 (neglecting the possibility that the two dice might

5

. 4

A 3'

2

INA
TNA

704

1 2 3,4 5 6

White Die
Fie. 28

land on end). Suppose you had only this chart to go by and knelit.4 hin,K
about the dice that were thrown.. you would have reason 44:0Spect-°.
strongly that somehow what happened to one die determined what
happened to the other one But you could not be completely ture from
the chart alone. For if you threw an ordinary pair of dice 37 times, it is
possible but it is very unlikely that you would obtain the results given
in the chart above. If you threw ordinary dice 37 'times and thereanother.
37 times over and over;, you would obtain the chart above extremely
infrequently. Thus if Fou were given this chart and no other information
and told to predict whether the two dice Were fastened together or were
not fastened:together, you would be very much safer, but not completely
safe, in predicting that the two dice were fastened together. Making such
predictions and deciding. how 'safe they are is one of the imPortant.appli-

cations of statistics:
Suppose that y9u fas n a limp spring between two dice in the fashion
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illustrated in .Figure 29. SIn. Figures: 29 to 33,the white die is alivaPsont
the tight.) The springis. lit a nciarak. positiOn'.wlien both faces showsaily
of the arrangements illOtiated in Figure 30. Itthe.siring windsa quarter-:
turn .as the dice land, the arrangements in Figure 31 shOw. It'the spring

0 , .

1.13. 29

Via. 30

Fia. 33

DIAWIndS a quarter bikpon as ate dice land, the arrangements in Figure
.32 show. Lk us 'assiiiiie thr,tt the spring very:rarely, iuttis;more! than a.
quarter -turn in either direction an very rarely lands the 'n'ay ilhistrated

. in Figure 33. If such a device were constructs(' and thrown 62 times, a
chart Of the results might look like the one illustrated in Figure .34-.

' The- general diagda.a/ nature of the chart. indicates that the separatp
events on the rea-flie and on the white die are not independent...Again.
.(fforn the chart alone) we say that reel -die events and white-die 4rents

.
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p;rs ,probably not independent since such a chart is poSsible t highly
unlikely if two ordinary,dice are thrown: If we throw an ordi

A' dice 62 times and then, throw it again 62 times and again an again ...
the chart above will occur in extremely few of the trials. From our
knowledge of the mechanical connection between the two dice, we are
sure that events on the two dice are noeindependent. A. measure of the
dependence of occurrences such-as these is called their correlation. When

,the two dice are rigidly iastened together, the correlation between them
. is 1; when two dice-are thrown in the ordinary fashion, the correlation

is 0. (For, a treatment of correlation'', see the references at the end of
17

this ehapter.2 3' 4' 6' 6' 7)

PREDICTING INDEPENDENT EVENTS
Suppose you have a box the inner workings of which are unknown to

you. From the outside of the box there are visible, two dials and one
handle (Fig. 35). When you push down 4or the handle, the two dials

Spin and eventually each dial stops at a position cortespo ding to one
of the whole numbers 1 through 6.-You dannot exam the mechanism
inside' but must predict whether,occurrences frenAhe first dial are
independent of occurrences from the 'second 'al. All you can do is push
the'handje and rem* what, happens! Suppo e tries; give y9u the,

g,f4.-i
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1st dial

FIG. 36

results illustrated in Figure 36. You ould be quite sure that the two
dials were tied together somehow and ou would predict with consider-
able safety that first dial events and cond dial events were not inde-
pendent. There is a slim chance that ou could be wrong and that oc7
trirrences on the two dials are indepen ent. What _are your Chances of ,

being wrong? Suppose. that .readings fro the dials are independent and
that each number has *a prbbability of 6. What are the chances that
one push of the painter will land ybt,i in. the dia0onal of doubles? This is
a Problem just likeh-dice. Yonr chance of_landing in any one square of
the, chart is3 8'' so the chance of landing in one of the six squares along
this diagonal is %6. What are the. Chances that in two spins each result
will land in the - diagonal? Under the assumption that spins are inde-
pendent events, tlie probability is N. What are the chances thateach
of'30 throws will land in this diagonal? 3 N N N with 30 factors,.
or (N)?° which is about lir'. So, when you predict that resins on the
two dials are not dependent yOu are rather safe. You are saying .that
either 'an event of probability 10;72'. has Occurred or your prediction is
correct! e

Usually you do .not` Work with overWhelming s such as
wheii making decisions and predictions. A much more difficult

probler than the diagonal chart for the,black"box*is to conside chart
in_Which the occurrences tend to fall all over the chart. To Predic , then,
whether the two dials are, interconnected so din% they influence each other
requires more machinery than we have yet deyeloped. Such Obblems
are one type dealt with in statistics. °.

The black box with two dialsis a simplification o'f manx of the problems
men actually deal with. For example, there are rrleii on both sides of the,
argument as to whether the occurrence of sunspots is linked up to the
business cyole on earth. .The argument is really ?,pver whether these two k'
kinds of events are independent.
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OTHER STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Go back to the idea of six *sided lettered cube which lands on each

'of its six sides with equaI probability, Suppose also that the sides of this
, \cube are labelled, respectively with the letters e\

T F.. E I 0 N.
If you toss this cube dime times, you will get three letters in order, first
letter, second letter, and third letter. What is the probability that,in that
order, you will get the letters N, E, T, that is, that you.will spell the
word net. Assuming (justifialSly) that6144se are indvendent events and
knowing that the probability of eater separately is M, the prob-.

ability of spelling!,net in order is MN,14:. Mi6,. (It would be the
same Problem,iLtnelthree letters were obtaineci.. hg. tossing three cubes

I,once.) ,51:;

No* supposejbat; you are allowed to .rearrange the three- letters. in
order to spell ilet.'..Ttletutcomes which will lead to success upon' rear-
rangement are

267

r E 7'
N
T N E.
T E N.
E N T
E T N

.and since each one of them has probability A16, the probability: of net
allOging rearrangerhent is the sum of the separate probabilities the

ch.events are mutually exclusive) 336: or older students problems
as this can be as involved choo e to "make them: '

What is the probability,.,allowin rearravgement, of getting
"finite" with six. cy,,ber

The probability without a4twirig rcaitangement, is (H)°.. A student.
who lists all of the ways that the cubes.may fall in order so they can be '
rearranged to finite will sbc -ready to study, permutations and combina-
tions* to learn fast methods of finding the number of successes. One ,
warning:, in mt&ing of successes, one V and the other 'V
need- to be fliought:-KUs:01.6.tent letter's,think of a red `i7 and a Ndhite .

`P. Then here ark two diffeteitisuccessful tosses

41 I, P. IW N T E .

P I, . f1T T E.

-"'

See -almost any to tkcollege algebra....
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There are 6.5.4.3.2.1 successful sequences so the probability of getting
finite, allowing rearrangement, is

6.54.3.2.1

66.

which is approximately .015. Students who are specialists'in wortiga.mes
can find the probability that, say, five cubes tossed will give S'orrierw6rd,
either with or without allowing rearrangement (depending on howihida
problem is desired).

. EQUATIONS WITH RANDOM COEFFICIENTS
One of the teaching problems connected, with solving equations, as

with many other topics in mathematics, is to give students actvivate
practice while at the same time keeping their interest. A list of 10CP.6qua-
tions to solve can be so dull that the student works through stlim
almost without thinking about diem arid therefore with small ben
Here is one suggestion for interesting drill via probability.

Suppose you have an equation pattern such as

+ 2 = 14,

If you put a numeral, say '3', in, the box, then you have an ordinary
a -equation in one varia

3x + 2 =44. zr

Now instead of ehoOsin a 3, think of throwing a diko find Wpat n
'oral to put in the box. Th re areosix possible evationsind each qiit
,its root. The root depends on what littippens when the die is thrown.
What is the probability that the root is 3? The six plsible equa.tibits
and their cA-reSponding 'Vs ,

x 2'= 14 root: 12
2x + 2 = 14 root: 6 gd)

= 14 root: 4

4x + 2 = 14 root: 3

5x' +. 2 = 140 . root :
6X if- 2 = 14 root: 2

(3

each, ha:v.e probability (because the, die is symmetric).. and k the
probability of .getting.3 as cr, root is H6 e p.

Now co sider the pattern

Eix + A =4.
Now throw two dice, one to give tre numeral for the box and the other'

. -

27
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to give the numeral for the triangle,,and ask for the probability of getting
2 as a root.

,
In order to find this probability the student ust find the roots- of

36 equati.ons!-Moreover, these equations are cony iently constructed to
help students develop accurate intuition for what happens to the roots of
an equation as the coefficients are changed. The 36 equations have the
following as roots:

12

7
4

12-

11

61

311
4

1111

10
6

10
4

M

9`'8
51- 5

3

195-

.13

3
1.1

4
1R
3

311 ff.1 11 1 .160
6

Each equation has probability ;36 and since 2 occurs as a roo
times, the probability of getting 2 is %6 or H2. Other questions
on this' same equation with two random -coefficients-might' be :- : . '

What is the probability of getting more than 2? (27,66 or%). 4-.k
. What is the probability of an.even wholenumber as a root? (%6 of %)..,
What is the probabilitybf getting 1 as a root? (0). ..,

should) be taught in elementadr school as Soon as the child
Although. equation iolving is usually a high school activity it can (a '

corresponding arithmetic. 8 Then work with ramenm coefficients can. bel:11.corresponding
.,developed as underStanding orvrobability develops. t

. I. ,

After a high school student has done some work with simple eqUatitin§. !''-t:.,-, ;,t.
; :;',in one variable, he can cd11-4ider systems of equations with -random' , ,.)-...

coefficients. For example, consider the pattern . -, ,,-,..- -

Efi..± Ay- ---.- 100
. .

4. Ox + 0 y = -"-5(ta. ., it ;';,:;'

.
, .....';','

Assume that the random 'coefficients have probafiilitiei as. follows
(students have outgrown the dice): '

takes on the value With proballi
1 x

0
'

6 ''.

2' I., 6-

3
.4

5 'idn!,

,} i. 4
17
. . - ,

6

Notice the chances for arc just the ;sale A'S for dice.) ','
.
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With probability

With "probability;

0 takes On the value With probability
1

e,.

In Order to answer qiiestioria; ccirieerning: the probability .Of ordered
.,.paire.:34(z,$) rootsjOr. thiS system: of :equations, S. 'student, mint- solve 4'

separate systettia4- of: equatiorii.. TA4icalquestions to be answered
inighkbei k ' 4 ;

1.114t is thi probabiliOthat,the:atirnOf the numbers in apair is posi-
.

4.

rw twiat i,&he ..
.What i the probability t114 if: feet:(x;,'.y) is interpreted. a§iiving

e , ;,...'(tho.poordincites of a: pOintiA4 pOint will fall: :outside : of the unit
/ square (#ig..:37).?:

Only a few of the elementary ideas of probabilitPhave been tou
n here. It would. take. another chapter just to liSt all the imp nt.

topic§ not covered, here: However, a student who has worked with some
ot,the suggestions given 'here will have a conceptual, advantage when
he dO"gs.,,incire work with probability later, either in formal co
or in set-study:. Oore important, preliminary work with probability a
described here may :Ltda. a bit more zest to the student's study of ninthe-

.
,Inaties in the first: twelve grades.
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shies and 'suggesti,oi:zklor the further ,study
chapter. ...yr'
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12£08; NoVeMbq: 957'. ..,
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RICHARD S. PIETERS AND JOHN J. KINSELLA

"It iktrlith very certain that, when it is not in-our power
to determine what is true, we ought to follow what is most
probable.",,RENL DESCARTES' .

WE wouLD probably fail if we searched courses of study and iext:
books of the first six. grades in. the hope of finding any specific reference
to statistics. Even in junior and senior high schools little if anything
is done in this field at this time. Since statistics haS never been an essen-
tial, part of the traditional course in mathematics in either the general
curriculum or the college preparatory curriculum, why should a chapter
on it be included in this book? After all, even adults have difficulty
comprehending data- expressed in statistical form'. Why' should we
expect youngsters of school age to possess the readiness for such mate-,
rial? . .

Before -we -can give even :partial answers to these questions about the
place of statistics in schools and the ability of students to comprehend.
it, We 'should say what modern statistics really is. Essentially it is a
Method for solving, problems which involve making decisions in the
face of uncertainties due to incomplete information. This invoi, of
course, deciding, what fita are pertinent to the problem, collecting as .

At many data as are feasiLle, organizing and presenting them, .interpreting
them, and finally, using them to make the decisionwhich is most likely
to he correct.

However, this analysis might be applied to almost any kind of prot-i-
`gem. The special feature of statistical problem plying is the.userf.the
theory of probability in choosing the method of seimpling thedata acrd n
drawing conclusions about the population measures fTm the scaling
statistics. This special characteristic of modern statistics. has been
clearly .stated by many writers. "In the.theory of probability W6 deduce

.athe probable compuiliOn of a sample from .the composition th.
int& population.. But statisticsibuilds on the_ theory of,aprobal ty,
making it possible for us to reverse

-00
the reasoningthat is, We infer thereasoning that

.. 2 °
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composition of the original population from the composition of h properly
chosen sample." 2 When 'a national' magazine asked a sample of citizens
a series of questions about their reactions the success of the -United'
States in getting its first artificial satellite into outer :pace, it was try-
ing to find out what the reactions of all of us (the'population), It-ere to
the impOrtant event.

a-
THE IMPORTANCE OF STATISTICS

Our first question. Wp,s whether statistics should be given more at-
tention,in ourvschoolS/The answer is more likely to be "yes" if it is ap-
:patent that /a knowledge of statistics is rapidly becoming more and more
essential to both tfie general.' education of all citizens and to the voca-
tional preparation of an increasing number of future,spedialists. From a ,

man wild hits Jrriade outstanding scholarly contributiOns :to the theory of
statistics, Worked assiduously to make its applications known to men of
prattical affairs, and, as a teacher, thought seriously about the problems
of statisticaleducation, we have'this judgment: "I do not think it is

'an overstatement to say that probability and statistical concepts are in-
volved in the problems and thinking'of modern scientific and technologi-
cal society as "much as -or more' thap any other body of- mathematical
ideas. At one end of the spectrum*6-find the average citizen confronted
with, the intelligence scores of his c hildren, insurance problems, advertis-
ing and sales claims, public opinion polls, etc. He should be introduced
to at least the rudiments of probabilityand statistics at the high school
level: At the other end of the spectrum: there is the scientist in almost
every field who designs his experiments and analyzes and interprets the
results by probability and statistical methods." Modern statistics is-
used in the desigJ of agricultural experiments to help us find ways of ob-
taining more 'food and better food at less cost.' Medical research uses
statistics to find out whether certain treatments, like polio shots, reduce
or prever4 the incidenceof certain diSeases.6 Business and industry,use
statistical methods to check the quality of their products and t decide
on the most economical ways to organize their operations and pr cesses.°
Engineers and production managers of the future must know the roba-
bility and statistics basic to operations research 'of which quality antrol
isvan example.' The future psychologist must ;.ave a backgr and in
probability and statistics both for research design and for understanding
learning models based on probability.? The biologist who wants to, be
competent in the field of genetics had better be acquainted with Markov
chains, which in turn leaffAh, probability. concepts The future develop-
ment of the theory of gaines, also dependent on probability ideas,
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'likely ttorield more applications in devising strategies in military affairs
and in business competition.' Statistical mechanics is already a standard
course in the preparation of engineers and physicists. The astronomer
is applying the theory of 'probability to: the statistical study of the dis-
tribution of star galaxies.8 The Monte Carlo method, an offspring of' probability, has been Successfully used in the study of the neutron.9 -1
Such diverse subjects as heat and information theory seem to be goVerned '
by similar laws of probability: It is welLknown that the insurance com-
panies depend_on laWs of Probability,in dealing with the duration of
human life. ., .

The question about the ability of precollege students to understand
certain statistical ideas, not given much attention at present, can only ..

be 'answered by classroorp experimentation. In , our opinion many of
these concepts are simpler than some mathematical. toPics. already in
the curriculum. The strangeness of some of the new ideas can be re-
moved by the abundant use of familiar illustrations. It is a primary pur7

. pose of this chapter to make these educational hypotheses of ours more
plausible, and to encourage classroom experimentation with the sta-
.tistical ideas wm5iresent.

110W MUCH STATISTICS IS NOW TAUGHT
.

. .

If we ask whether the development. of problem-solving ability is- one , .

of the principal -concerns of 'the elementary school, we would almost,
certainly be answered in the affirmative. If we inquire whether the col -'
lection' of data is part of the process of solving problems, we would prob-.
ably be granted another "yet. If we follow up our two successes by imp--
cently asking whether any of the data gathered are in numerical form, '
it is quite likely that we would receive an "of course" reply. Since the col; .
l(!ction of numerical data to solve problems is part.of so-called d6criptive

. statistics, we would almost have to conclude that statistics in ;a crude
form had already infiltrated the elementary school.

. It .5.6a-T'os to '.us, however, that more attention could profitably be de-
voted in the first six .grades to the organization of data into tables and

.
graphs: Attendanee records, heights of children; and so on might be
appropriate data for collection and organization. The median as a mid-

.1 score and the mode could be introduced quite early in th6--gftigrto Ob-
tain single, repricsentative scores for a group of scores. After division
luta been learned, the average known as the mean (arithmetic mean)
couid be applied to data to obtain another kind of ;measure of central
tendency. Even' the effect of large and small scores on the mean could,
be studied, as well as the stabilityof the median and mode under similary
treatment. .
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As is pointed out in Chapter 6, (page 247) the relative frequency con-
-cept. of probability as the ratio of thejtumber of cases favorable to the
occurrence of an ev,ent,Ito the total number of possible happening?, could
be used after fractions had been .presented. Numerous familiarillustra-
tions, such as'the probability of a girl's name being drawn from a class
list by chance, could be..use'd todeveldp the concept. Questioas .of the
form "What are the cha s that . , applied to- a variety of such
examples would precpd iittweduction of th2 word probability.
Weather information about the dumber of stormy, dandy, and -fair
days in a giveh month could also be used in illustrating the concept:

If we next turn our attention to the junior high school, we note that
the ability to idterpret data in tables Mid graphs is frequently a serious
objective of instruction. However; not much attention is given to fre-
quency graphs, such as the histogram, the frequency polygon, the cumula
live frequency graph, and the graph. of cumulative per cents. These would
nqt be difficult to teach. These are the kinds of graphs whichare cuncrete
and basic to developing more -sophisticated statistical notions. With
them is initiated the concept, of distribution and the idea that the area
under.certain curves may be.used to represent either thetotal frequency
or a per cent of the total frequency.
. Unfortunately, we would find that these junior. high sehool students
are. rarely given experiences in starting with a question or problem; de-
aiding which data need to be collected, planning. how ib organize the
data, and actually collecting them. All that we would usually see would
he canned data in tabular or graphic fOrm. The only tasks left for the
students are to read anckinterpret them. We think that it .would be
possible and desirable to give these students'experience with the whole
prdhlem- solving prOcess instead of just its,terminal operation..

It seenis to us that histograms should be introduced notiater than the
. 7th or 8th grades cif the junior high 'chool.. The histogram is merely a

vertical bar graph in which the areas of the.,bars of constant width are
proportional th thelrequencies. Along the horizontal axis are placed the

.14

measurements or cittegocies of.the variable whose frequencies are being
studiO. The frequency: of measurements based on the body, like the span
of a stu dent's hand or the length of his stride, might be used to study £h'
distribution of different sizes in the class, dr, in the case of categories,
the frequency of different eye colors in the grdup might be surveyed.
Questions about the most frequent or least frequent value of the variable
could he framed. The probability notion (Chapter 6, page 265)`could.be
given attention by asking:the students what, the chances are that the..

name of a student, with blue eyes, for example,, night be-drawn frinn a
well-shafted pack of class cards. The prOballlity idea could be extended

Mt.

2 8 5.
. Oi
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- by asking what the chances are that the name of blue-eyed or a brown--
y d student be drawn. Questions Of' this type lead to the. slimming of
obabilities to answer "or" questions; and, underproper guidance, to the .

Obvious fact that the sum'of the probabilities of an entire set' of mutually
exclUsive events equals 1. Incidentally, the students can be provided
with further experience in choosing appropriate scales represent'data,

in the case of the histogram, learn the importance of always Speci-
lying the location of zero on the vertical axis. Finally, the tables which
provide the raw data for the graphs can be extended to show in 'decimal
form whdt proportion each frequency is of the total frequency (seecTable
1, p. 297). A partial check on these computationsis that their sum should
equal 1. There is also an opportunity here- to get the . students used to
seeing probabil4S expressed in decimal forni.

From the histogram it is easy to obtain the. frequency polygon for the
same data by drawing' a broken line graph through the midpoints of
the top bases of the vertical bars, and connecting the endpoints to points.
on the horizontal axis one-half. unit to the left and-right of the 'limits of
the histogram. (Fig. I:) It is not difficult to get students to see that the
total area of the bars equals the area under the frequency polygon: Only

, some intuitive notions of congruent right triangles are needed..

Fm. 1
x. .

. .

It is a common practice in probability and statistics to assign the area
under a graph; the value 1 and use this geometnc picture to ,represent
probability measure, lust as, it is common in e calculus topicture the
derivative as the fatigent of the ingle of' inctiation that a line tangent ,
to a curve makes with the x, a.,By selecting various areas under t4e'
Polygon the teacher, can gi'vAie students 'experience in interpreting'
this aremprob:ibility analogue/, :

1 By choosing data
' like heights f audents;zthe graphs tf cumulative

e
- frequency and cumulaitive per,,cent c e taught,"Questions13:bout ho-w

4.
0 . ,
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many and what per cent of the students are taller or shorter than .a
given height .ean,be pOsed and answered .from the graph:,:Furthermore,
the use of cumulative per cents gives a natural introduction to-the per--
centiles, deciles; and quartiles, including the median.

.

This.also giveS an excellent opportunity to point out that theaverage ;..,'
height or weight of .a group of normal students is not necessarily the
height or weight of a normal Student. 'In fact; variability from the aver-
age is much more likely to occur than identity with it. Not only Should..
we be acquainting children with the uses of statistics but also we should:
be pointing out to them Some'of the misuses and misconceptions of Stet---'.
tistics which are all to common-, . - . .

7How 1 e Lie with Statistics is the title"of a 1954 book by Darrell Huff'°
which brings out very cleverly some of these misuses: In. their Statistia,
a New Appr'oach; Wallis and Roberts devote a whole chapter, to misuses'
of s tatistics." They classify some of these misuses As due to- (1) shifting
defiriitirms, (2) inaccurate meastirecnent. or...claSsificatiou of cases, ( )
methods of 'selectinp,., cases, .(4) inapproPrili.te comparisons, .(5)''shifti. g:'

I
.compisition of groupS, (6) misinterpretartion of association or';.Corkela7*.:.
tion, (7) disregard of dispersion, (8Ytechnical errors, (9) rnisleadinoState,-.
frionts; and -10). misleading charts. Beginning riot: later:otharGaie 8th.:

.: grade c iers o iliathernatics:should seek tr.)" inakotheir students More
critical of s'orne d._theSe disto ons of the truth: lane of the lest .pro-..
cedurci.; is forth teacher and the ass to clip from newspapers rind maga7..

.methods of axriying at conclusions,
seem doubtful..iot all, of these w. 1 he useable, for frequently, the ma- .
terial being disco. 'ed, requires spe al -knowledgp Ora degree of sophisti,
cation not yet. attain d .-by, the udents. . , .

'Under misleading cha ' Hs- and "Roberts show -how a .1oken line
graph, might he used to exaggerate an increase in the cost of living. This-. ..
was. dmie V: choosing a few years during which the'Increase, occurred
ii.nd ignoring earlier- and. later ye:irs; and by magnifying the Vertical

.scale:: In another example tOe purchase and redemption of U. S-Arid:-4
was compared by using a scale for the redemption.data three times as,
la.r.12,:e osIti:tt forithe sales. Other misleading devices are to omit the Zero.-
point oirttic horizontal. or vertical scales, andt6 use Cite same intervals

...7on. the horizontal scale for units of different size.'.. .

...( In the elementary algebra course of the ninth grade we find that .in -
,sonie..sehools a /unit 61 .(16s'eriptive statiSties'has been inserted; -probably
jit,st before the graphing.,of,finear equations. 'Chi: unit :usually jrivolve;;

9.tables, histograins, frequency polygons, t he r-trt hnietie mean, the me::
(hap, the mode, and the range. But this material is Often tin island unit

..,-. ,::

.tines material \ \ hose conclusions u
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in that its concepts do, not appear later m any of the other units, of
instruction.

Ninth,grade students may be asked to write a formula lbthe mean.
There may be story problems about filidi4g the score or grade needed to
obtain a.desirable scholastic average, but the, rapid method Of finding's -

mean by, taking deviations from an arbitrary score is rarely mentioned.
': Let us Stop a inoment to illustrate this useful method by an 'ekample.

Suppose that theiarnount of change in t4 pockets.of five-boys is 230,
360, 190, 31'0; and 24, respectively. The problem is to ftild, the'rnean of,
the 'five al-nounts*plpse we guess the mean toibe 250. Subtracting 25 ',, .
from. eaclit orthe ;five numbers wee obtain 2, +11, 6, .-F'6 and 4. '
The sum of, these five deiriatiiiiis is +5. Their mean is +%= +1. Add-

..ing thig- mean of the deviationa ,to the guessed mcan,we ,get c+f)"±
25 = 26. This' is the mean of the five a ounts, for

(23 + 36 +-1944!i34 + 1) .L: 130
26:

i

f,..

Getting class averageS this way gives useful drill in simple. operations
with signed numbers. .

° 5. It seems that the mean 'equals thezuessed mean added.to the mean
the'deviaOns2,If we want to prove this for 'better studentaAii may be'
done as f011ows: Symbolizing the rnean by ±,, the 4uessed mean by g f
and the mean of the by a, we want to prove that t. = g + a.
To shoW this for any five:scores, repreeent thein by*,', x2 24 ,. and
xi. Then

g) (x1 g) ± (x3 g) + (x4 g) (xi g).

'5

(xi "± x2 ± a + + x5). 5g by the associative' and cOrrunuta---,---
5 :4

tile law4t
as xi. + x2 ±ix;°± x4 ± 4 .by the distributive law for division

41.10
titution of :equals.

r
g by. su

Hence, = g + trthe a-±" ition axiom for equations.. The sane rgu-.
ment can be used with any number of scoreit,Afurthei; important ob

A4. -servatiqn is that if the real mean is equal to the guessed inean,ti g
then d 0 by, substitution of equals. Tine means, writing

(d, d2 43 ± d5)'for x1 g etc., that 0 by siibstitutionpf-
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equals, and that d1 'd2 (,13 d5 = 0 by the multiplication
axiom for equations. We now have proved that the sum of the'devia
tions from the mean of five scores is zero. Again,. th j result can be
proved for any ninnberofscores by the same kind of argument..

FURTHER CONCEPTS OF STATISTICS IN THE SCHOOLS
. Symbolism is an important concept in the study of statistics as in

many fields of mathematics. But even among college students inability
to interpret symbols is a serious block to their progress in mathematics.
Sorneof the casualties might be prevented if experience With a, variety
'of symbols was given during, the secondary school years. The symbols
used tofTepresent Variables 'and constants in elementary algebra arc
pretty well conthied to lower case letters and capitals of the Roman type.
There is practically ner.use of subscripts, primes, and Greek letters which
are used s6Tfrieqliently in 'statistical formulas.

41 . .

.1 p proximal . is also an important idea in statistics. Not only is this
reflected in the' tvr probability deals with- uncertainty but also in the
fact that the data of statistics are frequently measurements. Wte know'
that all measurements are approximate. Tf tile. heights of ninth grade
rmys are being examined, a score of .65 inches could not be represented
by a point. Instead, a line segment extending from 64.5 to 65.5 would he
necessary. If a Mean height is to he deterMinel, from such data, the
principles of corriputing with nirrithers which represent approximations
must. he known. Evaluation of mensurational 'formulas, invnlving the
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and square root of such
rimbers. and other geometrical and trigonometriCal problems in which
at t ent ion must he given to the concept of approximation should be etn-
phasize, I.

Discreteness and continuity are essential ideas.in statistics: Dots,and
unbroken lines and curves are the respectiVe graphic pictures of these.
In the Past,' we have in ninth grade algebra either restricted otirselves
to the continuo us kind'of variation. or have blithely assumed continuity
for variable: whielt are discrete. We should use more relations which
require dot diagrams for their study. We should have the students clearly
define the dornains and ranges of variables by means, of sets.

In the tenth grade we concentrate on (17:Action as the method of mathe-
matical pr,.iof. The conclusions are certain, i c rest, logic is applied, to
the accepted definitions, postuli , under ,t1 terms, an previously
proved theorern:4. 1 min ction is, used sparingly to arrive at hypotheses to
he tested by deduction, and the danger of basing concluSion's oil it is
emphasized.

289
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Among the ten misuses of statistics'listed by Wallis an

shifting dlinitions, methods of selecting cases; and misled
Thetenth year with its emphasis on logical thinking in n
as well as mathematical 'situations is a good time to -spi
of statistics. Fur example, when unfriendly nations criti
iIf unemPraerit in the United StateS, it is to their advantage td;sitift
the definition of xiumber of unemployed to mean all of those wotkerS who
io.not A.vork full time. ,

In the eleOnth ortwelf th grade-a unit on permutations and combinations
s followed probability.. The latter is defined in. terms of relative
frequency: Problems of the a priori type, in Which the probability of an
3vent' is a s.symed in advance of an experiment;, engue the attention of
!;he students. ExampleS such as. coin tossing, dice thi.(Aving, carddrawing,
ind lifting ba.11s from urn arc used. Trio Many of these problems in-
volve the equal prollability of eents. Life ,insurance tables are used to
illustrae the necessity o posteriori prorl?fibiliy. C

The modem- con pt prbbability as a measure of a subset. of the
-set of all possible events of a certain kind does not app,par. The poslula-
tionarapproach tot, plobability is avoided. Independent events-and mu.;
tnally exclusive events receive Considerable attention but conditional
probability' is usually concealed behind dependent events. The binoniial
.expansion is seldom related to mutually exclusive events. Dire in large
measureto the lark of systematic treatmen,t, the students find the text-

..
book problems very frustrating..

IFIINDA'NIENTAI, IDEAS AND TERMS

Rober we e
ing statements.
mathematicalthesis
e the amount

We are all aware of the increase in the birth rate oithe LIT ited States
since 1042. In certain Sections of our country, this population groWth was
,'much more rapij than in Others. As this phenomenon .continued; tht
future need for !mire classrimms and school buildings became ,evident.
In manycoMmuniti& the local school boards, reported the data to citi-
zens through the medium of tables and 'graphs.

-The collection, orgaiii7ation, presentation, and interpretation of these
numerical data, are descriptive statistics. The term statistics Jias alSo
been applied to the data themselves

The -process of counting was the essential one in collecting birth data.
However, we crui See that in planning felt the. location of a school and
for the cost of transportation of students to it, the distancesfrom the
homes to the prospective school had to be taken into account. Hence;
measurement scores as well as frequencies were involved in the statistical
treatment

+a
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If we were Concerned about this problem in our own community we i

would probAbly try to. collect infmation alint all births over in period
of..year:4. In other words, we, would collect population (lata; .,we would

-hardly be satisfied Witlia.partial census. On the other hand? if we wanted
to estimate the nationat need fgt.' new scl-ioo , we almost surely. would
have to deal with a part of th{populatolt L_ n,this ease we would select
a 'sample. Froicy'such limited data we would hope to predict with an ap-
propriate degree of accuracy the national need for additional Classrooms.

This is 7a problem in,'induclion:. From the information given by thy- -'-
sample We woul want,tO obtain certain tentati e generalizations about
-the pOpuhLtioti_of hieti the sample' is a part. A in, or ppoblein is.kv to .,
select such :). sample so that our estimate of the pop lotion characteristics.
possesses -adequate,accui-acy. 4r ,..

In .selecting the sample.' 'we Wonld certainly want to eliminate bias.
1,((In ()tiler words, we would w:' t to be sure that we did not draw our '

saMple from a very special art Of a popul4on, and then attempt to -,

draw conclusions about a whole population.Toiexample,
Sample on anational basis we would hardly Hunt:our sampling to states
cast of the Alississiivi, or to cities,' or to the we:aillest' states, or the
coastal states. IP ,

. ( ,
. .

We Would also be concerned about the size of our sample. What per
cent of the popukttion'should constitute our sample.. we Chose a very-
small per cent, we Might about the reliability of )ur prediction,
for small sartipIes are likely teL:vary .ntuch more than lar e Jules. If we
selected a 1.,:cry large sample, the Cost of c011ecting the d ta..might ex- s.

' haust our financial 'resources.
1.',veli if we were szttisiied with the size of oiir saniple, we vourd still

the
)have the problem of determining h oest way to use the informatiotn.-

to .arrive at :void estimates. of the -population characteristics. L'Uless
we had used i-aadoirincss. somewhere in the process of selecting the sample,
we would be:I-TM:colt' Forexantrle, we, might divide. e;tch.state into geo-
giaphical. :treas.:1ml in sbine random nimincf.select coronnutities from

41(6 11.111'c:tett of 'these areas. If we had used the random proeess. iu thetk
A .

a gp),opriate way,. Nv e would have satisfied one'condition for using proba:
bilily.throry.to helli us make our estimates. : . .

.1 Kemal conditnui is that we must know the distribution of i

measures calculated -from. the sample data. Fnr example, ii would prob-
ithlt want to know hoW the birth rate varied from one sample of the-

o

popul:ttion toa liother.'In, some samples this rate would be relatively sniall,
and in others fairly lige. The essential information needed is liow fre-'

. .,--' .quently.liirth rates*of different sizes would,occur if all_ possible samples

.2 9 j .'""
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etween the
foiimates

curve, the
ily solved.

re 'complicated.

had been'.drawri from' the population. If. th,
sires of the birth,:rates and their- frequency is or
known matheinatical function, like the bell-shape
piblem of. making the population?estirriateS.
When a knoWn ,distribdtiOn does not appear, 'other
statisticalmethe imay be found applicable.q

THE RELA 'ION I;;ETWEEN,Y1i,01tABILITY ANe. . STATIST ICS
' - Under. conditiong :like these'probabiliti earns w; t escriptive stn=

tistics wlien infeginpes,are to be made fro sarli,pleli;ON,she population
Of which it is a. part. Whereas the, Statistics-of '30 to 40 ye,ar's irsgo used
to be limited pretty `such to descriptive statistics, modern Statistics is
a combination of. descrip e nd inferential statistics in which probti-
bilily); an integral t.. statistics and probability can no longer
separated.

We have beed tal ttbout the application of probability to sta-
tistical data..beitainly'sprobabilitY as abranrat (A-.x athe-matics has an

°R.k existence independent of its applications.13 This aspect of probability is
ttreated 41_le preceding chapter.

Probithility and statistics, as pure and applied mathematics respe,c- .

lively, exhibit, all of the themes or all-pervading concepts discussed in
()tiler chipterstol this book. Both real find complek numbers, and of. .

coursi?henperations on them;. are involved in the theoryand applica-
Lions of piob4bility and statistics. We havenlre'ady illustrated tl3c ways '
ineasurement and approximation permeate the union of the two sub-.
jects. Induption aild deduction-arc both involved. Lela -60u and function
are "on stage" whether we tire using tables:nal graplit, or&ni,sidering func-
tions like thelbrntal cUrve, the 1-curve, chi square, or re4cssion lines.
Symbolism, the bane of novitiates in the field, involves sigmas, large and

..smalieteers: Arabic greek-.1-hters, suhscript5, aid integral signs.,
among others. ' .

.'TWO ILLUSTRATI IROIXEMS
Many childtcn are into rested in b: . What does a man's batting

average mean? We may v a been e Johnes average is '375 and
Sam's .253, John is a bete batter:0nm,, t toes this mean that if
both John and Sara bat four times in a certain g,a e John is slice to get.
uric and. a-half hits and San; one?.,Obviously not. Maybe.Sarn%vill be
luckY Ilrthat gkine and get three hits while John w11 have a bad day
and go Aitle440, c ,

Stippose: as a second illustration someone is into ested in knAiwing
Timvmany left=handed stlidentS there :ire in your elte:s of. 40:students.

299
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Hoar would you find out, and how'Would you, convey the information,
to %he inquirer? The answer to this question is easy and obviou,s, but if--
the question were asked in a sehool of 1000 students, how woul,Q, the
problem be tackled? And what if it were ;asked in a school system likes
New York City's with nearly million students? ; .

Now the question might not only concern the tote n ber of left-
handed students in thsystem, but also how many c be expected
on the average in each class of 40 staents.,,You may ask why anyone

-114,sfld be interested in such probleMs: Well, in the first case, it might be
a manufacturer of sporting goods trying to decide how many baseball
gloves to for left-handed bdys or how monk sets of left -hande
golf cluls:is are needed; or in the second cake, it might be an afiEfi, At.6
ing to decide a question of equipping the classrooms in a new school
with the proper number7Of, left-lianded wiffting chairs. Then the fact that

iven class happened to have three left-handed 'students might be
esting but would hardly be helplul to the ar9hitect, particularly if

in other classes in the same school he fodnd that five had no left- handed
pupils, thr hadrone eallt, and one hvl twelveneTlie study of a problem
like' this giould be based on statistical considerations. No amount of
algebra or geometry, arithmetic' or trigonometry by itself is, going to
help. s

Suppose the architect determines that in order to build the school to
best acnantage he needs to solve this problem. Hdw does he go about it?
Are the methods he uses those. which youngsters can understand, ap-
preciate, and perhaps learn to apply to similar situations

STATISTICS AND UNCEItTAINTIEtS \()-
It is easy to see that there are uncertainties involved here. Suppose

in the school of 1000,50 left-handed children are found. Does this
mean that in each room of 40 seats exactly two left-handed chairs will

needed? Of course not! Maybe one room will need pone one year and t.
ten the next. Is iLpfassible that one room might need forty left-handed
chairs gomt tear? It certainly is possible, but is it probable? Far from it
After some thought, the sutdestion is made that it would be wise to put
in .30 right-h ded chairs, 2 left-handed ones, and 8 rather inconvenient
ones which ca e changed fr,om right-, to left-handed, and back as needed.

Now, what t e the chances that things will worl,out? Maybe, it would'
be better to h 35 right-handed, no left-handed, and 5 interchangeable
chairs. But all of this seems so uncertain and so "up in the air." Is there s
any wa,y we can reach some decision which is.fiot based on-pure guessing?
The answer is "yes" and- the niethods are those of statistics.

Even thotygh some well- formulated problems involve so much un- .
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certainty that there is no unique answer to them, decisions must be made
every day as best we can, orders placed, and money spent. ,Thus, it is
of the utmost importance that youngsters learn as early as possible
that mathematics can be tfsed to study problems involving uncertain-ties.
Particularly, they should see that when One answer is chosen from several
possible ones by statistical reasoning there is a reasonable. assurance
that it is better than the others. .

Alf of this has been said many times and in many places. One state-
ment that summarizes our discussion especially well is the following:
"The notions Of probability, correlation, and sampling are among the
fundamentals of modern social measurement. ... Moreover, there is in
all statistics a salutary concern for the uncertain and the incomplete
for the gray that is real moreNthan fOr..the black and white that is ab-
straction. It.is well for the student to learn both that mathematics has
uncertainty, and that uncertainty can be mathematical) treated. This
knowledge is important in many fields; teachprs of scien and teachers,
of history alike have their troubles with .students who are persuaded .

that all reasoning is geometrical and all evidence conclus' ,e."14

. CIIARAC7RISTICS OF. STATISTICAL ALYSIS
What then are thy characteristics Of the sta nent and solution of a

problem by statistical methods? It seems kt? us that most probleMs sub-
jected to statistical analySis involve decision making in the face of un-
certainty, with the concomitant problem of what the chances are that
the decision is right. That kind of problem is

new

by the architect in
choosing the kinds of seats for classrooms in a new school. The same sort
of problem confronts the purchasing agent for a flour company when he
has to make up his mind whether qr not to buy a certain carload of wheat.
The manager of a baseball team in the World Series, trying to decide
whether to use a\vinning pitcher after onlytqo days rest, is in a similar
"forked road" situation. In the same "fix" is the buyer of mens' shirts in-a
large department store. Whataornbinations of neck sizes and sleelfe
!engths should be stocked,'and .in what proportion? In the same quandary
is the superintendent of a light bulb factory. What percentage of defec-
tive light bulbs cRn he allow before ordering the machine 'shut down for
repairs, and,how oes he find out the percentage of defective bulbs it is
makineaii3Pwiay? Even the schoolboy who claims he can tell bottled
coke from tap coke will not be admowledged as competent inthat'skill
unlesS he makes, correct choices a certain per cerit of thse time. How many
times must he be right to demolish the charge that he is just lucky?

These are all prdhlernS which call for a decision. Furthermore, all of
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them have a certain practicality in modern life. They. problems which
. .

are susceptible qattack by statistical methods, except that of the base-
ball manager, and yet what student of elementary secondary school
mathematics would: have any idea of how to attack them? ,

We shall now attempt to indicate how certain statistical ideas and
processes, basic.to the-solution of such problems, might be given more
attention in the schools.

OUTLINE OF A STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF A PROBLEM
The first and most important idea is the one we have been emphasizing

continually till now, namely, that problems of decision in the face of-
uncertainty ar, really susceptible to mathematical study: We state again
the idea, whic may be unfamiliar to many, i.e., mathematics is not ex-
clusively a matter of techniques of numerical calctilation, algebraic
manipulation, geometrical proofs and constructions, or even of analysis
and .deductive thinking. It may also erve as a .basis for inductive in-
ferences from partial data and incomp ete information. s w

Too often we run across the idea teat mathematics must: be exact,
idealistic, and certain. That a, mnthem' tical model of a physical situa-
tion may not produce conclusions that re exact and certain should re--
ceive more attention.

After we have agreed that a mathema ical approach to the solution of
a probm is possible, the first step is to f rmulate the probleMcarefully.
It is frequently true. that a careful staten ent of the problem yields ideas
about the best method of attempting a solution, and one of the first
would prt)bably be that the situation is too large or, too complex to
handle in toto. We find therefore that ive hivei to draw a sample from the
population we are-ludying and we must decide how large a sample is
needed and how best to draw it ,

The next step would. be tIT gathering of the relevant data from the
sample, recording and tabulating thein, and organizing them in such
forms as graphs and tables for the purpose of presentation.

Following this we would have to interpret the data in the light of the
forinulated problem:

Finally, we would want to infer from the sampleTwith a desirable de-
gree of probability, conclusions about the population relevant to the
solution of the probleni. ."

How many of the techniques and ideas invo 'ed in these procedures
ttre in our present ettinieulum? Many of them are w there and allthat
is necessary is merely to point them Out and emphasize that these Sal-
ready familiar ideas arid techniques are useful in statistical problems as
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well as in others. There are also some relatively simple new techniques
which we hope may become part of the regular work in elementary and
secondary mathematics. We recognize, of course, that many of the ideas
and mathematical methods of statistics are too complex and too subtle
for any but specialists in the field, and these we shall either not mention.
at all or merely note briefly in passing,

FORMULATING THE PROBLEM
Often the original statement of a prOblem is quite vague. The first

requisite in an attempt at a solution should. be an effort to state the
problem carefully, to define the key words accurately, to recognize the
assumptions being made, to disregard irrelevant facts, and so on.. For
example, In the problemout the architect and the left-handed chairs,
the wad leftrhanded seems to be the lsey word. What is meant by left-

-handed? Well, in this problem we obviously do not care if an individual
° bats left-handed at a baseball game or eats left-handed at dinner, but

only whether, fo; one reason oranother, hetWrites with his left hand.
Even this stipulation is not enough, for there are left-handed individuals
who write i,x1 such a position that they prefer right-handed chairs. Hence,
in this instance, left-hadded will be taken to mean writes left-handed and
prefers a left-handed chair. With the aid of this definition we are in a

. better position to. select the data for answering the question,. "How
many right-Unded, left-handed, aid interchangeablechairs are needed
in each elltssroom planned, for 40 pupils?"

A much more complicated situation' Confronts the "superintendent of
the. light bulb factory. He really has several questions to answer before
he decides whether to hut dowtk the machine for repairs or to leave it
running. Some might b : "What is a defective light bulb?", "How do I
know how many defective ones I'm making a day?", "How high can I
let the defective proportion' rise before I act?", "Do I make this deci-
sion on the basis of profit and loss on on the Nputatijon of our factory
for producing only the best Hart bulbs in the industry ? ", and inciden-
tally, "What 'does' best mean in this situation?",

Of course, we can overemphasizeAhe. semantic aspects. However,
the danger of being too slipshod in formulation is the greater one. Sup-
pose the sales manager says that all bulbs to be satisfactory must have a

. guaranteed continuous life of at. least 1000 hours. Now We have a defi-
nition of a defective bulb,- namely, one that does not yield 1000 hours of
continuous service. But hOw is the superintendent to know whether de-
fective bulbs are -being made? Most high school students will recogiqe
that it would be foolish to burn each bulb for 1000 hours to find out
Whether it was defective. By the end of that time the useful life of the ,
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bulb would be nearly eihausted. One result would be that the consumer
would not get his money's worth.

The careful formulation and discussion of this problem by a class of
students-would almost certainly lead to the idea of testing a single bulb
now and then from a given run. That is, we would select a saniple, test
the sample, obse7;ve the results of the test, and infer from the observation a
ccrnclusian about the quality of the bulbs being ;oduced. Finally, from
this conclusion we would make our decision to stop roduction for repairs
or to continue production, even though we know the machine is making
a certain number of defective bulbs which will have, to be replaced at
the consumer level. This is an example of industrial quality control which
is playing an increasingly important role in many manufacturing proc-
esses:-

While the importance of carefully defining words like defective is
usually stressed during the teaching of geometry in the 10th or 11th
years, we should remember that the teacher of mathematics can make
a contribution to the general eduClion of students by using illustrations
and problems outside of the field of geometry to indicate the equal im-
portance of careful definition in many other ,fields of mathematics as
well as in a variety of life situations.

TIIE IMPORTANCE OF SAMPLES
Usually a problem which can be attacked by statistical methods will

involve properties of a certain set of objects. It may be that the set is so
numerous.that it is impractical to examine every one or it may be that
the property is of such a nature that its determination destroys either
the object or the property. In either case we ire forced to consider only a
sample of the population we are interested in. This concept of a sample
is one of the most important in statistics. We shall,.therefore, spend
sometime discussing some of the salient properties eye want in our san-
ples and the ways samples can be selected so as to insure these properties.

The size of the sample must be .sufficiently large. When samples are
drawn by a random process, both experience and theory reveal that the
smaller-the sample, the greater is the variation from sample to sample in.
whatever measures are taken. This means, for, example, that the error
in the prediction of the mean height of all American men from} the mean
height of a small sample of men is much more likely to be serious than
the corresponding error associated with a larger sample. We have to de-
cide, in advance of sampling, the size of error we are willing to tolerate.
Then we have some basis for deg the size of the sample we should
take.

Usually it is important that the method of selecting the sample should

9 7
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contain in it some kind of ranclomne,ss. The reason for this is that ran-
domness must be present if we are going to be able to use probability
theory to infer characteristics of the population from the sample.

This is the second time that the idea of randomness has appeared in
this chapter. Perhaps it would be well to point out what is meant by
randomness when referring to the selection of a sample. Intuitively it
means that there has been no special selecting going on, that no fasTorites
are being played. More technically, it means that every element in the
population has the same chance as every other element to be selected as
a member of the sample being chosen. Later We shall illustrate a few of
the many meth* of incorporating randomness into the sampling
process.

ti

SAMPLES IN THE CLASSROOM
In the next few paragraphs we shall offer some examples of sampling

which might be appropriate at different school levels. Consider a class
of 29 children about whom we want some information. We will try to
get it by considering samples drawn in the following manner Assign to
each child a number from 1 to 29. In one box place three disks numbered.
0, 1, and 2, in another box place ten disks numbered 0 to 9. By drawing a
disk from each box any number from 0 to 29 may appear. After each
drawing replace the disks, shake up each box and draw again. By drawing
five numbers, ignoring the 00 and any number which has been drawn
before, we get a sample of the class of size five. Similarly samples of other
sizes could be drawn.

How might such a device be used? What kinds of questions might be
asked? The key idea would be to see to what extent cer in information
about all the children could be obtained by taking only sample of the
class. For instance, what is the average time it takes t get to school?
How close would we get to the truth if we took samples of 5? 10? 15? 20?
The answers here would show what happened as sample size increased.
How many hours of sleep does the class get? How long does the homework
take? Thesie two questions provide an opportunity to point out the im-
portance of getting accurate data. What is the average height, of the
class? Would our answers be just as good if we took the measurements
of only the first five children who entered the classroom? If we took only
one row? Would such sampling give each possible sample an equal
chance of appearing? In a like vein would it make any difference if our
sample contained only boys or girls?

In the upper ,grades of the elementary school the mean of a collection
of numbers is commonly obtained. What we feel is needed here is only

2
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an extension -of this experience to answer questions like those above.
By such-procedures it should be possible to -develop inductively some
understanding of the concept of a random sample, the iiortance of
lessening the bias in samples, and the effect of the site of the sample on
the accuracy of predicting the characteristics of the total group. As a
less important by-product, there would be considerable practice in add-
ing and dividing numbers. There certainly would be rio difficulty in j
providing enough practice. For example, there are over 140,000 different
samples of 5 students that can be drawn from a class of 30. This is merely
the number of combinations of 5 things that can be selected from 30
things; each sample selcotcd will differ in one or more of its metbers
fromevery othersample.

.

At wixatever level the study of functional graphs begins it could be
emphasized that the points which are plotted are only a sample sitt, of
the set of all points which lie on the graph. In,a, linear graph a sample, of
size two is sufficient to determine the ivhole set. Is this also true for
graphs of quadratic .functions? ObviouSly not.,The set of sample points
must not only be greater than -two in number but must be carefully
selected if the sample is to be. significant fot the whole set, Discussion
could follow as to the size of samples and how4hcir selection shOuld be
made:

In geometry the study of locus problems leads very naturally to ques-
tions of sample-points. How does one usually, determine the locus of the
center of a circle of radius r passing through a given point P? Certainly,
one very, effective way, to begin the study of the problem is to take a
sample of half a dozen cases out of the infinitely many possible ones to
see what common property they possess. This is not statistical problem
but it will provide an alert teacher with an opportunity to discus's the
notion of a sample.

A basketball coach determining the makeup of his team by watching
his boys practice is using the idea of sample. The coach assumes that the
reactions of his boys in practice are a good ample of their reactions in
the game. Sometimes he is right but not alway . In order to improve his
sample he makes practice sessions as clase to the realgame situation as
possible. .A baseball player's btitting 'ay.erage for tfle.first:Month of the
seasi-ni is determined from this sample of his playing for the season.
Whether the whole season will be consistent with the sample is always
the questioii-the coach faces. Th:- isalso the question the statistician
must always vsider, i.e., "Is this sailiple a true sample of the popula-
tion I want to study?" d ,

The trouble with these samples is that they are not really reprcsenta-
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tive of the population the coach is intertsted in. Out of all Possible re,
actions of bo on a basketball floor the ebach is interested in those par:
ticuLarreactions which occur in a game. But the sample he considers-Is
Made up of the reactions he observes in practice which is not in fact a
sample of game reactions, but only of the total reactions and not ewita
very good sample of that becaiise game reactions have been excluded.

r) BIAS IN SAMPLES. \
In order that to theory of probability can be applied to statistical

data it is necessary that every possible sample that can be drawn has an
equal chance of being selected. When the method of selecting samples
does not satisfy this condition, we say that the sampling process is
biased: Sometimes it is obvious that a given sample is biased. One ex
ample is the one in the last paragraph. As another, we note that it--is
usually true th.9:t a rookie's batting average during his first swing around
the major Jetgue circuits has little relation to his average at the end of
the season.' By restricting the measure of batting success to the first'
month of play we prevent other samples of the rookie's batting proVchs,.
during later months from being selected. Hence, biased sampling is
present.

A teleyision rating service wants to find out what fraction of the tele-
vision audience in a certain city are watching a particular program on
Cl annel.X at 6 p.m. ofa certain day. Starting with a name selected at
random in the phone book, the raters call every hundredth name and
ask which station is being watched. Since the sample selected is limited to
those who have both telephones and television sets, who have their tele-
vision sets turned and who answer the telephone call, it is rather
obvious that the sampling process is biased,

RANDOMNESS AND REPRESENTATIVENESS

Randomness- refers to a method of selection in which each possible sample
in a population has an equal. chance of being drawn. It is certainly pos-
sible in finding the mean height of 9th grade students, for .exaMple, that
the sample selected will contain only those who are below the mean in
height. In this case the sample ,is certainly not representative of the
whole population of 9th grade students. However, the theory of proba-
bility still applies as long as the method. of selection gives each possible
sample an equal chance of being selected. -

Representativenev refers to agreement between tnecharackristics of a ,
sample and thi poiNation from which it was drawn. Assuming a knowl;
edge of the distribution of heights ifi a given population, for example, it is /
certainly possible to purposely select a sample mhose frequeTy polygon /

)
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is similar to the frequently polygon of the population. In this case the
sample could be representative of the population but probability gory
could not ,be applied to the sample data, for the method of selection did
not permit each possible, sample an equal chance of appearing.. .

Let us examine some ways by which we might try to assure random-
ness in selecting a sample.

.

1. Suppose a door krizeis to be given to one of the fifty couples who
-e-are attending a dance. Asthe couples enter each isgiven a ticket bearing

a certain numb k Toward the.end tof the evening one of the numberS is
drawn from

l
a co itainer holding-disks numbered from I. to 50. If there

*i

has keen a thorough mixing of the disks in the container, only bhance
should dictate the winner. This is simple random sampling.. Each cauple
in the population had an equal and independent chance of winning. The
sameprocedure could.be used todraw samples of 2 ,or 3 or tiny number
less than . 50. HoweV.rthe physical act of thoroughly shuffling' large
numbers of disks or cards.or other objects and then drawing frona them
is'much more difficult to do than is generally' recognized. This, of course,
is one reason some card, players can seemingly read the cards. They''re-
member the order, of the cards which resulted from the play MAW pre-
vious game and 'realize that, with the usual poor shuffling of the deck,
the probability of approximately the same order is better than that of an
arbitrarily 'different order. . .. .

2. You may think that by witing down aseries ofnumbers which you
select just by chance you would really get a random set. Unfortunately,
this is not so, as most people-will automatically lend to select numbers
from the middle of the given group rather than at the end. An interesting.
experiment in a class might be to have each student write down ten
numbers at random, these numbers to be chosen from the digits 1 to 10.
You might expect that each number would appear about the same
number of times. However, the results will surprise you. The chances
are extremely high that the middle numbers 4, 5, 6, .7 will occur much
more frequently than the extreme digits 1. and 10. For these reasons
better. ways of.assuring randomness have teen developed. .

One such way is to use a table of random numbers! Such a table of
randOm 'numbers usually consists of rectangular arrays of 5-digit num-

which have been prepared by using mechanical and electronic meth-
ods which people accept as really producing it random series. Each num.
ber is located in a specific row and .column of a specific page. The other
numbers Which are in the same row or column occur in such a sequence
that there. is practically. no chance of predicting what these other num-

'hers will be. By selecting a pate at random, stabbing with a pencil at the
selected page while the eyes are closed, to. obtain an initial number,

3t)1
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a.
flipping a coin.to decide whether to proceed up or down the column or.to
the left or right in a rowone can be-fairly certain that any biasTh7The
chosen sequence of numbers is quite 'thoroughly eliminated. ;
'Unfortunately, tables of random %limbers re rather rare in school

libraries and since they are fairly experiVe; w look for a substitute. Ala
a fair approxiination to such 'a table of rand m numberatone may for
classroom purposes use the columns of the fo rth and'fiftli digits in a
five.place logarithm table. Suppose you wa, a sample of 10 children
from a freshman class of 100. List the child en alphabetically and num-
ber them in order!Then refer to the table of random numbers, and pick
an arbitrary starting point. One might open the book casually and stab
at the open page with a sharp pencil without looking. Starting with the
number nearest to the pencil point take the next ten numbers in the
colinne ignoring duplications and calling 01, 02, 1, and '2, and so on
with00 to be 100. The children whOse numbers come up in this way then
constitute the sample. When we tried this method we obtained the ten
numbers. 11, 73, 34, 95, 56, 17, 78, 39, O0,'and 61. Such a sampling pro-
cedure wilt he much more truly random than putting all the names in a
hat, shuffling them. and draWing ten names.*

Instead of taking a simple random sample of the whole population we
rotiy use other methods known as stratifiecksaMpling or sampling
or systematic sampling.

Stratified sampling is the' process of dividing a population into sub-
groups and selecting a simple random sample from each of the subgroups.
The total sample is the'composite of the subgroup Samples. The size of
the subgroup's in the sample is usually proportional to the fraCtion that'
the subgroups are of the total population. Sometimes this*,ction is
known; sometimes it has to be estimated. For example, suppoie that in
order to determine the college preferences of high school seniors we want
to draw a sample but we feel that the sample should contain a number
of seniors from each state which is proportional to the population of that

-state. Then from each state a simple random sample of Ai determined
size would 'be drawn. This would give a- sample stratified according to
area. The sample could have been stratified according to income tax
brackets of parents or guardians. To do this we would draw from each

srifterne tax bracket a sample of size proportional to the number of people
in that bracket. This kind of sample illustrates best what is known as a
representative sample. Of course, what is a representative sample de-
pends on the factors which are chOsen to determine the representative-

On closer inspection we note that this really gives a systematic sample,
since the alteOdate. numbers differ by a constant.

9ti
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ness. It has been found very often that a stratified.,sample predicts the .;

poptition characteristics 'Witter than .a simple random sample.
An illustration of cluster samplingany population can be cdnsidered

a...5 made .up of groups of different sizes:For instance, suppose a public
affdirS organization. wanted to get the reactions of high school students
as to the question of going to college. Within a certain state a sampling
of ten counties out of fifty might be taken by simple. random sampling!'
Withi each county five high schools might be selected by the sameNproc-.
ess. Neither the counties nor the schools might he of the same size.
This would be in example of cluster sampling. ,5

Systematic sampling. Suppose a survey-, is being made of telephone
still7cribers to find out which television program they are watching at a
given day' and hour. By simpledom sampling a given. page and line.

\of the phone book is picked. Whether the left, or right column would be
use might be determined by flipping a .coin.Then the cotresponding.
telephone number would be called. Depending on the size of the listing.'
every 50th or 100th or nth. number after the first would be called until a
certain number had been reached. The sample obtained would be called
a systematic sani,Ple.

In our left- handed chair4problem suppose we decide that from a popu-
lation of 500,000 we want to draw a sample of 1000. We might ao it by
simple random sampling. Or we might decide on a stratified sample by
selecting at random, two students from each of the 500 schools in the
system. A systematic .sample might be taken by selecting ten schools at
random and then taking every tenth name on the roster of those schools.
Another way of getting a sample wouldipe to select at random 25 schools
and then again selectin a random Manner one room of forty students in
each school.

Since in all the foregoing cases random sampling had been used some-
where in the process, the principles of probability could be applied.
Hence, statistical inference of some sort would be possible in each of
these cases. Of course, the conclusions that might be drawn would be
limited by the nature of the population.sampled in each instance.

SAMPLE SIZE

The size of the sample. ta.select, as Veil as the method of sampling, is a
problem if great importance in statistical inference. Consider ale case
of the boy who claimed that ho could taste the difference betWeen coke
from a bottle and coke from a tap. We give him two glasses, one of each
kind, and ask him to identify the tNto sources. By sheer luck he
makd the correct selections. Is one sample of size 2 'sufficient t ei er
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confirm or deny his ability? If not, how large a sample shouldbe used?
Suppose you are willing to admit the testerhas the ability he claims

if he succeeds in, judging the contents of a number of glassts correctly
80 per cent (4 out of 5)' of-the time in the klng run. Suppose you demand
that he must not score below 75 perTent correct on any trial involving a
certain number of glasses. How many glasses must be used at each tasting
trial?

,
There are two kinds Of errors of decision that ght be made. One.is

that thc taster may actually possess the ability but on the trial scores
below 75 per cent; another that he may: not possess the ability but
scores above 75 per cell-t. What can be done to minimize the risk of these
errors?

What the statistician does is to select a level of confidence. A common
one is the 95 per cent level of confidence. This means that if you eon -
ducted many trials of a specified sample size and made a deCision abot
his 41 per ccnt ability each time, you would be correct, in the long ra14,
95 per cent of thc time. If we tell the statistician that we are testing
ability of an 80,,w cent ordlts, that we will accept on a single trial a
score air low as 75 per cent, that we want to'make decisions,with a 95
per cent level of confidence, he will, in this kind of problem, be able to
tell us the number of glasses we should use for our sample trial. The
explanation of how he can arrive ats.that number is, in our opinion, be-

,yond the ability of most higtk school mathemati-eslasses.16

ACCUMULATION OF DATA

Once a problem and the population with which the problem is soni-
cerned have been well defined, and a sample is carefully selected in- as
unbiased a manner as possible, the chamteristic data we want can be
accumulated. This taking of data and recording it is something With
which we are familiar to a greater or less extent. For example, consider
our sarhple of 1000 obtained by selecting all 40 pupils from one room in
each of 25 schools. Now the number of left-handed pupils per room is
obtained Merely by counting. Remember we court as-left-handed for,
our purpfises only those who actually write with their left hand and pre- )
fer left - handed chairs for writing. What shall we do with these numbers
when we get them? /Well, we have .to record .Vhem somehow; and one
obvious way would simply be to list the 25 numbers, each of which is
somewhere between 0 and 40 inclusive. Such a simple listing is, howe er,
fairly hard to analyze. Since one of the problems of statistics is t so
order the primary data of the sample as to get as much informati n out
of them as possible, we hunt for something better than a simple listing..

The numbers through which we record the data; from our sample may
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be obtained, in two ways, depending On .t.etype,....orprbblerit. Iys inaY.,
obtain them b.3', counting, the number' of left-handed students ir"rt-
class, or by tneasunng, eg., the length of life of an electric light bulb.
Though we might,want to checklie accuraci.Of,the count 133y having it ,

repeated'', there is. not Much dic4agreenuent as to tot' to. intike -a count.
About measuremoiti howexef, there is much to be (Chapter
Tn. the shools there 18 ample opportunity to discuss such ideas'as the
units of_ineas-urement,Ahe accuracy, and theyariability of the smre
measurement trfkenty differen'people, or by the Nme peson at.differ- .

ent times.Howver, in se;me east4 even a singlemeasurconent nyst be
considered as a sample of one of the many ineasftreMentAliat might be
made. Such would be the case if an inspector:wert measuring, the diame-
ter 14 a:piston iii an airplarieengine, or 'asphysical education instructor
were determining the weigilit-ora boy in a gm y class. :

ORGANIZATION. AND PRESENTATION . OF .DATA

We clime now to the question of the organization of our data. As'' 0'
stated ah9ve, a mere listing of numbers is almost of no value. We must
order them in some faShion before we can get Much under:itanding of
the information which is contained in them. This is :usually 'done by
making tables of the figures, which are of tiTh accompanied by graphs 'and
diagrams:If there are large amounts of data, these must be summarized
in convenient form. This is the sort of task which many junior high school
classeS would find fairly easy.

For example, suppose we have the following count of left- ha!ided stu-
dents in 25 classes of 40 pupils each:

, 5, 3, 4, 3, 2

2, 0, 2, 1, 2

3, 5, 2, 0, 6 c'
4, 3, 6, 0, 1

2, I, 3, 4, 2.

A useftil'summary4of these data might be obtained by, making a table
of the number of classeS having a certain number of left-handed pupils.

Number of left-handed pupils in class I 2., 3 4 '5 6 7 40,e ,

Number of classes . :1 3 7 5 3 2 2 0 0

From this table what is called a dot frequency diagram can be pr tred
which gives the data additional clarity (Fig. 2).

A still more useful method of presenting these data graphic is

st.
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Flo. 3. F-== number of classes having X or fewer left-handed pupils per claik
uY number of left-handeil pupils per class.

throug the use of the cumulative step graph illustrated in Figure 3.
This graph is obtained by letting the ordinate F, for any given abscissa
X, be the number^oLelasses which haye in them X or fewer left-handed

.pupils. Step giaphs like this one may not be as familiar as bar graphs
, or straight line graphs, but there is no reason why children cannot
(learn to make them. There is a surprising amount of information which
can Ike obtained from them.

For example, questions like the following could be asked: Which class
contributed the greatest increase ''in the number of left-handed pupils?
the least? In which X-intervals was therp-an.increase of 2? of 3? Why is

t. the largest frequency 25? What do the dots mean? What set of numbers is
reprNmtecliby X? by F? Where would you estimate the Median to be?
the 20th percentile? the 80th percentile? Which percentile is 3? 5 ?' What
is the probability that the number of left-handed pupils is less than 2 or
greater than 4 in any one class?

Sometimes it i e case, especially when measurement data are in-
volved, that we have arge number of scores each of which may occur'
only once or, as a statistician says, has a frruency equl to In sum-
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"1`naingisuch data we may find it kmore efficitAt to gioup the scores
classes. f `--

Fcsinp-cancg, .the, life in houks, to the nearest bout, of a sQinple of 40
-slight/bulls might be:

1043

lk25
.1453

r- 1326

973

979 989 1422 1053: 891 1122 1236.

1213 1092 '1321,,
e

94i 117 1212

07 1213 972. 1312 1114 1b31 ;1;1172

1,317, 1501 1211 .71.113 1215 1063

141 1210 12th 101241.1311 1422 ' r342.

In order to simplify t 's array we can ask how many of tsit,s;iruinbers he
between 875 and 9 , how many between 925 and 975, and so on. In

' doing this if an core oc urs'which 0exactly at a class endpoint, we ?'
must agree in advance to hich class it should be assined. In this in- -4

stance we agree toplace ch alecore in the lower clAss. For example,
, 142-ads assigned to tile class with the fiErdpoint 1400:Fatber,,than to,the °

class-with midpoint 4450. To the likaing easily, a-tally sheet may
be set up as shown in Table 1. What ewe have done, for exan4e, is;to'
replace each of the three values 943, 972, and 973 in our original array
by the midpoint of the class (950), do this for each class, and proceed
to presenRhis'condensed picture of the original datgi. '-

A bac graph may be used to represent these data, as shown in Figure4.
This kikd of bar graph is called a freguerzcp histogram, a forbidding name

Class

875 -925875-925

-975925.

975-1025

'1025-1075

1075-1125

11257/175

1175=f225

1225 -1275

1275-1325

1325-1375

1375-1425

1425-1475

1475-1525

TABLE 1 0,

Midpoint Tally Frequency Relative
Frequency

Cumulative
Frequency

900

950

1000

1050
.1100

1150
1200

1250

1300

1350

1400

1450.

1500

7/
..,/

///

iiii

/ ///

///

/
//ii //
//

////

//

////

/

/

2

3

5

5

3

1

7

2

4

2

4

1

1

.

-,,

,

.05

.08

.13

.13 .

;05.

.03

.18

.05

.10

.05

. .10

.03'

.03
...

2

5

10

15 .

18

19

26

28

32

34

38
39

40

Clunulativ
Frequency

.05

.13

.26

.39

.44

.47

.65

.70

.80

..95

.98

1.00N
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for a farrliliar graph. The frequencies for each class are .proportional to ,

the areas of their respective rece.angles., .

When data are grouped in this waljtjs customary to use a cumula -f r
tive polygon gTap,h, instead of the cumulative step graph, for further
analysis oD the data. This is done as follows: Take as abs'eissa the right

4 hand endpoint of any class and determine the corresponding ordinate
0 as the total number of members of all preceding classes. This is,the num-

ber in the 6th column of Table 1. Thus, corresponding to 925, the end-
, point of the first class, We plot 2, and corresponding to 1125 we locate 18,
and so on. A Starting point of 875 and 0 gives us the complete polygon .

when the plotted' its. are joined by straight line segments (Fig. 5)
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- INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THE GRAPHS
From the:Simple graphical presentation of data which we have given,

much intiresting +information can be obtained. Most bf it is simple
enough to be. grasped by ninth grade children. For example, ofie of the
columns in Table 1 is heSded relative frequency.-Etch class entry in this
column is simply, a decimal fraction obtained by dividing the class fre-
quency'by the total number of observations. Usually, the quotient is
expressed as a decimal fraction to the nearest hundredth. In another
column is the cumulative relative frequency which for anyclass is simply
the sum of all the relative frequencies of that class and the preceding
classes.

There is a good opportunity hereto use a knowledge of per cents and
fractions. One interestii problem may be to determine what per cent
of the observations lie below or above a certain point. The reverse prob-
lem is to determine the observation below which a given per cent, say 5Q
of all of the observations lie: These both can be done easily by labeling
the ordinate axis with the per cents which identify cumulative relative
frequencies. Then we read the ordinate associated with a given abscissa,
or, in the second, ease, read the abscissa associated with a given ordinate.

Suppoge, for example, we want to know what per cent of light bulbs
have lives less than 1200 hours. We draw a vertical line from the 1200
point on the ho'eizontal axis until it intersects the graph. Then we draw
a horizontal line from this point of intersection to the left until it inter-
sects the.vertical axis. This latter point of intersection is about 56 or 57
per cent. If, on the other hand, we want to know how long 75 per cent

,or more of the bulbs will burn, we ask what is the number of hours within
which 25 per cent of th% bulbs will burn out. We draw a horizontal line
from the 25 per cent point on, the vertical axis to intersecythe graph.
From this point of intersection we draw a vertical line meeting the hori-
zontal axis at 1025. Incidentally, this point is called the lower quartile,
or first quartile. The 50` per cent point is the median (second quartile)
while the 75 per cent point is caildd the upper quartile or third quartile.
For our light bulb data 'the median is 1100 and the upper quartile is
1300..

These per cent points are also called percentilesi_ the nth percentile is
the point below which lies n per cent of all of the scores when they have
been ar'ranged in order of siZe. Thus: the 90th percentile is the point be-
low which 36 of the scores lie (90 pier centof 40 is 36). In this case the
point corresponds to 1400 hours.

Other possible sources of data for such analyses are heights and

3,19
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nights IA. class rge1914ers, the batting averages of the best 50 batters
in the-American or M/tionii.1 Leagues at the end oi the season, the total
number of diets sl-hviiing on each `throw of thiee dice when they are thrown
many times, the number of letterl in each word of a page of a book, the
distance students live from the school,' the frequency of 0, 1, .2, 9
in the last digit of street numbers, the number of calories in the food ,
consumed by the class during a meal at home; and the number-of chil-
dren in each family of the class. The study of such frequency distribu-,
tions will provide the-students with procedures whichare of considerable
value in later work iri statistics.

MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY
In addition to using the cumulative polygon to determine the median

and the various percentiles of the set of observations, there are other
ways of looking.at the set to get more information. The are primarily
concerned with two questions: 'What single score best represents the set
of data as a whole? To what extent do the scores bunch together of
scatter out?

There are at least three common answers to the first question; each
of these has its advantages and disadvantages. The first is the median
discussed above. This measure is easy to understand. It is easy to com-
pute once the scores have been arranged in order of size. It is not usually
influenced by a few scores which arp much larger or much smaller than
the other scores in the set of data.

To illustrate this last point, suppose you were considering the salaries
paid in a certain factory. There were two janitors at $2000 each, JO
workmen at $4000, 2 foremen at $5000, and the owner who received
$25,000. Obviously, the median of $4000 gives a more representative
measure of the salaries of the group than does the average salary which
is $5367.

The ordinary average whose, value in the last example was $5367
is called the mean: A more teChnical name for it is arithmetic mean to
distinguish it .from two other rarely used measures called the geometric
mean and the harmonic mean. This arithmetic mean is influenced by
extreme scores but it has some advantages which outweigh this fact.
We list a couple.

The mean can be computed without arranging The scores in order of
size. However, it does require more use of multiplication, addition; and
division than does the median.. Most important, if the population is
separated into subgroups of known.sizes and known means, the mean of
the whole population can be determined from this °information without

GROWTH OF MATHr3f .k.TICAS IDEAS-
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going back to the 'original data. The proof of this we will introduce later.
Meanwhile we consider an example. Suppose in a school of 25 rooms of
40 children each the mean height of each room of children were known.
Multiply each mean by the number of children in each room. Add these
products. Divide by 10W. 'The result is the mean of the total group.
This could'not be done with the median because it does not involee the
size of each score as does the mean. If we knew the median height of the
children in each of the 25 rooms, there is no way we could handle the 25
medians to obtain the median height of the whole 1000 children. Since
the mean involves three-of the arithmetic operations,. it can be subjected
to considerable mathematical. treatment and developmellt; the median
which is based: primarily on the order of scores in terms of 'size, is not
amenable to as much mathematical treatment. Hence, since statistics
is a kind of applied mathematics, we will see diet the mean will appear
again and again in future developments while the median will "drop in"
just now and then.

The third common measure of central tendency or score representative-
irtiss is the mode. This is the score that occurs most often in a given fre-
quency distribution. For our light experiment, for instance, the mode
was 1200 hours since the class with this midpoint contains 7 observa-
tions while no other contains more than 5.

The mode is easy to understand and easy to determine. It is not even
necessary to arrange the scores in order. It is not influenced by extremely
large' and extremely small scores. In the illustration of the factory salaries
the mode, -like the median, would also be $4000. On the other hand, the
mode involves no mathematical operation beyond counting the number
of observations of each score or class of scores. Hence, like the median
its use in later statistical developments is extremely rare.

SOME STATISTICAL SYMBOLISM
Mental confusion and fear are often the by-products of many students'

first contacts with the symbolism of mathematics. In particular, while
the symbolism of statistics resembles' the symbolism of the algebra
learned earlier, it is enough different to be troublesome. Sigmas, primes,
and subscripts seem to conspire to frustrate the 'unhappy reader. We
think that if a greater variety of symbolism were used throughout the
secondary school, especially in algebra, there would be less fear and trem-
bling later when, as the necessity for conciseness and preciseness in-
creases, more symbolism is introduced.

Like all mathematical symbolism, statistical symbolism has been
created, not to conceal meanings but to make them more precise, more

S 1 i
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adaptable to the expression of generalizations, and more tractable for
the production of new relationships not previously perceived. In Math&
rnatics we must say, exactly what' we mean and only what we mean; we
must be precise and concise. If we say too much, we are likely to Mis-
lead by. causing the student to read into the excess language meaningS
we did not intend. If. the kind of communication we use permits a sym-.
bol to have more than one mean g, then we are transmitting a message
that is ambiguous.

As an illustration of the. symbolism of statistics, consider the formal
'definition of the mean of a set of grouped measurements, such as the,life
of light bulbs we have used so often: This is

E fi

I
Certainly the first sight of this formula is enough to terrify anyone who
does not know the meaning of its symbolic components. A very important
contribution that teachers could make to an alleviation of this situation
would be to introduce gradually some of the notations and symbolism
Which are really Very useful even at early levels. We illustrate with a
particular example.

SIMPLE MEAN
Suppose we want to compute average grades for individuals in a class

and for a class as a whole. For illotration let us take.a class of ten pripilS
each of whom takes English, Mathematics, History; French, and Art.
We tabulate their grades as shown in Table 2. Allen's.average iseasily
obtained as

+ 68 + 85 + 73 + SO 375
5

= .

TABLE 2

Allen Bob Charles Dick Ed Fred George Henry Ike Jack

Art 69 70 65 82 91 66 73. .90 '73 80
English 68 70 78 -rq 60 70 82 81 65 83
French 8!i 73 75 68 65 70 80 83 82 90
History 73 62 73 85 55 65 73 94, 76 70
Math. 80 86 92 71 63 50 SO 75 77 81
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Bob's average is

'70 + 70 + 73 + 62 + 86 ' 361 722
5 5

and so forth for each boy. On the other hand, if the average grade in the
mathematics class is wanted, we find .thatit is

80 + 86 + 92 + 71 + 63 50 + 80 + 75 + 77 81 755 '75.5 .10 10

What we did to obtain the average or mean of these mathematics
grades was to divide the sum of them by the number of boys in the class.
Suppose now we let n represent the number J boys in the class, and a,
b, c, and so on stand for the mathematics grades of Allen, Bob, Charles,
and so on. The class average in mathematics could then be symbolized as

mean a + b c +j
n

The indicate the same ideas as the and so on written above, i.e.,
the grades of the other boys in the mathematics class.

We would want to use some other letters to represent grades in French .
or English. Would it not be simple to use the letter M to stand for a
mathematics grade with an identifying subscript to indicate the boy in-
volved? For example, Ma is Allen's mathematics grade, Mb Bob's, and
so on. Even more simple is the idea of numbering the bbys in some order.
Thus, Let MI stand for Allen's grade, M2 for Bob's; and so on. Then the
mean could be written

NI M1 + M2 + M3 -11 Ma
n

In this formula M represents the me§ln of the mathematics grades. The
mean of the grades in French would similarly be

P p

`. However, the mathematician's passion for conciseness goes 'even fur-
ther. In the case of the mathematics grades we observe that we added a
group of terms of the form Mi , in 'which M indicates a mathemplifs
grade'and the subscript i refers to the boy whose grade was added. To
give the command sum all mathematics grades for all boys we could more
briefly say sum all Ai, . As an abbreviation for theworsis sum al/ we. will
use the Greek capital S which is written E and read as sigma. Hence,

al
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sum rzil I; will be written as'E M Toy exactly which boys'
grades tire being added, we will specify which valueS of2i are involved

by waiting ,E Mi. This means, that i takesalf integral valueS frain to n

inclusive. Again E X, means x, t X4 ± X6 + X.6 . Also, E (X Xi)
. -

means (X + (X X1)'+ (X X2) + --*X3
By using this kind,of symbolism many sums can be writte very con-

cisely. Thus, the mean of the mathematics' grades is given by

,.../11 =41E"
n s...i

-
In like manner the mean of the Trench grades is r

n%= L.P. .n
In this illustration we have omitted the brackets since, they add nothing
to the clarity of the formula. This last formula would be read! "F bar
(or mean French grade) equals one over n times the sum of all F sub i
where i goes from 1 to n:" In like fashion we could express Allen's mean as .

al ± as ± a3 ±ai 1 v,, or as a as
: 5 5\

nd Bob's as\-- A!,
.

5
1 E bi.
a s-1

Sppq..se we want to find the class average for all gr ades. We can get
i by adding- the 50 grades and dividing the sum by 50: On the other

and N would obtain exactly the same result if we added the five subject
eans A, E.; F, H, and /1-f-, and divided by 5, or the 10 means of the

b ys a, 5, e, - .3, and divided by 10. It is just this property of the...mean
' w ich; when proved in the general case, makes the mean very iSeful
t the .statiAician in further mathematical developments. We note that
if here were a different number of boys in the different classes me would
tie .d to use the idea of a weighted mean in order to get the grand average.
T is we develop in the next section.

WEIGHTED MEAN
We have not'yet arrived at the general formula for the mean given,,at

the 12eginning of our discussion of statistical symbolism. We will' ap-
pro ch it through a simple example.
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Suppose the different courses taken by the boys in our class above met
for a different number of hours per week, e.g., Art for 2 hours, English
and History for 4, and French and Mathematics for 5: Would an average
computed by the method we have been using be a' fair average? Most
people would prefer a weighted average. This would be obtained by multi-
plying each grade by the number of hours the class meets, adding these
products, and dividing by the total hours a boy has-in class. Under this
system Allen's mean would be determined by

69 X 2+ 68 X 4+ 85 X 5+ 73 X 4+ 80 X 5
2 + 4R- 5 -I- 4 + 5

138 272 425 +.292 +°400
20

1527
= 76.4 .

20 ,

If, as before, we let al stand for Al Art grade, a2 for -the English
.grade, and fl and f2 for -the number of hours per week these courses
meet, we ,may. write

ft at + f2a2 a2 Aa4 ffi as

fa-+ fa ± ± 15
"Using the Sigma notation this formula can be shortened to

Ef Jai

E f
This is the frightehing kind of formula we displayed originally. Perhaps
our gradual. approach td it has made it lesslearsorhe.

MEAN OF A SET OF MEANS
. The idea of an average of a set of averages is something which is vital
in any:statistical analysis. We could obtain the general class average,
say 0, in either of two ways. We could find, each boy's average a, 6,a,

j from which we could obtain the grand, averages,

+e 5+-i-j-,
10 .

We ,coUld, also obtain G . as the weighed average of the class average:

G
- -I- 4E -I- 4/7 -I- 5111 -I- 5P

20

.
11.
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The interesting thing about this is that we obtain the same result for
the grand average no matter which way we compute it. Another simple
example of a grand average would be the batting or fielding averages of
a team from the averages of the individual members of the team.

A more complicated situation of the same general pattern might arise
if a statistician-were interested in a problem like the following: What is
the average height of adult (over 20) males in the United States? He
might take a sample of 100 men in New York City and find that their
mean height is 68.3 inches. Another sample of 100 men in Philadelphia
might yield a mean of 65.9 inches. He may proceed thus with 25 sLgiples
in 25 different cities, obtaining 25 sample means. Suppose he fifids the
mean of all of these sample means. Does he now have the true value of
the mean height of all adult males in. the United States? Obviously not.
The problem confronting him is how close is he likely to be to this true
value. Will it pay him in time and effort to seek to obtain a value closer
to the true mean by taking more samples, or larger samples,' or samples
in a variety of places such as suburbs, rural communities, and other
cities?

These problems are not at all simple and are bound up intimately with
theories of probability, as the use of the word likely in the previous para-
graph suggests. We, will discuss these problems later. Actually we are
suggesting again a fundamental problem of statistics, that of predicting
the properties ol% population from those of a sample. This prediction,
however, will be valueless unless we 'can accompany it with some indica-
tion of the probability of the accuracy of the prediction. This reminds us
of the confidence level we mentioned when discussing the trials of coke
tasting ability.

VARIABILITY

A second question we promised to discuss was the bunching or scatter-
ing of scores. For example, every teacher knows that the mean" of two
classes on a test may be the same but that the scores in one of tile classes
may be rather close together while in the 'other class there is a wide
scattering. What we will Seek now is a. good method for measuring the
average amount of scattering from the mean. As our' intuitive notion
of the scattering increases or decreases, so should our measure of this
variation.

Consider, for example, the following three sets of observations:

1, 3, 5, 7, 9

4, 4, 5, 6, 6

1, 1, 5, 9, 9.

a -
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Each of the three rows of numbers has the same mean (5). However, the
second row of numbers is grouped more closely about the mean than the
other two rows. The numbers in the third row are more widely dispersed
about 5 than those in the other two rows.

A. first suggestion for finding a measure for the variability of scores
about the mean might be to subtract each score, Xi ;from the mean, X,
and sum these differences fOr each row of scores. In symbols what we will
do is represented by

(x -Xi).
For the first row we obtain (+4) + (7i-2) +.0 + ( -2) + (=-4) = 0.

For the second Eow we get 1, 1, 0, 1, and 1.. This sum_ is also 0.
For the third we have (+4) + (+4) + 0 + (-74) +. (-4) = 0. Evi-
dently, our first suggestion for a measure of scatter is 'useless, since it
seems to always give us the same result, namely zero.

The students may think that the result is just an accident. They can
Obtain some interesting practice in dealing with signed numbers as they
sum the deviations of scores from the means of such sets of scores. More
important, the teacher has a good,opportunity to discuss inductive think-
ing. (See Chapter. 4.) How many sets of numbers must be' studied in
this way before some student will conclude that the sum of the devia-
tions from their mean is always zero? What would constitute a satis-
factory proof of such a theorem? As a natter of fact a proof of this
statement, which we obtained inductively, can be given deductively.
In the process valuable experience in the use of symbolism is provided.
Briefly it goes like this:

E (2 Xi) = E .EX; nx = .

However, this proof requires some explanation and justification. First,

E Xi) = 2c,) + (X 2c2) + (X x3) + + 2c,3 .

By regrouping and using the associative and commutative laws of addi-
tion, we obtain

E (2 xi) = + x + + +

(X1 + X2 + X3 + ' ' Xis
-
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Since the first enthesis contains n terms, the sum = nX. Since

X ± X2 + *X2 + +X,

we see that X1 + X2 + X3 + . + X, = nX. Therefore, the sum in
the second parenthesis also equals nX. By substitution, then,

E (fc x,) = nX nX = 0 .

A second suggestion for a measure of variability might be, "measure
how far each Xi is froth X, ignoring the direction, and add up the re-
sults." In the three cases above this would give

(1) 4 + 2 + 0 + 2 + 4 = 12

(2) 1 + 1 + 0 + 1 + 1 = 4'

(3) 4 + 4 + 0 + + 4 = 16.

This seems much better, since we agreed that the second set of observa-
tions is mucb less variable than either of the other two. Mathematically,
this idea of the difference in size of two numbers without regard to the
sign of the result is known as the absolute value of the difference and is de-
noted. by. Xi X Note that it is customary to write X, first; the
same result would be obtained, however, if X had been given the first
position. It is the sum

E pc, g

which we are considering here as a measure of variability.
For a large set of observations, widely scattered, the sum

might be awkward to handle: By dividing this quantity by n we obtain
a measure of the average variation of each score from the mean. For each
of tha three sets of numbers in our example this average absolute devia-
tion from the mean or A.D. equals 2.4, 0.8, and 3.2 respectively.

We can see that this measure gives a very sensible measure of average
variation. Unfortunately, because the signs of the deviations from the
mean are ignored, the A .D. cannot be treated matheiatically in a very
extensive way. As a result, statisticians have resorted to another meas-
ure of variation which has the good features of the A.D. but avoids the
trouble with signs by a different device.. .. .

f. .
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THE VARIANCE AND STANDARD DEVIATION
The property that made the A.D. superior was the fact that absolute

deviations are always positive. Since the square of either a positive or
negative deviation would be a positive quantity, we can obtain the same
advantage as the A.D. by squaring the deviations from the mean before
summing and-averaging them. However, 4nce this would magnify the
measure of variation, we take the square rott, of the average of the sum
of square--The. name given to this measure is the standard deviation.
The average of the sum of squares of the deviations from the mean is
called the vdriancei, Hence, we can say that the standard deviation is the
square root of the variance. In molt advanced work in statistics, the
variance plays a much more important part than the standard devia.-
tion.

A general definition of the standard deviation is

[(X1 X)2 + (X2 X)2 + +(X. X)2l.

In the symbolism we-have adopted this formula can be expressed as:

=

= 4/-1-t X)2
n .

We will now apply these formulas to determine the standard deviations
of the three sets of numbers we. used above.

81: =
5)2 + (3 _-5)2 (5 5)2 + (7 _ 5)2 4_ (9 _ 5)2

5

4/16 + 4 + 0 + 4 + 16 441) if8 =28
. 5 5

82
4/(4 5)2+ (4 5)2 + (5 5)2 + (6 .5)2+ (6 5)2

5

4/1+1+0+1+1 4741=i180.= .89
5 y 5

s3 =
Vo 7 5)2 + (1 - 5)2+ (5 5)2+ (9 5)2 + (9 5)2

5

= V
5

16 + 16 + 0 + 16 + 16 0.71
5

1/12.8 = 3.6

The standard deviation is the most widely used measure of the scatter
or variability of a set of observations about4heir mean. One of the princi-
pal reasons for this is that it is defined in terms of mathematiCal opera-

l . ql
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tkons which are easy to manipulate both arithmetically and algebraically.
Another reason is that in many cases where large numbers of measure-
wents are distributed approximately accorOing to the so-called normal
or bell-shaped curve the following resu s will hold, although we make
po attempt to state precisely what c itions would have to be satis-
fied nor to ,prove the 'tatement. Nevertheless, it is true that about 68
per cent of the observations will fall within one standard deviation on
either side of the mean, 95 per cent within two standard deviations and
99.7 per cent (or nearly all) within three standard deviations.'7

v

SUMMARY' TO THIS POINT
We have, so far, outlined the importance of:
1. The careful statement of the problem which is going to be ap-

proached statistically.
2. Careful definition of the words used in thestatewent of the problem.
3. The necessity in many cases of drawing a sample.
4. Properties of samples and methods of drawing them to insure these

properties.
5. The collection of data from the sample.
6. Methods of tabulating and organizing the data.
7. Symbolism and its advantages of precision and conciseness.
8. The use of the mean and the standard deviation to summarize the

data.
We shall next consider the really fundamental problemhow to make

inferences from the sample to the population. The solution of this prob-
lem will give us a sound basis for making the kind of decision, he problem
demands.

STATISTICAL INFERENCE
The problem of statistical inferences involves such questions as: Under

what circumstances can we make inferences from the measurements in
the population? When is a sample a good sample from which to make a
prediction? How do you make sgch a prediction? Is the prediction a
certainty and if not, how. re4able is it?

We see that statistical inference which involves generalization from
what is often inadequate data is Ospecial case of inductive reasoning.
It is subject to many difficulties and pitfalls and in order to study it we
need to use the theory of probability. First, however, we should note
that a complete discussion of the many types of problems which can be
attacked by statistical methods and for .which valid inferences can be
made is impossible here since we must restrict ourselves to those kinds

ft ,
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of problems which are susceptible to the methods we can develop easily.
These methods are those that involve the use of tke binomial theorem
which is a familiar part of intermediate algebra. The development of
,such methods isYknown as building a mathematical model for the prob-
lem.

Two impIttant uses of .statistical inference are: (1) to test hypotheses,
and (2) to obtain estimates of population measures from what we find
out about a sample. In the first ca.s04".rnake a guess about a population
measure, take a sample, observe the results of making that measure in
the sample and then decide to accept or reject the guess. a the second
case we start with a sample, observe the measures in the sample and then
assert that the corresponding measure in the population lies between
two numbers called the confidence limits. For example, (1) In a coming
election for president of the junior class Jack's campaign manager may
predict that his candidate will receive 60 per cent of the vote and Bill,
his opponent, the remaining 40 per cent.. The campaign Manager's hy-
pothesis is that .Jack's per cent of the class vote will be 60. To test his
hypothesis he questions a random sample of the class'and finds that 55
per cent of those interviewed say that they favor`Jack. As we mill show
later, with thiS information and the knowledge of a little mathematics
he can determine at a certain level of confidence whether a sample of a
certain size might give a value of 55 per cent if the true per cent were 60.

(2) Instead of testing a hypothesis the campaign manager 'may .want to
obtain a lower and upper limit between which he can predict, with a high,
level of confidence that Jack's per cent of the vote wiliappear. To do this
he takes a sample'as befdre. Knowing the size of the sample and the per
cent obtained from the sample, he can calculate a confidence interval for
the true per cent by a method that, gives correct decisions a- high per
cent of the time. We shall also illustrate this procedure Inter.

Another example of the first kind is the problem of the coke tester.
The hypothesis might be that the claimant has no ability and the prob-
lem would be to decide how big a sample'should he used and wha-tre-
sults will enable the tester to say that his hypothesis is valid with a.cer-.
tain degree of confidence. The left-handed chair problem will give us
another example of the second kind. From the result's of the sample we
want to predict the percentage of left-handed children in classrooms in
the whole system within :a certain margin and with- a specified degree
of confidence.

We have implied t need for a mathematical model in order to solve
problems involving statistical inference. We have also indicated that we
must restrict ourselves to a model associated with the binomial, theorem.

'Sr 4
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To use other than a binomial model would require a greater mathematical
background than'high school students possess. There are other statistical
models or distribution functions, but a glance at the algebraic form of
some of them, let alone an analysis of the assumptions which must be
satisfied before they can be applied, is sufficient to reveal the necessity
of our restriction. Some of these follow.. -

The Normal Distribution:

f(x) 1 (x-0)2
e CO7 < X < °O

V27ra

The Poisson Distribution:
-7T z

e 111.

f(x) X = 07 1, 2, 3,
!

The Chi Square Distribution:

f(u) =
(1 1c

1

1)!
u2 -e

2i

where

u = E x' x2, and k = the number of degrees of freedom.
i-1 .cri

' fhe concept of model is not a difficult one. For example, multiplication
is a model forerapidly finding the sum of any number of identical addends.

' The Pythagorean theorem is a model for finding the length of any side
of a right triangle,.if two of tie sides are known.

SPECIAL PROPERTIES OF A PROBLEM
We must next observe that when we restrict ourselves to a binomial

model for the purposes of solving problems of statistical inference, we
thereby limit ourselves to a certain type of pro lem. The nature of the
restriction can besilescribed by stating the five ondipons that must be

, satisfied before the binomial rgodel can be use (1) There must be a
certain fixed number of elements in the sample. Th s in the last example
above; the classes hav640 children each. (2) For 9.ch element of the
population from' which the sample is drawn We must be able to decide
yes or no as to whether the property exists, i.e., each child is left-handed,
(in the sense we defined above) or not. (3) The probability of yes must.
be the same for all elements, i.e., in this case we assume that there is a
fixed probability of left-handedness in any individual. (4) The elements
are independent in the sense that possession of the required property by

O. Or a 32 ip ff.
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any one element is independent of any otherrile. whether * given child
is left-handed or not does not depend on what is true of any other child
in this rog,m1 This would in general be try unless there ,Tere a large
number of identical twins or siblings of nearly the same age in the sys-

. tem'and we would simply have to ignore this possibility in ourstudy. (5)
We are interested inite total numbers of yes's, i.e., not which individual
child is left-banded blit only how many left-handed ones there are in
the room. We see that our problem satisfies all these conditions.

THE IMPORTANCE OF. PROBABILITY
construct our binomial model we are going to have to draw on some

postulates of probability introduced in Chapter 6 so let us review them
here.

1'. We assume that if an experiment, which may or may not succeed,
istried repeatedly under exactly the samecircuistances, there is a prob-

ability associated with the experiment which tqlis us liOW likely it is to
succeed. This probability is a number between 0 and 1. We write

N.

0 P(E) 1

-where E refers to the occurrence of a specified event.,Thiis if E is the
event of throwing an ace with a perfect die we assume P(E)
Empirically we would say that this probability could be 'approximated'
by making trials in which we 'obtained in" successes and determining
m/n. Of 'Course n sho'uld be fairly large. Thus if a particular coin which
is' old and irregularly worn is tosAed 1,000 times and 435 headt are ob-
tained we would say that the coin has a probability of apprOximately
A35 of falling heads on any one toss, P(E) .435. This is, of course,
a different situation from that where we look at a coin before tossing it
and after seeing that, it looks symmetric and unbiased, assign a mathe-
thatical probability of or .5 for its falling heads. In the. first case vkke
assume that theteiS a,. fixed but unknown probability which we are try-
ing to-lind. We attempt to determine it by repeated trials and a care-
ful study of the result. In the second case we assign a fixed probability,

. in this. case Another familiar example of this kind is thitOfa well-
:made die where,even before it is caSt, we dssign a probability of to
the appearance of a particular face, say a 3. Probabilities assigned in
advance of experiment are called a priori probabilities. .

2. If the 'probability of one event is not influent by the occurrence
or noccurrenee a another event, the two events are said to be inde-
penden in a piobability sense:Thus two successive tosses of a coin, or
two slice ssive casts of a die, are assumed to be independent. The postu-

el,
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late we need is that the probability of two independent events both hap-
pening is the product of their probabilities. We write

If El and E2 are independent: P(EI an E2) = P(E1)P(E2).

Thus if a coin is tossed twice; the probabih y of throwing two heads is
(.5) (.5) or .25. If tossed three times the probability of getting three
heads is (.5)3 or .125. If a coin is tossed and at the same time a die is
thrown, then the probability of throwing a head with the coin and simul-
taneously a 3 with the die is (M) (3) = (312). Again, if the probability
of a vote for Jack in a certain election is %, then the probability that
both of two arbitrarily chosen students will vote for him is %H =
Once more, if the probability is *g that a treatment will bring about a
cure, then the probability that when two patients are given the treat-
ment both will be cured is 1%5.

3. Two events are mutually exclusive and exhaustive if both of them
cannot happen but one or the other' must happen'. Thus heads and tails
are mutually exclusive and exhaustive. In tossing a die the cast of a 2
and the cast of a 3 are exclusive but not exhaustive. But the cast of a
2 and failure to cast a 2 are exclusive and exhaustive. In this situation
the sum of the probabilities is 1. We write:

If El and E2 are mutually exclusive and exhaustive P(E2) P(E2) = 1.

A special case of this is when E2 is the fact that El does not happen.
We can write P(E) = 1 P(not E). As an illustration the'probabilitv
of throwing any face of a die except a 2 can be found as follows:

P (not 2) ='1 P(2) ='1 = g.

'. 4: If there are several mutually exclusive events, say El, E2
y

then the probability that one or the other of these events will occur is
equal to the sum of their separate probabilities. We write: If El, E2
E3 , are mutually exclusive, then

P(E1 or E2 or E3 or ) = P(E1) P(E2) P(E2)

Thus if a die is thrown once the probability of getting either a,3 or a 2
is P(3 or 2) = P(3) -I- P(2) = M =

Let us use these postulates to see how to find- the probability of
getting a 3 and a 2 if two dice are thrown simultaneously. Assuming
one die is red and one is green in order to distinguish them, we find that
since 3 and 2 means either [(R3 and G2) or (G3 and R2)] and since the
two dice are independent, we can say

0.
..1 I
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P(3 and 2) = P(R3 and G2) + P(G3 13a a d R2)

= P(R3) P (G2) + P (G3) P (R2)

.1-1-1-ii
. h..

These four probability postulates underlie the mathematical model
we are building as the postulates of geometry underlie its structure.
The applicatiohs of the model to the problems of statistics are like the
application of geometrical theory to practical problems of measurement
of physical space. 0

THE BINOMIAL MODEL
Before we study our main example let us consider a somewhat simpler

one where the samples are of small size. We could start with a problem
in coin tossing but it is a special case with a known probability of ;.for heads on a true coin. Instead of a coin let us consider thumbtacksand investigate- the determination of the probability of their fallingpoint up when tossed. Since a thumbtack is far from synimetrical, wehave no a priori basis for assigning probabilities to the possible events.We want first to analyse the situation theoretically and to make itst

-reasonably easy we consider a case where n = 3, i.e., we toss three
thumbtacks. Let P(U) stand for, the probability of a tack falling pointup. If, the- tacks all are identical we may assume that this P(U) = pis the same fur each tack on each toss. We ass me that there are only
two possible positions of the tack, point up and point- down. Let P(D)
mean the probability of a tack falling point down. Then by postulate, ;
P(D) ---- 1 P(U) = 1 p whiCh we will call q for short. Finally, let
us- label our three tacks with red, white, and blue taint for identifica-
tion purposes.

Now think of all of the possible events that Might occur if we tossedthe three tacks a very large number of times. Think of each toss as a
random sample of all possible samples of size 3. On some of the tosses
all three tacks might fall up. We will represent this outcome by- the
symbol UUU. There will also be cases in which we get outcomes like
UUD where the symbols indicate in order the fall of the red, white,

hand blue tacks, red a ite up and blue down. BesideS these two,
there will be outcome; like UDU, and DDD and DDU. .

By our second postUlate the probability of UUU -- P(U) P(U)
P(U) - ... p p p = p3.-Tor the event UUD we obtain p p , q = p2q.
For UDU we have p/ q) p = p2q and fur DUU we also get p2q. Hence.

.
. ..
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Flo. 6

by postulate 4 we find that the probability of two U's and one D equals
p2q + p2q + p2q = 3 p2q.

One U can occur either in UDD or DUD or DD U. By the same reason-
ing as for two U's the probability of each of these is p q2. Hence the
probability of.* first or the second or the third tack falling up is 3 p q2:

Finally, DDD can occur in only that way. Its probability is q3.
Again, by postulate 4 the probability of any one or the other of the

four kinds of outcomes equals p3 3p2q 3pe e. Notice that this
equals (p q)3. This is the reason why our model is called a binomial
model. If we had used four tacks, we would obtain

(p 04- = p4 4p3q 6p2,22 4p4r3 q4

by the same ind of argument. Note that the coefficients in order from
left to right e

4 4 X 3 4 X 3 X 2 4 X 3 X 2 X 1
1, I' , 1 X 2X 3' -1 X 2 X 3 X 4

These are also equal to the-number of combinations of n things taken
r at a time where r = 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Hence, they may
be written as 4C0 , ,Cl , 4C2 , 4C3 , and 4C4 , respectively. That 4C0 = 1
is justified by the theorem that-Cr = . Since 4C4 = 1, then 4C4- =
4C0 = 1. By similar reasoning if the sample size is n we find that

( q) n =_- C1 pnlq C2 pn-2q2 nCnr...1 pqn-1 qn.

There are a couple of observations that may give us more insight
into this binomial model. Since by-postulate 3, p q = 1, (p. q)° =
1' = 1. Hence the sum of the four terms of the expansion of (p + q)2
also equals 1. This is reasonable because this expansion is the sum of
the four probabilities which measure all of the possible outcomes in the
toss of three tacks. In other words, one of the four (UUU, UUD, UDD,
DDD) is certain to occur and the probability of an event which is certain
to occur is 1. Another observation is that the number of different ways
one of the four events can occur is given in terms of combinations. It

fr, . a,
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is common in statistics to use the symbol (;) instead of Cx to repre-
sent the combination of n'things taken x at a time. In this notation we
evould write

(p q)3 = OOP' + (301)2q + (;)Pq=. + d)e
If we coll.-falling point .up a success we can summarize the results we
hive obtained in a table showing: the probabilities of 0, 1;.2,-or 3 suc-
cesses in a toss of three tacks

x 0 1 .2 "3
P(x) q3 3q3p 3qP2 713

Such a table is called a binomial p ability distribution and is a- special
case of the many probability dish "utions which may, occur: If
throw five tacks at a time the probabilities would be

x 0 1 -2 3

P(x) q5 5q4p 10qap2 10q.'7/3

Finally we can write the probability of getting exactly x successes in a
binomial trial of size On the ftinctional. form: f(x) .=- (:)pxqnx, Here
the dornaifi of x is 0 and the:positive:integers.from 1 to n while the
main of n is theTositive integers.

. To illustrate the iise of the functi6nal forniula suppose we toss five
tacks and assume that P(U) = p Toy find the probability of
getting 3 U's.and 2 D's on a single toss we compute f(3) when n 5.

f(3) = (:).. -(1)a (V' = 10 ix T8 .088

Similar computations show that when n = 5, f(0) = -.237, f(1) = -.395,
f(2) f(3) = .088,4(4) = .015 and f(5) = Of course these
probabilities add up to 1.as they should.

Using this illustration and'postulate 4 we can determine the prob-
abilities of other interesting events. For instance, if x denotes as before
the number.of U's; we havef(x < 2)..= f(0 or 1) = f(0) f(1) =..237
.395 .632. Also, f(l'ar: 3) = f(3 or 4 or. 5) = f(3) f (4) f (5)
.088 + .015 .001 = .104. We think that this kind of appliCation of
the binomial model might he interesting and Motivating to students.

The -binomial f(x) is a function in the same sense that the linear
function f(x) = mx .b, with.x real and m and b real constants, is' a
function_ One principal difference is that the latter is a continuous
function while the former is discrete. Functions like the binomial f(x)
are usually called distributions in statistics in the sense that they rev&1
what part of the total probability is associated with each value of x.

-4 5
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Another illustration is the application of the binomial model or dis-
tribution to -.batti%, average. Ty. Collb's batting average reached .400-

'` .- several times in his career.- Suppose in a given season this is true. We
interpret this to mean that the probability of hiS getting a hit any time
he is at bat is 9-g. What is the prObabilitytharhe gets exactly 2 hits'
on a day when he is at bat 5 times? we write

..-
f(2) = (b (*)2(3)3 = 10 T's

4 .224 .346

Hence, the chances. are ofily about One in three that on a given day he
will get juSt two hits. Of even more interest might be f(0). This is

I

.(t). (4)6(*)6 =\ t2V = ..077

This means that the chances are abo0 one in thirteen that even a.400
batter will go hitless in a given gameI-when he comes to b.at five times,.,

A different question from the one above is: What-is the prObability
he gets at least two its?. The anSwer ,to this last question would be
f(2). f (31 f(4) f (5) or more 'simply,,L-2 f (0) --f(1). The reader
should find it interesting/to work out this result and connpar$ it with
thry found above. I.

: TESTING, HYPOTHESES IIE BINOATIAL MODEL
.

In an.- earlier part of this chapter 'discussed rin general terms a
student's claim that fie -could distinguli between tap coke and- Wiled
-coke 80 per cent or of the tinie. Suppose weput, one kind of coke
in 10 glasses and the other kind in 10.ofher glasses anil then have the

.

student 'demonstrate his tasting ability. \ff in the 20, trials% e is ver:y
unsuccessful' in discriminating between the two liquids] we will reject
the hypothesis that thy student's prgbabilit(y of success is 80per cent. .

If he is successful a little less than 16 tirries-out of 20-,-we m y eithett
grant that he has the tasting ability he claims,'or.make no ecisiOln
either way..0f.to_urse, 'we must admit that Sometimes,insampl ..Of 20,
trials he might score above or below,16 successes', since what he is,claim-.
ing is an average ability of 80 per cent. We know from our studypf the
mean'that there are bound to be scores above and below a mean; unless
every score its the same. . .

This prolilem cati.be solved by using° the binomial model. Since .on
each trial the student is either.successful or.not successful, we have the
mutually exclusive case. The value of p is n.and of q is M. The value
rif n is 20 since. that is the size of thcsample.

11 Suppose in this experirnentthat tin 'student scores 14 uccesses and
6 failures. On the basis of this single result can we say, that the taster
does not possess the 80 per cent ability? Before ve answer this question,

48. 0- ,0 4 1
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. we should find out the probabilities associated with different numbers
of successes from 0 to 20. Then we will have a better basis for making .a
decision.

What we need to do is to find the values of

f(r) (2111) (1) (*)20

as x varies from 0 to 20. The computational work here would be v
arduous. Fortunately, tables of the binomial distribution function are
available:" In Table .3 we have included not only the values of f(x)
but also the cumulative probabilities represented by F (x) . To illustrate
how the table should be read, suppose we want to know the probability,
of 18 successes in 20 trials. Find x = 18 in the first column and read
.1369 in the second column. The probability of this .event is, 'then,

approximately .1369 or 1369 To find the probability of 12 or fewer10,000'
successes find x = 12 in the first column and read F(x):.= .0322 in the
third column. Care should be exercised in using the tables, in the refer-
ence after using ours, as the entries are 1 - F (x) instead of eitherl(x)
or F (x) .

Our sample of 20 trials which showed 14 successes is only one of the

TABLE 3
x

0 .0000
1 .0000
2 .0000
3 .0000
4 .0000
5 .0000
6

7 .0000
8 .0001
9 .0005

10 .0020
11 .0074.
12 .0222
13 .0545
14 .1091
15 .1746
16 .2182
17 .2054
18 .1369
19 .0576

.0115
020

1(x) F(x)

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000

.0000
.0000
.0601

. :0006
.0026
.0100

.0867

.1958

.3704

.5886

.7940
.9309
.9885

1.0000
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many samples that might turn up if the experiment were repeated tnany
times. Fenn the table we see that f(14) = .1091. This means that a
sample like ours might turn up by chance in about ,1 out of every 9
samples even if the 80 per cent testing ability were present. Since F(13) =
.0867, we see that samples containing 13 and fewer successes might
appear in more than 1 out of every 12 samples of 20 trials each. Since
F(14) = .1958, almost 20 per cent of all' possible samples,would show
14 or fewer successes, and about 80 per cent of all samples-would reveal
15 or 'more successes. The probability of more than 16 successes =
1 F(16) = 1.0000 .5886 = .4114, or over 40 per cent. The prob-
ability of fewer than 16 successes = F(15) = .3704, or a little less than
40 per cent.

To test the hypothesis that p = .80 or more we select a' level of sig-
nificance. If.We' select a 1 per cent level, this means that we will reject
the hypothesis if the number of successes found in our sample is equal
to or less than v where F(v) ---- .0100. In our table this means that if
the numb9r of successes were 11 or less we would reject the hypothesis
that p = .80 or more. If we chose a 3 per cent level of significance, our
interval of rejection would be 12 and below. A commonly used level of
significance is the 5 per cent level. With that level we could not reject
the hypothesis on the basis of 14 successes. Our decision would be either
to grant the taster's claimed ability or conduct further experiments.
In general, if we want to be extremely careful in accepting 'a hypothesis,
say in medical experiments, we choose a wery small level of significance.
If accepting,a hypothesis is not fraught with very serious consequences,
we choose.a larger level of significance. Levels of lA per cent and 1 per
cent are usually considered small; 5 per cent is considered fairly large.
The nature of the problem, and the human and economic conkequences
of a-wretng..4ecision usually determine the level chosen.

By means of procedures similar to those we have shown, high school
juniors or seniors should be able to test hypotheses about such matters
as batting averages, the fairness of certain games of chance involving
spinning wheels, polls, whether, a certain treatment 'cures in a certain
per cent of the cases, and whether a person has the power of mental
telepathy in calling unseen cards." The level of significance used will
be chosen according to the importance of the decision that' is being
made. The more important the decision, the lower the level of significance
in most eases.

In this, process of making decisions, two kinds of errors can be made.
We.inay reject the hypothesis when it is really true. With a 5 per cent
level of significance this kind of error would occur in 5 per cent of the
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decisions. The second kind of error is to accept the hypothesis when it
is false. In the more advanced study of statistics the problem is to keep
both of these errors as low as possible. Since each 'problem is different
the expert statistician will find it necessary to set a different level of
significance for different problems in, order to minimize the two kinds
of errors.

You may wonder 'why in our test 'of hypotheses we concentrate on
rejection instead of acceptance. One reason is based on the idea that
one exception to a general rule throws it out. It would be a tremendous
task to take every instance and test for the correctness of the rule. For
example, to test the misconception that the square of d number is always
greater than the number, all we ha4e to do is to show that the square
of a number less than I is less than the number chosen. We do not have
to run tests on all numbers.

ESTIMATING POPULATION MEASURES
WITH THE BINOMIAL MODEL

In testing hypotheses we start with a guess about a population meas-
ure (parameter), take a sample, observe the results, and then make
decision to accept or reject the hypothesis. In estimating population
parameters we start with a sample, observe the results, and then make
a bet that the population parameter lies between two numbers called
confidence limits.

For example, suppose we try to deterinine the unknown probability
p of a tack falling point up. Obviously, if we throw a tack once, it may
land U but.this is no sure sign that it will always land U. So we throw
t tack five times, or throw, a set of five tacks once, to get a sample of
sizeri = 5.

We find that 2 tacks land U. When a tack is thrown 10 times, point
up may occur 5 times. When thrown 20 times, it may land point up 9
times. We recognize that the larger the sample, the better the chance
we have of saying what Os with some degree of accuracy. However, we
must also remember that any given sample may be one of thosecases
which are extremely unlikely but yet may perfectly well happen on
occasion. ThuS, with Ty. Cobb and a p known to be .4 we found that in
a sample of size 5 the probability of getting no hits at all was .077, which
is not at all'insignificant. We see that we would not be justified in going
to a 'ball game- and after watching, a given batter go hitless say, "He
must be a very bad batter because he didn't do a thing today."

To see how nmeh difference the size of the sample can make in our
probleni 'suppose we first watch a .400 batter bat five times. In this

3 3
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case the probability of his getting no hits at all is .0717, as we showed
before. If he. bats 20 times the computation of (r) (3,0° (%)20 shows
that the probability of his getting no hits has. gone down so low as to
be 0 to three significant figures. As a matter of fact, the probability of
his getting less than five hits, i.e., either 4, 3, 2, 1, or 0, is .051 to three
significant figures. In other words, it is 95 per cent certain that he will
get five or more hitsin 20 times at bat if he is really a .400 hitter. In
general, the inforve can obtain from a sample increases with
the size of the sampfr.

Getting tack to the problem of determining p in the tack experi-
ment, suppose a sample of 20 throws results in 9 U's. If p = .5, f(9) =
(r) (.5)°(.5)" .160. When p = .4, a similar computation yields
.159. On the other hand, when p = .3, the probability is only .065, and
when p = .6, the same f(9) is .071. It seems more reasonable' to con-
clude, then, that oui unknosyn probability p is between .35 and .55 than
below .35 or above .55.

What the statisticiari'wants to do is estal?lish confidence limits for such
statements about the location of p. For example, we want to be able
to say, "With a 95 per cent level of .Confidence p lies between .35 and
.55," or "With a 99 per cent level of confidence p lies between .40 and
.50," and so on.

To avoid extensive computations, tables and graphs have been con-
structed to tell us with a certain degree of confidence that p lies between
two probability values when tlIere are x successes in a sample of size n.
For example, in such' a table' w we read that when n = 20 and x = 9,
we can say with 95 per cent confidence that p. lies between :24 and .66.
If the sample size were 100 and there were 45 successes, the same con-
fidence limits would be .35 and .55.

Let us explain. more fully the meaning of the expression 95 per cent
confidence level: Think of all the possible samples of 20 that might be
drawn showing x successes. As we observe x,in each of these samples
we bet that p isloeated in the interval between two numbers. We want
95 per cent of our bets to be winners. Hence, we are really betting on
the method we use in selecting our confidence intervals. The confidence.
interval, .24 to .66, is selected by the method. This particular interval
may be one of the 5 per cent of all intervals that may not contain P.
All we claim ,is that this interval is one of those obtained by a method
that works 95 per cent of the time.

Recall the problem of determining the number of chairs for students
who write left-handed and need left-handed writing chairs. SuppoSe
we countefl,the number of students in the 25 rooms of 40 students

3,32
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each and obtained 47. Here we have n = 1000 and x = 47. Our problem
is to determine 95 per cent confidence limits for p. From the tables we
find that p lies between .04 and .06.

We can arrive at the probabilities of classrooms needing x left-handed
chairs, by simply reading a table, if one is available, or by computing
by. means of logarithmic tables, or a" computing machine, the prob-
abilities

f(x) = (r) - 73q40-x for p = .04 and for p = .06.
Vie show the gomputations for f(2) for both p = .04 and i) -= .06 by

the method of logarithms:
1. For the case p = .04

log f(2) = log (i °) 2 log ,04 38 log .96

38(9.98227-1

279.32626 - 380

= 2.89209 2(8.60206-10)

= 2.98209 1720412 - 20

= 399.42247 -400
Hence, f(2) = .2645

2. For the case of p = .06,

log f(2) = log (z °) 2 log .06 38 log .94

= 2.89209 2(8.77815-10) 38(9.97313-10)

= 2.89209 17.55630-20 .-I- 378.97894-380

= 399.42733-400

Hence, f(2) = .2675.
104:

By similar computatiOns we obtain the results shown in Table 4.
In the table we have included F(x), the cumulative probabilities,

TABLE -4

For p - .04 For p .06

x 1(x) F(x) 1 - F(x) x 1(x) F(x) 1 - F(x)

0 .196 .196 .804 0 .082 ' .082 .918
1 .327 .523 .477 1 .214 .296 .704
2 .265 .788 .212 2 .267 .563 .437
3 :.140 .928 .072 3 .216 .779 .221
4 .054 .982 .018 4 .127 .906 .094
5 .016 .998 .002 5 ...058 .964 .036

333
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and 1 F(x) to aid us in certain interpretations. For example, if p =
.04, the probability,that we will need at least 3 chairs is the probability
that we will need 3 or more chairs. This is f(x z 3) which equals 1
(the probability that we will need 0 or 1 or 2). Hence, f(x z 3) = 1
F(2) = 1 .788 = .212. In general, the probability that we will need
c or more chairs is gien by 1 F(c 1).

On the basis of these figures and the analysis of them the architect
is in a, better position to make a decision. Of course, we must realize
that these figures are not certainties. In the first place, we are only 95
per cent sure that the p we sought is between .04 and .06. Furthermore,
if p = .04, the chances are 2 in a thousand that we will never need more
than 6 left-handed chairs. If we were satisfied with chances of 2 in a
hundred, we would need only. 5 chairs. On the other hand, even if p is
as high as .06 and we installed only 5 left-handed chairs, we would be
on the safe side a little better than 9 times out of 10. We might well
decide that this is good enough and tell the architect to go ahead and
install 5 left-handed chairs in each classroom.

However, some critic may justifiably say, "p may well be only .04.
If it is, then we are going to need even three of those left-handed chairs
only 20 per cent of the time. Better put in only 2, and in the one room
out of five where you need more, bring in some makeshift arrangement."

What shall we do? Well, at least our°analysis has given us some basis
r discussion.'The decision for action can be made much more intelli

ge s ly than if nothing were known, and the only idea prevalent was,
"Let the left-handed children shift for themselves. There aren't enough
of the to create a problem." We have now arrived at the long sought

esult. We may be dissatisfied with the iffy quality of the proposed
olution, but we must keep in mind that life is full of uncertainties. If

statistical analysis can help us make better decisions in. the face of
these uncertainties, we and our students should learn how to put it to

CONCLUSION

The fact that statistical methods provide valid means" of studying
problems should- not blind us to the concomitant fact that numerous
errors can creep into statistical reasoning. Not for nothing has it been
said that anything can be proved by statistics. It should also be realized
that we have sketched here only the simplest kinds of situations, e.g.,
those that can be studied by the usc'of a binomial model.

Even in as simple a case as the kind we have outlined, many mistakes
can be made, particularly if sampling errors are made. A sample may
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be biased. It may not be large enough to yield results that are as precise
as we need. Furthermore, we must remember that statistical results
are uncertain as far as a single individual or a single case is concerned.
Statistical results are valid only in the large. Again statistical measures
are too often presented without clear definition of the terms used, or
any statement about the reliability of the data offered. What Idoes an
average salary of $4150 in a given factory mean? Is it a mean, median,
or a mode? Does it include the salaries of the executives, pr only those
of the union members?

The fallacies of statistics are common, and hard to detect However,
this fact should not keep us from realizing the great utility and far-
reaching importance of the subject and its methods. The following
quotation well summarizes our feeling about the place of statistics in
education:

Uncertainty dogs our every step.... We must act on incomplete or unsure
knowledge. .. The idea of sampling is an essential element for making sensible
decisions, indeed it may be the, basis of thought itself. We send out mental
antennas to feel or taste the universe and from these samples which give us
only partial information we learn to form sound judgments about the total
populations they are supposed to represent.

Our system of education tends to give children the impression that every
question has a single answer. This is unfortunate because the problems they
will encounter in later life will generally have an indefinite character. It seems
imports pe that during their years of schooling chilcpten. should be trained to

degrees of uncertainty, to compare their private guesses and extra-
polations with what actually takes place----in shortf it?terpret and become
masters of their own uncertainties."

See Chapter 11 for bibliographies and suggestions for the further study
and use of materials in this chapter.
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Language and Symbolism in Mathematics

ROBERT'S. FOUCH AND EUGENE D. NICHOLS

o
". . . and that shows that there are three hundred and sixty-

four days when you might get un=birthday presents"
"Certainly," said Alice.
"And only one for birthday presents, you know_ . There's

glory for you!"
"I don't know what you mean by 'glory'," Alice said.
Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously. "Of course you

don'ttill I tell you. I meant there's a nice knockdown argu-
ment for you!"

"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knockdown, argument',"
Alice objected.

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty said, in rather a
scornful tone, "it means just what I choose it to meanneither
more nor less." Di

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you can make
words mean so many different things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be
masterthat's all." Lnwls CARROLL-

THINGS VS. NAMES OF THINGS
THE CENTRAL theme of this chapter is that of the difference between
things and names of things and the implications of this difference for
the student of mathematics. It seems that children and adults alike find
it rather easy to distinguish between things and names of things in
their everyday affairs. In mathematics, however, there is evidence to
the effect that such distinctions are difficult to make. For example, the
student who cancels

-I. 3
A + 10

and, therefore, concludes that 7714 = K9 displays a symptom of such
difficulty.

In the example above, crossing out the symbol '4' above the line and
the symbol '4' below the line signifies subtracting the number 4 from
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the number 7 in the one case, and subtracting the number 4 from the
number 14 in the other case. Due to the nature of division, the result
obtained by dividing 3 by 10 is not the same as that obtained when
dividing 7 by 14, Thus, the operation of crossing out symbols must be
checked by interpreting what is being done with the things (numbers)
named by these symbols.

The student, using the same procedure in the case

3 X 2
\ 3 X 5

and Concluding that %5 meets with the approval of the teacher.
It might appear, that using cancellation in the same way leadsto an erro-
neous result in one case and to a correct result in another case.

In the last exauple, the operation of crossing out needs to be also in-
terpreted in terms of operations with numbers. Crossing out the symbol,

above the line means dividing 6 by 3. Similarly, crossing out the
symbol '3' below the line means dividing 15 by 3. Due to the nature (3f
division, the quotient Is the same when both the dividend and the divisor
are divided by the same number. .

The kind of difficulty exemplified above in the case of arithmetic is
even more intensified when students encounter algebra. For example,
a student who simplifies 04 follows:

7r 5

experiences the same difficulty. In interpreting the above to mean
Take away the symbol from the symbol. '57r'

he fails to realize that there is a difference between operating on symbols
and operating on things named by the symbols. Thus, the simplification
of the example above, might be done as folloA:

5r r = 57r lr = (5 1 1)r = 4r .

41.1To introduce a desirable notation for this chapter, we wish to use a
simple example. In the first paragraph of this section we made a state-
ment about a student. Clearly there is no student on this piece of paper
(there isn't enough room), but there is a vord referring to the student.

..Since we may want at times to talk about a word rather than abbut
the thing named by the word, we suggest a convention which will make
it clear to the reader which of these two things (word or thing) is under
discussion.

3 ;3g
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When we wish to write about a word or other symbol, we shall put single
quotation marks around that word or symbol.

Thus, we can now say correctly and without ambiguity that there is
no student on the preceding page but 'student' occurs in several places
on the page.

A few simple illustrations should prove to be of value at this point.
I.,Ook at a children's puzzle which has gone the rounds of many a school.

When does half of twelve equal seven?
Answer: When it's written 'XII' and one takes the upper half.

Consider another'puzzle of similar nature.

What is half of 18?
Answer: 10. It is obvious when you draw a horizontal line cutting '18' in half

and take either one of the two halves.

Perhaps no one takes these puzzles seriously but we want to utilize them
in illustrating the use of the single quotes we shall employ throughout

: this chapter.
It is easy to detect-an analogy in a way in which one arrives at the

erroneous answers in the three examples above:

It is not true that 5/r r = 5, but it is true that the symbol removed
from the symbol '5,7r' results in the symbol '5'.

It is not true that half of twelve equals seven, but it is- true that taking the
- upper half of the symbol 'XII' gives one the'syrnbol 'VII'.

It is not true that half of 18 equals 10, but it is true that taking either the
'upper or the lower half of the symbol '18' leaves one with the symbol '10'.

Now we are led to a topic which is of importance in the study of
mathematics, viz., distinction between a number and a name of a number.
To introduce this topic to a class of students; one may write symbols
like:these on the blackboard

k

and then ask: "Which is larger?" A. cautious student will insist that he,
cannot answer the question until he knows whether the question is
about the marks he sees on the blackboard or about, as he may put it,
"the numbers which arc repreSented by the marks." The student, of
:course,jis correct in net giving a simple answer.

'We are making the following point. It is a simple matter to be able

3 5
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to answer that the symbol

is larger than the symbol

5.
In case of an argument, the matter is easily settled by the use of a ruler.

It is equally easy to decide that the number named by the symbol

3
is smaller than the number nkmed by the symbol

5.
To state this relationship between numbers conveniently, we employ
the following familiar notation:

3 < 5
or

5 > 3 .

The two statements above convey the same thoughts as the statements

3 < 5
and

5 > 3
respectively.

In the use of the symbols `<' and `?', we want to make clear that
our intention is to employ these symbols to state relationships between
numbers only. These symbols should not be used when describing rela-
tionships between the names of numbers. Therefore, .

45, '3,

is a meaningless phrase. A meaningful statement wouldbe:

The symbol 45' is larger than the symbol '8'-.

Next, we shall examine some specific situations in school mathematics
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which are intimately connected with the subject of the distinction
between things and their names, in particular, between numbers and
their names. The teacher who might think that this matter is of little
consequence should attempt to uncover a good reason for students'
frequent mistakes when they say that, for example, the number .0876
is larger than the number .7.

NUMBERNUMERAL

The teacher in a little backwoods school was at the blackboard explaining
arithmetic problems, and was delighted to see that the gangling lad, her dullest
pupil, was giving slack-jawed attention. Her happy thought was that, at last,
he was beginning to understand. So when she had finished, she said to him,
"You were so interested, Cicero, that I'm certain you want to ask more ques-
tions."

"Yes'm," drawled Cicero. "I got one to askwhere do them figures go when
you rub 'em out?"

In considering numbers, it is important to maintain the distinction
between things and their names. Numbers, being abstractions, cannot
be perceived by any of the five senses. It is impossible to distort the shape
of a number, for it has no shape. It is impossible to shoot a hole through
a number, for there is nothing physical to shoot a hole through. On the
contrary, names of numbers can be J3een, they can be erased, their
shapes can be distorted, they can be moved, and many other sorts of
physical actions can be performed on them.

Zero. Once awareness of this distinction is achieved, one must recog-
nize that the statements to the effect that zero is not 'a number but
merely place holder are incorredt. Such statements are open to criticism
on two counts. First, zero is a number (Chapter 2), for we write

5 + 0 = 5
when we want to express the fact that the number zero added to the
number five equals five. Second, if we consider zero as a place holder,
meaning that it actually holds a place, then we are referring to a mark
on a piece of paper, for it would be absurd to talk about a number; which
is ttn abstract entity, holding a place for some thing. The mark which
we call a, place holder is a name for the number zero.

To recognize this means also to recognize that devoting a great deal
of attention to the numeral '0' as a place holder is much-to-do-about-
nothing. Moreover, it is misleading, because of the failure to discuss
other simple numerals like '1', '2', and so on, as place holders. In this
sense, for example, in '7095' each of the numerals 47', '0', '9', and '5'
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holds a place. '7' signifies the presence of 7 thousands, '0' the preSence
of no hundreds, ;9' the presence'of nine, tens, and '5' the presence of five
ones.

When looking at the statement

Ten divided by three is -V-)

one sees the symbols 'ten', 'three', and '1%'. They are names of three
different numbers. But one also is able to recognize that the phrases

Ten divided by three

and

10 ca.

name the same number. (The reader by now has prObably noticed that
instead of including a phrase within single quotes, we occasionally dis-
play it.)

Our general point is that when ogre- makes 'a statement about some-
thing, then it is normal for this statement to, contain a name for this
thing, rather than this thing itself. Or, expressed in other words, in order
to mention something one uses a name of it.

It follows, then, that in making a statement about a number, it is
natural that this statement; shquld contain a name of the number and
not the number,_ itself. At different times, one may use different names
of the same number. The choice of a name may be completely arbitrary
or there may be a good reason for using one name in preference to some
other-name. For example, in books intended for German children the
name zehn' is much more appropriate than the name 'te.11;, although
each names the same number. Or, ordinarily, the name '10' is considered
to be. simPler than the name '16%5 1%5'. Similarly, the name '9'
is usually considered to be simpler than the name '2 7', although the
latter may be simpler for some purposes. For example, when adding 9
to 28, a child will probably find it easier to do- this:

28 (2 ± 7) = (28 ± 2) + 7 = 30 + 7 = 37
. than this:

+ 9 = 371

Thus; a number has many names: We choose the.naine which is simpler or, more
:convent:ell! for 'the purpose at.hand. , ,
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Here are some of the,names of the number 10:

30 20 5 X 2 1/100 X
1/1000 7 + 3 . dix zehn

It-should be pointed out that 1/100 is the principal square root of
100, which is the number 10. The second square root Of 8100 is 10.
Similarly, N3 T,0-00 is the principal cube root of 1000, which is 10. The
other two cube roots of 1000 are complex numbers.

Some of the names of the number 3 are:

three - drei -V§ 7 + 4, 8

27'13
621

ob
;

207

Some of the payngof the numbear" 1% are:
C

ten- thirds 10 ÷ 3 3-1
3 51701

100 60 10
9 15 15

Since the names in the last line above are names of. the same numbers.
%ve.may write, for example,the

'7.0*
,170=

3 51

This statement impliesthat '3W and '17%1' are names of the same
number. Similarly,;

ten = 10
implies that 'ten' and '10' are flames of the same number. And

ten = fhesum of five and five
.implies that `ten' and 'the sum of five and five' are names of the same

number.
Correspondingly, the, sign which is read is not equal to is inter-

preted to mean that two names connected by it name two different
entities. For example, .

means: '
3

10

100, and!:1%'.are names of two different numbers...
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TheAreader is referred to the sectiwn on equality toward the .end of
thiS chapter tor at more detaileediscussion of the concept of equality.

Fractions. If we ncr tern our discussion to numbers which are frae-
*

tions;;welirst realize that the word 'fraction' may at times be ambiguous.
Rh. the sake f clarity, will use here the phrase 'fractional number' for
the'ncimber and the Arose 'fractional numeral' for the symbol for such

,a40number., *'or e.xample, thtip fractional' nunfbrals '%', and
`S! are" different namef;of the same- fraCtional number. On the other

IEnd, the kactional nurperat 'A' is not name the same rational
number es the fractioqal niiiiirel

Truls, a fractional numeral is a symbol naming a fractional number.
We use the phrase Ipictional number' to be synonymous with 'rational
number's §ince!in common usa the word 'fraction' is used to refer to
a number, we may abbreviate dEd-also-use 'fraction' to be synonymous
with `fractionate number' or 'rational number'. YOu will recall the dis-
citssion in Chapter 2 in whic a rational number was defined to be an
equivalence class whose elements are number pairs (page 43). An exam-
ple of such ,an equivalence, clags may be

,{ (1, 2); (2, 4), (3, 6),.(4, 8), j

The fractional numeral 'A' One of the many Names for this equiiia-
fence class. The class itself is' a rational number.

The discussion of the distinction between names of things and the
things themselveA, in particular, the _distinction between a fractional
numeral and..a fractional number, has many knplications for teachers.
Let us e ine a number of. statements cugentTy occurring in arithmetic
textbook and see how they should be mitlied in the light of the pre-
ceding

(1) l'arts of whole things, such as K K and %, are called fractions,, or
fractional parts:

'In th
_,

e statement above, it appears that the phrases 'fractions' and
'fractional parts' are used as synonyms. Also; fractions are considered'
to ,lie parts of something, parts of objects, 1jke parts of aff apple.
At theosame ime, it is said alit A, A, and are fractions; thus, they
are parts of' otjects. Whether one considers fractions to be parts of either
common objects or mathematical objects, i."4"iumbers, one should
experience a feeling of uneasiness about ix F9r, first, no number can be
a part of a common object, and, second, a rational number should not be
gonsidered a part of a number.

A clearer' taternent saying what w4is apparently, intended by the

e
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statement above would be:

(1') Numbers such as and % are called rational numbers; more ex-
plicitly, a number is a rational number if it is the quotient of two whole num-
bers. The symbols `1,V, and `X,' are examples of fractional numerals.

Let us consider another statement:

(2) The figure written below the line is called the denominator of the frac-
tion and the figure written above the line is called the numerator of the fraction.

According to this statement, the numerator and denominatbr of a
fractional numeral are chosen to be symbols. One should not quarrel
with this choice, except for the fact that those who make this choice
go on and perform operations on numerators and denominators, that is,
on symbols, instead of on numbers named by the symbols. Since it is
quite convenient to speak of, for example, multiplication of a numerator
by a number, it is easy to agree that the numerator be the number named
by the top part of a fractional numeral and the denominator the number
named by the bottom part. Thus, the statement above would be written
as:

(2') A fractional numeral consists of two parts. The top part names the
numerator, and the bottom part names the denominator.

Now, since a numerator and denominator are numbers, we can freely
speak about multiplication of ,the numerator and denominator by a
number.

In .the light of the discussion above, the following commonly used
definition:

. (3) 'Fractions which have the same denominator, such as n, ltd %, are
called like fractions.

should read:

(3') Friictional numerals with the same denominators are called 'like frac-
tional numerals'.

Thus likeness is not a property of numbers; it is a property of numerals.

For example, the fractional numerals `Y4' and . are like fractional
5 1

numerals because their bottom parts name the same number, i.e., they
have the same denominator.

In order to test whether or not this distinction between the number
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and the numeral has been successfully taught, we would suggest trying
on students exercises like the following. For each statement below, tell.
whether it is true or false. State the reason for your answer.

1. 2 > 3.
2. '45' consists of two numbers.
3. '5'-is smaller than 659.

4. 5 is larger than 5.
5. 'Five' has four letters:
6. 100 is made up of '1', '0', and '0'.

7. Johnny can erase '5' in 35.
8. In writing '17' we write 1,first, then 7.
9. In 656 , 659 is bigger than '6'.
10. Four has four letters.
11. If 659 is bigger than `9' in 6 95 , then 5 > 9.
12. '6.00005' is larger than '0.5'.
13. 0:5 is larger than 0.00005.

'2'14. The fractional numeral is smaller than the fractional numeral
I 5 I

15. Numbers can be found on this page.
16. 'Numbers' can be found on this page.

I

0

5

3

I

and - are like fractional numerals.
.

18. Ar' means that and yo-' are names for two different
numbers.

19. It is true that 7 < 8.
20. There are nine letters in 'One letter'.

Answers:
1.. False. The number two is not, greater than the number three.
2. False. No symbol consistSof numbers.
3. True. It is easy to see that the first symbol, is smaller than the .

second symbol.
4. False. The number five is not larger than the .pumlier, five.
5. True. One verifies this by simply counting;the fetters in the word

`five'.
6. False. No number is made up df SyMbols,
7. FaIse. No symbol can be erased in a number, because no number

is made up of symbols. 44
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8. False. It is impossible to write numbers.
9. True. The symbol `5' is bigger than the symbol '6'.
10. False. Numbers do not have letters.

911. False. It is true that .the symbol 45 is bigger than the symbol
'9' in the symbol 459'. It is false that 5 > 9. Thus the total state-
ment is false.

12. True. It is easy to see that the first symbol is larger than the
second.

13. True. The number 0.5 is larger than the number,0.00005.
14. False. It is easy to see that the first symbol is larger than the

second.
15. False. It is impossible for numbers to appear on a page.
16. True. The word 'numbers' is capable of being fopnd on a page.

Furthermore, it is found in problem 15.
17. True. The two fractional numerals have the same denominator,

since '7' and '10 3' name the same number.
18. True.sThe statement is about the meaning of the statement:

It is true that the meaning of this statement is that (/' and
`iocy' are names for two different numbers. However, the statement.

itself is a false statement, because we know that 'W and 'Ho'
are two names of the same number.

19. True. The statement is about the numbers seven and eight, and
we know that the number seven is less than the number eight.

20. True. The statement is about the phrase 'one letter'. By counting
the letters in this phrase, we can verify ,the statement.

Further importance of distinguishing between numbers and their
names, especially in statements where reference is made interchangeably
to numerals and numbers, can be illustrated by the following example.

Suppose we assume, as is commonly done in mathematics textbooks,
that the statement

=
implies that can be replaced by ',12! in any statement. This is in
accordance with the axiom which is usually stated in some such ambigu-
ous fashion as ."Equals. may be substituted for equals in. any expression
without changing ter value of the expression."
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Now the statement

The denominator of is exactly divisible by 3

becomes

The denominator of '4' is exactly divisible by 3

when `92' is replaced by `,f. The last statement is clearly false.
To avoid this difficulty, it is essential to note first that the statement

The denominator of `792-' is exactly divisible by 3

is a -statement about the number 12. Obviously, what is true of the
number 12 does not have to be true of the number 8. Similarly, what is
true of the symbol `-?2-' is not necessarily true of the symbol because
they are different sythboIs. For example, the statement

1' is a part of `-te
if.

describes goniethihg. which is a property of the symbol but is not
a property of ,fie symbol `912'.

The fact.thit a giveh number is a single abstract entity suggests that
the propertieSlf 'a number are not subject to change determined, by the
'form of 'a name: the:numbei. Consider, for example, the number 7.
The symbol '7' is one'OC'irt's many, naives. It is a Hindu symbol in our
Arabic numeration system tothe.15ase ,ten.- One of the properties of the
number 7 is that it is a prime number, e., it is divisible by only 1 and 7.

Numeration. A word of explanation of the use of the phrase `numera-
tion system' as contrasted with 'number system' is of importance here.
The phrase 'numeration system' refers to a system of writing numerals.
Thus, we may have a numeration system to the base ten employing ten
symbols; or a numeration system to the base two employing two sym-
bols, and so on. For example, '15' in the numeration system to the base
ten,:30' in the numeration system to the base five, and '1111' in the
numeration system to the base two name the same number.

The phrase 'number system', on the other hand, refers to a system of
classifying numbers. Thus, we may speak of natural numbers, or integers,
or rational numbers, and go on.

Consider now a name for the number seven in the binary numeration
system, i.e., numeration system to the base two. The question is: "Is
the number whose name in the binary system is '1112a prime number?"
Certainly so. Primeness is a property of a number and therefore does
not depend do the, particular name we happen to choose for thiS num-.

4 8
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ber just as whiteness of snow does not depend on Whether; it;
`snow', 'schnee', `neige', :or `sieve'.

Let us now consider another example. Frequentfr;the7f011bWhig.queS:
tion is asked: "Is 7 an exact number ?" First, weahasten Fo point but
that such a question should not be asked, becauselV4ttggests:tlank,iiiiin-
bers can be classified into exact numbers and: inexact4;..]:idini*s.: But
there are no numbers which are inexact.

Our concern here is, of course, with what isienInnionYi.Callect`decinfal
approximation'. We know of many numberS Whielriliffer..frOM:: the
number 7 by a very small number. Thus,'3.1.4,:ts`a:#,*,263.4:rininbei. It
differs from the number 7 by a small numbe4'the.i.efore;:'vie ,ina#"-refer
to it as being an approximation of 7r. Wel alSO .10(PtiAliat:;nO inpfttei. how.
many:decimal places we use in a decimal;,ive a5le.,t6;ebtain
a name for the number 7. Furthermom,*;ktioW:.'th44e'qnotient of
the circumference by the length of the diarnetOrAanytqreleiS;h:number.
This number has no name in our Hindu-A:rabiernunioral sYst.eni.. It' was
given a name `7:.

o .i
Perhaps it is a ease that the habit; ef.,tarnitig',niinbers 'ping: decimal.

numerals is so strong that we are tempt:e0 heheye:tat if ;there rio
name of this kind, then there is.no nuinbOr.'Aigooti.an4logyhir,teathing
purposes is the foreign- language mord.;,,,iiiai
or the fact that there is ,ho Polypesiim:WCird::10. snow; In. the former
ease,: the absence' of the nglish translation tdaes.not hiijilY that there
do.bs not exist' an objeset!natried by tt:i6*0.4..itthe foreign language. In
the la,tter ease, the absence of a we-rdin, the. Pelynesiati.;liingnage for
snow does- not imply riFtnexistenee. of SnOW..'

This suggest another example, at taiiigh'SehO011everoVith a reverse
twisty namely.; he symbol, or morekoliepl,Y1,thereark,`GO.'. This mark
names no number. In.the simple ithe66,:of 1.:1.t,S,,.'iYiSITiointed out that
the hinetiondeseribed by 'y 1/i2i.dOOS:nOthaVe.alitnit a's x approaches
zero. It is true that, upon repraderne.iit .of. `.e- in !1/z2' by '0',
we obtain, 3,6 NV hr is a meariinileSsfrynihOr :an4,;...therefore, does not
name a number, but also, numberA;nained, b We', When 'x' is replaced
by names of small .ilonZerp.nuniheis:ar:e:VbrY. large :numbers. This fatet

isLorten,deseiibedhy'Saying that "`as.:t iapProaelies'Oio.,has no limit
heeaiiso it increases without bOnnd.,This:katernerit,iS.written thus in
symbols:

.
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So far all is well. But the student sees the mark `co' appearing in
precisely the same kind of situations in which numerals are used. He
is soon treated to the sight of such expressions as 'co/co ', 'co co ',
`1', and so on. Since the mark `co' appears in contexts in which the
student is accustomed to seeing symbols such as '5', '1', and so on, he
eventually 'ends up by believing that `co' also names a number. The
truth here is that contexts in which `co' occurs, although formally. Similar
to some in which numerals occur, actually refer to facts concerning
limits, and so have quite different meaning from those of the similar
expressions containing numerals. The mark `co' in the context of limits
does not name a number. Thus, we have, in this case, what looks like
a name of some thing but no thing to be named.

Our remarks here need to be interpreted in relation to the real num,
ber.system. In this chapter we are not concerned with the extensions
of the real number system, called `transfinite numbers'. Our remarks
here are only applicable to the sim'ple theory of limits and to the system
of real numbers as treated in the introductory calculus texts.

It is now^tiirie to, Wing. out in the open a concept which has already
been much used in the abOve. This is the matter of the symbol and its
referent. We begin with a simple example. We all know that there once
existed a flesh and blood person whose name, was 'Euclid'. :The-name
`Euclid' is not flesh and blood but merely printer's ink in a certain pat-
tern on this page; it is a symbol and the man is the referent of the sym-
bol. In the same way, 'United States of America' is an approximately
two-inch long set.of black marks and a symbol, but the referent of this
symbol is a veiy, large nation of many millions of people and several
millions of square miles of land.

As long as the referent of Symbol is a physical entity, it seems easy
to avoid confusionone can often rely on an index finger and point to
the referent and point to the symbol naming this referent. In mathema-
tics, as well as in many other areas of intellectual endeavor, troubles
arise when the referent of a symbol cannot be pointed to or even imag-
ined visually with any accuracy because that referent is abstract. Num-'
bers are such things. The symbol, however, is always tangible, perceiv-
able either by the eye or the ear, and there is therefore a strong tendency
to think about the symbol in place of its,referent. This is the source of
such practices as juggling numbers and an explanation of why transposi-
tion is such a ,favored method of solving equations.

It is not our intention to condemn such practices as transposition and
cancelling. We do. believe, .however, that students need to , understand
that transposition is a process of manipulating symbols and not of operat,
ing with numbers. Thus, a typical statement of a transposition rule to
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the effect that a number can be moved to the other side of the equation
if its sign is changed is not correct.

We feel it important that the student who learns to do this:

3x_+ 5 = 2

+ 5 2. = 0

understands what is being-done. WO further believe" that the use of the
word `transposition' contributes to neither understanding of the process
itself nor proficiency in solving equations.

If we were to make a piactical suggestion to teachers, it would be this:

Let the students,observe how equations are solved; Let them see
P
what hap

pens to the numerald and variables as they are moved from one side of an'equa-
.tion to the other, and do not attempt, at least in the early stages of work with
'equations, to verbalize the process or ask students to do it. To find out whether
or not the students know what takes place, let them work 'equations' and'kli2:
serve their work to see whether they are doing it correctly.

For more detailed treatment of solution of equations we refer the
reader to the section on equality toward the end of this chapter.

-Cancelling is an example of another process of manipulating symbols
and not of an operation with numbers. Unless a student understands
this clearly, he will make errors:of the type shown in an example at the
beginning of this chapter. Thus, he will cancel:

2 + 3
2 + 6

and conclude erroneously that ,g = %. Errors of the same type:coni
mitted where variables are involved such as:

+.5 5_
8- 8

may not be as easily detcted. They stem basi4lly from the confusion
about the meaning of 'variable'. This topic is discussed later in the chap-
ter.

MATHEMATICAL ,GRAMMAR

The study of grammar, in. my opinion, is capable of throw-
. Mg far more light on philosophical questions than is commonly

supposed by philosophers. Although a grammatical distinction
cannot be uncritically assumed to correspond to a genuine
philosophical difference, yet the one is prima-facie evidence of
the other, and may often.be most usefully employed as a
source of discovery.BERTRAND RUSSELL
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Grammar is concerned with the structure of language. The person
who has had formal training in one or more foreign languages is aware
that each language has its own grammar, that different lanpages have
different grammars. So it is with the .language of mathematics. In this
section we shall attempt to a very brief mathematical grammar
with certain parallels to conventional English grammar.

First, however, we want to point out that our choice of the phrase
`the language of mathematics' is not without purpose. We believe that
one should not speak of mattematics as a language because 'it is not a
language in the same sense 'as Chinese is. Mathematics .is a science
studying a variety of things such as numbers, lines, and so onl A mathe-
matical law such as the commutative property of addition can be ex-
pressed in many different languages. For example:

The sum' of one number and another number is equal to the sum of the second
and the first.

is one English expression of this law. There are other English.,Wordings
and translations in mast foreign languages. An expression o this in the
language of mathematics might be:

x = x.

Our point is that the mathematics is the same in each case bat the
language is different. The Arabs were able to do a surprising amount of
algebra without special symbols. However, contemporary mathematics,
within certain limits, does .have a fatly uniform method of expression
and this can, roughly speaking, be wAd 'the language of mathematics'.

It shbuld be understood that in this section we are discussing that
part of mathematics which is expressed, not in ordinary Ehglish words
which must follow conventional English grammar, but in that abbre-
viated symbolism which is special to mathematics.

. t is usual in grammar first to discuss the various parts of speech, e.g.,
nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and so on. For most languages, Such'
analysis is fairly complex and the different word forms are very numer-
ous; this is partly due to the natural evolution of a language and partly
to the great variety of concepts a language must express. On .the other
hand, the language of mathematics has been developed, at least in part,
in a conscious, artificial way and also is used to express far fewer and
probably far simpler concepts. As a result, we can identify only three
rather clearly defined parts of mathematical language.

The first is almost completely comparable to .the ordinary noun or
pronoun, which is qon-imonly said to be a name of a person, place, or

:3-3-2
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thing. While we have no persohs 'to talk about in mathematical
course, we do have places, such as the pointS, of geometry, and things,
such as numbers, sets, and so on..The phrase 'mathematical indivi
is sometimes used for these places and. things. So, our first. P
:mathematical 'speech is the symbol for an indiVidual; the simplest e4ni-L414,,
pies are.the nurnerals such as '0', '1', and so on,and the letterss4';
'A', B', and so on, used, as variables in: algebra and geomzy

The second part of mathematical language, the .relation 7,00.
very similar t,o the ordinary verb-, Which is-said to expi.ess an aetion
a relation. Mathematics is not. concerned With actions but there art-- r
yerjr many relations' of concern to the mathematician. One of theofirst,...
mathematical things the young child learns, 1. + 1 = 2, involves the.'
relation of equality arid this relation 'is neVer ,discarded evea in the most
advanced mathematics, eveia. though maiay other relations. are intro-
duced.. Other eXamples are *he relation 'of _being larger (expressed by,.

9, the congruence relation (expressed- hy' '2"_"), and the Membership
:relation (eipressed by `e')".'"Just as the'English leacher insillts that a

, 'correct sentence rouit have a Verb, so`: theAmathematics teacher must,
insist that a correct Mathematical sentence must have a relation symbol.

aifficult 'to oOmpare our third :part of Mathematical language,
sYmbols for operations wail fuiactiOnS, with anything in traditional
grammar. We are concerned here with such symbols as 'X ',
÷', \i"; 'sin', 'tan% f ', and so,,on: It seems best simply to examine

the way in which they are used. For example, ,'+' is a symbol fOr a binary
operation, that is, if a numeral is written on each side of the sign, the
resulting .coMpound syinbol is a naine of some number. Senie insight
maSr be gained by translating '2 + 37: as 'the sum of 2 andt' said compar-
ing it with the ordinary English phmse 'the elder son of Adana and Eve';
conceptually,. there is very little difference but the usual symbolisin hides
the similarity. The difference betiveen a binary 'operation (as symbolized
by `z y') and a function of two variables (as symbolized xvhen writing
if(x," y) = XI - y5') 0:largely:symbolic; certain functiong are so basic
or so much. used thatthey have acquired a special symbolism and the
title of an operation, There are also important symbols which' combine
with ft single individual-symbol t,o produce a compound name of anOther
individual; examples are `Nr', 'tan'. Here, we have singular?' operations
or functions of one 'variable. In each case, if an individual-srmbol is
put in the prOper place, the reault is a compOund symbol naming an

,343

Unfortunately, there is no agreement in terminology for this kind of opera
tion; the words 'unitary', 'monary' are also used.
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individual; for example, `Vi' is a ..compotind name for the number 2.''
A. worthwhile comparison iti,to the English phrase'the mother of Na-
poleon'. We shall call symbols of both operation and, function `operafor
symbols'.

The use in algebra of the symbols and front of a numeral
is an example of a misleading use of symbolism. The symbols and
' 5' are frequently read 'positive five' and 'negative five', creating the
impression that '+' and ' appear here in the role of adjectives rather
than merely as a part of the name of a number. This is a source of con-
fusion to those students who think that x is a negative number. It
seems preferable not to use the '+' sign at all, except possibly for erti-
phasis in some cases, and to view the !' sign as symbolizing a singulary
operation Thus z' should be 'read 'negative Of It is unfortunate,
for some reasons; that symbolizes both a singulary and a binary
operation; for the mature person, this is a convenience because of the
close relation between the operations, but for the immature, it can be a
clanger which the teacher must be prepared to handle properly. Similar
remarks hold for the word 'negative' and the phrase. 'negative of'.

Each of the three kinds of symbols (individual, relation, and operation)
may be classified in either one of the two following categories: Lt'onstants
and variables. Thus, we shall speak of individual constants or in-
dividual variables, relation constants or relation variables, and operator
constants or operator variables. Table 1 shows these categories more
clearly, together with som;e examples in each category.

Although relation variables and Operator variables are at present
used mainly only at a rather advanced level, there is considerable op-
portunity for their advantageous use much earlier. For example, in 9th
grade algebra, after one has explained that addition and multiplication
are comnmtative, one can use an, operator. variable '*' to make a general
definition of commutativity:

A binary operation symbolized by ' is commutative if and only if a * b =
b * .a, for all a and b.

%

Ina similar way, a better understanding of algebraic and geometric
relations may be produced through a general discussion of reflexive,
symmetric, -and transitive properties. For example:

A relation symbolized by 'I?' is symmetric if and only if: if aRb, then bRa,
for all (rand b.

There is some value in further analysis of the concept of compound
names. Suppose that we use the phrase 'atomic constant' for an individ-

.,



COnatanta,, Variables

°Individuals (symbols 2 z (The range of may be the see
for things) _ the point (0, 0), 0. of complex numbers.) yr(the null set) a

. A (The range of `A' may be 'the
set of points in a plane.)

B (The-range of '13' may be a apeci-
Sed collection of sets.)

(Generally found only in advanced
mathematics.)

o (The range of 'o' may be the en:
tities named by: '+', `', 'X',"
and

f (The range of `f' may be the en-
tities named. by :'sin', 'cos', 'tan',
,cot', and `log'.)

(Generally found only in advanced
mathematics.)

R (The range nf.-kf?' may be the en-
: :666 named by: '=', '<', '>',

and 'c')

Oper'aiors, (symbols
for ftinctionti 'rind
operatiqns)

X

.Relation symbOls A

ual constant Which. is a single symbol and which cannot be meaningfully
broken deWn into smaller parts. Such atomic constants seem to be very
feW in number; there are the decimal digits.'0', '1', and on to '9' and

'then there are a, few letters used as constants (almost always as abbre-
viations fOr:compOnnd individual constants); examples of the latter are
'41 (for \rT1') and 'e' -(as, a,narne for the base of natural logarithms).
Any fraction is thus a cbmpound individual co4istant, as is any numeral,.
for a number greater than 9. It is especially. interesting to us thpt we
cannot find any individual: constants for geometric objects in synthetic
Euclidean geometry, (It is true that ix' is an, individual constant, but
it names a number, not a point, line, or other 'geometric figure) The
letters 'A', '13', and so on, are generally individual variables for
points. If 'C' is used for circumference, it can best be analyzed, as a
function symbol; the same is true of 'many other words (aid their
related syMbols) such as gength), 'bisector, and 'area'..Ne thus have
an example of what Russell probably meant in the quotation at the
beginning of this section. Geometry is reveled as the study, not of
particular geometric objects, but of relationslpetween and functions of
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unspecified objects (e.g., relatiOns of congruence and parallelism, and
the length function). The contrasts Ivith arithrhetic and algebra where
we are frequently concerned with particular numbers such as 0, 1, and
so on. 4P

The topic of parentheSe& and other so-called signs of grouping can be
viewed as another bit of mathematical grammar. Stifle marks 4 paren-
theses and brackets are qiiite different from other syriThog in that they
do not refer -to anything but serve to remove ambiguities that would.

__

necessarily arise in many complex statements and expressions. A simple
example is:

2 + ,X 4.
. .-..

Utsles's certain conventions have been established, one cannot tell whether
this symbot theans,20,or '14. The ambigiity can be removed by writing
either: o ,

... % _,
(2 4, 3) X 4

Or

.
The teacher Can make a. valuable contribution by Pointing 1:11it the
similar functiOn of ordinary punctuation narks in removing ambiguities
in\English statements. An example is the sentence:

ss
SOme say the students have their favorite question.

which can be ptirictuated,either

Some say, "The students have their favorite question.'.'

"Some," say the students, "have their favorite questi "
By such examples Of both kinds,, algebra students should come to nder-
stand the basic 'purpose of parentheses. After this, they can be taught
that certain cohventions have beeh adopted in an' effort to ddvelop
most highlyabbreviated symbolism. ,

In this part of the chapter; we have considered some of the grammati-
cal asp; cats of-mathematical language. Generally, we consider it `A, highly
use and rewarding practice for teachers to seek out.examples of.
ttnalogies between the grammar of the English language and ,that of
mathematical langliage. Much understanding can be gained by such
practices. T4

4
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VARIABLE

The notion of the varia,b1 Is one of the most difrkqulewitl
which Logic has to deal, and e present work a, satisfactory
theory as to its nature, in spite of 'Much discusgion, will hardly
be found. For the present; f only wish to male it plain that
there are ariables itt, all mathematical propisitions, even

'where it first sight they might seam to be absent.
Nt B ERTRA NIP RUSSELL

The word 'variable' is found repeated many times in almost every
book' on mathematics or related subjeA,ts. It is used bot4 as a noun and
as an adjective. Upon careful analMs of mathematical writings one
concludes that much remains to be explained before the concept of
variable maybe pronounced clear and un4nbiguqius. The word 'variable',
used in many different contexts and with many different meanings) plays
a central role in algebra, analytic geometry, and calculus.

Because the concept of variable is so basic to mathematics, children
should be introduced to it a1early as p2ssibleAhere are, many .exam04
of simple arithmetic situations throuth' which very young children can
be introduced to the concept of variable.

- Let us take a very simple example. The young child learns that
0 + 1 = 1, that 0 2 = 2, and that 0 + 3 = 3, and so on He should
perceive that there is not a limited number of such related *ten-lents
but as many such statements as there are numbers. The problem js to
soMellw express all of these. This is the time to intiodude variables.
The child can be told that the letter 'n' can be used to stand for any
number and that by writing

eA

0 + n- = n
he has combined all these statements into a single statement, The teacher
can find suitable analogies to general statements in ordinary English.
This teaching device ,.can be used again and again, ,whenever a new
generalization is discovered. .

One further comment about the example above should prove of va uer,.
When a child writes

0 n n

he thinks of n as .being any number. That is, any number he, knows
about. In later study of mathematics, when a studentis.acquainted *ith
several number systemS, it is necessary to specifY which number system
is meant. The number system which consists :of those' numbeqowhoso
names can be put in place of a variable is called:Abe range of the

a 7
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41, .

ablet. Thug, the equation
4r, + 2 = 0

...,
rsi: j, has no roottin iite nat 1 number systetint does have the root, 2,

in the System of integ,erst 1:e:., the system okdirecteewhole,numbers.
4 The concept of an operator*iable, that is, aiyalta,ble whOse is

..., a set or OpgratiOks, is ordinarily I ., introduced. until the student of
,, 3,,,,

matpematics begins the study of gru,t; 'theory. We know from experience
that the operator vAiable can be meaningfully used with high 'school
students and we bvilieve that, sirf$16. ways of teaching it to elerligntary
lige children can be develoRed. We illustrate by the use of the following

-

example. , il, ,.,- ''
At a fairly early stagttie child lea ns the two generalizatieris:

,'' 4
e ' :0; a -I- b .,b ± a ti

',1,' ct X b = b >Ca:
....

'` By thA,use of an operator vhriable, say `*', replaces,ble by `+' and 'X',
'a

these two statetnenta ca,n 7
be combined into one: v.

P `,

.
tor'*'b

It should, be catefmlly'ffoted that this is not true for all operAtions but
only for thoseintluded in the arbtary range of the symbol` *'. We dok.
not consider thieuierely a pedagogkeltour de force but something of
very .wppreciable vaTuefn that it makes easievdo point but both,
similarities and4ifttrenoes. The teacher eanicow explain thatisany opera-
tion for which this is true is called `commutative'. Operations for which
this is not truecan also 44 Exaritples of noncOmmutative
operations are subtraction and division.

The relation 1A1able, Lev the variable wh* range is a set-of relatiou.s
an also be introducOrrearly, in the grOes. Many adv4n&g,es can be

derived from this miry introductioi4for future dy of mathematics. As
soon the wstudent has leed4such4genera tions us

If a -= b and b = c;fthen a .45 c iii
If a <,b and then a <

Lind c, then -b1 ,44.

If A ABC r----' A XYZ add A XYZ

'then A ABC A 111NP (P4.

If A ..1 BC' X YZ and A XYZ
k-)

then -A ABC ,--, A MNP 4.;

, 1
- 47
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he can be led to the use of `R! as a variable ranging over these five rela-
tions and to the single statement combining the five above:

If aRb and bRc, then aRc.

He can be told that any relation having this' property is called 'Ansi-
ilve' and then encouraged to look Mr other relations with or without
this property. Two examples of relations which are not transitive are:

X b
and

is the father of Y.

To illustrate the two aboVe by .roeans of ,specific exampled;

If 2 X 7, and 7 .F01 2, then 2 X 2°-

is false. Similarly,

If John is'tlie father of Toni and Tom is the father of Ann,
then John is the father of Ann,'

,:,

is i:Llse.
At any level where the word `variable' is used, ie should bye emphasized'

that this is one of those unfortunately miSleading mathern-atical words.
whose original mear 'ng has been changed, that a variable does not vary,
that it is simply symbol Whose range is a set of two or rue things.
A constant, on t e other hand, i§ a-symbol referring to only one thing...

.: Somewhere; ( r 'perhaps frequently, it should be pointed ont that a
letter is no.t ne essafily a variable. 'Letters are frequently-usedascon7
venient abbie ations for numerals which becOme unwieldy andAiresonie
when written 'repeatedly. The letter `i', as an. abbreviation for `',
is an example; 'e', as, an abbreviation' for-lim'(1 + (1/4)2% -is. a better,

ge,,one.. Menger gives the,name ;permanent literal.,numefals' to such sym:horst.. .5',

Inns far,itive,have .written of one use of variable's: to state generaliia-
tions. The second use is probably better known since it Centers. around
the layman's conception o4..algebrrt the part of mathematicslhat
.nses 'x! for thet.uAknown. In'One sense, these two 'uses are quite different;

Sri another; they are vterysimilar. This secondbse,.as commonly. found;
is As entially that of a;king^-it mathematical questiba. Instead of asking

.
What nutnber,.:a ed to three gives five?

4.

'we say:

Solve for x, x 3 =-- 6.

4,3
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The displayed sentences are essentially synonythous and in each case
the correct reply is 2. Emphasis on this synonymity is an important
teaching device and should not be ignored. With this in mind, certain
aspects of 9th grade algebra,can be taught far earlier and to good ad-
vantage, as illustrated by the English writers Bass and Dowty who
advocate this as early as"the'English equivalent of our 2nd grade.2

At this point, the phrase 'value of a variable' becomes especially im-
portant. Because of its frequent use, it is essential that it have an un-,
ambiguous meaning. 'This meaning should be simply 'a member of the
range of the variable' or 'a referent of the variable'. There is nothing
unusual about this, but we want to emphasize that a value of a variable
is a thing and not a name of a thing. In the same way, we can extend
the meaning of 'value' so that we can say that the value of a fractional
numeral is a rational number and; even more generally, that the value
of a numeral is its number.

Perhaps this is the time to focus our- attention on the grammatical
function of variable. This function is similar to that of indefinite pro-
nouns and general nouns in everyday language. We shall make this clear
by the use of an illustration. Consider the following sentence:

She said he was a member of it.

This sentence is neither true nor false, that is, it has no truth value.
Only upon replacement of each 'she', 'he', and 'it' by a name of a person
or an object will the sentence result in something which may be judged
to be either true or false.

We shall call a sentence like the one above 'a propositional function'.
This propositional function will yield a,sentence capable of being judged
either true or false only if each of the pronouns in the propositional
function is replaced by a name of a unique person or object. Replacing
only some of the pronouns by such names will result in other proposi-
tional functions. For example, each of the kilowing is such a-derived
propositional function:

Nancy said he was a member of it

or

or

She said John was a member of it

Nancy said John was a member of it

3.6 0
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Or

Or

She said John was a member Tallahassee Kiwanii3 Club

Nancy said he was a member of Tallahassee Kiwanis Club.
To- obtain a sentence from the propositional function, each of the

pronouns in it must be replaced b1 a name of a person or an object.
Thus,

Nancy said John was a member of Tallahassee Kiwanis Club
is a sentence which is either true or false.

Analogous to the concept of a range ofa Variable, the pronouns 'she'
and `he' have a range which is the set of human beings, and 'it' has a
range consisting of organizations. For the sake of emphasis, we would
like to poini Out again that the range in each case is a set of things and
not names.

This leads us to seek analogous examples in the area of mathematics.
Consider the following:

For every x and for every y, x2 y2 = (x y)(x y).

The intended meaning of this expression is that 'x' and 'y' in it can be
replaced by names of numbers to obtain, in every case, a true sentence.
Thus, '2's for 'x' and '3' for 'y' yields

22 32 = (20. 3) (2 + 3)

which is a true sentence.
In conventional textbooks expressions like the one above are written

without the use of quantifiers. They are commonly called 'identities'.
Thus,

%

x2 y2 = (x y)(x y)

is an identity because, no matter what numeral is put in place cfr gx'
and 'in place of 'y', y2' and '(x y)(x_± y)' yield two.narnts for.
the same number. We would have no serious objections to deleting the
quantifier, provided the meaning of such expressions is made quite clear.
This, unfortunately, is seldom achieved.

- Let us consider another example:.

For some x, x + 2 =

3

p

4
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Again, 'x' in this expression cante replaced by a nameipof any Mimber: ;
In this case, however, we will find that most of the sentences obtained
Will be false. For example, replaCing Fx? by `2', results .in

yam-1- 2 =* -0
which is a false sentence. We know that the only number whose narrie.
inserted in place of 'x' in `x --I- 2 = -/5' will yield a true statement :

2. . . .

We need to pause here for some elaboration of the phrages,.'fOr every
x and every,y' and 'for some x'. The first phrase is,.usually called "?.;
universal quantifier' and the second 'an .existential quantifier'. The
universal quantifier 'for every x and everY, y' is frequently replaced by
its synonym 'for all x and all y'. The exiAtential quantifier'for sonig y

has the synonyms 'there exists an x Such that', and 'there is'at least;
one x such, that'. Abbreviations are frequently. .employed:Sor the,guarnti-,
fiers. 'For all x' is written as and 'for some x' as '3x': So' much fdr
the notation. Now, what is the purpose of quantifiers and are 'they:
necessary?
, The quantifier `for every x and every y' serves.as I'm abbreviation for`',
the phrase: 'where 'x' and may be replaced'by: a numeral' natning,a,
number from a specified set of numbers'. In this sense, it serVtS:af,leanite
purposeit places expressions, which may .hetOtherwise meaniiigleSs
and isolated from all context, in a meaningful 'seVting.

At the beginning of this section, the advantages andeconomy gained'
`-hrough the use of variables were illustrated. The Distributive PrinciPle
of Multiplication aver Addition is' an additianatilhiStrtition of this
aspect of a variable. Let us state this principle'as4f4ciws:f4

.

-F
,

FOr every a, every b, and eve,iy e, as
-

ab

In the -first place, this expressItin covers a multitude of'stateMents
'2(3 --I- 7) 2 X 3 --I- 2 X:7 f-

D'
,

(3 *20 [( 5 ( 7..±,0i)r
--- (3 -4-. (3 -- -2)(-7 ± Vii)

- _

and so an. .. .

.
. .

.- .,..
. ;*-4"" -' , -i: i,

Secondly, th. .-rexPresSicin c3inveys- to us . something frith \\ (mid
lotdifficult:. 'n-thersarne,to desCribelin-the English language. Nevert
less, let pipit terapt:. tp06.:it;:..,::.-;1- - .
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The product of a number and the sum of two nurabers is equal to the sum of
the products of the first number by the second number andOf the first number
by the third number.

After, we have Blida, We are still not sure whether we said what we
wanted to, say or whether anybody understands-What we said or what ,

we 'wanted 'to say;
Perhapi one more illtiatiation bearing testiroony to the advantages

. .

,
.gained through the use ,of variables should proye of value. You recall

that' earlier in this chaPter we agreed that a fractional- numeral
sytribol..'(page 334). I rc'order to describe what kind of,symtipl it,is,
-innst:tesait to vatiablei:we caielio it as follows:

,wes6all*,'tilitabol a 'fractional numenA:if it is, of the form

and can be' obtained ,by' replacing I*' and `LS:' bynamesof integers, provided
not replaced by. a 16061u the niiinberi

Keptaed by ',4gs '46.) rep "7' Yields the fractiOil

You willnote thi%WelaveSit dedflie,uptiOn of variable.a.as letters
t..to otherSytn4Ols, affki abotts. NST4$elieve that'sUcli practice

should be 61161Fijgefitiri:i.,i1KIyissritOtn..hitgit'.in the: we used
...!inihia-SeZtio;i,i'itl0..iiininste'rliii 'what letters are used. For example,

;#6?eVerk-x'.-Arxd eve 'y' y, x.2 ,(X J) (z. y).
'=t

e'heen writent as:

eVerkm it,fiti.every s 82 `(rn 8) (m 8)
;

%
or as,

261- everit-ah4:eyery ;P2 '-<;-_-)2 :'f"'4 C) C)) (o + (-)).
iniilarly, the iji-siribiie Pf?%Vciple could Pe u-ritteti-as:. ,,..-4

i

Ali- orery il every-i,:ci 4- 7) -= 44+ ay,.
`',.,..-It.. ,,..or'

Far eve. -and every

A)4=-- 0 X C> A- 0 X LS,. .uP
.,,ek
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In concluding the discussion of variable, we should remark that
it is our belief that the view of the variable we attempted to convey
in this section is quite adequate for the purposes of high school mathe-
matics instruction. Teachers desiring to pursue this topic to a much
deeper extent are encouraged to study references found in the notes
at the end of this chapter.

DEFINITION

. .. A definition is no part of mathematics at all, and does
not make any statement concerning the entities dealt with by
mathematics, but is simply and solely a statement of a sym-
bolic abbreviation: it is a proposition concerning symbols, not
concerning what is symbolized. I do not mean, of course, to
affirm that the word definition has no other meaning, but only
that this is its true mathematical meaning.

BERTRAND RUSSELL

Perhaps the; appropriate way to begin this section is by defining
`definition'. Examination of a variety of written materials shows that
there are three easily distinguishable uses of the word. There are two
different processes called 'definition' and, third, the end, product of
either'of the processes is also called 'a definition'. One process is that of
examining the uses of a word or symbol and extracting from this a state-
ment about the meaning'of the word. This is approximately the process
used in writing dictionaries. On the other hanAhere is the process
mentioned by Russell above of creating new words'Or:synibols to serve
as abbreviations for less convenient language or symbolism.

Despite the difference in the processes, they produce essentially the
-same result; namely, a statement that two Words, phrases, sentences, or

bopihave the same meaning. This may be called 'a definition-state-
ent!.Y4Then written in ordinary language, definitiOn-statements may

appear, in a considerably variety of forms. When written completely in
mathematical symbolism, they are considerably more uniform, although
still having some liariety. Even within this variety, three essential parts
can. always be discerned. Let us consider several examples.

(1) '2' is defined as '1 ± 1'

(2) 'a b' means 'a .-F

(3) `x < y',will be used for 'x < y or x = y'

On the left of each of these statements is the piece of language being
defined (technically known as .the definienclum). On the right is the lan-
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guage which does the defining (the definiens). (Note that right here are
examples both,of definition and of the value of definition. We introduce
these Latin words not to be,highlbrow but because we anticipate a con.
siderable amount of reference in the next .pages to the language being
defined and to the language that does the defining and we should like a
more convenient way of doing this.) Between the definiendum and the
definien.s Always appears some word, phrase, or symbol which expresses
the idea that the definieminm and &finienslaave the same meaning. In
our opinion, one of the best symbols for this purpose is that used by
Whitehead and Russell, = df'. It may be read,. .equal by definition. If
the reader is\pj.the opinion that there is some value in uniformity, Ellen
this symbol has much to recommend it. Thus the three definitions above
would' be written:

2 = df I 1

a b = df a ± ( b)
x y = tlf x < y or x =

. . .
There is considerable disagreement about several features of definition,

One is the matter of whetter dekne words or 'things. The majority
opinion among current mathematical logicians is in 'favor of defining
words and symbols. Briefly their argument is that things have an 'exist-
epee independent of the names we may use for them and that all we Can
do is to decide hoW' we sliall use words and symbols (clearly; Hunipty
Dumpty, in our first quotation, was a Mathematiaian). We concur in this
judgmentnad also feel that' it is pedagogically sound.

The second place for disagreement is in criteria for a..good or proper
definitiOn.pne,position, which stems from Aristotle and his followers and
is still follo'ived in: most high-school geometry books, is in-terms of genus
and species, or n(mtvoidable negative terms, and so on. The more modern
position claims, itinvg other things, that while this may becadequate for
many or, most indivi4dual terms, it is not. applicable to operators or to
relation symbols. To be specific, we do not believe that the genus-species
matter can he applied to any of the three definitions above. The simplest

I most important criterion of the.mOdern position is that the definiens
shall contain only words and symbols WhiCh have beeinpreViously de-
fined or accepted its undefined.*

We mentioned earlier that there are two different processes which lead'

* There are other much more sophisticated criteria established in modern logic.
The interested readet, is referred to Suppes' Introductionto Logic. These criteria.
are of little concern below the advanced university level. .
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to definition-statements. We might say, fairly accurately, ktt they re-
, suit from the two answers to the .question: "Which came first,.the use of
the Word,,or a statement of the meaning of, the word ?" Actually, both
thinga happen, though not for the same word. Consider a word such as
`man': It is a very commonly used word and ,one about which there is
apparently very good,Agreement as to, meaning, 'As long-as there seems
to be satisfactory communication, there is little or no need kir a defini-
tion-statement establishing a pricise meaning. However;; such a need
may arise, for example, if agreement cannot be reached as to w ether a
new anthropological find is a man or only an anthropoid. The. %gess
which then occurs is that of examining very many commonly accepted
uses-of 'man', of finding the essential features, and putting them into a
definition-statethent. This process has been variously_called 'analysis' or
`explication'. ..

The second process of definition is a process by which new languageis
created. A -vast variety of examples is accessible: (1) The nuclear physi-

ttatk cist, working with hiS cyclotron, diScovers a new particle who e existence
was not known before. Note that he has discovered the particle; an ac-
tual thing. He does not next try to discover a name for this particle. He
simply creates a name for his convenience in talking about this newly
discovered thing. If it is very similar to particles which have been called.
`mesons';' he may invent a name which is similar to the name 'meson'.
It should be noted that this naming process is as arbitrary as the process
of naming a new=born child and in neither case is there any room for aigii-
ment as to what the new name really means. There can be no debate as
to the correctness of such a deWtiOn; it is simply a statement that the
writer will use this name when heVishes to talk About this particle or this
person' (together with the horie that Others will follow this usage). (2)
The inventor creates a new kind, of electronic vacuum tube with 5 in-
ternal elements. The invention shows promise and it seems likely that
there, will be need to talk about, this thing at considerable length. To
repeatedly use the phrase electronic vacuum tick with 5 internal elements
is_tiresorne and inefficient so the inventor decides on 'pentode' as a con-
venient and effective bbreviation. In this example, an important fea-
ture of mathematical finition is revealednamely, that any such dt fi-
nition can be viewed as erely an abbreviation and that as such; it is
logically dispensable. Russell Makes this point clearly (Phe Principles
of katheniatics, page 429), adding that dispensing with definition and
using only primitive tern* would, of -course, be unwieldy to the point
of extreme impracticality. To return to the example of the. new-born
baby, it would always be possible to say 'the first-born child of so-and-so'

366.
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but.this is certainly not practical when one i9 in a hurry. (3) Suppose
that a Mathernatician has been studying parrs of numbers with the
property..that 'the digits Of .the one number are the same as those of the

..-second but in .reverse. order. If he finds that such pairSOf numbers have
many inteiestineProperties. lie will'Wish to communicate these results to
other .mathematicians. Agairth.the frequent repetition of the 25 word 4
phrase beginiiing-E'a p:tir of nuMber.,: . '. will clearly be tiring, so the
mathematician is likely to start his paper by making a definition such as:. ,.

'reversible nuniber.pair' will be defined as `pair of. numbers : ...-.' He has
thus achieved an eeonomy Of some 22 Words.` If he feels inclined to even .

-greater ecotionly,-he.'inight. choosesTnething like It-nuniberl; if he pre- -

fers to work,and-I;yriteirra highly symbolic way, he may carry abbreVia-
tion to the ultimate and merely use 'R' rather than `R-number'., thus
writing "x and y.arek!'.

.

. . The creative..prodess of definition. exemplified above is the one which is
most common' in mathematics and it may even -be that, ideally,:it is the

?.only onc.which should occur. in mathematics:. HoWever,.mathematicithis
do' engage 'in the other. process. A good example is found .in the phrase
"the interior of a triangle'.. Probably every one mature enough to be con l.
cerned with triangles would agree in the uSagC of this phrase.: Yet, what
is its precise. meaning? In other wcirds,. what is an adequate 'definition-

. statement? Questions such as these have consumed the efforts of many :.:
excellent mathematicians and'. continue, to do s:o;.. especially. for those ,.

working in the foundations. of thatheniaticS: Another good, example; is
the several hundred.' pages which' Whitehead and .Rtissell used before.
they could make a-definition of '1'. ..

.

It is frequently said that mathematical symbols .are arbitrary.-.1.t. is
difficult to be sure exactly what this means. We see two possible mean-
ings, only one of which we consider correct. If the interpretation is that :
mathematical symbol: 4,t',e:c.11osen at randoM without ,anY.'thought. or
guiding, principles, t lien'. this does not describe what., mathematicians
actually do, although We must admit that there is no inatheinatical law

,. .'*,,Which forbids this being done. If 'arllitrary.' means Merely that, there is
46.,logical :process .by which names are'derived or by which it is, proved
that 'such and sue i' is.the Mne. of a certain thing', then we must agree1)

elat niat heinatica language and symbolism are arbitrary:.
.flow- are mathematical definitions actually -created?. That:is, how are

new Words' or symbols chosen? Our ,,-second- example illustrates one
n method: the-. use of Greek. or Latin roots. Tn this case, 'Pentode'. Was

created.hecause `priii.i& is the Greek foot fOr 5. Very ntny mathematical
.

words have such origins and we believe that an iinportant.teaChingtech-... .

a67-
fr.
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nique' is suggested herenamely, to explain 'polynomial' as deriVed
from 'roots meaning 'many' and 'names' calf be helliful to the student
(It can also be the source 6f worse confusion if not handled carefully,
i.e., unless it is explained that the original,definition of the word is no
longer used but that mathematicians have found it convenient to use
`polynomial' for expressions with as few as a single term.) That this' is
not explained in so many introductory algebra books leads us to an in-
teresting speculation: are these authOrs overly influenced by the notion
that a word has a real meaning? Perhaps it was this kind of thing that
led Carroll tohave Humpty Durnpty ask: "Who is to be master, the word
or I?" Taking an example at an earlier level, it Seems both interesting
and helpful to young students to see that our numeral' 3' is probably
deriVed from an earlier form with three horizental tale's, thus 1. It
is further valuable to show them the nuinerals for 2 and 3, used by
modern ArabS, namely 'I." iLTKI `t"', to point out that this was probably.
derived froth vertical tallies 'IV and `111'. An especially clear example of
this is the creation of our sign = '; Robert Recorde's report of his choice
of this as a sign foil equality because he could think of no two things more
equal than those lines certainly shows that there was nothing random
about his choice of a symbol: °

Geometry is an especially good source of symbols of this general kind
for example, the use of i`A! as an ibbreviation for tilt word 'triangle'

fN
and the use of `r-N' as in 'AB' to indicate a circular arc. joining .A and 'B.
To summarize, while mathematical words and symbols may 15e arbitrary.
in one sense, they are frequelitly suggeAtiVe of thetr meanings.

An important teaching technique is a consequence of the above. It is
our feeling that students also should be encouraged to create new words
and symbola if they are to understand fully the nature of mathematical
syinbolism. For example;--the ninth grader who suggested as a sym-
bol for 'approximately equal' had made a great deal of progress. This is
not a difficult thing for the teac to f,Lehieve, if he or she has the right-
attitude: Very young children areapparently fond of making up names
(in sophisticatedslanguage; of making definitions): That older children
do not .do this so easily only indicates to us that- they -have learned some
wrong things about words and Symbols; in particular, that there is some-.
thing Sacred about the dictionary, or even that God created names for
things as well as the things themselves. Many teachers may feel wary
about allowing- students to create their own names and symbols, for fear
that they will not learn the standard terminology and symbolism. This
seems to us to be wrong on two ground;: (1) there is frequently no such
thing as standard mathe,matical usage (witness 'billion' as meaning a
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thousand Million in the United States, but a million million in England
and theseyeral different notations for the decline' separatrix '2.5', '2-5'
or '2,5'). (2)' it is our impression that students itho create their iwn,
gymbolisin, even if different frbni some standard Syriabolim,-are actually
better equipped to learn the symbols created by others.

EQUALITY :

. The'central therrie of this chapter, viz., the, listinction between things
and names, is of paramount importance in considering the concept of

. . equality, -

We begin With an example of .a commonly used phrase stating that a
qu'antity may be substituted for its equal. A moment's reflection leads
us to the question:. "How is it possible to have two equal quantiti
Aren't we really talking about the same quantity?" Our answer to the
last question is: "Yes, we are talking about only one thing! ", Cla'fifica-
tion of this statement is a goal of this section.

Following our favorite approach, we shall again seek exainples in tie.
Englis'h language. Let us examine, the 'following statement:

Mamie .= Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower.
What assertion is made by this statement? It is that 'Mamie' and 'Mrs-
Dwight Eisenhower' are two names of, the same person. No'assertioN.; is
made that the two names are thb sameit is very easy to see that one
name is much shorter than the other.

What is true of things is seldom true of the names pr:
It is very easy to find examples where the opposite of *
things is true of the names of these objects. For exit e;.; axe fume
'Nile' is half as log as the name `OkaVango', but the riveIsIiii§,Ae-i'reral
times longer than the river Okavango.

Thus, a statement of equality does not assert that theAtiames appear=
ing on the two sides of.the sign '=' are the same; but that the names
refer to the same thing.

We all know that George Washington was the first president of the
United'States. The statement we just made asserts that the two names:

George Washington

6 o

'u 'the, first president of the United States

are names of,the same person. There will he no emir committed if, in
any statement, one name 'should he substituted for the other. Whether
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. .

we write "George Washington' or write "the fiat 'preside ft ;of -the
, United.States',-weare. refemng to the same person.

What does what we haVe °said so fai"liave to with mathematics-,
and, in particular, with equality? The answer will be forthcoiping im
mediatelY if .we.zsnsider 'a simple example from aritlfinetic:, .

'..

=
To be consistent with -"what we hate said previdAsly in this chapter,
36 =.3i'.is interpreted to mean that `3 !and I.-.(4' arp tWo names of the.
same number. This fiumber happens to be a raikeniiisiittiUber (page 335).,Mere are many other things we can say abeur. his number. FOr ex -'
ample, one of its names is the numeral .475 i 5oAfe:riother name is the nu-

.,Mend `1(%16';.still another name is the decimithimmeral "0,5', andso.

The statement "A.= does not assert that the.-names "c and
are the same. Just as We decide by sight that the names "Mamie' and
"Mrs: Dwight- Eisenhower' are different, so do we see that `M' and
94' are different. "

Furthermore:juslIlltiiis;e may correctly say that Mamie is Mrs. Eisen-
,

flower; weAnafalso say that tho /lumber M is the smile as the number,.
,24, or that is equal to 31, or simply that ?/ =is 94. In 'each "cage 4.are
speating of the same entity:in the former case of the lady one of whose -

names is "Mamie',9in the latter case of the number one of whose*names
is

In order Trot t0 ignore the sul?ject of georrietiy, we shall consider some
examples commonly found in plane geometry textbooks. .YOu are, no
doubt, familiar with the usual definition of a line: A line is the shortest
distanCe Niween two points, -But, if a line is Alistmiee, then it is a number
indicating how many ''units of length there are in the line in question.
In the same teictbook ioii which a line is,defined 'in' this fashion, one is
quite likely to read that* a ,straight line can be extended indefinitely in.
either direction,,meaTlire then- that the shortest distane" can be extended
indefinitely: .

t Many difficdttie..) stemming frerrian incorrect use of language, we,feel,
.can bg correcteki;kvith a slight amount, of effort. The difficulty above, for: -\
example, can be avoiddd by t*ing "straight line' aS'an ;undefined' phrase.
Then we ban. correctly say that the distance between two points in zt
plane is the .shortest whbrE it is, measured hlong a straight line. We shobld.
point out that this statement is,true in the,EOclidean geometry, is '

not necessarily true in other geometries. ,For example, in.a geOrnetry5--
which the plane is the surface of the sphere, the shortest distaire bet-Ween
two points is Measured. along a:great circle.
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The failure to distinguish the line from the distance has many unpletiii;
ant implications.,' For. after defining a line segment as 'a portion
of a straight line. between two points', textbook writers use a common'
abbreviation, for, a line Seginenf whIalis of thelorm 'AB'. Then they
proceed to make gtatementii, 'Stich as

'14B CD

and

AB = CD.

...Obviously the first statement is .about two line 'segments. From it we
`- know that the line segment AB is perpendicular to the lin egment CD.

.What about tht second statement?
The second statement is not about line segments, for it would mean

that 'AB' and 'CP' are names for the same line segment and that is
. obviously not what is- intended by this statement. What is wanted is a

statement to the effect that the measure of the line segment. AB, say, in
inches, is the same as the measure; in incheS, of the line segment CD. We
shall introduce the following notation to express this:

,in'" (A B)4= min (CD)

(AB)' is a name for the number of inches contained in the- ling
setmrit AB. Hence,

A B _L, CD

means: The line segment AB is perpendicular to the line segment CD.
,And,1/4

mi^ (AB) = in4 (CD)

means: The number of irrehes in Fie , segment AB. is the same as the
number of inches in the line segment. CD..

1;17

.

The symbolism "in'" (AB)', we must admit, is not very °effidient;
yet, we fc , it is worth .sacrificing some efficiency for the sake. of what...
we considc , to be an understanding of a very iniportant. concept. After
students ac ievc this underskanding, it is quite appropriate to stiggest
that they seek better sylpbol4itn. Thus, they-may prcfcr.to use 'AB' in
pl;t6e of .` in'. (A Br . Of course, they will have to specify, for example,,
that 'As! means that the line segment is rneaured4 4 inches.

`:;:.

. . The difficulty' created by fliq failure to distiugiiiA between the line..
insegment and the measure of the line :segment rills its analogue n the use of

4ames_for angles. itti angle is that which is n.med bytwomys.emanat-.

t.
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ing frinin'the same point. Thus, it is chi-rect to say that what you see in
Figure 1 is an angle A. a
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Fro. 1

Now, consi:der'an example of a statement which one frecjuently finds
in geometry textbooks..If in the statement .

LA = LD
referring to the two angles in the triangles in Figure 2, we assume that

the subjects of the statements are, the angles themselves, then we should
be alloVed to replace `L A' by L D' in any statement, because L A =
Z D. Consider then the statemerit

-
A is an angl

'By replacing' 'LA' by D'

D is an an

the triangle ABC.

btain the statement
of the triangle A BC'N

'Which, of coin-se; is clearbilabsur What is the difficulty? The state-.
pent 'L A is an angle of'the triangle ABC' is clearly about the angle
A. But the statten'ient LA° = L is justsi as clezoly not about angles

and . herefore, it is a 'mistake to use the same syrnb s in both cases,
The last sta ent is about the measure oftangle A, say, n degrees, and

iie measure of angle D.
The measure of angle A in degrees = the measure of angle D'in degrees.

In other words, it is stated..that the angle A contains as many degrees
as the angle'D.

.T6 distinguish betweerpthe two phrasw .` L -414 and 'measure of L A',
we suggest the Use of-an abbreviation for "measure in degrees of L 4':degrees

. The statement Z ZD' is written then as: .. t- '

nz.° ( L 7ft. (LD). 'e
. .

h
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We would not,he in errOrif we should replace 'in° (L A)' by 'm° (LD)',
since `rn° (L A)' and 'in° (L Dr are names for the same numberthe
number of degrees contained in each of the two angles.

The concept of equality plays a paramount role in the solution of equa-
tions in algebra, We already pointe% out onpage 341 that the use of the
word 'transposition' was regarded by us to be misleading, but no substi-
tute was suggested' at that time. In order to make our objections to the
use of the word 'transposition' meaningful,, we shall need: to examine
the concept of equatiOns and of the solution of equations in foto .

F4r the sake of clarity,ve sha e explicitly what we inean by the
word 'equation'. !

An equatir is a statement of the form:

. =`O
where 'El are replaced by expressions consisting ofsnumerals
or.variables atidiri;ymbols Tor operations. Thus,

= ..079

2x

1.x ±I[ 2
,

are all considered to be equations.' The first two examples aboVe happen:'
also 6) be sentences the truth valueS of which can be deterniined im-.'

--rnecliately: the first sentence is f se, the second is true. The' t ex
a

-
mple of the sort we ,diScussed reviouly (page 352) and cat he re-

stated using aquantifier;'

Tor sorn x,' 2x 441

meaning that there is at least one number whose name in -place of 'x'
yields a true sentence. know that -there iS only one such n untie
viz.,

The fourth example is different from thethird in that there is n num-
ber whose nitme iriplace of.'x' will yield.a true sentence. We can afrive,
at this conclusion Tj;i;Te.,iOning something like

We know of no liti142er .WIlose absolute value is a negative number. Since
'-2' is a name of a negatiirenumber, kM since for 'every x, x 1 is a name
of a nonnegativeliumber, therefore, for no x, I x 11 2

The equation

373
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I.x+ 1 I = 2
can be considered to be propositional functions. In exactly one instance
the propositional function.'2V= 1' yields a trne.sentenors,whereas in
no instance does '1 x 1 I = 2' yield a true sentenct.,S a ,

So much for the concept of equation. What about the solntiod of equa-
tions? First, we should remark that it is sensible to talk AM the solu-
tion of only-those equations which contain at least one variable: It is out
of place; for example, to talk -about a solution of an equationIke =
0:79'. We can quickly, classify it as a false sentence and the case is dis-
missed! .

.

NOw let us turn our attention to thelequation 7 it!:

2x=- 1. ... -,,

What does it mean to solve this equation? It means; to find algihe num-
bers such that if any on.e of their names is put in pla.Ce of)4x' in.'2x 1',
a true sentence is obtained. In this case, this, numt;er is q,,e,ncl we call
it 'the root of the equtttion'. Tote that a root is a number. Thus, the equd-
tion '2x = 1' has only one root, but thatY root, as any other numlftt,
has mEtnyna s. It is immaterial which one of the many names for the
number lA we oose to replace. 'x' byin every instance we obtaiith44

et * (1)true sentence. f us, 5

2 X n -7-

=.2 A 0.5 -4'

2 50% =

1

1

1

..:7-

.1J

1

, .
a

.

7.*
4ow e

. are all examples of sudtrue'sentencel.
It is our belief that such eat equations ast the alive should be used

9

when fist introducingmthe idea of equation. The students, afttr gaining
an' understandingof what it means' to*solvean 'equation, should be en-
,couraged to use an intuitive way of solvinittheseitimple- equations. For
example, whep encountering n ertion Wice:

, -- fix= 1 s

the' student should reason as follows:

Two*times what number equals one? ,

Aha, it's Ml.and so thelation '2x = 1' has the root

It is only proper to remark that we 'are aware of the fact that a great

3-;-4
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.

many teachers make an excellent use of this intuitive approach tot the
solution of equations. It is also appropriate- to suggest that more-Work
can he done in the early elementary grades preparatory to the formal
treatment of equations,, than is presently the practice. For example, it
becomes quite appropriate to have young children handle questions like:

What number misled.to'5 gives. 8?

and Write it as:.

5 = 8
or

4
P + 5 = 8

or ,t3

x + 5 = 8.
Each of the symbols '2', and 'x' is a variable. Young chil
ever, do not need to even see the word`variable' in order to be
properly understand the role it plays,in this context.

Given an ample' a.moun.of practice in solving equations in, the-,,i*
tive fashion discussed above, yi'ven a more complicated type of ali'vri
tion, the student will soon' Iscover that, his intuition can carry hi

_a short way toward profieliincy in solving euations. He will soup .,/.

to desire more!efficfent methods. This is the time to suggest acgetaafic4
of the following properties eff numbers (which may be labeleePakiioibs;
in some levelopments).4-

PROPERTY 1: For every a, every b, and every c, a ,='",:b if and only if
a + c = b + c.

PROPERTY 2: For every a, every b, and every: c, a = b if and only if
aXc=bX-c(c./ 0). ; 4:;

Just a word of explanation of the phrase 'if The statement
of Property 1, for example, is actually two stateiniit%

to,,,..
in'

For every a, every b, and every c, if4a.fv
d

tc = b 4- c %,!,

and

For every a, every b', and eve
.

+ c c, then-a ---

Once the student has accePted operties,;, is ready to handle
more complicated equation. Let u4, lye, for example, the equation,

2x -4- T Q- 3 3x.
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SOlution:

2X -I- 7 = 3

2x + 7 + (-7), = 3 3x + (-7) (by Property 1: '2x'+-7'
, .

'3 3x! for ,!4',;and for 'c') ,.

2x + [7: = + [3 + (-7)] (by Commutative and
AssOciatiV.e. Principles for Addition)

= 7-3x 47- 4..(by arithmetic faCts of signed numbers)

.717 =3x, '7- 4:: 3x (by:PriaPertY 1: 42x'for.'a'

for 'b'; rind. '3X" :

2x + 3x, 4 oy.Commutative*Prineiple for Addi-',2"

5x.= .;-4.4 (by bistiibUave.,priliciple)

(by Property 2: ,45x' for 4-4': for fte, for `c!). fr

:

should to pointed ;OUC:tliat :irrthe step froin 3x 4 + 3x tO"
Lax + 3X 4' ihe,:..,Cornin UtaiiVe Principle for 'Addition is used as;

follows t,..

4

3X (-1.= 73x + 3x --
In going from '2x ..31' to the stepS are as Pillows:

LE.3x,:= x 3 ,(by Commutative Principle
cation)

+. 3 - x x(2 + a) (by Distributive Principle)

x(2 +' 3): ; 5 (by an arithmetic fact)

x 5 = 5x (by Commutative Principle for Multiplication,

By placing:the solutions of equations into such deductive frameWdrk,
`. ;.where what is dOne iS based on basic principles and axioms, such Meargt

4igliSs* expressiops .a.i.`transposition' and `changing signs of nutrs:
are rendered unnecessary

CloSely related. to the concept of equality is the concept of an identity. ,

Consider, for example; the following which is ordinarilY viewed as an



sing cos' x 1:

As it stands th '; entea e iS;neither true nor-:false because'of the variable .

`x' and the'wny.itoceursS,What should have been written to make a true
., 8eLitetice`is, '"

., .
1.1,. .:,/

.

"
; every x, sin2 z -1- cos2 x =

:;i; '

ie; true. A

This awl other examples lead us to the conclusion (really, an explicn-
anguage .o f the e section- on definition). that an identity is

an ,Equation with one or more variables, all of whose replacement
iltVanqes ate true. It is our claim that the kind ,of treatment described

re ca4remove some of the difficulties students encounter in connection
f4:00tions and identities.

MULTI-NIEANINGS OF WORDS

meat, of 'x' by a numeral,

`sine cos2 x =

'Rlaced by `r', the sentence

sin2 r cos2 r 1

7 tit!. pometirnes pointed out that mathematics harbors ambiguities
be4n f4 common words are used to describe extremely difficult mathe-
!Mail/ideas. Hence a booby-prize definiti4 of mathematics: "Ma.the-

: ;-4'irtati( is the science which uses easy -words for hard ideaS."2 This is a
.retersal of a situation which one finds in, for example, Chemistry where

18411 simple things as sugar, starch, or alcohol go by such unseemly look-
Nutt names as '`methylpropenylenedillydroxycinnamenylacryfic acid, ore. "

p-anhydrosulfaminobenzoine, or, protocatechuicaldehAcmethylene.4
Thus, 'root' is used in the context of equations and has nothing to do

with the picttire.,,of a thin elongated part of a tree buried in th ground
which a .ymingSter may envision when he first encounters t e word.
Here, a thoughtful teacher will exercise caution by develo in the
mathematical idea firmly before attempting to teach the chil o asso-
ciate a. word with this idea. :Furtherinore, the sight of 'a square root',
should not set one to thinking about equations because 'root' here is
used to denote another mathematical idea. The preference for establish-

3 7
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ing the, idea before associating a word with it becomes still more manda-
'tory. est

Product' should not' send one dreaming about the rad14 wonderful,
fruits of the manufacturer's labors, but should immedia = ring on a
'thought of multiplicatiOn.- But, beware, it isn't the mu tip tills of
bacteria according td the rules of nature, but multiplication nufflbiers
following the rules laid doWn by the mathematician. 'Function' should
not bring on thoughts of pleasant social affairs or the processes in which
a healthy gall bladder should engage.. And 'table' used in connection
with function should not make your mouth water at the imagining of a
grand Thanksgiving dinner,:rather it should turn your thoughts tal set
of pairs of numbers.

`Power' is not intended to suggest the sway of some potentate over his'
sUbjects, or the dark Of a. room dispelled by the flick of a light switch:
Rather it ought to .turn one's attention to something like 'an' where `a'
goes by the name of 'base' and 'n' by the name of 'exponent'.

We could go on to the point of weariness in suggesting simple words
Which are used in mathematics to Line quite abstract and rather diffi-
cult- ideas. Perhaps the mathematicians should take.a lesson from the
medical man and the chemiSt and invent their own, words for mathe-
matical ideas to avoid danger of the associations already present in the
case of many words.

Irvin IL Brune pointed to the danger of learning words without
previous experiences to which to, attach the words (21st yearbook, page
185). Thus; seemingly brilliant'recitation of such phrases as 'Invert the
divisor and multiply'; 'Crossmultiply'; 'Cancel'; granspose';'Reduce';
`Bring down'; 'Drop the per cent sign and move the decimal point two
places to the left'; 'Annex the per cent, sign and move the decimal point
two places to the right':, 'Factor completely'; !Double the width, double

e length, and add'; 'Divide the number following is by the number
. following of'; 'Add the 'number of decimal places in the multipliaand7to

the number of decimal places in the multiplier'; and 'subtract the num-
ber of decimal places in the divisor from the number of decimal places
in the dividend, adding zerog,to the dividend 'if necessary' Cayibe just
empty verbalisms. The user of these phrases may have no u irstanding

' WhatSoever of the ideas and.processes:which he islabJe so ge rously4nd
fluently to name.

In various places throughout this chapter, ,we have-indica the
portanee of understandingilhe distinction betWeen things a i13 > mes of
things. In the discussion i this, section it was pointed-out tha the stu-
dent may .he able to utter names of things without ever kn ing any-
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thing about the things themselves. It is one of the more important re-sponSibilities of the teacher, to acquaint the student with the nature ofsuch things in mathematics as number, operation; function, trian ,gle,circle; and so on.
Much of what was said in this chapter was suggestive of teaching which

disCourageS students from uttering phrases which are devoid of meaning.The abilit3r, to repeat; what one has read o'r heard the teacher say is anindication 'Of good.inemory, but it does not offer a proof of the under:
standingibf the iaas. Learning which is to last and lead to.more learningniust lie based an understanding of things.

See Chapteri.11 for bibliographies and suggestions for the further -studyand use of the materials in this chapter.

NOTES
1. ME:4oEft, KARL The Basic Concepts of Mathematics. Chicago:The-Bookstore.Illinois Institute of TechnolOgy, 1957. p. 7.
2. Bxss, W. G., and DOWTY, 0. S. Counting and Arithmetic in the Infants School.London: George G. liarrap & Company, Ltd., 1956. Chapters VI and X.3. KASNER, ko*Ann, and NEWMAN', JAMES R. "New Names for Old." The Worldof Mathematici New York: Simon & Schuster, Inc., 1956. Vol. III. P. 1997.4. /bid., p. 1996.



Mathematitai Modes of Thought 'r -

E. H. C. HILDEBRANDT

It is convenient to keep the old classification ofMathematics
as one of the sciences, but it is more just to call it a game....
Unlike the sciences, but like the art of music or the game of
chess, mathematics is a free creation of the mind....

It is an independent art, .but, as it happens, it can be
applied to the interpretation of nature,...Every new generali-
zation gives a sense of power ...One disc o,very suggests another;
it does in fact create another.... Mathematics has a self-creat-
ing energy; the direction of advance is determined by the
pout that has been reached. .-J.. Wi N. SULLIVAN*

THE IMPORTANCE OF DISCOVERY
yin
I IIE GREATEST need in our present-day scientific age,is for men And
women who can use their minds as well as their, knowledge ormathe
rnatics; for men and women who can use their understanding of the uses
that have already 'been made of inatheznaticS and. apply it to new and
unsolved problems iy phySics, biology, astronomy, the social sciences,
and 'to new fields of technological knowledge still to be identified: Note
that it is not merely necessary that-the individual acquire a large amount
of mathematical or scientific knowledge, but that the real test of his
ability comes when he is confronted with a difficult problem-situation
in science or further mathematics and is able t2 suggest or discoVer ways
Of :finding an answer or the complete solution.

Understanding of mathematical coneepts,and some skill with its tech-
niques are necessary to both the application of mathematics in neW situa-

tions and to the creation, of new mathematics, but these understandings
and skills are far from sufficient. To apply and to invent mathematics one
must also develop proficiency in Problem solviitg or reflective thinking.
To apply, mathematics, and even more so to create new mathematics,
one milk," not only be interested and curious, but also able and alert to

J. W. N. SULLIVAN The History .of Mathematics in Europi; from the Fall of
Greek Science to the Rise of Mathematical Rigour. London: Oxford University Press,'
t925. p. 7-10. V
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perceiye interrelationships between apparently different concepts; eagerand able to see generalizations, 'analogies, special cases, and
lions.

.

Just as there is no single of rules for problem solving nor any in-
fallible technique for creation so_ there is no,peat prescription for teach-
ing them. In general they must be taught implicitly and continuouslyby example and repexercises rather than explicitly by precept. Some
suggestions for dbiririfis,are implicit both. in the first part of Chapter 4
on Inductive Reasoning and ih the discussions of discovery teaching tech-.
niques in Chaptei 10. In the present chapter we wish to examine ex-
plicitly the mathematical modeo. of thought which lead to successful
applications Of mathematics and to the creation of new mathematics.
We shall do this largely in terms of examples -which we hope 'will simul-
taneously illustrate' the principles we pi-opose and suggest classroom
procedures which will cultivate in students the ability to create' andapply mathematics.

In this area ,of creation and application, individual differences willprobably be even greater than elsewhere. This does not in any sense
mean, however, that teaching designed to stimulate thought and de-
relop problem-solving ability should be reserved only for the gifted: it

does mean, however, that it is particularly important that the superiorand gifted students he 'taught with these objectiviiis in mind. For this ,
reason we begin our discussion with comments on some characteristics
of these children and we .include in our examples problems and sugges-tions which are particularly .appropriate for them at all grade levels.'
However, we would like to emphitsize that with proper modifications
in. the amount of help given by the teachei, the size of the perceptive

'leaPs expected of the students, and the time allotment given to the vafi-.
ous steps of the profess, all students should repeatedly and continuously
be "led" to discover or "invent" mathematical concepts and ideas for them-
selves."I)(scovery" classroom procedures can be used in developing stand-
ard elassroorn.muterials as well as in solving special problems such as
those we treat in this'chapter. Such discovery techniques help. students
to develop in their ability to think mathematically as well as in heir
understanding 'of. the mathematics so developed.

Teachers of mathematics are faced with the question of how to identify
students at an early age who will some day be able successfully to at-
tack problems in the varioy sciences or branches of knowledge. The well-
known intelligence quotient appears to be one means for identifying
students with. ability. Perhaps in the very near future, however, it
be found that there also exists some soft of science or. problem-solving
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. .

intelligence quotient which will ,prove to-be an even better Tneasure of
the pcitentialpf minds for wcirk,in a seientifie-age.
. In the meantime many teachers have found that a common' charac-
teristic. of matheniatically gifted students is their interest' in and at-
traction to challenging problems. Teachers have noticed how quickly the
curiosity of these students is aroused and, how persistent they are in
seeking solutions. Such students .often propose new 'methods of s'Olu-
tion which in some cases are fotind to besiinpler and better than text--
book routines. . . .

The clhSsic story about Karl Friedrich. Gauss, the Prince of Mathe-
maticians,..maticians, serves as a good illustration. At the age of ten, he was ad-
mitted to anarithmelle clasS which had been assigned the chore of finding
the. sum all :certain number of consecutive integers, for example, of tile'
first hundred. whOle numbers. Instead of plodding along, as the others
had been taught.td do, by listing the numbers in a column and then add-
ing 1 to 2, and to that 3, and so on, he began to wonder whether there
might not b&arr easier .way to proceed. We might say that he. was really
curious (children still are today). He was also !very obServant (bright
children alWays are), for he noticed that the sum of the first and last '
numbers was the same as that Of the second and the second last, and so
on-for all the other pairings of numbers. He also observed that he would
have fifty yairs of such numbers, each pair always having that same sum
of 1'01. CM1dren like to use their minds!) At, this early ,age he- had al.-
ready acquired a, certain knowledge of mathematics including an under-,
standing of the meaning of multiplication for he saw that he had a multi-
plicand of 101 whirr was to be repeatedly added fifty times and that this
pro:Viet would equal the desired suth.. In fact all he needed to do was to..
calculate 50 X ,1 and 50 X 100 mentallYAnd.then without further.hesi-
tation, write the final answer, 5050, on his slate! If at this poinS, he also
discovered that heocould apply thiS same principle to. any other number
of consecutiv integers .s.tarting with,l, or to any other nurnber.of con-
secutive. integers starting with any integeryo to any other sequence of ,

numbers having a common difference and, beginning with any desired
Mnberc then ihe had succeeded for his own satisfaction,and encourage-
ment, ai.least, i,ii formulating the well- 'own relation .for the sum of .nn
arithmetic progressimi. 'If he had not 'ade this further generalization,
an alert, 'modern teaeherAvould have prodded, and if necessary led,
hini to do so.. (We mightO5ls' O add that, according to the st',Oryi.lhe was ..er.
tlich first, :in his group tin day to'cibt4in the: correct sum.)

This illustration+ has'
.,.e c ura6d maiiyteachets to prepare .afid use a ,

Similar ollc.Ition of lnillengi g problenis 4 their terfi:,hing. They have .

. c .','
. .

, .
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been used at 'ever grade level and in every topic Or:chapter in mathe:
maties. Repeating these experiences in succeeding yearS,the successful
teacher has found ways of presenting these situations at approPriate
intervals so thate too has been in a position of identifying other po-
tential Gausses. This was probably not the first time that Karl GaiksS.had shown -this mathematical ability but .he progressed more rapidly
becauie of a wise teacher who recognized his talents and called thern-te
the attention of others..

EVery teacher knows that success with the right'kind of problems
encourages ithe student to try others, Nothing sUcceeds like success is
stilt an important maxim to"follow when using problems to stimulate
mathethatical thinking. Ates-cry level ,of instruction it ;canbe said that z
it is the student who succeeds in solving arithrnetiC or algebraic verbal
problems and Who is able, to deal with outstanding original exercisesl'in4
.geometry who' belongs to the matheikatically.lifted or able. Such a Stu--

always,anxionS tolttt9:cft'a 'new. PrOblena.'He 'does hot hesitate to
ask questions either orally or in his own mind about,parts that -.puzzle .,
hitn. He,is willing to guess at a pos le solution or to make acohjeetitre
abt5ut itoiq1 freVntly he is the first o succeed in getting

, ; ,
TXPES OF PROBLEMS

At this p Ant we shoul. irobably attempt some kind of clasSiffeation
of problem which are best s ited for arousing interest-and encouraging

. mathernati afthinking. First t ere are those which involve the use of one -'
or more sim gle mathematical .rinciples and concepts but,dealwith .Pher
nomena or e ,eriences with' hich.the sturentmak not ha,,eil'advauCh
previous 'con tac An, inte ting illusqation is the follbwing proble
which was found in h grade arithmetic book used in this countr
at the beginning- of this present qenttiry. *

.

A grocer purchased a number' of lemons'at 2 cents each and a ,slio'rt time .later bought three foul-ths. of that same number at 3 cen each. Re sold all of
them at the rate ,of two for 5 cents. Jf he made a profit 25 cents on the total
sales; hose many lemons did he sell?

. ,

. .

,.. This ProbleSlinvolvessetting up,a simple algebraic equaliobf the first.
degree in one 'unknown -and requires the'use' of only one axiom -for its,
solution. When tried, recently in an examination in?:advaneed algebra,
only seven out of twenty -seven succeeded in finding the correct solution,.

while five more failed to answer the qtiestionhnt did succeed in solvirtg -,. °'
the equation. (Any teacher. 1,li-lo -can report 100 per cep .please ')..°.,.
write hs>abOut it,i) -4 ' -A0 . ...,)

"' :3 .
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A second tirpe.of-pro.blem'O. one which may require a certain amount
of experimentation and assembling of .pertinent 'data fore convincing
the student that aSoliition is possible, In ease the,solualg is"not unique;

' further consideration may lead to the need for acquiring new techniques ''
and Pperations which have not beert, studied previously. hfs primary

.! school days, the writer recall's thatthis. mother received a game which. was
givenoaWaywith the purchase of a pound of nationally advertised. coffee
(still being. sold). The gift consisted of a small 'Square- cardboard box
containing nine.equnters numbered from 1 through9 with the directions
thatthese sho'1141:ie:plaCed in nine.cells of ti-3. by 3 unit square in such, a
way that.0:$.4..41 of every rows, column, and diagonal of three counters.'

. should a' equal 15. Every reader will recognize this as the 'simpleit
of magic,Squares. The game ,can be presented in such .a; way that it is a..

. challenge to able' childrew. at :any:.grade leVel. It does not require.thd
discoVery a formultesucji:kis.the found by'Clauss but does involVe
ex.amining.sets of three rarmhers, instead of two;NyhOse sum is. thesarng.,
Once the combinations whiCh add up to 15 are listed, it.wilrbe found that

'there' oe..,only 'eight; of. these contain the saIpe number 5. which, by
coincidence fits the PbseivatiOn that the center cell of the 3by 3 array
reqilires a.Jiipplier Which: must he.addedin''fottr different COmbinatrIons.
Fxamillation of the othcr coinhipations soon indicates \ sky the remain-
ing odd numbers.1, 3, 7, and CetiOnot bcctipyth.e corner cells. This type
of problem has*ritin that it suggests the possibility of thinkingabout
other sets of nine mnbers,wlA would add' up to the same sum and

whether the'Se numbers ha'e to he consecutive or even dorm an arith-
, metic..progressipp: A radio contest, a few:, years, .ago made use of this
-mcidification When it required its participants to list as many different
setspf magic squares _as possible whose key sum for the rows, coltifnns,
and diagonals, was 25 or less. .. .

The third type of problem "arises from situations which ,result from
changing4144*,ditions of a 4,1hpler, one, for expiple, by adding another

rn4roble,, or .requiring the study of a complete generali-
.

ation or al For pcample,' suppose in the lemon p1ol4lem stated '
earlier.Wc re ire the purchase other frnitas well fuld,s4ate a problem

.

such as this le:

If lemons cost 3' cents and oranges 5 centh.erta, and.we insist on spending.
'all the money we haA,e in our purse '(which amounts, to 8 cents Dr rclore) and on .
buying. at, least one of. each item', are .We always'able to.spend.it MI, and if so, 1. .

what sets Of combinations of fruit can we. expect from our original 'wealth of-in
cents? . , : .;

a. .

Similarly, instead' of coAfining our attelltion'to Pie 3 by 3 celled magic
,

:,' .-. v ... ., ' .
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square just mentioned, suppose we desire to find solutions for 4 by 4'
celled squares rst by using consecutive numbers and later considering
numbers WEI ch are not in arithmetic progression? Still later It' may be
tempted to consider squares of 25 and 36 cells and eventually wonder
about general solutions for squares of n2 cells. Although most of the litera-
ture oYi the subject seems to deal with square arrays of numbers, we
might also begin to .wonder about other forms such as

375

4 12 3 7 14

15 10 8 6 1
__.1..._

5 2 13 11 9

.rft%

in which the sum..kor the rows is different from that for the columns.
Another example'd4 s type of problem is that suggested by a recent

college class which la heed,working on the famous Tower of Hanel
puzzle. This problem r (Mires that one find the minimum number of
moves for taking 3, 4, 5; or even n discs and moving them one at a.time
to another pile (assuming the discs come in increasing sizes) where only
three pilesare available. There is the added condition that no smaller
disc is ever to appear under a larger one at any stage of the opera-
tion.- One member of this college group raised the question of using n
discs in four available piles or in five piles or even in m piles.

Another, well-known problem of this third type, arises froth the study
o 'ythagorean triplets. Since sets of three integers can be forind which

y the Diophairtine relation a2 ± b2 = c2, are there sets of four inte-
gers which satisfy the equation a2 b2 c2 = d2? Then continuing in
the same vein e raises the question of finding n numbers such that the
sum of the squares of n 1 of them is equal to the square of the nth one.
Still another extension is the famous Fermat theorem, first for
a3 b3 = e, then for an ± bTh = cn, and eventually fora; (2'2' ±

Eitlidean geometry is a fertile field for generating "such problems. For
example, after the three or four congruence theorems have been con-
sidered, one can begin to examine possibilities -for congruence involving
other sets of three elements of the triangle such as o side and the two
medians adjacent to this side which aterrespective0 al. Every, ge-
ometry text includes a statement of Pythagoras' famous theorem about
the squares of the sides on a right'triangle, but could not students'
minds be encouraged, to wonder about what would-happen if the figures
drawn on the sides of the triangle were half squartz,s (including isosceles
-right triangles), or other regular polygons, or triangles and polygOns which
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are similar, semicircles, segments of ellipses and para.bolas, or ar es of
side curves and cycloids? Will the student who has heard about Fe mat's

t theorent lie fooled when asked to replace Pythagoras' squart with
cubes? Couldn't he also he stimulated to generalize the theor m to-
oblique triangles i diScoVer the geometric form 'of the cosine law?.

A fourth type of prob em is the one which leads to the formulation of
general principleS, or tOlhe conjecturing and eventual proof of specifi"

-.:thArems. For .ekarnple',.since the general quadratic can he solved by a
.formula: which expr4es hoth roots in. terms of the coefficients, is it
pos,sible to secure formula for all the roots of a general cubic and quartic?
Once Cardan and Tartaglia had published their solutions to this queA-
ti oil in the sixteenth century; it still took several. more cerrtries before;
the,question about formulas .for the roots of the quintic and higher de-
gree equations was found to. have no alyswer; The/famous Norwegian

air,--mathematiciNiels HenrileAb 1, at th.6 age of 22,.made the discovery
in 1824 that formulas for th ions for the quintic-dnd higher degree
elluationg were not possible, not r alining thatjust a few years earlier,
the Italian physician, P. Ruffini; had already foUnd such a prodf.

In this chapter, we plain' to deal particularly with prOblems of the
second and third type..Problems of the first type are found in many
good texts, often at the end of chapters. They are usually more effectige
When they occur in general lists at the end of sections or in the appendix
and, when properly used, become good. teaching-instruments. In the
case of problems of type. four, much more attention to the study of ad-
vanced mathematics is usually necessary before the student and mathe-
matician achieve the understanding and mastery necessary for deal
with them.

.

It has already been noted that properly chosen 'Problems not only
are. an effective means dif identifying talented students, but thal they
may he instrumental in bringing out the important facets of the "entire
thinking process. Hence before describing some ,of the-characteriStics of
other problems, it may be helpful if we.give careful consideration to some

,of the stages of,thinking that ar6 present when wenre attempting their
solution. This may give us a better insight into ways in which thinking
pow.er in mathematics is developed.

AIL
.

PROBLEM- SOLVINGPROCESS
The literature on problem solving and productive thinking uses 'a

number of terms to describe some of the levels or stages of development
such as preparation, imagination, disco. very, creativity, invention, orienta-
lion, incubation, contemplation, illumination, evolu Siadap lion, substi-

3
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tution,' assimilation, and creative collaboration. We will agree' that some
of.these stages, as well,as some of thole 'fisted below, are more prominent
and important in some problems than in others. Also, there -aie_certLin
levels which are not present in sow cases at all. he other hand,
there are also some problems in which the late ages have never been
reached. For the purposes of our discussion we will concentrate on eight
levels which will be 7described briefly in the paragraphS which follow:
/1. Presentation

2: Attention
3. Observation and. Exploration
4. Classification

. Furthei Exploration
6. Formulation . .
7. Generalization
8. Verification and Application. /
Presentation. How the- problem-situation is chosen and how i4

Assented to the students are factors which require the closest attention
in preparing for the-development of the thinki process. Unless, the
problem ,both has-the inhevnt qualities indica g that significant con-
elusions or solutions are possible or plausible id it also becomes firmly
fixed or registered in the mind, the successive stages in its lution will
never be reached. There, is a .close parallel which we -can draw )etween
the process of probjem solving and the growth of plants in natu . First
of all, the mind (the soil) must be so prepared or conditioned t at.the
problem (the seed) can be easily implanted. (sown) in it. Just as the soil
must have certain composition, texture, food content, moisture, and be
deep enough for the roots to take hold, so the mind must be in that state
of readiness where it is receptive to the challenge, i.e., there is a sense of,
curiosity and a willin:\e.css or desire on the part of the individual to deal
with the situation. Vfe\also know that plants require sufficient sunshia
and warmth of climate if they are to grow. In 1ike4nanner we can say
that to encouragement and interest of the teAher'and the hoh-ie in the
child'#mAtal development can do much to encourage properuie of his
natural ctriosity in dealing with a problem. -

ppose, for example, that we wished to introduce Ithe notion of maxi-
mum and minimum as found in problems in the calculus to child irterta
the intermediate grades. 'As an inducement to listening to the propoSal,
we might suggest special honors (a blueribbon kar the best answer might
do) to the student(s) who copstructed the latest open rectangular box
which could be made fronya piece of cardboard 5 by 8 inchesty'cutting
6, square from etch corner and_bending up the sides. If some reason for
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producing such a box is required, we.could add that we
withsomedesiTable'SUbstance sUgar Otqudge) so that' the
contain the.11gest POSsible amount. The description of the proid
he presented so that a Solution seems possible and.at t e same tin
.want the problem to register, in the mind of the child: A so we are as-
.sumin'that at:',the time th roblem is stated, a certain rta essof the
mind to cope With this!. robletiyhas been ar,t_tain,ed, i.e., the c ild
4ands how ti.)", take measurements to eighths or tenths of an inch; . has
mastered addition and "MultipliCation of arr deb m
knows hoW to apply the fornitila for the liolume of a'4box

.

dimensAs 'are knowr#, als:o assume that-he has had experience
cutting paper and in making bo, folding paper or cardboard and.
taping or pasting the edgestogethhile any other convenient dimen-
sions for the cardboard maYiKarhosen, have selected the preSent ones
bemuse the nrximum'valine for, the side of the square is--a rational
number. Also notice that .sheets tqf taper for experimenting with this
problemvan be cut to size very easily by using standard sieets of 84

. by 11 inekes.Teacherhing to' design other problenis with rational
"dimensions.ean find seN/eral by eXperimenting with sets of three numbers
a, 1), and e which satisfy the Diophantine relation al ab .-F b2 =
where a ankl,b are the sides of the original paper rectangle and the side
of the cut-out squtire is givenby the expression (a b* c)/6. For ex-.
ample, in. our call% 82 = 4J = c2. Hence-c .-=.<7 and the side ,
of the cut-out square would be 8. 7)/6 = 1. The shdent,,how
ever, is unlikely to arrive at these formulag.until much later, and per-
haps not at all unless prodded and guided to extend his results. Let's .

. return to his processes. -
Attention. 'While the _presentation level is one for aronsinginterelt,

the revel which follows it should provide further stimulation to the child's
naturalcurios+ He may ask to hvescigle of the parts:Of the problem '
restated. As his mind tries to digeSt the condi rs of the problem, he.--
may wonder. out loud or to himself on'the possi ity 9f a solution. He
nay Want to see ademmistrat o or nfay be N rlli to take scissors and

a piece of paper and make a mix of vu. 'he alQrt reacher
have sonic pieces of paper, 5 by 8 lucihes, -ruler, scissors available
in order that every child may expo invent Ni7ith cutting ou squares and
folding up the sides of, the box. . /4,

Seeds do not-4a.! evidence of producing shoots or sprouts, the first
twenty-four hour period Ater they have been' planted. In the same way,

r Isone should not be too7Oncerned if student's do not seem to respond the
minnent, .!1--new and somewhat difficult problin. is proPosed. Problems,.s
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-require 4 period of time during which theY'can germinate in the subeTni
scious dunconscious mind. Sometimes the teacher succeeds in hastening
this period by raising certain questions which help to generate thinkirit...1/4.
An attitude of. inquiry and 'a flow of questicfn:s should alWays be en-

' eouraged.
Observation and Explox!,ation. A single attempt at a solution ip

usually not enough'. After ser'tkal trials, it is,possible to corn esults.
:In, this bbx problem, calculdtion will show that the contents differ as
thg height varies. Small squares inch on a side cut out of the four

. corners of our paper will produce boxes which have large ba.ges but are
low in height.-..Squares 2 inches ofr a tide will produce boxes wi a ,
smaller basebut greater height. Some limitatiefris on the ditnensionC will
soon be evident, such as finding that the height can never exceed 2
inches Such results should be retorded so thatpossible changes can beet'' '_-case _or new ways for exploration eka.be suggested.

, -.-

n u g,the term observations, we should note that we are not referring
1 Merely to what the eye sees ,e., the actual cardboard box, but rItkerio a

listing and exam ation of numerical and fuetual dattwhich have been
obtained from experiment and/or from calculations. The operation of
recording these facts makes an impression on the mind ,which inturn
may lead one to raise further questiod§ or to make pertinFrit comments.
Recorded facts can be compared with othv.s.Euler stressed the im-
portance of such observations when he wrote: i
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It will seem not 'a little paradoxical to ascribe a grea:t importance to bserva-
-(. tions even inthat.part of tho' mathematioal sciences which is uspally Ica ed Pui*`:-
, Mathematics, since the current opini6n is that observations are retriatO to

., physical objects that make impressions on the senses. As, we must refer the
numbers to the pure intellect alone, we can hardly understand how obserirations
an quasi-experiments can be of use in investigating the nature of numbers
Yet, in,fact, . .. the properties of the numbers known today have been mostly
*seovered, by observation; and discovered long before their truth has been?
onfirmed b. rigid deco strations. .There are even many properties of the

fiumbers....(ip wpich) .on servaqons ha led us to their knowlectge ... in
the theory of numbais,,we can plaA our higiest hopes in obServations.

t
Even. the 'seconda school student in mathematics. should be made
awa.se that there a some mathematical problems which have never
gone beyerid the o ervation, stage .in their solution. I;or example,' C.
Golcibach observed 1742 that every even tiumbeil.he thought of was
the.Sum of .two prime numbers;,,for example, 2 =.1 + 1, 4 = 3 ± 1, ;
10 = 7 + 30111d sq on. He conjectured from the cbservations that'this

'",was true of atteven munbers. HoweveA, neither he nor any othe mathe-/ .
/r
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matician has been able to prove it or to find the single counterexample
which would disprove it..

Classification. At this stage, we, take stock of our progress.' Some
, systematic way of organizing or tabulating our results may help. Some-
times a graph can be used to advantage. The individual.who has acquired
a desire to present his observations in an orderly and logical manner
has found this stage to be an aid.to a better underitanding of the soln-

ktion(s) of the'problern.
In our box problem, we would list the length of thg side of the cut-out

squares in one column and in parallel ones show the corresponding length
. and width of the base of the box. Another column would show the calcu-

lated volumes. A -study of the .variation of the successive items might
even reveal errors in calculation or it measurement which might not ..

have been discovered otherwise.
. In .the 3 by 3 magic square problem, listing the combinations of three

numbers whose sum was 15 was -a help iii identifying sets which ,could
be used in columns, rows, and diagonals. In the original lemon problem,
only one'first degfee equation in one unknown was really needed but the
separate steps of simplifying this equation serve as a way of comparing
'equations so that the fina(ssolution can be readily recognized. The lemon
and orange problem requires only. one linear equation in two unknowns
whose solutions ark pairi of positive integers. however, when these solu-
tions are listed in tabular form, they sholi several pattern's of arithmetic
progressions which might have escaped notice had not this form of classi-
fication been presented.

Further Exploration. A leveling off or a plateau' in further progress
may appear at this point. ,(This is`fourid in nature's growth pattern, too.)
Previously collected data may have -to he re-examined. Other means for
collecting facts may suggest themselves. Aimpler wayleaf classifying re-
sults may be found. Morlkgacouragement from the teaJher and the home
may he needed while facts and solutions are re- examined. Perhaps some

-; new patterns will come into focus. This may be the stage just prior to the
one which Hadamard calls illumination.

It is here that we may wonder what will happen if our initial conditions
are slightly modified or c\hanged to see what resemblance may be found
to solutions previously recorded. In the, case of the box problem, we may
wish to 'try a rectattular piece of material, 15 by 8 inches. If the sides
of, the cut-out squares are measured to tenths or to eighths of an inch, ,

the dimensions of-the bent box Ivould not he found an-ong our recorded
values, since the height would have to equal 1 inches. Such answers
may he revealed only as our knowledge of, he processes of algebra and

o
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of the calculus is increased. In the case of the lemon and orange problem,
we could change the prfces to those listed currently in the markets and
again find patterns which involve arithmetic progressions.

Formulation. This is the period during which various hunches or
conjectures are suggested. Hence it might well be called the hunch-
period. It is here that the mind begins to set up certain conditiOns and to
draw some tentative conclusions which may result in theorems requiring
proof. Some observations may suggest a single formula which will cover
all cases. Possibly this is the stage that Polyp, has in mind when he
says"Let us teach guessing." On the other hand, at this point it may appear
that the original problem is too broad or involved and that it is advisable'
to examine certain subcases or to modify some of the conditions. Then
again it may be here that some extensions of the original problem seem
`possible.

We have already referred to the particular Diophantine equation
which arose in our box problem. The possibility of .the existence of
this formula can be expected from the special case we have used and
further knowledge of maxima and minima as studied in the calculus.
Hence a by-product of this box probleni is the study of this and .similar
equations.

Generalization. This level may appear in a number of different
forms depending on the amount of experience and knowledge which the
individual has acquired, but teachers should always encourage students
to lopk for generalizations and extensions of each result obtained or
theorem studied. For example, when dealing with the relation
a2 b2 = c2, one may desire those values for a, b, and c which are inte-,
gers such as the sets 3, 4, 5 or 5, 12, 13. In that case, the ultimate generali-
zation consists of the theorem that the set of three numbers, a, b, c, which
satisfy the relations a = m2 n2, b = 2mm, and c = m2 n2, where in
and n are relatively prime and m > n, will always have the property that
a2 b2 = c2, and, further, all triples_ of integers having this property
can be determined this way. However, some students may discover first
that all numbers a, b, c, such that a = m2 1, b = 2m, c = m2 1,
have the Pythagorean property. If so they should then ask themselves
does this give all possible triples. Then as soon as they find a set of
triples not of this simple type, the search for the ultimate 'formula will
be on again.

Suppose on the other hand we are considering the possibility that a
and c are integers but b is ilia. Then we are led to the generalization that
every odd prime can be expressed as the difference of two squares in
one and only one way. A parallel generalization to this last case occurs.

39
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if we assume that a and b are integers and c is not. In this case, we reach
the conclusion that a prime of the form 4n -4-1 can be represented as the
sum of two squares. A generalizatioia of the last statement but of higher
order is the statement that a prime of the form 4n + 1 is only once the
hypotenuse of an integral-sided right triangle, its cube is three times, and
so forth. -

As soon as the student has become familiar with the fundamental trig.
oilometric identities, he finds there are even irrational values that can be
assigned to a and b in the rel*ion a2 b2 = c2 and still produce a value
for c. whieh is integral; e.g., vaien a and b stand for the sine and cosine of
the same angle, c is equal to 1. Here he even finda a gendalization which
had not occurred in Euclidean geometry; namely,-that either a or b or
both can be negative. Bence, impOant generalizations for all real num-
bers are discovered as mane's mathematical knowledge is extended.

A geometric generalization of this theorem was suggested:earlier when
we noted it is still true if we replace the squares on the sides of the right
triangle by regular polygops or by semicircles. Anothett substitution in-
volves similar triangles on eaC.11.°f the sides, and that in turn raises the T'
possibility of using similar polygons. Milny other generalizations of, this
type can be found.

Pythagorean relationships may also occur between the elements of a
set of geometric figures. The. sides of regular polygons of n sides inscribed
in the same circle providean example. If, as represent,ed in Figure 1,.a
and b are associated with the sides of a square, S4 ; anti of a hexagon; Sa ,

-inscribed in the same circle, and c represents the side'of the inscribed
equilateral triangle, S3 , then a2 b2 = c2 again. Another set of related
sides is shown in Figure 2. If S'6 S6 Slk are the sides respectively- of

s s
Fx a. 1
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the Tegular pentagon, hexagon, and decagon inscribed in the same circle,
then Sio ± s: = SI . A student noting these properties may wonder
whether there are similar .combinations of other regular polygons in-

_ scribed or circumscribed in the same circle.
The study of certain geometric curves may have its bet:ginning in this

same Pythagorean relationship. As an example we consider a right tri-
angle with legs al and b1 and-hypotenuse cz, on who hypotenuse we
construct another right triangle whose leg az = c1 and s ch that the _legs
are in the same ratio as those of the original triangle. As this process is

. ,.repeated '(Fig. 3), each new vertex obtained can be seen to he on some

no. 3I
curve which turns out to be the logarithmic spiral. The general equa-
tions kr circles, (x2 + y2 = r2); ellipses (b2x2 a2y2 = a2b2) and hyper-
bolas (b2x2 a2y2 = a2b2) are Pythagorean in form. Intriguing to some
are the curves' resulting from replacing the exponent 2 in these formulas
by. F(I, and other values.

Verification and Application. A niathernlatical proof of every gen-
eralization is desirable. This proof may he either of the demonstrative
or the inductive type. Some theoreMs are especially notable for-the.
variety of proofs whichhave been di-covered for them. The Pythagorean
theorem probably liAlds the record or the largest number of different
proofs.

One measure of the value of any problem-situation' is the number of

ti \
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uses. or applications which can be found for properties which have been
discovered. Its. 'Usefulness. during various. periods of history and, in ap-
parently unrelated areas is also a measure of its importance. The fact
that the Pythagorean theorem is found on old Babylonian clay tablets of
about 1800 B.C. and that at about the same period Egyptian surveyors
used 34-5 triangles to lay out right angles indicate its usefulness from
the very earliest days of recorded,history. This same theorem is not only
basic in such more recent. and advanced mathematics as the analytic
geometry and calculus and in situations arising in the various sciences,
butt we also find it applied in art where the whirling-square principle is
developed in the 'theory of dynamic symmetry: One of the simplest dis- .

section puzzles is one which requires that a set of geometric pieces be
arranged in .the form of a ,square and -then reassembled to form two
squares whose sides are not necessarily equal.

In the pages which follow, several additional .Problem-situations will
be presented in detail to illUstrate more clearly the successive steps that
can take , place in an exploratory study. Every teacher should realize
that many of the topicS usually treated in the elementary and secondary q,
school courses in mathematics may be introduced and developed lay -the

C- use of similar problems. One should remember, however, that the . na-
cure pr choice of the problem and the manner in which it is presented
are of the greatest importance. These factors also must be geared to the
age level and experience of the group or individual.

HOW TO CUT A SANDWICH- INTO HALVES

1. Presentation.-The thought-behind this problem is that the aver-
age person or well-known Man -in -tile- Street takeS it for grantTI that,
cutting a sandwich (made from slices of a square loaf of.brea ) into
halves. can be done in two and only two ways (Figs. 4a and 4b) : either
a cut made parallel to one edge of the sandwich thus producing re tangu--
lar halves or a cut across the diagonal resulting in halves in the shape
of an isosceles right triangle. The first is probably the more popular of
the two and requir()'s the shortest line, but in both eases the halves of our
idealized square sandwich are congruent., By cut we mean that line which
separates the planar base of the sandwich into two equal parts.' We are
not concerned here with a three dimensional approach to carving the
sandwich, especially if it should be of the. triple decker 'or higher deck

. variety! This would he a natural and more difficult generalization of the
problem we have chosen to -1,.voek. with.

Slonle aspects of this probleM-situation may have been noticed by the
child in preschool exptrience.One mother, for example, .reports' that

13 9 4
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r"In used 'to cut slices of toast for her children in various shapes and sizes
and used these not only as an incentive for eating but also for counting
experiences and fdr developing acquaintances with various geonplaric
shapes and their properties. At first, h,er ingenuity in obtaining varia-
tions in shapes and sizes was somewhat taxed until she discovered that

4a

4d 4 e

4g
FIG. 4

tZ

4f

. her own children were quite capablq of suggesting new ways to make
such cuts also.

One appeal in this problem lies in 'the, challenge. to find a new way'to
- perforth-a commonplace task, i.e., are tkere other ways than the two con-
ventional ones for obtaining halves of a square? Connoisseurs of fancy
sandwiches would have no difficulty in considering this approach and
many a child likes:the idea .of being diffr. nt when it comes to making or
doing things.

The teacher might begin by sj:etching a square on paper orIbe black-
board. Thiee or four inch square pieces of paper should be placed in the

.
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hands of every child with the suggestion that he attempt to fold the
aquares in the two ays indicated. Thus the:al of the straight-line Cut ..

. is stressed and at th s me time the learner may get a better understand:
ing' of the meaning _of halves. ,, ,

The problem. part .of the question can now be emphasized: Are there
other straight-line cuts which will produce halYes? If the child has had
some experience-with straight lines; theli the question could be broached:
Could these straight llifelbe modified so as do appear as br en litpes and
still produce halves? For Atti older child with an understandi of- broken

(!it

lines, the question can stre ss the possibility of using cuts which are not
straight. In a high hoof class which has studied the areas of polygons
and of closed curves, this presentation can pose the possibility that the
halves need not be co euent. .

Once the question is proposed., one should not expect a general rush
to the kitchen with the intent 6f cutting up large supplies of bread slices
for experimental purposes. It should be noted, however, that unless the
presentation is so planned that the listener's mind is activated, i.e., begins
to realize the possibility of the, 'existence of new situations or solutions,
the actual purpose here of getting the student to master various proper;.
ties of geometric figures wilrmit be atpined. .;

2. Attention. In the earlier grades, it is iraptirtant to have the cad
use concrete materials. Some children are capable of making sketches
of squares which are quite:satisfactory. If- the child has had little experi-
ence in handling squares, it may he necessary to provide him with some
three- or four-inch squares cut from squared paper which is ruled 41t, hall-
or quarter-inch intervals. (These can be prepared easily from mimeo,
graph stencils or from carbons used on other reproducing machines.)
He can then count small shuares and trace lines in such 'a way that he
will have an Cqual number on each side of 'the trace or tut. He_will so-on
notice

. ,
notice a one-to-one correspondence between the small squares Itn both
sides of this cut. . . .

One of the first discoveries will probably be that if a line is drawn
from points on opposite sides of tlie square-and the same distance from
diagonally opposite ,vertices, then this straight line will produce con-

;gruent trapezoids. (See Fig. 4c and -nOte that our first two solution's were
really special cases. of this 'one.). Young, may have to cut the
paper square apart in order to become convinced that the parts are .

congruent or equal. However, if such a result is :not immediately forth-.
_I.,'coming, some additkinal time may be needed and it may be well for the.

teacher to have extra paper squares available for practiceliurriose's. The .:

greatest benefit to be derived at this stage, accrues when every member of,
the group is able to report his or her diseolrery at about the same time.

be
7
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A coyiment on the.value of experiences with paper-folding for children
in the early grades is in order here Japanese children, at an. early age,
for 'example, work with fourf or five -inch paper squares cut from very
thin paper, and the first fold made in most of their further projects is
that of folding the smiare along .a diagonal. Ththr ability to fold and re=
fold parts of the square to.fo'm certain common figures (bird, rrioplsAy,
box, balloon,- elephant; aid so on) requires the use of geometric figures
throughout( and the intrici patterns which (esult are real pieces of art-
:ful workmanship. While carrying on this paper-folding,,balled origcimi,'
the 'Japanese child becorries well acquainted with many properties of
geometric figures which are here being introduced and stressed in this
problem- situation of the sandwich, but which he may study formally
later in-his course in plane geometry.

3. Observation. As soon a6,seceral different solutions are. reported,
the problem begins to reach this next stage. At first it maybe noticed

- that there are quite a number of pairs.of points on opposite sides of- the
square which are equidistant from the opposite vertices.--This may be
followed by the discovery ttart-ail of thesdlines, when shown in a given

' square, have'otie point in common, Lb., the center of the square. How
long will it be before a student, in tearing or cutting the paper along this
fold, will notice that if he digresses a small amount away from the fold
in one direction he can restore the equality of the two areas by digressing

. an equal amount in the other direction from the fold?
Some children may feel that the half iithe form of a rectangle is larger

than the trapezoidal or the triangular one.-They should'be Challenged to
discover whether this conclusion is true. In seeking such verification, the
child may find it when he places thetriangular or trapezoidal half over
the rectangular one and notices that parts of each overlap the other or
are common to o and that the remaining parts are congruent.

Students in upper ride classes may discover the,floating figure -prin;:<
ciple which can produee halves. For example, when the corners of they
original square are folded so that they form isosceles triangles and the
original vertices meet-at the center of the square 'as in Figure 4d, it will
be found that a new square is formed which is just one-half of the original
one. If we think of releasing this new square from its points of _contact
with the sides and allow it to float around inside thb(original.square, then
the remaining or uncovered part of the original square forms the second
piece of the sandwich and can also be called one-half of the original
square. This is 'a case of applying some take-away subtraction since

= -

Other floating figures can soon. be imagined. Students with experience
with regular polygons of more than four sides, can determin whether

3.9 7
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these can be used as floating figures also (Fig. 4e). A real challengeato
the understanding of any high school student with ability is the question
whetherthis floating figure could be in shape of an equilateral tri-
angle. A test for their understanding of the( formula for the area of a
circle can be provided by requiring studentsto find' the lengticipf the
radius of a floating circlethe hole in the sandwichwhich equals one-
half the area of the original square.'

Another position for Ihe floating square is to think of it as being Shoved
into one corner of the original square, thus having two of its sides and
included angle in .9ommon '(Fig. 4f). Children accustomed to using com-
passes will note the possibility of doming an arc of a circle, using one
vertex of the square as center, thus producing a quarter of a circle equal
to half the or_iginal square.

Cases where certain suggested cuts cannot Produce halves should also
be observed. A. good illustration is one in which we think of a single bite
made into the sandwich starting from one side of the square and making
this bite in the form of any triangle whose third vertex does not lie on the
opposite side. Such a bite could not be a minor segment of a circle but
variations of major segments are possible. Or, supposing that bites re
made by parabolic dentures, one could practice with the area for to
determine the dimensions of a segment of a parabola which the fictional
Paul Bunyan would have had to have cut out if he wished his first bite
of a sandwich to have been one-half of it.

The challenge of these observations lies in the variety of situations
which the imagination can produce. If the original squares are cut frail
cardboard of the same thickness; it should be possible to demonst6qe
with a set of beam balances that, no matter what their shtipe, the halves
are always equal in weight. This of course will not furnish proof in the
sense of mathematical logic, but it will furnish a verification of 'the stu-
dents' conjeCtures and maat the same time be the stimulus for a valu-
able introductory discussion of the difference between proof and v4fica-
tion, deduction and induction, as discussed in Chapter 4. An interesting
classroom display could be prepared by constructing mobiles ins which
the parts were all halves of the same square.

4. Cfassification. Some forms of classifying results have already been
noticed as we have listed some of our observations. Our first thought was
in terms of cuts which produced congruent figures with a straight-line
cut through the center. However, other congruent figures were possible
if digressions from such straight-line cuts were made in a symmetrical
fashion using the water of the square as a point of symmetry. These
cuts could also be included under those involving broken-line segments.

Another classification could be 'developed which involved the floating
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Feure principle. At first these figures were thought of as squares and
gular polygon! of more than four sides. The circle becomes the limit.

for such polygons. However, polygons which are not regular could also
be considered and the possibility of.using ellipses and limaeons need not
ITe excluded. .

The /rite principle may be considered either from the corner, of the
square br as originatng on one of the sides. These bites can he separated
into those casesln N hieh all lines are straight and those in which some
lines are cull/ed. The Lee. of such -curves as the parabola, hyperbola,,5
catenary, cycloid, and sine curve could be proposed. Some wayS of using
an Archimeettan or exponential spiral might also be suggested. A figure
Ili the form of the snow-flake curve deseriked by Kasner and Newinan2
would cvture the imagination of some students.

.

5. Furthes, Exploration. Part of this stage may require a certain
amount of calculation. For exarriple, a study of perimeters can be made
based on the amount of original crust which each of the two parts pos-
sesses. We might' impose the conditioh that the two parts have -crusts
which are in the ratio of 1:2 and study what limitations this places on the

,.problem. The study of these ratios may be,.. generalized to the form of
a: b later. .

4
.

The need for the study of integral calculus may be noticed if we con-
sider halves enclosed partially or entirely by s.oine of these curves. How'
to approach the question of the areas of segments of such curves could
beCome intriguing, too.. .

Part of this further exploration will result from "what if you should"
questions. For example, what if--We should cut the sandwich into thirds,
inurths, or fifths, or cut .the general square.into any number of equal -
partswould we be able .to use the same principles regarding cuts?

Another direction our.problem might take would be to substitute an
equilateral triangle or other regular polygons for the square slice of bread,
ultimately including the circle also. Various of the quadrilateral figures
such as the rectangle, rhombus, parallelogram, and kite could be used.
Some students will note an application of the floating square in case the
original figure is a quadrilateral and the half is found by using the paral-
lelogram formed by joining the midpoints of th6'sides successively. .

6. Forniulation. Some general principles that may be formulated
were already suggested in the observation stage above. There we found
that any straight line passing through the center of the square produces
two congruent figures. Symmetrical digressions from this line also pro-
vided congruent figures. Equal area digressions- or nonsymmetrical ones ',/
may produce equal figures also. .

It has been quite, evident that halves need not be congruent but are
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.
( always equal. Also straight lines need not be used for cuts but the loca-

tion of curved lines requires careful calculation and will not produce the
accuracy which rectilinear figures can attain.

7. Generalization. A succes/on of generalizations has appeared as
this problem-situation was investigated. The coliventional cuts of the
Man-in-the-Street are merely special cases of the general one that any
straight line drawn ,through the center of the square divid s it into two-
equal parts. Certain digressions from these lines not only' roduce prop-: ,

'erties which can be assigned to Kioken lines but indicate the opportunities
which other mathematical cuzi.xes present.

The bite and the floating 6gure principles lead to the best,'generaliza-
non of all: that any linebe it straight, broken, curved, Or closedcould
be thought of as moving across the plane to the square, then coming in ,

contact with a vertex or moving across a side, and continuing across the
square until it had reached a position where two distinct and equal parts
of the squar are evident.

8. Verification and Application. That two parts of a square of dif-
0'1:3 ,'I ferent shape but equal size can be found, required an understanding of

area as enclosed by the lines already mentioned. Where the two parts
are bounded by straight lines only, the knowledge of areas of various
4olygons as .developed in plane geometry should be sufficient to verify
the conclusions that have been suggested. In the case of areas partially
or entirely bounded by other plane curves, the need for the calculus is
soon noted.

Some application of properties found in this problem-situation is seen
in rtain figures of the jigsaw type. Here, there are opportunities for
theiTchild to become acquainted with fractional parts of a given square
fourths, eighths; sixteenths, and so on, as well n1E-Ms, sixths, twelfths,
fifths, and sevenths. He might be led to consider the case where a figure
is separated into two parts which are in the ratio of a:b. Children in the .

early grades need such expenences with fractional parts of geometric
figures including the circle. Actual handling of such concrete parts should
prove valuable in ?ireventing some of the absurd results rerating to frac=
tions which children often report in their .practice exercises.

An extension or application of some of the properties of this square is
found in the famous Chine puzzle of seven piepes, the so-called tan- .

I gram. This puzzle is sold in toy stores under/ various trade names
(Fig. 4g). The square (usually about 2IA inches on a side) is separated
into seven pieces, two of which are right isosceles triangles each equal to
one- fourth of the square; three more pieces are in the form of a-square,
a Ties right triangle, and a parallelogram each of which equals

4 0
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one-eighth of the square respectively; and the twoefEmainyig pieces are ..i. I.
isosceles right triangles' nach'equat to one-sixteenth of the square. Chil- . °---

dten in the earliest gradesocin 'make the parts either fr9m a, dr;LwiriOn
dsquared paper orb oarctully folding a. square, along the line's shown ..

in the figure.° A good insight into the quality of figures i§ gained as , ..,

two, three, or more of the Rieces are i9ited to determihewhether squares, i.

trapezoidS, parallelograms, or t?iangles can be formed from these pieces.
H. E. Dudeney's. Canierlyary, Puzzles and OtherCuriou'e 1P4lems3con- i%)..

tains illustrations:. of otlher figures' which are not becessaisily mathe,
Matioill in design but all of which are oval in area. Pei?hap§.sofne of le

these arrangements anticipated several works of mpdern art.. '
Another dissection which 'is used less frequently :is tile Lotu4s. of

Archimedes4:shown in Figure 5. Archimedes may have aroused a maith& > N
A cr Z k < D

r

B H E, G
Fic. 5. The Loculus of Archimedes. The square is divided into 14 parts with

rdtional areas. Points Z, N, E, 11,C, H are midpoints. TH is perpendicular to.
BG. K is the intersection of AF! and BZ; 0 is the intersection of BC.with DG.

c--- ,i
matical interest among such royal friends as King hero of Syracuse or
King Ptolemy Philadelphus of Alexandria' by challenging thent to
entertain themselves and -their guests by reassembling-these fourteen
pieces in various -stimulitting patterns. These pieees can be expressed
as multiples of 48ths of the original square, i.e., they appear as Vis, %s,
3:is, 7.1.8, and 3_1'13. Once these fourteen pieces have been identified,
many 'different arrangements of thc4e pieces co d be discovered which
tAal 2.,./18 of the original square. Makiiig sketc

t
es for the cases where

these parts haVe sides in common .and where they could he thought of
as being encased within a. single border line could become another

ginteresting diverSioii. At the Secondary' level, proof that these fourteen

4oi
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pieces do actutilly bear the relationship) to the whole indicatdd by the
fractiow_list,gd abovcsVan test the atic ingenuity of the best of
our preseht-day studehts of 'high school 1 thematics. \ ..

. THE (F6 UR -CO S-FOUR NUMBERS PROBLEM'
c -

-i'... .4
L Presentation. his problem tuation arises from the question: I,d

it possible to take'si teenssoldiersca them 41, '42, /1.33. ,:131, B2,
' -: -, D3lband D4 epresenting fOty diffe nt''companieSr(A., B C, and

A.and four different ranks.-in each con-many41, 2, 3, and 4) and ar-
,range' them in a s uare formation ;of four men to a r Iv.in fo ,rdws in .

such p. way that n. two soldiers of-t4e4ame company or ran. are ,placed
in th0 .same row, limn,' or diagonal of the square? Another Version,'
might he: Can 'six en class Or room officers from four different classes

C..
or roomi(freshman, Sophomore, junior, and s9ior) each having four

l different officers (president, vice-president, secretary, and treasurer) be
seated on An auditorium platform in a' squat% arrangement go'nsisting
of four rows of four Chairs each in such a way that no twqt&asses' or
officeA are represented in the same row, column, or diagOnal? In thTh
case these sixteen individuals could be designated by symbols such as'
P -9, 1715, S79, T-9, yr10, V-10, ' - , P-12;' - , T-12. r

A colorful Way'? preSenting this problem to a .class or group is to
use a set of sixteen square .carls cut frotheardboards of four different
?dors with the numbers 1 through 4 marked on separate cards of each
color. (Sttipling a,piece of masking tape on the hack of each card,/with
the ,sticky side exposed; Makes it possible to press the cards against a
blackboard or NindoN'Ar pane. and move therp about as desired. Small
plasticeircular diSes with adhesive on both sides, now available corn-
mereially, mAy also be tiled.) . .

.'.

natter 'way of 'presenting the Pyblem is to use four sets Of regular
, .

. gdlygons (-AA 4, 5,. and -6 sides respectively drawn on cards VI num-
ber., 2, 3, and 4 appearing inside the respective figures. A teacher
couleiNrepare these figures on a mimeograph stencil and give the chil-
dren an opportunity to arrange the cut-out pi&cs-on their desk or work
with thun at home.- .

2. Attention..4"all tlitfrnbs" approach used by the teacher in trying

---7-..) 0 to find a solution can easily arouse the attention of the children in the
middle and upper grades. In the first demonstration, the teacher may
place .the cards or he symbols on the board 'so thatVsome °rows and
eolumns seem to mee o requirements and give the impression that.

useit olfnost works. The teacher ay use chalk in four different colors which
has the advantage that erasures can be made r_ adily. Likewise the .

4,)
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shitireNa.y. choose colored pencils or cracons,, say,.lilue, green, red,
mid yellow, and write.the nurribds-hr theeixteeff cells of a 4 by 4 square,
They f.. will find fshipliethod cginbersorne rafter a while, howevef, becaug
changes ,t.e hrd to make. Mien. therastudentfi thenaselves,swggest, the
possibility, of using symbols in one color, they will be discovering, a,
lesson on the jinx 'trance of a\ wise choice of symbols asthis Teratesto0
the development of; 's thematics.,One notation which:they may suggest ..-
'is- to we B1,° B2, B3, and B4 to reSresent the four blue cards;IG1,, G2,* .

, G3, and G4 to represent the four green-virds, aria... similar symbols for
the cards in the other two t clop. * .. -......

" It may be well to allow several days to ,elapse bsiore going on4 Stu-
deiitS should be encouraged to hand ihacopy of .their solutiOh as sow
as) possible and asked to indicalte'the approximate amount of time they.-
spnt in finding

. ,

it. So e in, past have repprted success-es in less
10- than fifte minutes whi e others have iiersistedkortwo or three hotirL

At this s ge, it is important to all 4 w every person as mhch tinpe out-
side oP school as he cares to take as to/Insure as many succ'h.ses as
possible rathes, than to hurry On to other aspects the problem.

We are primarily concerned iii observing wayNgzhich learning's take
,place. Hence the teacher should lend encouragement but refrain from i
describing the solution herself. Showing a class or an individual how.'
defeats the purpose and may result in loss of attention- as well as in-
terest. Time after:tke it has been noticed that those gtudentS who are -

shown answers either try. to remember how 'the solution is Obtained or
lose interest in jb. entirely. This problem is not a 'difficult one, once a
method for its solution hiai been discovered, and itiprovides elerricintary
school children opportunities to develop their rea.sonirig powers.'-

ork trial and error approach to a problem has always been one of the
-first ways of investigating some new problem. Unfortunately it takes
time and often leads 'to' disappointments but 4-equently it is the first
approach to the study of new probleml.!Persistence is one of the abil:
ities'often listed as an aim of mathematics education and this present
problem may well prove to be a. measure of the persistence of some
individuals. r

3. Observation and Exploration. Alert students may notice a
parallel here with the requirements for the formation of a Magic square.
The sum of every row, colurim, and diagonal is-always 10 with the added
feature:that colors are not to be. duplicated. 'It is hoped that some stu-
dents' will begin to wonder whether this color feature dan be) translated
into mathematical terms. If so, they are recognizing a parallel which
arises in the-art of programming for electronic calculators.

t.
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Whenekver a skstematic appr et is-pported,it, is usually found that
it suggests placing four cards o different number,' and colork in one of .

the rows, columns, or diagonals. In Figure; 6a, caids Bi; G2, R3, and Y4
N.have been pl4Ed in {that order in els first row.lOur Sexcinlent was 0 .

,...._pluceGI and B2 in the second row. Then the remaining cards far this
row had to be 14'a Y3. Most persons, report that after a ert "ri.
point, the remainin cards just fall- into place. This phenomen n su

,c;74111 gests that there .m' y he certain mathematical' lawS which apply ere..
. - ,:.-

Bl G2 R3 Y4

R4 Y3 B2 Cl

Y2 g4

G3 B4 Yl $2

6a

Y3 B2 GI `Ri

RI G4 B3 Y2

B4 Yl R2 G3

G2 R8 Y4 :B1

6c

Y2 R1 G4' B3

G3 B4 Yl R2
4.
Bl. G2 R3:,- Y4

,R4r___Y-8 B2 Gl

6b ,

Al D2 B3

D3 B2 A4 CI

B4 DI C3 A2

C2 A3 Bl D4

6d

Another observation-which it is ped will-lbe made is that groups of
four cards representing four diffetene bers and colors may be found
in other positions besides in rows, ,o s, and diagonals; For example, /
in Figure 6a, the four corner, squares satisfy this condition, as do also
the four center squares. Elementary scho9I children have 9vonderftil
timetnoticing other, such groups. The ad of discovering such patterns
is another ore f the ainiy of mathematial education and is definitely.'
one of the facets of the loarning'process. .

. .

4.. Classification. After several solutions have been reported an
ecamined, two. questions may arise) (1) What constitutes a different
solution? pd (2) How many different Jlutions are there? In the case
of the first question it will be agreed that if a given solution it rotated
through an angle of 90' in ether direction or through an angle of 180°
that the resulting square is essentially the same as the original. In fact,
one criterion for classificaln may he based on whether the same relative
order appears except for a cyclical chalige in the clements..For example,
if we take the first two rows in Figure 6a and rewrite them below the
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third and fourth rows, we obtain another solution, since the diagonals
are different (Fig. 60, The order in the rows and columns is 'cyclically
the same so this newt square belongs to the same group of squares as
the one in Figure 6a. Similarly if we think of beginning a solution .by
moving every', element, to \ the left and up one..space starting with the A
element"element Y3 in Figure 6a, placing R4 at the end of the neW,firSt row,.
moving the .original first row into the bottom row, arikl making similar
cyclical replacements for the other elements for the fourth row and
column, we obtain Figure 6c.

At this *point it may also become apparentthat'comparisons may
made more readily if the cards are designated in some. orderly or sys-
tematic improyement in our .use of symbols may make
further study easier. Instead of tingabbreviations for colors; it may
be well to return to the letters us d in the original designation of the
soldiers in companies- and use Al, A2, D4, or something like. 1-1,
1-2,113, 4-4. The former of these two seems to have some advantage
at th4stage. One should not ignore, however, the fact that the earlier
.use of colors has provided a worthwhile element of interest in this work.
If our study of this. problem had involved the fact that we wanted to
know how to get a. solution and then how to use this method to solve
other problems like it, then we might have adopted some best notation

the Very: beginning. But if we believe in the 'importance of the suc-.:
stageslof the learning process, then the repeated modifications

prol, de Us with experiences 'parallel to the various improvements and
refin !ments which the 'mathengati6ians and scientists discover as they
gy on the continuing phases of their investigations.

5. Further Exploration: One consequence of-the. preceding stage
is the fact that new questions which need further investigation begin
to take. shape. Not only are we asking the question- at this point, "flak
many different solutions are there to this.question?" but we wonder
about other questions.siich as, ."Is it possible to determine the number
of solutions by usingsome mathematical formula and without making a
tabulation of all. of the possible solutions?"

We are led also to the realization that certain ptienomena need to be
explored further. Such isthe..case with the observationthat after weer-
tain number of yards have been selected, the others seem to just fall

.into p/actSuppose . we select the four cards A l,- B2, C3, and D4 and
place them in the first diagonal in that order ,/Fig. 6d). If we select A2
as our fifth card, we find that it can be placed in only one of two posi.-
tions, i.e., in the fourth cell of the third row or .in the third cell of the
fourth row. If we decide on the former, we find 'that theonly card we

4 k) 5
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s can ehoo Cethe "second oathese positions is B1, i.e., there were only
two posi ions possible fOrtrei-fifth 'card and only one for the sixth. In
fact, once theselsix.:C4rds.-are in their; correct position, the remaining

. ten find themselves assigned to unique places (Fig. 6d). ; 4
The possibility of determining whether. there are other approaches to

producing solUtions needs to he explored also. One might: consider
placing the four.cards -Al, B2, C3, and D4 in the corner positions. or
in a blOckof fotir in one corner or in a Center block and then determine.'
-whether the remaining cards occupy unique or semiunique poSitions:
Or one might consider the farnou§ knight's move'used in. magic Squares
of aid order. That 'there is some sort of .knight's move principle .Present

, :is noticed in Figure 9d. Using this movement, we can start:from 41
and locate A3 and from the latter position on using the same movement
locate both A2 and A4; likewise starting with B2 we can use this same
movement to locate B3 and BI and from the latter position .obtain the
place for B4. Similar locations follow frcim the .C3 and D4 positions.

6. Formulation. The various stages involved in the development of
solutions to. problem-situations are not always clearly septuktteeljr
on another nor is there necessarily a continuous path from one to the
'next. In our present exploration, we noticed that, in our ..4. by 4
Square, making a selection of a certain set of four elements and placing
these in key poSitioris was an important factor in the solution. Thus it
may be possible for us to propose criteria for the selection of four ele-
ments and to indicate the conditions under which a solution may follow:
Perhaps it will be possible to suggest also the various patterns for other
solutions related to this one. -

7. Generalization.iSome students may wonder why6the three colors-
three numbers problem. was not considered and they may lave satisfied
their curiosity on thiS score. On the other hand, a 'set of twenty-five
cards for the five colors-five numbers case can be .arranged in many
solutions and may be studied in a -manner similar to the ore presented
here. Unfortunately the six by six case cannot be solveda fact dis-
covered by the famous mathematician, Leonard Euler. Certain larger

- square' arrays. have been solved and their stniky can prove profitable
for the able and ambitious student of mathematics.

8: Verification and Application. Proofs for some' of the proper-
ties .which have been indicated. require mathematics beyond that gen-
erally studied at the secondary level.

The simplest application of the original solutions for the 4 by 4 square
to the development of magic squares of order 4. If the consecutive

numbers in one color are simply written as the, first four numbers; and

,e
tfziL'
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..the same consecutiveNfaur numbers in another color are. written as 5, 6,
7, 8, and so on for the other two colors, and these numbers are substituted
in -the .solutions fotpid, thC resulting squitres will be of the magic 'type.

Not only will the sum of every) row, column and diagonal be 34 but
other groupings of four squares, as already indicated, will provide pat-,terns producing the same,total.

.Another interesting application is found in the theory. of":Clraeco-
'Latin squareS. An agricultural experiment may .involve testing four

. different varieties of corn in combination with four different soils or.
fertilizers but under the same 'climate or weather conditions. Not only
can the separate combinations be studied, but. the yjeld of a particular
type of seed or of a certain soil may be shown to be superior under all
conditions. Other applications are found in stalistics and topology.

PRIME NUMBERS

Introduction.. One of the most fruitful fields for developing mathe-
matical thinking is in the study of .number theory. Thisis probably due
to the ?act that many questions about numbers require Very little
mathematical theory befOre one can' appreciate the..nature of the reld-

.

tionship involved. There is also .a certain appeal to the imagination
here. Even little children, after they have learned to count, like to talk
about millions, qpintillionS, and trillions, not knowing which is larger

but enjoying the appeal that. bigness of numbers seems to have .to them..
. Sonic of the-interest in the study of numbers .aroused When one
begins to identify or list. the so-called Prime numbers. The recognition
of those integers less than 100 which are evenly.divisible by other num-
bers as ,well as those ,remaining numbers which are not so divisible is
absolutely necessary iii the study of algebra.

soon as children have learned those multiplication and division
facts in which the product or dividend is less than 10.0, they should
certainly be made more and mire aware of the fact that there are sev-
eral two-digit numbers which are not evenly divisible by 2, 3, 5, and 7.
Soon they should. be able to distinguish between odd and even numbers
and to recognize that whenany odd number is divided by 2, the re-
mainder is always 1. By the end of the fifth grade, a child should be
able to list all the primes less than 50 and by the end if the sixth grade
he shoufd know- all the primes less-than 100 as well .as' the factors of
all numbers in that range.

1. Presentation. For 2500 years or more, mathematicians have been
trying to find simple ways of telling whether Certain large numbers .are
prime.or not. It is' not difficult to tell NThcn a number is divisible by 2
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or 5, and ttie usual test for divisibility by 3 or 9 Could prove of interest
to children after they have had some experience with division. But in
the case of large numbers, it may be necessary to divide by' several
possible factors to test their primeness and often this work becomes

frtedious.
There is no reason why the m thod discovered by a Greek mathe-

matician, known as the Eratosthent intro-
duced to children at fifth or sixth gr e level. The fact that listing all

sieve method, could not be intro-

the numbers from 2 to 100 and crossing out every second number after
2, every third after three, every number after 5 ending in 5, and every
seventh number after 7 produces numbers which are not divisible by
any other number less than themselves other than one, can be presented
in such a way that children will always remember This method.

Certain questions for generating further thinking can then be pre-
sented or developed, depending on the age and grade level. Among
these could be the following:

1. Do you believe that all prime numbers with the exception of 2
are odd? ,

2. Can the Eratosthenes method be extended for numbers between
100 and 200? 'Between 200 and 300? Can one use it between 500 and
600 without knowing all the primes less than 500?

3. In finding the primes less than 100 why did one not also cross out
every 11th number after 11, every 13th after 13, and so on? In finding
the primes less than 200, can ore stop when one has reached the 7's
step? Is there some way of knowing when one has done enough crossing
out when finding the primes for any number less than a number one
wishes to name, e.g., 2000?

4. Are there as many prime- numb between 100 and 200'as there
are less than 100? If not, is it conceivable that the number of primes
decreases for every successive 100? In that case, is it possible that even-
tually one Might find an interval containing 100 numbers in which not
a single number is prime?

,

5. Is it conceivable that if One continues examining larger and larger
numbers that eventually one would find no more primes?

6. If one knows that a certain number is prime, is it possible to locate
the very next prirife after that?

.7. What is the best way of determining whether some large odd num-
ber is a prime without constructinf_a complete sieve or consulting a
table?

8. Do the gaps between primes increase in length? For example, the
differences between primes below 75 are either 2, 4,' or 6. Wks that

4 ,)
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mean that there will never be any with a differenge of.8, 10, 12, or more?
Is it possible that eveptually one might no longer find a difference of 2
between successive primes?

Some additional preparation for these questibhi can be provided by
giving students an opportunity to Tnstruct their own table of primes
up to 500 or 1000 rather,than providing such a-table for them at this point.
Thisbecomes a good exercise in collecting data and- at the same time
provides some practice in accuracy. Later a table of primes less than
3000 should be provided and their attention called to the table of primes
less than 10,000,000 of D. N. Leita-ier.5

As soon as students have had some experience with formulas, several
/unsolved problems of prime numbers can be broached: Is there a formula
which will always give a prime for- every integral value of the variable?
Does a formula exist or can one be `found which will express all "prime
nu mb erg. ?

2. Atiention. By referring to a table of primes, it will be noticed
that some of the numbers can be seen to be Members of certain arith-
metic sequences, e.g., 5, 11,.17, 23, 29, 35, 41, 47, 53, .59, - . In fact
out of the first 10 terms of this sequence, 9 are prime. The first 10 termS.,
of the sequence based on the expression 6n + 1 does not fare quite so
well since our "batting average" is only 7 out of 10 and in the case of the
sequences for 4n 1 and 4n + 1 we get a batting average of .600. Ques-
tions of the following kind can be challenging: Does' our batting average
get better or worse as we consider the first 20 terms of either of these
sequences? Can anyone discover a sequence in which successive terms
have a common difference in which the first 10 terms are prime? If 100
per cent perfection in .an expression is not possible, what expression does
yield the largest number of primes for the first 50 or 100 values of the
variable? A contest for determining some best method or formula, doe
have an appeal value to many children.

When it begins to appear that 100 per ceht perfection 'cannot be
reached with arithmetic sequences, a slight variation of this same prin-
ciple can, be suggested, i.e., sequences in which the differences between .

successive terms are in arithmetic prog/4sion (actually. this becomes
sequence whose terms satisfy a quadratic polynomial). Such an example
is the sequence 5, 7, 11, 17, or the one 11, 13, 17, 23, 31; where'
the successive differences consist of the sequence of even numbers.

3. Observation and Eiploration. It soon becomes apparent that
none of the suggestions considered thus far will succeed in always pro-
viding primes. Attempts to create such sequences is.good practice how-
ever. Various 'combinations for a and d in arithmetic sequencesshould

4 t)
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LI,be tried to' provide children lint .i)nly 'experience in substitution but
also in getting the rhythm of sequences other, than those 'of, odd or even

. .numbers alone.
Exploration of sequences whose first differenceS are: n arithmetic

.

progresSion (whicth is '.equivAlent to saying that/ tlie second differences
of these same sequences .are constant), should be .provided for also!
One way-of doing this is to prepare a table on .thenrder of the follOwing:

Original sequence; 11 13 17 23:31 41

Fira differences; '2 4 6 8 10

Second tdifferekces: 2 2 2 2

Similarly we.can use other pr/Innes as the first terms 'and .the. same first
differences as above. Latef'we can try still other modifications 'such as
using 11 or. 29 for the first term and,the first differences' which differ.
by 4 consisting Of 2, 6, 19 14, and so on. Many children love to. experi-
ment and this is certainly a ease where such experimentation. is not only
harmless but may bring about some interesting observations:

4. Classification. The expressions used thus far have all been' of
the polynomial type.. Some can be classified as arithm8tic progressions
and others can he shown to .satisfy a -quadratic. polynomial.

A the students' experience with polynomials'increases they may-be-
gin-to: wonder about cubic and quartic.expressions;Many persons never
realize from .their study of algebra that the cubic and quartie can'be
applied to simple phenomena. Exponential functions of the form 2n
b 2n + 1, and 22', + 1 should also be introduced into their thinking.

5. Further Exploration. One ofjhe most interestipg polynomials'
to explore is the one suggested by Euler in 1772, i.e., n2 n + 41. Stu- .

dents should have practice with this formula long before it is used as a
classic example in the introduction of proofs on matheinatical induction.

The writer recalls the conjecture proposed by one of his former seventh
graile students after the meinbeYs of the class had prepared a table of
the cubes of the first twenty integers. This boy noticed that the first/
differences for the -successive cubes, 7, 19, 37, and 61, were primes andl.'
found that he was dealing with the function 3n2 + 3n 1:

.Other expreSsions to consider are: 3n2 -- 3n ± 23 which gives 22
successive primes; n' -+ n2 + 17 EvhichAives primes from n = 14
through.n = 10; .2n2 2n +.19 which gixes ,18 primes; -n2 79n'+
1601 which has held the record for the largest number of successive
primes. It produces primes for the values -of n from 9 through 79.

s Arithmetic progressions in which the values old are 30, 210, and 2310
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have proved interesting. Examples are: 17 --V 30d, 41 --V 30d, 43 --V 30d,
47 + 210d, 199 + 210di 71 + 2310d. It 'should be noticed that 30 =
2 3 5, 210 = 2 3 5 7, and 2310 = 2 3 5 7 11. In'other
words, these coefficients of d consist of the products of successive primes.

The topic of Nfersenne numbers provides an outlet for the suggestion
that primes might satisfy an exponential expression such as 2n 1.
The number 11 is the only one of the first"eight primes which does not
produce a prime when these values are used for n.

6. Formulation. All of the primes except ,2 are of the form 4n + 1
9r 4n + 3. All of the former ones can be expressed as the sum of two
squares, e.g"., 41 = 52 + 42, but none of tee second 'form of 4n + 3 can
be expressed as the sum of two squares.

Excluding the first 'two primes, 2 and 3, it will be noticed that all
the primes also fit either the form On 1 or On 1. In some instances
it will be folind that for giVen values of n both of grese forms are primes,
thus introducing the idea of twin primes.

Some of the arithmetic progressions have been of the form Ad + B
where A is a product Qf consecutive primes and B is 6. prime. Several
of these were listed in the fourth- paragraph of the preceding section:

Probably the best known expression for primes is the one suggested
by Euler which is also written in the form n2 n 41. Another way of.
thinking of this t3rpe of expression is to Write it as n(n + 1) P where
P is a prime. 9

7. Generalization. A refinement of the Eratosthenes sieve method
for locating primeS is possible. It is based on the use of twin primes.
Students who have become acquainted with programming methods as:
used on modern electronic calculators might consider ways of preparing
a program for -this refinement. .

Instead of writing down all the odd numberd beginning with 5, one
should list the values for 67/. - 1 and On + 1 in parallel columns begin-

' ning.with the values for n = 1. Then \cross out allthe numbers 5 = 5,
.5 ; 7, 5 11, 5 13, , 7 7, 7 11, 7 13, "--,--11 11, 11 13,

4 5 ' 5 5, 5 5. 7, . and so on. In other words, if -all the ntrm-
/

bers of ,the' form.
76 13a. vk

where a, b, c, k take on value 0, 1, 2, 3, and so on and where the
sum of a, b,.c, and so on is 2 or more are removed from the list,' then
the numbers remaining will be prime.

Many unproved conjectures and unsolved problems resulting from
explorations of the kind illttstrated here have been proposed by mathe-
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maticians.-Among these are the following:
1. To determine the prime factors of very large numbers
2. To determine whether or not an infinite number of pairs of primes

differing by 2 exists
3. To find the number of primes in a given interval; in particular,

to determine the number of primes less than a given number N
4. Goldbach's famous theorem that every even integer greater than 2

is the sum of two primes.
8. Verification and Application. A ready recognition of the

factors .of commonly used numbers and a knowledge of divisibility test
for numbers which' are not prime is useful throughout the study of
mathematics. While tests for divisibility by 2, 3, and 5 are readily
recognized, tests for divisibility by larger primes require more study.
Much of this experience, hovever, is helpful in appreciating the theory
of congruences which arises in the study of the theory of numbers.

An interesting application of the use of primes is found in the dis-
covery made by Gauss in which he showed that the number of sides of
regular polygons constructible with an unmarked straightedge and com-
passes depends on the Fermat numbers of the form 22n + 1. The number
of sides of all constructible polygons is of the form 2"2 (22' + 1)
(22" + (22` + 1)41 where m may have the values 0, 1, 2, if
not all of the a, b, c, are 'zero, if no two of a, b, c, are equal, and
all of the factors in parentheses are prime

An abstract pattern for the location of primes of the form 4n + 1
and 4n + 3 has been suggested by the Dutch mathematician, Balthasar
van der Pol. Numbers of the'latter form are assigned to squares located
on two perpendicular axes. The primes of the form 4n + 1 are located
in symmetrical squares in the four quadrants formed by these axes
with positions determined by the pairs of numbers such that the sum
of their squares equals the 4n + 1 value. As a result these latter vales
can belocated at eightdifferent places in the coordinate plane. A design
for a tablecloth using this pattern is available through a firm in Holland.'

.CONCLUSION

The illustrations of mathematical modes of thought which have been
presented in this chapter have dealt principally with arithmetic and
algebra. If sptice had permitted, similar problem-situations would have
been presented in other fields as well. Once more it should be stressed,
however, that: (1) the problems chosen should involve many basic
mathematical principles in their study, . (2) they should be closely
related to or parallel to experiences that students have already had in

o.
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order that the students may be able to approach them, and, (3) the
separate stages of the problem-solving and learning processes should
be emphasized and re-emphasized as the problem is given further con-
sideration. In addition, it-should not be forgotten that the time element
is always present and that reaching the various levels of. learning is a
maturing process which cannot be hurried beyond the limits provided
by nature.

Sources for problems are as plentiful as there are hills that can be
mined" for precious mineralsthar is gold in them Char hillsbut it must
lie mined and processed. Some textbooks contain exercises which, with
a slight proceseing,will reveal much gold. Books on the history of mathe-
matics, on mathematical recreations,, and on popular mathematics con-
tain many illustrations. Snch popular journals as the Scientific American
have published not only articles but problems of the sailors, coconuts,
monkey type. The Mathematics Teacher and The Arithmetic Teacher in
their articles and in such departments as "Mathematical Miscellanea,"
edited by P. S. Jones, Adrian Struyk, Paul Clifford, and others, have
described many problems which indicate that the persons who reported
on them definitely had followed 'patterns of thinking and learning
paralleling those which have been indicated here. The Mathematics
Student Journal, Mathematical Pie; and other journals written primarily
-for students (in some local high schools they are pfanned and published
by students) have contained valuable suggestions. Perhaps additional
journals, of a popular type, similar to popular science and technological
magazines, but stressing mathematics, are needed' for this purpose also
and could become popular on a newsstand and/or subsdription basis.

Primarily our concern, however, is to provide as many opportunities
as are possible for developing the thinking ability and power of the in-
dividual. It is our firm belief that nod of knowledge can be used so
effectively in a given peAod of time to develop this power and ability
as can the field of mathematics. The child who has been exercising his
mind at an early age and Continues to apply himself to extending .the
frontiers of his knowledge has great opportunities ahead for himself.
He maST,be one whose name will some day be added to the long list of
men and women who, throughout the ages, from every nation and race,
have followed similar paths of investigation,the ones indicated in
the saying which has been attributed to that humble but very great
mathematician, Sir Isaac Newton: "If I have seen a little farther than
others, it is because I have stood on the shoulders of giants."

See Chapter 11 for further references and suggestions for extending and'
applying the ideas of this chapter.

IF ----lit
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Implications of the Psychology of Learning
for:the Teaching of Mathematic!

FRANCIS G. LANKFORD, It.

WE START our discussion clearly aware that -a great deal of highly
effective teaching of mathematics goes on now and has gone on over the
years. How else can one explain the rapid strides made in the field of
mathematics and allied fields in this century? It is being said by reputable
mathethaticians that more new mathematics has been developed since
1900 than was known, at that time. Surely some of our students managed
to avoid being stymied in their development by the loudly condemned
methods claimed to be, prevalent in our classrooms. We know that the
work of mathematics teachers has been widely criticized and we believe
that such criticism has been helpful. It can, COntinue to be helpful when
it is unprejudiced by special interests and when it is not entirely nega-
tive.

In this chapter we offet some suggestions for the many conscientious
mathematics teachers who seek to do a better job. These suggestions
are presented as practical implications of modern theories of learning,
and they emphasize that the effective teacher of mathematics encourages
creativity by helping pupils discover the basic ideas, laws, or principles of
mathematics; he aims for understanding ahead of skills of operation; and he
seeks to give students the stimulation that comes from accepting and realizing
worthwhile goals.

Throughout the first half of the twentieth century psychologists have
ben active in the development of learning theoriegNor most of this
period, Thorndike's stimulus-response explanation of learning was the
dominant theory. It also had extensive influence on .educational prac-
tice even as it does today. Conspicuous in the early statements of this
the5:Jry were the laws of rcadiness, exercise, and effect, although in later
statements these laws were considerably modified.

Perhaps the most serious challenge to the stimulus-response View of
learning has. come from the. Gestalt learning theory. For about three
decades, now, this theory has intrigued educators and increasingly it has
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replaVed Thorndike's influence upon curriculum and method in the
classrooms of elementary and secondary schoOls. Particularly, this has
been true in the teaching of mathematics.

In the view of learning held by the Gestalt: to, insight is an important
element. Less dependence is placed upon r titive practice in the Ge-
stalt view of learning than in the stimulus-response (often called Connec-
tionist) theory. Also, much is made of the relationships that exist in the
elements surrounding.a learning situation, i.e., in the field. Thoughtfully
making interpretations or analyses leading to insights into principles or
laws or into solutions of problems1 is an essential of learning for the
Gestaltists. They point out that these insights often seem' to come with
sudden clarity.and once reached need little repetition to remain as fixed
outcomes of learning.

There have been other important learning theories developed during
the 1900's and this branch of psychology is still active. But the Connec-
tionist's and the Gestaltist's have remained the most conspicuous jam-
,ences on practice.

Many educators have read learning theories with a sincere desire for
guidance in the everyday job of teaching children and youth. The ideas
they have derived have not all come from any single theoicr. They have
also found that there is much on which the learning theorists agree. They
suspect that these points of agreement constitute a sounder guide for
practice than does complete adherence to any one theory. There have
been numerous attempts to develop these points of agreement. One such
attempt appears in the twenty-first yearbook of the National C uncil
of Teachers of Mathematics.1

Another attempt appears in Hilgard's Theories of Learning, dard
and authoritative reference in the field of learning theory. After review-
ing ten theories with careful documentation, Hilgard2 develops 14 points
of agreement. These 14 points and the author's statement follow.

It turns out however, that many of the quarrels of the theorists are internal
ones, not very importaqt in relation to-immediate practical problems -; there are,
in fact, a great many practically important experiinental relationships upon
which the theorists are in substantial agreement ....

Here arc a few statements on which I Buld expect a majority of learning
theorists to agree

1. In deciding who should learn what, the capacities of the learner are very
important. Brighter people can learn things less bright ones cannot learn; in
general,older children can learn more readily than younger ones; the decline of
ability with age, in the adult years depends upori what it is that is being learned.

2. A motivated learner acquires what he learns more readily than one who is
not motivated. The relevant motives include both general and specific ones, for

-
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example, desire to learn, need for achievement (general), desire for a certain
reward or to avoid a threatened punishment (specific).

:3. Motivation that is too intense (especially pain, fear, anxiety) may be
accompanied .by distracting e?notional states, so that excessive motivation may
be less effective than moderate motivation for learning some kinds of tasks,
especially those involving difficult discriMinations.

4: Learning under t14,control of reward is usually preferable to learning under
the control of punishment: .Correspondingly, learning motivated by success is
preferable to learning motivated by failure. Even though the theoretical issue is
still unresolved, the praclica101itcome must take into account the social by-,
products, which tend, ttrbe more favorable under reward than Sunder punish-
ment.

5. Learning under intrinsic motivation is preferable to_ learning 'under ex-
trinsic motivation. .

6. Tolerance for failure is best taught through providing a backlog of success
that, compensates for experienced failure.

7. Individuals need praCtice in setting realistic .goals for themselves,goals
neither so low as to elicit little effort nor so high as to foreordain to failure..
Realistic goal-setting leads to more satisfactory .improvement than unrealistic
goal-setting.

8. The personal history of the individual; for example, his reaction to au-
thority, may hamper or enhance his ability to learn from a giver, teacher.

9. Active participation by a learner is preferable to passive reception when
learning, for example, from a lecture or a motion picture.

10: Meaningful materials and meaningful tasks are learned more readily
than -nonsense materials and more readily than tasks not understood by the
learner.

11. There is no substitute for repetitive .practice in the overlearning of skills
(for instance, the performance of a concert pianist), or in the memorisation of
unrelated facts that have to be automatized.

12. Information about the nature of a good performance, knowledge of his
own mistakes, and knowledge'of successful results aid learning:

13. Transfer to new tasks will be better if, in learning, the learner can dis-
cover relationships for himself, and if.he has experience during learning of apply-
ing the principles within a variety of tasks.

14. Spaced or distributed recalls are advantageous in fixing material that is
tube long retained.

. 1

In the remaining pages of this chapter these fourteen. poitits will be
discliSSealinder 11 headings,. and their implications for the mathematics
teacher will be illustrated.

WHEN A LEARNER SEES MEANING IN WHAT HE LEARNS,
HE IS LEARNING EFFECTIVELY

Many writers have ernphasiAkl the importance of meaning in learning
mathematics. Moreover, many studies have shown that when students
are ta4,Klit mathematics with emphasis on its techniques, the outcomes ,
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are far from satisfactory. In .arithmetic and in elementary algebra, we
have particularly offendedn this regal. Such a topic as logarithms can,
for example, be learned very mechaniCally. The rules for reading and
interpolating for the mantissa and for determining the characteristic
are often memorized. Then they are applied with extensive practice,.
Even after much practice many students confuse the rule for negative
characteristics with the one for positive characteristics.

'When mathematics is learned mechanically, students learn many
rulesibr the numerous operational techniques. Then they often have

'. the difficulty of deciding which rule or technique to use with a particu-
lar exercise. All kinds of clues are employed by students faced with this
difficulty, and often the wrong clue is employedleading to absurd
answers. The absurdity is seldom detected; the student merely sees that
the answer is wrong. Relearning.becomes a matter of further practice in
applying the several steps in the manipulation.

Consider the operations of subtraction and division of fractions. The
usual algorisms, with their steps, are illustrated below.

3 ? 6 1 2
4 8 8 3 , =3 10 1 X 2
5 = ? 5 5 10. g 1

8 8 8 1

1 A
8

Studen s who fnerely learn the steps in the rules for these algorisms
and en -practice them with many exercises tend to associate Tittle

.mea )..11.1,!. with the Operations. Thy often confuse. the many rules they
must lear. For example, in a diagnostic interview, we found an eighth-

sEvade .student, of average ability, who correctly used the subtraction
algorism above on an exercise arranged like this:

9

10

4

but incorrectly used the division algorism above on a subtraction exercise
at-fanged like this: %. ? This student had apparently come to
rely on the arrangement of the exercise to provide a clue as to which
algorism she would employ. -

Teaching procedures such as the following are likely to help a. student
to perceive the meaning of the operation of subtraction of fractions.

t . 10...
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1. Help students see that all of the following-involve subtraction.

How much more is no than %?

If you take away % from nof, how much is Ott?

how much must be added to % to get no?
abc 9

TO

3
4

What\is the difference between no and %?

2. After students have learned successfully to identify an exercise as
one involving subtraction, have them try estimating the difference. For
example, in no % a student may think: I know the answer will be
less than Yi because I % is and no is less than I.

3.Permit and encourage each student to think out a process for find-
ing the difference and to employ any algorism that fits his thinking.
One student may think this as equivalent to:.

dimes less 3 ciarters, or 15 dents. Intuitively, this is

considered as Inoo orp.
Another student may think:

= 7;2 tenths. 9 tenths less 7;.6 tenths = tenths.

...A, tenth = izo, 1 tenth = Y2O so A0 =
Still another student may think more in the conventional manner and.record
his thinking like this: is

no is 3%0 and % is 3940 so no Y1, is %o or

Of course,, this teaching procedure is likely to be more successful with
fractions if it has been used throughout the study of whole numbers in
earlier grades.

Consider further the topic of logarithms. It has been pointed out above
that this topic is often taught in a hikhly mechanical manner. There are,
however, other procedures which are designed to emphasize the nature
of logarithms and which encourage students to rely on tilde under-
standing of this nature as they think the applications of the rules for the
characteristic, and, the like. Some teachers, for example, have found it

Oa e * v. w ... _
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effective, in making meanings clear, to begin the topic simply by having
students build a table of powers of 2, like this:

'2° = 1 22 = 4 24 = 16 26 = 64 25 = 256 2" = 1024 212 = 4096

21 = 2, 23 =8 26 = 32 27 = 128 22 = 512 2" = 2048 2" = 8192.

Then they have students use this table to find such Products and quo-
tients as the following:

16,X 128 = ? 8 X 512 = ? 64 X 64 = ?

4096 ÷ 16 = ? 2048 = 128 = ? 8192 1024 =

24, X 26 = ? 23 X 21° = ? 2" ÷ 25 = ?

Other questions such as the following may be proposed in an effort to
stimulate thinking rather than manipulation:

Could you represent as a. power of 2 the number 96?

What power of 2 would you estimate to be the equivalent of 20?

Such exercises may lead to the generalization that any positive integral
number may be expressed as a power of 2.

Questions about other powers than 2 may then be raised and a base of
10 introduced. The above generalization may' then be expanded to
apply to powers of any positive integral base. The convenience of base 10
may be pointed out, and further work with it carried out.

If pupils understand scientific notation, this understanding may be
used to determine characteristics without having to depend on conven-
tional rules. For example, 382.9 = 3.829 X 102. Hence log 382.9 = log
3.829 + log 102 = .5831 + 2 = 2.5831.

'Contrast such an approach with one that starts with a definition of
logarithms and then tells students that every logarithm has two parts,
a characteristic and a mantissa. The characteristic is determined by a
rule, and the mantissa from a table. Then comes practice in writing the
characteristics of several numbers and in reading mantissae froin the
table. Later, students are taught the rules for finding antilogs without
interpolation. Further rules for interpolating to find logs and antilogs
are presented, followed by much practice. Still further rules for handling
logs and antilogs for numbers less than 1 must be studied and more
practice in applying them is needed.

The goal of the meaningful approach is to develop students who will
do some thinking like the following:

What is the logarithm of 7257?

420
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Think: This number is between 1000 and 10,000. That is, between 103
and 104. It will be nearer 104 than 103. Therefore, the logarithm will be
3 plus some fraction which I may get from the table.

Or students may think like this: 7257 = 7.257 X 103. Therefore, the
mantissa will be the log of 7.257 and the characteristic will be 3.

Find the antilogarithm of 2.4892.
Think: 102 = 100, 103 = 1000. The number I am looking for is, there-

fore, between 100 and 1000. 102'48" is about half way between 102 and
103, so the antilog will be about 500.

Such thinking makes work with logarithms into a meaningful activ-.
ity and the rules are a convenience but not to be used blindly as a substi-
tute for thinking.

A third illustration will deal with helping students understand the
nature of direct variation and how to express it. A teacher may start
by asking a question such as this, "If gasoline is priced at 30 cents per
gallon, how much does it cost for one gallon? for two gallons? for five
gallons? for ten gallons? for twenty gallons? Upon what does the cost of
gasoline depend when the price is 30 cents per gallon?" This relationship
may be expressed by the formula 'C = 30n where C stands for the number
of cents cost and n stands for the number of gallons purchased. The
teacher may now follow with such a question as this, "If an airplane
travels at the rate of 300 miles per hour, how far will the plane go in one
hour? in two hours? in three hours? in ten hours? How may we write-a
formula expressing the relationship between the distance a plane will
travel at 300 miles per hour and the number of hours it travels?" This
question may be followed with one which asks, "In a 20 per cent sale,
how much discount will a person receive on an article priced before the
sale at $5? on an article priced before the sale at $10? on an article priced
before the sale at $40? How may you express in a formula the relationship
between the discount in a 20 per cent sale and the price of an article prior
to the sale?" Other illustrations may be used but soon the teacher is
ready to help students make the discovery that there are many examples
of two variables which change so that an increase in one will produce a
uniform increase in the other or a decrease in one will produce a uniform
decrease in the other. This simple idea is now given the name direct varia-
tion: Moreover, pupils are helped to see that in every formula which has
been written on the board, expressing the direct relationships considered
in the several examples, the same form is used. This form expresses one
variable as equal to a constant times the second variable. This discovery
may be expressed in words as well as in symbols.

. .
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INDIVIDUALS IFFER IN THEIR RECEPTIVITY
F R LEARNING

Possibly no other charac ristic is more consistently present in groups
of human beings than that of wide variation from individual to indi-
vidual. This fact has plagued teachers always and has sent them into
meetings again and again to discuss both ways and means of designing
the curriculum better to adapt it to the differences among the children
they teach and also how teaching techniques may be modified to stimu-
late each member of a group to work up to his potentiality for profitable
learning.

Hilgard expresses this principle of individual differences in capacity
for learning in his first point of agreement.

We know these differences have two general causes. They are the result
at any one time of native ability and of experiences of living. Much has
been written on what is the relative effect on learning of these two causes
of variation among individuals. Regardless of how the everyday prac-
titioner in the classroom answers this question, it remains important for
him to recognize that the students of any group will participate in any
learning activity he directs in various ways and with varying results.
This will be true- no matter how membership in the group has been
determined, whether it be by measures of learning aptitude, by prior
learning, or by interest of student or parent. or by alphabet.

These differences all'ong human beings as they learn must influence
teaching procedures and the curriculum. They defy attempts to con-
struct a standard curriculum uniform, in content for all. The conflict
between those who would use a psychological approach in curriculum
design and those who would employ a so-called logical approach has
been intense at times and probably never more so than at present. One
side glibly admonishes, "Don't forget the child"; the other emphatically
replies, "You can't make bricks without straw." In learning mathe-
matics, there must be a subject matter 'which is the content of learning.
This content must be arranged in the curriculum with due regard to a se-
quence that is inherently mathematical. Yet it must be remembered
that the ceiling of educational 'achievement is inherently lower for some
students than it is for others and there must be an appropriate modifica-
tion in curriculum content for them. This fact is sometimes hard to make
agree with our democratic belief in equal opportunity for all. Yet it is a
purer application of our doctrine of democratic belief in the worth of
individuals to regulate our expectancy of their learning success by our
knowledge of their potential than it is to make uniform demands upon
all. Teachers often try hard to bring the slow student up to an arbitrarily
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defined- learning standard that is simply beyond his reach, and such a
futile attempt is a .highly frustrating experience to .tkoth teacher and
student. 41our students may gain insights into the ideas of mathematics if
the ideas are simple ones; if the approadh is gradual;- if the student's are
given enough tiine;'nnd if .they are effectively motivated. Moreover, it should
be recognized that 'there can be 'different levels of understandingssome
intuitive.,. some very logiCal and" rational. Clark and Eads3 report these
differences between slow and bright students in finding the sum of 135
26 without paper and pencil.

Slow child: Take 5 aff 135; you get 130. Take 6 off 26. 430 plus 20 .
equals 150..Add 5 on and 6 more gives you 161. -

Bright child: 135 plus 20 is 155 arid 6 more is 161.
To illustrate this point further, consider t tepic of per cent taught

usually 'in the junior high .school grades. Itequence it cannot come
much earlier because an understanding of common and decimal _frac-
tions should precede the study of per cent. This- means that regardless
of bow interested a student or 'class, at an earlier time, may get in an
everyday application of per cent, the study of this application must he
postponed until the necessary 'arithmetical background for using per
cent has been acquired. Yet when this baCkground has been acquired in
its minimum essentials by the ,students of a group, a teacher may. do

. much to vary the study of. title topid of per cent in recognition of the
differences in learning capaoty of Children. For example, she may expect'
narrower generalizations of her slow students than of her bright. With
her slow students she could emphasize the per hundved idea of . per
Cent, and limit her exercises to easy everyday' problems such as: find
5 per cent interest on $100 but not find 3:ki, per cent interest on $373. She
could recognize that the so-called third case of per cent is bOth difficult
and seldom used in practice: Accordingly she would give scant attention
to such an application with her slow students.

Bright students studying per cent can'be taught to generalize the per
cent relationship in this equation: a/b = e/100.-They can. recognize that
every per cent problem gives two of these variables and requires. the
third to be found. The bright student can use any value for the variables
and he can locate the two given ones in the most difficult applications.
For example, .consider these three per cent problems.

A real estate agent sold a house for S18,2.50. At 5 per cent, how much was his
commission? Here a = ? b = $18;250 c = 5

There are 900 students enrolled in -Plainview High Sehool.:Today 30 were
absent. What per cent we're absent? Here a = 30 b = 900 c = ?. .

dist .year 32 of the fatal aevidents in Sam's home town were automobile acei-
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dents. These were 80 per cent of all accidents in that year. How many accidents
were there in all? Here a = 32 b = ? c = 80 .

-Later, perhaps, such bright students may be.helped to see that a similar
relationship exists among such frequently used formulas as I = prt,
d = rt, and others.

Whether or not this kind of variation in content for slow and bright
students within- atsingle class should continue in high school is a muCI
debated question:Many schools now. give students a choice of courseS1-
in mathematics after grade eight. For the bright student with interest,

-and aptitude in mathematics, there are the usual algebra, geometry,.
trigonometry courses. Students with less mathematical aptitude are
offered courses in general mathematics and 'practical arithmetic. In
these latter courses great effort is made 'to keep content simple and to use
abundant applications from the everyday liVes of adolescents and young
adults. Some mathematicians discredit this dual offering.. They believe
all high school students should be taught the same courses using the
same content topics, but that the treatment .of the.uniform topics should
Vary, for 'bright and slow studgpts. somewhat in the manner. deseObed
above for per cent. It remains -to be seen whether or not this view will
be adopted in practice. It seems, however, pertinent to remind

is'advocates of a single offering in high school mathematics that if it is' to
do the whole job it surely must meet the needs and caterqhe interestof
students with low aptitude in mathematics as' well as the biight ones. ..

- . Another method of recognizing differences in pu 'pils when tehchirig
inaIntqa tics should be mentioned even it briefly.. Many teachers of

mathematics ,yary their level of expectancy for the dull and'the bright
- by -insisting that the dull must be taught the skills and operations of

mathematics without much regard to ,rationalization or to the/develop-
ment of concepts. The appropriate teaching technique they feel is one
of drillmotivated as best they canwith frequent testing and retesting.
They leave for the bright the goal of rational insight into the inherent -

meanings of mathematics. Such differences in emphasis haVe not pro-
duced satisfactory results.

APPROPRIATE MOTIVATION IS ESSENTIAL TO EFFECTIVE
LEARNING .

FOur Of Rilgard's fourteen_ points of agreement. bear on this principle
of learning. These are paints 2, 3, 4, and

Much of the time 'and effort of the successful classroom teacher is
spent in iMplementingAis principle. Indeed, unless a teacher can kinale
a desire to learn in pupils who haVe little of it, he. is no better than a

.. "i
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reference work as an aid to learning: Thercis no simple and standard,
formula for stimulating pupils to. learn. Various teachers have found
different techniques and materials helpful. Moreover, it is often difficult
to distinguish cause and effect here, for unquestionably, successful
learning stimulates most pupils to further learning. Once a pupil gains -

satisfaction from a learning activity, he is likely to welcome other activi-
ties that are related. This is one reason some pupils elect mathematics
for intensive study and others avoid it with a passion.

Little good comes of extrinsic motivation that relics on lectures to
pupils on the importance of mathematics or that urges pupils to think
hard, to avoid careless mistakes, to read problems carefully before trying
to solve them. On the other hand a resourceful' teacher will put before
his students learning opportunities that are appropriate to their in-

. terests and maturity. He will work hard for initial success at a leVel of
understanding suitable for each student, and he will recognize this
success in a variety of ways. A mark or grade is only one meals of recog-.
nizing such success. Often, displaying a sucCessful piece of work'on the
class bulletin board or in an oral report.to the class gives a student the
recognition before his classmates that is highly effective in stimulating
further learning. This point was amply illustrated in an experiment'
with fifth grade students in arithmetic.

In this experiment pupils were encouraged to discover various ways
of performing an operation in arithmetic. Their discoveries were often
completely original.. and were reported. and defended before the class
with great satisfaction. No contest, no grade, or material reward was
needed to give .these students genuine enthusiasm for arithmetic. For
example, this is an exercise given to students early in their study of
adding fractions to suggeSt ways they might do their thinking.

Mrs. Ames bought 2% yards of cloth to make a coat: Later she found she
must buy-.% yard more. How much cloth did she buy in all?

There.nre many ways you may think in finding this sum.
First..You may count by fractions: 2%, 3, Mrs. Ames-bought

yards of cloth.
SecondYou may think: Then 2 1 =
Third. You may think: 2,34 = 3. And Fi more =
Fourth. You may think: If Mrs. Ames bought 3 yards first an-a,then I yard,

sh6 would have bought 4 yards in all. But she bought -% yard less than 3 yards
and yard less than 1 yard. Hence, she bought in all 4 yards less 91, yards or
34 yards. There are still other ways you may do yOur thinking-to get this sum.
Describe your method.

This attempt to stimulate independent thinking was continued
throughout. the experiment and pupil interest was greatly1Stimulated.
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Individual an successful learning is highly effective in motivating
further learning. Moreover, students seldom demand that learning be
useful if it is successful. This is not to suggest that learning that has
practical value in the everyday world is less valuable than that which
does not have such ready use. It is only to say that practicality is not, for
all students, an essential criterion of effective learning, that is; learning
which produeel motivating satisfactions in the learner. .

Many teachers have learned to use all kinds of physical aids in teach-
ing which they feel are effective in motivating learning. It is doubtful
if these aids in themselves provide niotivatidn because students like to
handle things rather than work with abstractions. Instead, their real
worth is' likely: to be found in the help they give the learner to gain a
clear idea or an insight, or to discover a generalization, or..to formulate
clearly an hypothesis. The successful learning that results is the real
motivator for further learning.,i'or example, there are teaching aids
sometimes used by elementary teachers to match such a combination
as 9 6 with its sum, 15. These aids.are designed in different ways.
Some are in the form of cardboard wheels. Others merely have a strip
that slides by a slot. It is doubtful that these aids do anything to help a
student think with numbers. They are merely devices for making drills
palatable. Teachers of geometry, however, sometimes use an aid which
enables ttidents to discover the hypotheses: An inscribed angle is
measured by half its intercepted arc." In this aid, a circle is drawn on a
piece of cardboard and marked off in arc degrees. One chord is drawn.
At one end of the chord a protractor is placed. A piece of string is at-
tached at this same point. The string is then stretched to make an angle
with the chord. The degrees in the resulting inscribed angle are read
from the protractor, and the degrees in the intercepted arc are read from
the circle. The readings are tabulated and studied until the hypothesis
becomes apparent. Then a deductive proof is developed. Such teaching
aids used in this manner can be helpful to the learner in gaining clear
insights.

PRACTICE IS A NECESSARY BUT NOT A SUFFICIENT
CONDITION FOR EFFICIENT LEARNING

It is on this principle that Connectionist and Gestalt learning theorists
have argued' at great length. Practice is a keystone in the arch of, the
Conneetionist's theory. On the contrary, as pointed out earlier in this
chapter, the Gestaltists see learning as involving a great deal of mental
reflection, a putting of things together to.,arrive at an insight into a
problem; a principle, or an operation. They accept the need for practice

12b
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in the learning of skills such as are involved in playing a piano, operating
a typewriter, or in skating..Even, in these cases they tend to disagree

nwith the Connectionists in their notions of the nature and results of
repetitive practice. Hilgard's statements on which' he feels learning
theorists would agree appear in his 11th and 14th pointS.

It has been pointed out earlier in this chapter that in recent years the
views of the Gestaltists have been found to be more and more satisfactory
explanations of learning of mathematics. However, there are still, many
classroom teachers in elementary and secondary schools to Whom the
Connectionist's view of practice has seemed a more reasonable, guide.
Such teachers often stoutly defend their dependence on a great amount of
Practice as the only means of giving proper attention to the fundamen-
tals. They suspect the advocates of insightful learning to be .victims of
soft pedagogy and are sure that to reduce practice-is to lower standards.-

Experimental evidence is scarce relating to the effect on learning of
applying the Gestaltist's view in the mathematics classroom. Such as
exists gives strong support for greater ,dependence on the cognitive
features of learning and, less on mere repetitive adtivity. Repetition of
basic ideas is good. But this will come from the frequent use of early
ideas in the development of later arid more mature ones as well as through
use of these ideas in many applications. This view is supported by an
impressive .array of authoritative opinion as expressed by writers who
have promoted greater emphasis on meaning in teaching Mathematics.
Samples of such writers and their works appear in the reference
list', 6' 7.

At this point, we feel justified in advising mathematics teachers at all
levels to work for understanding on the part of their pupils of the central
ideas of mathematics, of its laws of operation, of the nature of its proof
as well as for insights into its Pr.phlems. In this we are sure that practice
is necessary but not sufficient. We also strongly suspect that excessive
practice may produce, such undesirable by-effects as to interfere with the
more impprtant outcomes to be sought through mathematics teaching.
We have seen too mild; of the meaningless learning that seems to be the
usual result of excessive dependence on practice. of the mechanics of
mathematics to take any other view.

It must be made' clear that the pragmatic implications of modern learn-
ing theory which' We are trying to draw for the classroom teacher of mathe-
matics do leave room for practice. In the first place, the need'f or practice
varies with the nature pf learning soughtmore used when skills *are
sought; less tied When understanding of ideas is sou it. Moreover.
effective praCtice should vary in nature and amount from individual to
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individual in a group. Limited and appropriate practice may reinforce
understandings.

Hilgard's fourteenth point calls for' spaced or distributed practice.
In algebra, for example, teachers-must recognize that all the necessary
practice on the operations with signed numbers need not be required at
the time the topic is first ta.ug i t. Students will add, subtract, multiply, ,
and divide positive and ive "numbers throughout their study of
algebra. Therewill be-abun ant opportunity for practice of these opera-
tiOns, but it shouldte arranged with decreasing amounts of time and at
increasingly longer intervals.' The same may be done with fractions in
algebra.

Consider practice on the multiplication combinatiOns,such as 3 X 4,
5 X 7, or. 9 X 9. Many teachers of elementary arithmetic have learned,
that they cannot get 100 per cent mastery of these facts with all students
in the usual heterogeneous class in° the elementary school when these
combinations are first taught. This is very discduraging to these teachers,
especially when the teacher of the next gi-ade assumes that the combina-
tions taught in the previous grade must have been mastered by all
students who come to her. The Tesult of this feeling is often concentrated
practice fOr all rather than distributed and individualized practice:

Let's assume. we haVe in a fourth grade class- 25 students who have
just finished studying the multiplicatioraacts involving Gas a multiplier.
They have now studied all of the 54 facts, 1 X 1, 1 X 2, 1 X 3, ... ,
6 X 7, 6 X 8, 6 X 9, although many.Qif them were studied in grade 3.
At this point, a written test of all 54 fac6 are in order. Each student may
make a record of the particular Combinations he missed. For example,
the records of three students might be like this.

Pupil 1 Pupil 2 Pupil 3

X 7- 3 X G none missed .
cc:

3 X S . 5 X 4
ti X 9 2 X 7
5 X 7 .6 X 8

.6 X 9
Now the teacher needs to provide further study and practice on these

particular combinations by individual students. It cannot be emphasiied
too much that snme;further study of the combinations missed is needed
and that continue ff practice only.is likely to be inefficient. For example,
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student 1 above may be asked to find in a single table of products all
the combinations that give 28 as a product. Then he may be given such
exercises as 4 X ? = 28, ? X 7 = 28, 4 X 7 = ?, 7 X 4 = ?. For these
he should be allowed full use of the products table. When this student is
ready to be tested on the four combinations he missed, he should not
have to be tested at the same time on the combinations which he showed
on the earlier test that he absolutely knew. One means of handling the
classroom mychanics of such a situation is to divide the class into pairs.
One inembefof a pair rr\ay test his mate whenever the mate is ready.

Students who missed none of the combinations on the original 54 facts
should be required to do other work while their classmates are working
further on colnbinations missed. Much of this other work should be en-
richment in nature. For example, these successful students may now deal
with such combinations as 5 X 11, 5 X 12, 5 X 15, 5, X 25, 5 X 30,
and so on. Finally, at increasing intervals of time all students in the class
should have short practice periods that include any or 411 of the combina-
tions learned to date. This is sometimes called maintenance practice
and can be very helpful.

EFFECTIVE LEARNING IS 'CONTINUOUS AND
DEVELOPMENTAL IN NATURE

This is an especially important principle of learning for the mathe-
matics teacher; for the field of mathematics itself uses early and simple
ideas as the foundation for more refined or more generalized ideas that
follow. Indeed, it is the central thesis of this book that there are concepts
of rffathematics which begin in the early stages of its study and continue
to expand fan-like into more and more refined and often n e abstract

'concepts. McConnell' puts the case for arithmeti6 in ii e words:
".. . the acquisition of arithmetical abilities involves deVelopmental
sequences and continuous reorganization of, behavior in which more
mature fOrm-s of response are substituted for less mature but neverthe-
less essential or useful steps in understanding and skill."

Children often enter first grade able to count as their parents taught
them. Often this involves merely a recitation of words in order, without
any idea of the.basis of the number system. Later, as a child understands
the use of a base and the significance of place value he is able to count
rati9nally. That is, he is able to rely on his understanding of the system
ratrier than merely.on his memory. Indeed, he may very likely discard
largely his dependence on memory as he now is able to begin with any
number and count forward. Later he learns that he may combine groups
(add) by counting. But then he learns that he may combine groups
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without counting by regrouping into known combinations. Thus 9 + 8
may be regrouped into 9 -F- 1 + 7.

.

Many other illustrations of how the effective learning of mathematics
is developmental in nature may be found in the earlier chapters of this
yearbook. For example, on page 20 of Chapter 1 there is an excellent. ,
illustration. Under the heading operations with natural numbers, it is
suggested that children learn early that the collection of 7 is the same as a
combination of collections of S and 4, of 5 and 2, of 6 and 1, and so on.
Then they, in developmental fashion, learn the significance of the equal
sign, positional notation, and the associative law of addition. This
.associative .law is early met in such groupings as 8 ± 6 = 8 + (2 + 4) =
(8 + 2) + 4 = 10 ± 4 = 14. Later it is generalized and is used in
algebra. .

Another illustration of the developmental nature of effective learning
of mathematics appears on pages 68-70 of Chapter 3. Here, Van Engen
and May show how a teacher may start with an actual experience of a
class that is selling tickets to a benefit show at 350 each. A table of pairs
of numbers is prepared; a graph is made; an equation y = .35x is written;
the idea of a variable as it is used in mathematics is presented. In this
instance the developmental learning sequence is again from a concrete
first-hand situation to an abstract mathematical idea.

e.
Teachers generally recognize this developmental nature of learning in

cs, .but sometimes become too impatiunt-to let the process
Aeration or a proof is explained (told) to the student, but
tity is given for the student to evolve, through his mental

drawing on his own maturity of development, a clear
e principle, proof, or operation. This is the reason the

teacher of mathematics uses,teaching procedures that stimu-
ents to discover principles and processes of mathematics. In 'this

each student brings to bear on a particular learning task his own
1 vel of maturity or readiness and iti turn acquires new meanings needed
in a successf learning sequence. Such encouragement in discovery im-
plies that the

%
acher must be willing for students to develop unorthodox

procedures and proofs. But so much the better if the resulting insights
are clear and sound mathematically. Moreover, the testing of mathe
matical soundness provides a highly stimulating learning activity.

None of Hilgard's fourteen points touches directly on this principle..
However, his point number 13 clearly supports it at least in the first
sentence which reads like this: "Transfer to new tasks will be better if,
in learning, the learner can discover relationships for himself...." There
seems to be no better way for a student to discover relationships than

. in the developmental manner illustrated above.

mat
evolve. An
little opport
cap, "ty
insiL t
succ
late
m.

4.30
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At this point the reader may be interested in a second illustration
from an experimental study' conducted in several Virginia elementary
schools..It was the purpose of this experiment to stimulate students of
the upper elementary grades to discover independently number relation-
ships and operations. First, 'teachers suggested several ways of thinking
about. relationships and operations. Students were asked to develop,
explain, and defend others. When a student proposed an unorthodox
method of operation, he enjoyed the acclaim of his classmates and.his
teacher if he could defend his method against their probing questions and
ati\sfy them that his method was really a correct generalization. Out of
one class, where such a procedure had been used for several weeks, came
this illustration. The problem was to discover a method of subtraction
in an exercise like this:

11-3

75
8

One student proposed this method,

.1. Subtract the 3 of 34 fro'm the 7 of %. This leaves 4.
2. Subtract the 4 obtained instep 1 from 8; the denominators of the f ractions,-

and write gg as a pa of the difference.
3. Subtract 5 fiZin 1 less than 11, or 10.Write the final difference as 5gg or

°

Classmates used 'his method' on several other similare,xereises to see .

if it applied only to special cases. The student then explain'ec1"1 thinking .

like this, "I can't take -s from 3a but I can take of. the ';,.from
This leaves s I must take from 11. S6 I borrow 1 wholliirlf The
numerator and-denominator here are the Same. .80,46r .coiliiierice,
may SubtraCt my 4 of pia from the denominathr of 4.Original iractions."
This satisfied the class that his method would work in allall -such rubtrac-
tion exercises.

1 '1,`,
Surely this kind of individual discove6**sent, eft rising.

RNING TO USE THE LAWS iiiIltiI :-A FIELD
t

OF STUDY INVOLVES 'APPLYING:VEIN :-I 'VARIETY. , ,
OF PRACTICAL SITUATIONS

This principle touches on a highly controVerhitaPpi4oNdttc4igiiitt
many. fields. The successful mathematician 1,6-iiiIiii,a111 it*qriij We subject:
at advanced levels is often impatient with m11044600 .ti)a.ppLitation.
He gained great satisfaction from the study iitabitrapt.:iotitheii)dfiCk --

1..1 .7,
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per se. He feels that his subject has intrinsic and inherent qualities that
will be appreciated and eagerly sought if the subject is properly taught.
He even 4pects that much attention to elementary applications may
divert the student from the real values to be had from the study of
mathematics for its own sake.

Yet many schools of engineering contipue to teach mathematics filled
with applications in this field therebYexpreSsing the conviction that -
handling applications effectively must be taught directly. Elementary
teachers of arithmetic insist on giving much attention to problems asso-
ciated with the every day activities of their students both in and out of
school. In the high school many teachers tf the general matheniatics
courses are especially eager to use applications orithmetic in problems
of buyingand selling, of budgeting expenditures, of insurance, of taxation,
and the like. EVen teachers of algebra courses have long asked for.more
practical -verbal problems than the usual age, rate, and mixture ex-.
amplest "

May these conflicting views he reconciled? Perhaps they can. Fir St, .

let's look again at the example Idready cited from Chapter 3 (page 20).
Here Van Engen and May start with .a situation real to pupils and from
it lead into an abstract .mathematical relationship. This can often be
done and where possible may represent highly effective teaching. In
many instances of high school mathematics, however, the applications
of the topics studied are so far-removed from the experiences of adoles
cents that it is highly distracting to give much attention to them. In,
some of these instances, teachers may create concrete situations in the
classrooms which start students on.the road to an understanding of
abstract principles of mathematics. In'the earlier chapter on probability,
Page uses this approach when he had'. students throw dice to obtain
data for study in deriving generalizations on probability.

Here it may also be. pointed out again that many eleMentary and high
school students will not have the capacity or interest to go all the way to
.'iiiii.,ah.Straction. For example, they may study with great profit problems

consumer credit without going all the way to such generali-
Z'at44s*:7tri

24cr
P(n

7,Thany topics of geomeyry can be taught in the junior high .F.f profit on an intuitive' basis and applications can be studied
logical proofs are introduced at a latei level. For Sample,

fidif.sect measurements may he made some time before theorems on
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similar triangles are pro$ed. Another example may be found in Smith
and Henderson's earlier chapter on proof.. At one point they suggest an
inductive derivation by junior high school pupils of the formulas for
areas.of rectangles and. parallelograms, and then make this observation
(page 117, Chapter 4):

"... regardless of how convincing these demonstrations may have
been to the child, this process of reaching a generalization still does not
constitute proof in the mathematical sense of the word. At this maturity
level, however, evidence gained by empirical means is sufficient.".Hil-
gard's thirteenth point is also closely related to Alhis principle.

CONTINUAL FAILURE BY AN INDIVIDUAL AT ANY: LEVEL
MAKES FOR INEFFECTIVE LEARNING

ye have heard much about educational standards in the extensive
disc.ulision of education in ,the lay press of recent years. There is often
the implied, if not stated, conclusion that failure is necessary to high.
standards in education. Indeed one gets the implication from 'Dual that
he reads that the higher the proportion of. failures the higher the stand-
ards must be and that this is good. Moreover, we hear failure justified by
the claim that one cannot always be successful in life outside the class-
roOm, so why not recognize that it is good to experience some failure in
school. Perhaps we may be permitted the observation that a single, rigid
standard for all students in American elementary and secondary schools
is one thing. To support such a policy is to raise another difficult ques-
tion. How high should this single standard be? For example, should it be
high enough that all who meet it and graduate from high school should
be prepared for college mathematics? Or should it be about the average
of achievement in the schools across the nation? There are dbvious and
serious difficulties that arise from either of these positions. For example,
in either instance, we could, have all of the students of some schools in
many large cities who, .year in and.year'out, would be quite unlikely to
meet either of these single standards mentioned above. .

Of course, there are other views possible. For example, we could
conceive of multiple standards that would propose as a goal for each stu-
dent, a level of achievement that is consistent with his potentiality for
reaming. That is clearly an ideal that is difficult to implement--so
difficult in fact that even if it were widely accepted in practice, we would
still be likely to have some failure. Such a goal, however, seems entirely
consistent with the first principle of learning developed at the beginning
of this chapter, viz., individuals differ in. their receptivity for learning. It
is tempting to engage in this laymen',: debate of the Ma tion of failure
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to standards, but our concern hereisto find what authoritative writings
of psychologists have to say on the influence of. failtire on learning.

flilgard's sixth point relates to the influence of failure on learning.
Elsewhere Hilgardi° points out:
; .

Some faski are Muth- too. easy. To succeed in -them is not to experience
success. A school child is insulted if asked to spell words which are too easy or
to make computations interpreted as "baby stuff." Some tasks are much too'
hard. If we are asked to give a construction in Russian grammar and we make
no pretense of knowing Russianthat is not psychological failure. It is only
within the range of uncertaintywherkboth success and failure are possible
that we can really succeed or really faVExperienced teachers know how hard
it is to keep tasks-at an appropriate level of difficulty so that the learners re-
main ego involved.

We may add that the same lack of motivationego involvement
results when we attempt to Compensate for failure with passing grades.
So' called social promotions often do not deceive students or parents.
If they do, the goals of such students were very superficial. The real
satisfactions in learning come when the student himself knows that he
has achieved a worthwhile goal. Indeed, such satisfactions stimulate the
student to further effort even though the next effort may not enable him
to reach his new goal. This may mean that such a thing as fifth grade
arithmetic is at best a Vague and highly arbitrary generalization. A stu-
dent mayhave satisfactorily reached realistic and reasonable goals for
him throughout, say five years of schooling, and still be able to handle
with understanding only the simplest notions of whole numbers and
fractions. Psychologically 'he has been .a successful learner. It is impor-
tant that we recognize him as such. Likewise it is important that we
recognize that a straight A student may not have been truly psychologi-
caffly successful and may have not remained ego involved in learning
when his high grades were attained before reaching the range of uncer-
tainty for'him. We know that such bright students often become bored
and seekbther outlets for their ability.

LEARNING IS IMPROVED BY PRACTICE IN FORMULATING
REASONABLE INDIVIDUAL GOALS

This principle is closely related to several othersespecially those per-
taining to motivation and to failure. There is a superabundance of goals

- for Clildren and youth which have been'pr4osed by parents and teach-
ers. They are found in courses of study, at.P.T.A. meetings, and in many
books on teaching. The important point here is that none of these
goals arc very effective in their influence on an individual's learning
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unless they become his goals. Again it may be said that much of the
job of the teacher is that of helping pupils to formulate, and accept as
reasonable, goals which these studepts accept as worthy of achieving.
Hilgard's seventh point relates to this principle.

Consider the goal of accuracy in computation as well as in other
mathematical work. We suggest that it is entirely reasonable to help
most students set a goal of 100. per cent accuracy. At first. this may
appear to be far too difficult a goal, but we may help students to accept
it as reasonable by proposing some very easy exercise to start with and-
which it is quite likely most students in a class, with care, can get com-
pletely correct. Such an exercise with 100 per cent correct as the goal
can be very stimulating to students especially .if they are allowed to do
as much of the computation as possible without help of pencil.

A FAVORABLE GENERAL REACTION TO A LEARNING
ih SITUATION HELPS LEARNING; AN UNFAVORABLE

GENERAL REACTION INTERFERES WITH
LEARNING

Motivation of learning in any subject at a particular level is much
more difficult if an unsatisfactory experience with the subject has pre-
ceded. Such an unsatisfactory experience is frequently associated with a
teacher's attitude. We know that a teacher's enthusiasm for a subject
is likely to be contagious if the teacher is respected by the learners. It is
also time that a teacher who feels insecure in a subject, tilio does not
und6rstand its value in the education of children and youth, is not
likely 'to teach the subject with enthusiasm, and his pupils often acquire
a general dislike for it.

Regardless of the causes of an unhappy prior experience, in the study
of mathematics, we knoW it Influences adversely subsequent learning.
Previously, we haye pointed out how difficult it is to stimulate students
individually to their potential in learning mathematicsneither boringly
below nor discouragingly above. Influence of the home and of school -
mates may also contribute to an unhappy experience in learning mathe-
matics. Teachers of remedial, review, or refresher classes in mathematics
know this story very well. They km:icy that their first job is largely one of
establishing confidence in their students for the further study of mathe-
matics. Such teachers must be free to use mathematical content at any
leYel of difficulty that accomplisles this purpose. They must also be
free to vary operational procedures, so long as they arc mathematically
sound, irf,their efforts to help students make a new and successful start
in the study of mathematics. For example,-if a student has always been
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confused by the invert-and-multiply rule in dividing fractions, he may
simply be told that there are other equally good methods. One such
method involves reducing the fractions to equal denominators and then
dividing the numerators in this fashion:

a d ad bc ad
d bd bd be

2.4 3.3Applied to this'exercise we get
12 .12

Hilgard's eighth point supports this frinciple.

ACTIVE PARTICIPATION. BY THE STUDENT. TENDS TO
PRODUCE AN EFFECTIVE 1ARNING EXPERIENCE

Hilgard's words on this principle appear in his ninth point. Here it
must be rememberedespecially by the mathematics teacherthat
active participation in learning does not mean exclusively overt participa-
tion in learning. Much has been said and written on the need to give
students a rich background of concrete experience as a basis for under-.
standing the basic and elementary concepts of mathematics. Acceptance
of this important principle of learning has doubtless given support for the
so-called activity movement' in American education. Both advocates
and critics of this movement have often given much too narrow a view
of activity in learning. When a child sits quietly and reflectively and
abstracts from numerous previous experiences an insight into'a principle
or operation of mathematics, he is an active learner quite as much as is
the student in the elementary school who plans and builds (from papier-
mitche) a' relief map of a region. Moreover, listening to a teaCher's ex-
planation of 'a principle or process of mathematics may mean active
participation of a learner but it is less likely to mean this if it is the prin-
cipal approved learning activity day in and day out. Moreover, teacher
talking and student listening is still less likely to stimulate active partici-
pation in learning if the reputed explanation is merely a recitation of
factualinfarmation, perhaps with some illustrations, or an oral array
of the steps in a process which students are to imitate in working as-
signed exercises. Much more likely to involve students actively in learn-
ing mathematics is a teaching procedure which asks questions that;
leading one from the other, help students to evolve an idea for them-,
selves or which pose problems to be solved and, with a hint here and
there, lead students to explore possible solutions until a satisfactory
one is found. Such procedure must give every student in a group a chance
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to answer every question he can and to find, solutions to problems in a
way that is understandable to.hirh.

.

Consider the solution of a pair of simultaneous linear equations. A.,
teacher may 'simply suggeSt in his introduction of the new topic that
students try graphing pairs of equations such tis these:

3x y = 6 2x 3y. = 4 x 2y = 1

2x + y = 9 22.' 3y =7 3x 6y = .

It is important that each student do these graphs as seat work. The
graphs should of course reveal two intersecting lines for the first pair,
twoparallel. lines for the second. pair, and two coinciding lines for the
third pair. Then the teacher may quickly graph at the blackboard three
more pairs similar in nature. Then he is ready to ask some questions
about what,has been done. Such 'questions' as these may be asked.

1. Do the coordinates of each point on the graph of 3x y = 6 satisfy
this equation? Is-the same true for the graphs of each of the other equa-
tions? ,

2. How many points do. the graphs of the first pair of equations have
in common? the graphs of the/second pair? the graphs of the third pair?

3. What are the coordinates of the common point for the graphs of the
first pair of equations? Do these satisfy both equations?

4. What is different about the three pairs of equations? Why do their
graphS appear as they do? At this point the terms simultaneous, de-
pendent, and inconsistent might be introduced. .

5. Students may then be invited to find other types of pairs of equa;
tions. For example, they might see whether the graphs of these three
pairs are simultaneous; dependent, inconsistent, or have some other. gen-
eral property:

3x y = 2 4x 2y r5 3x + 5y = 1

x 5y = '2 3x 2y = 1 3x 2y. = 4

6. Nifiw students may be helped to make some generalizations such
as this one. Equations of the form ax .by = c.and ax ± by = d have .

no common solition. They are called inconsistent equatiOns (if c f d).
7. How might you write the general firm of a pair of linear equations..

that are dependent?
8. How might you write the general form of a pair of simultaneous

equations that have a common solution?
Obviously, a teacher who uses this kind of procedure does little telling'
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or expraining. On the other hand, his students' participate actively and
evolve understandings under the. teacher's careful direction.

Teaching for understanding of key _concepts in Mathematics means
great dependence on .a1)._ evolutionary method such as -that illustrated
above. It means helping students evolve meanings through adtiye'exer-
cise of their individual capacities: Here. the teacher operates first to -

center attention do the problem to be solved or the concept to be under-
stood. He uses his teaching skill to motivate students to seek a solution
or to gain an insight. He recognizes that early ideas will often be primi-
tive and solutions of problems may be clUmsy and roundabout. He also

.

knows that the ideas and solutions will not be uniform among the
students of his class when learning is directed in this manner. He is
happy, however, to see individuality . in learning matheinatics, and 'he
knows that refinements of crude ideag and solutions is a golden teaching.
opportunity. When such refinements haye Efeeri'made, he finds little
need for extensive practice beyond that provided in the use of e,arly
ideas foPthe discovery of _later ones and in the solution' of further and
snore involved problems of mathematics.

This kind of teaching is directly opposed to that.which starts by telling
students how to perform the steps in an operation or how to solve prob-

lems of a particular type, proceeds with an illustrative example, and
follows with assignments of numerous exercises to be do'ne like thesarn-

_tple..Such teaching as the latter depends heavily on the Connectionist's
law of_exereise and it has produced. discouraging results for many, many
years in the learning of Mathematics. It has left.students dependent
upon superficial clues 6.11 deciding what operation to Use in solving' a
problem; it has demanded,mbre and More practice on specific fragments
of mathematics in order to .keep alivesjiills in following rules of pro-
cedure that were never clearly understood;

KNOWLEDGE OF. ONE'S PROGRESS CONTRIBUTES TO.
a- EFFECTIVE LEARNING

This principle means that frequent and careful evaluation of progress
in learning is as important to the student as to the teacher. It also sug-
gests that it iS unnecessary to asggn gradeS to all testsonotherevaltiation,
exercises in 'order 'to indicate to a student the progress he is making.
Indeed, a, grade, may often Obsnuie the record of progress revealed by an
evaluative:exercise.

. Hilgard's twelfth point of agreement relates to this principle.
Many goacltcachers make extensive use of student self-evaluation.

They make available to students carefully` prepared teStsi, designed to
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measure understanding of particular. principles or processes. One of
these tests may he 'taken by an individual student any .time ho feels he
is ready for it..Correct answers.'and 'solutions are giveh the student after
he takes the test and he determines by examining his own 'work what.

Vrogress he has made and 'wht points need to he further clarified before
hq takes another' test with the class Which will be graded to provide a
record of his progress.

Much good inventory testing is done in tliis'way. A student, say, takes
a test ,on verbal problen.s.in algebrit and'finds he had difficulty translat-
ing the .prOblerns into equations: He can solve. the equation easily. He
spends some time on his' particular. difficulty. That is, he writes equa-
tioni for, many problems----easy ones first and more difficult later. In this
way his practice- and restudy areklesigned for his individual needs. MOre-a
over, the student assn es rtquih responsibility for directing his own
learning and does not Waste working on. the deficiencies of other
members of his class which are not deficiencies of his,.

SUMMARY

Many psychologists have proposed varied, theories in their attempts
explain how effective learning takei place. The mathematics teacher,

seeking practical help in his daY-to-day teaching, can more likely depend
on the agreements present in these theories than on following any one of
them exclusively!: As he does this, he is likely to conclude, as we have in,
this chapter, thiotffectiVe learning in mathematics results when:

Meaning is emphasized in contrast to manipulation
. Teaching is adapted to the variations among individualS

The learner is 'appropriately .motivated
PraCtice is provided as needed,by individuals but is not relied',;upon to
develop meaning
The learner -is helped to discover ideitS of mathematics through de-
velopmental, reflective, activities
The learner is encouraged to use t,he principles and processes of .mathe-

,,maties in a, variety of applications
A reservoir of success is available as an antidote to the deterrent effects.
of failure ,

Reasonable goals are formulated and accepted by the learner
The learner has a favorable geneial reaction to his learning experienee:s
in mathematics
The learner is an active p6.4.i pipant rather than merely a passive
listener
The learner.knows _what progress he is making toward his goal.

.

'''t;
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Promoting the Continuous Growth
of Mathematical Concepts

KENNETH E. BROWN, WALTER H. CARNAHAN, VERYL SCHULT,
ROLLAND R. SMITH, AND DANIEL W. SNADER

Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate;

Still achieving, still pursuing,
Learn tolabor and to wait. .

-HENRY WADSWORTH LONGFELLOW

ALL THAT has gone before Will be of value only if it is effectively trans-
lated into continuing classroom 'activity. We early became aware that
no one book could possibly encompass all of the continuing or central
ideas of mathematics nor point out with any completeness either how
they recur throughout grades K to 12 or the classroom procedures for
extending the mathematical understandings of children at all levels.
The purposes of this final chapter-are; then: (1) to pass along to our read-
ers our view of the many varied ways in which the materials and con-
cepts of this book might be interpreted, extended, and used by individual
readers;, (2) to suggest WayS in which individuals and groups might stmt.
and analyze the contents of this book more thoroughly than comes with
a. casual reading, and then go beyond the bpok to further study and to
the incorporation of its suggestions into'classroom activity and curricul
lum revision; and' finally, (3) to sketch in summary fashion the. growth
of the continuing concepts which We have been able to discuss in this
book in such a way as to display how a teacher might plan for continuity
in his own instruction and how a school system's staff might begin to
analyze its curriculum for continuity in grades to 12.

To do all this we have written this chapter in.four parts: (1) Crystal
Gazing 1965, in which we try to pass along our vision of how teachers
might use the ideas of this book, along with_their own perceptions, to
invigorate mathematics instruction; (2). Test Yourself which will help
you to analyze and review'what you have read, and includes annotated
bibliographies to help guide your further reading; . (3) What. Next? in
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which are listed many specific suggestions for individual teachers,
department chairmen, supervisors, principals, and all *concerned with
the improvement of mathematics instruction; and (4) A Flow Chart
of Basic Mathematical Ideas which shows the growtlr'ef the main ideas
of this book from grade level to grade level:

CRYSTAL GAZING 1965
It was one of those warm fall afternoons just before the opening of

school that Mrs. Meade, a mathematics teacher in Wake City, found her.
self leisurely cleaning out some file cabinets in her classroom. "How could
I have accumulated so much material in 32 years?" she mused as she
looked at a student-made booklet entitled Mathematics in Music by
Sarah Grimes. How well she remembered Sarah! Sarah had little aptitude
in mathematics but so clearly loved music. Sarah now clays the big pipe
organ in the churchacross the street in addition to giving weekly music
lessons. "How can she find time for it?" thought Mrs. Meade.

Her thoughts were interrupted by a gentle knock on the door and an
4. almost whispeied, "May I come in?" As MrS. Meade looked up, the door-

way seemed to frame, as if it were a picture, a smartly dressed blonde
girl. Her big blue eyes twinkled as she again said softly, "May Ticome in?"

"By all means," said Mrs. Meade, as she quickly laid her glasses on
`her desk and removed some old examination papers from a chair. "Do
have a chair."

`el am Norma Larsen," said the visitor as she accepted the chair.
"Oh, you're the new graduate from Red Oaks College who is to take

my place next year."
"Prom what. I hear, no one could take your place, Mrs. Meade."
With slight embarrassment Mrs. Meade replied,'"Oh, I have some

very nice pupils, all right: Miss LarSeri,. I didn't expect you until the
first teachers meeting next week. I told Superintendent Jay that I would
have my material all out of- the room Nyhen you arrived. I should havO
doneit sooner, I know, but it seems I was too busy. In the springA was
the senior prom. I was their sponsor again."

"That was nice," interrupted Norma.. .

But Mrs.-Meade continued, "The nicest all was the EY-Girls Sum-
mer Camp. They selected me asrtheir special sponsor. I didn't really do
much. Miss Brown who has been working with the camp for two sum-
mers, looked after most of the details. On the last night at the campfire
they presented me with an order for a tilt-back rocker for my sun
porch. I had been planning to get one fora long time. I tbld them they
shouldn't have done it." Suddenly Mrs. Meade. looked over at some pa-
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pers and notebooks on her desk and added, "I'll get theSe things cleared
out right away so you can move in."

"Take all the time you want,. I'll not move any of my material in un,.-
til next week. I really just came by to talk with you today."

"I'll have lots of.time to talk from now on," cornmented'Mrs. Meade.
"As soon as I close these windows we can go to my apartment for our

'visit and . . ."
"Oh, no!" interrupted Norma "Let's stay here. I would love to help

you pack. and we could talk at the same, time."
"You don't need to help me pack. 11 am going to throw most of these

. things away anyway," said Mrs. Meade as she picked up a notebook...
from. the window ledge and tossed it into the wastepaper basket.

"What a pretty cover," said Norma as she retrieved the notebook.
"Other Mathematical Systems; that sounds rather profound", commented
Norma. . ,

"Well, I guess they are not really other systems but I was- hoping that
Jimit is Jim Clark's notebook isn't it?"

"Yes, his name ison the cover."
"I was hoping Jim would understand that the theorems in mathematics

depend on the axioms and definitions."
"He did beautiful work,,' commented Norma as she -thumbed through

the diagramS and drawings.
. .

"He was neat enough but his emotions got in his way in clear think....
ing."

-"You don't have much that is emotional in mathematics so he should
have been one of your better pupils.''

"Well, Miss Larsenit is Miss Larsen, isn't it?'!
"Yes, but my .friends call me Norma and I wish you would."
"Norma, Norma," she. said thoughtfully as she affectionally. stroked a

nearby desk. "For two yeais.a girl by the name of Norma sat here. She
had big blue eyes too,"

"Oh, yes," suddenly remarked Mrs. Meade as she went to one of the
file cabinets. "About Jim and geometry! I wanted Jim to use the methods
of .deductive proof in some of his everyday decisions. He could. find the
hidden assumptions in a state political campaign editorial butI. am
sure that paper was right here," said Mrs. Meade as she re-examined
some handwritten papers on the third shelf in the cabinet. "Oh, yes,
here it is. Notice how he omits the hidddn assumptions in Fred Hurlew's
talk on the value of a new stadium. Right, here it is," as she points to the
]deer paragraph. "A perfect example of a valid conclusion, but so untrue.
Yon-would have thought he w00% have seen that, wouldn't you, Norma?"

4 13
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Without giving Norma time to answer, Mrs. Meade continued, "Not
Jim: He could "think of nothing but a new stadium. In his geometry he
has given different definitions to words 'and shown that the theorems
trre then quite different. But there, 'Mrs. Meade said pointing to the
paper, "he doesn't notice a :key word used with three different mean-
ings." . 7

As if to change the subject of conversation, Norma remarked, "When I
took geometry, I don't remember doing such things. How did you hap-
pen to teach that in your class?"

"Well, Norma, that is a long.story," said Mrs. Meade, as she sat down
at her desk. "Thirty-two years ago I started teaching here. Yes, it was
my second schoOl. I taught only two years at Lone Oak and then Mr.
Spurson asked me to come here. Mrs. Mac was just beginning teaching
too: Do you know Fredia MacCubbins?" queried Mrs. Meade. Without
whiting for a response she continued, "She retired last year. No, it was
two years ago.. Dan Sharpe took her place. ,He is a fine young man: Will
.make some girl 4".nice.husband. He knows a lot about modern,.mathe-
matics' too, but wlienit comes .to basic fundamentals, it will be hard to
beat Mrs. Mac.,

"Now about the eornetry,"'said Mrs. Meade as she neatly arranged
sonic pencilk On ;tier: -desk. -`;Even "when J first ,came here We teachers
were talking about teaohinepfitkdIthin,king in geometry, but I didn't
do much about it until I read the tWo' yearboOks of the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics.

"I remember in a discussion on necessary inference the suggestion was
made that when the pupils are studying the parallel line postulate the
teacher could encourage them to take different postulates and definitions
and see what the theorems would be. I worked up my nerve and tried
it. Fred was very confused on that unit; but, when he got the hang Of it,
he :Worked out the two:booklets he called Fred's Geometry I and Fred's
Geometry II, each based on different 'definitions and assumptions.

"When he came baCk on a vacation from college, he told my geometry
class about the experience and how it helped him in understanding his
college math.

"My roommate," said Norma, "had a course in foundatiOns of geome-
try and they made up what she called a miniature geometry. I couldn't
work the course in my schedule, so ... ,"

"I don't remember," interrupted Mrs. Meade, "such a course in my,
day but there are several books listed in the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics yearbook that I found helpful."

"But when did you find time to reqd them?"
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"SOmetimes1 was.amazed," said Mrs. Meade, "at the ainotintl
read by spending only a few minutes each night." .

"What. if you came to topics you didn't understand ?." 'qUeititin
Norma. <a

, , .
"I -usually reread or got another book on the same. topic,

,
I-reineiiiber....,-

r

the first time I read about sets. I just couldn't seem to.tinderstanAlqieift::
That'was when Professor Barr was giving an extension coUtse..iii;alkebrq.
down at the superintendent's office. I asked Professor
come early some evening and explain sets to my college.prep,:Se*frs.;11...,.:
didn't tell him I didn't understand it myself," laughed
"He said he was very busy but if I would give him 4 or;5Weeks,:fielvduld.;.:
come. Sure enough one noon Professor Barr called4742114-..T.O.if6i.r'''
Professor Barr ?"

: .
"Yes," replied Norma, "He retired last year."
"When he. taught the class," continued Mrs. Vi'eallf3.,'.'!2.lisiteii41.46.,

every word. When lie asked for questions I told hint..01e.,Pupi'Vnii0Ifips;;
a little bashful so I would ask some que§tions I was..Siiie'rti167 oiitdVant.'....
to know. They were really about points I di d n r , N tinied
Mrs. Meade. "Do you think I was Coo deceitful ? ". ::-

Norma assured Mrs. Meade that she had ,Oone
'then asked, "How did. Mrs,. Mat feel -about these
words you had in your c ass., . . . , ... .

"Well, you see Norma, at. that tinge w.e-had tWiqUILI,tnnegnatlf.te4M-.
ersMrS. Mac'and I. Mr. Jenkins, gle' coach; iWa.sOnty rt4ii4e:-:13.0-

..fore I started anything neWin mSi.class. I would ask lYl~r Mic to. help
me. At. least I would'askler to hell) me plan the ii6iiriknik.:..rrirtipt,fier.

-wd had planned a Unit MIS., Mate sbructinies thought, "tdiied Mr9 Me tide
with a twinkle .1-iet'Oe, "the .priginal-
with Mr. JenkinS. but he was usually:busyiwWirthe.bOiln:lingitliall
or football, . . .

"This," said Mrs. -Meade as she WithdreW.npniefiOnic.fro,in.thetottOm
left hand drawer Ofher''daSk;2 "contains th.e.!flistulUt.:Urif',111ae:and I
worked out together, It ison 'probability',Wei4 1.01.fr 4c19i*..fiorn one
of. the National.'bouncil. 6f.-Teaehers. of At itiniatics::.kdarlicinks: It

"Perhaps it, wits the (114th Yearbook,': addedNiarnia::;
"YeS, that is jb, but," sliding her .chair tn:NorMa,. lower-

ing her voice she said, "it is 'about dice.anci Use dice in
,this school." 2

"What did you do?" Norma.Nor.
"It was easy," smiled Mrs'. Meade, "bin- pencils sli ki.Rd si.X sides just
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like a die. Many of them were loaded which made it more fun for the
pupils."

"I still don't see how you had time for all this," said Norma, as she
thoughtfully looked at the many units in the notebook.

"If you really want time for something you 'think is important, you
will .find it. Norma, one winter Mr. Spurson, our principal, said we would
each have to take a college course to have our certificates renewed: The
course that was to be offered was one on history of education which I
had in Clarmone College. Mrs-. Mac and I got permission to study the
24th yearbook together. You may. remember it has questions over each
of the chapters. We wrote out the answers to all those questions instead
of taking the college class." Mrs..Meade smiled as-She said, "There were
two or three questions we had to ask Professor Barr about, but we turned

cin answers to every question."
"I don't seem to be helping you get the-se things packed," remarked

Norma as she straightened up a stack of papers. "May I help you sort
this material?" .

"I don't thinViny'ofit.4..4'yalue; however, if you see Some personal
item, place it in the big carton; otherwise, discard it," said Mrs. Meade
as she began cleaning out a drawer in the desk.

Norma began quickly to leaf through the pagesmany yellow with
age--,as she discarded them. Suddenly she said, "Non-Euclidean geome-
try. Do you teach that too?"

"Not as a separate course," responded Mrs. Meade, "but we,' usually
have a unit on it in'plaite geometry."

"I gitess ha-ve,to leaVe that out since I didn't take It in college,"
shrugged NerMa..'.,

.

"I really didn't complete formal course in it," replied Mrs. Meade
as she deposited an arm load Of test papers- in an already filled waste-
basket.

"Can we use this large carton as a wastebasket; Mrs. Meade?" asked
Norma as she got several cartons from the other side of the room:

"Thank you, am sure most of this should be thrown. away," said
Mrs. Meade as she hastily looked through stacks of papers.

"Don't see how you taught non-Euclidean geometry if you didn't
.know anything about it," half mumbled Norma to herself.

"I just said I didn't complete a.formal,course in it. When Mrs. Mac-
and I- were writing out the questions in that yearbook, the idea.came up
of haviiiir other geometry besides Euclidean:" We enrolled in a corre-
spondence course in non-Euclidean from the State College. We never
did complete all the coursesthat wits the year Mother's arthritis was ,

so badbut we did learn a lot."

4 1 6.
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"Modern mathematics concepts," said Normeas she brought some
papers from one of the files to Mrs. Meade. "Numbers, numerals, re-
lationwhat is all thisanother unit?"

"Oh that," said Mrs. Meade, adjusting her glasses as she read the title
of the first page. "It.is some material we used in our mathematics club:
It is based on the 24th yearbook. There was a lot. of interest worked UP
by that material. The pupils got to see that there was a different way to
define terms and to look at concepts from that presented in-their text-
book. In fact, many of the ideas were entirely new.

"Mr. Dan will have the mathematics group next year," added Mrs..
Meade.

"Who is Mr.-Dan?" askedNnrma. .
"Oh, I should hate told ,you," replied Mrs. Meade: `tThe music di-

rector. who has been here for years, is Mr. Sharpe and we call Dau..
Sharpe, Who took Mrs, 'Mac's place, Mr. Dan. Have you seen Mr. .

classroom?"
"I believe not," commented Norma.
"You must see it. This much of the room is tables," added Mrs. Meade,

indicating nearly one third of the room. "It' really looks more like a
laboratory, than a classroom: Mr. Dan says pupils get their own data
from experiments for graphs and equations. His pupils spend a lot of
time on inequalities. He says that It is sometimes just as important to
know things that are unequal as to know things that are equal. I was
goingto ask him more about that this year, but .I didn't seem to find
time:" .

"This materia1---numbers, numerals, notation systems," asked Norma,
"why didn't You usesit in a class and You wouldn't have needed a mathe-
matics club?"

'I enjoyed the club because we could explore things there we didn't
have time for in our class and there was no-. course of study to follow,"4
smiled Mrs. 'Meade.

"Do you want to keep these ? ".Norma asked as she)ointed to a stack
of ditto sheets.

giless not. They are only work sheets .I give to some of my superior
pupils in algebra," answered Mrs. Meade as she continued to clear out
her desk.

"Give another definition of function? See the 24th yearbook page two
hundred . ," read Norma to herself. "I. see Mrs.:Meade that you
used the yearbook frequntly. How did you use these sheets in your
class?"

Mrs. Meade,sIowly walked over to' the shelf filled with the ditto work-
sheets as she said, "Norma, you will notice that they are filed according

ta
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to the topics that are normally in the high school textbook. For example,
under graphs there are these sheets containing suggestions of places to
find things about graphs that are not in their textbook.

"You will notice the question, ". continued Mrs. Meade, "What is
another way of thinking of abscissa and ordinate?' also refers the.' pupil
to the 24th yearbook. To the superior students, I assigned the task of
finding answers to these questions, and in many cases, they reported
their findings to the entire class. Thus, tHey learned about the term
`ordered pair' even though it did not appear in the textbook:"

"I notice in the next question, Mrs. Meade, you ask when the -idea, of
, ordered pairs first appears in arithmetic. Do you think high school pupils

are interested in elemerhary school mathematics?" queried Norma.
"My pupils were not only interested in knowing that many big ideas

in mathematics occur quite early, but they began to see for the first time
that there areiunifyirig concepts in mathematics!'

"I-notice that you have some sheets on geometry. Do they refer to the
yearbook too?" asked Norma as: she glanced at the topical index.

"Oh yes," answered Mrs. Meade removing one of the sheets."Here,is
one with several references to the yearbook."

"What does that mean, 'file tinder geometry or algebra'?" asked.
Norma, pointing to the corner -of the sheet.

-"You will notice that, the heading is 'symbols' and a fundai-nental
knoWiedge of symbolism is helpful to beginning pupils in both courses,"
said-Mrs. Meade. "There is a whole chapter in the yearbook on sym-
bolism but the numbers on the worksheet refer only to particular pages
that answer the Specific questions. Yes, Norma," said Mis. Meade
partially- to herself, "I have found the yearbook a valuable source of
enrichment materials." -

"Mrs. Meade," asked Norma shrky, "may I have these ditto _work-
sheets?",

"Of course you may, dear, if you think they will be of any use to you,"
quickly' responded Mrs. Meade.

As Mrs. Meade continued to clean out an adjoining file, Norma looked
at Nome of the worksheets. Soon Norma said, "I notice several prob-
lems. Did they come from the yearbbok?"

"Perhaps some of them did; but many came from -recent textbooks
for college freshmen and Universal Mathematics," replied Mrs. Meade
as she pushed hack her hair- with the hack of her hand. "On the top
shelf," continued Mrs. Meade, pointing to the other side of the room,
":Ire sonic of the books."

Using a chair for a ladder, Norma was soon investigating the top shelf,.
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It wasn't long until Norma Said rather 'disgustedly, "Well, I didn't
study any of these. I studied algebra, trigonometryi, analytical geome
try, and calculus. Oh, yes, I had one semester of topology."

"r. didn't either," added. Mrs. Meade; "but they were used last year.
at theuniversity and five .of my boys were there." --"

"Are. you going to take them with youI mean the books?" haltingly,
asked Norma.

.
"Oh, I don't think I'll really 'need them;.howeVer, if they are hi,Cair

way, I .. .." . .

."No," interrupted Norma, "they will not be in the way. PerhaPs I had
better look them over. You know, Mrs. Meade," Norma said staring at
the empty seats, "I have so much to' learn this year!''

"I have heard ttiat the county math teachers'are going to foip an'
association which will meet one night a. month at the courthouse. I am
sure they would like you to join theni,". said Mrs. Meade as she dusted
out the bottom desk drawer. "Perhaps.if yomwould:suggest it they might
study the questions in the. yearbook. Mr. ban is the new program
chairman; why not cheek' with him?"

"I -think I'll do just that," Norina slowly said' to herself. Then suddenly,
looking at the clock across the room she exclaimed, "See that clock? My
bus back home will be leaving in .15 minutes1; Oh Mrs. Meade, I am .so
glad I got to see you. Don't throw any of your things away. I'll come
early next week and put them away."

",!Bye." With that farewell; a blue suit and white blouse disappeared
down the hall. Mrs,. Meade slowly closed the windows,, picked up her
purse, and started for the door. She hesitated, looked back, then turned
agliin to the'dooi-as she ,said to herself-, 'Why not leave' the Material
just as it is?' I cannot use it and I just believe she might!" .,

That evening Norma'sdiary contained the following entry: "Learned-
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so much today.. Must remember to:.
1: Develop .special prOjects. for my pupils such as mathematics in .

music. and other mathematical.,systems.
2. Emphasize the nature jgeornetry.by. eneouraging:pupils to devtlop

their otvn geometry 'and' change bask assamptiOns to see the result in
the-'theorems:

3, ShOw use of geometry in everyday living situations.
4. Show the nature of proof.
5. 'Show the effect of hidden assumptions.

.6. Prepare some material on probability kir superior 'students:
7. Study some non-Ehclideari geometry so. I can, include it in the

-plane geometry courses for the better.pupils.

4 4 9
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S. Make a file of reference materials for the various topics I h.
9. Prepare °special' assignments for superior pupib3.
10. Get a recent college mathematics freshman textbook to see, if

there are new ideas or terms that I should introduce to the college
preparatory students.

11. Arrange for one of the college teachers to talk td my college pre-
paratory seniors.

12. Plan some experiences so that the pupils. can get mathematical
data from real experiences.

13. Get a copy of. the 24th yearbook.
14. Get books for a book exhibit of modern mathematics for superior

students.
15. Plan, with the other mdthematicS teachers on ways we can intro-

duce modern concepts in mathematics.
16. Check the readingast in the 24th yearbook.
17. Examine the concepts that are really unifying and emphasize

these in my classes.
18.: Read a few minutes each night on a new topic or idea, in mathe

matics.
19. Ask Mr. Dan if we can study the 24th yearbook at the County

Teachers Meeting.
Sure am glad I saw .Mrs. Meade today. Almost wish I could teach

with her for a year.
P. S:I wonder if Mr. Dan is dood looking."

TEST YOURSELF

From the beginning it has been the hope of those responsible for the
production of the twenty-fourth yearbook that the book would form
the basis for wide discussion and, thus, that it would have some per-
manent influence on the organization and teaching of mathematics.

In order to facilitate study and discussion of the yearbook, extended
lists of questions have been prepared. Each list centers attention on some
of the principal ideas developed in one chapter. It would not be feasible
nor desirable to spotlight every idea; it is well to leave to each individual
or professional group the privilege of selecting their own questions for
consideration or discussion to a large extent. However, the questions that
follow will serve to initiate discussions that may be expanded to cover
most of the ideas suggested in the yearbook.

Of course; there 'is no one best answer to most of the questions. Each
person has the right to contribute his own solution to any question raised.
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whether or not this 'is agreement_With the solution offered by the au:
thors. Honest differences of opinion often lead to better solutions of:prob-
lems than ready acceptance of forinulated pronouncements.. is
expected that group discussions of this vblume will result in a diversity
of opinions, and the discussions will in themselves be of 'value.

Number and.-Operation.

. The system of, real numbers..
1. What are real numbers ? Which of the following are real?

5151. , , Nr4; N/a, 7

What is 4 natural number ?:
3. t'Explain the meaning of a .closed system. Which of the folloW-

.ng s closed under additiOn-.T: heset of all even 'numbers?i i
The 'set of all negaatives? The set of all pureimaginarY num-
bers? .'Which of the above are closed under multiplication?

4: Is the system of natural numbers closed" for addition? For
multiplication.? Fig. subtraction? For division?

'5. What kind,of nnmbers were created in order to have a systein
that is closed, for subtraction of natural numbers?

6. What kind of numbers were created in order to have a system
that is closed tor division of natural numbers?

`7: Review Euclid's proof that ./ is irrational. Use the same
pr9Cess, to prOVe that -Vicf is irrational where N is any priMe
number. ShOw that cif the Nig is irrational then 3 1-F- -VTV,
3 ; iViV, 3 ÷. are all irrational.

8.' What class of numbers do not belong in the system of real
numbers?

9, What is the-meaning of ene-,to-.one correspondence? In what
Situations does the child` naturally come into contact with this
concept?

. .10. Which of the following are true, false; neither, or uncertain?

> 3, --5 > 2, 2./ >8, .ti > -NI a > b,
1/1/2 > (2 + 3i) > (1 + 2i)

,

H. The decimal and other numeration.systems numation.
11. What are the chdracteristids of the decimal system of notation

that make some people think it is the best ever devised? Why
do some people think.the duodecimwl systeM.is better?

61r:
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12. Comnre in detail the Roman system of notation and-the
Hindu-Arabic system. For example, show the difference! in
place .value, additive relatiOns, the number of .symbols used;
nd so on.

,
(2ix = 2 X 10 + 7; X.XVII-l= X+ X + V + I +I)

13. Is it educationally yaluable to acquaint youovechildren, with
the history of our number system? Why? How?

14. Show how to convert, froM the.deciraal to the binary sOtem,
and how to convert fibril the binary to the decimal system.

15. How many symbols would be needed in a system that has
' base 12? What might these. symbols be? ' ;

16. Explain standard ofscientifie notation. What persons "have
mostOrequent, use for this systein? Where in the learning
process shoUid thig system be, introduced?

17. What is the sexagesimal systhn\ of notation? In wiVidohnec-
tions doe0t still survive? at , -

III. Number sets. , se.1

18. What iS a set? Illustrate:

IV.

19. How early in his life does the child get some idea of set?.
20. What is an ordered pair of numbers? Illustrate. ''
21. What is a set of ordered pairs of numbers? Illustrate. `"

22. What an equivalence class of. Omitted pairs of numbers? Illus-
trate.

23. What iss.'a standard 'set, arid what is the usual synibol for a
standa,rd set?

.)

24. Is there any place' n high school thernatics where the ele-
mentary theory of sets might be introduced profitably? ' ,

Operations.
25. What principle is operating in all of these situations?

1 2 : 2 2-0 ,

:=: i ; .0 9,.: 3 ; .911.268 9.112.68;.

3 3(1 mi)
(1 + i) . 2

26. What principle is operating in all of these situations ?'

I- 2 / i ---; 2(a + b) ; ., 24 + 3a = (2.+ 3)a = ;'

3 X

{28

= :; 3 X (5°16') ="'1.5°48'; 6(2 i) = .12' /

4 )

I), .
. .
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27. What principle is, operating in all of7;,these situations?

8 + 5 '= + 2)* + 3 = 10 + 3 = 131-.

7 +..(-3) = (4 + 3)+ (-3),,- 4 + [3 + (-3)] =
4

44a

4 + 0 = 4;

28.. (a) What is the.diStributive (or associfilve, or commutative)
law? .

(b) How. and where is it used in the work of your irade?
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6. What is meant by saying that a mathematical variable is a place-.
holder?

7. What is mathematical constant? Are II, 4... 2, %, 1% the
same numeral? Do they represent the same number? Give other
numerals .that represent the same number.

8. What is an unknown in mathematics?
9. What is a parameter?

10. What is the meaning of the symbol e ? Illustrate its use.
(I. Relations and functions. '

11. What is meant by universe of discourse? -

12. Suppose that the universe of discourse is the set, of all real num-
bers. Find the subset described by the following symbols.

(a) ix 2x + 1 = 0)- (b) ix I x2 = 2x}
(c) {x2 I e > 01 .(d) {x Ix+ (x) =

13. The rule for pairing numbers is y = 2x 1 and the domain 'is
{ 1,0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} . What is the range? °

14. Graph the get of number pairs defined by:

(a) { (x, y) I y > x}' .(b) 1(x, y) y/x > 1} .

Are the graphs identical? Consider your answer carefully.
15 Which of the following, define (1). functions, (2) relations,

neither functions nor relations?

(a) {(x, y) I x Y}

(b) {(x, Y) } x' = Y21

(c) Y) I x = y'}
(d) x + 2y = 6
(e) { (c, d) I 4.2-J = 2d + 1 }

(f) (1, m) m' = 12 1}

(g) 1(0, 1), (2, 3), (4, 1.))

(h) {(1, 1)}

16. Plot thg relations defined by the rules
(a) y > 2x 1 and y < x
(1?) y = 2x 1 and y > x
(c) y = 2 and 5 = 1
(d) y = 2 or x = 1
(e),,y > 2x + 1 or y < x.

(3)
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17. y = ax + 2. Classify 'y', 'x', and '2' according:
to whether each is a parameter, var ble, unknown, or constant.
R,emembe, in this case, it is possibl to classify one symbol in
more than one way.

18. The rule y2 = x defines a relation. (The domain of the relation
is aU positive real numbers and the range is all real numbers.)
This relation can be exhibited as the union of two functions in
a number of ways. Write the rules_defining one pair of these
functions. -

19. Plot the set of number pairs defined by (a) y = IzI, (b)
y>IzI, (c) I x + y = 10, (d) (x y)t = x2 - 2xy + y2.

20. The rule y =, x2 + 1 defines a function in the plane. Find the
inverse function and plot the set of pairs thus, obtained,

21. Form the union and intersection of the pairs of the sets listed.

(a) (cat, dog, fish) {fish, dish, a4 pail)

(b) { 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,,6} (2,4;'6, 8, 10, 12)

22. Write out in full-A X B if

(a) A = {1, 2} B = {1, 2, 3, 4}

(b) A {c, d} and,B = {1, 2, 3}.

23. If x and y can be replaced' by any element of ( -10, -9, -8'
-7, -6,.-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10),
write a condition in x and y for which the solution set is:

(a) the null set
(h) { (1, 0), (0, 1))

(c) { (-10, 10) (-'9, 9) (-1, 1) (0, 0)1.°
24. Write pairs satisfying:

(a) 'y = arcsin x (b) y = Arcsin x.
What characterizes the difference between the two sets of pairs
one can obtain from the above rules?

25. Plot the number pairs obtained from

(a) y (b) y.= I x I.
What differences, if any, do you note?

.2G. Plot:

(a) y = X; > 1
(b) y = 2z;,. ' 0 < x < 1.

11,

as

3 7
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Does this define a function? relation? two functions?
27.; Plot:

(a) y = x; x ati integer

(b) y = 5x; at a inultiple

Is this a function? relation?
.

28. If y = f(x) is given by f(x) = x2 f-.2x, 'find Al), f(--,1),'f(0).
Also find the set of x such that f(x) = 0, f(x) 1.

29. A function is given by y
(x l). What is its domain? Its

range? What number must we exclude froni the domain?
1

30. Repeat 29, but use y =
(x2 + 1).

31. If f(x) = 2x, find f (2x + 1); f ( x); ft2y)
32. What is the domain and range of the functisnf: (x y) defined,biF

x 1234?
y 6 8 2 1
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17. What are Euler circles? Illustrate their use.
18. Illustrate how indirect proof is used in mathematics; in nonmathe-

matical reasoning.
19. Give an example of a probable inference established by the process

of simple enumeration.
20. Cite instances of reasoning by analogy which you have recently

read or heard. Which of these instances were good reasoning? Which
were poor reasoning? Why?

21 Wharare some linguistic signals for recognizing a reason? A con-
elusion?

22: What do you consider the five most importabt deas in the chapter
on proof? Why?

23. Which of the ideas in the chapter on proof should be understood by
all pupils, that is, be a part of general education? Which should be
understood only by some pupils, that is, be 1 part of special educa-
cation?
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Measurement and Approximation
1. Design a test for your mathematicS class which inclUdes questions on

estimating in computation. _

21 What are the recurring ideas in making estimates of computations?
3. What are some. of, the difficulties encountered in making 'estimates

of measurements?
4. What types of probleMs on estimating computations are appro-

priate for grades If 37*4 6? 7 9? 10 12?
5. Howen yoii help pupils to understand betweenness as it-relates to

estimates of computation?
6. What implications are there for the teacher of arithmetic in this

statement: "The main purpose of estimates of coinputatiqn is to
help pupils deal with numbers sensibly"? (

7. What'is meant by a standard unit of measurement? How do you
teach the nature and variety of standard units-pf measurement?

8. What is meant by the tolerance interval? How do you find it?
9. What is meant by the error of measurement? How is it related to

. the unit of measurement?

4
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10: What is, Meant by the precision of a measurement? Which, of
measurements is the most precise? 2:6 M.;'4.73 ft.; 8.0 miles; 9 ,000

11. Are significant: digits an indication" of the precidon:or the accuracy
measurement? How manYAsignificant digits 'are in each of these

numbers: 806; 80,000 (if measured to nearest ten thousand); 4.7 X
105; .004;8.7 ± .005; 93;000,000 (to nearest milliOn) ?..

12. If each number represents a measurement, to what prediSiOk shonld
,

each resultbe rounded? (a) 6.73 ft. + '412 (b) 96.47 cm: 4, .80
cm.; ,(c) 8.675 in. + 4.7 in.

(a) the area of a rectangle, 647A. X 3.4 ft.; (b) the circumference of
13. How many significant digits'-'should be written, in the result for:

a° circle, 3.14 X 8.2 in.;. (c) the ratio of 675 yds. to .031 yds.; (d)
the side of a square whose area is V632 sq. ft?

14. Which approximation for r should you use to find, the circumference
of a circle whose diameter ,is 8 ft., measured to the -nearest foot?

am* measured to the nearest,.1 foot?,
15 How is scientific notation used to indicate the number of significant

digits? Illustrate With: 63,000 (to nearest thousand); .00068;'
3,072,000 (to nearest thousand); 300,000 (to nearest thousand).

16. What approximation for -72 would you use to fined if -s is 6.3

17. Try these exercises out on your students. (Computation should be,
done mentally.)
a. 6.2 X 42.8 is about (a) 2.4; (b) 24; (c) 240; (d) 2400.
b. 863 4- 37 is about (a) 2; (b) 20; (c)' 200.
.c. The sum, $69 + $.89 + $1A9, .$.33 is about (a) $3.00; (b)

$3.25; (c) $3.50; (d) $3.75.
d. The product 8.2 X 7.6. is between: .(a) 56 and 72 but nearer 56

than 72; (b) 56 and 72 but nearer 72 than 56; (c) greater than
72; (d) less than 56.

e. The area of a triangle with an altitude of 10% in: and a base of
4% in. is about (a) 40 sq. in.; (b) 42 sq. in.;' (c) 10 sq. in.; (d) 20
sq. in.
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Probability
. I. The theory of probability.

t. What are the, characteristics 'of a mathematical theory of proh-'
ability? , ,

.2.-Is it feasible to teach probability the_ drY in elerbentary school?
In high school? . .

3. In what vocations or professions is the theory of probability
likely to be useful?

IL-Experiences leading to an intuitive understanding 'of probability:
.4: What aims justify introduction of experiences relating to .prob-

. ability? .
.

5. What are scitie of theexfieriences that can be introduced to give
students some Understanding of probability? '

6,,: What are some of thequestions that should be raised in order
,"4.tvcause students. to gain some appreciation of the fact that

seasoning as wellps experiment. enter into 'an understanding of
probability? ./ ,

7. Should one try to give a formal definition of probability in in-
froducing young students to experiences? Why?

S., What are some effective ways of recording results Of experiences
4 in nrder that they; may form the,,basis for valuable thinking

about them?. k
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9. How can probability experiences lead to an understanding of
the 'concept of ordered pairs of numbers?

10. How scan the results of prohability experiences be used to
introduce the concept of symmetry?

11. In what grades is it feasible to introduce experiences relating to..
an understanding of probability?

12. Does it seem likely that introduction to coin tossing in school
would have undesirable consequenc,es for students?
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Statistics
J...What is statistics? What are the particular featured of statistical

.problem' solving?
2i; Discuss the difference between descriptive and inferential statistic's.

What statistical concepts are usually considered in elementary and
junior high schools? Which ones are largely ignored?

4. If the inferenCes from statistics are usually uncertain why should
one rely upon them?

5. Why' is probability an essential part of statistics, and what role
does it' play?

6. Outline the steps in a statistiCal approach to the Study, and solution
of a problem.

7. 'What are the important reasons for using samples?
.

8. What meanings do you attach to the words representative, biased,
and random when applied to a sample?, GiVe examples.

9. Do all samples give reliable informatiOn about the whole. population
from which they are drawn? Why?

10. Discuss several ways of securing randomness in samples and under:.
what circumstances the different methods might be appropriate.

11. What would be a good method of forecasting a presidential election?
What restricticrns on the samplirrk would be impOrtant?

12. What is the, purpose of grouping data, and under what circumstances
should it be done? ,

13. Distinguish between median, mode, and mean of a set of figures. Is
one of these more valuable than the others in studying the fivrek
Why? Under what conditions does eachhave advantages? W.Ifait;

14, Find the mean grade for each boy in the example on pa, 0 faro,
Find the weighted mean grade for. each boy.

1.5. Find the weighted grand average of the gradeS listed.on,pago,
weighting by the number of hours per week of class. DO this bytwo
different methods and check that the results are identical.

,16. Find the average absoldte deviation and the standard deviation of
the grades in each of the classes, i.e., mathematics, art, English, and

elso on.
17. What are two important Types of statistical inference? How do-they

differ? .

-,
18. Why are the rules of probability stated as axioms?
19. SuppOse for a given thumbtack P(U) 7--. 1%, and suppose you toss'

four tacks at a/time. Determine f(x =-- 2); f(x ..< 2); f(x > 2). Do
these add up to 1? If not, explain ly. - '

20.- What is meant by a probability .distribution? Determine the bi- '
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nomial probability disUlbution ,of tacks landing° point-dp. in t case
where you throw six at.a.tirtift and. P (D) X'for each tack, e
What does conficience level ineati in making estimates?

92. What does' level/ of 'Cignificanee mean in"testiag- hypotheses? When .

would,you choose:high level and when low? Why?
23. Arc the results of statisticar.reasoning. as:xi:inclusive aethe result's of,'

geometric .reasoning?; If not;,-.why do' most life insurance
retriain'solVent?'. ''.

. .

The statenicot ha,s bcco made, that',KiOst la.w of p1 really
statistical laws. What does this.. mean? .: . :,-.. ...`;!, :,.'

tAtt-iy is it; importult-4for stuclont.s in th(.! innaciiiiYr.k1 455: huvek.snme
conception Of statistie:d methods and ideas?.. ..-;:4-.,. ,

. ,
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or three proofs whicii'MayeaSily be omitted without disturbing.the
continuity. .:

A A

457

1,,
Lanivage and M in Mathematics

1. Explain why some studentS thinklhat .16589 is larger than .23.
2. Discuss 0 as a place'-holde.
3. Which is MOfe strictly correct? (a) 15 is a two-digit number? (b)

is,a-two -digit numeral.
t, if any, is the difference between M and 1 ÷2?

4s,,tt, possible to add VL and ? 3x and.5y? N/72 and. A/=-4?
,n the mathematical statement. (x -I- 1) (x 1) = x2 -7 1,- describe

the grammatical function of each symbol.
Discuss the phrases `literal number' and 'general number'.

8. Following the usual definition of 'binomial', is x + 5 a binomial
or is 'x + 5' a binomial?... t

9. Ili what sense is it not possible to have tzyo. equal numbers?
10.. Is it possible for a fractional numeral tename a whole number?
11. What is Meant by the statement 'VL = .25'?
1.2. 'Discuss the difference .between a. number and a numeral, in par-

ticular, between the number 4 and t4e numeral '4'.,0
13. Discuss the statement that the same number can he added to 'both

sides ogian equation without 'destroying the equality. How would
you phrase it so it would be consistent with the spirit of thischapler?_,..,,

. 14. What is the functiOn of a quantifier in a mathematical sentence,
for example, in 'For every x and every y, x y = y x'?

,15. The phrase `two equal circles' is frequently used in geometry text-
'books. Explain what is meant by this

16.. Point out various meanings which thay be assigned to the expression
`4,÷ 2 3 X 2 2'.

17. Suppose you are confronted' with the Mitneral 1,431 without beg
told the base of the numeration system used. What' s the smallat
possible base of this system? Can you tell, regardless of what base
is used, whet er '13' name's an even or an odd number? If you are
told that '13 's written in a system to an even base,, does it name
aist odd or an ven nurnber? What' if it is written to an odd base?

always a prime number?
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Mathematical Modes of Thought
1. Can you .list five problenis or questions suitable to your students

which might challenge some of them t9 develop and; extend some
mathematical ideas new to them? If not, seek problems in other
textbooks, in books on, mathematical recreations, in texts on the
history of mathematics, in semipopular books on mathematics.

2. Can you suggest a problem ;-discovery approach to each of the major
topics of each of the courses you are teaching?

..3. What' are some of the steps dvproblipolving sugtested by other
writers? Compare and contrast heSiTtic, genetic,. and ;Socratic
teaching procedurySi!illiistrating your points with a detailed heuristic
lesson plan for a :t4c:iiciu teach:

. .......;"*' . ,
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' Although not solely devoltd to thinking in mathematics or
.directed to mathematics teachers, this book,' if carefully read, wi
stimulate 'many ideas.,' for helping students 'develop their prob-
lem-solving abilities.
See also the .bibli4.0hieS' 6Xi..`tf'`Proof".land the "IMplications oii
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Very useful in finditl, fruitful'' probleinsfrire books on the histdry of
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o,cited in the notes following Chapter '9 and
Howard Eves (Rinehart
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in Recreational MathemalicS, a bibliography by WilliaM L.. 'Schaaf
(National Council' of Teachers of Mathematics, Washington,
.1958); on teaching aids, such as Multi-Sensory Aids in the Teaching of
Mathematics, the Eighteenth. Yearbook (National Coungil of -Tariachers
of Mathematics,. Washington, D.C. 1945); and poptilarizatioOk 'such
as WhatIs Mathematics? by. Richard Courant and Herbert RObtins
(Oxford University Press, New York, 1941). alk viore'

Implications of the Psychology of. Learning foi the
Teaching of Mathematics

1. One teacher approaches the division of fractionS by explainiVg the
steps in the qui/6ft and multiply' rule. Then he works soiree Sample
exercises carefully by each type. Next, he assigns many exerci,iii

..dividing, fractions, being sure to group them by the .same typg
Then he tests the pupils with several of the same kinds of exercises:
IL the results are not satisfactory, he repdttis the procesS; oinb'some-
what less time. Is this anl example of. teaching that agrees More
closely with the Connectionist or t*ie Gestalt viev of learningg Explain.

,2. Miss Jones has been trying to help one of her bag,k)vard
tellsher that he just is not good in mathematics. in fact, he relates,
this is alSo true of his older brotherto It is leis belief that itois a trait
of his family not to do Weil. iri inathema:tics. Which of Hilgard'sdit
points bear most closely on this situation? Have4rou hail :Sin tar
experiences with any of yourtupilsb

g
3:. Set forth some advantages and some limitations of a standard eig-

riculum kn mathematics that is uniform' in content for all pupils
from kindergarten throligh cirade 14., , #

4. What is your opinion of the valtig of contestsuin Motivating the
study of mathematics? Which Hilg4d's 14 point bear met -

closely on this question?
, 5., Some teachers of first course algebra :prefer toottvoid4drawing corn-

Antrisons.; at the beginning betw*en oPeratioli in :131gebra and in
arithmetic.' ilese`teacliers prefer to have their students look 'upon
algebra, us an opportunity to maken fresh start.in the study of inathe-
maticS. What do you thinli3 of this 'point of- vieW? What principle
treated in thischapter is most cloSely related to your view?

6. Cite an example from earlier- chapters of this book of.,:hOw' math {:'-..
maties may be taught developmentally. Avoid illustrations already,
used in this chapter.

a

4%0

a

a
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1. IIILGARI), EltNEST R. Theories of Learning, Second)edition, Appleton-
, ;-

Century-Crofts, Inc., New , York, 1956.
This is an extensive survey, comparison,: and evaluation of Modern
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2. MCCONNELL, T. R. "Recent Trends in Learning Theory," Arithmetic
in General Education, 16th Yearbook, National Council of Teachers

\_ of Mathematics, Washington, D.C.,1941..
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Practice, 21st kearbook, National Council of Teachers of. Mathe-
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In addition to the first chapter, which attempts to relate lea
theories to the teaching of mathematics, there are chapters on

form;ition of ',concepts, sensory learning, language, dri
transfer of training, problem solving, individual differences, and
planning of instruction.

The books by Hadamard, Polya, and Wertheimer cited in the pre-
ceding

..,
bibliography for Mathematichl Modes of Thought would also be

appropriate and interesting readirig for persons interested in .the rela-
tionsfiips between the psychology of:learning and thi teaching of mathe-

`,matics. 1:1

WHAT NEXT?
. . -

After studying the unifying concepts in this yearbook, ore fn ay wish
not only to learn more about these modern ideas but also to 'implement
them. .

The mathematics teacher, head of the departkent, supervisor, cur-
riculum chairman, principal, or general educator may 4st, IVIiat can,
I do to help others carry out the theme of this yearh;ook0.
teachers in finding answers to this and similar questiOng,g,}4. '10ppse
of this section of the chapter. Although the suggestions'04iVi er
several categories, it is not implit-d that the:: ategoiielire-finchisitre

- wr

nor mutually exclusive. It may be,' that so
that the Individual Teacher Can Do are
interested in improving mathematics to
will stimulate other ideas especially app

he s4ggestion^ride
opriate for other pefsons'.
perhaps aigzuggestionS

16 your siircific school
situations. It is to this end the suggestionsiie given.
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,. What the Individual Teacher Can Do

friN(estigate .in the library some of the references mentioned; in the ..- ., .

bibliographies. Following the list of questions on each chapter are .listed-
`referenees; especially pertinent -tO the subject of that,. chanter.; EiCh

' referenee'is cteScribed..briefly,sG that the reader can tell :quicklY -which
' WA: be.'' li.seftiffOr:a partieular purpose. Many of the book-a :bave very

-, ; recent 0,P3tights :. and it inay be: necessary to request the ,llbrarian to
buy therg .1f, .your .library: does not have a certain book, there, is the i.

..: , . f.,pOisibiltty., of securing it on:an interlibrary, lOan. Also, your 'State library ."
may .haire it.

. . ,

.. e

. As' k ,Oli..r school prineiraI 'to buy one or::inore of: the books froniithe..

.tbibliographieSJrof chapters which pPly3lajtiCUlarly well to .your work.
'...' Pt:1..0[We are 'takingoa.' sPetial:.intereSti in .'keeping the mathematics

., .' curriCiiltiros )ip to'' date, : Withtlie:'current emphasis, :- on: science and
t : " 4.matheriiiitics. for tliiiii.teclinOlOkieaVage...A:lsoi the imminent changis in

R. t40Cgillege Enfrane.e,FxarninationS:Make.it urgent tO,keep the=curriell-
r ,,,. . luiti':ig line with''eUrient. thiiik$4:: '.., .-

,se'ddre ,a9easf ;Ong gOod,inatbOtniities'hapI4Or::Yotit:personal lihrary. - :

'-, ',,,f iotn!.th%recornm'ended .hsts± and:- study .4.. thoroughly. Since :it: is your
Awn-,,,you Can rhakelmanimarginal- notes and do. as much ceMptitation .,

.. in. the margin- and' as:. r444:1illd60ipitigto you .i)leat30.. The advice of
op.h.OPles (450 .k.C:)'10 ;still applicable "You must learn: hy doing the

thine else avow *Will:3:reit'..k IOW:. 1ipleSS': yOU..trY.';;.There is,qnite' a Variety':
6odke listed -in the bibliographies, and'rSeVeral b ooksrgiv'e :4 p oPula r-

ttk; end of la year's :Study. Orgeoinetry, he. said, `.`I fillishedgeomet i" ":

,:-
might4, . -.'', .01e treatment tO: Subjects :that'.'pt4rwiEe be lesa4 interesting.

.--V : _Get* 'dile good ..tie thxtbOol....:On the ne,,t'higherleVel thaiii the' ne: you- . .
:':.''z teach, and study 4:Carefully so that you 'can prepare' yOtir 'pupils ter r ,4, .

. . .

fiSr thaelevel arkl.po:iliat the: giewth:of mathematical concepts Conalues ''
beyond pupils': high :school '.:WOrk. yo3",..pktip giVing the stUdents -a

sglimpse beYon&-the subjects they are studying whets their appetites:or
:Stimulates.' their etiriosity:.$iieh glimpses beyond the .subject at hand

':..Preveiit statements such as one student was heard to. when; at :14

",.. xamine- Cnitexit popular magazines for articles on mathema
lawines such 40'i;Sciotijic American and Fortune often contain articles. :

of ioterelit to the teacher of:mathematics. .

On "Pams i4 I. to:461.: wig, be found, questions on each chapter which *);.
can be used. in various Ivays. They might- serve as self-tests which the F

. .. .

' reader could Use. yt.O:':see whether he had mastered the ideas of the
chapter. Many of the questions can be used for discussion- With students

. to help them'appreeiate the fact that certain concepts appear throughout
ti,,,. ,..

.4:'.



matheiiiatioS.:40a and cd lop. in each mat tical .subjeCt
studied. , : :

.Reeinnftencl.,i6:ypp.r-,40,pervisO1P that a cominittee he appointed` to
study riicanb,bf.piAtpigiiV) ortiyati.op ideas developed in the yearbook.
Perhaps y.1.4e 0160J-4,i:6;1e it-orCitrischool who has read the yearbook. 1.
Let others snow about fliiit'fylow-up work can be dOne.'

In your ch'eSPOO:rti, 70tepar44iilletin. board to illustrate the growth '
*of. an idea'sucitqokk:icinePC61 'lumber, starting with counting num-

..rbers and going pry tO;Afteiiiany;kinds of numbers used both before and
4 beyond the 1.tiyelliii:'.;teacf. Stich a display could-help pupils appreciate.
.;Pille:.:'contiiiiii4L,Otir;0'6troiaibeinaties and .coula prepare them; bet

r their n cC rbrb, si ae:idisplay on the subject of syrriboliim co Id:.
in sophistication in symbols so:that the

firtaXl.e*eritai.hiltep,t9's ".,'Bolic logic will be possible by grade twelye.
'Ptgloait of 2, written by. Lawrence Ringenberg, and

.PUb1141-i41.by. the NiftioitaI Council of Teachers of Mathematics, gives
ktideas splen idea of the growth of a single concept such as the

.1 cblikePt;;6 V.,;"
choose', the new concepts which you think your pupils should know

4:k.thelieartV t'rke iirticular courses that you are teaching, and 'include
-".test *'it*Lit th.L.4e'Concepts to see whether puplis are comprehending
,them'A*.is..44,,unportant f011ow-up of any discusSions of the new
ideas; LerlY:asiciiig pupils.if they understand is not enough. Some of

,.:41Koiestip-4,sriggested on pages 441 to 46.1 should be useful.
tiMlege course that implements some of the new ideas in

A mathematics,;Mbch new mathematics has been developed since the turn
tb.c ge.nturS: and especially in the last two decades. And the technology

l'iff'fbe'4104elif age requires additional kinds and quantities of mathe-
matics thtttere not raquired a few decadeS ago. For instance, a knowl-
egge ofIth4 "binary number, system is essential to work with Modern
elects otri; C'omputation, and yet was rarely taught until rather recently.

nVCotirses are being offered, ask fOr them and help create a demand.
Many; ii-seryice classes are being offered, and many are sponsored and
financed by the NatiOOal Science Foundation. -f such eourseS are not
offei'ed in your area; inquire abOut how they ct be set up..

'Study materials that are put out By the i" tional Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and by national commissions which might supplement
the ideas presented in this yearbook. The National Council of. Teachers
Of Mathematics regularly puts out a Publications List which contains
excellent helps for teaching. The Commission on Mathematics of the
College Entrance Examination Board is making available the results of

. 4 73
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..
. . , ,

its Work. in preparation for revision of the College Entrance Examina-
4.

tiotis., Theiecent report of the Mathematical Association of
CUPCommittee oh the Undergraduate Programmake
recommendations to schools along the lines of the content
book. .

Write to the College 'Entra,n0 Examifiation Board/ and ask to tom'
placed on their mailing list in order to keep informed of changes and
proposed changes in the College ,Entrance Examinations. Use sample
questions in their publications as guides for further study of topics which
appear to be important. The address is: 425 West 117th Street, New
York 27, NeW York.

Contact the colleges which your students will attend' to learn what is
expected of students in the new freshman courses so that illustrations
may be given to studentg of the _extension of the same principles of
mathematics studied in. the secondary school. Then the students will be
better prepared for the new programs in modern mathematics which
are being offered in many colleges.

Get, books and laboratory manuals 'from technical,' vocational, and
other training schools that your students may attend, so that samples
of the mathematics work may be presented which illustrate the use of
the same concepts and principles which have been developed in the
present mathematics. classes. Usu4lly ,the.cnew _problems contai the
same mathematics although in 'different context. Help pupils to make
generalizations and state general prindiples so that they see than such
mathematical doncepts remain the same but are merely used in new
kinds of applications.

Read one of the new books for college 'freshmen which emphasizes
and extends the unifying concepts as developed in this yearbak. With
the chti.nging types of mathematics being used in this nuclear age have
come some radical changes in books which many colleges are using.
Reading one such book will sugge:st ways in which the new vocabulary
and new ideas can strengthen and enrich the teaching of traditional
topics in secondary mathematics.

Join another teacher or two from your building to study the ytarqbk
and discuss the questions on each chapter together. At the en 31 the
section on questions, you will, find references containing anssM"s and*.
hints toward their solution. A

Invite teachers in your building to meet and to .discuss hoW the ify-
ing concepts can 'be brought bito the class work to suppleme the
regular textbooks. In a particultr school, teachers of elementary alg bra,
for instance, could get together to discuss ways of clarifying definitious,

° 'fp

erica's
aluable

year-,
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4,)

improving vocabulary, and ,developing the unifying concepts in all of
the classes in elementary algebra.

Confer with your colleagues in the previous and following, grades or
,,,subjects to insure the.development of unifying concepts for the pupils.
ci,:!-'15sing the yearbook as a guide, teacherS can compare notes on how much

can. be done in each grade or subjectn developing and extending some
of the fundamental concepts. " _

lavite other mathematics teachers; whose pupils later comerto your
school, to meet with teachers in.Your.buildirig. At such a meeting, the
opportunitis and responsibilities of different school levels can be dis-
cuSsed. g..

Confer with science teachers, who teach your students, to see how
your work can complement theirs in developing the:Unifying, ideas in
mathematics. Mathematical concepts of number, syrabolisin, measure-
ment.land approximation apply particulaffy to science courses in the
elementary and junior high schools while the concepts developed in the
Other chapters apply more to later saience. courses.

Initiate' special projects for gifted `or , specially interested students
which might include follow-up of."topics developed in this ;earbook,
such

Other systems of numeration die :decimal system
. -Theory of sets

Statistical studies
Symbolic logic
Other geometries and algebras than the traditional
Graphs of inequalities
Graphs of unusual functions and relations
Mathematics ill the sciences, music, and so on.

Encourage groups of talented' students to conduct experiments in
such areas as:Probability'

,Mathematical statistics. / "
Encourage pupils who are working on projects for science fairs, to

develop one of the ideas presented in the yearbook, such as other nurnera-
tion systems than the decimal, statistical iiference, Boolean algebra,
and the like. -

Prepare for pupils worksheets and stayty guides with modern references
.to supplement and go'heyoodtheregular' textbook. Often a student can
be eneouraged.to make a stlitfra some. guidance in the form of references,
outlines, and so on are giveri.bn worksheetS..

Examine the textbooks being used to see if the definitions and vo-
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cabulary are in line with modern accepted practice as presented in the
yearbook. Discuss with the .students the ideas that need modification.

Keep* a shelf of books on mathematical subjects beyond the woik of
your particular grade, including one or more referred to in the yearbook
bibliographies to stimulate the pupils who can go ahead on individual ,,'
study. Student-s whO have intellectual curiosity are often. Interested in r
going ahead on their own, and many in this way prepare themselves
better for placement examinations in colleges. .

Encourage students to subscribe to the Mathematics Student Journal.
Erse the magazine for reports, discussions, ',and programs..

Start a :mathematics club for ybur advanced students who are in-
terested in preparing theraselves.better for their college mathernaticS
woFk. This yearbook and' the pamphlet Mathematics Clubs in High.
Schools published by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
may be helpful to the club members.

Encourage students to develop their own mathematics magazine.
Secure speakers for your mathematics club or your college preparatory

groups who will:
(a) prcsentArne of the modern points of view in mathematics
(b) show how the general, unifying concepts in mathematics are

used in some phases of applied mathematics. .

Sponsor an assembly program entitled, "The New took in Mathe-
matics."

Write up some phase -.of your classroom .work for The Mathematics
Teacher magazine or The Arithmetic Teacher, and thus share your ideas
With many other teachers.fAlso, the section, "What's Going On In
Your Classroom" in The Mathematics Teacher is an excellent place to
report on .projects which you have worked out with a class or with a
group of students..

Help to inform parents about what is going on in mathematic's.
Cooperate, in planning programs for organizations such as the Parent
Teachei,-ASsociation and the Home' and School Association to let par-.
eats know how the ,mathematics curriculum is changing.

.Organize a 'group or committee to put on a mathematics prograrn or a
series of programs on the local. educational television 'station on a sub-
jest such as "Patterns that Appcar in Mathematics" or "Old Friends
in New Places" *id so on. There is so much interest in mathematics on
the c part of the ge:heral public that they would Welcome any mathematics
prOgrams. which they could understand easily and Which wouid bring
out some d the beauty and underlying' principles in the mathematics
that they studied.
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What the Chairman of a Department of. Mathematics or a City Supervisor
Can Do .

No individual connected with thematheniaties program of a second-,
ary school or a system of schools is in such a favorable position to get
systematic consideration of the contents of. the twenty-fourth yearbook
as is the supervisor or the chairman of the departMent of mathematics.
.Certain specific steps are motisted for these individuals to take' in
order to make sure that. teAriff.s know. the eontents.of this book and
give full consideration to them.

. .

Copies of this yearbOok should be provided for tfie school or depart-
mental libraries: Ajany teachers will have their own copies, but-others
will not. Even those teaChers who have pdrsonal copies will sometimes
wish to consult the library copy during a conversation with otherteach
ers or while making.preparation for participation. in a group discussion.
Also, it may. be desirable to refer studelits to .Certain sections of this
yearbook. Other books relating to.- the subjects treated in this volume
should also be added to the library, so that they can be .consulted, for
various points of view. or for fuller treatment of the, unifying concepts
presented in this Yearbook. The bibliographies given in the yearbook
are suggestive of additional books for the library.

Many of the ideas presented in this yearbook .Can be clarified and
fixed in mind by means of multiscnsory .aids, such as, slides,' motion
pictures, charts, and models. Aids should be provided and information

. should be available on sources of material. 'there arc many slides and
films that :can be purchased, rented, or obtained free relating to our
system of numbers and its applications, but some teachers are not
aware of them. The chairman of the department or'city supervisor could
provide the teachers with such information; especially that relating to
new' Content' in mathematics.

One of the principal, obligatithiS of the supervisor or chairman will be
to acquaint himself thoroughly with the 'contents of this yearbook and
to evaluate its suggestions in the light of local needs:' A Closely, related
obligation is that of Providing opport unities for systematic consideration
of the recommendations. of the book in group meetings, either eity-wi0
Or school departmental meetings. A teacher or a feW teachers. could be
'asked. tol outline the -contents' of.. one or more chapters and preSent
these to teachers .:who could then take part in a general discussion,
criticizing the conclusions of authors, relating local expericuces,t6 the
general statements, and laying plans for incorporation of suitable fea-
tures into local practice.,

.

At departmental meetings it might be.well to up the appropriate
7

!tir
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lists of questions based upon the chapters :under consideration; read
these one by one, and call on teaChersto give prepared answers and make.
comments. It would be a mistake t6 assume that.one discussion of this.
type 'would be sufficient to insure proper adjustment to the program of
modification suggested in the yearbook: There should be a number, of
such discussiOns, not only to extend knowledge:to other chapters 'of the
book, but also to interpret local experience and- smooth the way for /
more satisfactory adjustments.

One of the responsibilities of the supervisor and' chairman in this; as
in all oth'er curriculum and teaching readjustments, is to 'keep theosuper-
intendent and principals informed about what is being 'done and to try
to get sympathetic cooperation in the prOgram: Some of this informal
tion can be transmitted by means of bulletins, but Much of it can come -
only .as the result of personal over-the-deSk discussions at which the
adininistrator is given opportunity to raise' questions and _make com-
ments.

The supervisor and chairman of the department may find it helpful
to talk with teachers individually as well as in groups, to observe their
teaching, and provide individual help as they adopt certain ideas from,
the yearbook. . :

It will be well to arrange for demonstration lessons to be taught by s'
selected teachers as the basis for discussions and as the Means of making
clear -to some teachers just how the new condepts are to be put into class-.
room practice. 9.c.

Upon- the chairman- of the department and city supervisor will fall,
in large mdasure, the responsibility for leadership in. experimental re-
search at the local schotil level. The-desirable methods for teaching the
modern. unifying concepts have not been determined. They will be dis-

...covered and ,developed as the result of team effort and wise leaderShip.,
-

What the Chairman anclaMembcrs of thg Curriculum Committee Can Do

A recent nation-Al survey indicated that one 4hird of the secondary
schools expected to make some curriculum relfision in mathematics.
This implies that nytny local ,curriculum committees will be formed. A-
durriculum cotrimittee.may study recent teaching guides and courses of

I.

study developed 'by- other schools; however this Peocedure alone' will
lead to a status, quo curriculum f9r the natiorAdvances will be made by
preativeriess of the curriculum workers and other frontier thinkers in
Mathematics education: ThiOtarbdok rniw be helpful 'to curricultiin
committers in'the task of id fying>.basie' modern ideas ana effective
methods of presen!ing

':4
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and members of each cuAlthough the chawill
find many ways in .which the yearbook can contribute to successful

cha'i'rmcurriculum committee
completion Of their task, a few 'suggestions are listed below:

Use the yearbook to identify the important unifying concepts that,
'should be emphasized in %he local school curriculum. Each member can
carefully study one or More chapters and report to the curriculum
committee. .

Study the flow chart to see how the concepts. appear at the different
grade levels. The concepts develop, thgroughotit the educational' experi-
ence of the Pupil; tfiey may not be:confined 'to the time the pupil is in
grades 1 to 12yr the'time iii .school.

Encouragetwide representation of grade levels on the committee. 'Vide
-sepresentatiOn will help to insure that certain modern unifying concepts
are not omitted from a specific grade level, but they extended as
the pupil studies mord 'Mathematics.
_ Compare the.modern unifying concepts in'the"yearbook with those 'in
the local school guides and textbooks;e1An ,ex ruination. of the teaching
guides and the textbooks may reveal discontinuity in the .developMene
of the basic concepts. This discontinuity shofild be corrected.

Compare the methods suggested in the local teaching gUides andtext,,
books with the methods suggested by the modern theories oPlearning in
Chapter 10. Point out to the teachers'certain content and methods in the
yearbook .that` need greater emphasis in.the local curriculum.

Suggest to the administration that study groups for teachers, be set up
on specific phases of the,yearboOk.

' Request the administration' to secure. consultants for the purpose of
providing additional, assistance in: identifying ar4 implementing other
unifying concepts. These consultants may be atonable from convenient'.
colleges or universities or a neighboring school for periodic conferences.

Use. the questions on the self-test as a basis for disciigsion when new
topics are introduced into the mathematics courses::

What the Elementary Schoo/ Supervisor Can Do

many of the, activities that have been mentioned, Which Secondary
- _school` supervisors oari do (pages 407 to 468)-, apply also to elementary

school Viork7....Uowever, 'there.' are special contributions which the:ele-
rnentary school supervisor can make. For instance, many people think of
the responsibility of the elementary sahools'iri arithrnetio.as the teaching
of the four fundamental operations of computation with whole numbers,
and common and decimal fractions. An examination of the flow chart
WA 'show, however, that the unifying, brie' concepts, of mathematics

'
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have their toots and foundation in the early elementary school, gradeg.
Thusit becomes increasingly impartant that elementary school teachers
become aware of the nature of thiS foundation and the 'lb/dance of -
laying'it correctly.

The elementary school supervisor then, has the responsibility of (1)
helping teachers-to become aware of the fundamental, unifying con:depts
of_ atithraetic and (2) helping them find' the best ways of deyelopjng
an:understanding' of them in pupils. .

Following are some suggestions fbr elementary school sufieNsors of
ways of imprementing the, ideas of the yearbook:

Arrange.for a corrit#ttee of elementary school teachers to examine the '4,
course. of study in 'firithmetic-to sec' if it includes fundamental., unifying :

concepts as developed: in the yearbook, and if their growth, froin grade
' to grade is made clear.

Make the yerirboOk.availablerto teachers either through a pfofes.4ional
library in a centrarlocatiorrol in, ,iindiviaual buildings. If it can be ob-
tained easily, teachers are more likely to.nse it:

Make available, in a central office or in a traveling library, books and
supplementary. materials which can be used'y teachers and pupils to '
learn more abimit the growth of arithmetic and its essential continuity.
MatcriAls; might include such a reference as The Portrail'of 2 friim; the
National Council Of Teachers of Mathematics '

Encourage small groups of elementar'y school teachernn. a school or
a small area to meet-and discuss how thy unifying concepts cai) best be

- .

developed in their particular grades. . ,

Use the yearbook in conferences with new teachers to showi how the
arithmetic work of their particular grade or grades fits into the general
pattern of.krdwth of Concepts in thathernatics.

I+

ti 'Arrange for study groupS to explore together such subjects as number
Or measurement in, ordeg tdenrich teaching. The bibliographies-in the
yearbook will give helpful,references firm-such Study, , '

If there is atelkieulum library, iirrangetohave the yearbook 'added

Deverte some Otpfessicipal meetings to a study of the yearbook.
In this way all tea era will lea0n about the boo:A; they will get clearer
idea of how' the an metre of0eparticular grade they are teacying fits.
into the total rr*thematics picture, and some teAchers will thiis be
stimulated to study oil their own. -

.

Assist "elementary school teachers in the under,standing of unafying".
-,,coricepts.of mathematics by arranging for consultants who .will develop

. With teachers sbnie of the idea's presented in the yearb'dok; ..."
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Keep principals and other admin4trators informed of publications
Stich, as this yearbook so that they "An keep abreast of the `trend of
events it the teaching of mathematics and also keep the teachers in-
formed 'of'. such trends.

In meetings with parents, accluaint them with the emerging content'
elementary mathematics and the new emphasis on certain phases of
mathernlitical laws and structure..

What the General Education Leader (Superinkrzden(, Principal, General.
Supervisor, and so on.) Can Do To Help Teachers in -Understanding and
Teaching Modern Unified Contepts in Mathematics

Mai* eduCatorS, although not specialists in mathematics, are keenly
interestedip the improvement of instruction in the fundamental concepts
of mathe*ics. It is helpful to the school system if superintendentS,
principals, and general stipervisofs tindeistand the, ideas of modem .

mathematics in order to encourage and support mathematics teachers
in their attempts to impiove instruction and revise content material.

. Of course, the exceptional administrator wh is trained in modern
mathematics.can make a unique .contribution. H wever, there are many
things each administrator or supervisor, irresp tive of his mathematics
training, can do tOhelp teachers in undeista ng and teachink modern .

unifying concepts in mathematics, Suggestive of the contribUtions?of the
. general .ediicatien leader are the following:, -

Provide copies of this yearbook for ther3chool professional ,library.
In.some schools the professional. library, if any, consists of only a feW

(piri-of -date edupation textbooks. Even a library with only a few
chosen current books inspires teachers to develop their own specialized
libraries.

:Provide time for the teachers to s udy this yearbook. A recent study
sholved that some mathematics hers are regularly sicheduled for a
period to be used in lesson prep tion or activities for Professional
growth while otherteachers are assignedilass r study halls; 'A definite'
amount of time in, the schedule for in-service education indicates to the
teachers that the idministration feels educational advanCement is im-
portant. A. systematic study of the ye,arbOak wo Id be a desirable part
of the inrservice program.

Provide a place at the school for teachers to study and to gold small
cOnferences on the topics of the yearbook. Irk some schools a teachers'
conference room has proved to be valuable in providing a place where
teachers'ivith free periods may study and plan ways of improving mathe-
matics instruction.

4 di
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Encourage teachers to attend slimmer institutes and workshops
unifying concepts are studied and are further developed. The Natio I

Science Foundation, state departments of education,, industry, and
universities have sponsored institutes and workshops where teachers
have developed units on modern mat:hen-jades and studied more,iective
ways of preienting difficult mathematics concepts. It would appear that
in the future the number of such institutes may be increased. Since.this
type"of igucation does not necessarily meet the requirements for a gr4du-
ate degree, collegiate credit is not always given. Recognition of at-
tendance at,summer institutes by increased salary increments wound
encourage teachers to sacrifice for continual a s rovement.

Assume . 41creased responsibility for gui tilt g the teachers in their
appraisal of mathematics program in light of the unifying modern
concepts. Mathematics has been developing rapidly and at the same
time teaching loads have increased.

JCult for a teacher to keep up to da
teaching modern mathematics. A
in developing-41 mathematics a
more effective instruction in t
book would be most st

hese conditions have made it diffi-
and also evaluate her instruction in

'ye cooperation of the administration
raisal prograni, and ways of providhig

e unifying concepts streitied in the year-
ulating to the teachers.

Assume the' leadership ,A starting a study of the local mathematics
curriculum in light of the unifying modern concepts in the yearboi5k.
The high school mathematics may have been taught without change fot
several years. A critical study of the content should be *made to see-.
whether modern developments areze. fleeted. Perhaps the algebra con-
tains an excess,of exercises on complicated factoring 'and lgtle on in- .

equalities, or die structure may be hidden in obsolete consumer prOb:
lems. In Cny case, the leadership of the principal in studying the content
of the mathematics courses would be encouraging to busy teachers.

Provide mathematics consultants to. assist teachers in modernizing.
ompettheir courses. Many colleges have t persons avai101e for this

senice.In some cases it may be ne essary r the local school, to provide
travel expo:aim fOr college consu nts to' meet with the mathematica
staff on the revision and evaluation of the local mathematics courses.

. Theyegh school administrator has the opportunity to point out the
possibilities of consultant service and assume the lead in securing assist-
ance as it is' needed. Sotne, state departmen6 of education have special-. fists in this area or they will secure temporary consultants for local

hools. Although ati present only a few *ides have:full-time mathe-
atics consultaatse others are planning to add such staff Members. No

oubt if the demand were there, the personnel would be added.

48
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Appoint a 'connittee or teachers to damin.
yearbook and report their findings at a s
-emphasis should be on the unifying concep
leacherg of other subjects. For example, ce
are important ip economics, scienice,Tand
matics.

Set up a curriculum textbook hbrexye Recent matheniatics teaching.
guides and courses of study are valuable to teachers as`a source of new
ideas,. NeW textbooks are rich sources .a both: modern. content and of
new methwls of teaching modern mathematics.

Relieve the mathematics teacher of routine nonprofessional duties.
Perhaps a study of the ..teaciher's nonprofessional 'duties will reveal a
large rcentage of ;the teacher's time 'devoted to nonteaching 'duties.
Th duties'.inaY be perfornieciby less competent persons at a. financial
saving to the school and the teacher's time droted to a study of the
Unifying conceltof modern hematics and new wa4S of teaching
them. tp

,What the Colle#e Teacher. .C.an Do in Courses in Mathematics Education
. and Content

It is not the purpose of this section to provide a detailed program. of
"mithematies 4edncation for

ggest ways by, which the pre-

e certain chapters in the
eeting. Perhaps the

of common concern to
principles of statistics

erce as well as in mathe-

preservice and in-service mathematics an
teachers: It is intended,, howeN;er, to
service and in-service programs duriifg the entire preparation of mathe-
matics teachers for elementary and secondary schools can be. improved
by careful study and apKoPiiate applic#tion of the ideas presented in
the various chapters.

If the suggestions, when implr nted, serve to stimulate in-service
and pro pective teachers (1) to become acquainted with the content of
this>Yettrboo.ikkand (2) to think thr ugh and develOp Waye, (a) to guide
their pupils in discovering some of the basic and.*ow ng concepts of
mathematics, (b) to formulate and ,express them corr tly, and (6) to
know how, why, when, an Nithere to apply, the princip es and processes
Of a mathematiCal System to an ever-Vdeninwge of problem situa-
tiont, then, surely, the yearbook will ha seried-W.: purpose. ,

Tivo kspects of Preservice and I -SetTice_z_preparation. The
entary -and

espe
preparation of teachers of mathematics, on both the egle

-secondary levels, with which the college teacher of teachers
ifterested, includes the titudy of (1) mathematics, (2) prO
matheinatics education, and (3) general cultural courses:

This yearbook is primarily ended to present some of the major

4 ,:d3
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ie.
. unifying or :continuing central cpricep ,., 'es', relatingi to

'. I

"IsT ber and, Operation,", "Relations .anti `Measurement
an A,pproxiination," "Probability," "Statisti f," "Language 0.;

SyMbolism," "Modes of Thought, aricr"Ps f Learningior -

he Teaching. of Mathematics.". ,,.. , --r
1

The writers of _the various chapters hav n, some rititntion to the ..

manner in which the concepts and op anon: ofirnathematics can be
made meaningful to. pupils of differe ages and m Ority, levels. din: this"

se:the mathematical content, is treated within. ;-,,-;edagogical frame-
rk. However; the professional uses to which this, "k-r; rbOok can be Put' ..

in preservice . an in4iervice programs may ;seed '-i. her elaboration.
The.following list.of suggestions is presented for that pigp4e. .

.Suggestions. Call to the attention of students enrolled. in. inathe-
matics methods and mathematics content courses the availability of this
yearbook. '/

, .,

.
.

. .
Use the yearbook as a basic ,textbook or supplementary reteience'

book 4n methods, and professionalized .snbject-npter courses. The flow
chart, chapter questions,' nd biblicigraphies inhy_ossihly be the basil+
of the course.

,

,

r

. .

Assign group of students . to report on particular sectiOnss.of the
yearok. These groups could niake detailed studies according to /their
professional needs and special intereSts of various chapters involving .
(1) the preparation of °a check-list of mathematic ideas, processes,..,ilgiterms, symbols, definitions, postulates, and so 'on; ( Suggestions fore
ntrOdneinfand enlarging up basic ideas, and agpiyin them in teach-

. ..14 situations on various grille levels, gradqsalno 12 (Effective use
° iniFht .be made of the flov4 chap.); '(3) the, planning, and possibly the

writing of .bisid unit* of;_instruction which incorporate the *teas pre-
sentedin Wis yearbook; and (4) rewriting, *ertain sections. of traditional '

textbooks in latinOny with ne* mathematical content and methodology. .,

Have students work in groups, or as individualb, in the preparation of.
appioprlatelest questions.based on the checklist developed ki .(1) above.
The cankiciion'of Ihe test items may see the following purposes:
(1) Give vianabl4 exp7rience in the art of questioning, (2) Use apprO-.
priale symholism and terminology, (3) Provide a stimulueforelearnilig,
the subj ect-matter content, and, (4) Provide experience in the' use Of

,. 4\various test construction techniques: '

Serve,as a resource person or group discussion leallerbor consultant on
programs. built around topics Presented in the. yearbook.

Offer in-service courses and seminars. ,T e ideas, discussed id this
yearbook might be studied in cidensiOn co& s or, seminars meeting in

,-- t.
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,

the late afternoon and evening. Well-designed professional courses or
senninirs 'Might' be offered for college credit' on the adyanced Under-

°flraduate or graduate levl.'
Offer' a series of lectures on ,the unifying modern concepts in aths-. ,

matics. These lectures could develop an.,;understanding of the newer
. aspects of mathematics, the evolutionary growth that, has occurred
during the last 75 to 100 years, and possibly, the effects of these, new
creations on our ,present -day living. Tfie yearbook could be used as a,
relepence for such lagurei. ,

Use the yearbook as, a basis for programming staff meetingfi. The
,

suggestion applies ,to the instructors in mathematics education courses,.
to instructors of of mathemataps subject matter, or to combined groups
whole task it is to prepare teachers of elementary and secondary school
Magematics. .;

Use'7 the chapter on the'lsychology.Of Learning for the Teaching of
Mathematics" with (.1) elementary,*hool teachers. of various 'grade .

'levels, (2) eecondaiy school teachersbin subject-matter areas, arid (3)
lay gronp0 within the community Such as PTA. '

Devel6 preserviCe mathematics and .mathematies eduction courses it

for teachers in which ittms such as the following. are included; the
basic symbolism and wordlanguage,in the yearbook; (2). the his real

pvIloylition of the newer ideas, terms, prodesses, and- modes of thought,
(3) the basic ideas and ken'eral unifying themes of mathematielf (4)
the implications of each unif concept in providing for .continuity

'of mathernaticalexperiences for chi ren, at various stages of'growth and
developrnent; and (5)' a bat of tests on modern rriatbenlatical con--
cePts., foundations, terms:processes, and types of_reagoninglsnitable "for
selkmeut.Tement. ,

Encourage teachers And students to look for articles on new, nifying
concepts in Inathernaties and applications to arioils-teldi.., , '

Set up .a clearinghouse oir die college or u versitY early* in your
area, region, or state through which .114 an assistance to teachers 'of
matheniatics can be made more readily acce ble. Teachers who udder-
take

.

take a serious study of this yearbook may at times some assistande.
The clearinghouse would open. up direct 'chiinnels of comrhuniCation
tween college service centers and teachers in services ,

Make arrangerrlents. with the College laborati y school or nearby
ele entiry or secondary school to do some demonstration teaching arra
expe rnentation. This would proyide an fppartunitrfor: closer coopera- .

etweep, the College mathemati,ce ;ieacher and,:th6 high school
teache A series of demonstration lessons wish new subject matter and

+if
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't
. new methods could be helpful in' implernenting the ideas suggested in

ttisyearbook. f
.

What Can the'Wor kshop or Institute Leader Dot,
Set up sections devoted to the discussion of various phases Of the

yearbook. (1) Sections could be arranged fOr the study of general impli-
. cations of the yearbook the effects it'd likely to have on Ea), general
curriculum inaprovemegte, (b.) Contentselection, (c) grade placement,
an (d), methodology. (2) Sections could be arralaged to ptovicie for
intensive study of any elarticufar phase of the element,ary- or secondary
school program, or teacher training.. Investigations and discussions could
center about some particular gm e level of elementary school arithnietic,'
or some particular area of se dart' school subject matter. Writ, up\
siiggestionson how ancl when t e basic unifying concepts might initially
appear in the instructional program, where major emphasis might pe
given, and hock recurring experiences might be provided, for retention,
enTargement, and refinement of the concepts during the entire mathe-
matics program in grades K to 12.

I Write .test items to.measure the growth (from grade to grade ean-
ing and understanding of basic ideas-of mathematics 'w4ioh- can be
developed through rd_nxlementatiora of the program: developed in. the
paragraph above. In our teaching one should .be mindful that the full

r: story about anyof the basic mathematical ideas cin never be explained
at4,ny one grade level. - Mathematical ideas' -grow with the experience
andmaturity of the pupili. Tests shouldbe designed to measure various
gradations of understanding.,

Analyze presently used elementary _and secondary school tOxtbooks
ih mathematics to see the extent to which the ideas presented in the
yeitrbooic appear: Such analyses should be done frequently, so/ that

o teachers are awa'te of the trends in subject- matter selection,' grade place.,
ment of topics, methods of presentation.

Make. the findings of projessionat Studies,..analyses, and investiga-
tions available' to other, teachers throughout the country through ap-
propriatlipuyieations i professialal, magazines. .

Design. efrperiments for cleated various types of schoolsin new
subject matter, grade placement q( topics,. testing nevii, methods. A
group of interested teachers working with consultants from nearby

:colleges o qesign such experiments, cooperatively, in Workshotos.
Help the teachers colleges evaluate and improlh the undergraduate

iiidgraddate edification courses .presently offered. 'rhe\ailicher training
prograiri should not. only keep abreast of the:changes now taking place

t s ' s
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in the curriculum of the elementary and secondary schools, .but sho
lead the way toward effecting improvements in subject-matter selec on,

.grade.p,lacement of content, applications of recent discoveries 1 the
b piyohology of learning, improved methodology, testing and eval ation

of teaching and learning, and interpreting pupils' progress to parents
and agencies.

Workshops and institutes can help' a great deal in bringing about
necessary reforms in teacher preparation on both graduate and under-
graduate levels.

How Professional Organizations Can Maintain an Emphasis on Unifying
Concepts f

It is unavoidable and proper that professional organizations should
stress different themes from time to time. HoWever, a theme of such
great importance as the unifying concepts of mathematics ought not to be
stressed in one year and neglected during. the years that follow. Rather
its,values should be kept constantly before teachers, those in attendance_
at meetings, those who read the magazines and books, and those who are
indirectly dinfluenced by contacts with more active and alert teachers.

, Hence it Seems obvious that the unifying concepts that are discussed
in this volume should be further and continuously.discussed in magazine
articles and in professtonal meetings over a period of yeah. One of the
most effeCtive criteria for judging the value of a theine is the observance
of the number of times 4 elicits articles, books, and public

Such orgtimiiations as The National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics, state and local affiliated groups, regional and city organizations,
college and university sponsored conferences, and other professional Or-
ganizations are in posiWn to maintain emphasis on the unifying concepts
of mathematics in many ways. Chairmensors of meetings oftefi
take their'cues for topics toe discussed from reading books such as this
yearbook, magazine articles, and titlei of,papers that have been pre-.
sented at other meetings. Hence, The NatiOnal Cminciltof Teachers of
Matherpatics and leading. professional organizations can encourage
continuing emphasis on unifying concepts by providing for papers,
articles, and panel discussions on their programs.

Throughout the nation there are regional, city, county,
.4 and state

orivizations that provide opportunities for teachers of mathematies to
get together for exchange of problems and ideagIelated to teaching and
Organization of subject matter. It is not unusual for offieersand program

. chairmen .of, such units to seek tOl)ics Suitable for programs. This year-
bo k provides many program suggestions. for all such groups with cone-

s.
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quent benefit to mathematics instruction at all levels and in all parts of
the nation.

Below are listed a few of the many topics suitable for papers, panel
discussions, and informal group exchanges of ideaS.

What opportunities are there in .high school algebra for applications
of systematic proof?

What are the responsibilities of the teacher of high schOol geometry
for maintaining understanding ofnumbers and skill in their use?

How much statistics should the junior high school thathematids prd-
gram contain?

What 'principles of psychology Should guide the teacher of eleme tary
'arithmetic?

At what level of mathematics instruction phould principles of compu-
tation with approximate numbers be introduced?

What symbols should be introducedn junior high school matheinatics?
What is the effect' on understanding, of intro:clueing a large body' of

symbols in high school mathematics? (\This question dart be considered
subject by Subject or in general.)

How should traditional geometry be changed to conform to modern
ideas about the nature of proof ,

How do present-day ideas 'arding function8 differ from thOse tra-
ditionally held?

What characteristics of the atitematical process of proof can be
:applied in nonmathematical re ning, and how can pupils be trained to
apply them?

One could extend this list inde itely, andevidently any one of the
questions,could be broken into su units. Assuming that any opt of the
topics suggested above is to be ma = e'the basis, of a group congideration,
how can if best be treated to a eve .ac ktive and permanent teacher
interest? piere are a number of gene = I methods that suggest themselves.
A speaker can be asked to organle terials and present them in the
form .of a paper or lecture. A group' s bg asko*1 to participate in a panel
discussion of the topic. The topic Ca rOught before os: group, each
member of which is free to cOntrib to his ideas and ask questions.

slaver method of treatment is ad pted, it seems obvious that one
person must give careful attention in a vance to the details. It is usually
no more effective to haVe a discussion 'thout careful planning than fOr
a speaker to addresta meeting without careful preparation.

Below is a brief extension of tlfe last uestion listed above, wits sug-
gesteci Hides for treatment.

Wh characteristics of the'mathem tical process of, proof can be
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applied in nonmathematical reasoning;and how can pupils be trained to.
apply them? (1) Is geometry the only subject in which there is oppor,
tunity for training pupils in the processes'Of mathernatical proof? Where
in arithmetic is there opportunity for cultivation .of ability to reason
logically? algebra? (2) Can mastery of the processes of proof be-bettes.....,_
cultivated by extensive discussions concerning its nature or by intensive
practice in mathematical proof? Is there room for both approaches to ttie
problem? Will some pupils respond better to one method than to an-
other? (3) How much, time ghould be devoted to reasoning abdut the
operations of elementary arithmetic in grades 3 to 6? In grades 7 and 8?
In the study of algebra? (4) How much time should be devoted to dis-
cussion of our system of numeration in the elementary school?. (5) In
ninth year algebra, should an extensive discussion of the nature of a..
mathematical system and the motivation for the definition of the prod-
Aid of signed numbers be given 'or should the rule.be stated and used
without logical consideration?. (6) In life_ situations which method of
proof is more commonly employed, deductive or inductive? Direct or
indirect? (7) What are the logical characteristics of indirect reasoning?
(8) How can we test for mastery of methods of reasoning as used. in
mathematiCs?

Just as the listbf major topics and questions can be indefinitely ex-
tended, so this list of questions on the topic above can be increased. No'
matter how far a moderator or chairman may extend such a list in
preparation for group discussion, there will always be other questions
that will be raised by members of. the audience or panel, and sometimes

%--these 'unprepared questions 1.1.e among the most inteiesting, vital, and
searching. Very often the question itself is of equal value' with any
answer at might be given because the teachers, after the meeting, may
continue to study the problem and attempt to find answers in terms of
their own school situations.

Maintenance of emphasis on the unifying concepts can also very
properly be a function of government educational agencies, esp
state departments of education. Such aKencies are usually alert to every
proposal for the impr,invemknt of educatibn. Through their bulletins and
courses of study they reach many teachers,who are not active members

. of (voluntary professional By calling the attentiort of
teachers to the unifying concepts and recornrriending attention to them
in the processes of mathematics instruction, ireat benefit.. can be con-
ferred on education. Furtherrnbre, the personnel of these agenfies often
have opportunity to serve as. consultants with local groups of mathe-
matcs teaclers and can take advandige of such opportunities to keep

4,89.
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Wire interest in stressing ofinOtantly the concepts that serve to unify
.., 'mathematics.

['Obviously the answers to many of .the At'oblems suggested by this
4 yearbook are yet to be fOund. Expesimentation and protracted study

are in order. These may be done by. ere their daily tasks or by
groups specifically organized to attack :44* -problemis. Money may
be needed to pursue ,studies in designat.ids. There are foundations
and subsidies that might well be interested in sponsoring group or
individual research looking toward Ooltition- or partial solution of some
of the problems. Such a program Trait@ an analysis of designated problems
and proposals of solutions to be eAteriMentally tested or systematically
investigated: In the meantime generOfinterest should be maintained by
means of some such program of discussion as is here suggested..

A FLOW CHART. OF *IC MATHEMATICAL IDEAS

Many of the basic mathematical concepts in this book are not confined
to the classroom but occur throughout life. In some cases they are first
met by the preschool child and then strengthened tiiroughout his ed'uca-
tional career. Some of these ideas, with examples of how they appear at
.different educational levels,-are listed below. Although the examples are
grouped under four educational levels, there is no distinct line of demar-
cation among them. An example given for grades. 7 to 9 might be even
more appropriatelor the superior child in grade 6. Also the examples are
only illustrative of some 61 the ways in which the specific mathematical
ideas may arise. It is assumed that the teacher will think of many more
instances where each of:the concepts may be stressed. fn fact, amplifica-
tion of this chart might be a good teaching project fpr a series of work-
ing-dipsnssion meetings of the mathematics staff. of a school system: It is
'such; ,sPikal teaching that 'nurtures the full- develOpment of the idea
within the. pupil. ;

4' IDEA .17 NeW numbers are
new

by meh and defined in
nterms of old numbers to do ew jobs. Some of these jobs are to.

make the opetations of division, subtraction, aid extraction of
roots altiays possible, to make linear and quadratic equations

..4 always solvable, or to represent geometric, physical, or .'other
. quantities, auchas diagonals of squares, temperatures ",below
zero," and loSsesqsee Chapter 2)... °

Grades IC to 3. Children learn to use integers in counting concrete.
Objects and in measuring. Seeing a collection of three balls, they not
only identify the objects as balls but also they recogniz e threeneas.

Grades 4. to 6. Children learn to use a pair of integers (a rational

0
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number) to describe a part of a unit. If MEMO represents one unit,
is used to reRresent the shaded portion. A pair of integers makes it

possible to express the quotient of all division prOblems as a number.
Thus-10 = 3 = 1%, and 3z =.'10 now has a solution.

Grades 7. to 9. By using, signa '`,+," and "," numbers are defined
which, make subtraction alWays polable. It is now possible to find
5 8, and x + 8 = 5 is now solvable. ts

Grades 10 to 12. The definition of irrational numbers such di .N/,
Makes it possible to write the length of the diagonal of a square whose,
side is 1 inch. To give meaning to all the operations with logarithms,
trigonometric functions, x, .e, ,.tIie solution of certain equations,
transcendental and complex numbers were invented.

IDEA 2. Each time a number is invented the rules of
operations with it must be defined. This is usually done, to
preserve the commutative, associative, and distributive princi-

\ plea of operation which applied to the, natural numbers (see
Chapter 2).

Giades K to 3. Children learn that 3 + 4 and 4 + 3 give the same
results; that (2 + 3) + 5 is same as 2 + (3 + 5); that is, addition can
be done in any order. In multiplication we may interchange the multi-
plier and the multiplicand; for example, 3 X 4 = 4 X 3.

Grades 4 to 6. The associative and distributive laws ate the essential
ideas upon? whiCh are based "carrying." and "borrowing" in column addi,
tion and in subtraction: The commutative law is also used when one
checks addi ioi downward by adding upward.

ciative and commutative principles are extended to fractions.
The commutative principle Is used to show that X = 9i. The
problera can be written as 3 X 3i or % ,

Illustrations of the use of the' distributive law are in dealing with
denominate numbers,, 2. X 3 lb. 6 oz. = 6 lb. 12 oz.; in multiplying nal-

.\berti written in decimal numeration 3 X,24 = 3 X (20 + 4) = 3 X 20+
3 X 4. *

Grades .7 to 9. The distributive law is the basis for factoring ab -
ac = a(b + c); and, with the associative law it provides the rationale
for special product& These laws serve to justify such things as the defi,
nition of ( 2)( 3) = +6. Also (a + b)' = (a b)(a b) = (a +
b)a + + b)b = (a' + ab) (ab = a' + (ab. + ab) =

+ ab(1 + 1) + = a' + 2cib -

Grades 10 to 12. These same associative, commutative, distributive
laws are considered in defining the operations with radicals and complex
num . Thus = .1/2 X 2 X 2 = V-%/N/5 = =

; and 2i(3 + s) = Cri + = eti 2.

4
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IDEA 3. Standard units of measurement are aibitrarily
chasen, althoUgh the units may have arisen historiCaliy. Stu-
dents 'should undeistand the nature and variety of standard
'units of. measureinent as well as the relation between units of
the same measure. Pupils must have many t/xperienees 'with
physical examples. of .standard units to understand and'
pretiate then (see Chapter 5).

Grades K to 3, Linear units: inch, foot, yard; liquid units (units of
volume): cup, pint, quart, gallon; weight units: ounce, pound. .

SOrne measurements of length should be made with inch ru,lerd which
contain no other units on the scales in order to emphasize the inch as a.
unit of measurement: Students can make their own units and use these
to make measurement. From such experiences, pupils can see the need
for standard units to communicate ideas: Pupils should be giVen
tunities to estimate and then check by measuring. They,can be enCour-.
aged to comPare,parts of the body with standard linear units; then pupils
can use hand span, thumb width, and arm length .to make estimNtes.

Experimentation with measuring cups, 'pints, quadri, and gallons
helps pupils see relationships between...units. ;.

Grads 4 to 6. Linear units: rod, mile; also such metric units as
.Centimeter,' meter, weight units: -ton; area units: square .inch, square
. foot, square yard,..sqUare centimeter, square meter, square rod, acre,
square .rnile; volume units: cubic inch, cubic foot, cubic' yard, cubic
centimeter.

Give experiences with measuring some quantity With, different units
to understand relationships between units.. Pupils should be led to see

. which unit is more appropriate for measuring .quantities of different
sizes; e.g., miles to. measure distance beWeen two pities, inches to meas-
ure width .of paper.4.

Classrooms should contain many standard units o give O-13R2Aunity
for pupils to become familiar with them. Estimates of measurements
should be an integral part of the instructional program, e.g., stepping off
tie length of a room, estimating areas, and so on.

Glades 7 to 9. Review and extension of previous units of measure.°
Tioent.;.more intensive study of metric system of weights and measures.
Larger units of-measurement such as4he light-year for measuring dis-.
taores to stars; smaller units of measurement such as millionth-inch for
the cross hairs of a telescope. Emphasis is put on estimating and then
checking by measuring with standard units.

Grades 10 'to 12. Review and extension of previous ideas.
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Aseb-IDEA 4. Estimates of results of computations are used as a
check on computations and as a practical tool for everyday

.living. Such. toimates may be done'priot:.to tfte liaper7pencil
wark er after its The main, i_vsposei estimates of result of
c.ompulatioris. is to kelp pupils deal, with numbers sensibly
(see Chapter 5).. .

a
.

Gvades E to 3. Estitnating before computatio0: 31 .4- 3. ReAult will

be about 10. -Vstiftating after eomptiiation:
(-

10

3/31
30 a

4

Does 10 seem reasonable-?
Grades 4 to 6. Example: 76 >c 84. My estimifigis 80 X 80 = 6400

before computation.. After computation: Does 6384 see like a reason-
able result?
Example:

3.12
X .4.6

2232
1488

17112

The estitnate shmild be in 'the interval 12 to 20. Where should the -

mal point be placed in the result?
9rades 7. to 9. Estimating areas and volumes of geometric solids to

chgck ;the reasonableness of a computed result. Estimating totals from
grocery store sales slips: Applying estimates to percentage probleMs

Glades yr to 12. Approaching all results of exercises and problems
om the point of view: "Does this result seem reasonable?"

IDEA 5. The ability to estimate is refined where pupils are
able to locate two numbers such that the result is between

4" th'eriz. Some popilS will be able to locate a small interval while
other pupils will be able to give a large'one (see Chapter 5).

Grades K to 3: Exercises arc needed to develop the pupils' ability to
estimate such exercises as, 53 + 32 ls between 80 and 90.

Grades 4 to 6. On this grade level, the type of exercises might be: The
Sum of 53/16 and 45/12 is between 6 and 8. Sallie pupils will recognize

4.'9 3
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pat it is between 7 and 8. The produet-of 47 X 62 is between 2400 and
t600.

Grades 7 a9. Exercisei such as, the PiOduct of 347 X 625 is be-
X 600 fl,nd 400 X 790 or between 180,000 and 280,000.

Grades 10 to 12. Betweenness is formalized asupiLs study the mathe-
matics of approximalion. Additional skill is de( eloped in using thd slide
rule.

. IDEA 6. Number is an abstraction (see Chapter 2).
Grades K to 3. A cardinal number such as .3 represents thercomMon

property of all ,groups with three elements, such as 3 dogs, 3 marbles,
3 pennies,, and soon.

. Grades 4 to 6. Fractions,developed Out of work with and talk of parts
of things, as bushels of grain and pieces of candy, but they may be used .
to represent ratios and averages, and so ion, i.e., in situations where no
,parts are involved.. They may be treated logally as pure abstfactions.

Grades 7 to 9. Although negative numbers may represent directed
distances, losses, and so on, signed numbers, too, are,4ogically, Creations
of the mind.

Grades 10 to 12. Irrationals have some of thei, roots in Pythagorean
problems of geometry, and cot.plex numbers grew out of a neesetirsolve
,certain equations_Both of these were initially a little abstract, but not
nearlyiin much 'so as later theor1nade them:

IDEA 7. Mathematics is a kind Qf "if . . ., then" reasoning:IU
whit!' the "then's"' are supported essentially by definitions,
assumptions, and theorems which have been proved previously
(see Chapter 4). . ,

Grades. K to 3. Two youngsters were checking their answers to the
example: 9 7."Say, John, I figure that if 7 2 = 9 and 7 7 = 14,
then 7 = 7.-F (7 + 2) = (7.-F 7) + 2 = =. lb."

"That's the same answer I got," replied John, "but, I did mine a
different way. I said if 7 = 1 k then 9' + 7.= 9 (1 + (9

1) 6 = 10 ,--= 16." Note the chains of logical reasoning in the way
in which each pf theie students reached his conclusion. .

Grades 4 to 4.'"1-jey, pavid, hoW many yards are there in a mile?"
"Well, I don't know, but I think we can find out easily enough. If

there are 5280feet in one mire and there are three feet in each yeti,
then 5280 ÷ 3 will tell us how many theie are in one mile: If I
have divided correctly, then there are 1760yards in one mile."

Grades 7 to 9 If 3x 4
3

33g, then 3x 4 = 11. If 3i

=494
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,
).1, then 3x 4 15. If 3.x =- 15, then x = 5. Thus, a possible solution to the
original equiition is x = 5. To complete the prott we Muscinow estab-

lish the converse-of the statement, "If (3-x
3

4) = lh, thevx '5."
1

The Converse is as follows: "If x = 5,Nthert (3x
3

4) 3%." If x = 5,

: then (3x -) -. Hence, if x 7-- .5-is4solniion to the original
3 v ;3

RT --. ii. R 5 -4.

equatipn, then'
(3 53 4) 323.. Since this results in an identity, the

x = 5 is a root of (3x 4) 37,6.
3

Grades 10 to 12. If x = 6 is a solution of Nix 3 x = 3, then
± 3 + 6 = 3. Since Vo. + 6 3, then x = 6 is not a solution to

the original equation. If x = 1 is at solution to 1/x .3.3 -F. x = 3, then

N/1 -} 3 + 1 = 3. Since N/4 1 = 3 is an identity; then x = 1 is a
root of VT1F 3 ± x =7.3.

IDEA 8: Addition and multiplication are the basiC operations
in terms'of which:the inverse opera 'bits, subtrizction and divi-
sion; are defined (ste,Chapter 2). 111

Grades K to 3. Subtraction is taught as the inverse of addition and
thus the facts are taught together.

Grades 4 to 6. Multiplication-division facts...are °taught together.
Checking subtraction by addition and division by multiplication are
taught not merely as interesting devices but as an application of basic .
principlei of inverse operations.

Grades 7. to 9. Invert and multiply and change the sign and add are
derived by:the use of the inverse operation frinciples.

Grades 10 to 12. The inverse operation principles should be con-
tinually pointed out and used with irrational and complex numbers.,

, They resolve such questions as 6/0'= ?, 0/6 = ?, 0/0 = ?.

IDEA O. Numberi and their properties are the same, irrespec-
tive of 'the system of numeration, but our system of numera-
tion with the base 10 and place value together with the
associative; commutative, and distributive.principles dictates
the operation algorithms in arithmetic (see Chapter 2).

Grades K to 3. Children learn that we group by 10. 10 ones make 1
ten.-10 ten& make 1 hundred. We add and subtract tens and hundreds

'4 9 5.

-1
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just like ones. The position in which we place a digit indicates whether
it is ones1 tens, or hundreds. The'cligietells how many -ones, tens, or

, hundreds To facilitate opfillation we .group to make a larger unit when-.
ever possible in addition. And we regroup a larger unit to smute7 units
for purposes of subtractionP ,

Grades to 6. The ysterrif numeration is extended to thousands,
to ten thousands, and so on, and later td parts of one. Place valtie is used
to ,deSiginate tht denominator (10, 100, 1000, and so on) of the frac-
tional tart of the unit. We multiply and divide tens, hundreds, thousands,
and so on. With common fractions we also build on an idea of grouping
to make a 'unit of one; and separating one not only into 10 parts but
also into halves, ourths, eighths, and so on.

-7 Grades 7 to 9. Parts of a unit are expressed in rms of tenths, hull-
' redths, thousandths, and so -on, where denominators are not written,

ut places after the-decimal point are used to show them. The grouping
idta is used with decimal as with natural numbers.

The idea of 342 can be generalized to 3(102) 4(102) 4- 2(10°) and
from that to 3x2H- 4x + 2 where x represents 10: This suggests -that
some other number sutras 2, 8, o12 could have been used as a base for
our numeration system. Other bases have recesitly become useful to
persons working with electronic computers.

Scientific or standard notation is used in representing large numbers,
small numbers, and in showing the precision of measurements.

Grades 10 to 12. The conversion of rational numbers to and from
their repeating decimal notation may be done either by a. simple alge-

-braic device such as multiplying N = -.1414 . . by 100 tt get 100N =
14.14 . . . and then subtracting the two expressions or by regarding N
as the sum of a geometric progression with common ratio of .01.

Irrational numbers are represented by nonrepeating infinite decimals.
The ideas of scientific or standard notation are used to find characteris.

tics of logarithms, and the understanding and use of logarithms to the
base 10 are related to our numeration- system.

Atepresentations of numbers to different bases are associated with
polynomials, and then general principles for converting to different
bases, for factoring, and for checks similar to the check by 9's are derived.

IDEA 10. As i numbers are invented, we must each time
defin- e what is meant by equality as well as by addition and
Multiplication. This letids to the fact that the same number
may have many-different names.or representations (See

. ter 2).
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. . ,

-srades K to 3. Each whole nunitadr May be the stun or difference of
-many pairs OLkitegers; thus, 5 = 4 1 I= 3 2 = Aft 2 = 8 ' 3,
and' so on.

Grades' 4
ad -= bc.
riVed.fact ,t

r plying or d.
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to 6. Fractions a /li an
ogical proof can be de
al of
iding its

cl d
lope

ay be defined to be equal if
late; of the, inductively 04-;

ction is equal o any n1 Nyraction derived by 'kr
timerIttor and,..denomi tor by the flame u

This lead to the many names for 2, gyt i kW %, %o, .5, a
as well as cb the scheme 'for showing that the integers corr Pond to
certain ape iai fractions (i.e., the integers are isomorphic to a subs et tif, '
the rationa ), thus 2 ,= 34 = s i 3 = k = %, and so on.

Grades 'to 9. The notion that. %an = .4/.6, anti so ou, may be
extended t the idea of an equivalence class and of a ratio as $: iitairof t
numbers
I,
. Grades 0 to 12. The.equalities may be exte0ed to Nig = '2A/-. =
.07.54 and s on. Also a ± bi = c ± di if and only If a = c and b --=-- .d.

IDEA 11 Numbers obtainey applying to goon ties meas-
uring -isments, such as rulers, scales,. and protractors,
refir approximations of the quantity. The numbers
,themselves are not approximate (see Chapter 5). .'

Grades K to 3. Measujaient.to the nearest inch by using a ruler with
inch marks only. The length of the jpaper may be earer to 11 inches

j''han 12 inches. or 10 inches; students should see th t one cannot meas-,
ure exactly 11 inches. This leads to the idea that easurement is ap-
proximate. .

.
.

Grades 4 to 6. Making measurements to the nearest .foot, nearest
,inch, nearest Calf inch, and so on, to teach the idea of precision f meas-
urement. Lead to the idea that precision of' measurement is deI mined
by the unitthe smaller the unit, the more precise is the meas ment.
Bill the recorded number still is an approximation of"the quantity.

Begin the idea that with each recorded measurement, the unit of meas-
urement. should be stated. When it is not stated, the unit must be in-
ferred!, Om. the number. For example, a. recorded, measvrement of. 7.4
ft. 'pr8blibly indicates that the unit is one tenth of a foot.

Grades, 7 to 9. Error of measurement does not refer to, mistakes
measurement. Error of measurement is the difference between the
corded measurement and the actual or true measurement. The greatest
possible'error is one half the unit of measurement and is called the
tolerance. In measurement this is recorded to the nearest 3 foot, 'the

ds'greatest possible error is % foot. Accuracy of measurement es not
refer to the correctness of miasurement. Accuracy refers to the p cent

4 9,7
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of error. FCor instance, the accuracy of a: measurement of 6' ft. to the
nearest . is3 6.9r 4.2 per cent.

Grides 10 to 12. Review and extension of previous ideas. Scientific
notation and notation to indicate precision and tolerance. .

IDEA 12. Computation with ri umbers which represent ap-
proximations should be done with due cons4leraiion for that
-fact. The same computation procedures are followed for num-
bers arisi g from:7neasurement, rounded numbers, and ra-
tilmal a proximations for- rational, and :irrational numbers.
(Wee Cha ter 5).

. Grades K to 3. One child may make a flower'' bed $ sticks long; an-
other Memo, extend the flower bed 2 sticks.rThe entire bed is only.

,-"Aout (not e tly) 5 sticks long. 5

,Grades 4 to 6. The resul., computations with, numbers which are
approxim ions should be ro ded to the proper degree Of precision.
For eNikm e, the sum of 3. t. 4.73 ft. f 8.28 ft. shofild be rounded
to 16.f ft.;, upils probably are not ready to understand fully,the general
procedures r rounding !vaults and will need to rely on directions from
the teacher. , .

Grades o Most computations with numbers which represent
approinnations will arise from measurementet Tha,precision of the
results for addition and subtraction is governed by tlA, precision of the
measurements involved; the result is rounded to the precision indicated
by 'die least,precise measurement. In the ,example in 4 to 6 above, 3.6.
ft. is'least precise; hence, the result is rounded to the nearest tenth.
Accuracy determines the way the result is rounded in multiplication and
division; the result is rounded to the accuracy indiCated by the number
with the least accuracy. Accuracy of measurement is determined by
per cent of- error. 472, 47.2, 4.72; .472 all have the same accuracy. Sig-
nificant digits are a guide for the accuracy of a measurement.

iTeachers can be guided in their choice of an approximation for the num-
- ber, ax by the accuracy of the measurement. V the diameter of a circle

is given, as 3.4 ft.; tfien 3.14 would be appropriate to/use fo?T; if the
diameter is 3.7%inches, 3.142 fora should be used; if the radius is 8.762,
then 3.1416 is used as an approximation of

. Computations With rounded numbers follow the same procedures as
outlined abovt...

ro.

Grades ro to 12. Scientific notation can be used to indicate clearly
the number of significant digits in a number: 67,000 miles measured to `

ths.nearest hundred miles is writteni6.70 X 104 mi.; .00062. cm. measured
to nearest hundred-thousandth cm. can be written a§ 6.2' X 10-4 cm.
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,,, ': Students. encounter rational aRproxiMations of numbers such as square .
!.".' *roe/ -s: of numbers . whiA a:re not perfect squares, cube rots of nunit473 1

tams" Ce*PuttitiOnS with these follow the Same procedures t4ose; .

whicli are not perfect cubes, most. logarithmkaedd trig fint.-e

cited fongrades 7 to 9: For exainplf, the,diagonardf a Square with side - .

s is /3.0; the choice of the. apprOtirnation fol. should depend on
th acctuacy of tr. Ifs is 57t. measured to .the nearest =foot, then 14'

cient Precision for ankaploroximatiOn fOr A/2; if a is 9.63 in1,then..
1.414 would be useaas,the.approxiznatiodfor -0. .ir ,

. .

IpEk13. In algebra a. variable is .a.. aymbol for which one iub
stiiute.,s.,the.names of numbers.(see Chapter' 3). 40 .

Gracile Kto 3. Elementary school children are famihar with the ex-
pressions 3 -J-. ? .= .5 and 3 + 2 = ? A symbol has been used foLwhieh

. . the name of a,numbei maybe subetituted. Iii the sentence "The number
!of containers of milk for our claps today is ?," a symbol has been used.
. for which a numeral maybe substituted: ...

Grades 4 to 6. The following exercises from a sixthgrade arithmetic:
,textbook indicate the occurrence of the concept of variable. k. k

If N X.17 .,a,.-695, tell what number N stands for. 4 bu. = .?"pecks. .

Grades 7 to 9. The concept of variable appears throughout these
grades. The expression's A = L X W and 1 = 24 are familiar to.
mathematics pupils. Letters are used-- entenCes . f of -which the
names of )numbers may be substituted. . -

Grades 10 to 12. The Concept of variable may be extended to parame-
tars. In the expression telly = lc., K is a lettZrfor which specific numerals.
may be substituted. I L. . .

. .

IDEA 14.7 Variable's in mathematics playa role 'similar-it& the
1:-.ole of pronou*s in the English language (see Chapter 8):

-., r Grades K tosk-Ip place of the sentence, His score is always the same
as her score, one &mid write J = M. ..

,

Grades 4 to 6. Instead of writing that the value of itactiOn is not
changed when its numerator and denominator arelcultiplied -by ,the
same number (except 0), the child may write: 't l*Ii'

1

ac= (c a):,t7c

Gfades 7 WI. The problem, "Find a number which divided by-6 yields\
the quotient 3" pan be written as, "Find x if x/6 = 3."

. rGrades 10-to 12. Iii geometry, the sentence: Two lines parallel to a..

.third line are parallel, may-be written as: If k 11 m and n m,lhen k n.
ti
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' IDEA 15:A Acme oj a thirs'g is. different from the thing i(sea -. .
-...,

4. 'Chapter 8). . ' .. . - - >
-

. ,

. .
.. Grade K,,to,3: 'Names oreyilOkerk are .on tbe blackboarrc butthe

'children,.... ,i,- . '' children a e seated at their Aes1,6.-', .:..t- . -
ik. .

ik ' . 'Giad 4 to 6, The symeol %,i larger tlianthe symbol 3 but % < 8.A

1,. . ' Grad s 7 to 9-`.715' is.laiger:thao '7'. byt..75 < 7. - :,,. c

,.:, . -- t Grades 10 to.12.1rhefolkwilig is aurae sentence:.`r! is a Greek, lettgr. .

... and r is it number.. Y. 5. ' ' \ - P
\ ''.. IDi0A We may represent riumbeis geo m e t rico lly showing .,

some as tengths, some aspointi ,tandsome as areas (see. Chap-
,

ter 2). / , .%

. Grades K. te3. B3r choosing a unit;41ength: and. ex naig it by mul-
tiples of its own lenkth,4,' children learn."(b sequence of, counting numbers
on .a number line. the ale ozero toina aninitial !mini on the number
lime intr uces children to the yea of n 'enlarged set of numbers, the

, .
rset of all tegers. . -

. ',/p

1 2 3
. 1 .1

Grades 4 to 6. Chilalen learn to divide eac of the segments of unit
length into n equal parts, that is into M's, %.'s;

' 0 ' 2 3 4
I I I 1 1 'I', .

' I

/..\"There is now a point (number) between every pair of points (numbirs);
but the line is still "full of holes." .

'Grades 7 to 9. Students extend the number line, The point the
right of the 0 are positive rational numbers and to the left are negative

1 -----

-a
;

.rational numbers.

k I I I . 1

-1 0 +! a +1!y v' +2 .

An early approadh to irrational numbers begins with the comparison
of the side aid diagonal of a square.

With the nowledge of irrational numbers, we now lire a complete
mutu0 cor sponden.ce between numbers and points on a straight line.

soncep may well receive more emphasis in .grades 10 to t2 than in
to 9.
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' Grades 10 to 12: Complex numbers may berepreInted as points in a
plane or as vectors iz a plane:.

.114EA. 17. The language of niatherna s ha;* gram mar of its
men Pitt as the English language does (see Chapter 4).

Grades K to 6. `2.+ 3 = 5' is a cGinplete mathematical sentence.
it tructure is similar to that of the sentence, ,"The eiclighter, of John
and) Mary is ' '

Gkades 7 to . Saying that 5 .3 Similar t0 saying
. that John is taller than Joe, 4.,

Grade's 10 to 12. Calling the -base of the natural logarithms' `e' is

similar to\ealling a boy 'Sam'.
IDEA 18. 4 matken;atical definition is a statement which

gives us a set of symbols as a replacement for ancither,'set of

- Grades K to 3. Inptead of saying, three-tens, we say thirty.
Grades 4 to 6. 4 X 3 is defined as 3 + 3 +3 +

.Grades 7. to 9. Instead of saying a triangle w1iose sides are of the
same length, we say an equilateral triangle.

Grades 10 to 12. Sec x may he defined as 1/cos x.
IDEA 19. To indicate that two expressions name the s9nte

thing, we use the symbol (see Chapter 8).
Grades K to 3. Tp say that '2 + 1' and '3' are names of the same ,

mffriber, the child writes:

symbols (see Chapter 8).

2 + 1 = 3.

Grades .4 to 6. ;,pa say that 'W and `50 %' are nam s .of thcsarn- e
number, the child writes:.

= 50%.,

Grades 7 to 9. In the formula:

A = 7r7.2'

A and irrl are names for the same number.
Grade's-10 to 12. In saying that sin 30° = cos 60° we mean that sin

30° and cos 60° are the same number.
ilia/20. You can see a numeral, but you cannot see a number

,;(see Chapter 8).
Grades K to 3. Mary wrote the numeral '3' which is bigger than the

numeral '3'' which Susie wrote, but they name the same number.

ki .
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Grades 4 to 6. The Roman numeral 'VII' an the Hindu-Ara
numeral l'name they same nuthber. ft

oliqhe Tractions '3,6' and 46' are two names. of the
84111164

l! r" Grad681. r is a number which cannot be n med exactly in a-
decimal f4914.,%s

Lrg!t,au Recognition of the order rela ions ,for numipers is
fundamental to estimates of computatio (see Chapter 5).

Grades K to 3.The.earlY ideas of order involve only bigger and small
er related to physical size. As a child counts bycones, he begins to learn
the order relation for integers. For example, 8 is more than\ 7, 6, &,'4, 3, 2,
or 1 and 8 is less than 9;,10, 11, 12, .. The ideg is extended when he
learns place value and sees that 40 is more than 30 and that 300 is less
than 400. The order relation for fractions begins when children learn that

is more than 3i and that 3i is less than X.
The order relation is used in estimations like these: Is 3 + 5 more than

or less than 3 + 3? Is 8 more than or less than 8 Is 3 X 4
more than or less than 3 X 5? Is 31 ÷ 3 more than or less than JO? 4

Grades 4 to . As the concept-of place value is'extended to numbers
with many' digits, including decimals, the concept of order relation is
also extended to examples like: 82,000 is less than 92,000; 1,000,000 is
less than 10,000,000; 0.52 is less than .62. Ordering ideas as related to
common fractions are extended. Children learn that is less than Y
and generalize that if tie numerators of two fractions are the same,
one with the larger denominator denotes the smaller 'number. Likewi
pupils see that is more than % and generalize that if the denominators
of two fractions are the same the one with the larger numerator is thl
larger number.

Estimations such as these are apprapriate: IS 310 ÷ 3 more than or
less than 100? Estimate the product 216 X 370. Estimate the sum
5i10 + 4%12. Is, 647 247 more than or less than 842. 247? .

Grades 7 to 9. The previous ideaEhre reviewed andjxtended. Esti-
mates are made for areas and volumes of plane airdsolid. geoinetric
figures, square roots, and more complicated computations such as:

3.7 X 4.
2.6

Grades 10 to 12. Review and extension of previous ideas for estimates
to computations. Estimation is used in teaching logarithms and the
use of the slide rule.
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7 IDEA 22. In operdiing.with new numbers,'the fofiner.latis of
: addition, multIplitation, order, and commutativity are,usually

' . preserved but someof them. may be changed in order to achieve
some other de fired advantages (see Chapter 2),.

G.Ritles.K to . Children learn to order numbers; 3 conies after 2 and
before 4; 32 comes before 33 and after 31. .

Grides 410 6. We;ordei. fractions but first we have to think of them
as having the same ,common denominator. Then we order. numerators
as we do 'with the natural numbers. If all the sumerECtors ate the same,
they we can. order from snialiptit: to largest by denominators, e.g., H,

3
,

X = ± = K, but the idea 'that multiplication is
repeated addition; tbough it can still give us'useful hints; ii,no longer
logically sound when the multiplier is a fraction as with 3i, X H.

Grades 7 to 9. Negative Munberenre ordered from smallest to largest
in the reverse.order of their abeoltite.(numerical) Thus comes
before 1 and after or 3 <,%--,2 < I.< 0 <1.

Grades 10 to 12. When extension is made to complex numbers, the
order. Aation is sacrificed. We fannot order complex numbers. We
cannot say that 2 3i < 21 or can We say that 2 3i > 3 2i,
but by the definition of equality for comp'ex numbers we know that
2 A- 3i 4 3. 2i.

In later extensions to vectors and matrices the commutative principle
has to be abandoned,' but wonderfully poWerful new tools are thereby.
invented.

IDEA 23. Sets of ordered pairs of nUinbers are an important
concept in mathematics and this cone* is frequently used on
all gltde levels (see Chapter

Grades K to S.-When a child thinks..one candy bar costs 5 cents, two
candy bars cost 10 cents,: and so on, he is thinking in terms of the -or-
dered pairs (1, 5), (2, 10), and so on. ..

Grades .4 to .6. Fractions are sets of ordered pairs of numbers; for
example, is the ordered pair (2, 3) and is the ordered pair (4, 6).
In fart; both ordered pairs are the same number.

Grades 7 to 9. A table, of squares consists of -ordered pairs;,i.e., (2, 4)
(3, 9),. and so On. .

The :coordinates of the points on a graph are sets of ordered pairs.
Time-temperature .graphs consist of ordered pairs of numbers.

Grades 10 to 12..In studying tie equation, x. y = k the ordered
Pair of numbers for x, y occur.

Iti.the study of the quadratic equation, an ordered pair of numbers is
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.found. Th study of the.sine curve involves ordered pairs; i.e., (sine 30, ' '..
.i).. i , - v

.e.

(
. IDEA 24. A' conclusidiris established by logical deductions

from, one Or more statements calledsreascins (see Chapter 4).
Grades K to 3. A child in a ro'n bf .32 pupil§ counts, the number

*present on Friday to be 26: He then writes on'the blackboard 32 28 = 6
and says, "Six imople.are absent today'' When another student cups-
Lions the accuracy of his subtraction, the youngster replies, "Well,
26 + 6 = *., (This child is 'using a definition of subtraction intui-
tively.) . .

Grades 4 It 6. .Mary .adds a column of eight 9's and concludes that ' .

8 X 9 '= 72. She then declares, "If 8 X 9= 72, then 9 X 8 = 72,
727+ 9 = 8; and 72 -i- .8 = 9."

i Grades 7 to 9. Having accepted a 'common definition of subtraction,
namely, that a b = c if a only if a = b + c, a superior student
learning to add positive and egative numbers concluded that 'if 5 .=
7 + ( -2), then 5 (-2) 7. Similarly, 5 7 = (-2). If 5 = 7
L, 2; then 5 + 2 = 7. . .

Grades 10 to 12. An algebra class proved by the method-ofcompret-=:
ing the Square that the roots of the equation axe + bi + c ,, 0 were as
follows: ,

.1

2a
b

A/2a° 4"b + Vb2 : 4ac and xi-- ,,

xi

From this conclusion they further deduced the additional relatiOns that
xi + 2.2 = -- (b/ a) and xi x2 =,.s/a

IDEA 25. Induction doesn't "prove," it makes conclusions
probable (see Chapter 4). wu.

Grades K to 3. Mary,.after her first day at school,. Said, "Mommid, I
. talked to every teacher aeschool. Do you know all teachers are women ? ".
Her conclusion, by induction, was based upon a few cases. A larger
'number of cases would increase the probability of, the validity of a
conclusion. . "

,

Grades 4 to 6. Jr was developing skill in multiplying whole num-
bers and he remarked, "You always get an answer bigger than the other
two. numbers, ,except when one of the numbers is zero or one."

Grades 7 to 9. Frank by. measurement found the sum of the angles of
each, of several triangles'that he had drawn an& he concluded, "There
is a totabd about 180° in the angles of each triangle."

Grades10 to 12. Alice, a superior pupil, was connecting the midpoints
of the sides of various. polygons and she stated, "The polygons with even
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to..
number sides havespecial figures within but thOlie with odd number sides
do not." Was her concluiiion correct? . .....,

IDEA 26. We often seek to establish the truth. o$a statement
called a coinclusion by arguing that it follows Iran one or
mere. other statements called reasons that are only partial,.
livid:once of the truth .of the. conclusion' (see Cliapte04).

'''.girades K to 3.. Thoopupils were .discussing summer Aracatir plans.
.fiirow lOag does it takoyou to get to your grandmother's house?" one

. bly ;lied.. ' .

---- "Abont 3 hours. My grandmother lives on a farm."
"Get, your grandmother. must live three times as far away 'as miner

It only takes us one hour to go to gragdmother Miller's."
Grades 4 to 6. thing circle devices which they had made from pie

plates; two fifthgraders were attempting to find .the anrer to N, + 3i.
After considerable manipulation they concluded. that. tale answer was
ess than one and that it probably was '31'

Grades .7 to 9.'EaCh.member of an eighth grade class had cut out two
ongruent triangles. The class knew how to find the areas of a rectangle

and a parallelogram. After a little experimentation, the studentskn the
: group discovered that the two triangles could be placed side by side in
such a way' that they appeared to-form a parallelogram, the length of ---
whose base- was equal to the base of the triangle and whose altitude
was equal to the altitude of each of the triangles. From these experiences
they concluded that A = %b X a.

Grades,10 to 12: The members. of a demonstrative geometry class'
constructed the medians of a triangle and they noticed that the medians
of the triangle seemed to meet in one and only one point. This appeared
to be a promising conjecture which they proved by the methods of
Euclid and by means of the techniques of analytic geometry. '11,'

,

IDEA 27'. 7'o establish a canchision; necessary inference may
1 Jbe used in the argument (see Chapter 4).

, Grades K to 3. Ann supported her statement that 7 + 8 = 15 by
.. thiS,reSsoning:, "Well, 8,is the same as 7 + 1;.and 7 and 7 are 14 and 1

mOretaakek,15. Do you see?" ii
Grades 4 to 6. George was-adding 23.1 + 73i. His reasoning might be

Outlined as followsi.294 +. 734 = ,(2,+ 7) + ( ± 3i) = 9 + 1312 =
10312. Ili this same exercise, Kathy proceeded in this manner: 2% +
773i. = / 3 4 +1 + X, + 312+ 7 + Y 4 + 3 1 2 == ( 2 + 3 ) + 7 + 312 = 3) + 7 + 3 1 = 3 + 7+ 7 ++

:312 = 10312. . - . .

.. Grades, 7 to 9. In octoblit a' seventh grade group studying some uses
of mathematics al football agreed that positive and negative signs were

,--.., , 1
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to be used, W indicate gains and losses, respectively, of the bacyfield
Olayers. A qUestion had arisen in .class about -how to find the average
(mean) yards gained by a Substittfte quartErback whQi had ihe following
record for three plays: 4, 4-8, 3: r '.

"Ilere's the way I figured it," said 0 brikhOyZolunteer.from the class.
"Louis. (the quarterback) lost 15 yards in three play?3, so that wouldr be .

15/3 which equals -5. Zook at it this way. If helad lest' t,yards on
eaeh.of the three plays that-could be Symbolized/ilia:this: 3t X (--t5)
-15. If -3 X (-5) = 15, then 18/3 = 5."r!'his. reasoning was
accepted by the questioner..

The teacher then interjected this question,- "If 3 (i-r:5) 15, then
15/ 5 = ?"
When one of the more able younkstop-suggested a storm ofprotest

iarose from the class. However, after a short discussion they 'readily
agreed thatthis relationship was similar to 4 X 5 = 20 gnd its "division
cousins" ?cX1 and 2.%. Hence 3.mnst be the answer.

Grades 10 to. 12. The studentt in an 'advanced mathernatics class
were asked to; prove that v!2 irrational number. Attempts at
getting a direct ptfobf of .this conjecture failed. At the suggestion of the.
instructor the gro4p--then prdceeded to. use the familiir indirect proof
for the theorem that .N/Ds irrational.

IDEA 28. To establish -o canclUsion, probable inference may'
be used in the argument (See Chapters ,4 and 6):

Grades- It. to 3. Two chit en are arguing over; their answers-to the
problem "280 70 = ?." On of the yotingstersupports the answer 980
(addint the 7 and the 2) and he other one 'staunchly. Maintains that
answer is 350. Finally, after neither of them is able to pOnVince the otIer,
one declares, "Well, my daddy said that the answer. is 350.r (Reference
to authorities can be very important in many arguments, though the:-
authorities may. at times be wrong.) . ,

Grades 4 to 6. John had forgotten whether the divisor or the diVidend
was to be towned upside dOym whenvhe was dividing common fractions.
Ifinding the toltition to 145% ± 3%, John decided to work the problem
both ways. His first attempt waii to multiply %17 X 1% which 'he fohd
to be %. Using his second method, he multiplied 1.1-% X 143 and his
answer was 4. It was then that. he noticed that 14 ÷ 3 = e and
15 ÷ 3 = 5. As a, result of this, estimation he decided that hiti first answer
was incorrect, and 4M ,was the correct answer since he could find no mis-
takes: in multiplication. From this. experimental apprpach, John cor-
rectly inferred that:in dividing fractions the dividend should`be

ed by the reciprocal of the divisor.
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Grades 7 to 9. Two girls were taking a poll among their fellow stir-
,

dents to determinethe.populir songs enjoyed most by the students in their
school. Although their sampling included only approximatelY 3.,lo of the
entire' student body, they concluded that the most popular songs as
determined by their sample were characteristic of the entire student
body.
Grades 10 to 12. Ta support his contention that students who do w 1

in mathematics will also do well in physics, Bill computed the coefficie t
of correlation between scovesinade by students on a standardized test 1

: physics and the scores made' by these same students on a standardized
test. in -mathematies. He used the resulting positive correlation as evi-
dence to support his thesis that stunts who are proficient in mettle-
Matics will probably doowell in physicb, also.

IDEA 29. The inferences, of statistics are inductions which are
not certainties, and must (re given in terms of probability (see
Chapter 7):
Grades K to 3. If all the children in John's room are 8 years old,s

should he conclude that all the children in his grade are 8 years old?
Grades 4 to 6. If it rained each day last week, will it rain tomorrow?
Grades '7 to 9. If John's batting average is .300, how many hits will

he make in today's game? :

Grades 10 to 12. If the life expectancy of 17-year-olds is 55 years, do
you expect all 17- yea; -olds 4 live to be 72? Why?

IDEA 30. Dater front iamples should be organized and sum-
marized if they are to besanalyzed for inferential prposes (see s

Chapter 7).
Grades K to 3. If a first grade pupil needs to estimate the number of

containers of milk neRded for the ieces,s period, a study of the number
used for the last few .days will be helpful. Organizing figures ,in a nu-
merical order often helps children to see, relationships. .

Grades 4 to 6. The importance of organization may be finiphasized in
:Constructing bar graphs from collected data.

Grades:/ to 9. Organization of data occurs in study of such' averages
as means and median. .

Grades 10 to 12: The importance of the organization of data is
encountered when arriving at generalizations from 'experiments by
construction of histograms and study of standard deviation.

.IDEA 31. Decisions about a whole population can obtained
most sefficiently and economically by examining ontY a small
part selected by a process based on the principles of prObability
(see. Chapter 7).

-
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Grades K to 3. A child may count the 'students with blue eyes in
one room and estimate the number in the whole school. A- child may
conclude whether peaches in a basket are ripe by feeling-only one or
two peaches.

Grades 4 to .6. A pupil may determine the average height of the
bOys in the room by measuring.few. He might find those in the
front seats an unsatisfactorY sample.

Grades; to p In constructing a straight line graph, students use a.
sample of points.

,Grades 10 to 12. A senior class decided to print their own class
paPer. How bould they determine the number. if type Characters for
each letter of the tlphabet that they should buy?

IDEA 32. Unles' the sampling process makes it possible for
each sample to have an equal chance of being drawn; inferences
based on the sample 'may not be statistically valid (see Chap-
ter 7). . .

Grades K to 3. if it is desired to find the average weight of a second
dlikothiM, should we weigh only the fat children?
1161.--ndes.. 4 to 6. John was practicing on his most difficult division
fa,cts. Out of twenty, of these facts, he correctly answered ten. Mary
said John knew half of all.the dt#ision'facts. Was she correct?

Grades 7 to 9. _John 'measured the interior angles of several five
sided polygons and concluded that'each angle of every ive sided poly-
gon was greater thhn 90°. Mary showed John that his sample was biased,.

Grades ,10 to 12. The importance of the selection of . a sample jar: ,

easily illustrated during the study of probability if twenty white balls
are plaCed in a bag and ten black4O' es placed on top and then the sample
drawn from the top. The principle is emphasized in the study of 'ran-
domness, equiprobability, and the probability of ,compound events.
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